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Important Numbers & Academic Calendar 

College Telephone Directory Cambridge Coon Rapids 

Admissions 763-433-1300 763-433-1300 
Advising 763-433-1230 763-433-1230 
Campus Store 763-433-1850 763-433-1250 
Business Ofce 763-433-1600 763-433-1600 
Continuing Education/Customized Training 763-433-1200 763-433-1200 
Disability Services 763-433-1350 763-433-1350 
Financial Aid 763-433-1500 763-433-1500 
Graduation Information 763-433-1400 763-433-1400 
Information Desk 763-433-1840 763-433-1240 
Library 763-433-1950 763-433-1150 
Math Skills Center 763-433-1260 
Placement Testing (Accuplacer) 763-433-1980 763-433-1180 
Records & Registration Ofce 763-433-1400 763-433-1400 
Scholarships 763-433-1820 763-433-1220 
Transcripts 763-433-1400 763-433-1400 
Tutoring Services 763-433-1990 763-433-1190 

Academic Calendar 2020-2021 

In case of emergency, call 911 immediately then call the Information Desk at 
extension 1240 and advise them that 911 has been called and for what reason.! 

Fall Semester 2020 
First Day of Fall Semester���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������Monday, Aug� 24 
Holiday Observed: College Closed/No Classes������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Saturday, Sept� 5 to Monday, Sept� 7 
No Classes�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������Tursday, Oct� 15 to Saturday, Oct� 17 
Holiday Observed: College Closed/No Classes�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Wednesday, Nov� 11 
Holiday Observed: College Closed/No classes ����������������������������������������������������������������������������Tursday, Nov� 26 to Saturday, Nov� 28 
Last Day of Fall Semester ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ Friday, Dec� 18 
Spring Semester 2021 
First Day of Spring Semester ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Monday, Jan� 11 
Holiday Observed: College Closed/No Classes������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Saturday, Jan� 16 to Monday, Jan� 18 
Holiday Observed: College Closed/No Classes������������������������������������������������������������������������������Saturday, Feb� 13 to Monday, Feb� 15 
No Classes��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Tuesday, Feb� 16 
Spring Break: No Classes��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������Monday, March 15 to Saturday, March 20 
Last Day of Spring Semester���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������Friday, May 14 
Commencement Ceremony ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������Friday, May 14 

Summer Semester 2021 
First Day of Summer Session�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������Tuesday, June 1 
Holiday Observed: College Closed/No Classes�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������Saturday, July 3 to Monday, July 5 
Last Day of Summer Session ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Friday, Aug� 6 
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President’s Greeting 

Welcome to Anoka-Ramsey Community College and our Academic Catalog! 

Now is the time to discover what our college has to ofer you! We are thrilled you have 
selected Anoka-Ramsey to pursue an exciting academic career� We congratulate you for 
taking action on your future and becoming a student at Anoka-Ramsey Community 
College� Anoka-Ramsey’s faculty and staf are here to help you be successful� 

Located on the scenic banks of the Mississippi River in Coon Rapids and 40 miles north 
along the Rum River in Cambridge, Anoka-Ramsey has served the citizens of both 
the Twin Cities’ northwest metropolitan and East Central Minnesota since 1965� Our 
programs bring you closer to career growth, earning potential, and confdence! A college 
education is a valuable investment� It allows you the opportunity for expanded career 
choices and a plan to achieve your personal and professional goals� 

We were proud to be named one of the Top 10 Community Colleges in the Nation by the 
Aspen Institute in 2017, a testament to the quality and dedication of our faculty and staf 
to assure the best experience possible for our students� 

Te alignment between Anoka-Ramsey Community College and Anoka Technical 
College provides opportunities for outreach and partnership to enhance supporting our 
community� Look to our aligned colleges as an additional resource for your educational 
needs� 

Our Strategic Plan is guiding the work that is being done by faculty and staf to promote 
student success and build on values of support� I ask you to actively engage with staf and 
connect with faculty in your classrooms� Our dedicated faculty and staf foster a belief of 
diversity and inclusion to help create a welcoming culture for students of all walks of life� 

Welcome and thank you for choosing Anoka-Ramsey Community College� 

Sincerely, 

Kent Hanson, Ph�D� 
President of Anoka-Ramsey Community College and Anoka Technical College 

A member of Minnesota State 
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Introduction 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College is a multi-campus institution and 
a member of the Minnesota State system� Te Coon Rapids Campus is 
located on the banks of the Mississippi River twenty miles north of down-
town Minneapolis� Te Cambridge Campus is located on west Highway 
95 on the Rum River� 

Anoka-Ramsey opened in 1965 in a wing of Centennial High School 
in Circle Pines with an enrollment of almost 600 students� Since then, 
Anoka-Ramsey Community College has grown considerably� In 1967, the 
college moved to the current Coon Rapids Campus of approximately 103 
acres� Te Cambridge Campus opened in 1978 and has shown consistent 
growth in enrollment and facilities� During the 2018-19 academic year, 
11,550 students completed credit classes at the college� 

Mission & Philosophy Statement 

Statement of Mission 
Anoka-Ramsey Community College is an open-door, comprehensive 
institution of higher education committed to excellence in teaching and 
learning� Anoka-Ramsey Community College is committed to responding 
to the educational needs of its changing communities and to providing 
opportunities for enhancing knowledge, skills, and values in a supportive 
learning environment� 

Statement of Purpose 

The college will provide the following: 
• Courses leading to these degrees: Associate of Arts, Associate of Fine 

Arts, Associate of Science, and Associate of Applied Science� 
• College-level, lower-division courses that transfer to four-year colleges 

and universities� 
• General education courses that enhance a student’s social, cultural, 

multicultural, and intellectual knowledge and experiences� 
• Occupational courses and programs that enable students to acquire and 

upgrade skills and knowledge leading to employment or re-employ-
ment� 

• General education courses for joint programs and courses for coop-
erative programs ofered by Anoka-Ramsey Community College and 
other higher education institutions� 

• Developmental education that enhances the student’s skills necessary 
for success in college coursework� 

• Continuing education in the form of credit and non-credit courses and 
workshops for purposes of gaining employment, advancing profession-
als, upgrading skills, and addressing training and retraining needs� 

• Comprehensive student development programs including professional, 
social, cultural, multicultural, and recreational activities� 

• Student services that assist students with personal, educational, and 
career goals� 

• Community services in the form of cultural forums and lifelong learn-
ing opportunities� 

Guiding Principles for Curriculum 
& Assessment of Student Learning 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College continually reviews and assesses its 
curriculum� Troughout this process, the college is committed to develop-
ing students’ commitment to lifelong learning through critical thinking, 
efective communication, accepting diversity, and ethical decision making� 
As a result, the College will provide experiences that promote learning in 
the following areas: 
• Critical Tinking: thinking through reasoning, creating, and refect-

ing� 
• Efective Communication: integrating information with experience 

and expressing insights� 
• Accepting Diversity: understanding and respecting individuals and lo-

cal, regional, national, and global communities� 
• Ethical Decision Making: maintaining responsibility for envi-

ronmental, political, economic, social, and personal concerns� 

General Education Philosophy 

Anoka-Ramsey agrees with the Higher Learning Commission’s defnition 
of General Education, as follows: 

“As understood by the Commission, general education is intended to 
impart common knowledge and intellectual concepts to students and 
to develop in them the skills and attitudes that an organization’s faculty 
believe every educated person should possess� From an organization’s 
general education, a student acquires a breadth of knowledge in the 
areas and profciency in the skills that the organization identifes as 
hallmarks of being college educated� Moreover, efective general educa-
tion helps students gain competence in the exercise of independent 
intellectual inquiry and also stimulates their examination and under-
standing of personal, social, and civic values�” 

Commission Statement on General Education 
Adopted Feb� 21, 2003 
Handbook of Accreditation, Tird Edition 
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Statement of ValuesMinnesota State 

Mission and Vision 
Te Minnesota State system of distinct and collaborative institutions ofers 
higher education that meets the personal and career goals of a wide range 
of individual learners, enhances the quality of life for all Minnesotans, and 
sustains vibrant economies throughout the state� 

Te Minnesota State system will enable the people of Minnesota to suc-
ceed by providing the most accessible, highest value education in the na-
tion� 

A Minnesota Manifesto 

The following statement was signed by college presidents 
representing Minnesota higher education. 
Minnesota’s colleges and universities have accepted special roles and re-
sponsibilities in fostering diversity in our society� We are dedicated to the 
search for knowledge and the rights of every individual in our learning 
communities to pursue that search with freedom, dignity, and security, 
regardless of religious afliation, race, ethnic heritage, gender, age, sexual 
orientation, or physical ability� 

Representing all sectors of higher education in Minnesota, 
we publicly declare our intentions: 
• to continue the development of multicultural learning communities 

that will not tolerate acts of harassment and intolerance; 
• to establish, communicate, and enforce standards of behavior for 

student, staf, and faculty that uphold our academic values and our 
legal obligations; and 

• to promote the acceptance and respect for individuals in an atmo-
sphere of caring for others� 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College is committed to lifelong learning and 
the development of informed citizens� To fulfll that commitment and 
serve the community and our students, Anoka-Ramsey’s staf is commit-
ted to providing education and services based on the following values� 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College: 
• values trust, fairness, honesty, and integrity in all interactions� 
• promotes opportunities for lifelong intellectual, professional, and 

personal learning� 
• provides an integrated collegiate learning experience stressing basic 

skill development, academic excellence, employable skill preparation, 
and intellectual rigor� 

• embraces diversity within and beyond the college and responds to the 
needs of its local community, nation, and world� 

• encourages creative thinking and intellectual curiosity� 
• promotes continuous improvement through innovative ideas and 

technologies� 

Discrimination, Harassment & Violence 

Discrimination and/or harassment on the basis of race, sex, color, creed, 
religion, age, national origin, disability, marital status, status with regard 
to public assistance, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expres-
sion, or familial status is prohibited� In addition, discrimination in 
employment based on familial status or membership or activity in a local 
commission as defned by law is prohibited� 

If your right to freedom from such acts may have been violated, please 
notify one of the harassment ofcers listed below� 
Jay Nelson, JNelson@anokatech�edu �������������������������������� 763-576-4054 
Ofce: CR-C149, Coon Rapids Campus 

Michael Opoku, Michael�Opoku@anokaramsey�edu �������� 763-433-1272 
Ofce: CR-C234, Coon Rapids Campus 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College will not tolerate harassment, 
discrimination, or violence toward its students, faculty, or staf� Such acts 
are prohibited by college policies, state law, and federal law� Te college is 
committed to providing a safe campus community for all� 

Accommodations for Disabilities 
Ofce for Students with Disabilities ��������������������������������� 763-433-1350 

Student Code of Conduct 
Michael Opoku, Director of Student 
Development & Engagement ������������������������������������������� 763-433-1272 

Sexual Violence 
Victims of sexual violence should contact the Campus Security Adminis-
trator and/or the police immediately for assistance: 
Michael Opoku  ��������������������������������������������������������������� 763-433-1272 

Non-Life Threatening 
Cambridge Police Department ����������������������������������������� 763-689-9567 
Coon Rapids Police Department �������������������������������������� 763-427-1212 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
mailto:jnelson%40anokatech.edu?subject=
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Accreditation 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College is accredited by the Higher Learning 
Commission (HLC), a Commission of the North Central Association of 
Colleges and Schools� Te National Alliance of Concurrent Enrollment 
Partnerships (NACEP) accredits the Concurrent Enrollment Program� 
Te Accreditation Council for Business Schools & Programs (ACBSP) na-
tionally accredits the Business Associate of Science (AS) degree programs� 
Te National Association of Schools of Music (NASM) accredits the Mu-
sic Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) program� Te Accreditation Commission 
for Education in Nursing (ACEN) accredits the Registered Nursing pro-
gram� Te Commission on Accreditation in Physical Terapy Education 
(CAPTE) of the American Physical Terapy Association (APTA) nation-
ally accredits the Physical Terapist Assistant Associate of Applied Science 
(AAS) program� 

Sister College in China 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College and Zhaoqing University (ZU) in 
Zhaoqing, People’s Republic of China, established a sister-college relation-
ship in December 1994� Te sister-college relationship with ZU provides 
a wonderful opportunity for Anoka-Ramsey and ZU students, faculty, 
and staf to develop new cultural perspectives through a lively exchange of 
U�S�/Chinese customs, lifestyles, and traditions� 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College 
Cambridge Campus Foundation 

Te Cambridge Campus Foundation, founded in 1988, exists to promote 
an awareness and understanding of the college and to actively seek and ac-
cept gifts and grants for fnancial assistance to students and college projects 
at the Cambridge Campus of Anoka-Ramsey Community College� 

Funding for these programs is provided by donations from community or-
ganizations, businesses, and individuals� It is the intent of the foundation 
to make education afordable and accessible in East Central Minnesota to 
all citizens who wish to receive postsecondary education and to enrich the 
educational program by supplementing funding� 

Since its inception, the foundation has raised over $1 million in public 
support� Last year, the foundation awarded 70 scholarships totaling more 
than $70,000 in scholarship disbursements! 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College 
Coon Rapids Campus Foundation 

Incorporated in 1974 by a group of community leaders and reactivated 
in 1987, the Coon Rapids Campus Foundation is an independent, non-
proft organization whose mission is to build friendships and funds to en-
rich students’ lives� 

Volunteer directors recognize the role, value, and potential of Anoka-
Ramsey in meeting the diverse needs of its students and surrounding com-
munities� Tey seek gifts from alumni, friends, community organizations, 
and businesses to provide the critical resources needed to create and main-
tain the quality and excellence of education essential in today’s society� 
Private-sector support ensures an extensive scholarship program, enrich-
ment opportunities for faculty, special capital acquisitions, and innovative 
curricular ideas� 

Since 1987, the foundation has raised over $4�5 million in fnancial sup-
port� Tis support has provided over 3200 scholarships to area residents� 
Te foundation has provided over $900,000 in college support, and over 
$130,000 has been awarded to faculty members for projects designed to 
enhance the classroom experience for the student� 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
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Admissions 

Reciprocity Agreements & AdmissionGeneral Admission 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College follows an open-door admission 
policy for Minnesota residents� A person who has graduated from an ac-
credited high school or who has successfully completed a General Educa-
tion Development Examination (GED) is eligible for college admission� A 
person with neither a high school diploma nor a GED may be admitted if 
he/she demonstrates potential for college success� A lack of English skills is 
not a barrier to admission except for F1 Visa students (please see Interna-
tional Student Admission)� Persons intending to enroll at Anoka-Ramsey 
must submit the following to the Admissions Ofce of either campus: 
• Completed online admission application 
• High school or college transcripts or GED certifcate 

Students intending to earn a degree, a certifcate, or complete the Minne-
sota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) from Anoka-Ramsey must also request 
ofcial transcripts to be sent to the Ofce of Records and Registration� 
Unofcial transcripts may be used to demonstrate prerequisite coursework� 

All new students are required to complete the Accuplacer unless they are 
able to substitute previous college coursework, AP/IB, ACT, SAT and/or 
MCA scores for the placement test� Anoka-Ramsey may use additional 
measures to determine course placement into reading, English, and math� 

Admission to the college does not automatically qualify a student for all 
courses and curricula of the College; some course oferings have special 
prerequisites and requirements� 

Minnesota Resident Admission 

Per Minnesota statute (M�S� 135A�031, subd� 2) and Minnesota State sys-
tem Board Policy 2�2, MN resident status is determined at the time of 
application� Students who fall into one or more of the categories below 
should complete an application for Minnesota residency� 

1� Students who resided in the state for at least one calendar year prior 
to applying for admission or dependent students whose parent or 
legal guardian resides in Minnesota at the time the student applies� 

2� Minnesota residents who can demonstrate that they were temporarily 
absent from the state without establishing residency elsewhere� 

3� Residents of other states or provinces who are attending a Minnesota 
institution under a tuition reciprocity agreement� 

4� Students who have been in Minnesota as migrant farm workers over a 
period of at least two years immediately before admission or readmis-
sion to a Minnesota public college or students who are dependents of 
such migrant farm workers� 

5� Persons who were employed full-time and were relocated to the state 
by the student’s current employer, or moved to the state for employ-
ment purposes and, before moving and before applying for admission 
to a public post-secondary institution, accepted a job in the state, or 
students who are spouses or dependents of such persons� 

6� Students who are recognized as refugees by the Ofce of Refugee Re-
settlement of the U�S� Department of Health and Human Services� 

7� U�S� military personnel serving on active duty assignment in Min-
nesota, and their spouses and dependent children� 

8� A student who graduated from a Minnesota high school, if the stu-
dent was a resident of Minnesota during the student’s period of at-
tendance at the Minnesota high school and the student physically 
attends a Minnesota state college or university� 

Residents and non-resident students will pay the Minnesota resident tu-
ition rate� Similarly, legal residents of Minnesota may attend a Wisconsin 
or North Dakota public institution and pay Minnesota resident tuition� 
Forms for the following year are available in April� 

Reciprocity between South Dakota and Minnesota is negotiated each year� 
South Dakota residents pay tuition at the current institution rate plus an 
additional percentage, as determined by the South Dakota-Minnesota 
reciprocity agreement� 

Minnesota residents who wish to transfer to public colleges in Wisconsin, 
North Dakota, or South Dakota should apply to: 

Minnesota Ofce of Higher Education 
1450 Energy Park Drive, Suite 350 
St� Paul, MN 55108-5227 
651-642-0567 or 1-800-657-3866 
www�ohe�state�mn�us/ 

Non-Resident Admission 

In addition to general admission requirements, residents of states other 
than Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, North Dakota, and South Da-
kota require the applicant to meet one of the following requirements: 

• Have a high school diploma or GED and, based on high school rank, 
place in the upper two-thirds of the graduating class� 

• Have a high school diploma or GED and achieve a composite score 
on the ACT test or the SAT test, which results in placement at or 
above the 34th percentile on a national comparison� 

• Have been out of high school for at least three years or graduated 
from high school three or more years ago and be able to prove ability 
to beneft from college attendance� 

• Have completed at least ten college semester credits or ffteen college 
quarter credits with an overall GPA of at least 2�0� 

International Student Admission 

An international student is a non-U�S� citizen or non-U�S� immigrant 
who has been granted F-1 visa status from the U�S� Department of State 
through a U�S� Consulate based upon the I-20 document issued by a col-
lege in order to pursue full-time study� A person interested in enrolling as 
an international student is required to submit to the Ofce of Records and 
Registration: 
• Completed International Student Admission Application� 
• Proof of academic achievement as documented by ofcial high school 

or college transcripts (English or English translation)� 
• Proof of fnancial resources equivalent to one year’s cost of attendance 

as documented by a notarized Afdavit of Support and notarized 
bank statements� 

• Proof of English profciency based on one of the following tests: 
TOEFL – minimum score of 500 (paper), 175 (computer) 
or 61 (internet) 
MELAB – minimum score of 75 
ELS – Academic level 109 completed 

• Proof of visa status if currently residing in U�S� or copy of Form I-20 
for F-1 visa holders� 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
https://www.ohe.state.mn.us/
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Special High School AdmissionPost-Secondary Enrollment Option (PSEO) Admission 

PSEO is a state program for high school sophomores, juniors, and seniors, 
which ofers the opportunity to enroll in and attend college-level courses 
and apply earned credits toward high school graduation requirements 
and a college degree� State funding covers the cost of tuition and required 
books for eligible courses� 

To qualify, high school juniors must be in the top 1/3 of their class and 
seniors must be in the top 1/2� Juniors and seniors may also qualify for 
PSEO with their high school GPA� Juniors must earn a 3�0 or higher cu-
mulative, unweighted GPA, and seniors must earn a 2�5 or higher cumula-
tive, unweighted GPA� Students who do not qualify with high school class 
rank or GPA, or students enrolled in a home school or an area learning 
center may submit commensurate test results from a nationally-normed, 
standardized, norm-referenced test such as the ITED, PLAN, ACT, PSAT, 
SAT, or CAT� To qualify using test results, juniors must score at the 70th 
percentile or above and seniors must score at the 50th percentile or above� 

Anyone interested in applying to the college as a PSEO student must 
complete an online PSEO application, then submit the following to the 
Admissions Ofce: 
• Completed Notice of Student Registration Form� 
• Documentation of qualifying class rank, GPA, or nationally standard-

ized test� 
• Ofcial high school transcript� 

Sophomore students interested in enrolling under the PSEO Career and 
Technical program need to: 
• be a full-time public school student� 
• complete the online PSEO Admission application� 
• submit high school transcript with passing score on the 8th grade 

MCA reading test (or commensurate test)� 
• complete and submit the MDE Notice of Student Registration form� 

Sophomore students are only eligible to enroll in one on campus career 
and technical course during their frst semester� PSEO program funds 
cannot be used for developmental courses (all courses numbered below 
1000), or for courses that have high activity or material fees� Refer to 
Policy 5G�2 Fees for a list of these courses� PSEO students enrolling in 
any of these courses must pay for the credits and associated fees� PSEO 
students are not eligible to enroll in programs that require special admis-
sions such as Nursing, Physical Terapist Assistant, and Terapeutic 
Massage� 

Concurrent Enrollment 
Anoka-Ramsey also ofers Concurrent Enrollment at many local high 
schools� Concurrent Enrollment allows eligible students to enroll in col-
lege coursework taught by qualifed high school instructors on high school 
campuses� Eligibility requirements for Concurrent Enrollment students 
are the same as PSEO students� Anoka-Ramsey also partners with some 
area high schools to ofer Early College� Early College allows underrepre-
sented students, who may not have been able to access traditional Concur-
rent Enrollment, to earn college credit with enhanced support through 
college foundational courses� 

Secondary students who are not enrolled at the college through the PSEO 
program may be admitted to enroll in courses outside of the PSEO pro-
gram for any term, including summer session� Students are responsible 
for payment of tuition, fees and books� Interested students must complete 
the college’s general admission requirements, submit secondary transcript, 
provide two letters of recommendation from an administrator and a coun-
selor, have a signed consent letter from the applicant’s parent if under the 
age of 18, and demonstrate college level reading score of 250 – 300, and a 
minimum score of 265 – 300 for arithmetic in the Accuplacer Test� 

Minnesota Resident 
Senior Citizen Admission 

Minnesota resident senior citizens, 62 years of age or older, may enroll in 
credit courses on a space-available basis at a reduced fee of $20 per credit� 
Registration for Minnesota resident senior citizens at the reduced fee be-
gins the frst business day after the frst class session� Minnesota resident 
senior citizens are not charged tuition when auditing a credit course or 
taking a non-credit course, but will be charged fees� Te request to audit a 
course must be made at the time of registration for the course� Regular and 
special fees, books, and materials, remain the responsibility of the student� 
Senior citizens wishing to guarantee their enrollment in a course may reg-
ister earlier, but will be required to pay full tuition and fees� 

Immunization 

Minnesota Statute (M�S� 135A�14) requires all students born after 1956 
and enrolled in a public or private post-secondary school in Minnesota to 
be immunized against diphtheria, tetanus, measles, mumps, and rubella, 
allowing for certain specifed exceptions� No proof of immunization is 
needed from students who are assumed to be up to date with their im-
munizations due to requirements imposed by their previous school enroll-
ment, such as students who graduated from a Minnesota high school in 
1997 or later� Immunization forms are available online� Students will not 
be able to complete registration a second time without this information� 

Placement for Success 

To ensure academic success, new students at the college are required to be 
evaluated for course placement� Te placement process is used to assess 
skill levels in the areas of reading, English composition and mathematics� 
Placement results are used to place students in appropriate courses� 

Course placement may be determined by: 
• Valid Accuplacer, ACT, SAT, and MN Comprehensive Assessment 

(MCA) scores� 
• Completion of college-level coursework from an accredited college or 

university� 
• Valid High School GPA� 
• Other criteria as determined by Anoka-Ramsey and the Minnesota 

State Colleges and Universities system� 

Although the placement tests do not determine admission to Anoka-
Ramsey, they do determine entry into some courses� If students are placed 
into an ELL course, they are required to enroll in that course during their 
frst semester at Anoka-Ramsey� Students who successfully complete ELL 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
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0790 are required to take ELL 0850 the following semester unless other-
wise determined through placement� Students who successfully complete 
ELL 0810 are required to take ELL 0870 the following semester unless 
otherwise determined through placement� If reading placement indicates 
placement into Reading 0910, students must enroll in that course during 
their frst semester at Anoka-Ramsey� Reading 0990 must be completed 
during the next semester of attendance following successful completion 
(grade of C or better) of Reading 0910 unless otherwise determined 
through placement� 

Students are also encouraged to register for the indicated courses imme-
diately when placed into courses numbered below 1000� Students are ex-
pected to complete all courses numbered below 1000 prior to the comple-
tion of 30 credits as determined by placement� Students placing below 
the lowest pre-college level courses ofered may be referred to Adult Basic 
Education (ABE)� 

A student’s course enrollment may be cancelled if the student does not 
meet college placement requirements or if the student registers for a course 
at a level above their determined placement level� Course refunds may not 
be issued for inappropriate registration� 

For a fee, students may retake the Accuplacer twice (per test section) with-
in twelve (12) months of the frst testing date regardless of where the test 
was administered� 

Individuals will be given reasonable time and opportunity to review prior 
to placement testing� Te college will provide review materials and cover 
material from the placement test� Materials will include a sample test� For 
additional information about placement, including our hours of opera-
tion, retests, or requests for testing accommodations, please contact Test-
ing Services (Cambridge Campus at 763-433-1980; Coon Rapids Cam-
pus at 763-433-1180)� 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
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Evaluation of Transfer CreditsRegistration 

Records & Registration 

Course schedules for both Anoka-Ramsey Community College campuses 
are available online at AnokaRamsey�edu/academics/ before registration 
begins for each new term� Students  are permitted to register only at times 
indicated� 

Students are encouraged to register online� Online registration is limited 
to returning students who do not have holds on their records and new 
students who have completed orientation� A StarID and password are nec-
essary for online registration� Students may also register in person at each 
campus� 

Tuition and fees must be paid by the established payment deadlines unless 
deferred by fnancial aid� Te College reserves the right to withhold regis-
tration privileges from students with unpaid college fnancial obligations� 

Adding, Dropping, or Withdrawing from a Class 

Students without holds on their records may add, drop, or withdraw on-
line or in person at the Records and Registration Ofce� A StarID and 
password are necessary for online transactions� 

Students may add a course through the ffth business day of the term or 
before the course starts, whichever is later� 

Students are allowed to drop any course through the ffth business day of 
the term (courses starting after the frst week of the term have an adjusted 
schedule)� Students who drop a course through the ffth business day of 
the term receive a full refund of tuition and general fees� Dropped courses 
do not appear on a transcript and do not impact academic standing� 

Students are allowed to withdraw from a course through approximately 
80% of the term (courses that are shorter than the full term have an ad-
justed schedule)� No refunds are authorized for partial withdrawals� With-
drawal courses appear on a transcript as a “W” and have a direct impact 
on academic standing� 

Important: If a student stops attending class(es) but does not ofcially 
withdraw, the student will receive the grade (very likely an “F”) that is 
earned in the course� It is the student’s responsibility to ofcially withdraw 
from the course; the college does not assign a “W” grade for students who 
fail to ofcially withdraw� 

NOTE: Anoka-Ramsey reserves the right to drop students for non-pay-
ment of tuition; however, students should not rely on the drop for non-
payment process as a way to cancel course registration� Students are re-
sponsible for dropping courses if they register and later change their plans 
for attendance� 

General Transfer Guidelines: Anoka-Ramsey will consider for transfer 
college-level coursework completed at a degree-granting institution or by 
a comparable international college or university� 

Course-for-course equivalencies will be made toward the general educa-
tion distribution requirements� Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) 
goals completed at a transferring institution will be accepted as completing 
the same goals at Anoka-Ramsey� Other credits accepted in transfer will be 
indicated as electives� 

GPA and Grades: All college courses in which a student has received 
a grade of A, B, C, D, or P will be considered for transfer evaluation� 
Transfer credit grades will not be used in computing the student’s GPA 
at Anoka-Ramsey; however, beginning Spring 2007, consortium credits 
taken at other institutions will be included in the GPA calculation for stu-
dents receiving fnancial aid� Only earned credits (not grade point credits 
or grade points) will be recorded on the ofcial Anoka-Ramsey transcript� 

Comparability: Courses approved for transfer must be comparable in na-
ture, content, and level, and match at least 75% of the content and goals 
of the course for which the student is seeking equivalent credit� Students 
should retain all course syllabi with their personal college records for fu-
ture reference� 

Time Limit: General education and elective credits shall have no trans-
fer time limit� Some programs/majors require certain courses to be taken 
within a specifc time frame� 

Equivalency/Conversion: Te number of transfer credits granted per 
course shall not exceed the number granted by the originating institution� 
Te conversion of quarter hours to semester hours is �66 semester hours 
for each quarter hour earned� 

Repeated Transfer Courses: Te best grade of a repeated course shall be 
used� 

Military Credits: Credits achieved through military training will be con-
sidered for transfer� Students must submit a military transcript for evalu-
ation� 

Students must also submit a transcript from all colleges they have attend-
ed� Students who have questions about their transfer credits or wish to 
appeal the transfer evaluation may contact an advisor at either campus� 

Additional Minnesota State Technical College Credits 

Anoka-Ramsey shall accept in transfer, for full credit, college-equivalent 
general education courses ofered by technical colleges with regional ac-
creditation (or candidacy) to provide transfer-level general education 
courses leading to certifcates, an Associate of Arts (AA) degree, Associate 
of Fine Arts (AFA) degree, Associate of Science (AS) degree, or an As-
sociate of Applied Science (AAS) degree� Anoka-Ramsey shall accept for 
transfer, as electives, a maximum of 16 semester credits of college-level 
vocational or technical courses ofered by technical colleges with regional 
accreditation� 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
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Articulated Credit Program 

College credit is awarded to Anoka-Ramsey students who have successfully 
completed work in designated courses through the Articulated College 
Credits (ACC) Consortium� Courses taken in the secondary school may 
substitute for specifc college courses or as elective credits in some pro-
grams at Anoka-Ramsey� To receive credit for Articulated Credit courses, 
students must: 
• Submit a College application and register for courses at the college� 
• Print the college articulated credit program certifcate in the presence 

of your advisor and submit it to the Ofce of Records and Registra-
tion within the time limit specifed on the certifcate� 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
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Academic Information 

Grade Point Average (GPA)Grading System 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College uses the following grading system: 

A Superior achievement – 4 grade points per credit 

B Above average achievement – 3 grade points per credit 

C Average achievement – 2 grade points per credit 

D Below average achievement – 1 grade point per credit 

F Inadequate achievement – 0 grade points per credit (to be assigned 
to courses numbered 1000-level or above) 

NC No credit (only assigned to courses numbered below 1000 and to 
Competency-Based Education courses� No credit course grades are 
not included in the GPA calculation)� 

P Passing – Issued for work that is judged average (C) or above and 
suitable for transfer (Pass/Fail options are arranged with the instruc-
tor and are limited to no more than 20 credits at Anoka-Ramsey)� 

AU Audit – Allows a student to register, pay, and attend, but does not 
grant course credit (audits are student initiated and must be declared 
at time of registration) and is not fnancial-aid eligible� 

EX Exchange – Credits taken prior to spring 2007 at another college 
under a consortium arrangement are not included in GPA calcula-
tion� As of spring 2007, students will receive grades of A-F which are 
included in the GPA� 

Incomplete – A temporary grade based on a written agreement be-
tween a student and faculty member� Tis grade may be assigned if 
a student is doing satisfactory work, has met a majority of course 
requirements, and is unable to complete the work of a course due 
to illness or other extraordinary circumstances beyond the student’s 
control� An “I” grade automatically becomes an “F” grade (or “NC” 
for courses numbered below 1000) at the end of the next semester 
(not including the summer session) if requirements have not been 
satisfactorily met� An Agreement of Incomplete Grade form must be 
submitted to the Registar signed by the instructor and student� Te 
faculty member has the option of setting an earlier completion date� 

W Withdrawal – Withdrawals must be requested by deadlines listed in 
the course schedule (student initiated)� 

Z In Progress – Grades for class or classes that are in progress� 

Grading decisions supported by published policies or stated expectations 
of faculty are not appealable� 

Only the letter grades A, B, C, D, and F are utilized in determining Grade 
Point Average (GPA)� While other grading options are not computed in 
GPA, they do count towards registered credits� 

Grade point total is the sum of grade points earned as determined by mul-
tiplying the grade point value of the grade by the number of course credits� 

GPA is the quotient of the grade point total divided by the grade point 
credits� 

Repeating Courses 

Students may repeat a course for the purpose of achieving a higher grade 
or to review course material� Repeat courses shall be included in the earned 
completion percentage and maximum time frame calculations� With the 
exception of those courses designated as repeatable, the best grade of a 
repeated course shall be used in the GPA calculation� Students shall not be 
permitted to receive fnancial aid for more than one repetition of a previ-
ously passed (A, B, C, D, Pass) course unless the course was designed to 
be repeated� 

Certain courses attempted more than twice will require the student to 
register as a non-credit student on a space-available basis� Registration for 
these courses will be assessed the non-credit registration amount� See the 
course schedule for specifc courses� 

NOTE: Military veterans may not be eligible for tuition reimbursement 
for repeated courses and should see the veteran-certifying ofcial for more 
information� 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
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Satisfactory Academic Progress 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College is a publicly supported college� A 
student’s tuition covers approximately half of the cost of education� Te 
Minnesota legislature provides taxpayers’ money to support the additional 
cost� Anoka-Ramsey provides a variety of programs and services to help 
students be successful� In addition, Anoka-Ramsey must be accountable 
to the taxpayers/legislature by reporting students’ academic progress� In 
the event a student is unable to achieve satisfactory academic progress, 
Anoka-Ramsey will not allow the student to continue enrollment and/or 
receive fnancial aid� 

Students bear primary responsibility for their own academic progress and 
for seeking assistance when experiencing academic difculty� Students are 
encouraged to keep a personal fle of their grades and transcripts� 

In accordance with federal and state regulations and Minnesota State sys-
tem Policy 2�9, Anoka-Ramsey will monitor all credits for all students 
and shall apply the following minimum cumulative standards of progress 
beginning with the student’s sixth (6th) attempted credit: 
• Qualitative—students are expected to meet or exceed a cumulative 

earned grade point average (GPA) of 2�00� 
• Quantitative pace of progression—students are expected to meet or 

exceed a cumulative earned completion rate percentage of 67%� 
• Maximum time frame for fnancial aid recipients—students may con-

tinue to receive fnancial aid through 150% of the published credit 
length of the program (example: 150% of a 60-credit AA degree 
equals 90 credits)� 

See the complete Satisfactory Academic Progress Policy for additional in-
formation� 

Academic Forgiveness 

Te Academic Forgiveness Policy 3B�7 provides a one-time opportunity to 
establish a new cumulative grade point average (GPA) at Anoka-Ramsey� 
Refer to policy criteria and guidelines at: http://www�anokaramsey�edu/ 
about-us/policies-disclosures/policies-procedures/policy-3b7-academic-
forgiveness/ 

Credit For Prior Learning 

Advanced Placement Program (AP) 
Advanced Placement (AP) is a program of college-level courses and exams 
developed by the College Board for secondary students� Te courses and 
exams have been developed to cover material normally taught in introduc-
tory-level college courses� Complete AP Program information is available 
online at apcentral�collegeboard�com 

Anoka-Ramsey will grant college credit to students who have scored 3 
or above on a 5-point scale on the Advanced Placement exam� Te cred-
its generated from AP exams may be used to complete the distribution 
requirement of associate degrees� Credit will not be given for AP exams 
which overlap completed coursework for which college credit has been 
earned� 

Students intending to transfer to other institutions should be aware that 
the receiving institution determines the acceptability of Advanced Place-
ment credits; these institutions may have diferent regulations from those 
of Anoka-Ramsey Community College� 

College-Level Examination Program (CLEP) 
CLEP are testing programs designed to measure prior learning� A student 
may earn college credits by achieving a specifed level of performance on 
a CLEP examination� 

Anoka-Ramsey follows the American Council on Education (ACE) cred-
it-granting recommendations� A grade of P will be earned for successful 
completion of a CLEP exam� 

Students intending to transfer to other institutions should be aware that 
the receiving institution determines the acceptability of CLEP credits; 
these institutions may have diferent regulations from those of Anoka-
Ramsey Community College� 

For more information, visit: http://clep�collegeboard�org/� 

Also see: Te Defense Activity for Non-Traditional Education Support 
(DSST) page 15� 

Course-Specific Examinations 
Students who demonstrate achievement in the content of a college-level 
course may be granted college credits through Anoka-Ramsey’s Course-
Specifc Exam Program� Students choose a letter grade or the Pass/Fail op-
tion, and may not retest in the event of an unsuccessful examination� Te 
Course-Specifc Examinations is an exam specifc to Anoka-Ramsey� Cred-
its granted may or may not be accepted for transfer� Students intending to 
transfer credits should check with the receiving institution to determine 
what credits transfer and if they meet requirements for specifc degrees� 

Interested students should contact an academic advisor for additional in-
formation� 

International Baccalaureate (IB) 
Te International Baccalaureate Organization’s (IBO) diploma program 
(DP) is a program for students 16–19 that leads to examinations in various 
subjects� IB diploma program students study six courses at a higher level or 
standard level� Students must choose one subject from each of the groups 
1 to 5, thus ensuring breadth of experience in languages, social studies, the 
experimental sciences, and mathematics� Te sixth subject may be an arts 
subject chosen from group 6, or the student may choose another subject 
from groups 1 to 5� 

Students take written examinations at the end of the program, which are 
marked by external IB examiners� Students also complete assessment tasks 
in the school, which are either initially marked by teachers and then mod-
erated by external moderators or sent directly to external examiners� 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
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Te diploma is awarded to students who gain at least 24 points, subject to 
certain minimum levels of performance across the whole program and to 
satisfactory participation in the creativity, action, and service requirement� 
Te highest total that a diploma program student can be awarded is 45 
points� Fore more information, visit www�IBO�org� 

Defense Activity for Non-Traditional Education Support 
(DSST) 
Te Defense Activity for Non-Traditional Education Support (DSST) 
program sponsors more than 35 examinations to assist students, including 
military personnel, in meeting their educational goals� DANTES/DSST 
exam scores that meet ACE minimum score recommendations are consid-
ered for transfer� For more information, visit: getcollegecredit�com� 

Alternative/Flexible Credit Options 

Independent Study 
Te purpose of independent study is to ofer a student the opportunity to 
do extensive reading or research on a specifc topic that is not ofered as a 
regular course� 

Typically, independent study consists of an in-depth study in one area 
(such as art) with one instructor as the study supervisor� Tis study is 
usually for one to three credits� However, students who are interested in 
an inter-disciplinary approach may request up to eight credits for one se-
mester with an interdisciplinary topic and two to four diferent instructors 
from diferent areas supervising the student’s work� 

All arrangements for independent study must be made prior to registra-
tion for the semester in which the project is scheduled and must be ap-
proved by the appropriate Dean of Educational Services� In addition, a 
project outline must be approved by the instructor(s) who will supervise 
the student’s work� Forms for this purpose may be obtained online at: 
AnokaRamsey�edu/resources/forms/� 

Internships 
An internship is pre-professional work experience that ofers students the 
opportunity to explore career felds and interest areas� Internships are de-
signed to give students a realistic introduction to a chosen career feld and 
work environment� Tere are many benefts to on-the-job experience, such 
as narrowing career choices and focusing on specifc career goals, gaining 
transferable skills, building a professional network, and becoming a more 
marketable professional in a competitive job market� 

Interested students may set up an appointment with the Job Readiness 
Center Coordinator by calling the Information Center on either campus� 
Te Coordinator assists students with investigation of local internship op-
portunities and preparation for internship applications� Additional intern-
ship information is available on the Job Readiness Services pages of the 
College website: AnokaRamsey�edu/resources/job-readiness-services� 

Saturday College 

Tight on time? Take classes on Saturdays� Courses are accelerated–often 
double the pace of a typical semester course–and up to half of the course-
work may be online� 

Service-Learning 

Service-learning is a teaching and learning approach that inte-
grates community service with academic study to enrich learning, 
teach civic responsibility, and strengthen communities� Faculty use 
service-learning in their classes because it involves students in solv-
ing real-life problems and makes course content more relevant and 
understandable� If students are enrolled in a service-learning course, 
their instructor will outline their expectations in the course syllabus� 

Class Attendance 

Students are expected to attend all class sessions� Tere is a strong relation-
ship between class attendance and academic success� Furthermore, regular 
attendance is required for recipients of veterans’ benefts and fnancial aid� 

Students are responsible for all required work in each course, including 
work missed because of absence� Students should arrange make-up work 
with instructors prior to an absence� Instructors establish their own at-
tendance expectations for each course and will outline these in the course 
syllabus� 

Petition Procedures 

A student with unusual circumstances which may warrant departure from 
established College policies may fle a petition with the College� “Academic 
Standards” petitions will be acted upon by the appropriate Dean of Edu-
cational Services� 

Students who seek redress from application or interpretation of College 
rules and regulations should consult the Student Complaint/Grievance 
Procedure described online at: 
http://www�anokaramsey�edu/about-us/policies-disclosures/policies-
procedures/procedure-3f211-student-complaints/� 

Academic Transcripts 

Te Ofce of Records and Registration at each campus is the ofcial re-
corder of student academic records and progress� Transcripts contain con-
fdential information and require a student’s signature for release� 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College has authorized the National Student 
Clearinghouse to provide online transcript-ordering services 24/7 with the 
convenience of online credit card payment for a $5 fee per transcript� See 
www�getmytranscript�org� 

Students can also order ofcial transcripts directly through the College by 
completing a transcript request form available in the Business Ofce dur-
ing normal business hours, along with a $7�50 fee per transcript� Students 
can print their own unofcial transcript (Academic Record) online at: 
AnokaRamsey�edu/resources/transfer/transcript-requests/� 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/about-us/policies-disclosures/policies-procedures/procedure-3f211-student-complaints/
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/about-us/policies-disclosures/policies-procedures/procedure-3f211-student-complaints/
http://www.getmytranscript.org
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/resources/transfer/transcript-requests/
http://www.IBO.org
http://getcollegecredit.com/
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/resources/forms/
http://AnokaRamsey.edu/resources/job-readiness-services
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Graduation Application Information & Deadlines 

Students must submit a Graduation Application in order to receive a de-
gree; it is not automatically awarded, even if a student has met all the 
requirements of the degree� Tere is no charge for Graduation Applica-
tions� To ensure all necessary requirements are met and to avoid delays, 
we strongly suggest students follow the Graduation Application deadlines 
below� Timely application guarantees a graduation review prior to the start 
of the following semester� Late applications will be accepted but not guar-
anteed to be processed that term� Graduation Applications are due accord-
ing to the following schedule: 

Term of Graduation Application Deadline 
Fall ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� July 1 
Spring ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������November 1 
Summer ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� April 1 

To facilitate a smooth graduation process: 
1� Submit an online Graduation Application to the Records and 

Registration Ofce by the term’s graduation deadline� If you 
have questions, please make an appointment with an advisor� 

2� Confrm that all necessary transcripts from transfer institutions have 
been received by Anoka-Ramsey� 

3� Confrm your permanent mailing address and email address are cur-
rent� 

Te Records and Registration Ofce will process Graduation Applications 
received by the term’s deadline date in the following manner: 

Before the term of graduation begins, evaluate the student’s academic re-
cord and correspond via email� Tis will provide information to identify 
and schedule remaining course requirements during the fnal term of en-
rollment� 

Upon completion of the term of graduation, conduct a fnal review of the 
student’s academic record and graduation requirements� 

a� Diplomas are issued and mailed at a later date� 
b� Students failing to meet graduation requirements receive notice of 

such and must notify the Records and Registration Ofce when 
graduation requirements will be met� 

Graduation candidates for the associate degree may choose to fulfll degree 
requirements outlined in any single catalog under which the student was 
enrolled, provided the catalog was in efect no more than four years pre-
ceding the date of graduation� 

Residency Requirement 

To earn a degree through Anoka-Ramsey Community College, at least 20 
semester credits must be earned at Anoka-Ramsey� Students transferring 
in at least 8 semester credits from another Minnesota State institution or 
the University of Minnesota may reduce the residency requirement from 
20 to 12 credits� 

Commencement 

A commencement ceremony to celebrate graduation is held on each cam-
pus at the end of each spring semester� All students graduating during the 
year are encouraged to participate� 

Certificate Application Information & Deadline 

Students planning to earn a certifcate must submit an application to the 
Records and Registration Ofce during the semester in which the certif-
cate work is to be completed� 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
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College Costs & Financial Assistance 

Tuition and fee rates are set by the Minnesota State system Board of Trust-
ees and are subject to change without notice� Te 1993 Omnibus Higher 
Education Finance Bill requires colleges to inform students of the amount 
of the State of Minnesota’s appropriation for higher education� Tuition 
from students at community colleges pays for approximately one-half of 
the cost of education at public community colleges� Te amount may 
change based upon decisions made by the Minnesota State system Board 
of Trustees� 

Tuition and fees may be found at: AnokaRamsey�edu/cost-aid/tuition-
fees/ for credit courses ofered at Anoka-Ramsey Cambridge Campus and 
Coon Rapids Campus for 2020-2021� 

Te per credit total does not include one-time fee charges or special course 
charges� One-time fees or special charges may include, but are not limited 
to: 

Placement (Accuplacer) retest fee �������������������������������������������������������$10 
Individualized Educational Program - 
Competency-Based/Credit for Prior Learning (per credit) �����������������$50 
Transcript fee (per issuance; ofcial) ����������������������������������������������������$5 
(Online through the National Student Clearinghouse) 
Transcript fee (per issuance; ofcial) �����������������������������������������������$7�50 
(Request sent to, or hand-delivered to Business Ofce) 
Non-sufcient funds (NSF) check fee ������������������������������������������������$25 
Student ID replacement card ���������������������������������������������������������������$5 

In addition, there may be special course fees assessed for art, music, nurs-
ing, personality/interest inventory, physical education, or seminars� Te 
latest course fees may be found at: AnokaRamsey�edu/about-us/policies-
disclosures/policies-procedures/policy-5g2-fees� 

Payment Options: 
1� Pay in full online, in person, or by mail� Anoka-Ramsey does not 

accept credit card payment by phone or via email� 
• Online: Visit Pay Your Tuition, log into eServices, and submit pay-

ment using Visa, MasterCard, Discover or eCheck� 
• In-person: Te Business Ofce accepts cash, check, money order, 

Visa, or MasterCard� 
• By mail: Print the billing statement from within the student ac-

count, clearly print Student ID on the check, and mail both to the 
Business Ofce at least fve (5) business days before the payment 
deadline: 
a� Cambridge Campus, 300 Spirit River Dr S, 

Cambridge, MN 55008 
b� Coon Rapids Campus, 11200 Mississippi Blvd NW, 

Coon Rapids, MN 55433 
• Please note: Do not send payment information via email as email 

is not a secure form of communication� 
2� Enroll in a payment plan online: 

• Visit Pay Your Tuition, and log into eServices 
• Select - Bills & Payments on the left side menu 
• Select - Payment Plan in the left side menu 
• Click the Select button in the desired institution and term 

Enrollment Definitions 

Full-time Student 
A student whose total number of registered credits at the college is 12 

or more� 

Part-time Student 
A student whose total number of registered credits at the college is 11 

or fewer� 

Freshman 
29 or fewer credits 

Sophomore 
30 or more credits 

Enrollment Definitions for Financial Aid Purposes 

Full-time Student 
12 or more enrolled credits 

Three-quarter time Student 
9-11 enrolled credits 

Half-time Student 
6-8 enrolled credits 

Less than Half-time Student 
5 or fewer enrolled credits credits 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/cost-aid/tuition-fees/
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/cost-aid/tuition-fees/
http://AnokaRamsey.edu/about-us/policies-disclosures/policies-procedures/policy-5g2-fees
http://AnokaRamsey.edu/about-us/policies-disclosures/policies-procedures/policy-5g2-fees
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/cost-aid/pay-your-tuition/
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/cost-aid/pay-your-tuition/
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Registration Cancellation/ 
Drop for Non-Payment 

Don't lose classes for non-payment. Your registration may be can-
celed if payment requirements have not been met by the published 
due date. 

• Fall 2020 tuition due date is August 3, 2020 
• Spring 2021 tuition due date is December 16, 2020 
• Summer 2021 tuition due date is May 10, 2021 

NOTE: Te college reserves the right to drop students for non-payment 
of tuition; however, students should not rely on the drop for non-payment 
process as a way to cancel course registration� Students are responsible 
for dropping courses if they register and later change their plans for at-
tendance� 

Students are responsible for paying their full tuition/fees by the established 
payment deadlines unless one or more of the following is true: 
• you have applied for fnancial aid, and Anoka-Ramsey has received 

your FAFSA results from the Department of Education; or, 
• you are enrolled in the Post Secondary Enrollment Options (PSEO) 

program; or, 
• you are a veteran who has been certifed to receive education benefts; 

or, 
• you have submitted an approved third-party billing authorization or 

an ofcial tuition waiver to the Business Ofce; or, 
• you have been awarded a scholarship from either of Anoka-Ramsey’s 

Foundations; or, 
• you have been approved for a payment plan and have submitted the 

required down payment of tuition� 

Withholding Diplomas & Transcripts 

Anoka-Ramsey will withhold the issuance of diplomas and transcripts to 
students until all money due the College has been paid� 

Refunds for Drops/Withdraws 

Definitions: 
• Drop - Students are allowed to drop any course through the ffth 

business day of the term (courses starting after the frst week of the term 
have an adjusted schedule)� Students who drop a course through the 
ffth business day of the term receive a full refund of tuition and general 
fees� Dropped courses do not appear on a transcript and do not impact 
academic standing� 

• Withdrawal - Students are allowed to withdraw from a course through 
approximately 80% of the term (courses that are shorter than the full 
term have an adjusted schedule)� No refunds are authorized for partial 
withdrawals� Withdrawal courses appear on a transcript as a “W” and 
have a direct impact on academic standing� 

• Business Day - Business days are Monday-Friday, excluding posted 
holidays� 

Refunds are determined according 
to the following refund schedule: 

Refund Schedule 
Fall and Spring Semesters Only 

(for courses starting the frst week of the term) 

Drop Period Refund Allowed 

Trough the 5th business day of term 100% 

Total Withdrawal Period 
(withdrawing from all courses) 

6th - 10th business day of term 75% 

11th - 15th business day of term 50% 

16th - 20th business day of term 25% 

After 20th business day of term 0 

Summer Session Only 
(for courses starting the frst week of the term) 

Drop Period Refund Allowed 

Trough the 5th business day of term 100% 

Total Withdrawal Period 
(withdrawing from all courses) 

6th - 10th business day of term 50% 

After 10th business day of term 0 

Refund Period Exceptions 

• For courses that start after the ffth business day of the term and that 
meet at least three times, a student must drop the course no later than 
the frst business day after the frst class session to receive a full refund 
of tuition and fees� 

• For courses that start after the ffth business day of the term and 
that meet less than three times, a student must drop the course two 
business days before the start of the frst class session to receive a full 
refund� 

• If injury or illness requiring extensive hospital and/or convalescent 
care prohibits a student’s return to classes within the term, a full 
refund of general tuition and fees may be approved� In case of death, 
tution will be refunded� Ofcial documentation regarding the medical 
condition or emergency situation is required� 

• If a student is called for active duty in the armed forces of the United 
States, a full refund of general tuition and fees may be approved� A 
copy of the ofcial call-up letter to active duty is required� 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
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Drug Conviction NoticeReturn of Title IV Funds Policy 

Federal Student Aid funds are awarded to a student based on the assump-
tion that the student will attend school for the entire period for which 
assistance is awarded� A student who stops attending class(es) must imme-
diately withdraw from class(es)� Te withdrawal process requires students 
to log on to the e-services site (or in person at Records/Registration) and 
complete the withdrawal process by the published deadline� Te student 
is responsible for understanding the impact of such action on their stu-
dent account and should contact the Financial Aid Ofce if they have 
questions� Te outcome of a complete withdrawal depends on when the 
withdrawal is initiated and the type of fnancial aid received� A complete 
withdrawal may also negatively afect academic progress� 

Financial aid recipients who completely withdraw from a term or stop 
attending prior to the 60% completion date are subject to the Federal 
Return of Title IV fund rules for any federal aid not earned and the Min-
nesota Ofce of Higher Education refund calculation for Minnesota State 
Grant and SELF Loan� Te percentage of Title IV aid to be returned (that 
which is unearned) is equal to the number of calendar days remaining 
in the semester divided by the number of calendar days in the semester� 
Scheduled breaks of more than four consecutive days are excluded� Ex-
amples of both calculations are available in the Financial Aid Ofce at the 
student’s request� 

Te responsibility to repay the unearned fnancial aid is shared by the 
College and the student� First, the college’s share is returned to Title IV 
programs in the following order: Federal Unsubsidized Direct Staford 
Loan, Federal Subsidized Staford Direct Loan, Federal Perkins Loan, Di-
rect PLUS Loan, Federal Pell Grant, and Federal SEOG� Any remaining 
unearned aid is then the responsibility of the student and will be returned 
to the Title IV program on the student's behalf� 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College will return its share of unearned Title 
IV funds no later than 45 days after it determines that the student with-
drew or stopped attending classes� Te College will return the student's 
share of unearned aid attributable to a loan under the terms and con-
ditions of the promissory note� Grant repayment is made to the College 
under the repayment guidelines identifed in a notice sent to students after 
the recalculation is complete� 

As prescribed in Section 484A of the Higher Education Act of 1965, a 
student becomes ineligible to receive federal Title IV fnancial aid if the 
student is convicted of an ofense under any federal or state law involving 
the possession or sale of illegal drugs during a period of enrollment for 
which the student was receiving federal Title IV fnancial aid� If a student 
has been convicted of such an ofense, he/she should contact the Anoka-
Ramsey Community College Financial Aid Ofce for further informa-
tion on the steps necessary to regain eligibility� 

Verification of Application for Financial Aid 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College will verify all student applica-
tions selected by the FAFSA processor� Verifcation documents will be 
requested of the student upon receipt of the FAFSA� Documents must be 
received and verifcation performed before any disbursement of fnancial 
aid will be made� If there are errors, the Financial Aid Ofce will update 
your application, recalculate your aid eligibility and send a current award 
letter to you� Te deadline for the submission of verifcation documents 
is 120 days after the last date of enrollment (or date published by the 
Department of Education, whichever is earlier)� Documents submitted 
later than either of those two deadlines will not be processed� 

Changes to Schedule After Pell Census 

Your class schedule must be frm and you should not make any changes 
after the 5th day of the semester or you risk aid reductions� It is expected 
that you will attend your registered courses� If you drop a class and add 
another class that is the same number of credits after the 5th day of the 
semester, your aid will be negatively afected, as this class add will not be 
recognized� If you have a special exception to add late prior to the 10th 
business day of the course, you will remain eligible for the Pell Grant� 

Other Financial Aid Policies 

• Students can receive federal fnancial aid for developmental work 
(below 1000 level) up to a maximum of 30 credits� 

• Students must declare an eligible major and degree intent at Anoka-
Ramsey to receive fnancial aid� 

• Students may receive fnancial aid from no more than one college dur-
ing each term or period of enrollment� 

• Pell Grant awards are determined by registered credits as of the ffth 
business day of the semester; the Pell Grant amount may not adjust 
up, but may adjust down for late (after the 5th day) add/drop registra-
tion activity� 

• Annual loan limits are prorated for borrowers who are completing 
their degree program or certifcate in an enrollment period that is 
shorter than an academic year� 

• Loan Pro-ration: Te loan pro-ration requirement applies to students 
who plan to complete a degree program or certifcate program in an 
enrollment period that is shorter than an academic year at Anoka-
Ramsey� 

• Financial aid is awarded to eligible students who have completed the 
fnancial aid application process and who are seeking a valid degree, 
diploma, or certifcate at Anoka-Ramsey� Applicants are awarded on 
the basis of fnancial need using data from the Free Application for 
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA), which must be completed annually� 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
https://www2.ed.gov/policy/highered/leg/hea98/sec484.html
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• Students must be accepted into a program of study (major) that leads 
to a degree, diploma, or certifcate� Students who have not declared 
a major or have not been accepted into a program of study are not 
eligible for fnancial aid� In addition, ineligible majors or courses 
include, but are not limited to, customized training courses and any 
programs that are less than 16 credits� 

• Applications are evaluated on a frst-come, frst-served basis beginning 
in spring of the calendar year prior to the fall semester start and on a 
rolling basis thereafter� Summer session is considered a trailer or the 
third semester of the academic year� Financial aid is awarded after the 
student registers for summer courses� 

• Anoka-Ramsey reserves the right to change awards based on availabili-
ty of funds, changes in enrollment, academic progress, and/or changes 
in student eligibility� 

• In compliance with federal regulations, our ofce is annually audited 
by an independent third-party auditor� Our ofce also completes self-
auditing of our programs to ensure accuracy in our processing� 

• Due to federal regulations our policy states that students can only 
repeat a passed course once and still be covered by fnancial aid� 

• If a student's or parents’ (for dependent students) fnancial situation 
changes after the completion of the FAFSA, the Financial Aid Ofce 
may be able to help� After fling federal taxes for the applicable year, 
request a “Special Circumstances” form from the Financial Aid Ofce� 
It is our policy to select all students applying for a consideration of 
special circumstances for verifcation� 

• A student who does not meet the federal criteria for independent 
status as listed in the FAFSA may have his/her status changed under 
extreme circumstances� If the student feels that the parent informa-
tion is not relevant or the parents are unable to be located, the student 
may apply for a dependency override with proper documentation� 
Minimum documentation includes: 
» A detailed letter explaining the situation, including why the 

student feels he/she is unable to obtain parental information� 
Te letter should contain any other information that may be 
relevant such as when the student last lived with the parent and/ 
or received any fnancial support from the parent� 

»  A written statement from two individuals who have frst-hand 
knowledge of the situation, such as clergy, school administrator, 
social worker, or counselor� Letters from family members may be 
accepted but only if accompanied by a second letter from a non-
family member� 

• None of the following conditions, either singly or in combination, 
will qualify a student for a dependency override: 
» Parents refuse to contribute to child’s education� 
» Parents are unwilling to provide information on the fnancial aid 

application or for verifcation purposes� 
» Student demonstrates self-sufciency� 

You will be notifed after a decision has been made� Please also see page 
17 for enrollment defnitions for fnancial aid purposes� 

Consumer Information is posted for public access and can be found 
here: AnokaRamsey�edu/about-us/policies-disclosures/student-consumer-
information/� Tis information includes (but is not limited to) informa-
tion about academic programs, our accreditation status, campus crime 
reports, our drug and alcohol prevention plan (for students and employ-
ees), and student outcomes� 

Applying for Financial Aid 

Every student attending Anoka-Ramsey is encouraged to apply for fnan-
cial assistance� Financial aid comes in the form of grants, work-study, and 
loans� To receive fnancial assistance, students must complete the Free Ap-
plication for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA)� Application for fnancial aid 
should be made well in advance of the time funds are needed� Please keep 
in mind that you must reapply for fnancial aid each year and you cannot 
receive aid from more than one school for the same period of enrollment� 

Scholarship Opportunities 

Alliss Opportunity Grant: Tese grants are for students who have a com-
pleted FAFSA and are not Pell eligible� Funds are limited and are awarded 
by the Financial Aid Ofce� Students who complete their FAFSA early are 
considered frst� Tere is no separate Alliss Grant application� Te grant is 
$1,000 for the standard academic year; $500 in fall and $500 in spring� 
For more information, contact the Financial Aid Ofce� 

College Foundation Scholarships: Te foundations of both campuses 
award over $200,000 in scholarships to students each year� Each type of 
scholarship varies in its criteria� Financial need may or may not be a con-
sideration� More than 200 scholarships are awarded to recognize academic 
success, leadership skills or potential for success, major feld of study, and 
many other criteria� Scholarships are awarded multiple times during the 
academic year and vary based on campus location� 

Scholarship application forms and brochures can also be found online at 
AnokaRamsey�edu/cost-aid/scholarships-loans-grants/scholarships/; select 
the scholarship application specifc to the campus you attend� 

Community-Based Scholarships: Community agencies, businesses, and 
other organizations sponsor many scholarships� Visit AnokaRamsey�edu/ 
cost-aid/scholarships-loans-grants/ or contact the Financial Aid Ofce for 
additional information� 

PSEO students are ineligible to receive scholarship dollars while enrolled 
in the PSEO program� 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/cost-aid/scholarships-loans-grants/scholarships/
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/cost-aid/scholarships-loans-grants/
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/cost-aid/scholarships-loans-grants/
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/about-us/policies-disclosures/policies-procedures/policy-2c1-satisfactory-academic-progress/
https://www.anokaramsey.edu/about-us/policies-disclosures/student-consumer-information/
https://www.anokaramsey.edu/about-us/policies-disclosures/student-consumer-information/
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Student Services 

Academic Advising Services Business Office 

Te mission of the Anoka-Ramsey Academic Advising Ofce is to em-
power students to actively seek out resources to successfully complete their 
educational goals� Academic Advising provides a safe and respectful en-
vironment to collaborate with students on course selection, understand-
ing degree requirements, and preparing for degree completion or credit 
transfer to other academic institutions� Each student receives an assigned 
academic advisor, typically based on degree program� 

Admissions Office 

Te Admissions Ofce provides admission and degree information, tours, 
and admission advising to prospective applicants to Anoka-Ramsey Com-
munity College� 

Adult Basic Education (ABE) 

Adult Basic Education services are ofered at no cost� Services include 
GED and Accuplacer preparation as well as skill enhancement for math, 
reading, and writing� 

Air Force ROTC 

Anoka-Ramsey students may enroll in Aerospace Studies at the University 
of St� Tomas� Air Force ROTC is an educational and leadership program 
designed to prepare students for commissioning as second lieutenants in 
the United States Air Force� Students may enroll in the four-year program 
any time up to fall term of their sophomore year, with freshman and soph-
omore classes adding two hours of coursework each week� No obligation 
is incurred by enrolling in the undergraduate courses, and college credit is 
earned� To enroll in the two-year program, students must pre-register in 
the fall term of their sophomore year� Scholarships are available through 
the Air Force ROTC� In addition, the University of St� Tomas will grant 
assistance for tuition costs for Anoka-Ramsey (non-Air Force scholarship) 
full-time (12 credits) students to cover the full cost of the General Mili-
tary and Professional Ofcer courses� For more information contact the 
Department of Aerospace Studies, University of St� Tomas, at 651-962-
6320 or 1-800-328-6819, ext� 6320� 

Book Charges 

It is wise to purchase books before the term starts and begin to get familiar 
with the course content� Tis means purchasing books “out of pocket,” 
and use any balance of your fnancial aid to pay yourself back� When this 
is not possible, and for those students with enough processed fnancial aid, 
Anoka-Ramsey supports a book charge process: 

• Please plan your purchases carefully� Use the charge process only in an 
emergency and only once in a term� 

• Your processed fnancial aid must exceed your tuition and fee charges� 
• Book charges are allowed one week prior to the term and the frst 

week of the term (excluding holidays)� 
• Student loans must be accepted from the award letter prior to book 

charging� 
• Students will be responsible for all book charges regardless of fnancial 

aid received� 

Te Business Ofce processes tuition and fees payments and distributes 
fnancial aid, grants, loans, and scholarship monies� 

Campus Store 

Te Campus Store carries new and used textbooks, supplies, software, 
clothing, gifts and other gear, and ofers rental and eBooks options� Stu-
dents may order textbooks online by visiting: 
AnokaRamsey�edu/resources/bookstore/� Please refer to the college website 
for information on the book charge policy, book return policy, and book 
buy-back services� 

Child Care Assistance 

Funds are available under the Post-Secondary Childcare Grant Program� 
For an application and additional information, visit: AnokaRamsey�edu/ 
resources/forms/� 

Counseling Services 

Counseling ofers students the opportunity to make realistic career deci-
sions and get support for their personal concerns� 

Career Counseling 
Career Counseling helps individuals make decisions about career choices 
by evaluating one’s interests, values, and abilities, and how they relate to 
college programs and career choices� Counselors are here to help individu-
als explore options, fgure out what careers might be the best ft for them, 
and develop a career plan� 

Career Classes 
Counselors ofer a CAOR 1102 Career Exploration course focused on self-
exploration to provide the foundation for occupational research and career 
decision-making� Job search strategies are also covered� 

Personal Counseling 
Personal counseling helps students who are experiencing a personal con-
cern that makes concentrating on coursework difcult, life/work balance, 
and/or those who sufer from symptoms of stress, depression or anxiety� 
Counselors support students in resolving personal issues related to aca-
demic success� 

Diversity & Multiculturalism 

Te Diversity & Multiculturalism Ofce is committed to inclusion and 
equal treatment of all people� We provide programs for diversity and cul-
tural competence that broaden and enrich the campus climate� It is our 
hope to engage all students and professionals to explore their cultural iden-
tities, and to move them toward greater understanding and appreciation 
of diversity, power, and privilege as it plays out in our lives and the larger 
community� 

The Diversity & Multiculturalism Office provides: 
• co-curricular initiatives that add to students' experiences and leader-

ship� 
• advocacy on behalf of students� 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/resources/bookstore/
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/resources/forms/
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/resources/forms/
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• facilitation in building relationships with staf, faculty, and admin-
istrators to enhance and enrich the campus climate and promote 
cultural competence� 

Te ofce is located in the Mosaic Cultural Center on the Coon Rapids 
campus, Rm SC178B� For more information, visit: 
AnokaRamsey�edu/campus-life/diversity-inclusion/office-of-diversity-
multiculturalism/� 

Email Accounts 

Within one day of registering for credit coursework, each student is as-
signed an ofcial College email account, which can be activated at: http:// 
webs�anokaramsey�edu/studentmail/� 

Anoka-Ramsey uses email as the primary method of communication with 
students� Students are responsible for information, notices, and deadlines 
disseminated through college email� 

English Language Learners 

Anoka-Ramsey is proud to ofer reading and writing courses for English 
Language Learners (ELL)� As part of the ELL course sequence, students 
have access to additional support, including Supplemental Education, 
where an instructor is available to assist with required course activities and 
homework� ELL students are also encouraged to participate in the Con-
versation Partners program, which partners students who want to prac-
tice their English skills with lifelong English speakers to engage in casual, 
cross-cultural conversations� Additionally, professional and peer writing 
tutors in the Writing Center provide free support for ELL students with 
various assignments� In the library, students have access to a videotaped 
series profling everyday situations faced by individuals new to the US, and 
audiobooks of fction, classics, and language skills� 

Financial Aid 

Students needing fnancial assistance to help with college expenses may 
apply for grants, student loans, and work-study by completing the FAFSA� 
See college costs and fnancial assistance at College Costs & Financial As-
sistance on page 17� 

Job Readiness Services 

Job Readiness Services are available on both campuses� Te ofce supports 
students in developing job search skills, and advertises local employment, 
internship, and volunteer opportunities for students� Services are available 
to all students and alumni� For more information regarding these services 
and the opportunities ofered at the College, students are encouraged to 
visit: AnokaRamsey�edu/resources/job-readiness-services� 

Job Readiness Services provides information and training on: 
• resume writing strategies and resume critique� 
• interviewing and application tips� 
• networking strategies� 
• Internet job-search techniques� 
• labor market information� 
• miscellaneous job search information� 

Library 

Both Anoka-Ramsey campus libraries provide a variety of instructional 
materials, equipment, and services to students, faculty, and staf� Each li-
brary also has individual and small group study spaces as well as listening 
and viewing areas� 

Collections of books and periodicals in print and online format and col-
lections of audiovisuals in each campus library are coordinated with the 
college curriculum to provide students with the resources relevant to their 
courses of study� 

For information not available locally, students and staf have access to 
materials from over 300 libraries through the libraries’ online catalogs: 
MnPALS and MnLINK� MnPALS includes the Minnesota State system 
libraries, state agency libraries, and some private college academic libraries� 
MnLINK includes the University of Minnesota libraries, public libraries, 
and additional academic libraries� Services are accessible through the bar 
code number found on your ARCC Student Photo ID card� 

New Student Orientation 

New students go through an Orientation & Registration session on cam-
pus to learn more about campus resources and academic polices� In addi-
tion, students are paired with an academic advisor and have the opportu-
nity to meet one-on-one to explore degree/program requirements, discuss 
appropriate course load, and receive assistance registering for classes� Op-
tional campus tours will also be ofered for interested students� 

Online Orientation 
Online orientation is for new transfer students and informs them about 
campus resources, academic policies, and how to register for courses� If 
a student is transferring in with 12 or more earned credits, they need to 
send in their ofcial transcripts and then complete the online orientation� 
Once completed, students will be able to register for their courses online� 
If they need assistance, academic advisors are available by appointment, or 
support questions may be submitted on the web through Ask Us� 

Office for Students with Disabilities 

Anoka-Ramsey provides a variety of academic support services for students 
with documented disabilities in accordance with federal legislation� Servic-
es include, but are not limited to, accommodation assistance, educational 
planning, early registration, assistive technology, interpreters, advocacy, 
referral, and support� Tese services are designed to assist individuals to 
participate fully and successfully in Anoka-Ramsey programs� For further 
information on all disability services call 763-433-1350 or Access MN 
Relay at 1-800-627-3529� 

Online Services 

Students may access many online services and programs that are ofered 
at: AnokaRamsey�edu/� With a StarID and a password, which are assigned 
upon admission to the College, students are able to: 

• sign up for placement testing and orientation� 
• search for open class sections� 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
http://AnokaRamsey.edu/campus-life/diversity-inclusion/office-of-diversity-multiculturalism/
http://AnokaRamsey.edu/campus-life/diversity-inclusion/office-of-diversity-multiculturalism/
http://webs.anokaramsey.edu/studentmail/
http://webs.anokaramsey.edu/studentmail/
http://AnokaRamsey.edu/resources/job-readiness-services
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• register for classes� 
• print a class schedule� 
• adjust course schedule (add, drop, withdraw)� 
• check holds on an academic record� 
• view or change address� 
• view fnancial aid status and awards� 
• view grades� 
• view fnancial account and charges� 
• pay tuition and fees� 
• print an unofcial transcript (academic record)� 
• conduct a Degree Audit Report (DARS)� 

Course oferings and the Academic Catalog are available on the college’s 
website� In addition, the website ofers links to other online services that 
make it easy for students to: 
• view eBulletin announcements� 
• fle a FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student Aid)� 
• submit a Student Loan application� 
• order books for classes� 

Post Traditional Students 

Te Post Traditional advising ofce serves adult learners who may be re-
turning or new to college� Assistance is provided in answering questions 
about how to navigate the academic system, what resources are available 
for students on and of campus, information on how to apply past work 
experiences, skills and competencies to Credit for Prior Learning (CPL), 
connection to resources, and assistance on planning your academic sched-
ule� Make plans to visit with the Post Traditional Student Advisor today� 

Records & Registration 

Te Records and Registration Ofce processes registration and transfer 
transactions, transfer and graduation evaluations, and maintains perma-
nent student records� Students are encouraged to keep records current� 

Testing Services 

Te testing centers at the Cambridge Campus and Coon Rapids Campus 
serve students by providing Te College Board Placement Test (Accuplac-
er) for appropriate course placement, as well as alternative and make-up 
testing� 

TRIO Student Support Services Program 

TRIO Student Support Services (SSS) is designed to provide a positive 
and supportive learning environment to help ensure the academic success 
of its participants� 

Services include academic advising, career guidance, tutoring, workshops, 
cultural activities, and social events� Students also receive assistance with 
issues pertaining to graduation, transfer, and the fnancial aid application 
process� For more information contact the TRIO/SSS ofce, visit: 
AnokaRamsey�edu/resources/trio-programs/� All services are provided free 
of charge� Tis is a federally-funded TRIO program with in-kind support 
from Anoka-Ramsey� 

Tutoring Services 

Te Academic Support Center (ASC) provides free tutoring in a variety of 
subject areas at both the Cambridge Campus and Coon Rapids Campus� 
Peer tutors are available on a drop-in basis� Professional staf tutoring for 
business, chemistry, mathematics, and writing is available by appointment 
and walk-in� 

Each ASC provides on-site computers, handouts, and other resources for 
student use, as well as periodic workshops and study groups� Te Minne-
sota State system also provides access to Tutor�com, a third-party, online 
tutoring service for students� Students can access these services through 
their D2L Brightspace account� 

Te Math Skills Center on the Coon Rapids Campus ofers free peer tu-
toring and professional tutoring services for students taking MATH 0100, 
0230, 0240, 0250, 1100, 1200 and medical dosage calculations� 

Veterans' Services 

Veterans’ Services are available on each campus to assist veterans, current 
military members, and dependents as they pursue their educational goals� 
Knowledgeable staf are available to provide academic advising services, 
assist with educational benefts, answer questions, ofer referrals to various 
resources, and help with military-to-civilian transition issues� 

Within our Veterans' Services Center, students are encouraged to use the 
designated computer terminals and study areas, chat with peers, or just 
drop by for a hot cup of cofee� 

In addition, Anoka-Ramsey is fortunate to have the North Metro Region-
al Coordinator for the Minnesota Higher Education Veterans Program 
housed on our campus� Together, these resources are provided to meet 
the needs of our veterans and promote their success as students� For more 
information call 763-433-1230� 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
http://Tutor.com
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/resources/trio-programs/
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Student Life Programs 
CC = Cambridge Campus, CR = Coon Rapids Campus 

For more information about student programming or clubs, visit: 
AnokaRamsey�edu/campus-life or contact the Student Activities ofce at 
763-433-1320� 

Intercollegiate Athletics 

(Optional credit available for some sports) 

Clubs & Organizations 

• Adult Transition Club (CR) 
• Anime Association (CR) 
• Anoka-Ramsey Disability Club (ARDC) (CR) 
• Art Club (CC/CR) 
• Astronomy Club (CR) 
• Black Student Union (BSU) (CR) 
• Book Club (CC) 
• Business Professionals of America (BPA) (CR) 
• Ceramic Guild (CR) 
• Chemistry Club (CR) 
• Christian Club (CRU) (CR) 
• Club Hockey (CR) 
• Creative Writing Club (CC/CR) 
• Disability Club (ARDC) (CR) 
• Engineering & Physics Club (CR) 
• Environmental Club (CC) 
• Gaming Club (CC) 
• Gender-Sexuality Alliance (GSA)(CC) 
• Hearts Ablaze Christian Club (CC) 
• Hmong Club (CR) 
• Knit & Crochet Club (CC) 
• Latinx Club (CR) 
• Math Club (CR) 
• Math Team (CR) 
• Multicultural Club (CC/CR) 
• Muslim Student Association (CR) 
• Photography Club (CC) 
• Psychology Club (CC/CR) 
• Queer-Trans Union (QTU) (CR) 
• Spanish Club (CC) 
• STEM for All (CR) 
• Student Nurses Association (SNA) (CC/CR) 
• Students for Life (CC/CR) 
• Sustainability Club (CR) 
• Swing Dance Club (CR) 
• Teatre Club (CR) 
• Veterans & Military Student Organization/Student 
• Veterans Club (CR) 

Student Senate 

Student Senate (both campuses) is the voice for students, and, together 
with College administration, oversees student afairs� Student Senate ap-
points student representatives to College committees and advocates for 
student needs and concerns� 

Men’s Sports 
• Baseball (CR) 
• Basketball (CR) 
• Soccer (CR) 

Women’s Sports 
• Basketball (CR) 
• Fastpitch Softball (CC) 
• Soccer (CR) 
• Volleyball (CR) 

Intramural & Recreational Sports 
• Badminton (CR) • Fun Run/Walk (CR) 
• Baseball (CR) • Golf (CR) 
• Basketball (CR) • Open Gym (CR) 
• Bowling (CR) • Softball (CR) 
• Dodgeball (CR) • Volleyball (CR) 
• Flag Football (CR) 

Student Leadership Opportunities 

• Events Planning Team (CC/CR) 
• Phi Teta Kappa Honor Society (PTK)(CC/CR) 
• Student Senate (CC/CR) 

Music & Theatre 

(Optional credit available) 

Band 
• Concert Band 
• Guitar Ensemble 
• Jazz Ensemble 
• String Orchestra 
• Teatre Ensemble 
• World Drumming Ensemble 

Choir 
• Chamber Singers 
• College Chorale 
• Concert Choir 

Theatre/Drama 

Literary Magazines 

• Te Rapids Review (CR) 
• Te Spirit River Review (CC) 

Newspaper 

• Te Campus Eye (CC/CR) 
• Te Ink Spot (CC) 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/campus-life
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Student Policies 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College students are held accountable for all 
college policies and procedures as defned on the college website� Failure 
to read the policies and procedures outlined on the college website will not 
be considered an excuse for noncompliance� 

A complete description of the policies and procedures can be found online 
at: AnokaRamsey�edu/about-us/policies-disclosures/policies-procedures/� 

• Acceptable Use of Computers and Information Technology Resources 
Policy 

• Complaints and Grievances Policy 
• Data Privacy Policy 
• Drug and Alcohol-Free Campus Policy 
• Email Communication Policy 
• Emergency Procedures 
• Nondiscrimination in Employment and Education Opportunity 

Policy 
• Refund Policy 
• Religious Observance Policy 
• Satisfactory Academic Progress Policy 
• Sexual Violence Policy 
• Student Conduct Code Policy 
• Students Involved in Decision-Making Policy 
• Student Rights and Responsibilities Policy 
• Tobacco-Free Policy 
• Zero Tolerance Policy 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/about-us/policies-disclosures/policies-procedures/
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Professional & Workforce Training (PWT) 

Professional & Workforce Training (PWT) at Anoka-Ramsey Com-
munity College and Anoka Technical College provides non-credit open 
enrollment, contract training, and professional development services to 
individuals, businesses, and organizations� Courses can be taken at the 
college, online, or customized for on-site delivery� College courses (credit 
and non-credit) are also ofered at various community locations� Contact 
PWT at 763-433-1200 or visit: ProWorkTraining�com� 

Professional & Workforce Training provides: 
• a broad array of consulting, assessment, research, planning and orga-

nizational development services, and training plans� 
• college credit for classes that can be applied towards an academic 

diploma or certifcate� 
• certifcations, licenses, and continuing education units (CEUs) for a 

variety of industries and trades� 

Continuing Education 

PWT is dedicated to providing the community with on-going educational 
opportunities and short-term career education programs� Oferings in-
clude computer applications and information technology training; trade 
programs; sheetmetal; educational programs for manufacturing specialty; 
continuing education courses for nursing, health, and human services pro-
fessionals; and human resource, supervisory, management and leadership 
studies� 

Customized Training 

Customized training involves identifying and assessing organizational 
needs and designing outcome-based training options� Areas of expertise 
include: 
• Industrial Engineering and Manufacturing Technology 
• Health and Wellness 
• Compliance/OSHA 
• Organizational Development 
• Information Technology and Computer Applications� 

Other personal and professional training topics are also available� 

Consulting Services 

Specializing in business development and workforce training, PWT assists 
businesses in achieving economic success� 

Reasons to partner with PWT: 
• Education and training solutions designed to meet their goals and 

increase productivity and proft� 
• Cost-efective, results-oriented solutions designed to enable compa-

nies to increase their competitive edge� 
• Pre- and post-training assessments to ensure employees learn the skills 

important to their industry and customers� 
• Industry experts and experienced instructors who provide proven, 

real-world results� 
• Services, industry certifcations, and training conducted ftting the 

business’ schedule and at the business location� 
• Cutting-edge training programs on the forefront of new technologies/ 

processes to enhance employees’ skills� 
• Increase the bottom line of businesses through waste reduction, 

streamlining processes, energy conservation, and workforce training� 

Resources & Expertise to Meet Business Goals 
In today’s economic culture, organizations face considerable challenges� 
Evolving technologies, global competition, and economic pressure place 
new demands on business� Strategies and competencies drive businesses� 

Partnerships 

PWT establishes mutually benefcial partnerships with area educational, 
business, professional, and community-based organizations interested in 
life-long learning and economic development� 

Te Minnesota Job Skills Partnership (MJSP) program is a major source 
of grant funding for innovative college/business partnerships� Such grants 
provide employers’ access to customized training, expand the college’s abil-
ity to service client needs, and contribute to economic growth� 

Te college also functions as a resource and strategic partner linking busi-
nesses to other economic development organizations, such as the Min-
nesota Department of Employment and Economic Development, Min-
nesota Technology, Inc, Regional Initiative Funds, and local/regional 
development agencies� 

Meeting & Training Facilities 

Our spaces are available for rent, including: 
• training accommodations for groups with 5-150 participants 
• 12, 20 and 30 station computer labs for networking, MS Ofce, 

Cisco-related training, SolidWorks and other applications 
• refreshments and meal options 
• video and interactive television conferencing 
• free parking 

Continuing Education Units (CEUs) 

CEUs are part of a national movement to provide records for participation 
in non-credit continuing education activities� Participants are awarded 
CEUs in accordance with the policies adopted by the Minnesota Higher 
Education Services Ofce and other approval agencies such as the Min-
nesota Board of Nursing� Persons who participate in the various CEU pro-
grams will have individual records maintained by the college� 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College constantly strives to meet education-
al needs and develop special programs in response to requests� Persons or 
businesses desiring such services should contact PWT at 763-433-1200� 

For Information on Registration 

Professional and Workforce Training course schedules include registration 
forms, procedures, and information on course oferings, certifcates, and 
programs ofered� For current information, visit: ProWorkTraining�com or 
AnokaTech�edu/ProWorkTraining�aspx� 

Non-Credit Refund Policy 

1� Special fees are not refundable� 
2� Refund policies vary� Please refer to the course schedule for specifc 

program refund policies� For more information, call 763-433-1200� 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
http://www.anokatech.edu/ProWorkTraining.aspx
http://www.anokatech.edu/ProWorkTraining.aspx
http://www.anokatech.edu/ProWorkTraining.aspx
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Degree, Certificate & Diploma Information 

Assessment of Student LearningAnoka-Ramsey Community College: 

• ofers coursework in most disciplines for students who will transfer 
and continue their education toward bachelor’s degrees� 

• cooperates with area institutions to provide vocational and technical 
training for students with opportunities to move immediately into 
jobs upon completion of their education� 

• provides retraining and upgrading of skills for currently employed in-
dividuals and provides fexible scheduling to meet those needs, includ-
ing of-campus classes, online classes, and non-credit workshops� 

• is committed to providing a general education to help students in 
their development as individuals in our society� 

• is committed to assisting students with skills and knowledge below 
college-level in upgrading their skills and in achieving a successful 
college experience� 

• is committed to supplementing curriculum and broadening experi-
ences by providing aesthetic, cultural, recreational, and intercollegiate 
competitive experiences for students and other members of the com-
munity� 

Choosing a Program of Study 

Advisors will assist students in choosing one of the various kinds of pro-
grams – career, transfer or general education – and help students select 
appropriate courses for their chosen major� Many students change objec-
tives while attending college, especially during the frst year� If students 
change objectives, assistance is available in choosing alternate programs� 
It is important to note that opportunities exist for trial; a student may be 
disillusioned in one area but successful in another� 

Myers Briggs and Strong Assessments are available for a fee and as a part of 
the CAOR 1102 course� Tese assessments help students determine their 
career choices� 

Each program of study has well-defned goals for student learning, which 
are available through Advising Services� Tese goals describe the knowl-
edge, skills, and abilities that students will develop during the course of the 
program of study� Te College is committed to a comprehensive program 
of assessment in which programs are evaluated based upon how well stu-
dents achieve the goals for student learning� Student learning is assessed 
at the course, program, and college-level� Tis assessment process helps to 
identify strengths and opportunities for improvement� 

Catalog Applying to a Student’s Graduation 

Candidates for the associate degree may choose to fulfll degree require-
ments outlined in any catalog under which the student was enrolled, pro-
vided that the catalog was in efect not more than four years preceding the 
date of graduation� Te student must complete all degree requirements 
under a single catalog� Graduation is not automatic; students must apply 
in order to be granted a degree� See Graduation Application Information 
& Deadlines on page 16 for more information� 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
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Associate of Arts DegreesDegrees, Certificates & Diploma 
• Associate of Arts in Liberal Arts & Sciences 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College ofers the following degrees: 

• Associate of Arts (AA) 
• Associate of Applied Science (AAS) 
• Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) 
• Associate of Science (AS) 

Anoka-Ramsey also ofers several certifcates and a diploma� 

Associate of Arts Degree 

Overview 
Te Associate of Arts degree (AA) is intended primarily for students who 
plan to transfer to another college or university to complete a bachelor’s 
degree� Te AA is a general education degree where students may choose 
a goal area� Students may also choose to concentrate in a particular feld 
of study as preparation for a planned major at a four-year college or uni-
versity� At least 40 of the 60 credits must be taken within the Minnesota 
Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) outlined on page 34� Students are strongly 
encouraged to develop an educational plan with their assigned Anoka-
Ramsey advisor to assure that the AA degree and pre-major requirements 
are fulflled� 

Transfer Note 
An agreement with Minnesota State provides that Anoka-Ramsey’s Associ-
ate of Arts degree (or MnTC) will satisfy all of the lower-division general 
education requirements of any of the Minnesota State institutions� 

An agreement with the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities provides that 
the MnTC will satisfy the University’s liberal education requirements� 
Anoka-Ramsey also has agreements with many private and out-of-state 
schools that allow easy transfer of the AA degree� For assistance in program 
planning, or to explore transfer options, students should meet with an 
academic advisor� 

General Requirements for AA Degree 
• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 

above� 
• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 

numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 
• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in all 

MnTC courses� 
• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 

Specific Degree Requirements 
See individual AA guide sheets beginning on page 41� 

• Communication Studies Transfer Pathway 
• English Transfer Pathway 
• Mass Communication Transfer Pathway 
• Political Science Transfer Pathway 
• Psychology Transfer Pathway 
• Sociology Transfer Pathway 
• Spanish Transfer Pathway 

Associate of Applied Science Degree 

Overview 
Te Associate of Applied Science degree (AAS) is intended for students 
who plan to use the competencies gained through their degree for im-
mediate employment� Te AAS degree is granted in a specifc major and 
typically about two-thirds of the coursework is in the career/program area� 
Approximately one-third of the courses are from the Minnesota Transfer 
Curriculum (MnTC)� 

Transfer Note 
Te AAS degree is not designed to transfer to a four-year college� However, 
the MnTC courses typically do transfer and some of the career-oriented 
courses taken at Anoka-Ramsey may also transfer to specifc majors at 
selected schools� Please see an advisor for specifc information regarding 
transferring courses� 

General Requirements for AAS Degree 
• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 

above� 
• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 

numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 
• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 

Specific Degree Requirements 
See individual AAS guide sheets beginning on page 54� 

Associate of Applied Science AAS Degrees 
• Accounting Practitioner 
• Business: Management/Marketing Emphasis 
• Business: Ofce Technology Emphasis 
• Physical Terapist Assistant 
• System Administration 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
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Associate of Fine Arts Degree 

Overview 
Te Associate of Fine Arts degree (AFA) is designed primarily for stu-
dents who plan to transfer to another college or university to complete a 
bachelor’s degree in fne arts� Students may choose a path leading to art, 
creative writing, music, or theatre� 

Transfer Note 
Te AFA-Music degree will transfer to Minnesota State University-Manka-
to, Augsburg College, Winona State University, and Minnesota State Uni-
versity Moorhead; the AFA-Art will transfer to Winona State University; 
the AFA-Teatre will transfer to Minnesota State University Moorhead; 
the AFA in Creative Writing degree will transfer to Metropolitan State 
University, Hamline University, and Augsburg College� Te AFA degrees 
may transfer in part or in their entirety to other baccalaureate institutions� 

General Requirements for AFA Degree 
• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 

above� 
• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 

numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 
• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 

Specific Degree Requirements 
See individual AFA guide sheets beginning on page 60� 

Associate of Fine Arts Degrees 
• Art Transfer Pathway 
• Creative Writing 
• Music 
• Teatre Transfer Pathway 

Associate of Science Degree 

Overview 
Te Associate of Science degree (AS) is intended for students who wish 
to balance liberal arts education with career-oriented classes� Te primary 
purpose of the degree is to provide the credentials for a specifc career and 
prepare graduates for admission to a four-year college� Approximately one-
half of the coursework consists of liberal arts or general education credits 
and one-half comprises career-oriented courses� 

Specifc transfer agreements exist with selected four-year colleges for each 
AS degree� Please see an Anoka-Ramsey advisor for specifc information 
regarding transferring courses� 

General Requirements for AS Degree 
• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 

above� 
• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 

numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 
• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 

Specific Degree Requirements 
See individual AS guide sheets beginning on page 68� 

Associate of Science Degrees 
• Accounting Transfer Pathway 
• Alcohol & Drug Counseling Studies 
• Applied Engineering Technology– 

Biomedical Design & Manufacturing 
• Biology Transfer Pathway 
• Biomedical Technology 
• Business, Industry & Technology 
• Business Transfer Pathway 
• Chemistry Transfer Pathway 
• Community Health 
• Computer Networking 
• Computer Science Transfer Pathway 
• Cybersecurity 
• Elementary Education Foundations Transfer Pathway 
• Engineering 
• Environmental Science 
• Exercise Science Transfer Pathway 
• Health Sciences (Broad Field) 
• Human Resources Associate 
• Integrative Health & Healing 
• Nursing (MANE) 
• Pharmacy Technician 
• Sales Management 
• Special Education Transfer Pathway 

Certificate & Diploma Programs 

Certifcate and diploma programs, ofered in several career felds, are de-
signed to increase students’ knowledge and skills in a specifc area/disci-
pline� Certifcates are awarded for completion of 9-30 credits of course-
work and may have an occupational outcome or address a focused area of 
study� Diplomas are awarded for completion of 31-72 credits of course-
work and prepare students for immediate employment� Many courses 
within a certifcate or diploma program may apply toward an AS or AAS 
degree in the discipline� See individual program certifcate and diploma 
guide sheets beginning on page 104� 

Certifcates: 
Administrative Specialist Computer Programming 
Alcohol & Drug Counseling Creative Writing 
Athletic Coaching Fitness Specialist 
Biomedical Core Global Studies 
Biomedical Technology Integrative Health & Healing 
Business Communication IT Support Specialist 
Business Computer Applications Network Support & Admin 
Business Generalist Pharmacy Technician 
Clinical Research Professional Retail Management 
Computer Network Security Small Business Accounting 

Diploma: Terapeutic Massage 

Visit Minnesota State - Procedure 3�36�1 Academic Programs for a com-
plete listing of the Minnesota State authorized award requirements� 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
http://minnstate.edu/board/procedure/336p1.html
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College Transfer 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College and the other public colleges and 
universities are working to make transfer easier� Students are encouraged 
to plan ahead, ask questions, and use the pathways created by transfer 
agreements� 

Some of the services and policies to assist you include: 

• Assistance from Anoka-Ramsey advisors 
• Written Intersystem Agreements 

- Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) 
- early (joint, deferred) guaranteed admission to a university 
- course listings required for specifc majors, such as 

Engineering, Nursing or Business 
• Transfer and course equivalency information: 

- www�mntransfer�org/ 
- www�transferology�com/index�htm 

• Colleges and Universities 
• Clearly stated criteria for admission to a selected college or major 
• General policies related to evaluation of transfer credits 
• A petition process for unusual circumstances is available on both 

campuses 

General Guidelines for Transfer of Credits 
Te receiving college or university determines what credits transfer and if 
they meet requirements for specifc degrees� MnTC goal areas are deter-
mined by the originating Minnesota State institution� 

Institutions accept credits from courses and programs like those they ofer� 
Tey look for similarity in course goals, content, and level� Degree pro-
grams usually count credits in three categories—general education, major/ 
minor courses, and electives� 

Not every course that transfers will help students graduate� Te key ques-
tion is, “Will your credits fulfll requirements of the degree or program 
you choose?” 

If students change their career goals or majors, they might not be able to 
complete all degree requirements within the usual number of graduation 
credits� 

Transfer Pathways 
Transfer Pathways are curriculum plans created by teams of educators 
around the state to ensure that Minnesota State students who complete 
certain associate degrees can transfer to any of seven Minnesota State uni-
versities to obtain a bachelor's degree without losing time and money, and 
without generating excess credits� 

Students who complete a Transfer Pathway degree will be guaranteed 
junior status upon admission to the university, and are assured that the 
bachelor's degree can be completed in 60 additional credits (for 120-credit 
programs)� A student must still meet any special admission requirement 
for the major and are not guaranteed admission into the major itself� 

Transfer Agreements 
A number of transfer agreements have been formalized that simplify trans-
fer procedures for students and ensure transfer of credits from Anoka-
Ramsey to other colleges or universities� 

Transfer to Bachelor-Degree Programs 
Anoka-Ramsey Community College ofers the appropriate coursework 
for the frst half of most bachelor-degree programs� For Minnesota public 
universities, students are encouraged to complete the Minnesota Trans-
fer Curriculum� Transfer guides listing specifc courses and catalogs for 
Minnesota State institutions and many out-of-state schools are available at 
the Cambridge Campus Student Services Ofce and at the Coon Rapids 
Campus in Educational Services� 

Anoka-Ramsey advisors cooperatively develop transfer guides for many 
public and private colleges throughout Minnesota and the region� Transfer 
guides outline degree requirements and identify equivalent Anoka-Ramsey 
courses� Catalogs for Minnesota colleges/universities and many out-of-
state institutions are also available in these areas and on the internet� 
Advisors are available to assist students with exploring transfer options and 
reviewing transfer guides� 

Many students planning to transfer complete the Associate of Arts degree 
that includes the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum� 

The Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) 
Te Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) commits all public colleges 
and universities in the state of Minnesota to a broad educational founda-
tion that integrates a body of knowledge and skills with study of contem-
porary concerns—all essential to meeting individual, social, personal, and 
career challenges� 

Students who complete the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum at Anoka-
Ramsey (with a cumulative GPA of 2�0) have completed the general edu-
cation requirements at many Minnesota colleges and universities� 

Agreements have been made with the following colleges/universities for 
students who complete the MnTC and/or the Associate of Arts degree at 
Anoka-Ramsey and meet the individual college’s entrance requirements� 

• All Minnesota State Institutions 
• University of Minnesota System 

Students who complete the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum at one par-
ticipating school and transfer to another participating school have ful-
flled the lower-division general education requirements for that school� 

Individual course MnTC goals are determined by the originating Min-
nesota State institution� 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
http://www.mntransfer.org
https://www.transferology.com/index.htm
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Joint Admission Program 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College has a joint admission agreement with 
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities� For further information concerning 
the joint admission program, contact the Records and Registration Ofce� 

Minnesota Cooperative Admissions Program (MnCAP) 
Te Minnesota Cooperative Admissions Program (MnCAP) is a coopera-
tive arrangement between the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities and 
the Minnesota State system to facilitate the transfer of students from Min-
nesota’s public two-year campuses to the College of Biological Sciences 
(CBS), College of Continuing and Professional Studies (CCAPS), Col-
lege of Design (CDes), College of Education and Human Development 
(CEHD), College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences 
(CFANS), College of Liberal Arts (CLA), and the College of Science and 
Engineering (CSE) at the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities campus� 

Under this agreement, students who are not ofered admission to the Uni-
versity of Minnesota and choose to enroll in one of the seven metro area 
community colleges will be assured admission to one of the U of M par-
ticipating colleges when they meet certain conditions� Students will work 
with designated staf from one of the community colleges and the Univer-
sity’s Ofce of Admissions to defne the specifc conditions for transfer� 

Transfer Agreements 

Many transfer agreements exist that simplify transfer procedures for stu-
dents and allow for transfer of credits from Anoka-Ramsey Community 
College to other colleges or universities� Some coursework or exams (such 
as CLEP, credit by exam, or DANTES), completed as part of the MnTC 
requirements, however, may not be accepted for credit by the University 
of Minnesota or other institutions� 

Anoka-Ramsey ofers many four-year degrees on the Coon Rapids and 
Cambridge Campuses� Specifc pages outlining what Anoka-Ramsey 
courses will transfer to a University are listed (sometimes called a Transfer 
Guide)� When not available, a link to the transfer students page is given� 
Also listed are Articulation Agreements, or specifc degree agreements 
between Anoka-Ramsey and the receiving institution� 

Augsburg College 
Auggie Plan: Simply complete your associate’s degree at Anoka-Ramsey 
and transition to Augsburg College to complete your bachelor’s degree: 
www�augsburg�edu/registrar/transferguides/ 

Articulation Agreements: 
• Creative Writing AFA to Augsburg English, Creative Writing BA 
• Music AFA to Augsburg Music BA 

Bemidji State University 
Four-year degrees on campus: RN to BSN, FasTrack to License for Teach-
ing Secondary Students, and DLiTE K-8 Teacher Licensure program (hy-
brid format) are available at the Coon Rapids Campus: www�bemidjistate� 
edu/admissions/undergrad/explore/academics/transfer/ 

Articulation Agreements: 
• Business AS to Bemidji Business Administration BS 
• Nursing (MANE) AS or Health Sciences (Broadfeld) AS to Bemidji 

Nursing BS 

Bethel University 
www�bethel�edu/registrar/transfer-credits/undergraduate/transfer-evalua-
tion-systems#TES 

Central Methodist University 

Articulation Agreement: 
• Nursing (MANE) AS to Central Methodist Nursing BSN 

College of St. Scholastica 
www�css�edu/undergraduate/undergraduate-traditional/incoming-credits-
and-course-information�html 

Concordia University, St. Paul 

Articulation Agreements: 
• Alcohol & Drug Counseling Studies AS to Concordia Psychology 

BA 
• Biological Sciences AS to Concordia Biology BA or BS 
• Business AS to Concordia Business BA 
• Exercise Science AS to Concordia Exercise Science BA 
• Health Sciences (Broadfeld) AS to Concordia Health Care Admin-

istration BA or Public Health BA 
• Human Resources AS to Concordia Human Resources Manage-

ment BA or Business BA 
• Nursing AS to Concordia Nursing BS 
• Psychology Transfer Pathway AA to Concordia Psychology BA 

Dunwoody College of Technology 
www�dunwoody�edu/admissions/transfer/ 

Articulation Agreement: 
• Engineering AS to Dunwoody Mechanical Engineering BA 

Hamline University 
www�hamline�edu/undergraduate/admission/transfer/ 

Articulation Agreement: 
• Creative Writing AFA to Hamline Creative Writing BFA 

Metropolitan State University 
Four-year degrees on campus: RN to BSN is ofered at the Coon Rapids 
Campus: www�metrostate�edu/admissions/undergraduate/transfer-
students 

Articulation Agreements: 
• AS degree or AAS degree to Metro State Individualized Studies BA 
• Creative Writing AFA to Metro State Screenwriting BA 
• Cybersecurity AS to Metro State Computer Forensics BAS 
• Nursing (MANE) AS to Metro State Nursing BSN 
• Teatre AFA to Metro State Teater BA 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
https://www.bethel.edu/registrar/transfer-credits/undergraduate/transfer-evaluation-system#TES
https://www.bethel.edu/registrar/transfer-credits/undergraduate/transfer-evaluation-system#TES
http://www.css.edu/undergraduate/undergraduate-traditional/incoming-credits-and-course-information.html
http://www.css.edu/undergraduate/undergraduate-traditional/incoming-credits-and-course-information.html
http://www.dunwoody.edu/admissions/transfer/
https://www.hamline.edu/undergraduate/admission/transfer/
http://www.metrostate.edu/admissions/undergraduate/transfer-students
http://www.metrostate.edu/admissions/undergraduate/transfer-students
http://www.augsburg.edu/registrar/transferguides/
http://www.bemidjistate.edu/admissions/undergrad/explore/academics/transfer/
http://www.bemidjistate.edu/admissions/undergrad/explore/academics/transfer/
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Minnesota State University, Mankato 
www�mnsu�edu/admissions/transfer�html 

Articulation Agreement: 
• Nursing (MANE) AS to Mankato Nursing BS 

Minnesota State University, Moorhead 

Articulation Agreements: 
• Business, Industry & Technology AS to Moorhead Project Manage-

ment BS or Global Supply Chain Management BS 
• Business Marketing and Management AAS or Human Resources As-

sociate AS to Moorhead Project Management BS 
• Creative Writing AFA to Moorhead English BA 
• Music AFA to Moorhead Commercial Music BS, or Music BA, or 

Music Performance BA 
• Nursing AS to Moorhead Nursing BSN 

Northwestern Health Sciences University 
www�nwhealth�edu/admissions/transfer-students/ 

Articulation Agreement: 
• Biological Sciences AS to Northwestern Health Sciences Human Bi-

ology BS 

School of the Art Institute of Chicago 
www�saic�edu/admissions/ug/transferpriordegreestudents/transfercredit-
academicrequirements/ 

Articulation Agreement: 
• Art AFA to Art Technology Studies BFA 

St. Cloud State University 
Four-year degrees on campus: General Business BS is ofered at the Coon 
Rapids campus� Special Education BES is ofered at the Cambridge 
Campus: www�stcloudstate�edu/transfer/default�aspx 

Articulation Agreements: 
• Business Transfer Pathway AS to St� Cloud General Business BS 
• Computer Science AS to St� Cloud Software Engineering BSE 
• Nursing (MANE) AS to St� Cloud Nursing BS 

Southwest Minnesota State University 
Four-year degree on campus: BS of Exercise Science is ofered at the Coon 
Rapids Campus: 
www�smsu�edu/admission/transfer/index�html 

Articulation Agreements: 
• Exercise Science AS to Southwest Exercise Science BS 
• Music AFA to Southwest Music BA 
• Nursing (MANE) AS to Southwest Nursing BSN 

St. Mary's University of Minnesota, Twin Cities 
www�smumn�edu/admission/undergraduate/transfer-students 

Articulation Agreements: 
• Accounting AS or Accounting Practitioner AAS to St� Mary's Ac-

counting BS 
• Applied Engineering Technology AS, Biomedical Technology AS, or 

Business AS to St� Mary's Business Administration BS 
• Computer Networking AS or Computer Science AS to St� Mary's 

Information Technology BS 
• Human Resources Associate AS to St� Mary's Human Resources 

Management BS 

University of Minnesota, Crookston 
www�crk�umn�edu/admissions/prospective-transfer-students 

University of Minnesota, Duluth 
d�umn�edu/onestop/transfer/index�html 

University of Minnesota, Twin Cities 
admissions�tc�umn�edu/academics/mncas�html 

Transfer Credit Resources: 
admissions�tc�umn�edu/PDFs/transfer_credit�pdf 

University of Northwestern, St. Paul 
https://undergraduate�unwsp�edu/ 

University of St. Thomas 
https://www�stthomas�edu/admissions/undergraduate/transfer/index�html 

University of Wisconsin, River Falls 
www�uwrf�edu/Admissions/TransferStudents/TransferGuide�cfm 

University of Wisconsin, Stout 
www�uwstout�edu/admissions-aid/transferring-uw-stout 

University of Wisconsin, Superior 
www�uwsuper�edu/admissions/transfers/transfering-credits�cfm 

Articulation Agreement: 
• Creative Writing AFA to Writing BA 

Winona State University 
www�winona�edu/admissions/transfercourses�asp 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
https://www.crk.umn.edu/units/future-transfer-students
http://d.umn.edu/onestop/transfer/index.html
http://admissions.tc.umn.edu/academics/mncas.html
http://admissions.tc.umn.edu/PDFs/transfer_credit.pdf
https://undergraduate.unwsp.edu/
http://www.uwrf.edu/Admissions/TransferStudents/TransferGuide.cfm
https://www.uwstout.edu/admissions-aid/transferring-uw-stout
https://www.uwsuper.edu/admissions/transfers/transfering-credits.cfm
http://www.winona.edu/admissions/transfercourses.asp
http://www.mnsu.edu/admissions/transfer.html
https://www.nwhealth.edu/admissions/transfer-students/
http://www.saic.edu/admissions/ug/transferpriordegreestudents/transfercreditacademicrequirements/
http://www.saic.edu/admissions/ug/transferpriordegreestudents/transfercreditacademicrequirements/
http://www.stcloudstate.edu/transfer/default.aspx
http://www.smsu.edu/admission/transfer/index.html
https://www.smumn.edu/admission/undergraduate/transfer-students
https://www�stthomas�edu/admissions/undergraduate/transfer/index�html
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Bachelor Degrees 
Offered at Anoka-Ramsey 

Anoka-Ramsey has expanded students’ access to four-year degrees by 
bringing programs from other institutions to its Coon Rapids and Cam-
bridge Campuses� For additional information on current programs ofer-
ings, visit: AnokaRamsey�edu/academics/degrees-diplomas-certifcates/ 
bachelorgraduate-degrees/� 

Programs 

Business 
(Coon Rapids Campus) 
• BS degree program by St� Cloud State University/Herberger Business 

School 

Exercise Science 
(Coon Rapids Campus) 
• BS degree program by Southwest Minnesota State University 

Fastrack License for Secondary Certification 
(Coon Rapids Campus and online) 
• BS degree program by Bemidji State University 

MANE Nursing RN to BSN 
(Cambridge or Coon Rapids Campus) 
• Dual enrollment 

Nursing 
(Cambridge Campus) 
• BS degree program by Bemidji State University 
(Coon Rapids Campus) 
• BSN degree program by Metropolitan State University 

Special Education 
(Cambridge Campus) 
• BES degree program in Special Education ABS (Academic Behavior 

Strategist) by St� Cloud State University 

Teacher Education K-8 License (DLiTE) 
(Coon Rapids Campus) 
• BS degree program in Elementary Education by Bemidji State 

University 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
http://AnokaRamsey.edu/academics/degrees-diplomas-certificates/bachelorgraduate-degrees/
http://AnokaRamsey.edu/academics/degrees-diplomas-certificates/bachelorgraduate-degrees/
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Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) Guidelines 

All of the following competencies are included in our lower-division gen-
eral education curriculum� Tere are ten goal areas� 

1� Communication 
To develop writers and speakers who use the English language ef-
fectively and who read, write, speak, and listen critically� As a base, 
all students should complete introductory communication require-
ments early in their collegiate studies� Writing competency is an 
ongoing process to be reinforced through writing-intensive courses 
and writing across the curriculum� Speaking and listening skills 
need reinforcement through multiple opportunities for interper-
sonal communication, public speaking, and discussion� 

2� Critical Thinking 
To develop thinkers who are able to unify factual, creative, rational, 
and value-sensitive modes of thought� Critical thinking will be 
taught and used throughout the general education curriculum in 
order to develop students’ awareness of their own thinking and 
problem-solving procedures� To integrate new skills into their cus-
tomary ways of thinking, students must be actively engaged in prac-
ticing thinking skills and applying them to open-ended problems� 

3� Natural Sciences 
To improve students’ understanding of natural science principles 
and of the methods of scientifc inquiry, e�g�, the ways in which 
scientists investigate natural science phenomena� As a basis for life-
long learning, students need to know the vocabulary of science and 
to realize that, while a set of principles has been developed through 
work of previous scientists, ongoing scientifc inquiry and new 
knowledge will bring changes in some of the ways scientists view 
the world� By studying the problems that engage today’s scientists, 
students learn to appreciate the importance of science in their lives 
and to understand the value of a scientifc perspective� Students are 
encouraged to study both the biological and physical sciences� 

4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 
To increase students’ knowledge about mathematical and logi-
cal modes of thinking� Tis will enable students to appreciate the 
breadth of applications of mathematics, evaluate arguments, and de-
tect fallacious reasoning� Students will learn to apply mathematics, 
logic, and/or statistics to help them make decisions in their lives and 
careers� Minnesota’s public higher education systems have agreed 
that developmental mathematics includes the frst three years of a 
high school mathematics sequence through intermediate algebra� 

5� History and the Social and Behavioral Sciences 
To increase students’ knowledge of how historians and social and 
behavioral scientists discover, describe, and explain the behaviors 
and interactions among individuals, groups, institutions, events, 
and ideas� Such knowledge will better equip students to understand 
themselves and the roles they play in addressing the issues facing 
humanity� 

6� The Humanities and Fine Arts 
To expand students’ knowledge of the human condition and hu-
man cultures, especially in relation to behavior, ideas, and values 
expressed in works of human imagination and thought� Trough 
study in disciplines such as literature, philosophy, and the fne arts, 
students will engage in critical analysis, form aesthetic judgments, 
and develop an appreciation of the arts and humanities as funda-

mental to the health and survival of any society� Students should 
have experiences in both the arts and humanities� 

7� Human Diversity 
To increase students’ understanding of individual and group difer-
ences (e�g�, race, gender, class) and their knowledge of the traditions 
and values of various groups in the United States� Students should 
be able to evaluate the United States’ historical and contemporary 
responses to group diferences� 

8� Global Perspective 
To increase students’ understanding of the growing interdependence 
of nations and peoples and develop their ability to apply a compara-
tive perspective to cross-cultural social, economic, and political 
experiences� 

9� Ethical and Civic Responsibility 
To develop students’ capacity to identify, discuss, and refect upon 
the ethical dimensions of political, social, and personal life and to 
understand the ways in which they can exercise responsible and pro-
ductive citizenship� While there are diverse views of social justice or 
the common good in a pluralistic society, students should learn that 
responsible citizenship requires them to develop skills to understand 
their own and others’ positions, be part of the free exchange of 
ideas, and function as publically-minded citizens� 

10� People and the Environment 
To improve students’ understanding of today’s complex environ-
mental challenges� Students will examine the interrelatedness of 
human society and the natural environment� Knowledge of both 
biophysical principles and sociocultural systems is the foundation 
for integrative and critical thinking about environmental issues� 

Te following pages list Anoka-Ramsey courses that are acceptable in each 
goal area� Updated lists are available on both campuses, and online at: 
Anokaramsey�edu/academics/minnesota-transfer-curriculum/ 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/academics/minnesota-transfer-curriculum/
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Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) 

The Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) is an agreement between Anoka-Ramsey Community College, Minnesota State schools, and the University of 
Minnesota. The MnTC will transfer as a “package” to any Minnesota State school, the University of Minnesota system, and some private schools upon completion 
and documentation on students’ transcript, which will be updated at the end of each term. Students must fulfill the 10 goal areas, complete 40 credits from those 
listed below, and maintain a cumulative 2.0 GPA for the entire MnTC. Grades of A, B, C, and D are accepted within the MnTC. Courses with a superscript 
(e.g.: ENGL 11212) satisfy more than one goal area. The credits are only counted once towards the 40-credit requirement. The number of credits is noted in 
parenthesis next to the course. 

Goal 1: Communication. Two courses required: one from A and one from B. 
A. Written (one course required): B. Oral (one course required): C. Other (no course required, but counts toward 
ENGL 11202 Cross-Current College Writing and CMST 11102 Introduction to Communication (3) 40 credits): 

Critical Reading (4) CMST 22152 Public Speaking (3) CMST 22512 Small Group Communication (3) 
ENGL 11212 College Writing and Critical Reading (4) CMST 22207 Interpersonal Communication (3) ENGL 11042 Technical Writing (3) 

ENGL 22416 Introduction to Creative Writing (3) 
ENGL 22516 Creative Writing for Stage and 

Screen (3) 
ENGL 22616 Creative Nonfiction Writing (3) 
ENGL 22626 Poetry Writing (3) 
ENGL 22636 Fiction Writing (3) 
ENGL 22716 Creative Writing for Children and 

Young Adults (3) 
MCOM 1151 Principles of Public Relations (3) 
MCOM 2121 Media Writing (3) 
MCOM 2131 Reporting, Writing, and Editing for 

Online Publications (3) 

Goal 2: Critical Thinking. Three courses required. 
BIOL 11713 Seminar in the Biological Sciences (3) PHIL 11016 Introduction to Philosophy (3) 
CHEM 10613 Principles of Chemistry I (4) PHIL 11054 Introduction to Logic and Critical Reasoning (3) 
CHEM 10623 Principles of Chemistry II (4) PSYC 1115 Stress Management (3) 
CMST 11009 Introduction to Mass Communication (3) PSYC 1130 Parenting Psychology (3) 
CMST 11101 Introduction to Communication (3) PSYC 11357 Understanding Autism Spectrum Disorders (2) 
CMST 22151 Public Speaking (3) PSYC 21105 Introduction to Research Methods (3) 
CMST 22511 Small Group Communication (3) PSYC 22579 Psychology and the Media (3) 
ECON 11005 Introduction to the American Economy (3) PSYC 22605 Social Psychology (3) 
ECON 22055 Principles of Macroeconomics (3) PSYC 2265 Educational Psychology (3) 
ECON 22065 Principles of Microeconomics (3) PSYC 22705 Theories of Personality (3) 
ENGL 11041 Technical Writing (3) PSYC 22805 Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences (4) 
ENGL 11201 Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading (4) PSYC 23605 Industrial-Organizational Psychology (3) 
ENGL 11211 College Writing and Critical Reading (4) SOC 11115 General Sociology (3) 
HIST 11415 Ancient and Medieval World History (4) SOC 22219 Social Problems (3) 
HIST 22625 History of Britain in the Middle Ages (3) SOC 22605 Social Psychology (3) 
HIST 22825 Warfare in the Ancient and Medieval World (3) SOCS 11729 Honors Seminar on Leadership (3) 
HUM 11036 Introduction to Film Studies (3) STSK 1102 How to Study and Think Critically (2) 
INTS 1000 First-Year Experience (2) THTR 11016 Introduction to the Theatre (3) 
MCOM 11009 Introduction to Mass Communication (3) 
NATS 11713 Seminar in the Biological Sciences (3) 

Goal 3: Natural Sciences. Two courses required; one from each of two departments. One of these must have a lab. Lab is denoted with an asterisk (*). 
BIOL 1100* Unifying Concepts in Biology (4) CHEM 1020* Interpretive Chemistry (4) 
BIOL 110310 Environmental Science Lecture (3) CHEM 1050* Fundamentals of General, Organic, and Biological Chemistry (3) 
BIOL 1104 The Human Body - Structure and Function (4) CHEM 10612* Principles of Chemistry I (4) 
BIOL 1106* Principles of Biology I (4) CHEM 10622* Principles of Chemistry II (4) 
BIOL 1107* Principles of Biology II (4) NATS 1001 Astronomy (3) 
BIOL 11087 Biology of Women (3) NATS 1003* Geology (4) 
BIOL 11109* Field Biology (3) NATS 1005* Meteorology (4) 
BIOL 1133* Environment Science Lab (1) [Formerly BIOL 1103L] NATS 11712 Seminar in the Biological Sciences (3) 
BIOL 11712 Seminar in the Biological Sciences (3) PHYS 1007* Elementary Physics (4) 
BIOL 2113* Human Anatomy and Physiology I (4) PHYS 1317* General Physics I (5) 
BIOL 2114* Human Anatomy and Physiology II (4) PHYS 1318* General Physics II (5) 
BIOL 2201* Microbiology (4) PHYS 1327* College Physics I (6) 
BIOL 2202* Genetics (4) PHYS 1328* College Physics II (6) 
BIOL 2206* Animal Biology (4) WGST 11087 Biology of Women (3) 
BIOL 2207* Plant Biology (4) 
BIOL 2208* Cell Biology (4) 
BIOL 2209* General Ecology (4) 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
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Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) 

Goal 4: Mathematical / Logical Reasoning. One course required. 
MATH 1100 Mathematics for Liberal Arts (3) 
MATH 1114 Introduction to Statistics (4) 
MATH 1121 Mathematics for Educational Arts (4) 
MATH 1200 College Algebra (3) 
MATH 1201 College Algebra II and Trigonometry (4) 
MATH 1210   Pre-Calculus (5) 

MATH 1310 Survey of Calculus (3) 
MATH 1400 Calculus I (5) 
MATH 1401 Calculus II (5) 
MATH 2230 Probability and Statistics (4) 
PHIL 11052 Introduction to Logic and Critical Reasoning (3) 

Goal 5: History and the Social and Behavioral Sciences. Two courses required; one from each of two categories. 
A. Economics / Geography: 
ANTH 111010 Introduction to Sustainability (3) 
ECON 11002 Introduction to the American 

Economy (3) 
ECON 22052 Principles of Macroeconomics (3) 
ECON 22062 Principles of Microeconomics (3) 
GEOG 110110 Geography of the United 

States (3) 
GEOG 11028 Introduction to Human 

Geography (3) 
GEOG 110310 Physical Geography (3) 
GEOG 11068 World Regional Geography (3) 
GEOG 110810 Minnesota Geography (3) 
GEOG 111010 Introduction to Sustainability (3) 

B. Anthropology / Psychology / Sociology: 
ANTH 22018 

ANTH 220210 

ANTH 225110 

ANTH 22618 

INTS 12007 

PSYC 1108 
PSYC 11107 

PSYC 1145 

PSYC 21102 

PSYC 21207 

PSYC 22158 

PSYC 22358 

PSYC 22509 

PSYC 22602 

PSYC 22702 

PSYC 22802 

PSYC 23602 

SOC 11027 

SOC 11047 

SOC 1108 
SOC 11112 

SOC 11457 

SOC 12007 

SOC 22077 

SOC 22602 

SOC 22619 

SOC 22629 

WGST 11457 

WGST 21207 

Introduction to Cultural 
Anthropology (3) 
Introduction to Physical 
Anthropology (3) 
Environmental Anthropology (3) 
Principles of Archaeology (3) 
Introduction to Diversity Studies (3) 
Death and Dying (3) 
General Psychology (4) 
Positive Psychology: The Study of 
Happiness and Well-Being (3) 
Introduction to Research Methods (3) 
Psychology of Women (3) 
Child and Adolescent Development (3) 
Lifespan Development (4) 
Abnormal Psychology (3) 
Social Psychology (3) 
Theories of Personality (3) 
Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences (4) 
Industrial-Organizational Psychology (3) 
Relationships, Marriage, and Family (3) 
Human Sexuality in Society (3) 
Death and Dying (3) 
General Sociology (3) 
Gender in Society (3) 
Introduction to Diversity Studies (3) 
Sociology of Power (3) 
Social Psychology (3) 
Introduction to Crime and Criminology (3) 
Juvenile Delinquency and Justice (3) 
Gender in Society (3) 
Psychology of Women (3) 

C. History / Political Science: 
HIST 1101 Minnesota History (3) 
HIST 11038 Contemporary World History (3) 
HIST 11108 World War II (3) 
HIST 11118 Modern World Civilizations I: 

1500-1870 (4) 
HIST 11218 Modern World Civilizations II: 

1870 to the Present (4) 
HIST 11412 Ancient and Medieval World 

History (4) 
HIST 11608 History of Africa (4) 
HIST 22119 U.S. History I (4) 
HIST 22219 U.S. History II (4) 
HIST 22427 History of Women in Modern 

America (3) 
HIST 22622 History of Britain in the Middle 

Ages (3) 
HIST 22807 History of Immigration and 

Ethnicity in the United States (4) 
HIST 22822 Warfare in the Ancient and 

Medieval World (3) 
POLS 11119 American Politics and 

Government (3) 
POLS 11219 State and Local Politics and 

Government (3) 
POLS 11318 World Politics (3) 
POLS 114110 Environmental Politics (3) 
POLS 22027 Public Issues (3) 
POLS 22208 International Law and Human 

Rights (3) 
POLS 22259 Constitutional Law (3) 
POLS 22459 Political Ideas and Ideologies (3) 
WGST 22427 History of Women in Modern 

America (3) 
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Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) 

Goal 6: The Humanities and Fine Arts. Two courses required; one from each of two categories. 
A. Literature: 
ENGL 22027 Introduction to Literary Studies (3) 
ENGL 22037 The Novel (3) 
ENGL 22047 Short Stories (3) 
ENGL 22077 Drama (3) 
ENGL 22087 Poetry (3) 
ENGL 22097 Children’s Literature (3) 
ENGL 22108 Global Literature (3) 
ENGL 2220 British Literature to 1800 (3) 
ENGL 2225 British Literature Since 1800 (3) 
ENGL 22307 American Literature to 1865 (3) 
ENGL 22357 American Literature Since 1865 (3) 
ENGL 22411 Introduction to Creative Writing (3) 
ENGL 22511 Creative Writing for Stage 

and Screen (3) 
ENGL 22611 Creative Nonfiction Writing (3) 
ENGL 22621 Poetry Writing (3) 
ENGL 22631 Fiction Writing (3) 
ENGL 22711 Creative Writing for Children and 

Young Adults (3) 

B. Humanities / Philosophy: 
CHIN 11118 

FREN 11118 

GERM 11118 

HUM 11032 

HUM 11118 

HUM 11128 

HUM 11418 

HUM 11518 

HUM 11618 

HUM 11718 

HUM 12118 

HUM 13118 

HUM 14118 

HUM 16118 

HUM 22318 

HUM 22327 

HUM 22337 

HUM 22348 

HUM 22418 

HUM 22518 

HUM 22618 

HUM 22718 

PHIL 11012 

PHIL 11109 

PHIL 11158 

PHIL 12009 

SPAN 11118 

SPAN 11128 

WGST 22337 

WGST 22348 

Introduction to Chinese Culture (3) 
Introduction to French Culture (3) 
Introduction to German Culture (3) 
Introduction to Film Studies (3) 
Spanish and Latin American Culture: 
Pre-Columbian Civilizations (3) 
Spanish and Latin American Culture: 
Conquest to present (3) 
Humanities in the Age 
of Enlightenment (3) 
Humanities in the Era of Romanticism 
and Realism (3) 
Humanities in the Modern to 
Postmodern World (3) 
Seminar in Humanities (3) 
Introduction to German Culture (3) 
Introduction to French Culture (3) 
Introduction to Chinese Culture (3) 
Arab History and Cultures (3) 
Introduction to Africa (3) 
Women in Western Civilization (3) 
Women in American Culture (3) 
Women in a Global Perspective (3) 
Heritage of the Western World: Greek 
World (3) 
Heritage of the Western World: Rome 
and Christianity (3) 
Heritage of the Western World: 
Medieval World (3) 
Heritage of the Western World: 
Renaissance and Reformation (3) 
Introduction to Philosophy (3) 
Introduction to Ethics (3) 
Comparative World Religions (3) 
Medical Ethics (3) 
Spanish and Latin American Culture: 
Pre-Columbian Civilizations (3) 
Spanish and Latin American Culture: 
Conquest to present (3) 
Women in American Culture (3) 
Women in a Global Perspective (3) 

C. Art / Music / Theatre: 
ART 11008 

ART 11078 

ART 11088 

ART 1115 

ART 1116 
ART 1117 

ART 1121 
ART 1122 
ART 1131 
ART 1132 
ART 1141 
ART 1142 
ART 1143 
ART 1144 
ART 1145 
ART 1150 
ART 1155 
ART 1161 
ART 1162 
ART 1165 

ART 1166 
ART 1170 

ART 1172 
ART 1241 
ART 1242 
ART 1251 
ART 1252 

ART 1281 
ART 1290 
ART 2165 
MUSC 1100 
MUSC 1102 
MUSC 1103 
MUSC 1104 
MUSC 1106 
MUSC 1107 
MUSC 1108 
MUSC 1109 
MUSC 11107 

MUSC 11117 

MUSC 1112 
MUSC 1116 
MUSC 1132 

MUSC 11458 

MUSC 1146 
MUSC 1148 
MUSC 1149 
MUSC 1188 
MUSC 2135 

MUSC 22018 

MUSC 22028 

THTR 11012 

THTR 1109 
THTR 1111 
THTR 1120 
THTR 2165 
THTR 2205 
THTR 2206 
THTR 2211 
THTR 2220 
THTR 2230 
THTR 2270 

Introduction to Art (3) 
Art History I (3) 
Art History II (3) 
Foundation Design I: 2 Dimensional 
Design (3) 
Design II: Color Theory (3) 
Foundation Design II: 3 Dimensional 
Design (3) 
Stained Glass I (3) 
Stained Glass II (3) 
Glass Blowing I (3) 
Glass Blowing II (3) 
Foundation Drawing I (3) 
Foundation Drawing II (3) 
Introduction to Figure Drawing (1) 
Watercolor I (3) 
Watercolor II (3) 
Introduction to Graphic Design (3) 
Introduction to Digital Photography (3) 
Introduction to Sculpture (3) 
Sculpture II (3) 
Introduction to Black and White Film 
Photography (3) 
Photography II (3) 
Foundation Digital Imaging I: 
Photoshop (3) 
New Media Design I (3) 
Introduction to Painting (3) 
Painting II (3) 
Introduction to Ceramics (3) 
Ceramics: Intermediate 
Wheel-Throwing (3) 
Ceramics: Beginning Hand-building (3) 
Introduction to Printmaking (3) 
Digital Photography II (3) 
Music Appreciation (3) 
Class Guitar (3) 
Class Piano (3) 
Fundamentals of Music (3) 
Concert Band (1) 
String Orchestra (1) 
Concert Choir (1) 
Singing 101 (3) 
Rock and Roll History (3) 
Jazz History (3) 
Introduction to Songwriting (3) 
Music Theory I (3) 
Music in Film, Television and 
Gaming (3) 
World Drumming Ensemble (1) 
Jazz Ensemble (1) 
Chamber Singers (1) 
Guitar Ensemble (1) 
Women’s Chorale (1) 
Music Therapy, Techniques and 
Materials (2-3) 
Music History and Literature I (3) 
Music History and Literature II (3) 
Introduction to the Theatre (3) 
Practical Experience in Theatre (1-2) 
Acting for All (3) 
History of Comedy (3) 
Stage Management (3) 
Acting Movement (3) 
Acting Vocal (3) 
Stagecraft (3) 
Play Directing (3) 
Survey of Drama (3) 
Auditioning (3) 
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Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) 

Goal 7: Huma
BIOL 11083 

CHIN 11018 

CHIN 11028 

CHIN 22018 

CHIN 22028 

CMST 22108 

CMST 22201 

ENGL 22026 

ENGL 22036 

ENGL 22046 

ENGL 22076 

ENGL 22086 

ENGL 22096 

ENGL 22306 

ENGL 22356 

n Diversity. One course required. 
Biology of Women (3) 
Beginning Chinese Language and 
Culture I (5) 
Beginning Chinese Language and 
Culture II (5) 
Intermediate Chinese Language and 
Culture I (4) 
Intermediate Chinese Language and 
Culture II (4) 
Intercultural Communication (3) 
Interpersonal Communication (3) 
Introduction to Literary Studies (3) 
The Novel (3) 
Short Stories (3) 
Drama (3) 
Poetry (3) 
Children’s Literature (3) 
American Literature to 1865 (3) 
American Literature Since 1865 (3) 

FREN 22018 

FREN 22028 

GERM 11018 

GERM 11028 

GERM 22018 

GERM 22028 

HIST 22409 

HIST 22425 

HIST 22805 

HUM 22326 

HUM 22336 

Intermediate French Language and 
Culture I (4) 
Intermediate French Language and 
Culture II (4) 
Beginning German Language and 
Culture I (5) 
Beginning German Language and 
Culture II (5) 
Intermediate German Language and 
Culture I (4) 
Intermediate German Language and 
Culture II (4) 
America in the Vietnam Era (3) 
History of Women in Modern 
America (3) 
History of Immigration and Ethnicity in 
the United States (4) 
Women in Western Civilization (3) 
Women in American Culture (3) 

PSYC 11105 

PSYC 11352 

PSYC 21205 

SOC 11025 

SOC 11045 

SOC 11455 

SOC 12005 

SOC 22075 

SPAN 11018 

SPAN 11028 

SPAN 22018 

SPAN 22028 

WGST 11083 

WGST 11455 

General Psychology (4) 
Understanding Autism Spectrum 
Disorders (2) 
Psychology of Women (3) 
Relationships, Marriage, and Family (3) 
Human Sexuality in Society (3) 
Gender in Society (3) 
Introduction to Diversity Studies (3) 
Sociology of Power (3) 
Beginning Spanish Language and 
Culture I (5) 
Beginning Spanish Language and 
Culture II (5) 
Intermediate Spanish Language and 
Culture I (4) 
Intermediate Spanish Language and 
Culture II (4) 
Biology of Women (3) 
Gender in Society (3) 

FREN 11018 

FREN 11028 

ANTH 22015 

ANTH 22615 

Beginning French Language and 
Culture I (5) 
Beginning French Language and 
Culture II (5) 

Introduction to Cultural 
Anthropology (3) 
Principles of Archaeology (3) 

INTS 12005 

MUSC 11018 

MUSC 11106 

MUSC 11116 

POLS 22025 

GERM 11017 

GERM 11027 

Introduction to Diversity Studies (3) 
Introduction to World Music (3) 
Rock and Roll History (3) 
Jazz History (3) 
Public Issues (3) 

Beginning German Language and 
Culture I (5) 
Beginning German Language and 

WGST 21205 

WGST 22336 

WGST 22425 

HUM 22516 

HUM 22616 

Psychology of Women (3) 
Women in American Culture (3) 
History of Women in Modern 
America (3) 

Heritage of the Western 
World: Rome and Christianity (3) 
Heritage of the Western 

ART 11006 

ART 11076 

ART 11086 

ASL 1101 

ASL 1102 

ASL 2201 

ASL 2202 

CHIN 11017 

CHIN 11027 

CHIN 11116 

CHIN 22017 

CHIN 22027 

CMST 22107 

ENGL 22106 

FREN 11017 

FREN 11027 

FREN 11116 

FREN 22017 

FREN 22027 

GEOG 11025 

GEOG 11065 

Introduction to Art (3) 
Art History I (3) 
Art History II (3) 
American Sign Language and 
Culture I (4) 
American Sign Language and 
Culture II (4) 
American Sign Language and 
Culture III (4) 
American Sign Language and 
Culture IV (4) 
Beginning Chinese Language and 
Culture I (5) 
Beginning Chinese Language and 
Culture II (5) 
Introduction to Chinese Culture (3) 
Intermediate Chinese Language and 
Culture I (4) 
Intermediate Chinese Language and 
Culture II (4) 
Intercultural Communication (3) 
Global Literature (3) 
Beginning French Language and 
Culture I (5) 
Beginning French Language and 
Culture II (5) 
Introduction to French Culture (3) 
Intermediate French Language and 
Culture I (4) 
Intermediate French Language and 
Culture II (4) 
Introduction to Human Geography (3) 
World Regional Geography (3) 

GERM 11116 

GERM 22017 

GERM 22027 

HIST 11035 

HIST 11105 

HIST 11115 

HIST 11215 

HIST 11605 

HUM 11116 

HUM 11126 

HUM 11416 

HUM 11516 

HUM 11616 

HUM 11716 

HUM 12009 

HUM 12116 

HUM 13116 

HUM 14116 

HUM 15119 

HUM 16116 

HUM 22316 

HUM 22346 

HUM 22416 

Culture II (5) 
Introduction to German Culture (3) 
Intermediate German Language and 
Culture I (4) 
Intermediate German Language and 
Culture II (4) 
Contemporary World History (3) 
World War II (3) 
Modern World Civilizations I: 
1500-1870 (4) 
Modern World Civilizations II: 
1870 to the Present (4) 
History of Africa (4) 
Spanish and Latin American Culture: 
Pre-Columbian Civilizations (3) 
Spanish and Latin American Culture: 
Conquest to present (3) 
Humanities in the Age of 
Enlightenment (3) 
Humanities in the Era of Romanticism 
and Realism (3) 
Humanities in the Modern to 
Postmodern World (3) 
Seminar in Humanities (3) 
Introduction to Global Studies (3) 
Introduction to German Culture (3) 
Introduction to French Culture (3) 
Introduction to Chinese Culture (3) 
Introduction to Islam and Culture (3) 
Arab History and Cultures (3) 
Introduction to Africa (3) 
Women in a Global Perspective (3) 
Heritage of the Western World: Greek 
World (3) 

HUM 22716 

MUSC 11017 

MUSC 11456 

MUSC 22016 

MUSC 22026 

PHIL 11156 

PHIL 11809 

POLS 11315 

POLS 22205 

PSYC 22155 

PSYC 22355 

SOC 210010 

SPAN 11017 

SPAN 11027 

SPAN 11116 

SPAN 11126 

SPAN 22017 

SPAN 22027 

WGST 22346 

World: Medieval World (3) 
Heritage of the Western 
World: Renaissance and Reformation 
(3) 
Introduction to World Music (3) 
World Drumming Ensemble (1) 
Music History and Literature I (3) 
Music History and Literature II (3) 
Comparative World Religions (3) 
Introduction to Social and Political 
Philosophy (3) 
World Politics (3) 
International Law and Human 
Rights (3) 
Child and Adolescent Development (3) 
Lifespan Development (4) 
Sociology of Food (3) 
Beginning Spanish Language and 
and Culture I (5) 
Beginning Spanish Language and 
Culture II (5) 
Spanish and Latin American Culture: 
Pre-Columbian Civilizations (3) 
Spanish and Latin American Culture: 
Conquest to present (3) 
Intermediate Spanish 
Language and Culture I (4) 
Intermediate Spanish 
Language and Culture II (4) 
Women in a Global Perspective (3) 

Goal 8: Global Perspective. One course required. 
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Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) 

Goal 10: People and the Environment. One course required. 

Goal 9: Ethical and Civic Responsibility. One course required. 
BIOL 11103 Field Biology (3) POLS 11115 American Politics and Government (3) 
CMST 11002 Introduction to Mass Communication (3) POLS 11215 State and Local Politics and Government (3) 
HIST 22115 U.S. History I (4) POLS 22255 Constitutional Law (3) 
HIST 22215 U.S. History II (4) POLS 22455 Political Ideas and Ideologies (3) 
HIST 22407 America in the Vietnam Era (3) PSYC 22505 Abnormal Psychology (3) 
HUM 12008 Introduction to Global Studies (3) PSYC 22572 Psychology and the Media (3) 
HUM 15118 Introduction to Islam and Culture (3) SOC 22212 Social Problems (3) 
MCOM 11002 Introduction to Mass Communication (3) SOC 22615 Introduction to Crime and Criminology (3) 
PHIL 11106 Introduction to Ethics (3) SOC 22625 Juvenile Delinquency and Justice (3) 
PHIL 112010 Environmental Ethics (3) SOCS 11722 Honors Seminar on Leadership (3) 
PHIL 11808 Introduction to Social and Political Philosophy (3) 
PHIL 12006 Medical Ethics (3) 

ANTH 11105 Introduction to Sustainability (3) GEOG 11085 Minnesota Geography (3) 
ANTH 22025 Introduction to Physical Anthropology (3) GEOG 11105 Introduction to Sustainability (3) 
ANTH 22515 Environmental Anthropology (3) NATS 1051 Energy Issues and Solutions (2) 
BIOL 11033 Environmental Science Lecture (3) PHIL 11209 Environmental Ethics (3) 
GEOG 11015 Geography of the United States (3) POLS 11415 Environmental Politics (3) 
GEOG 11035 Physical Geography (3) SOC 21008 Sociology of Food (3) 
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Programs of Study 

Each degree, certifcate, and diploma program ofered at Anoka-Ramsey Community College has specifc required curriculum, which is clearly defned 
in the individual program guide sheets listed on the following pages� Students are encouraged to meet with a counselor or advisor to assist them in plan-
ning their course of study� 

Associate of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences Degree �������������������� 41 

Associate of Arts Degrees by Subject 
Communication Studies Transfer Pathway ���������������������������������������� 42 
English Transfer Pathway ������������������������������������������������������������������� 43 
Mass Communication Transfer Pathway �������������������������������������������� 45 
Political Science Transfer Pathway ����������������������������������������������������� 47 
Psychology Transfer Pathway ������������������������������������������������������������� 48 
Sociology Transfer Pathway ��������������������������������������������������������������� 50 
Spanish Transfer Pathway ������������������������������������������������������������������ 52 

Associate of Applied Science Degrees 
Accounting Practitioner ��������������������������������������������������������������������� 54 
Business: Management/Marketing Emphasis ������������������������������������� 55 
Business: Ofce Technology Emphasis����������������������������������������������� 56 
Physical Terapist Assistant ��������������������������������������������������������������� 57 
System Administration ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 59 

Associate of Fine Arts Degrees 
Art Transfer Pathway ������������������������������������������������������������������������� 60 
Creative Writing �������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 62 
Music ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 64 
Teatre Transfer Pathway ������������������������������������������������������������������� 66 

Associate of Science Degrees 
Accounting Transfer Pathway ������������������������������������������������������������ 68 
Alcohol & Drug Counseling Studies ������������������������������������������������� 70 
Applied Engineering Technology–
     Biomedical Design & Manufacturing ������������������������������������������� 72 
Biology Transfer Pathway ������������������������������������������������������������������ 73 
Biomedical Technology ��������������������������������������������������������������������� 75 
Business, Industry & Technology ������������������������������������������������������ 77 
Business Transfer Pathway ����������������������������������������������������������������� 79 
Chemistry Transfer Pathway �������������������������������������������������������������� 81 
Community Health ��������������������������������������������������������������������������� 83 
Computer Networking ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 84 
Computer Science Transfer Pathway �������������������������������������������������� 85 
Cybersecurity ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 87 
Elementary Education Foundations Transfer Pathway ����������������������� 88 
Engineering ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 90 
Environmental Science ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 91 
Exercise Science Transfer Pathway ����������������������������������������������������� 92 
Health Sciences (Broad Field) ������������������������������������������������������������ 94 
Human Resources Associate �������������������������������������������������������������� 95 
Integrative Health & Healing ������������������������������������������������������������ 96 
Nursing (MANE) ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 98 
Pharmacy Technician ����������������������������������������������������������������������� 100 
Sales Management ��������������������������������������������������������������������������� 101 
Special Education Transfer Pathway ������������������������������������������������� 102 

Certifcates 
Administrative Specialist������������������������������������������������������������������ 104 
Alcohol & Drug Counseling ����������������������������������������������������������� 105 
Athletic Coaching ��������������������������������������������������������������������������� 106 
Biomedical Core ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 107 
Biomedical Technology ������������������������������������������������������������������� 108 
Business Communication ���������������������������������������������������������������� 109 
Business Computer Applications ����������������������������������������������������� 110 
Business Generalist �������������������������������������������������������������������������� 111 
Clinical Research Professional���������������������������������������������������������� 112 
Computer Network Security ����������������������������������������������������������� 113 
Computer Programming ����������������������������������������������������������������� 114 
Creative Writing ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 115 
Fitness Specialist ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 116 
Global Studies ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 117 
Integrative Health & Healing ���������������������������������������������������������� 118 
IT Support Specialist ����������������������������������������������������������������������� 119 
Network Support & Administration ������������������������������������������������ 120 
Pharmacy Technician ����������������������������������������������������������������������� 121 
Retail Management ������������������������������������������������������������������������� 122 
Small Business Accounting �������������������������������������������������������������� 123 

Diploma 
Terapeutic Massage ����������������������������������������������������������������������� 124 
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 Course has prerequisite - see course schedule or catalog description.
^ Course requires Instructor permission. 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options. A member of Minnesota State
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-2020 2021 General Education/MnTC ��������������� 40 
Elective Credits �������������������������������� 17 Associate of Arts in Liberal Arts & Sciences Wellness Requirement ����������������������� �3 

Associate of Arts (AA) Degree Total Credits ������������������������������������ 60 

Program Information Completion Requirements 

Te Associate of Arts (AA) in Liberal Arts and Sciences degree program 
is intended to constitute the frst two years of a baccalaureate degree pro-
gram� Transferability of courses from Anoka-Ramsey Community College 
(ARCC) to public higher education systems in Minnesota is enhanced by 
transfer agreements that are in place� Transfer standards and procedures 
adopted by all the public higher education systems in Minnesota insure 
students’ transfer rights� Listings of available courses to satisfy the areas 
of the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum are available online and in the aca-
demic advising ofce� For assistance in program planning, or to explore 
additional transfer options, students should schedule a time to meet with 
an academic advisor� Tis degree may transfer in part or in its entirety to 
baccalaureate institutions� Students should meet with a representative of 
the transfer institution when planning their program� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Develop writers and speakers who use the English language efec-
tively and who read, write, speak, and listen critically; 

2� Develop thinkers who are able to unify factual, creative, rational, and 
value-sensitive modes of thought; 

3� Improve students’ understanding of natural science principles and 
of the methods of scientifc inquiry, i�e�, the ways in which scientists 
investigate natural science phenomena; 

4� Increase students’ knowledge about mathematical and logical modes 
of thinking; 

5� Increase students’ knowledge of how historians and social and behav-
ioral scientists discover, describe, and explain the behaviors and in-
teractions among individuals, groups, institutions, events, and ideas; 

6� Expand students’ knowledge of the human condition and human 
cultures, especially in relation to behavior, ideas, and values expressed 
in works of human imagination and thought; 

7� Increase students’ understanding of individual and group diferences 
(e�g� race, gender, class) and their knowledge of the traditions and 
values of various groups in the United States; 

8� Increase students’ understanding of the growing interdependence of 
nations and people and develop their ability to apply a comparative 
perspective to cross-cultural social, economic, and political experi-
ences; 

9� Develop students’ capacity to identify, discuss, and refect upon the 
ethical dimensions of political, social, and personal life and to under-
stand the ways in which they can exercise responsible and productive 
citizenship; 

10� Improve students’ understanding of today’s complex environmental 
challenges; and 

11� Improve students’ awareness and understanding of issues related to 
personal wellness� 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
mathematics, or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply 
toward this degree� 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in all 
MnTC courses� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� Students may earn 

only one AA degree regardless of emphasis� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 40 credits 

Distribution requirements are satisfed through completion of the 
Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) listed below� Tese criteria must 
be met to complete the MnTC: 

1� All ten goal areas listed below must be completed� 
2� A total of at least 40 semester credits from courses listed in the MnTC 

must be satisfactorily completed� One course may satisfy more than 
one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only once� 

3� A 2�0 MnTC GPA is required for recognition of a student’s comple-
tion of the entire Minnesota Transfer Curriculum, with or without 
completing an associate degree� 

¨ 1� Communication (two courses required; one from A and one from B) 
¨ A� ENGL 1120t OR 1121t�����������������������������������������������4 
¨ B� CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR  CMST 2220������������3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking (three courses required) 
¨ 3� Natural Science (two courses required; one from each of two 

departments; one must include a lab) 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning (one course required) 
¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 

(two courses required; one from each of two categories) 
¨ A� Economics/Geography 
¨ B� Anthropology/Psychology/Sociology 
¨ C� History/Political Science 

¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
(two courses required; one from each of two categories) 
¨ A� Literature 
¨ B� Humanities/Philosophy 
¨ C� Art/Music/Teatre 

¨ 7� Human Diversity (one course required) 
¨ 8� Global Perspective (one course required) 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility (one course required) 
¨ 10� People and the Environment (one course required) 

Elective Credit Requirements: 17 credits 

Te balance of the 60 semester credits for the degree may be met by 
taking college-level coursework appropriate to the student’s transfer 
program� 

Wellness Requirement: 3 credits 

Complete either 1 or 2 below: 
¨ 1� Tree credits from any two Health, Physical Education, 

or Recreation (HPER) courses� 
¨ 2� HPER 1120 
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Communication Studies Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Arts (AA) Degree A member of Minnesota State 

Program Description 

Te Communication Studies Transfer Pathway Associate of Arts (AA) de-
gree program ofers students a powerful option: the opportunity to com-
plete an Associate of Arts degree with course credits that directly transfer 
to designated Communication Studies bachelor’s degree programs at Min-
nesota State universities� Te curriculum has been specifcally designed so 
that students completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of 
the six Minnesota State universities enter the university with junior-year 
status� All courses in the Transfer Pathway associate degree will directly 
transfer and apply to the designated bachelor’s degree programs in a related 
feld� 

Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees 

• Metropolitan State University: Professional Communication BS 
• Minnesota State University, Mankato: Communication Studies BS 
• Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Communication Studies BA 
• Southwest Minnesota State University: Communication Studies BA 

(Public Relations Emphasis) 
• St� Cloud State University: Communication Studies BA, Com-

munication Studies Supplementary BA, Communication Studies 
Interdepartmental BS 

• Winona State University: Communication Studies BA (General, 
Leadership and Advocacy, Organizational) 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Demonstrate knowledge of the transactional nature of communica-
tion and its core principles; 

2� Demonstrate knowledge of the critical role of context in communica-
tion and ability to adapt content to changes within interpersonal and 
public speaking situations; 

3� Demonstrate knowledge of the critical role of culture and diversity in 
communication, and ability to communicate efectively within and 
across cultures; 

4� Efectively structure and deliver a message by choosing appropriate 
organizational and delivery methods to suit the message; and 

5� Identify and select appropriate supporting materials, and demon-
strate ability to efectively cite sources� 

• 
Required Courses: 60 Total Credits 

¨ CMST 2210 Intercultural Communication �������������������������������� 3 
¨ CMST 2215 Public Speaking ����������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CMST 2220 Interpersonal Communication   ����������������������������� 3 
¨ CMST 2251 Small Group Communication ������������������������������� 3 

Complete at least 40 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Cur-
riculum (MnTC)� You must complete all ten goal areas and maintain a 
cumulative 2�0 GPA for the entire MnTC� One course may satisfy more 
than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 
¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Science 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 
¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 
¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 

¨ Choose any HPER course(s) totaling at least three credits ���������������� 3 

Pathway Plan 

Classes are scheduled for full-time students to complete in two years; 
part-time students will need more time� For assistance with pathway 
planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic 
advisor� See also the college catalog Appendix for course ofering infor-
mation� 

Degree Specifics 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
mathematics or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
apply toward this degree� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require-

ments� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• Each state university has specifc program requirements for comple-

tion� Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
institutions� 

• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 
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English Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Arts (AA) Degree 

Program Description Required Courses: 60 Total Credits 

A member of Minnesota State 

Te English Transfer Pathway Associate of Arts (AA) degree program ofers 
students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associate of 
Arts degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated English 
bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universities� Te curricu-
lum has been specifcally designed so that students completing this path-
way degree and transferring to one of the seven Minnesota State universi-
ties enter the university with junior-year status� All courses in the Transfer 
Pathway associate degree will directly transfer and apply to the designated 
bachelor’s degree programs in a related feld� 

Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees 

• Bemidji State University: English BA 
• Metropolitan State University: English BA 
• Minnesota State University, Mankato: English Studies BA 
• Minnesota State University, Moorhead: English Writing Emphasis 

BA, English Emphasis in Integrated English & Publishing BA 
• Southwest Minnesota State University: English Literature Emphasis 

BA, English Creative Writing Emphasis BA 
• St� Cloud State University: English Creative Writing BA, English 

Rhetoric & Writing BA, English Studies (General) BA, English 
Linguistics BA, English Literature BA 

• Winona State University: English BA 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 
Content Area 1: Introduction to Literary Studies 

1� Perform close analysis of literature at an introductory level; 
2� Demonstrate knowledge of major critical frameworks at an introduc-

tory level; 
3� Employ major critical frameworks to analyze literature at an intro-

ductory level; 
4� Incorporate and document secondary sources at an introductory 

level; 
Content Area 2: Literature Survey 

1� Demonstrate knowledge of canonical works of British/American lit-
erature; 

2� Demonstrate knowledge of major genres and styles in British/Ameri-
can literature; 

3� Demonstrate knowledge of major periods and historical develop-
ments in British/American literature; 

Content Area 3: Diverse Literature 
1� Demonstrate knowledge of literature of underrepresented popula-

tions; 
2� Demonstrate understanding of canon formation as a refection of his-

torical, social, and cultural contexts; 
Content Area 4: Writing for Specifc Purposes 

1� Demonstrate discipline-specifc knowledge of audience and rhetori-
cal situations; 

2� Create discipline-specifc documents that employ efective tech-
niques for specifc writing situations; and 

3� Engage in guided revision and/or writing workshops� 

Content Area 1: 
¨ ENGL 2202 Introduction to Literary Studies ����������������������������� 3 

Content Area 2: 
Choose one course from the following: 
¨ ENGL 2220 British Literature to 1800 �������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2225 British Literature Since 1800 ��������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2230 American Literature to 1865 ���������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2235 American Literature Since 1865 ����������������������������� 3 

Content Area 3: 
¨ ENGL 2210 Global Literature  �������������������������������������������������� 3 

Content Area 4: 
Choose one course from the following: 
¨ ENGL 1104 Technical Writing �������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2241t Introduction to Creative Writing ��������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2261t Creative Nonfction Writing ���������������������������������� 3 

Complete at least 40 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Cur-
riculum (MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete all ten 
goal areas and maintain a cumulative 2�0 GPA for the entire MnTC� One 
course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be 
counted only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������ 4 
¨ CMST 1110 ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Science 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 
¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 
¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 

Choose one of the following courses not already used to fulfll                
      Content Area 2: 
¨ ENGL 2220����������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2225����������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2230����������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2235����������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 

¨ Choose any HPER course(s) totaling at least two credits ������������������ 2 

Students are encouraged to take additional English courses within their 
general elective credits� 
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English Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Arts (AA) Degree 

Pathway Plan 

Degree Specifics 

Te following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time students� 
Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathway� For as-
sistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appointment 
with an academic advisor� See also the college catalog Appendix for course 
ofering information� 

Semester One (16 Credits) 
¨ ENGL 1120t	Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading 

OR 
¨ ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading �������������������� 4 
¨ ENGL 2210 Global Literature  �������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC �������������������������������������������������������������������������� 9 

Semester Two (16 Credits) 
¨ CMST 1110	 Introduction to Communication ��������������������������� 3 

Choose two of the following: 
¨ ENGL 2220 British Literature to 1800 or 
¨ ENGL 2225 British Literature Since 1800 ��������������������������������� 3 

AND 
¨ ENGL 2230 American Literature to 1865 or 
¨ ENGL 2235 American Literature Since 1865 ����������������������������� 3 
¨ Elective  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC �������������������������������������������������������������������������� 4 

Semester Three (15 Credits) 
¨ ENGL 2202 Introduction to Literary Studies ����������������������������� 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 10 
¨ HPER course(s)  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 2 

Semester Four (13 Credits) 
Choose one from the following: 

¨ ENGL 1104	 Technical Writing 
OR 

¨ ENGL 2241t Introduction to Creative Writing 
OR 

¨ ENGL 2261t Creative Nonfction Writing ���������������������������������� 3 
¨ Elective  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC �������������������������������������������������������������������������� 7 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
mathematics or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
apply toward this degree� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require-

ments� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• Each state university has specifc program requirements for comple-

tion� Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
institutions� 

• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 
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Arts, Communications and Information Systems 
Associate of Science Degree 

2020 2021 

Mass Communication Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Arts (AA) DegreeA member of Minnesota State 

Required Courses: 60 Total CreditsProgram Description 

Te Mass Communication Transfer Pathway Associate of Arts (AA) degree 
program ofers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete 
an Associate of Arts degree with course credits that directly transfer to des-
ignated Mass Communication bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota 
State universities� Te curriculum has been specifcally designed so that 
students completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the fve 
Minnesota State universities enter the university with junior-year status� 
All courses in the Transfer Pathway associate degree will directly transfer 
and apply to the designated bachelor’s degree programs in a related feld� 

Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees 

• Bemidji State University: Mass Communications BS 
• Minnesota State University, Mankato: Mass Media BS 
• Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Advertising BS, Broadcast 

Journalism BS, English and Mass Communications BA, Integrated 
Advertising & Public Relations BS, Multimedia Journalism BS, 
Photojournalism BS, Public Relations BS 

• St� Cloud State University: Mass Communications BS 
• Winona State University: Mass Communications BA (Advertising, 

Creative Digital Media, Journalism, Public Relations) 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Critically evaluate mass media messages, applying theories of media 
analysis; 

2� Identify the goals, methods, and histories of various mass media; 
3� Identify the components of various mass communication processes; 
4� Apply analytical and critical thinking techniques to become more 

media literate; 
5� Demonstrate ability to write clearly and concisely; 
6� Identify, explain, and demonstrate what constitutes a professional 

media story; 
7� Identify, obtain, and evaluate credible and diverse sources of informa-

tion; 
8� Demonstrate the ability to tell stories across various media platforms 

and audiences; 
9� Identify basic tools, functions, and goals of public relations; 

10� Identify strategies, tactics, techniques, and theories of public rela-
tions; 

11� Analyze and target messages for diverse audiences; 
12� Examine the history and evolution of the public relations feld; 
13� Recognize and apply the basics of a public relations campaign; and 
14� Explore the legal and ethical implications of public relations cam-

paign designs� 

¨ MCOM 1100 Introduction to Mass Communication ������������������ 3 
¨ MCOM 1151 Principles of Public Relations �������������������������������� 3 
¨ MCOM 2121  Media Writing ������������������������������������������������������ 3 

Choose eight credits from any academic discipline which will serve as 
General Elective credits. Suggested courses are listed below: 
¨ MCOM 1109 Practical Experience in Journalism

 and Mass Communication������������������������������������ 1 
¨ ART 1150 Introduction to Graphic Design����������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 1155 Introduction to Digital Photography ��������������������� 3 
¨ ART 1165 Introduction to Black and White 

Film Photography�������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 1166t Photography II ������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ ART 1172 New Media Design I���������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 1173t New Media Design II �������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 2165t	 Digital Photography II������������������������������������������� 3 

Complete at least 40 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Cur-
riculum (MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete all ten 
goal areas and maintain a cumulative 2�0 GPA for the entire MnTC� One 
course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be 
counted only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CMST 2215 ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Science 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 
¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 
¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 

¨ Choose any HPER course(s) totaling at least three credits ���������������� 3 

Pathway Plan 

Te following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time students� 
Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathway� For 
assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appoint-
ment with an academic advisor� See also the college catalog Appendix for 
course ofering information� 
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Mass Communication Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Arts (AA) Degree 

(continued) 

Semester One (16 Credits) 
¨ CMST 2215 Public Speaking ����������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 1120t	Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading 

OR 
¨ ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading �������������������� 4 
¨ HPER course(s)  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC (Goal 4) ������������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC (Goal 5) ������������������������������������������������������������ 3 

Semester Two (16 Credits) 
¨ MCOM 1100 Introduction to Mass Communication ������������������ 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC with lab (Goal 3) ����������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ General Ed/MnTC (Goal 6) ������������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC (Goal 7) ������������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ Elective  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 3 

Semester Three (15 Credits) 
¨ MCOM 2121 Media Writing ������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC (Goal 3) ������������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC (Goal 8) ������������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC (Goal 10) ���������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ Elective  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 3 

Semester Four (13 Credits) 
¨ MCOM 1151 Principles of Public Relations ��������������������������������� 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC (Goal 6) ������������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ Electives  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 7 

Degree Specifics 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
mathematics or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
apply toward this degree� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• Each state university has specifc program requirements for comple-

tion� Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
institutions� 

• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 
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Political Science Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Arts (AA) Degree A member of Minnesota State 

Program Description 

Te Political Science Transfer Pathway Associate of Arts (AA) degree 
program ofers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete 
an Associate of Arts degree with course credits that directly transfer to 
designated Political Science bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State 
universities� Te curriculum has been specifcally designed so that students 
completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the seven 
Minnesota State universities enter the university with junior-year status� 
All courses in the Transfer Pathway associate degree will directly transfer 
and apply to the designated bachelor’s degree programs in a related feld� 

Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees 

• Bemidji State University: Political Science BA 
• Metropolitan State University: Social Science BA 
• Minnesota State University, Mankato: Political Science BS 
• Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Political Science BA 
• Southwest Minnesota State University: Political Science BA 
• St� Cloud State University: Political Science BA 
• Winona State University: Political Science (minor required) BA 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Knowledge Base: Students should be able to demonstrate fundamen-
tal knowledge and comprehension of the major concepts and institu-
tions fundamental to the feld of political science; 

2� Critical Tinking: Students should be able to demonstrate scientifc 
reasoning and problem solving needed to investigate the feld of po-
litical science; 

3� Ethical and Civic Responsibility: Students should be able to recog-
nize the importance of civic virtue, and understand their ability to 
have an impact on their community, nation, and the world; and 

4� Global Awareness: Students should be able to explain how the inter-
national/global system works� 

• 
Required Courses: 60 Total Credits 

¨ POLS 1111 American Politics and Government ������������������������ 3 
¨ POLS 1121 State and Local Politics and Government ��������������� 3 
¨ POLS 1131 World Politics �������������������������������������������������������� 3 

Complete at least 40 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Cur-
riculum (MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete all ten 
goal areas and maintain a cumulative 2�0 GPA for the entire MnTC� One 
course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be 
counted only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������ 4 
(A writing course in APA Style is recommended) 

¨ CMST 1110 OR CMST 2220 ������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Science 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 

(MATH 1114t is highly recommended) 
¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 
¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 

¨ Choose any HPER course(s) totaling at least three credits ���������������� 3 

Pathway Plan 

Classes are scheduled for full-time students to complete in two years; 
part-time students will need more time� For assistance with pathway 
planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic 
advisor� See also the college catalog Appendix for course ofering infor-
mation� 

Degree Specifics 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
mathematics or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
apply toward this degree� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require-

ments� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• Each state university has specifc program requirements for comple-

tion� Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
institutions� 

• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 
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Associate of Science Degree
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Psychology Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Arts (AA) Degree 

Program Description Required Courses: 60 Total Credits 

A member of Minnesota State 

Te Psychology Transfer Pathway Associate of Arts (AA) degree program 
ofers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associ-
ate of Arts degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated 
Psychology bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universities� 
Te curriculum has been specifcally designed so that students completing 
this pathway degree and transferring to one of the seven Minnesota State 
universities enter the university with junior-year status� All courses in the 
Transfer Pathway associate degree will directly transfer and apply to the 
designated bachelor’s degree programs in a related feld� 

Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees 

• Bemidji State University: Psychology BA, Psychology BS 
• Metropolitan State University: Psychology BA 
• Minnesota State University, Mankato: Psychology BS 
• Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Psychology BA 
• Southwest Minnesota State University: Community Psychology and 

Health Promotion BA, Psychology BA 
• St� Cloud State University: Community Psychology BS, Psychology 

BA 
• Winona State University: Psychology BA (Options A and B) 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Knowledge Base: Students should demonstrate fundamental knowl-
edge and comprehension of the major concepts, theoretical perspec-
tives, historical trends, and empirical fndings in psychology to dis-
cuss how psychological principles apply to behavioral problems; 

2� Scientifc Inquiry and Critical Tinking: Students should demon-
strate scientifc reasoning and problem solving needed to investigate 
behavior, understand research, and draw conclusions about psycho-
logical phenomena; 

3� Ethical and Social Responsibility in a Diverse World: Students 
should become familiar with the formal regulations that govern pro-
fessional ethics in psychology and begin to embrace the values that 
will contribute to positive outcomes in work settings and in building 
a society responsive to multicultural and global concerns; and 

4� Communication: Students should be able to write a cogent scientifc 
argument, present information using a scientifc approach, engage in 
discussion of psychological concepts, explain the ideas of others, and 
express their own ideas with clarity� 

¨ PSYC 1110 General Psychology ������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ PSYC 2280t Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences ���������������������� 4 

Choose two of the following: 
¨ PSYC 2235t Lifespan Development ������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ PSYC 2250t Abnormal Psychology �������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ PSYC 2260t Social Psychology ��������������������������������������������������� 3 

Complete the remaining credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer 
Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete all 
ten goal areas and maintain a cumulative 2�0 GPA for the entire MnTC� 
One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits 
may be counted only once� 
¨ 1� Communication (at least two courses required; one from each              

category) 
¨ A� ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t� ������������������������������� 4

                      (A writing course in APA Style is recommended) 
¨ B� CMST 1110 OR  CMST 2220 ������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Science (two courses required; one from each of two 

departments; one must include a lab) 
¨ A biology lab course covering human biology is strongly 

recommended (BIOL 1100) 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning (one course required) 

¨ MATH 1114t OR  MATH 1200 (or higher)t ��������������3-4 
¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences (one course from A or C) 

¨ A� Economics/Geography 
¨ C� History/Political Science 

¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts (two courses required; one from each of two 
categories) 
¨ A� Literature 
¨ B� Humanities/Philosophy (PHIL course is strongly recom-

mended) 
¨ C� Art/Music/Teatre 

¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 

¨ Choose any HPER course(s) totaling three credits ��������������������������� 3 

Pathway Plan 

Classes are scheduled for full-time students to complete in two years; 
part-time students will need more time� For assistance with pathway 
planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic 
advisor� See also the college catalog Appendix for course ofering infor-
mation� 
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Arts, Communications and 
Information Systems

(continued)

Degree Specifics 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
mathematics or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
apply toward this degree� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require-

ments� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• Each state university has specifc program requirements for comple-

tion� Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
institutions� 

• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 
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Psychology Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Arts (AA) Degree 
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Arts, Communications and Information Systems 
Associate of Science Degree 

2020 2021 

Sociology Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Arts (AA) Degree A member of Minnesota State 

Required Courses: 60 Total CreditsProgram Description 

Te Sociology Transfer Pathway Associate of Arts (AA) degree program 
ofers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associ-
ate of Arts degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated 
Sociology bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universities� Te 
curriculum has been specifcally designed so that students completing 
this pathway degree and transferring to one of the seven Minnesota State 
universities enter the university with junior-year status� All courses in the 
Transfer Pathway associate degree will directly transfer and apply to the 
designated bachelor’s degree programs in a related feld� 

Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees 

• Bemidji State University: Sociology BA 
• Metropolitan State University: Social Science BA 
• Minnesota State University, Mankato: Applied Sociology BA, Soci-

ology BA, Applied Sociology BS, Sociology BS 
• Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Sociology BA 
• Southwest Minnesota State University: Sociology BA 
• St� Cloud State University: Sociology BA, Sociology BA (Concen-

tration in Critical Applied Sociology) 
• Winona State University: Sociology BA 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Knowledge Base: Students should demonstrate the underlying 
knowledge and be able to articulate an understanding of the ma-
jor concepts, theoretical frameworks, historical trends and empirical 
fndings in sociology to articulate how sociological principles connect 
and explain societal and individual behavior; 

2� Scientifc Inquiry and Critical Tinking: Students should demon-
strate an empirical understanding for how science has constructed an 
understanding that allows for the expansion of problem-solving and 
reasoning to be applied to sociological phenomenon and behavior by 
groups and individuals; 

3� Ethical and Social Responsibility in a Diverse World: Students 
should gain an understanding of the formal regulation that govern 
professional ethics in sociology and be able to apply these to have a 
larger impact of their social responsibility in creating a more accept-
ing diverse and multicultural world; and 

4� Communication: Students should have the skill to conduct their 
own scientifc inquiries that allow them to build a scientifc argu-
ment incorporating sociological concepts and theories with clarity 
and accuracy� 

¨ SOC 1111 General Sociology �������������������������������������������������� 3 

Choose one of the following: 
¨ SOC 1102 Relationships, Marriage, and Family ���������������������� 3 
¨ SOC 1104 Human Sexuality in Society ����������������������������������� 3 
¨ SOC 1108 Death and Dying ��������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ SOC 2260t Social Psychology ��������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ SOC 2261t Introduction to Crime and Criminology ���������������� 3 
¨ SOC 2262t Juvenile Delinquency and Justice ��������������������������� 3 

Choose one of the following: 
¨ SOC 1145 Gender in Society �������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ SOC 1200 Introduction to Diversity Studies ��������������������������� 3 
¨ SOC 2207 Sociology of Power ������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ SOC 2221t Social Problems ������������������������������������������������������ 3 

Choose eight credits from any academic discipline which will serve as 
General Elective credits. Suggested courses are listed below: 
¨ Any of the SOC courses listed above ������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ ANTH 2201 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology ����������������� 3 
¨ ECON 1100 Introduction to the American Economy ���������������� 3 
¨ GEOG 1102 Introduction to Human Geography ����������������������� 3 
¨ HIST 1101 Minnesota History ������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ POLS 1111 American Politics and Government ������������������������ 3 
¨ PSYC 2110t Introduction to Research Methods ������������������������� 3 

Complete at least 40 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Cur-
riculum (MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete all ten 
goal areas and maintain a cumulative 2�0 GPA for the entire MnTC� One 
course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be 
counted only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CMST 1110 OR  CMST 2220 ������������������������������������������ 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Science (two courses required; one from each of two 

departments; one must include a lab) 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning (one course required) 

¨ MATH 1114tOR  MATH 1200 (or higher)t ���������������3-4 
¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences (one course required; one from 

either category) 
¨ A� Economics/Geography 
¨ C� History/Political Science 

¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts (two courses required; one from each of two 
categories) 
¨ A� Literature 
¨ B� Humanities/Philosophy 
¨ C� Art/Music/Teatre 

¨ 7� Human Diversity (one course required) 
(Highly recommended: SOC 1102, SOC 1104, SOC 1145, 
SOC 1200, or SOC 2207) 

¨ 8� Global Perspective (one course required) 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility (one course required) 

(Highly recommended: SOC 2221t, SOC 2261t, or SOC 2262t) 
¨ 10� People and the Environment (one course required) 
¨ Choose any HPER course(s) totaling three credits ��������������������������� 3 
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Pathway Plan 

2020 2021 

Sociology Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Arts (AA) Degree 

(continued) 

Classes are scheduled for full-time students to complete in two years; 
part-time students will need more time� For assistance with pathway 
planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic 
advisor� See also the college catalog Appendix for course ofering infor-
mation� 

Degree Specifics 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
mathematics or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
apply toward this degree� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require-

ments� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• Each state university has specifc program requirements for comple-

tion� Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
institutions� 

• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 
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Spanish Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Arts (AA) Degree A member of Minnesota State 

Program Description 

Te Spanish Transfer Pathway Associate of Arts (AA) degree program  of-
fers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associ-
ate of Arts degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated 
Spanish bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universities� Te 
curriculum has been specifcally designed so that students completing 
this pathway degree and transferring to one of the fve Minnesota State 
universities enter the university with junior-year status� All courses in the 
Transfer Pathway associate degree will directly transfer and apply to the 
designated bachelor’s degree programs in a related feld� 

Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees 

• Bemidji State University: Spanish BA 
• Minnesota State University, Mankato: Spanish BS 
• Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Spanish BA 
• St� Cloud State University: Spanish BA, Spanish BS 
• Winona State University: Spanish BA 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Grammar, Vocabulary, and Reading Comprehension: Demonstrate 
a knowledge of grammar and vocabulary refective of that presented 
in a typical intermediate level Spanish textbook, and the ability to 
comprehend the main points of authentic reading materials; 

2� Verbal Communication: Discuss a variety of topics using multiple 
temporal frames of reference and levels of formality� Ask and reply 
to questions that require elaboration and substantiation of opinions� 
Make suggestions and recommendations; and 

3� Written Communication: Convey ideas and opinions in writing� 
Narrate past events and experiences� Articulate suggestions or direc-
tions on a variety of topics, employing multiple temporal frames of 
reference� 

• 
Required Courses: 60 Total Credits 

¨ SPAN 1101 Beginning Spanish Language and Culture I ����������� 5 
¨ SPAN 1102 Beginning Spanish Language and Culture II ���������� 5 
¨ SPAN 2201* Intermediate Spanish Language and Culture I ������� 4 
¨ SPAN 2202* Intermediate Spanish Language and Culture II ������ 4 
*It is strongly recommended that students complete SPAN 2201 and SPAN 
2202 at the same institution. 

Choose at least one course from the following: 
¨ SPAN 1111* Spanish and Latin American Culture: 

Pre-Columbian Civilizations ���������������������������������� 3 
¨ SPAN 1112* Spanish and Latin American Culture: 

Conquest to present ����������������������������������������������� 3 
*SPAN 1111 and SPAN 1112 will be ofered during diferent semesters rath-
er than concurrently. If possible, students are encouraged to take both courses. 

Complete 36 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum 
(MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete all ten goal areas 
and maintain a cumulative 2�0 GPA for the entire MnTC� One course 
may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted 
only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������ 4 
¨ CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR  CMST 2220 ������������� 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking (at least three courses required) 
¨ 3� Natural Science (two courses required; one from each of two 

departments; one must include a lab) 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning (at least one course required) 
¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences (at least two courses required;  

one from each of two of the following categories) 
¨ A� Economics/Geography 
¨ B� Anthropology/Psychology/Sociology 
¨ C� History/Political Science 

¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ SPAN 1111 OR SPAN 1112��������������������������������������������� 3 

AND one course from one of the two following categories: 
¨ A� Literature 
¨ C� Art/Music/Teatre 

¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ SPAN 1101 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 5 
¨ SPAN 1102 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 5 
¨ SPAN 2201 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ SPAN 2202 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 

¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ SPAN 1101 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 5 
¨ SPAN 1102 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 5 
¨ SPAN 2201 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ SPAN 2202 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 

¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility (at least one course required) 
¨ 10� People and the Environment (at least one course required) 

¨ Choose any HPER course(s) totaling at least three credits ���������������� 3 
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-Arts, Communications and 
Information Systems 

2020 2021 

Spanish Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Arts (AA) Degree 

Pathway Plan 

Te following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time students� 
Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathway� For 
assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appoint-
ment with an academic advisor� See also the college catalog Appendix for 
course ofering information� 

Semester One (15 Credits) 
¨ SPAN 1101 Beginning Spanish Language and Culture I ����������� 5 
¨ General Ed/MnTC ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 10 

Semester Two (15 Credits) 
¨ SPAN 1102 Beginning Spanish Language and Culture II ���������� 5 
¨ SPAN 1111* Spanish and Latin American Culture: 

Pre-Columbian Civilizations 
OR 

¨ SPAN 1112* Spanish and Latin American Culture: 
Conquest to present ����������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ General Ed/MnTC �������������������������������������������������������������������������� 7 
*It is recommended that students take SPAN 1111 and SPAN 1112 during 
their frst year of study. While this plan presumes a Spring ofering, availabil-
ity of the two courses may vary. 

Semester Three (15 Credits) 
¨ SPAN 2201 Intermediate Spanish Language and Culture I ������� 4 
¨ General Ed/MnTC ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 11 

Semester Four (15 Credits) 
¨ SPAN 2202 Intermediate Spanish Language and Culture II ������ 4 
¨ General Ed/MnTC ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 11 

Degree Specifics 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
mathematics or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
apply toward this degree� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require-

ments� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• Each state university has specifc program requirements for comple-

tion� Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
institutions� 

• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 
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2020 2021 
Accounting Practitioner 
Associate of Applied Science (AAS) Degree 

Program Information 

Te Associate of Applied Science (AAS) in Accounting Practitioner degree 
program is designed for students interested in preparing for entry-level 
positions in accounting� Te AAS degree combines general education and 
business concepts and procedures to fully prepare the graduate for employ-
ment� Students can complete the coursework on a full- or part-time ba-
sis; however, it is recommended that the degree be completed within four 
years� For assistance in program planning, or to explore additional transfer 
options, students should schedule a time to meet with an academic advi-
sor� Tis degree may transfer in part or in its entirety to baccalaureate 
institutions� Students should meet with a representative of the transfer 
institution when planning their program� A student who completes this 
degree will have met the educational requirements for licensure as a Reg-
istered Accounting Practitioner (RAP) in the state of Minnesota and may 
sit for the RAP exam� An individual must pass the RAP exam and also 
satisfy a one-year experience requirement to be awarded the RAP license� 
See an advisor for further information or assistance in planning� For ad-
ditional information about our business programs, visit our website at: 
http://www�anokaramsey�edu� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Prepare journal entries and fnancial statements; 
2� Use critical thinking skills to analyze and solve business problems; 
3� Appropriately use technology to solve business problems; 
4� Demonstrate knowledge of business law and ethics to direct action 

in business scenarios; 
5� Determine tax treatment of basic individual and business situations; 

and 
6� Demonstrate efective business communication skills� 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, math-
ematics, reading, or typing/keyboarding� Courses numbered below 1000 
will not apply toward this degree� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

Program Requirements ��������������������� 45 
General Education/MnTC ��������������� 15 
Total Credits ������������������������������������ 60 

Program Requirements: 45 credits 

¨ BUS 1101 Introduction to Business ���������������������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1104 Written Business Communications ������������������������ 3 
¨ BUS 1105 Individual/Corporate Income Tax �������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1122 Business Ethics and Social Issues ���������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1134t Computerized Accounting ������������������������������������� 2 
¨ BUS 1135t Payroll Accounting ������������������������������������������������ 2 
¨ BUS 1143 Decision Making Using Excel �������������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 2125 Financial Accounting ��������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BUS 2126t Managerial Accounting ������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ BUS 2215 Legal Environment of Business ������������������������������ 3 

Select one of the following: 
¨ BUS 1108 Business Math ������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ MATH 1200t College Algebra������������������������������������������������������ 3 

Electives: Select CNET 1100, CNET 1105, CNET 1212, or any other 
business course(s) to meet the 45 credit program requirement. 
¨ Electives:  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 9 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 15 credits 

Complete a minimum of 15 credits in at least three of the ten goal areas 
of the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)� One course may satisfy 
more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only once� 

Program Sequence: 
Te sequence that follows is suggested for full time students� Part time students will 
need more time to complete this program� 

1st
 Y

EA
R

Fall Semester 
BUS 1101................................3 
BUS 1108 or MATH 1200 ......3 
BUS 1112................................3 
GEN ED.................................3 
GEN ED.................................3 
TOTAL ................................. 15 

Spring Semester 
BUS 1104 ...............................3 
BUS 1143 ...............................3 
BUS 2125 ...............................4 
BUS 2215 ...............................3 
GEN ED.................................3 
TOTAL ................................. 16 

2 n
d
 Y

EA
R 

Fall Semester 
BUS 1105 ...............................3 
BUS 2126 ...............................4 
BUS elective or CNET 1100, 
1105, 1212 ......................... 1-4 
BUS elective or CNET 1100, 
1105, 1212 ......................... 1-4 
GEN ED.................................3 
TOTAL ............................12-18 

Spring Semester 
BUS 1122 ...............................3 
BUS 1134 ...............................2 
BUS 1135 ...............................2 
BUS elective or CNET 1100, 
1105, 1212 ......................... 1-4 
GEN ED.................................3 
TOTAL ............................ 11-14 

t Course has prerequisite - see course schedule or catalog description. 
^ Course requires Instructor permission. 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
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- Program Requirements ��������������������� 22 2020 2021 
Emphasis Requirements ������������������� 23 Business: Management/Marketing Emphasis General Education/MnTC ��������������� 15 

Associate of Applied Science (AAS) Degree Total Credits ������������������������������������ 60 

Program Information Program Requirements: 22 credits 

Te Associate of Applied Science (AAS) in Business: Management/Mar-
keting emphasis degree program is designed for students interested in 
preparing for entry-level positions in management/marketing� Te AAS 
degree combines general education and business concepts and procedures 
to fully prepare the graduate for employment� Students can complete the 
coursework on a full- or part-time basis; however, it is recommended that 
the degree be completed within four years� Tis degree ofers an on-the-
job internship to help bridge the gap from academics to the workplace� 
Students may petition to substitute an alternative business course for the 
internship and seminar if they have recent relevant work experience� For 
assistance in program planning, or to explore additional transfer options, 
students should schedule a time to meet with an academic advisor� Tis 
degree may transfer in part or in its entirety to baccalaureate institutions� 
Students should meet with a representative of the transfer institution when 
planning their program� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Function efectively in a diverse, global business community; 
2� Use critical thinking skills to analyze and solve business problems; 
3� Demonstrate efective interpersonal skills and professional attitudes; 

and 
4� Demonstrate efective business communication skills� 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, math-
ematics, reading, or typing/keyboarding� Courses numbered below 1000 
will not apply toward this degree� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

¨ BUS 1101 Introduction to Business ���������������������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ����������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1104 Written Business Communications ������������������������ 3 
¨ BUS 1108 Business Math ������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 2125 Financial Accounting ��������������������������������������������� 4 

Select one of the following: 
¨ BUS 1221 Supervision ������������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ BUS 2265 Administrative Ofce Management ����������������������� 3 

Emphasis Requirements: 23 credits 

¨ BUS 1122 Business Ethics and Social Issues ���������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 2142 Principles of Marketing ������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ BUS 2215 Legal Environment of Business ������������������������������ 3 
¨ BUS 2244 Principles of Management ������������������������������������� 4 

Select two of the following courses (6 credits): 
¨ BUS 1149 Professional Selling ������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ BUS 2141 Personal Finance ���������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 2227^ Management/Marketing Internship and Seminar  �� 3 
¨ BUS 2240 Introduction to International Business ������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 2242 Principles of Retailing �������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ Elective Courses  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 3 

Select any BUS course(s) to fulfll the 23-credit requirement. 

NOTE: Additional course work/experience in electronic spreadsheet skills 
(such as BUS 1143) is strongly encouraged� 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 15 credits 

Complete a minimum of 15 credits in at least three of the ten goal areas of 
the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including the courses listed 
below� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������ 4 
¨ CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR CMST 2220  ������������ 3 

¨ 2� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences ����������������������������������������������� 3 
Select one ECON class from the following three: 

¨ ECON 1100 
¨ ECON 2205 
¨ ECON 2206 

¨ Select the remaining 5 credits from courses in at least one of the
 remaining Goal Areas of the MnTC ����������������������������������������������� 5 
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Business: Office Technology Emphasis 
Associate of Applied Science (AAS) Degree 

Program Information 

Te Associate of Applied Science (AAS) in Business: Ofce Technology 
emphasis program is designed for students interested in preparing for en-
try-level positions in ofce technology� Te AAS degree combines general 
education and business concepts and procedures to fully prepare the grad-
uate for employment� Students can complete the coursework on a full- or 
part-time basis; however, it is recommended that the degree be completed 
within four years� Tis degree ofers an on-the-job internship to help 
bridge the gap from academics to the workplace� Students may petition to 
substitute an alternative business course for the internship and seminar if 
they have recent relevant work experience� For assistance in program plan-
ning, or to explore additional transfer options, students should schedule 
a time to meet with an academic advisor� Tis degree may transfer in part 
or in its entirety to baccalaureate institutions� Students should meet with 
a representative of the transfer institution when planning their program� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Apply critical thinking skills in the identifcation, analysis, resolu-
tion, and assessment of business problems; 

2� Exhibit interpersonal skills and professional attitudes while working 
with company stakeholders; 

3� Express ideas, information, proposals and reactions clearly and pro-
fessionally, in written and spoken form; 

4� Apply knowledge of fnancial concepts used in personal and business 
environments that translate into positive fnancial outcomes; 

5� Use ethical principles in business decision making; 
6� Identify the major factors of competitive success utilized by domestic 

and global business organizations; 
7� Apply ofce and business procedures to efectively manage an ofce 

environment, employees, and systems; and 
8� Demonstrate the ability to utilize current business software programs 

and information technologies in the creation and distribution of 
company communications and the creation, analysis, and retrieval 
of data� 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, math-
ematics, reading, or typing/keyboarding� Courses numbered below 1000 
will not apply toward this degree� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

Program Requirements ��������������������� 22 
Emphasis Requirements ������������������� 23 
General Education/MnTC ��������������� 15 
Total Credits ������������������������������������ 60 

Program Requirements: 22 credits 

¨ BUS 1101 Introduction to Business ���������������������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ����������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1104 Written Business Communications ������������������������ 3 
¨ BUS 1108 Business Math ������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 2125 Financial Accounting ��������������������������������������������� 4 
Select one of the following: 
¨ BUS 1221 Supervision ������������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ BUS 2265 Administrative Ofce Management ����������������������� 3 

Emphasis Requirements: 23 credits 

¨ BUS 1119 Database Management Using Microsoft Access ������ 3 
¨ BUS 1124 PowerPoint and Web Conferencing ����������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1143 Decision Making Using Excel �������������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1154 Advanced Keyboarding ������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ BUS 1155 Word Processing Using Microsoft Word ���������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1174 Ofce Systems ������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 2228^ Ofce Technology Internship and Seminar ������������ 3 
¨ Elective Courses  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 2 

Select any BUS course(s) to fulfll the 23-credit requirement. 

NOTE: Additional course work/experience in developing web pages 
(such as BUS 1180) is strongly encouraged� 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 15 credits 

Complete a minimum of 15 credits in at least three of the ten goal areas of 
the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including the courses listed 
below� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������ 4 
¨ CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR CMST 2220  ������������ 3 

¨ 2� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences����������������������������������������������3 
Select one ECON class from the following: 
¨ ECON 1100 
¨ ECON 2205 
¨ ECON 2206 

¨ Select the remaining fve credits from courses in at least one of the 
remaining MnTC goal areas ������������������������������������������������������������� 5 
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Xxxxx �������������������������������������������0
Xxxxx �������������������������������������������0
Xxxxx �������������������������������������������0
Total Credits ��������������������������������0
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Physical Therapist Assistant 
Associate of Applied Science (AAS) Degree 

Program Information 

Te Associate of Applied Science (AAS) in Physical Terapist Assistant 
degree program prepares students for employment as a Physical Terapist 
Assistant (PTA), a health-care provider who, with the guidance of a physi-
cal therapist, performs a wide variety of functions as part of the health-care 
team� Tis feld has been expanding in recent years and the employment 
outlook continues to be good in hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, home 
care, and outpatient facilities� In addition to class work in psychology, 
medical terminology, neuroanatomy and physiology, instrumentation 
and kinesiology for physical therapy, and advanced physical therapy tech-
niques, students gain “hands-on” experience through clinical practice at 
area health-care facilities� 

Te Physical Terapist Assistant program at Anoka-Ramsey Community 
College is accredited by the Commission on Accreditation in Physical 
Terapy Education (CAPTE)� For additional information about our PTA 
program, visit our website at: http://www�anokaramsey�edu/academics/de-
grees-diplomas-certifcates/two-year-degrees/associate-of-applied-science-
degrees/physical-therapist-assistant/� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Demonstrate competent written and electronic documentation skills, 
and oral communication skills; 

2� Perform all treatment procedures skillfully and safely, including mo-
dalities, massage, manual skills, gait training, and data collection for 
the physical therapist to use for assessment purposes; 

3� Demonstrate knowledge of the normal structure and function of the 
human body and understand the physiological and psychological ef-
fects of disease and injury; 

4� Demonstrate understanding of his/her professional role as a PTA and 
demonstrate awareness of ethical behavior, legal responsibility, and 
the PT/PTA professional relationship; 

5� Recognize and appreciate diversity within society and the health care 
profession; and 

6� Successfully pass the PTA licensure exam and begin practice as an 
entry-level physical therapist assistant� 

Program Admissions 

To apply for admission to the Physical Terapist Assistant Program, sub-
mit the “Application for Physical Terapist Assistant program” to the Of-
fce of Records & Registration between February 1–28 for the following 
fall� Application materials are available online� All PTA program require-
ments are ofered at the Coon Rapids Campus� 

Related Program Requirements 

Clinical facilities require students to maintain specifc requirements to en-
sure personal and patient health and safety� Proof that these requirements 
are met must be furnished by the student� (See PTA Information Packet�) 

A GPA of 2�0 or above must be earned each semester while in the 
program� 

Program Requirements ��������������������� 47 
General Education/MnTC ��������������� 22 
Total Credits ������������������������������������ 69 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, math-
ematics, or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward 
this degree� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 69 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C in all program requirements and general 

education courses and a grade of “Pass” in clinical practices must be 
earned� 

• All program requirements must be completed at ARCC� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

Program Requirements: 47 credits 

Te PTA Program Core course requirements are only ofered at the Coon 
Rapids Campus� 
¨ BIOL 1102 
¨ PTAC 1010t
¨ PTAC 1020t

¨ PTAC 1030t
¨ PTAC 1040t
¨ PTAC 1050t
¨ PTAC 1060t
¨ PTAC 1070t
¨ PTAC 1080t
¨ PTAC 1100t

¨ PTAC 1110t

¨ PTAC 2000t
¨ PTAC 2010t

¨ PTAC 2015t
¨ PTAC 2040t
¨ PTAC 2050t
¨ PTAC 2060t

Medical Terminology ��������������������������������������������� 2 
Clinical Practice I �������������������������������������������������� 4 
Musculoskeletal Anatomy and Kinesiology 
for the PTA ����������������������������������������������������������� 4 
Introduction to PTA Teory ���������������������������������� 2 
Introduction to PTA Lab ��������������������������������������� 2 
Modalities and Massage Teory ����������������������������� 3 
Modalities and Massage Lab ���������������������������������� 3 
Terapeutic Exercise Teory ���������������������������������� 2 
Terapeutic Exercise Lab ��������������������������������������� 3 
Communication and Documentation for the 
Physical Terapist Assistant I ��������������������������������� 1 
Communication and Documentation for the 
Physical Terapist Assistant II ������������������������������� 1 
Musculoskeletal Disorders�������������������������������������� 4 
Neuroanatomy and Functional 
Rehabilitation Teory �������������������������������������������� 4 
Neuroanatomy and Functional Rehabilitation Lab 2 
Special Topics I ������������������������������������������������������ 2 
Special Topics II ����������������������������������������������������� 3 
Clinical Practice II*������������������������������������������������ 5 

*Students must complete all General Education requirements prior to or 
during enrollment in PTAC 2060� 

Electives/Optional 

¨ PTAC 2110t Physical Terapy Research I ����������������������������������� 1 
¨ PTAC 2120t Physical Terapy Research II ���������������������������������� 1 
¨ PTAC 2130t PTA Clinic ������������������������������������������������������������ 1 
¨ PTAC 2170t Physical Terapy Seminars ������������������������������������� 1 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/academics/degrees-diplomas-certificates/two-year-degrees/associate-of-applied-science-degrees/physical-therapist-assistant/
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Physical Therapist Assistant 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 22 credits 

Complete a minimum of 22 credits from the Minnesota Transfer Curricu-
lum (MnTC) including the following: 
¨ BIOL 2113t Human Anatomy and Physiology I ** �������������������� 4 
¨ BIOL 2114t Human Anatomy and Physiology II** ������������������� 4 
¨ CMST 1110 Introduction to Communication  �������������������������� 3 

OR 
¨ CMST 2215 Public Speaking ����������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ OR 
¨ CMST 2220 Interpersonal Communication  ������������������������������ 3 
¨ ENGL 1120t	Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading 

OR 
¨ ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading �������������������� 4 
¨ PSYC 1110 General Psychology ������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ Humanities/Fine Arts Elective (Goal Area 6) ������������������������������������ 3 

**BIOL 2113 & 2114 must be completed no more than seven years prior 
to admission and must be completed prior to PTAC 1010 Clinical Prac-
tice I� 

NOTE: Students who fail to meet the sequence requirements, prerequi-
sites, and academic achievement levels will be dropped from the program� 
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System Administration 
Associate of Applied Science (AAS) Degree 

Program Information 

Te Associate of Applied Science (AAS) in System Administration degree 
program provides students with the fundamental knowledge and skills 
required for learning industry specifc methodologies and recognized 
standards associated with computer system administration� Students will 
develop skills and knowledge required to execute system administration 
and management tasks� Te curriculum combines coursework in system 
administration along with a general education component� For assistance 
in program planning, or to explore additional transfer options, students 
should schedule a time to meet with an academic advisor� Tis degree may 
transfer in part or in its entirety to baccalaureate institutions� Students 
should meet with a representative of the transfer institution when plan-
ning their program� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Design and develop plans for various project and operational needs; 
2� Successfully install and confgure modern data center devices and 

technologies; 
3� Demonstrate the skills necessary to maintain system and environ-

mental standards; 
4� Exhibit mastery of problem-solving skills to investigate and trouble-

shoot issues; and 
5� Function as a responsible and ethical IT professional for organiza-

tions and society� 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, math-
ematics, reading, or typing/keyboarding� Courses numbered below 1000 
will not apply toward this degree� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• All program requirements must be completed at ARCC� 
• Courses within the 45 credit program requirements must be com-

pleted within four years� Student may petition to extend the window 
beyond the four years� 

• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

Program Requirements ��������������������� 22 
Program Electives ����������������������������� 23 
General Education/MnTC ��������������� 15 
Total Credits ������������������������������������ 60 

Program Requirements: 22 credits 

¨ BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ����������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 1100 Introduction to Information Technology ��������������� 3 
¨ CNET 1105 Introduction to Cybersecurity  ������������������������������� 1 
¨ CNET 1212 Client Operating Systems �������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 1213t Server Operating Systems �������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2110t Principles of IT Security ���������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2114 Fundamentals of Linux/UNIX ������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2125 System Virtualization ��������������������������������������������� 3 

Program Electives: 23 credits 

Select 23 credits from the following: 
¨ BUS 1119 Database Management Using Microsoft Access ������ 3 
¨ CNET 1000 IT Exploration ������������������������������������������������������� 2 
¨ CNET 2101t Introduction to Networks �������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2200t	Network Forensics ������������������������������������������������� 2 
¨ CNET 2215t Managing Network Security ���������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2230t Ethical Hacking ����������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2297^ Field Experience and Seminar ����������������������������� 1-4 
¨ CNET 2301t Routing and Switching Essentials (CCNA 2) ��������� 3 
¨ CNET 2303t Scaling Networks (CCNA 3) ��������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2304t Connecting Networks (CCNA 4) �������������������������� 3 
¨ CSCI 1101t Introduction to Computer Science and 

Problem-Solving ���������������������������������������������������� 3 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 15 credits 

Complete a minimum of 15 credits in at least three of the ten goal areas of 
the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including the courses listed 
below� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR CMST 2220 ��������������� 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Science 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 

¨ MATH 1200t OR PHIL 1105 ����������������������������������������� 3 
¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 

¨ ECON 2205 ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 
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Art Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree A member of Minnesota State 

Program Description 

Te Art Transfer Pathway Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) degree program 
ofers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associ-
ate of Fine Arts degree with course credits that directly transfer to des-
ignated Art bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universities� 
Te curriculum has been specifcally designed so that students completing 
this pathway degree and transferring to one of the fve Minnesota State 
universities enter the university with junior-year status� All courses in the 
Transfer Pathway associate degree will directly transfer and apply to the 
designated bachelor’s degree programs in a related feld� 

Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees 

• Metropolitan State University: Studio Arts BA 
• Minnesota State University, Mankato: Art BA, Art BFA 
• Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Art BA 
• Southwest Minnesota State University: Art Studio Emphasis BA 
• St� Cloud State University: Art BFA, Art (AFA Completer) BFA  

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Demonstrate a required level of creativity and technical profciency 
in their medium; 

2� Demonstrate an ability to execute images that refect their own ideas 
and concepts; 

3� Demonstrate an ability to develop a consistent body of work refect-
ing a concept/theme; 

4� Demonstrate a required level of critical evaluation of their own artwork; 
5� Understand the historical and cultural development of works of art 

through human history; and 
6� Communicate informed personal reactions to works of art� 

Required Courses: 60 Total Credits 

¨ ART 1107 Art History I ���������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 1108 Art History II �������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 1115 Foundation Design I: 2 Dimensional Design ��������� 3 
¨ ART 1117 Foundation Design II: 3 Dimensional Design �������� 3 
¨ ART 1141 Foundation Drawing I ������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 1170 Foundation Digital Imaging I: Photoshop ������������� 3 
¨ ART 2200t Portfolio and Professional Practice ������������������������� 2 

Restricted Electives: Choose a minimum of 4 courses, for a total of 12 
credits from the courses below. Students are required to take at least 
one 2 Dimensional course and at least one 3 Dimensional course. 

2 Dimensional courses: 
¨ ART 1142t Foundation Drawing II ������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ ART 1150 Introduction to Graphic Design����������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 1155 Introduction to Digital Photography ��������������������� 3 
¨ ART 1165 Introduction to Black & White Film Photography 3 
¨ ART 1241 Introduction to Painting ���������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 1290 Introduction to Printmaking ���������������������������������� 3 

• 
3 Dimensional courses: 
¨ ART 1161 Introduction to Sculpture �������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 1251 Introduction to Ceramics ��������������������������������������� 3 

Free Studio Art Electives: Choose a minimum of 6 additional credits 
of Studio Art courses below. 
¨ ART 1116 Design II: Color Teory ���������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 1121 Stained Glass I ������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 1122t Stained Glass II ������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ ART 1131 Glass Blowing I ������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ ART 1132t	 Glass Blowing II ���������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 1143 Introduction to Figure Drawing ����������������������������� 1 
¨ ART 1144	 Watercolor I ����������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 1145t	 Watercolor II ��������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 1151t
¨ ART 1162t
¨ ART 1164 
¨ ART 1166t
¨ ART 1171t
¨ ART 1172 
¨ ART 1173t
¨ ART 1175 
¨ ART 1242t
¨ ART 1252t
¨ ART 1271 
¨ ART 1272t
¨ ART 1281 
¨ ART 1282t
¨ ART 1291t
¨ ART 2121t	 Stained Glass III ���������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 2131t	 Glass Blowing III ��������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 2132t	 Glass Blowing IV ��������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 2133t	 Glass Sculpture I ���������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 2134t	 Glass Sculpture II �������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 2165t	 Digital Photography II ������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 2167t	 Photography III: Medium Format ������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 2168t	 Photography IV ����������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 2253t	 Ceramics: Kiln-Firing �������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 2254t	 Ceramics: Glaze Formulation ��������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 2255	 Wood-Fired Ceramics �������������������������������������������� 3 

Complete at least 22 credits from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum 
(MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete at least one 
course in six of the ten goal areas� One course may satisfy more than one 
goal area, but the course credits may be counted only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������ 4 
¨ CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR  CMST 2220 ������������� 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Science 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 
¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 
¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 

Graphic Design II �������������������������������������������������� 3 
Sculpture II������������������������������������������������������������ 3 
Pinhole Photography ��������������������������������������������� 1 
Photography II ������������������������������������������������������ 3 
Digital Imaging II �������������������������������������������������� 3 
New Media Design I ���������������������������������������������� 3 
New Media Design II �������������������������������������������� 3 
Animation I ����������������������������������������������������������� 3 
Painting II ������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
Ceramics: Intermediate Wheel-Trowing ��������������� 3 
Glass Fusing I �������������������������������������������������������� 3 
Glass Fusing II ������������������������������������������������������� 3 
Ceramics: Beginning Hand-building ��������������������� 3 
Ceramics: Intermediate Hand-building ������������������ 3 
Introduction to Printmaking II ������������������������������ 3 
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Art Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree 

Pathway Plan 

Te following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time students� 
Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathway� For 
assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appoint-
ment with an academic advisor� See also the college catalog Appendix for 
course ofering information� 

Semester One (15-16 Credits) 
¨ ART 1107 Art History I ���������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 1115 Foundation Design I: 2 Dimensional Design ��������� 3 
¨ ART 1141 Foundation Drawing I ������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC ����������������������������������������������������������������������� 6-7 

Semester Two (15 Credits) 
¨ ART 1108 Art History II �������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 1117 Foundation Design II: 3 Dimensional Design �������� 3 
¨ ART 1170 Foundation Digital Imaging I: Photoshop ������������� 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC �������������������������������������������������������������������������� 6 

Semester Three (15 Credits) 
¨ ART Restricted Elective ������������������������������������������������������������������� 6 
¨ ART Studio Elective������������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC �������������������������������������������������������������������������� 6 

Semester Four (14-15 Credits) 
¨ ART Restricted Elective ������������������������������������������������������������������� 6 
¨ ART Studio Elective������������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ART 2200t	 Portfolio and Professional Practice ������������������������� 2 
¨ General Ed/MnTC ����������������������������������������������������������������������� 3-4 

Degree Specifics 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
mathematics or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
apply toward this degree� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program and elective 

requirements� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• Each state university has specifc program requirements for comple-

tion� Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
institutions� 

• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 
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Creative Writing 
Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree 

Program Requirements ��������������������� 21 
Program Electives ������������������������������� 9 
General Education/MnTC ��������������� 29 
Wellness Requirement ������������������������ 1 
Total Credits ������������������������������������ 60 

Program Information Program Requirements: 21 credits 

Te Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) in Creative Writing degree program is in-
tended to constitute the frst two years of a baccalaureate degree program� 
In addition to lower division introductory coursework in Creative Writ-
ing, the 40-credit Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) is completed 
within the degree to facilitate transfer� For assistance in program planning, 
or to explore additional transfer options, students should schedule a time 
to meet with an academic advisor� Tis degree may transfer in part or in its 
entirety to baccalaureate institutions� Students should meet with a repre-
sentative of the transfer institution when planning their program� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Demonstrate critical knowledge of a wide range of contemporary lit-
erature and a variety of diverse cultural viewpoints; 

2� Demonstrate expertise in critical analysis of professional works of 
creative writing as writers (reading as writers); 

3� Demonstrate knowledge of prosody, narrative strategies, forms, 
genres, and aesthetics by learning to write well in many creative 
forms� Tis includes a basic command of grammar; 

4� Demonstrate intellectual discipline by narrowing one’s creative focus 
and energies to produce the most efective work while meeting dead-
lines and managing time efectively; and 

5� Demonstrate habits of creativity in the form of experimentation, in-
ventiveness, and revision� 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, math-
ematics, or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward 
this degree� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in all 
MnTC courses� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

¨ ENGL 2241t Introduction to Creative Writing ��������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2261t Creative Nonfction Writing ���������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2262t Poetry Writing� ������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ ENGL 2263t Fiction Writing ������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ ENGL 2281t A Writer’s Life: Paths to Publication ����������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2291^ Manuscript Development �������������������������������������� 3 

Choose one of the following: 
¨ ENGL 2251t Creative Writing for Stage and Screen���������������������3 

OR 
¨ ENGL 2271t Creative Writing for Children and Young Adults ����3 

Program Electives: 9 credits 

Choose a minimum of 9 credits from the following courses: 
¨ ENGL 2203 Te Novel �������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2204 Short Stories ���������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2207 Drama ������������������������������������������������������������������  3 
¨ ENGL 2208 Poetry �������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2209 Children’s Literature ���������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2210 Global Literature ��������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2220 British Literature to 1800 �������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2225 British Literature Since 1800 ��������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2230 American Literature to 1865 ���������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2235 American Literature Since 1865 ����������������������������� 3 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 29 credits 

Distribution requirements are satisfed through completion of the Min-
nesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) listed below� Tese criteria must be 
met to complete the MnTC: 
1� All ten goal areas listed below must be completed� 
2� A total of at least 40 semester credits from courses listed in the 

MnTC must be satisfactorily completed� Te additional 8 credits to 
meet the required 40 MnTC credits are embedded in the Program 
Requirements, as well as satisfying six of the ten goal areas of the 
MnTC� One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the 
course credits may be counted only once� 

¨ 1� Communication (two courses required; one from A and one from B) 
¨ A� ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t� ������������������������������� 4 
¨ B� CMST 1110 OR  CMST 2215 ������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking (three courses required) 
¨ 3� Natural Science (two courses required; one from each of two 

departments; one must include a lab) 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning (one course required) 
¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 

(two courses required; one from each of two categories) 
¨ A� Economics/Geography 
¨ B� Anthropology/Psychology/Sociology 
¨ C� History/Political Science 
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Creative Writing 
Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree 

¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
(two courses required; one from each of two categories) 
¨ A� Literature 

ENGL 2202 is required ������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ B� Humanities/Philosophy 
¨ C� Art/Music/Teatre 

¨ 7� Human Diversity (at least one course) 
¨ 8� Global Perspective (at least one course) 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility (at least one course) 
¨ 10� People and the Environment (at least one course) 

Wellness Requirement: 1 credit 

¨ Any HPER course  ��������������������������������������������������������������������������� 1 
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Music 
Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree 

Program Requirements ��������������������� 35 
Program Electives ������������������������������� 3 
General Education/MnTC ��������������� 30 
Total Credits ������������������������������������ 68 

Program Information Program Requirements: 35 credits 

Te Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) in Music degree program is designed for 
transfer to a bachelor’s degree in music� Students may choose an elective 
course related to music education, music therapy, or music business� For 
assistance in program planning, or to explore additional transfer options, 
students should schedule a time to meet with an academic advisor� Tis 
degree may transfer in part or in its entirety to baccalaureate institutions� 
Students should meet with a representative of the transfer institution when 
planning their program� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals 

1� Demonstrate a required level of artistry and technical profciency on 
their instrument; 

2� Demonstrate a required level of music analytical competence; 
3� Demonstrate a required level of aural recognition; 
4� Understand the historical and cultural development of music 

throughout the ages; and 
5� Communicate informed personal reactions to recorded and live mu-

sic� 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, math-
ematics, or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward 
this degree� 

Piano Proficiency 

Two semester sequence of Keyboard lab prepares students for the piano 
profciency exam at a transfer institution� Keyboard competency exam 
may be administered on an individual basis, contact the piano faculty for 
testing� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 68 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in all 
MnTC courses� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

¨ MUSC 1101 Introduction to World Music (included in 
the MnTC) 

¨ MUSC 1113 Introduction to Music Technology ������������������������� 1 
¨ MUSC 1116 Music Teory I (included in the MnTC) 
¨ MUSC 1117 Aural Comprehension I ����������������������������������������� 2 
¨ MUSC 1121 Keyboard Skills for Majors I ���������������������������������� 2 
¨ MUSC 1122 Keyboard Skills for Majors II ��������������������������������� 1 
¨ MUSC 1126t Music Teory II ����������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ MUSC 1127t Aural Comprehension II ���������������������������������������� 2 
¨ MUSC 2201 Music History and Literature I  (included in the 

MnTC) 
¨ MUSC 2202 Music History and Literature II (included in the 

MnTC) 
¨ MUSC 2216t Advanced Music Teory I  ������������������������������������� 3 
¨ MUSC 2217t Advanced Aural Comprehension I  ������������������������ 2 
¨ MUSC 2226t Advanced Music Teory II ������������������������������������� 3 
¨ MUSC 2227t Advanced Aural Comprehension II ������������������������ 2 
Music Large Ensemble Credits*: 4 
¨ MUSC 1106 Concert Band ����������������������������������������������������� 0-1 
¨ MUSC 1107 String Orchestra ������������������������������������������������� 0-1 
¨ MUSC 1108 Concert Choir ������������������������������������������������  0-1 
Music Small Ensemble Credits*: 2 
¨ MUSC 1145 World Drumming Ensemble ������������������������������ 0-1 
¨ MUSC 1146 Jazz Ensemble ����������������������������������������������������� 0-1 
¨ MUSC 1147^ Musical Teatre Ensemble ���������������������������������� 0-1 
¨ MUSC 1148^ Chamber Singers ������������������������������������������������ 0-1 
¨ MUSC 1149 Guitar Ensemble ������������������������������������������������� 0-1 
¨ MUSC 2145 Chamber Ensembles ������������������������������������������� 0-1 
*Ensemble credits (one per course) are to be chosen from the options 
listed, performing on major instrument, and courses may be repeated (see 
Anoka-Ramsey Music Department Handbook for recommendations)� 
Music Applied Lesson Credits: �������������������������������������������������������������� 8 
¨ MUSC 2150 AFA Applied Lesson (3 semesters at 

2 credits each)** ���������������������������������������������������� 6 
¨ MUSC 2175^ AFA Recital Applied Lesson**  ������������������������������� 2 
¨ MUSC 2151 AFA Performance Hour (4 semesters) �������������������� 0 
**All four semesters of Applied Lessons (MUSC 2150 and MUSC 2175) 
and the sophomore recital are to be focusing on the same instrument, the 
student’s “major” instrument� 
¨ Program Electives: ���������������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
Select one of the following: 
MUSC 1120 Intro to Music Business, or MUSC 2115 Intro to Music 
Education, or MUSC 2135 Music Terapy, Techniques and Materials 
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Music 
Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits 

Complete at least 30 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Cur-
riculum (MnTC), including all courses that are listed� You must complete 
at least one course in six of the ten goal areas� One course may satisfy more 
than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t  ����������������������������������� 4 
¨ 2� Critical Tinking ��������������������������������������������������������������������������� 
¨ 3� Natural Science 

¨ (BIOL 1104 is recommended) 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 
¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 

(PSYC 1110 is recommended) 
¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 

¨ MUSC 1116  �������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ MUSC 2201  �������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ MUSC 1101  �������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ MUSC 2202  �������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
(PSYC 2250 is recommended) 

¨ 10� People and the Environment 

NOTE:  If students do not follow the recommended MnTC courses 
listed, additional credits may be required to complete this degree program� 

Program Sequence: 
Te sequence that follows is suggested for full time students� Part 
time students will need more time to complete this program� 

Fall Semester 
MUSC 1116/1117................................5 
MUSC 1121 ........................................2 
MUSC Large Ensemble...................1 
MUSC 2150/2151 ..............................2 
ENGL 1120/1121................................4 
Gen Ed ..............................................4 

TOTAL .............................................. 18 

1st
 Y

EA
R

Spring Semester 
MUSC 1126/1127 ...............................5 
MUSC 1122 ........................................1 
MUSC Large Ensemble...................1 
MUSC 2150/2151 ..............................2 
MUSC 1101 ........................................3 
Gen Ed ..............................................4 
TOTAL .............................................. 16 

Fall Semester 
MUSC 2216/2217 ..............................5 
MUSC 2201........................................3 
MUSC Large Ensemble...................1 
MUSC 2150/2151 ..............................2 
MUSC Small Ensemble....................1 
Gen Ed ..............................................6 

TOTAL .............................................. 18 

2 n
d
 Y

EA
R 

Spring Semester 
MUSC 1113............................................... 1 
MUSC 2226/2227 ................................... 5 
MUSC 2202 ............................................. 3 
MUSC Large Ensemble......................... 1 
MUSC 2175/2151..................................... 2 
MUSC Small Ensemble.......................... 1 
MUSC Elective Course.......................... 3 
TOTAL .....................................................16 
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Theatre Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree 

Program Description Required Courses: 60 Total Credits 

A member of Minnesota State 

Te Teatre Transfer Pathway Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) degree program 
ofers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associate 
of Fine Arts degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated 
Teatre bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universities� Te 
curriculum has been specifcally designed so that students completing 
this pathway degree and transferring to one of the six Minnesota State 
universities enter the university with junior-year status� All courses in the 
Transfer Pathway associate degree will directly transfer and apply to the 
designated bachelor’s degree programs in a related feld� 

Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees 

• Metropolitan State University: Teatre BA 
• Minnesota State University, Mankato: Teatre BA, Teatre BS 
• Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Teatre Arts BA 
• Southwest Minnesota State University: Teatre Arts BA 
• St� Cloud State University: Teatre BA 
• Winona State University: Teatre BA 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Demonstrate an understanding of the mechanics of stage production; 
2� Demonstrate a required level of profciency in acting and directing; 
3� Participate in theatrical productions at varied levels including design, 

makeup, stagecraft, and production; and 
4� Demonstrate an understanding of the historical and contemporary 

contexts for theatre arts� 

Major Required Courses: 
¨ THTR 1101 Introduction to the Teatre������������������������������������ 3 
¨ THTR 1109* Practical Experience in Teatre ������������������������������ 2 
¨ THTR 2165 Stage Management ������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ THTR 2205 Acting Movement �������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ THTR 2211 Stagecraft (credits included in the MnTC below) 
¨ THTR 2220t Play Directing �������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ THTR 2230 Survey of Drama ���������������������������������������������������� 3 
*May be taken for one or two credits; two credits are required for the degree. 

Choose one of the two following courses: 
¨ THTR 2206 Acting Vocal ���������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ THTR 2270 Auditioning ����������������������������������������������������������� 3 

Complete at least 40 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Cur-
riculum (MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete all ten 
goal areas and maintain a cumulative 2�0 GPA for the entire MnTC� One 
course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be 
counted only once� 
¨ 1� Communication (two courses required; one from A and one from B; 

at least 6 credits total) 
¨ A� ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t
¨ B� CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking** (three courses required) 
¨ 3� Natural Science (two courses required; one from each of two 

departments; one must include a lab; at least 6 credits total) 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning (one course required of at least 3 

credits) 
¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences (one course of at least 3 credits 

is required from A or C; PSYC 1110 is required from B; at least 6 
credits total) 
¨ A� Economics/Geography 
¨ B� Anthropology/Psychology/Sociology (PSYC 1110 required) 
¨ C� History/Political Science 

¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts (once course of at least 3 credits is required 
from A or B; THTR 2211 is required from C; at least 6 credits total) 
¨ A� Literature 
¨ B� Humanities/Philosophy 
¨ C� Art/Music/Teatre (THTR 2211 required) 

¨ 7� Human Diversity*** (one course required of at least 3 credits) 
¨ 8� Global Perspective (one course required of at least 3 credits) 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility (one course required of at least 3 

credits) 
¨ 10� People and the Environment (one course required of at least 3 

credits) 

**For students who complete all courses for this degree at Anoka-Ramsey, 
if they take ENGL 1120 or ENGL 1121, and CMST 1110 or CMST 
2215, and THTR 1101, they will have completed MnTC Goal Area 2� 

***For students who complete all courses for this degree at Anoka-
Ramsey, PSYC 1110 will also satisfy MnTC Goal Area 7� 

Note: If students do not follow the recommended MnTC courses listed, 
additional credits may be required to complete the degree program� 
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(continued) 

2020 2021 

Theatre Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree 

Pathway Plan 

Te following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time students� 
Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathway� For 
assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appoint-
ment with an academic advisor� See also the college catalog Appendix for 
course ofering information� 

Semester One (16 Credits) 
¨ THTR 1101 Introduction to the Teatre������������������������������������ 3 
¨ THTR 1109 Practical Experience in Teatre ������������������������������ 1 
¨ THTR 2205 Acting Movement �������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC �������������������������������������������������������������������������� 9 

Semester Two (15 Credits) 
¨ ENGL 1120t	Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading 

OR 
¨ ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading �������������������� 4 
¨ THTR 2206	 Acting Vocal 

OR 
¨ THTR 2270 Auditioning ����������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ THTR 2211 Stagecraft (credits included in MnTC) ������������������� 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC �������������������������������������������������������������������������� 5 

Semester Three (15 Credits) 
¨ PSYC 1110 General Psychology ������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ THTR 1109 Practical Experience in Teatre ������������������������������ 1 
¨ THTR 2165 Stage Management ������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ THTR 2230 Survey of Drama ���������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC �������������������������������������������������������������������������� 4 

Semester Four (14 Credits) 
¨ CMST 1110	 Introduction to Communication 

OR 
¨ CMST 2215 Public Speaking ����������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ THTR 2220t Play Directing �������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC �������������������������������������������������������������������������� 8 

Degree Specifics 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
mathematics, or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
apply toward this degree� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require-

ments� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• Each state university has specifc program requirements for comple-

tion� Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
institutions� 

• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 
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Required Courses: 60 Total Credits 

2016 2017 

Arts, Communications and Information Systems 
Associate of Science Degree 

2020 2021 

Accounting Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Description 

A member of Minnesota State 

Te Accounting Transfer Pathway Associate of Science (AS) degree pro-
gram ofers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an 
Associate of Science degree with course credits that directly transfer to 
designated Accounting bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State uni-
versities� Te curriculum has been specifcally designed so that students 
completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the seven Min-
nesota State universities enter the university with junior-year status� All 
courses in the Transfer Pathway associate degree will directly transfer and 
apply to the designated bachelor’s degree programs in a related feld� 

Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees 

• Bemidji State University: Accounting BS 
• Metropolitan State University: Accounting BS 
• Minnesota State University, Mankato: Accounting BS 
• Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Accounting BS 
• Southwest Minnesota State University: Accounting BS 
• St� Cloud State University: Accounting BS 
• Winona State University: Accounting BS 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Prepare journal entries and fnancial statements; 
2� Use critical thinking skills to analyze and solve business problems; 
3� Appropriately use technology to solve business problems; and 
4� Demonstrate efective business communication skills� 

¨ BUS 1104 Written Business Communications ������������������������ 3 
¨ BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1134t Computerized Accounting ������������������������������������� 2 
¨ BUS 1143 Decision Making Using Excel �������������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 2125 Financial Accounting ��������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BUS 2126t Managerial Accounting ������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ BUS 2142 Principles of Marketing ������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ BUS 2215 Legal Environment of Business ������������������������������ 3 
¨ BUS 2244 Principles of Management ������������������������������������� 4 

Complete at least 30 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Cur-
riculum (MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete at least 
one course in six of the ten goal areas� One course may satisfy more than 
one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������ 4 
¨ CMST 1110 OR  CMST 2220 ������������������������������������������ 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Science 

¨ One course with lab required ��������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 

¨ MATH 1114t������������������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ MATH 1200 (or higher)t ������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 
¨ ECON 2205 ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ECON 2206 ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ Choose course(s) totaling 3 credits ������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ Choose course(s) totaling 3 credits ������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 

Pathway Plan 

Te following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time students� 
Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathway� For 
assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appoint-
ment with an academic advisor� See also the college catalog Appendix for 
course ofering information� 
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Accounting Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

(continued) 

Semester One (14 Credits) 
¨ BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 2125 Financial Accounting ��������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ ENGL 1120t	Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading 

OR 
¨ ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading �������������������� 4 
¨ MATH 1200t College Algebra (or higher) ������������������������������������ 3 

Semester Two (15 Credits) 
¨ BUS 2126t Managerial Accounting ������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ CMST 1110	 Introduction to Communication 

OR 
¨ CMST 2220 Interpersonal Communication ������������������������������� 3 
¨ MATH 1114t Introduction to Statistics ���������������������������������������� 4 
¨ General Ed/MnTC with lab (Goal 3) ����������������������������������������������� 4 

Semester Three (16 Credits) 
¨ BUS 1104 Written Business Communications ������������������������ 3 
¨ BUS 1143 Decision Making Using Excel �������������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 2244 Principles of Management ������������������������������������� 4 
¨ ECON 2205 Principles of Macroeconomics�������������������������������� 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC (Goal 6 or 7) ����������������������������������������������������� 3 

Semester Four (15 Credits) 
¨ BUS 1134t	 Computerized Accounting ������������������������������������� 2 
¨ BUS 2142 Principles of Marketing ������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ BUS 2215 Legal Environment of Business ������������������������������ 3 
¨ ECON 2206 Principles of Microeconomics �������������������������������� 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC (Goal 6 or 7) ����������������������������������������������������� 3 

Degree Specifics 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
mathematics or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
apply toward this degree� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require-

ments� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• Each state university has specifc program requirements for comple-

tion� Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
institutions� 

• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 
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Alcohol & Drug Counseling Studies 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Requirements �����������������25 
General Education/MnTC �����������32 
Wellness Requirement ������������������ ��3 
Total Credits ��������������������������������60 

Program Information Developmental Courses 

Te Associate of Science (AS) in Alcohol and Drug Counseling Studies 
degree program is designed for students interested in the feld of alcohol 
and drug counseling� Te program prepares graduates for the written test 
and oral examination which are required for Minnesota state licensure� 
Te 28-credit Alcohol and Drug Counseling Certifcate is completed as 
part of the Alcohol and Drug Counseling Studies Associate of Science 
degree� Completion of the certifcate allows the student to practice under 
a temporary ADC licensure en route to earning a Bachelor’s degree within 
fve years� (NOTE:  the written test and case review must be satisfed as 
defned by the Minnesota Board of Behavioral Health and Terapy)� 

Program Goals 

Upon completion of the program, graduates will demonstrate achieve-
ment of program outcomes by being able to: 

1� Apply and demonstrate competency of counseling services to people 
with substance abuse disorders, as defned by the 12 core functions; 

2� Apply the established diagnostic criteria for substance use disorder 
and describe treatment modalities and placement criteria within the 
continuum of care; 

3� Apply a variety of models and theories of addiction and other prob-
lems related to substance abuse; 

4� Demonstrate clinical writing skills for professional documentation; 
and 

5� Apply laws, rules, and ethical guidelines related to the State of Min-
nesota and the addiction counseling profession� 

Program Admission & Related Requirements 

Program admission requires completion of Alcohol and Drug Counsel-
ing Orientation� Clinical/practicum facilities require students to maintain 
specifc requirements to ensure student and client health and safety� Proof 
that these requirements are met must be furnished by the student and 
include but are not limited to: 
• A recent physical examination including current immunity titers and 

a current negative Tuberculosis (TB) screening� 
• Current certifcation in American Heart Association: BLS Healthcare 

Provider is required for all Clinical/Practicum courses� 
• A cleared Background Study is required from the State of Minnesota� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• All ADCS courses must be completed at ARCC or have been ap-

proved for credit for prior learning� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

Successful entry into this program requires a specifc level of skill in 
the areas of English and Reading� Admission requires an ability to do 
college level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment 
requirements for ENGL 1121� 

Program Requirements: 25 credits 

¨ ADCS 1110t Pharmacology for Substance Use Disorder ������������� 3 
¨ ADCS 1120t Substance Use Disorder Assessment ����������������������� 4 
¨ ADCS 1200t Substance Use Disorder Counseling ����������������������� 4 
¨ ADCS 1210t Substance Use Disorder Case Management ������������ 4 
¨ ADCS 2297t Substance Use Disorder Counseling Practicum I� ��� 5 
¨ ADCS 2298t Substance Use Disorder Counseling Practicum II �� 5 

General Education/MnTC: 32 credits 

Complete at least 32 credits from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum 
(MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete at least one 
course in six of the ten goal areas� One course may satisfy more than one 
goal area, but the course credits may be counted only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR CMST 2220 ��������������� 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Science 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 
¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 

¨ PSYC 1110 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 
OR 

¨ SOC 1111 ������������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 

¨ PHIL 1110 OR PHIL 1200 ����������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 

Wellness Requirement: 3 credits 

¨ HPER 1102 Drugs, Alcohol, and Tobacco ��������������������������������� 3 

Program note: A Bachelor’s degree from an accredited school or edu-
cational program is required for licensure� Eighteen semester credits of 
alcohol and drug counseling academic course work; 880 clock hours of 
supervised alcohol and drug counseling practicum, and written examina-
tion that demonstrates competence in the core functions must also be 
successfully completed for licensure� 
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-2020 2021 
Alcohol & Drug Counseling Studies 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Sequence: 
Te sequence that follows is suggested for full time students� Part time students will 
need more time to complete this program; many courses are ofered in the evening� 

1st
 Y

EA
R

Fall Semester 
ADCS 1110............................3 
ADCS 1120 ...........................4 
ENGL 1120/1121 ...................4 
HPER 1102.............................3 
Gen Ed ............................. 1-2 
TOTAL ............................15-16 

Spring Semester 
ADCS 1200...........................4 
ADCS 1210 ...........................4 
CMST 1110/2215/2220.........3 
PSYC 1110 or SOC 1111....3-4 
TOTAL ............................14-15 

2 n
d
 Y

EA
R 

Fall Semester 
ADCS 2297...........................5 
PHIL 1110 or PHIL 1200.........3 
Gen Ed .................................7 
TOTAL ................................. 15 

Spring Semester 
ADCS 2298...........................5 
Gen Ed ...............................10 
TOTAL ................................. 15 
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-2020 2021 Program Requirements ��������������������� 28 
Applied Engineering Technology-Biomedical General Education/MnTC ��������������� 32 

Total Credits ������������������������������������ 60 Design & Manufacturing Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Information Program Requirements: 28 credits 

Te Associate of Science (AS) in Applied Engineering Technology-Bio-
medical Design and Manufacturing degree program will prepare students 
for a career in Biomedical Device Manufacturing at either a technician 
level, or advance to an applied engineering level� Drawing heavily on 
industry representative feedback, this unique program of study includes 
an introduction to biomedical manufacturing technology and industry-
specifc software and hardware training� Along with a strong general edu-
cation core including a solid science and math foundation, students will 
participate in coursework that strengthens their communication and criti-
cal thinking/problem-solving abilities� For assistance in program planning, 
or to explore additional transfer options, students should schedule a time 
to meet with an academic advisor� Tis degree may transfer in part or 
in its entirety to baccalaureate institutions� Students should meet with a 
representative of the transfer institution when planning their program� For 
additional information about our programs, visit our website at: http:// 
www�anokaramsey�edu/BMED� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Apply mathematical, physical and biological foundations to the solu-
tion of biomedical engineering problems; 

2� Incorporate techniques, skills, and tools necessary for achieving ro-
bust engineering solutions; 

3� Develop a comprehensive awareness of constraints that challenge the 
design and manufacture of biomedical devices; and 

4� Demonstrated capacity to participate on multi-disciplinary teams to 
achieve desired results� 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, math-
ematics, or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward 
this degree� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require-

ments� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

¨ AENG 2225 Digital Electronics ������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ AENG 2230 Electromechanical Devices ������������������������������������� 3 
¨ AENG 2235 Instrumentation and Control ��������������������������������� 3 
¨ BMED 1100 Introduction to Biomedical Devices and Industry �� 2 
¨ BMED 2100 Design and Manufacturing in the Medical 

Device Industry ����������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ BMED 2200 Introduction to Medical Device 

Regulations and Ethics ������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ BMED 2300 Introduction to Quality Assurance ������������������������� 3 
¨ BMED 2520t Technical Writing for Regulated Industries ������������ 3 
¨ BMED 2600 Fundamentals of Dimensional Metrology �������������� 2 
¨ ENGR 1111t Engineering Graphics �������������������������������������������� 3 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 32 credits 

Complete at least 32 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Cur-
riculum (MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete at least 
one course in six of the ten goal areas� One course may satisfy more than 
one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only once� 

¨ 1� Communication 
¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CMST 2251 ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking (met by ENGL 1120/1121) 
¨ 3� Natural Science 

¨ BIOL 1104  ����������������������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ PHYS 1317t ��������������������������������������������������������������������� 5 

¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 
¨ MATH 1114t������������������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ MATH 1200t������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ MATH 1201t������������������������������������������������������������������� 4 

¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 
¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 
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Required Courses: 60 Total Credits 

2016 2017 

Arts, Communications and Information Systems 
Associate of Science Degree 

2020 2021 

Biology Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Description 

A member of Minnesota State 

Te Biology Transfer Pathway Associate of Science (AS) degree program 
ofers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associ-
ate of Science degree with course credits that directly transfer to desig-
nated Biology bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universities� 
Te curriculum has been specifcally designed so that students completing 
this pathway degree and transferring to one of the seven Minnesota State 
universities enter the university with junior-year status� All courses in the 
Transfer Pathway associate degree will directly transfer and apply to the 
designated bachelor’s degree programs in a related feld� 

Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees 

• Bemidji State University: Biology BA, Biology BS 
• Metropolitan State University: Biology BA 
• Minnesota State University, Mankato: Biology BS 
• Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Biology BA 
• Southwest Minnesota State University: Biology BA 
• St� Cloud State University: Life Sciences BES, Biology: Biodiversity, 

Ecology, and Evolution BEES 
• Winona State University: Biology BS (Allied Health, Cell & Mo-

lecular, Ecology, Environmental Science) 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Demonstrate comprehension of biological systems at all levels of bio-
logical organization; 

2� Apply the scientifc method within course investigations; 
3� Communicate biological data, analyses, and interpretations orally 

and/or in writing; and 
4� Demonstrate application of critical thinking in classroom, feld, and 

laboratory studies� 

¨ BIOL 1106 Principles of Biology I �������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BIOL 1107t Principles of Biology II ������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ BIOL 2202t Genetics ����������������������������������������������������������������� 4 

Choose one of the Restricted Biology Electives: 
¨ BIOL 2201t Microbiology ��������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BIOL 2208t Cell Biology ����������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BIOL 2209t General Ecology����������������������������������������������������� 4 

Choose at least 14 credits from additional Math and Science electives 
(check with receiving institution to determine best elective choices 
for desired program): 
¨ BIOL 1103 Environmental Science Lecture ������������������������������ 3 
¨ BIOL 1133 Environmental Science Lab������������������������������������ 1 
¨ BIOL 2201t Microbiology ��������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BIOL 2206t Animal Biology ������������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ BIOL 2207t Plant Biology ��������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BIOL 2208t Cell Biology ����������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BIOL 2209t General Ecology����������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BIOL 2230t^ Directed Research in Biology ��������������������������������� 2 
¨ CHEM 2061t Organic Chemistry I ���������������������������������������������� 5 
¨ CHEM 2062t Organic Chemistry II �������������������������������������������� 5 
¨ MATH 1114t Introduction to Statistics ���������������������������������������� 4 
¨ MATH 1400t Calculus I �������������������������������������������������������������� 5 
¨ MATH 1401t Calculus II ������������������������������������������������������������� 5 
¨ PHYS 1317t General Physics I ��������������������������������������������������� 5 
¨ PHYS 1318t General Physics II �������������������������������������������������� 5 
¨ PHYS 1327t College Physics I ���������������������������������������������������� 6 
¨ PHYS 1328t College Physics II �������������������������������������������������� 6 

Complete at least 30 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Cur-
riculum (MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete at least 
one course in six of the ten goal areas� One course may satisfy more than 
one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR  CMST 2220 ������������� 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking (met by ENGL 1120 or 1121) 
¨ 3� Natural Science 

¨ CHEM 1061t ������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ CHEM 1062t ������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 

¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 
¨ MATH 1200 (or higher)t ����������������������������������������������3-5 
¨ Choose MATH course (higher than MATH 1200)t ������4-5 

¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 
¨ Choose course(s) totaling 3 credits ������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ Choose course(s) totaling 3 credits ������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 
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Arts, Communications and Information Systems
Associate of Science Degree
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Pathway Plan 

2020 2021 

Biology Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

(continued) 

Te following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time students� 
Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathway� For 
assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appoint-
ment with an academic advisor� See also the college catalog Appendix for 
course ofering information� 

Semester One (14-15 Credits) 
¨ BIOL 1106 Principles of Biology I �������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CHEM 1061t Principles of Chemistry I ��������������������������������������� 4 
¨ MATH 1200t College Algebra (or higher) ��������������������������������� 3-5 
¨ General Ed/MnTC ����������������������������������������������������������������������� 3-4 

Semester Two (14-15 Credits) 
¨ BIOL 1107t Principles of Biology II ������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ CHEM 1062t Principles of Chemistry II �������������������������������������� 4 
¨ MATH Elective  ��������������������������������������������������������������������������� 3-5 
¨ General Ed/MnTC ����������������������������������������������������������������������� 3-4 

Semester Three (15-16 Credits) 
¨ BIOL 2202t Genetics ����������������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ Restricted Biology Elective OR Additional Math/Science Elective��4-6 
¨ General Ed/MnTC ����������������������������������������������������������������������� 7-8 

Semester Four (15-16 Credits) 
¨ Restricted Biology Elective OR Additional Math/Science Elective��4-6 
¨ Additional Math/Science Elective ������������������������������������������������� 4-6 
¨ General Ed/MnTC ����������������������������������������������������������������������� 7-8 

Degree Specifics 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in 
courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of Eng-
lish, mathematics or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will 
not apply toward this degree� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require-

ments� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• Each state university has specifc program requirements for comple-

tion� Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
institutions� 

• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 
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-2020 2021 

Biomedical Technology 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Information 

Te Associate of Science (AS) in Biomedical Technology degree program 
prepares students for entry-level positions in biomedical companies or for 
transfer to four-year colleges� For assistance in program planning, or to 
explore additional transfer options, students should schedule a time to 
meet with an academic advisor� Tis degree may transfer in part or in its 
entirety to baccalaureate institutions� Students should meet with a rep-
resentative of the transfer institution when planning their program� Te 
Biomedical Technology degree provides a solid foundation in science and 
technology as well as profciency in problem solving, critical analysis, oral 
and written communication, and interpersonal skills� For additional infor-
mation about our biomedical programs, visit our website at: http://www� 
anokaramsey�edu/BMED� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Demonstrate the ability to integrate science and math skills with 
technical requirements of the medical device industry; 

2� Demonstrate an understanding of trends, size, and scope of the med-
ical device industry; 

3� Demonstrate profciency in oral and written communication, inter-
personal skills and critical thinking/problem solving; 

4� Demonstrate an understanding of the processes involved in the de-
sign, development and manufacture of medical devices; 

5� Demonstrate knowledge of various certifcation standards and agen-
cies involved in regulatory processes specifc to the medical device 
industry; and 

6� Demonstrate application of classroom knowledge to industry feld 
experience� 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
mathematics, or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply 
toward this degree� 

General Information 

College-level competence in English, writing, mathematics, and computer 
competency should be acquired before entering the BMED programs� All 
BMED program requirements are ofered at the Coon Rapids Campus� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require-

ments� 
• All BMED requirements must be completed at ARCC� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

Program Requirements ��������������������� 13 
Additional Requirements ������������������ 17 
General Education/MnTC ��������������� 30 
Total Credits ������������������������������������ 60 

Program Requirements: 13 credits 

¨ BMED 1100 Introduction to Biomedical Devices and Industry �� 2 
¨ BMED 2100 Design and Manufacturing in the Medical 

Device Industry ����������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ BMED 2200 Introduction to Medical Device Regulations/Ethics3 
¨ BMED 2300 Introduction to Quality Assurance ������������������������� 3 
¨ BMED 2600 Fundamentals of Dimensional Metrology �������������� 2 

Additional Requirements: 17 credits 

¨ BIOL 1102 Medical Terminology ��������������������������������������������� 2 
¨ BIOL 1104 Te Human Body–Structure and Function ������������ 4 
¨ BMED 2520t Technical Writing for Regulated Industries ������������ 3 

OR 
¨ ENGL 1104 Technical Writing �������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CAOR 1102 Career Exploration ������������������������������������������������� 2 

Electives 
Select a minimum of 6 credits from the following: 
¨ BIOL 2201t Microbiology ��������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BUS 1101 Introduction to Business ���������������������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ����������������������� 3 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits 

Complete at least 30 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Cur-
riculum (MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete at least 
one course in six of the ten goal areas� One course may satisfy more than 
one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only once� 

¨ 1� Communication 
¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR  CMST 2220 ������������� 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Science 

¨ BIOL 1106  ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CHEM 1061t ������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 

¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 
¨ MATH 1200t ������������������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ MATH 1114t OR MATH 1201t ����������������������������������� 4 

¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 
(Select one Psychology or Sociology course) ����������������������������� 3-4 

¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 
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-2020 2021 

Biomedical Technology 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Sequence: 
Te sequence that follows is suggested for full time students� Part time students will 
need more time to complete this program; many courses are ofered in the evening� 

1st
 Y

EA
R

Fall Semester 
BMED 1100 ...........................2 
BMED 2100 ...........................3 
Gen. Ed. or Electives.... 9-11 
TOTAL ............................14-16 

Spring Semester 
BMED 1102 ...........................2 
BMED 2200...........................3 
Gen. Ed. or Electives.... 9-11 
TOTAL ............................14-16 

2 n
d
 Y

EA
R 

Fall Semester 
BMED 2520 or ENGL 1104 ..3 
BMED 2300...........................3 
BMED 2600...........................2 
Gen. Ed. or Electives......6-8 
TOTAL ............................14-16 

Spring Semester 
BIOL 1104..............................4 
Gen. Ed. or Electives...10-12 
TOTAL ............................14-16 
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Business, Industry & Technology 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Information 

Te Associate of Science (AS) in Business, Industry and Technology degree 
program is designed to provide students with a pathway from a technical 
preparation high school program, technical college vocational program, 
competency-based education or career coursework program to the com-
pletion of a Bachelor of Science degree in Business Administration at Met-
ropolitan State University� Tis degree blends general education with a fo-
cus upon career advancement in business, industry and/or technology� For 
assistance in program planning, or to explore additional transfer options, 
students should schedule a time to meet with an academic advisor� Tis 
degree may transfer in part or in its entirety to baccalaureate institutions� 
Students should meet with a representative of the transfer institution when 
planning their program� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Competently execute academic learning skills and demonstrate the 
interpersonal skills necessary for success in a four year degree pro-
gram of study; and 

2� Integrate technical knowledge and/or vocational skills in a manner 
that is fexible, demonstrating critical thinking and transferability of 
competencies within various circumstances� 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, math-
ematics, or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward 
this degree� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

Program Requirements ��������������������� 30 
General Education/MnTC ��������������� 30 
Total Credits ������������������������������������ 60 

Program Requirements: 30 credits 

Complete the following courses: 
¨ BUS 1104 Written Business Communications ������������������������ 3 
¨ BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 2125 Financial Accounting ��������������������������������������������� 4 

Electives: Select from the following two options: 
Option 1 
Complete up to 20 credits of ARCC coursework with the course prefxes 
from the following career programs: 
• (BIOL) Biological or Environmental Sciences 
• (BMED) Biomedical Technologies 
• (BUS) Business 
• (CNET) Computer Networking 
• (CSCI) Computer Science 
• (HPER) Fitness 
• (GEOG) Geography 
• (IHH) Integrative Health & Healing 
• (NURS) Nursing 
• (PTAC) Physical Terapy Assistant 

Option 2 
Transfer up to 20 college-level credits from a Technical College, Tech/ 
Prep High School program, Credit for Prior Learning program or other 
degree-granting institution relating to one or more of the following career 
clusters: 
• Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources 
• Architecture and Construction 
• Arts, A/V Technology and Communications 
• Business, Management and Administration 
• Education and Training 
• Finance 
• Government and Public Administration 
• Health Science 
• Hospitality and Tourism 
• Human Services 
• Information Technology 
• Law, Public Safety, Corrections and Security 
• Manufacturing 
• Marketing, Sales and Service 
• Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 
• Transportation, Distribution and Logistics 

If you transfer in fewer than 20 credits, you may select the balance of 
your credits from courses with the department prefxes listed in Option 
1. 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits 

Complete at least 30 general education credits from the Minnesota Trans-
fer Curriculum (MnTC), including the required courses listed� You must 
complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areas� One course may 
satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted 
only once� 
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Business, Industry & Technology 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

¨ 1� Communication 
¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������ 4 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Sciences 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 

¨ MATH 1114t������������������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ MATH 1200t������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 
¨ ECON 2205 ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ECON 2206 ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 
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Business Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Description 

A member of Minnesota State 

Required Courses: 60 Total Credits 

Te Business Transfer Pathway Associate of Science (AS) degree program 
ofers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associ-
ate of Science degree with course credits that directly transfer to desig-
nated Business bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universities� 
Te curriculum has been specifcally designed so that students completing 
this pathway degree and transferring to one of the seven Minnesota State 
universities enter the university with junior-year status� All courses in the 
Transfer Pathway associate degree will directly transfer and apply to the 
designated bachelor’s degree programs in a related feld� 

Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees 

• Bemidji State University: Business Administration BS 
• Metropolitan State University: Business Administration BS, 

Entrepreneurship & Innovation BS, Finance BS, Human Resource 
Management BS, International Business BS, Management BS, 
Marketing BS, Supply Chain & Operations BS 

• Minnesota State University, Mankato: Finance BS (Corporate 
Finance, Financial Planning & Insurance, General Finance, 
Institutional Finance, Investment Analysis), International Business 
BS, Management BS (Business Management or Human Resource 
Management), Marketing BS 

• Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Business Administration BS 
• Southwest Minnesota State University: Management BS (General 

Management, Human Resources Management, Supply Chain 
Management) 

• St� Cloud State University: Management BS (Human Resources 
Management, Operations Management) 

• Winona State University: Business Administration BS 

Program Goals 

Upon completion of a business program at ARCC, students will exhibit 
profciency in the following areas of business knowledge: 

1� Critical Tinking: Apply critical thinking skills in the identifcation, 
analysis, and resolution of business problems; 

2� Interpersonal and Written Communication: Exhibit interpersonal 
skills and professional attitudes while expressing ideas, information, 
and proposals in writing with stakeholders; 

3� Technology: Demonstrate the ability to utilize current business soft-
ware programs and information technologies in the creation and 
distribution of company communications and the creation, analysis, 
and retrieval of data; 

4� Finance: Apply knowledge of fnancial concepts used in personal and 
business environments that leads to appropriate fnancial decisions; 
and 

5� Ethics: Identify and utilize decision making that is ethical and so-
cially responsible in the workplace� 

¨ BUS 1101 Introduction to Business ���������������������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1104 Written Business Communications ������������������������ 3 
¨ BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 2125 Financial Accounting ��������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BUS 2126t Managerial Accounting ������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ BUS 2142 Principles of Marketing ������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ BUS 2215 Legal Environment of Business ������������������������������ 3 
¨ BUS 2244 Principles of Management ������������������������������������� 4 
¨ Elective: Choose any BUS course� ���������������������������������������� 2 

Complete at least 30 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Cur-
riculum (MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete at least 
one course in six of the ten goal areas� One course may satisfy more than 
one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������ 4 
¨ CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR  CMST 2220 ������������� 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ ECON 2206 ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 3� Natural Science 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 

¨ MATH 1114t������������������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ MATH 1200t������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences (one course from B or C) 
¨ ECON 2205 ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ B� Anthropology/Psychology/Sociology 

(PSYC 1110 is recommended) 
¨ C� History/Political Science 

¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 

Pathway Plan 

Classes are scheduled for full-time students to complete in two years; 
part-time students will need more time� For assistance with pathway 
planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic 
advisor� See also the college catalog Appendix for course ofering infor-
mation� 
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Business Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Degree Specifics 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
mathematics or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
apply toward this degree� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require-

ments� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• Each state university has specifc program requirements for comple-

tion� Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
institutions� 

• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 
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Chemistry Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Description Required Courses: 60 Total Credits 

A member of Minnesota State 

Te Chemistry Transfer Pathway Associate of Science (AS) degree program 
ofers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associ-
ate of Science degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated 
Chemistry bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universities� Te 
curriculum has been specifcally designed so that students completing 
this pathway degree and transferring to one of the seven Minnesota State 
universities enter the university with junior-year status� All courses in the 
Transfer Pathway associate degree will directly transfer and apply to the 
designated bachelor’s degree programs in a related feld� 

Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees 

• Bemidji State University: Chemistry BA, Chemistry BS 
• Metropolitan State University: Chemistry BS 
• Minnesota State University, Mankato: Chemistry BS (ACS Ap-

proved) 
• Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Chemistry BA, Chemistry 

BS 
• Southwest Minnesota State University: Chemistry BA 
• St� Cloud State University: Chemistry BS (ACS Approved) 
• Winona State University: Chemistry BS (General), Chemistry BS 

(ACS Environmental Chemistry, ACS Material Chemistry) 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Demonstrate basic knowledge and understanding of the fundamen-
tals of experimental and theoretical chemistry; 

2� Explain and apply skills in analytical thinking and problem solving, 
and apply scientifc methods to experimental data; 

3� Demonstrate skills in laboratory operations including making accu-
rate and precise measurements, preparing solutions, operating instru-
mentation, experimental design, and the interpretation and report-
ing of quantitative and qualitative data and results; 

4� Communicate their own data and analysis in oral and written com-
munications that uses tables and graphs, describe detailed experi-
mental procedures, and clearly explain conclusions, in order to create 
clear and compelling papers, posters, or presentations; 

5� Work both independently and collaboratively in the classroom and 
in the laboratory; and 

6� Apply learned concepts to everyday situations and experiences, and 
critically evaluate contributions to science reported in the media; 
identify valid approaches to scientifc problem solving and reporting� 

¨ CHEM 1061t Principles of Chemistry I ��������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CHEM 1062t Principles of Chemistry II �������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CHEM 2061t Organic Chemistry I ���������������������������������������������� 5 
¨ CHEM 2062t Organic Chemistry II �������������������������������������������� 5 
¨ MATH 1400t Calculus I �������������������������������������������������������������� 5 
¨ MATH 1401t Calculus II ������������������������������������������������������������� 5 
¨ PHYS 1327t College Physics I ���������������������������������������������������� 6 
¨ PHYS 1328t College Physics II �������������������������������������������������� 6 

Complete at least 20 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Cur-
riculum (MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete at least 
one course in six of the ten goal areas� One course may satisfy more than 
one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������ 4 
¨ CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR  CMST 2220 ������������� 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Science 

¨ CHEM 1061t ������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ CHEM 1062t ������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ PHYS 1327t ��������������������������������������������������������������������� 6 
¨ PHYS 1328t ��������������������������������������������������������������������� 6 

¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 
¨ MATH 1400t������������������������������������������������������������������� 5 
¨ MATH 1401t������������������������������������������������������������������� 5 

Choose courses from at least two of the following areas, totaling 13 
credits: 
¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 
¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 
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Chemistry Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

Pathway Plan 

Te following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time students� 
Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathway� For as-
sistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appointment 
with an academic advisor� See also the college catalog Appendix for course 
ofering information� 

Semester One (16 Credits) 
¨ CHEM 1061t Principles of Chemistry I ��������������������������������������� 4 
¨ ENGL 1120t	Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading 

OR 
¨ ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading �������������������� 4 
¨ MATH 1400t Calculus I �������������������������������������������������������������� 5 
¨ General Ed/MnTC �������������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

Semester Two (15 Credits) 
¨ CHEM 1062t Principles of Chemistry II �������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CMST 1110	 Introduction to Communication 

OR 
¨ CMST 2215 Public Speaking 

OR 
¨ CMST 2220 Interpersonal Communication ������������������������������� 3 
¨ MATH 1401t Calculus II ������������������������������������������������������������� 5 
¨ General Ed/MnTC �������������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

Semester Three (14 Credits) 
¨ CHEM 2061t	Organic Chemistry I ���������������������������������������������� 5 
¨ PHYS 1327t	College Physics I ���������������������������������������������������� 6 
¨ General Ed/MnTC �������������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

Semester Four (15 Credits) 
¨ CHEM 2062t	Organic Chemistry II �������������������������������������������� 5 
¨ PHYS 1328t	College Physics II �������������������������������������������������� 6 
¨ General Ed/MnTC �������������������������������������������������������������������������� 4 

Degree Specifics 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
mathematics or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
apply toward this degree� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require-

ments� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• Each state university has specifc program requirements for comple-

tion� Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
institutions� 
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2016-2017 

Arts, Communications and Information Systems
Associate of Science Degree

Xxxxx �������������������������������������������0
Xxxxx �������������������������������������������0
Xxxxx �������������������������������������������0
Total Credits ��������������������������������0
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Community Health 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Information 

Te Associate of Science (AS) in Community Health degree program will 
enable students to focus studies on health-related issues and interests� Te 
program’s interdisciplinary emphasis will address a variety of health topics 
and perspectives, and will allow students to begin to develop an under-
standing of personal, public, and community health issues� Te program 
will provide the lower division coursework to form the basis for a four-year 
degree in public health, community health, health education, and related 
degree areas� For assistance in program planning, or to explore additional 
transfer options, students should schedule a time to meet with an aca-
demic advisor� Tis degree may transfer in part or in its entirety to bac-
calaureate institutions� Students should meet with a representative of the 
transfer institution when planning their program� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Demonstrate the ability to gather and interpret evidence-based 
health and wellness information; 

2� Understand and apply behavioral strategies to promote positive life-
style choices; 

3� Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the physiological 
principles essential to health and wellness; and 

4� Demonstrate profciency in oral and written communication related 
to topics in health� 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, math-
ematics, or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward 
this degree� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

Program Requirements: 27 credits 

¨ HPER 1102 Drugs, Alcohol, and Tobacco ��������������������������������� 3 
¨ HPER 1103 First Aid and CPR ������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ HPER 1108 Consumer Health �������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ HPER 1110 Personal and Community Health ��������������������������� 3 
¨ HPER 1112 Nutrition ��������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ HPER 1120 Wellness for Life ���������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BIOL 2113t Human Anatomy and Physiology I ������������������������ 4 
¨ BIOL 2114t Human Anatomy and Physiology II����������������������� 4 

Program Requirements ��������������������� 27 
Program Electives ������������������������������� 3 
General Education/MnTC ��������������� 30 
Total Credits ������������������������������������ 60 

Program Electives: 3 credits 

Select a minimum of 3 credits from the following: 
¨ HPER 1109* Introduction to Public Health  ������������������������������� 3 
¨ HPER 1115 Stress Management ������������������������������������������������ 3 
* Must take to transfer to SCSU 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits 

Complete at least 30 credits in the courses from the Minnesota Transfer 
Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete at 
least one course in six of the ten goal areas� One course may satisfy more 
than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only once� 

¨ 1� Communication 
¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������ 4 
¨ CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR CMST 2220 ��������������� 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ SOC 1111 ������������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 3� Natural Science 
¨ BIOL 1106 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ CHEM 1020t  ����������������������������������������������������������������� 4 

¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 
¨ MATH 1200t������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 
¨ PSYC 1110 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 

Choose 2 courses from the following goal areas����������������������������������5 
¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 

Program Sequence: 
Te sequence that follows is suggested for full time students� Part time students will 
need more time to complete this program� 

1st
 Y

EA
R

Fall Semester 
CHEM 1020 ..........................4 
ENGL 1120/1121 ...................4 
PSYC 1110 .............................4 
HPER 1120.............................4 
TOTAL ................................. 16 

Spring Semester 
BIOL 1106..............................4 
SOC 1111...............................3 
MATH 1200 ...........................3 
HPER 1110 .............................3 
HPER 1108.............................3 
TOTAL ................................. 16 

2 n
d
 Y

EA
R 

Fall Semester 
BIOL 2113 ..............................4 
Gen. Ed. ...............................3 
Gen. Ed. ...............................3 
HPER 1112 .............................3 
HPER 1102.............................3 
TOTAL ................................. 16 

Spring Semester 
BIOL 2114 ..............................3 
CMST 1110, 2215, or 2220 ...3 
HPER 1109 or 1115 ................3 
HPER 1103.............................3 
TOTAL ................................. 12 
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2020 2021 

Computer Networking 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Information 

Te Associate of Science (AS) in Computer Networking degree program 
prepares individuals for entry or advancement in the career feld of com-
puter network support and administration and also provides the frst two 
years of a bachelor’s degree related to information technology and network 
administration� For assistance in program planning, or to explore addi-
tional transfer options, students should schedule a time to meet with an 
academic advisor� Tis degree may transfer in part or in its entirety to bac-
calaureate institutions� Students should meet with a representative of the 
transfer institution when planning their program� For additional informa-
tion, visit our website at: http://www�anokaramsey�edu� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Design and develop secure voice, video, and data networks; 
2� Implement and confgure networked devices; 
3� Demonstrate the skills necessary to administer and monitor net-

works; 
4� Exhibit mastery of problem-solving skills to troubleshoot existing 

and emerging technologies; and 
5� Function as responsible and ethical network administrators for orga-

nizations and society� 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, math-
ematics, or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward 
this degree� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• All program requirements must be completed at ARCC� 
• Courses within the 30 credit program requirements must be com-

pleted within four years� Student may petition to extend the window 
beyond the four years� 

• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

Program Requirements: 18 credits 

¨ CNET 1212 Client Operating Systems �������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 1213t Server Operating Systems �������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2101t Introduction to Networks �������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2301t Routing and Switching Essentials (CCNA 2) ��������� 3 
¨ CNET 2303t Scaling Networks (CCNA 3) ��������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2304t Connecting Networks (CCNA 4) �������������������������� 3 

Program Requirements ��������������������� 18 
Additional Requirements ������������������ 12 
General Education/MnTC ��������������� 30 
Total Credits ������������������������������������ 60 

Additional Requirements: 12 credits 

¨ BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ����������������������� 3 

Electives: Select a minimum of 9 credits from the following: 
¨ BUS 1119 Database Management Using Microsoft Access ������ 3 
¨ CNET 1000 IT Exploration ������������������������������������������������������� 2 
¨ CNET 1100 Introduction to Information Technology ��������������� 3 
¨ CNET 1105 Introduction to Cybersecurity  ������������������������������� 1 
¨ CNET 2110t Principles of IT Security ���������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2114 Fundamentals of Linux/UNIX ������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2125 System Virtualization ��������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2200t	Network Forensics ������������������������������������������������� 2 
¨ CNET 2215t Managing Network Security ���������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2230t Ethical Hacking ����������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2297^ Field Experience and Seminar ����������������������������� 1-4 
¨ CSCI 1101t	 Introduction to Computer Science and 

Problem-Solving ���������������������������������������������������� 3 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits 

Complete at least 30 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Cur-
riculum (MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete at least 
one course in six of the ten goal areas� One course may satisfy more than 
one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR CMST 2220 ��������������� 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Science 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 

¨ MATH 1200t OR  PHIL 1105 ���������������������������������������� 3 
¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 

¨ ECON 2205 ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 

Program Sequence: 
Te sequence that follows is suggested for full time students� Part time students will 
need more time to complete this program; many courses are ofered in the evening� 

1st
 Y

EA
R

Fall Semester 

CNET 1212...................... 3 
CNET 2101 ..................... 3 
Gen. Ed. or Electives.8-10 
TOTAL ......................14-16 

Spring Semester 

CNET 1213...................... 3 
CNET 2301 ..................... 3 
Gen. Ed. or Electives.8-10 
TOTAL ......................14-16 

2 n
d
 Y

EA
R 

Fall Semester 

CNET 2303..................... 3 
CNET 2304 (CR) ............ 3 
BUS 1103 ........................ 3 
Gen. Ed. or Electives.5-7 
TOTAL ......................14-16 

Spring Semester 

CNET 2304 (CC)................3 
Gen. Ed. or Electives.14-16 
TOTAL ...................... 17-19 
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Computer Science Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Description Required Courses: 60 Total Credits 

A member of Minnesota State 

Te Computer Science Transfer Pathway Associate of Science (AS) degree 
program ofers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete 
an Associate of Science degree with course credits that directly transfer to 
designated Computer Science bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota 
State universities� Te curriculum has been specifcally designed so that 
students completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the six 
Minnesota State universities enter the university with junior-year status� 
All courses in the Transfer Pathway associate degree will directly transfer 
and apply to the designated bachelor’s degree programs in a related feld� 

Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees 

• Bemidji State University: Computer Science BS 
• Metropolitan State University: Computer Science BS 
• Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Computer Science BS 
• Southwest Minnesota State University: Computer Science BS 
• St� Cloud State University: Computer Science BS 
• Winona State University: Computer Science BS (Bioinformatics, 

Computer Information, Human Interaction) 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Design and implement algorithms to solve problems in various ap-
plication domains; 

2� Design and write software solutions utilizing appropriate data struc-
tures incorporating object-oriented principles and best practices; 

3� Be fuent in two or more programming languages; 
4� Understand ethical and moral issues as related to software develop-

ment; 
5� Understand the computer’s architecture as it relates to the design of 

software solutions; and 
6� Have a strong educational base to become a life-long learner in the 

feld of Computer Science� 

¨ CSCI 1101t Introduction to Computer Science 
and Problem-Solving ��������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ CSCI 1106t Fundamentals of Computer Science I �������������������� 4 
¨ CSCI 1107t Fundamentals of Computer Science II ������������������� 4 
¨ CSCI 2021t Machine Architecture and Organization ���������������� 4 
¨ CSCI 2100t Discrete Mathematics �������������������������������������������� 4 

(Cross-listed as MATH 2100) 

Choose at least 11 credits from the following electives: 
¨ CNET 2101t Introduction to Networks �������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CSCI 1115 Visual Basic Programming ������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CSCI 1125t* Object-Oriented Programming Using Java ������������� 3 
¨ CSCI 1155t Introduction to Functional Language 

Programming �������������������������������������������������������� 1 
¨ CSCI 2253t Assembly Language Programming ������������������������� 4 
¨ ENGR 2218t Digital Logic ���������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ MATH 1201t College Algebra II and Trigonometry ��������������������� 4 
¨ MATH 1210t Pre-Calculus ���������������������������������������������������������� 5 
¨ MATH 1401t Calculus II ������������������������������������������������������������� 5 

*Transfer Note: Students intending to transfer should choose the following 
elective: CSCI 1125. 

Complete at least 30 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Cur-
riculum (MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete at least 
one course in six of the ten goal areas� One course may satisfy more than 
one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������ 4 
¨ CMST 1110* OR CMST 2220 ���������������������������������������� 3 

*Students may take CMST 2215 in place of CMST 1110 (re-
quired by Minnesota State University, Mankato) 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Science 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 

¨ MATH 1400t������������������������������������������������������������������� 5 
¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 
¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 
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Computer Science Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Pathway Plan 

• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

Te following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time students� 
Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathway� For 
assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appoint-
ment with an academic advisor� See also the college catalog Appendix for 
course ofering information� 

Semester One (16-17 Credits) 
¨ CSCI 1101t Introduction to Computer Science and 

Problem-Solving ���������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 1120t	Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading 

OR 
¨ ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading �������������������� 4 
¨ MATH 1400t Calculus I �������������������������������������������������������������� 5 
¨ General Ed/MnTC ����������������������������������������������������������������������� 4-5 

Semester Two (16-17 Credits) 
¨ CMST 1110	 Introduction to Communication 

OR 
¨ CMST 2220 Interpersonal Communication ������������������������������� 3 
¨ CSCI 1106t	 Fundamentals of Computer Science I �������������������� 4 
¨ CSCI 2100t	 Discrete Mathematics �������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ General Ed/MnTC ����������������������������������������������������������������������� 5-6 

Semester Three (15-16 Credits) 
¨ CSCI 2021t Machine Architecture and Organization ���������������� 4 
¨ General Ed/MnTC ������������������������������������������������������������������� 11-12 

Semester Four (11-14 Credits) 
¨ CSCI 1107t	 Fundamentals of Computer Science II ������������������� 4 
¨ CSCI 1125t	 Object-Oriented Programming Using Java ������������� 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC ����������������������������������������������������������������������� 4-7 

Degree Specifics 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
mathematics or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
apply toward this degree� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require-

ments� 
• All program requirements must be completed at ARCC� 
• Courses within the 30 credit program must be completed within 

three years� Student may petition to extend the window beyond the 
three years� 

• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• Each state university has specifc program requirements for comple-

tion� Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
institutions� 
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Program Requirements: 30 credits 

2020 2021 

Cybersecurity 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Requirements �����������������30 
General Education/MnTC �����������30 
Total Credits ��������������������������������60 

Program Information 

Cybersecurity is one of the fastest-growing career categories in the world 
and the need for skilled professionals to help prevent damaging and costly 
security breaches is at an all-time high� Te Associate of Science (AS) in 
Cybersecurity degree program places emphasis on the fundamental skills 
and knowledge required to safeguard an organization’s information and 
defend systems while preparing students for successful transfer to a four-
year institution to continue their studies in computer and/or network se-
curity related felds� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of essential facts, con-
cepts, design principles, policies, laws, and threats relating to com-
puter and network security; 

2� Identify and explain the impact of technology on individuals and 
organizations, including security and ethical issues; 

3� Confgure and administer systems and networks with an understand-
ing of vulnerabilities and defensive techniques utilized to keep data 
secure; and 

4� Communicate efectively with individuals in and outside of the feld� 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, math-
ematics, or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward 
this degree� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

¨ CNET 1100 Introduction to Information Technology ��������������� 3 
¨ CNET 1105 Introduction to Cybersecurity  ������������������������������� 1 
¨ CNET 2101t Introduction to Networks �������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2110t Principles of IT Security ���������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2114 Fundamentals of Linux/UNIX ������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2125 System Virtualization ��������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2200t	Network Forensics ������������������������������������������������� 2 
¨ CNET 2215t Managing Network Security ���������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2230t Ethical Hacking ����������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2301t Routing and Switching Essentials (CCNA 2) ��������� 3 
¨ CSCI 1101t Introduction to Computer Science and 

Problem-Solving ���������������������������������������������������� 3 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits 

Complete at least 30 credits from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum 
(MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete at least one 
course in six of the ten goal areas� One course may satisfy more than one 
goal area, but the course credits may be counted only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR CMST 2220 ��������������� 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Science 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 

¨ MATH 1200t OR  PHIL 1105 ���������������������������������������� 3 
¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 

¨ ECON 2205 ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 

Program Sequence: 
Te sequence that follows is suggested for full time students� Part time students will 
need more time to complete this program; many courses are ofered in the evening� 

1st
 Y

EA
R

Fall Semester 

CNET 1100 ..................... 3 
CNET 1105 ..................... 1 
CSCI 1101 ...................... 3 
Gen Ed ...................... 7-9 
TOTAL ......................14-16 

Spring Semester 

CNET 2101 ..................... 3 
CNET 2301 ..................... 3 
Gen Ed .................... 8-10 
TOTAL ......................14-16 

2 n
d
 Y

EA
R 

Fall Semester 

CNET 2110...................... 3 
CNET 2114...................... 3 
CNET 2125 ..................... 3 
Gen Ed ...................... 5-7 
TOTAL ......................14-16 

Spring Semester 
CNET 2200..................... 2 
CNET 2215 ..................... 3 
CNET 2230..................... 3 
Gen Ed ......................6-8 
TOTAL ......................14-16 
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Required Courses: 60 Total Credits 

2016 2017 

Arts, Communications and Information Systems 
Associate of Science Degree 

2020 2021 

Elementary Education Foundations Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Description 

A member of Minnesota State 

Te Elementary Education Foundations Transfer Pathway Associate of 
Science (AS) degree program ofers students a powerful option: the op-
portunity to complete an Associate of Science degree with course credits 
that directly transfer to designated Elementary Education bachelor’s de-
gree programs at Minnesota State universities� Te curriculum has been 
specifcally designed so that students completing this pathway degree and 
transferring to one of the seven Minnesota State universities enter the 
university with junior-year status� All courses in the Transfer Pathway as-
sociate degree will directly transfer and apply to the designated bachelor’s 
degree programs in a related feld� 

Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees 

• Bemidji State University: Elementary Education BS 
• Metropolitan State University: Urban Elementary Education BS 
• Minnesota State University, Mankato: Elementary Education BS 
• Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Elementary Inclusive BS 
• Southwest Minnesota State University: Elementary Education BS 
• St� Cloud State University: Elementary Education K-6 BA 
• Winona State University: Elementary Education K6 BT 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Apply and develop teaching methods based on efective principles 
and practices related to the learning process; 

2� Identify learner variables that become the basis of instructional de-
sign; 

3� Develop and demonstrate competence in designing valid and reliable 
assessment practices for purposes of assessing student performance 
and evaluating programs and services; 

4� Demonstrate and apply fundamental knowledge of teacher-centered 
and student-centered philosophies in designing program and service 
options; 

5� Understand and apply motivational theory and cognitive principles 
in designing and delivering instruction; 

6� Demonstrate knowledge of technology resources and application of 
technology options in lesson design; 

7� Become familiar with educational practices and positive teacher per-
spectives that will result in ethical programming that appeals to all 
diverse groups with respect to their individual diferences and contri-
butions to society; and 

8� Demonstrate an understanding of the infuence of use and misuse 
of tobacco, alcohol, drugs, and other chemicals on student life and 
learning� 

¨ EDUC 2001 Foundations of Education �������������������������������������� 4 
¨ EDUC 2031 Introduction to Special Education ������������������������� 4 
¨ EDUC 2050 Human Relations and Multicultural Education ����� 3 
¨ EDUC 2060 Educational Technology ����������������������������������������� 3 
¨ EDUC 2215t	Child and Adolescent Development ����������������������� 3 

Complete at least 40 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Cur-
riculum (MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete all ten 
goal areas and maintain a cumulative 2�0 GPA for the entire MnTC� One 
course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be 
counted only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 ������������������������������������������ 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ PSYC 2265t ��������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 3� Natural Science 
¨ BIOL 1103 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ BIOL 1133 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 1 
¨ Choose Physical Science elective �������������������������������������3-6 

¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 
¨ MATH 1114t������������������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ MATH 1121t������������������������������������������������������������������� 4 

¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 
¨ HIST 2211 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ PSYC 1110 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 

¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ MUSC 1104 ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

AND one course from one of the two following categories: 
¨ A� Literature 
¨ B� Humanities/Philosophy ������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 

¨ HPER 1102  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 3 

Pathway Plan 

Te following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time students� 
Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathway� For 
assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appoint-
ment with an academic advisor� See also the college catalog Appendix for 
course ofering information� 

t Course has prerequisite - see course schedule or catalog description. 
^ Course requires Instructor permission. 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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Elementary Education Foundations 
Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

(continued) 

Semester One (16 Credits) 
¨ BIOL 1103 Environmental Science Lecture  ����������������������������� 3 
¨ BIOL 1133 Environmental Science Lab������������������������������������ 1 
¨ EDUC 2001 Foundations of Education �������������������������������������� 4 
¨ ENGL 1120t	Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading 

OR 
¨ ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading �������������������� 4 
¨ MATH 1121t	Mathematics for Educational Arts �������������������������� 4 

Semester Two (15 Credits) 
¨ CMST 1110	 Introduction to Communication 

OR 
¨ CMST 2215 Public Speaking ����������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ EDUC 2031 Introduction to Special Education ������������������������� 4 
¨ MATH 1114t Introduction to Statistics ���������������������������������������� 4 
¨ PSYC 1110 General Psychology ������������������������������������������������ 4 

Semester Three (16-19 Credits) 
¨ EDUC 2050 Human Relations and Multicultural Education ����� 3 
¨ EDUC 2215t Child and Adolescent Development ����������������������� 3 
¨ HIST 2211 U�S� History I �������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ HPER 1102 Drugs, Alcohol, and Tobacco ��������������������������������� 3 
¨ Physical Science elective (Goal 3) �������������������������������������������������� 3-6 

Semester Four (12-16 Credits) 
¨ EDUC 2060 Educational Technology ����������������������������������������� 3 
¨ MUSC 1104 Fundamentals of Music ������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ PSYC 2265t	 Educational Psychology ����������������������������������������� 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC (Goal 6A or 6B) ������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC ����������������������������������������������������������������������� 0-4 

Degree Specifics 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in 
courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of Eng-
lish, mathematics, or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will 
not apply toward this degree� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require-

ments� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• Each state university has specifc Elementary Education program 

requirements for completion� Please speak with your advisor about 
requirements at receiving institutions� 

• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

t Course has prerequisite - see course schedule or catalog description. 
^ Course requires Instructor permission. 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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Engineering 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Information 

Students may take the frst half of a bachelor’s degree in engineering at 
Anoka-Ramsey Community College� Coursework transfers to four-year 
baccalaureate engineering programs� Students should plan a program be-
yond the minimum degree requirements listed in order to transfer into the 
junior year of their engineering program� For assistance in program plan-
ning, or to explore additional transfer options, students should schedule 
a time to meet with an academic advisor� Tis degree may transfer in part 
or in its entirety to baccalaureate institutions� Students should meet with 
a representative of the transfer institution when planning their program� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Comprehend and apply fundamental engineering concepts; 
2� Understand and apply the engineering design process; and 
3� Present clear and accurate solutions with respect to mathematics and 

units of measure� 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, math-
ematics, or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward 
this degree� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

Program Requirements ��������������������� 21 
Additional Requirements �������������������� 9 
General Education/MnTC ��������������� 30 
Total Credits ������������������������������������ 60 

Program Requirements: 21 credits 

¨ CHEM 1061t Principles of Chemistry I ��������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CSCI 1106t Fundamentals of Computer Science I �������������������� 4 
¨ ENGR 1100 Introduction to Engineering ���������������������������������� 2 
¨ MATH 2210t Diferential Equations �������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ MATH 2220t Multivariable Calculus and Vector Analysis ������������ 5 
Select one of the following courses: 
¨ MATH 2200t Linear Algebra ������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ MATH 2201t* Introductory Linear Algebra ���������������������������������� 2 
*Students transferring to the University of Minnesota should take MATH 
2201� 

Additional Requirements: 9 credits 

Select a miniumum of 9 credits from the following list of courses� Use the 
transfer table found on the Web to select courses that meet the transfer 
institution’s requirement� In order to transfer into the junior year, plan a 
program beyond the minimum degree requirements� 

¨ ENGR 1111t Engineering Graphics �������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGR 2218t	Digital Logic ���������������������������������������������������������� 4 

OR 
¨ ENGR 2221t Digital Fundamentals �������������������������������������������� 2 
¨ ENGR 2219t Linear Circuits I ���������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ ENGR 2240t Termodynamics ��������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGR 2241t Statics �������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGR 2242t Dynamics �������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGR 2243t Mechanics of Materials ������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ CHEM 1062t Principles of Chemistry II �������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CHEM 2061t Organic Chemistry I ���������������������������������������������� 5 
¨ CHEM 2062t Organic Chemistry II �������������������������������������������� 5 
¨ CSCI 1107t Fundamentals of Computer Science II ������������������� 4 
¨ CSCI 2253t Assembly Language Programming ������������������������� 4 
¨ MATH 2100t Discrete Mathematics �������������������������������������������� 4 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits 

Students must complete at least 30 credits from the Minnesota Transfer 
Curriculum (MnTC) including all courses listed� You must complete at 
least one course in six of the ten goal areas� One course may satisfy more 
than one area, but the course credits may be counted only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������� 4 
¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Science 

¨ PHYS 1327t ��������������������������������������������������������������������� 6 
¨ PHYS 1328t ��������������������������������������������������������������������� 6 

¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 
¨ MATH 1400t������������������������������������������������������������������� 5 
¨ MATH 1401t������������������������������������������������������������������� 5 

¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral  Sciences 
¨ 6� Humanities and Fine Arts 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 
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Environmental Science 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Information 

Te Associate of Science (AS) in Environmental Science degree program 
prepares individuals for the frst two years of a bachelor’s degree related 
to environmental science or environmental studies� For assistance in pro-
gram planning, or to explore additional transfer options, students should 
schedule a time to meet with an academic advisor� Tis degree may trans-
fer in part or in its entirety to baccalaureate institutions� Students should 
meet with a representative of the transfer institution when planning their 
program� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Demonstrate comprehension of the ecosystem structure and func-
tion; 

2� Explain the nature of biological communities; 
3� Demonstrate application of critical thinking in classroom and in feld 

studies; 
4� Describe economically and ecologically important resources; 
5� Evaluate and describe signifcant environmental dilemmas; and 
6� Explain community and habitat dynamics� 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, math-
ematics, or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward 
this degree� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• Courses within the 28 credit program additional requirements must 

be completed within three years� Student may petition to extend the 
window beyond the three years� 

• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

Program Requirements: 20 credits 

¨ BIOL 1106 Principles of Biology I �������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BIOL 1107t Principles of Biology II ������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ BIOL 2206t Animal Biology ������������������������������������������������������ 4 

OR 
¨ BIOL 2207t Plant Biology ��������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CHEM 1061t Principles of Chemistry I ��������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CHEM 1062t	Principles of Chemistry II �������������������������������������� 4 

Program Requirements ��������������������� 20 
Additional Requirements �������������������� 8 
General Education/MnTC ��������������� 32 
Total Credits ������������������������������������ 60 

Additional Requirements: 8 credits 

Select a minimum of 8 credits from the following: 
¨ BIOL 2201t Microbiology ��������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BIOL 2206t Animal Biology ������������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ BIOL 2207t Plant Biology ��������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BIOL 2209t General Ecology����������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BIOL 2230t^ Directed Research in Biology ������������������������������ 2-4 
¨ NATS 1005 Meteorology ���������������������������������������������������������� 4 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 32 credits 

Complete at least 32 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Cur-
riculum (MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete at least 
one course in six of the ten goal areas� One course may satisfy more than 
one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only once� 

¨ 1� Communication 
¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CMST 1110 OR CMST 2220 ������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Science 

¨ NATS 1003 ����������������������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 

¨ MATH 1114t OR MATH 1200t ��������������������������������3-4 
¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 
¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 

¨ PHIL 1120 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 

¨ BIOL 1103 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ BIOL 1133 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 1 

Program Sequence: 
Te sequence that follows is suggested for full time students� Part time students will 
need more time to complete this program; many courses are ofered in the evening� 

1st
 Y

EA
R

Fall Semester 
BIOL 1103..............................3 
BIOL 1133..............................1 
MATH 1114 or 1200 ..........3-4 
CHEM 1061...........................4 
ENGL 1120/1121 ...................4 
TOTAL ............................15-16 

Spring Semester 
BIOL 1106..............................4 
CHEM 1062...........................4 
Gen. Ed. or Electives......6-8 
TOTAL ............................14-16 

2 n
d
 Y

EA
R 

Fall Semester 
BIOL 1107..............................4 
NATS 1003 ............................4 
Gen. Ed. or Electives......6-8 
TOTAL ............................14-16 

Spring Semester 
BIOL 2206 or 2207 ...............4 
Gen. Ed. or Electives...10-12 
TOTAL ............................14-16 
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Exercise Science Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Description Required Courses: 60 Total Credits 

A member of Minnesota State 

Te Exercise Science Transfer Pathway Associate of Science (AS) degree 
program ofers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete 
an Associate of Science degree with course credits that directly transfer to 
designated Exercise Science bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State 
universities� Te curriculum has been specifcally designed so that students 
completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the fve Min-
nesota State universities enter the university with junior-year status� All 
courses in the Transfer Pathway associate degree will directly transfer and 
apply to the designated bachelor’s degree programs in a related feld� 

Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees 

• Bemidji State University: Exercise Science BS 
• Minnesota State University, Mankato: Exercise Science BS 
• Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Exercise Science BS 
• Southwest Minnesota State University: Exercise Science BS 
• Winona State University: Exercise and Rehabilitative Science BS 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Demonstrate knowledge of the major components of physical ftness; 
2� Describe the roles and functions of the musculoskeletal, cardiorespi-

ratory, and nervous systems in the performance of physical move-
ment; 

3� Describe and demonstrate assessment techniques and methods for 
cardiovascular and muscular strength and endurance; 

4� Demonstrate ability to design and modify exercise training programs; 
and 

5� Demonstrate ability to identify and assess factors to support optimal 
performance and injury prevention� 

¨ HPER 1103 First Aid and CPR ������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ HPER 1112 Nutrition ��������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ HPER 1120 Wellness for Life ���������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ HPER 1160* Weight Training and Conditioning ������������������������ 0 
¨ HPER 1200 Anatomy of Movement ������������������������������������������ 2 
¨ HPER 1205 Introduction to Exercise Science ���������������������������� 2 
¨ HPER 2205 Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries ���������������� 2 
¨ HPER 2206 Exercise Physiology ������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ HPER 2207t Fitness Testing and Exercise Prescription ���������������� 2 
¨ HPER 2208^ Concepts in Personal Training �������������������������������� 2 

*HPER 1160 is taken in conjunction with HPER 1120 and will count into 
the four credits for that class. 

Complete at least 36 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Cur-
riculum (MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete goal 
areas one through fve and seven� One course may satisfy more than one 
goal area, but the course credits may be counted only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CMST 2215 ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ Choose a minimum of one course other than 

ENGL 1120/1121t and CMST 2215 
¨ 3� Natural Science 

¨ BIOL 1106 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ CHEM 1020t or CHEM 1061t ������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BIOL 2113t ��������������������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BIOL 2114t ��������������������������������������������������������������������� 4 

¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 
¨ MATH 1114t������������������������������������������������������������������� 4 

¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 
¨ PSYC 1110 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ Choose one course from A or C ����������������������������������������� 3 

A� Economics/Geography 
C� History/Political Science 

¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 

(met by PSYC 1110) 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 

Pathway Plan 

Te following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time students� 
Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathway� For as-
sistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appointment 
with an academic advisor� See also the college catalog Appendix for course 
ofering information� 
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Exercise Science Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Semester One (14 Credits) 
¨ CHEM 1020t Interpretive Chemistry 

OR 
¨ CHEM 1061t	Principles of Chemistry I ��������������������������������������� 4 
¨ ENGL 1120t	Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading 

OR 
¨ ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading �������������������� 4 
¨ HPER 1200 Anatomy of Movement ������������������������������������������ 2 
¨ HPER 1205 Introduction to Exercise Science ���������������������������� 2 
¨ General Ed/MnTC (Goal Area 2) ���������������������������������������������������� 2 

Semester Two (15 Credits) 
¨ BIOL 1106 Principles of Biology I �������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ HPER 1103 First Aid and CPR ������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ HPER 1120 Wellness for Life ���������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ HPER 1160* Weight Training and Conditioning ������������������������ 0 

*HPER 1160 is taken in conjunction with HPER 1120 and will count 
into the four credits for that class. 

¨ PSYC 1110 General Psychology ������������������������������������������������ 4 

Semester Three (16 Credits) 
¨ BIOL 2113t Human Anatomy and Physiology I ������������������������ 4 
¨ HPER 1112 Nutrition ��������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ HPER 2205 Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries ���������������� 2 
¨ HPER 2206 Exercise Physiology ������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ General Ed/MnTC (Goal Area 5) ���������������������������������������������������� 3 

Semester Four (15 Credits) 
¨ BIOL 2114t Human Anatomy and Physiology II����������������������� 4 
¨ CMST 2215	 Public Speaking ����������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ HPER 2207t Fitness Testing and Exercise Prescription ���������������� 2 
¨ HPER 2208^ Concepts in Personal Training �������������������������������� 2 
¨ MATH 1114t Introduction to Statistics ���������������������������������������� 4 

Degree Specifics 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
mathematics or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
apply toward this degree� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require-

ments� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• Each state university has specifc program requirements for comple-

tion� Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
institutions� 

• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 
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Health Sciences (Broad Field) Degree 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Information 

Te Associate of Science (AS) in Health Sciences degree program is de-
signed to be broad and provide a general background for students inter-
ested in health sciences but have not yet decided which specifc health-
care feld they intend to pursue at the upper-division level� For assistance 
in program planning, or to explore additional transfer options, students 
should schedule a time to meet with an academic advisor� Tis degree may 
transfer in part or in its entirety to baccalaureate institutions� Students 
should meet with a representative of the transfer institution when plan-
ning their program� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Students will develop as writers and speakers who use the English 
language efectively and who read, write, speak, and listen critically; 

2� Students will develop capacity to identify, discuss and refect upon 
social and behavioral issues; 

3� Students will demonstrate comprehension of human and biological 
systems; 

4� Students will increase knowledge about mathematical and logical 
modes of thinking; and 

5� Students will improve their awareness and understanding of health, 
wellness and liberal arts� 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
mathematics, or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply 
toward this degree� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

Program Requirements ��������������������� 51 
Program Electives ������������������������������� 9 
Total Credits ������������������������������������ 60 

Program Requirements: 51 credits 

¨ BIOL 1106 Principles of Biology I �������������������������������������������  4 
¨ BIOL 2113t Human Anatomy and Physiology I �����������������������  4 
¨ BIOL 2114t Human Anatomy and Physiology II����������������������� 4 
¨ BIOL 2201t Microbiology ��������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CHEM 1020t Interpretive Chemistry ������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CMST 1110 Introduction to Communication ��������������������������� 3 

OR 
¨ CMST 2215 Public Speaking ����������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 1120t	Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading 

OR 
¨ ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading �������������������� 4 
¨ HPER 1112 Nutrition �������������������������������������������������������������  3 
¨ MATH 1114t Introduction to Statistics ���������������������������������������� 4 
¨ MATH 1200t College Algebra������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ PHIL 1110 Introduction to Ethics 

OR 
¨ PHIL 1200 Medical Ethics ������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ PSYC 1110 General Psychology ������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ PSYC 2235t Lifespan Development  ������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ SOC 1111 General Sociology �������������������������������������������������� 3 

Program Electives: 9 credits 

Restricted Electives: 
¨ Choose one of the following two courses: 

¨ GEOG 1103 Physical Geography ���������������������������������������� 3 
¨ POLS 1141 Environmental Politics ������������������������������������� 3 

¨ Humanities/Fine Arts elective ���������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ Select any HPER course totaling one credit ������������������������������������� 1 
¨ Elective ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������2 
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Human Resources Associate 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Information 

Te Associate of Science (AS) in Human Resources Associate degree 
program is designed to prepare students for entry-level careers in the feld 
of human resource management while simultaneously priming students 
for success as they continue their education at a baccalaureate institution� 
Tis degree ofers an introduction to Human Resources (HR) theory and 
concepts along with practical skills necessary to enhance professional 
performance within HR management roles� Students will experience 
an application-oriented, real-world focused education through a degree 
program that provides both a strong foundational business core along with 
a general education curriculum designed to support student academic and 
professional success� For assistance in program planning, or to explore 
additional transfer options, students should schedule a time to meet with 
an academic advisor� Tis degree may transfer in part or in its entirety to 
baccalaureate institutions� Students should meet with a representative of 
the transfer institution when planning their program� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Realize the role that the department of human resources plays within 
the business environment; 

2� Incorporate appropriate human relations concepts and applications 
in situations requiring decision making; 

3� Diferentiate among interrelationships amid human resources activi-
ties and programs across functional areas; 

4� Apply human resources employment law and regulations utilizing 
appropriate judgment to the circumstances; 

5� Facilitate project completion through the operation of human re-
sources industry-related technology systems; 

6� Function efectively in a diverse, global business community; 
7� Use critical thinking skills to analyze and solve business problems; 

and 
8� Demonstrate efective business communication skills� 

Developmental Courses 

Program Requirements ��������������������� 30 
General Education/MnTC ��������������� 30 
Total Credits ������������������������������������ 60 

Related Program Information 

Many colleges require a 2�5 GPA or higher for admission� 

Program Requirements: 30 credits 

¨ BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1135t Payroll Accounting ������������������������������������������������ 2 
¨ BUS 2010 Introduction to Human Resources ������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 2015 Benefts and Compensation ����������������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 2020 Employee Training and Development �������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 2025 Labor Relations ������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ BUS 2030 Human Resource Information Systems ������������������ 2 
¨ BUS 2125 Financial Accounting ��������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BUS 2217 Employment Law for Business ������������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 2244 Principles of Management ������������������������������������� 4 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits 

Complete at least 30 general education credits from the Minnesota Trans-
fer Curriculum (MnTC), including the required courses listed� You must 
complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areas� One course may 
satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted 
only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������� 4 
¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Science (one course with lab required) 
¨  4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 

¨ MATH 1114t������������������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ MATH 1200t������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 
¨ ECON 2205 ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ECON 2206 ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, math-
ematics, or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward 
this degree� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all Program and General 

Education/MnTC requirements� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

Metropolitan State University 
B.S. Degree Program - Business Administration 
Transfer Guide for Selected course requirements� 

Metro State Foundation Courses .............................Anoka-Ramsey 
MATH 1115: College Algebra I��������������������������������������MATH 1200 
STAT 202: Statistics I �����������������������������������������������������MATH 1114 
ACCT 210: Financial Accounting ��������������������������������������� BUS 2125 
ECON 201: Macroeconomics ����������������������������������������� ECON 2205 
ECON 202: Microeconomics ����������������������������������������� ECON 2206 
MIS 100: Fundamentals of IT in Organizations ������������������ BUS 1112 

Metro State Business Core Courses..........................Anoka-Ramsey 
MGMT 310: Management Principles and Practices ������������ BUS 2244 
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Integrative Health & Healing 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Information 

Te emerging feld of Integrative Health and Healing (IHH) has captured 
the interest of healthcare providers, practitioners, and consumers� Tis 
program is designed for students, practitioners, and learners seeking to 
understand the exciting, new feld of Integrative Health and Healing� For 
assistance in program planning, or to explore additional transfer options, 
students should schedule a time to meet with an academic advisor� Te 
Associate of Science (AS) in Integrative Health and Healing degree  pro-
gram may transfer in part or in its entirety to baccalaureate institutions� 
Students should meet with a representative of the transfer institution when 
planning their program� Graduates from this program will want to further 
their education by transferring this degree to earn a baccalaureate degree 
and then a master’s degree in order to successfully practice in the feld of 
Complementary Alternative Medicine� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Demonstrate profciency in oral and written communication, inter-
personal skills, critical thinking and problem-solving skills; 

2� Evaluate the fundamental principles of integrative health and heal-
ing, trends in holistic health, and the complexities of this emerging 
feld; 

3� Demonstrate an understanding of the interconnectedness of mind, 
body and spirit of the human system; 

4� Describe holistic healing philosophies and healing through social, 
cultural, environmental and global perspectives of healing; 

5� Evaluate the role of healing strategies for self-care as well as strategies 
in the healthcare system; 

6� Describe ethical responsibilities in the practice of holistic healing; 
7� Identify current scientifc literature to support the emerging feld of 

Integrative Health and Healing; and 
8� Create and participate in a comprehensive internship project in 

which to apply classroom knowledge to workplace experience� 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, math-
ematics, or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward 
this degree� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all Program and General 

Education/MnTC Requirements� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

Program Requirements ��������������������� 30 
General Education/MnTC ��������������� 30 
Total Credits ������������������������������������ 60 

Related Program Information 

Many colleges require a 2�5 GPA or higher for admission� 

Program Requirements: 30 credits 

¨ IHH 1100* Introduction to Holistic Healing ��������������������������� 3 
¨ IHH 1102 Energy Healing ������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ IHH 1103 Movement and Body Manipulation Terapies ������� 3 
¨ IHH 2100 Holistic Healing Systems ��������������������������������������� 3 
¨ IHH 2101 Mind/Body Connections ��������������������������������������� 3 
¨ IHH 2102 Food as Medicine/Biologically Based Terapies ������ 3 
¨ IHH 2103 Spirituality and Healing ����������������������������������������� 3 
¨ IHH 2105** Basics in Business and Ethics for the Holistic 

Practitioner ����������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ IHH 2297^ Internship �������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
*Introduction to Holistic Healing is strongly recommended as a frst course or 
concurrently with other courses. 

Electives: Choose from the following for a minimum of 3 credits: 
¨ HCCC 1000 Introduction to Healthcare Careers ������������������������ 3 
¨ IHH 1110 Aromatherapy �������������������������������������������������������� 2 
¨ IHH 2104 Health and Wellness Coaching Skills ��������������������� 2 
¨ IHH 2106** Introduction to Qigong ����������������������������������������� 3 
¨ IHH 2107** Healing Touch ������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ Select any HPER course ���������������������������������������������������������������� 1-3 
**Please note courses are ofered every other year. Please see college catalog 
appendix for specifc semester and year ofered. 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits 

Complete a minimum of 30 credits from the Minnesota Transfer Curricu-
lum (MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete at least one 
course in six of the ten goal areas� One course may satisfy more than one 
goal area, but the course credits may be counted only once� 

¨ 1� Communication 
¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR CMST 2220 ��������������� 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Science 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 
¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 
¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 

¨ PSYC 1110 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 
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Integrative Health & Healing 

Program Sequence: 
Te sequence that follows is suggested for full time students� Part time 
students will need more time to complete this program� Most program 
courses are ofered online or in the evening� 

1st
 Y

EA
R

Fall Semester 
IHH 1100................................3 
IHH 1102................................3 
IHH 1103................................3 
GenEd or IHH Elective ... 6-7 
TOTAL ............................15-16 

Spring Semester 
IHH Elective or GenEd ...3-4 
IHH 2102................................3 
ENGL 1120/1121 ...................4 
PSYC 1110 .............................4 
TOTAL ............................14-15 

2 n
d
 Y

EA
R 

Fall Semester 
CMST 1110/2215/2220.........3 
GenEd ..................................5 
IHH 2100 ...............................3 
IHH 2105................................3 
TOTAL ................................. 14 

Spring Semester 
IHH 2101................................3 
IHH 2103................................3 
IHH 2297 ...............................3 
GenEd ..................................7 
TOTAL ................................. 16 
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Nursing MANE 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Information 

Anoka-Ramsey Community College is a member of the Minnesota Alli-
ance for Nursing Education (MANE), an alliance of Minnesota nursing 
programs dedicated to increasing the educational capacity for baccalaure-
ate education� Te MANE program is a shared, concept-based baccalaure-
ate curriculum, based on a set of core competencies, intended to prepare 
graduates to provide care to individuals, families, and communities in 
health promotion, acute or chronic illness, and at the end of life� Tis 
shared curriculum provides a seamless transition from associate to bac-
calaureate nursing education� 

Te program is designed as four years of full-time study, with the frst two 
semesters devoted to prerequisite/preparatory courses required for admis-
sion to the nursing program� Successful completion of fve semesters leads 
to the option for an Associate of Science Degree in Nursing ofered by 
Anoka-Ramsey Community College and eligibility to take the NCLEX-
RN licensure examination� Te MANE curriculum continues for three ad-
ditional semesters leading to a Bachelor of Science degree with a major in 
Nursing (BSN) ofered by a partner school� It is intended that all courses 
will be ofered at Anoka-Ramsey Community College Campus� For ad-
ditional information about the Nursing Program, visit: 
http://www�anokaramsey�edu/academics/degrees-diplomas-certifcates/ 
two-year-degrees/associate-of-science-degrees/nursing/� 

Program Goals 

Upon completion of the Associate of Science Degree (MANE) Program’s 5 
semesters, students will have met the following learning outcomes:  

1� Demonstrate refection, self-analysis, self-care, and lifelong learning 
into nursing practice; 

2� Apply leadership skills to enhance quality nursing care and improve 
health outcomes; 

3� Utilize best available evidence and informatics to guide decision 
making; 

4� Incorporate ethical practice and research within the nursing disci-
pline and organizational environments;  

5� Collaborate with inter-professional teams to provide holistic nursing 
care; 

6� Adapt communication strategies to efectively respond to a variety of 
health care situations; and 

7� Practice holistic, evidence-based nursing care including diverse and 
underserved individuals, families, and communities� 

Program Admission 

Acceptance to the program allows for dual admission to Anoka-Ramsey 
Communtiy College and a MANE baccalaureate partner culminating in a 
baccalaureate degree� To apply for the Nursing program, submit the Ap-
plication for the Nursing Program to the Records Ofce� See the Nursing 
website or an academic advisor for specifc Nursing program admission 
criteria� 

Related Program Requirements 

Clinical facilities require students to maintain specifc requirements to en-
sure student and patient health and safety� Proof that these requirements 
are met must be furnished by the student� 

Program Requirements ��������������������� 35 
General Education/MnTC ��������������� 40 
Total Credits ������������������������������������ 75 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 75 semester credits numbered 1000 or above� 
• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 

numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 
• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in all 

MnTC courses� 
• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C and an evaluation of “safe” in clinical prac-

tice must be earned in all program and General Education/MnTC 
requirements� 

• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

Choose one of the following two options: 

Program Requirements - Traditional: 35 credits 

¨ NURS 2700t Health Promotion and the Role of the Professional   
Nurse 
—Teory (4), Lab (2), Clinical (3) ������������������������ 9 

¨ NURS 2750t Nutrition and the Role of the Professional Nurse  �� 2 
¨ NURS 2800t Chronic and Palliative Care 

—Teory (3), Clinical (3), Lab (1) ������������������������ 7 
¨ NURS 2820t Pharmacology and the Role of the Professional 

Nurse �������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ NURS 2850t Applied Pathophysiology for Nursing I ������������������ 2 
¨ NURS 2900t Acute and Complex Care 

—Teory (3), Clinical (3), Lab (1) ������������������������ 7 
¨ NURS 2920t Applied Pathophysiology for Nursing  II ���������������� 2 
¨ NURS 2950t Nursing Leadership I —Teory (2), Clinical (1) ���� 3 

Program Requirements - LPN Option: 35 credits 

¨ LPN Advanced Standing credits  ������������������������������������������������������ 5 
¨ NURS 2720t Transition to the Role of the Professional Nurse 

—Teory (3), Clinical (1) ������������������������������������� 4 
¨ NURS 2750t Nutrition and the Role of the Professional Nurse  �� 2 
¨ NURS 2800t Chronic and Palliative Care 

—Teory (3), Clinical (3), Lab (1) ������������������������ 7 
¨ NURS 2820t Pharmacology and the Role of the Professional 

Nurse �������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ NURS 2850t Applied Pathophysiology for Nursing I ������������������ 2 
¨ NURS 2900t Acute and Complex Care 

—Teory (3), Clinical (3), Lab (1) ������������������������ 7 
¨ NURS 2920t Applied Pathophysiology for Nursing II ����������������  2 
¨ NURS 2950t Nursing Leadership I —Teory (2), Clinical (1) ���� 3 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 40 credits 

Complete a minimum of 40 credits from the Minnesota Transfer Curricu-
lum (MnTC), including the following: 
¨ BIOL 1106**  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ BIOL 2113t  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ BIOL 2114t  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ BIOL 2201t  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
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Nursing MANE 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

¨ CHEM 1050t  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ CMST 1110 OR CMST 2210 OR CMST 2220 ����������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ��������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ PHIL 1110 OR PHIL 1200 ������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ PSYC 1110  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ PSYC 2235t  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ SOC 1111 OR ANTH 2201 ����������������������������������������������������������� 3 

**BIOL 1106 as needed for prerequisite for BIOL 2113 and BIOL 2201� 
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Pharmacy Technician 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Information 

Pharmacy technicians help licensed pharmacists prepare prescription 
medications, provide customer service, and perform administrative duties 
within a pharmacy setting� Pharmacy technicians generally are responsible 
for receiving prescription requests, counting tablets, and labeling bottles� 
Tey may perform administrative functions such as answering phones, 
stocking shelves, and operating cash registers� Te Associate of Science 
(AS) in Pharmacy Technician degree program is designed for employment 
and for transfer to bachelor's degree in Healthcare Leadership and Ad-
ministration� It will transfer in its entirety to Winona State University� It 
may transfer in part or in its entirety to other baccalaureate institutions� 
Students should meet with a representative of the transfer institution or 
obtain a current catalog from the transfer institution when planning their 
program� For consideration into the  Pharm-D prerequisite rotation at the 
University of Minnesota, students must complete additional courses in ad-
dition to the AS degree� For assistance in program planning, or to explore 
additional transfer options, students should schedule a time to meet with 
an academic advisor� 

Program Goals 

1� Evaluate the principles, complexities, and trends in the pharmacy in-
dustry as it relates to the technician; 

2� Describe ethical responsibilities as it relates to the pharmaceutical 
industry; 

3� Demonstrate communication skills associated with customer service 
in a multicultural society; 

4� Perform all procedures skillfully and safely; 
5� Demonstrate knowledge of the normal structure and function of the 

human body, and understand the physiological efects of disease and 
injury; 

6� Properly calculate medical mathematical equations; 
7� Demonstrate understanding of his/her professional role as a Phar-

macy Technician; and 
8� Use critical thinking and efective communication skills to analyze 

and solve patient issues� 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, math-
ematics, or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward 
this degree� 

Admission Requirements 

All Pharmacy Technician program requirements are ofered at the Cam-
bridge Campus� Related Program Requirements: Clinical facilities require 
students to maintain specifc requirements to ensure personal and patient 
health and safety�  Proof that these requirements are met must be furnished 
by the student� (See Pharmacy Technician Student Handbook)� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• All PHAR courses must be completed at ARCC or have been ap-

proved for credit for prior learning� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without no-

tice� 

Program Requirements ��������������������� 30 
General Education/MnTC ��������������� 30 
Total Credits ������������������������������������ 60 

Program Requirements: 30 credits 

¨ BIOL 1106 Principles of Biology I �������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BIOL 2201t Microbiology ��������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ ENGL 1120t	Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading 

OR 
¨ ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading �������������������� 4 
¨ PHAR 1100 Introduction to Pharmaceuticals Lec/Lab �������������� 2 
¨ PHAR 2100t Pharmacy Communications Lec/Lab ��������������������� 2 
¨ PHAR 2110t Pharmacy Medications Lab ������������������������������������ 2 
¨ PHAR 2120t Drug Use and Reactions Lec/Lab ��������������������������� 2 
¨ PHAR 2130t Pharmacy Administration and Medical Billing Lab 2 
¨ PHAR 2297^ Pharmacy Technician Internship  ��������������������������� 5 
¨ PHIL 1200 Medical Ethics ������������������������������������������������������� 3 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits 

Complete at least 30 general education credits from the Minnesota Trans-
fer Curriculum (MnTC), including the required courses listed� You must 
complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areas� One course may 
satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted 
only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 2241t OR ENGL 2261t ������������������������������������� 3 
¨ 2� Critical Tinking 

¨ CHEM 1061t ������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ 3� Natural Science 

¨ BIOL 2113t  �������������������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BIOL 2114t ��������������������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BIOL 2202t OR BIOL 2208t ���������������������������������������� 4 

¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 
¨ MATH 1114t������������������������������������������������������������������� 4 

¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 
¨ PSYC 1110 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 

¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 

¨ CMST 2220 ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 

Program Sequence: 
Te sequence that follows is suggested for full-time students� Part-time 
students will need more time to complete this program; many courses are 

1st
 Y

EA
R 

ofered in the evening� 
Fall Semester 

BIOL 1106.................................... 4 
ENGL 1120/1121......................... 4 
MATH 1114.................................. 4 
PHAR 1100 .................................. 2 
PHAR 2100 .................................. 2 
TOTAL .........................................16 

2 n
d
 Y

EA
R 

Fall Semester 
BIOL 2113...................................4 
CHEM 1061................................4 
ENGL 2241 OR 2261...........................3 
PHAR 2130 .................................2 
PHIL 1200 ...................................3 
TOTAL ....................................... 16 

Spring Semester 
BIOL 2201...................................4 
CMST 2220.................................3 
PHAR 2110 .................................2 
PHAR 2120 .................................2 
PSYC 1110..................................4 
TOTAL ....................................... 15 

Spring Semester 
BIOL 2114................................... 4 
BIOL 2202 OR 2208 .......................... 4 
PHAR 2297 ................................. 5 

TOTAL ........................................13 
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Sales Management 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Information 

Te Associate of Science (AS) in Sales Management degree program is de-
signed to prepare students for entry-level careers in the feld while simul-
taneously priming students for success as they continue their education� 
Tis degree ofers an introduction to sales theory and concepts along with 
practical skills necessary to enhance professional performance within sales 
management roles� Students will experience an application-oriented, real-
world focused education through a degree program that provides both a 
strong foundational business core along with a general education curricu-
lum designed to support student academic and professional success� For 
assistance in program planning, or to explore additional transfer options, 
students should schedule a time to meet with an academic advisor� Tis 
degree may transfer in part or in its entirety to baccalaureate institutions� 
Students should meet with a representative of the transfer institution when 
planning their program� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Understand the elements of sales in a global environment; 
2� Use critical thinking skills to analyze and solve business problems; 
3� Demonstrate efective interpersonal skills and professional attitudes; 
4� Demonstrate efective business communication skills; 
5� Explain the importance of customers and be able to identify their 

needs; 
6� Identify the various sales management positions and the roles each 

one plays in the success of a business; and 
7� Discuss the associated ethical and legal issues within business and 

industry� 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, math-
ematics, or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward 
this degree� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 

Program Requirements ��������������������� 30 
General Education/MnTC ��������������� 30 
Total Credits ������������������������������������ 60 

Program Requirements: 30 credits 

¨ BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ����������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1122 Business Ethics and Social Issues ���������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1124 PowerPoint and Web Conferencing ����������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1145 Customer Service ��������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1149 Professional Selling ������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ BUS 2125 Financial Accounting  �������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BUS 2142 Principles of Marketing  ����������������������������������������� 4 
Metropolitan State University course taught online: 
¨ MKTG 435t* Sales and Sales Management ������������������������������������ 4 
*Tis course subject to Metropolitan State University tuition rate. 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits 

Complete at least 30 general education credits from the Minnesota Trans-
fer Curriculum (MnTC), including the required courses listed� You must 
complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areas� One course may 
satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted 
only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t  ������������������������������������ 4 
¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Science (one course must include a lab) 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 

¨ MATH 1114t������������������������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ MATH 1200t������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 
¨ ECON 2205 ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ ECON 2206 ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts 
¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 

Metro State Foundation Courses ........................... Anoka-Ramsey 
MATH 1115: College Algebra I������������������������������������ MATH 1200 
STAT 202: Statistics I ��������������������������������������������������� MATH 1114 
ACCT 210: Financial Accounting ��������������������������������������BUS 2125 
ECON 201: Macroeconomics ��������������������������������������� ECON 2205 
ECON 202: Microeconomics ��������������������������������������� ECON 2206 
MIS 100: Fundamentals of IT in Organizations �����������������BUS 1112 
Metro State Business Core Courses........................ Anoka-Ramsey 
MKTG 300: Marketing Principles �������������������������������������BUS 2142 

Metropolitan State University 
B.S. Degree Program - Business Administration 
Transfer Guide for Selected course requirements� 
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Required Courses: 60 Total Credits 

2016 2017 

Arts, Communications and Information Systems 
Associate of Science Degree 

2020 2021 

Special Education Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

Program Description 

A member of Minnesota State 

Te Special Education Transfer Pathway Associate of Science (AS) degree 
program ofers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete 
an Associate of Science degree with course credits that directly transfer 
to designated Special Education bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota 
State universities� Te curriculum has been specifcally designed so that 
students completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the fve 
Minnesota State universities enter the university with junior-year status� 
All courses in the Transfer Pathway associate degree will directly transfer 
and apply to the designated bachelor’s degree programs in a related feld� 

Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees 

• Minnesota State University, Mankato: ABS Special Education 
• Minnesota State University, Moorhead 
• Southwest Minnesota State University: Special Education BS 
• St� Cloud State University: Special Education (ABS Licensure) BS 
• Winona State University 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Develop and utilize processes to identify the special needs, strengths, 
and experiences of exceptional learners in each of the thirteen dis-
ability categories; 

2� Develop and demonstrate competence in how special education 
mandated practices function through collaborative practices with 
other system components within a single-education system; 

3� Demonstrate competence and understanding in analyzing principles 
related to legal aspects, ethics, and standards of professional practices; 

4� Understand and be familiar with how gender, familial background, 
socioeconomic status, race, culture, existing or potential medical as-
pects of a learner, and linguistic diversity can impact a learner’s dis-
ability; 

5� Understand and demonstrate competence in student referral pro-
cedures and assessment practices in designing Individual Education 
Programs (IEP process); and 

6� Demonstrate competence using educational technology� 

¨ EDUC 2001 Foundations of Education �������������������������������������� 4 
¨ EDUC 2031 Introduction to Special Education ������������������������� 4 
¨ EDUC 2050 Human Relations and Multicultural Education ����� 3 
¨ EDUC 2060 Educational Technology ����������������������������������������� 3 
¨ EDUC 2215t Child and Adolescent Development ����������������������� 3 
¨ PSYC 2265t	 Educational Psychology ����������������������������������������� 3 

Complete at least 40 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Cur-
riculum (MnTC), including all courses listed� You must complete all ten 
goal areas and maintain a cumulative 2�0 GPA for the entire MnTC� One 
course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be 
counted only once� 
¨ 1� Communication 

¨ ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ������������������������������������� 4 
¨ CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 ������������������������������������������ 3 

¨ 2� Critical Tinking 
¨ 3� Natural Science (two courses required; one from each of two 

departments; one must include a lab) 
¨ 4� Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 

(MATH 1121t is recommended) 
¨ 5� History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 

¨ PSYC 1110 ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 
AND one course from one of the two following categories: 

¨ A� Economics/Geography 
¨ C� History/Political Science 

¨ 6� Humanities/Fine Arts (2 courses required; one from each of the two 
following categories) 
¨ A� Literature 
¨ B� Humanities/Philosophy 
¨ C� Art/Music/Teatre 

¨ 7� Human Diversity 
¨ 8� Global Perspective 
¨ 9� Ethical/Civic Responsibility 
¨ 10� People and the Environment 

¨ HPER 1102  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 3 

Pathway Plan 

Te following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time students� 
Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathway� For 
assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appoint-
ment with an academic advisor� See also the college catalog Appendix for 
course ofering information� 

t Course has prerequisite - see course schedule or catalog description. 
^ Course requires Instructor permission. 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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Special Education Transfer Pathway 
Associate of Science (AS) Degree 

(continued) 

Semester One (15-17 Credits) 
¨ EDUC 2001 Foundations of Education �������������������������������������� 4 
¨ ENGL 1120t	Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading 

OR 
¨ ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading �������������������� 4 
¨ PSYC 1110 General Psychology ������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ General Ed/MnTC (Goal 4) ��������������������������������������������������������� 3-5 

Semester Two (14-17 Credits) 
¨ CMST 1110	 Introduction to Communication 

OR 
¨ CMST 2215 Public Speaking ����������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ EDUC 2031 Introduction to Special Education ������������������������� 4 
¨ EDUC 2215t Child and Adolescent Development ����������������������� 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC (Goal 6) ��������������������������������������������������������� 1-3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC/Electives ��������������������������������������������������������� 3-4 

Semester Three (15-18 Credits) 
¨ EDUC 2050 Human Relations and Multicultural Education ����� 3 
¨ PSYC 2265t	 Educational Psychology ����������������������������������������� 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC with lab (Goal 3) �������������������������������������������� 3-4 
¨ General Ed/MnTC (Goal 5) ��������������������������������������������������������� 3-4 
¨ General Ed/MnTC/Electives ��������������������������������������������������������� 3-4 

Semester Four (13-17 Credits) 
¨ EDUC 2060 Educational Technology ����������������������������������������� 3 
¨ HPER 1102 Drugs, Alcohol, and Tobacco ��������������������������������� 3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC (Goal 3) ��������������������������������������������������������� 3-4 
¨ General Ed/MnTC (Goal 6) ��������������������������������������������������������� 1-3 
¨ General Ed/MnTC/Electives ��������������������������������������������������������� 3-4 

Degree Specifics 

• A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in 
courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of Eng-
lish, mathematics, or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will 
not apply toward this degree� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require-

ments� 
• Completion of specifc degree requirements� 
• Complete Basic Skills Licensure exams� 
• Complete required feld work hours� 
• Demonstrate expected standards in professional disposition� 
• Each state university has specifc Special Education program re-

quirements for completion� Please consult with an academic advisor 
about requirements at receiving institutions� 

• To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduate� 
• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 

notice� 
t Course has prerequisite - see course schedule or catalog description. 
^ Course requires Instructor permission. 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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Administrative Specialist 
Certifcate 

Program Information 

Business certifcates focus on the development of job- or career-specifc 
skills in a short-term, concentrated format� Te Administrative Specialist 
certifcate program is earned after completing 18 credits� Many courses 
may apply toward Associate of Science (AS) and Associate of Applied Sci-
ence (AAS) degrees� For additional information about our business pro-
grams, please schedule a meeting with an academic advisor� 

Program Goals 

By completing this certifcate, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Apply ofce and business procedures to efectively manage an ofce 
environment, employees, and systems; 

2� Use appropriate technology to accurately and efciently prepare busi-
ness documents; and 

3� Express ideas, information, proposals, and reactions clearly and pro-
fessionally in written and spoken form� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above must be completed at ARCC� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• All computer courses must be completed within the last four years� 

Students may petition to extend the window beyond the four years� 
• All courses requirements must be complete before a certifcate will be 

awarded� 
• Students must complete a Certifcate Application� Certifcate Applica-

tions are available online, in the Ofce of Records & Registration, 
and in the Advising Center� Submit a completed form to the Ofce of 
Records & Registration� 

• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 
notice� 

Program Requirements ��������������������� 18 
Total Credits ������������������������������������ 18 

Program Requirements: 18 credits 

¨ BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ����������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1104 Written Business Communications ������������������������ 3 
¨ BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1154* Advanced Keyboarding ������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ BUS 1155** Word Processing Using Microsoft Word ���������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1174 Ofce Systems ������������������������������������������������������� 3 

*Recommended 40 WPM keying skill or BUS 1153 Beginning 
Keyboarding 
**Recommended pre-course: BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and 
Applications 

Program Sequence: 
Te sequence that follows is suggested for full time students� Part time students may 
need more time to complete this program; many courses are ofered in the evening� 

1st
 Y

EA
R

Fall Semester 

BUS 1103 or 1174* .......... 3 
BUS 1104 ........................ 3 
BUS 1112 ......................... 3 
TOTAL ............................. 9 

Spring Semester 

BUS 1154** ..................... 3 
BUS 1155......................... 3 
TOTAL .............................6 

2 n
d
 Y

EA
R 

Fall Semester 

BUS 1103 or 1174* .......... 3 
TOTAL .............................3 * offered odd years fall only 

** offered every year spring 
only 
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Program Information Developmental Courses 

2020 2021 

Alcohol & Drug Counseling 
Certifcate 

Program Requirements �����������������25 
Wellness Requirement ������������������ ��3 
Total Credits ��������������������������������28 

Te Alcohol and Drug Counseling certifcate program is designed for stu-
dents interested in the feld of alcohol and drug counseling� Te program 
prepares graduates for the written test and oral examination which are 
required for Minnesota state licensure� Earning the 28-credit certifcate 
may be stacked to an Associate of Science (AS) degree in Alcohol and Drug 
Counseling Studies, allowing the student to practice under a temporary 
ADC licensure en route to earning a Bachelor’s degree within fve years� 
(NOTE: the written test and case review must be satisfed as defned by 
the Minnesota Board of Behavioral Health and Terapy)� Te certifcate 
may also be added to a Bachelor’s degree, thereby allowing the gradu-
ate to practice upon successful completion of the state licensure exam� 

Program Goals 

Upon completion of the Alcohol and Drug Counseling certifcate, gradu-
ates will demonstrate achievement of program outcomes by being able to: 

1� Apply and demonstrate competency of counseling services to people 
with substance abuse disorders, as defned by the 12 core functions; 

2� Apply the established diagnostic criteria for substance use disorder 
and describe treatment modalities and placement criteria within the 
continuum of care; 

3� Apply a variety of models and theories of addiction and other prob-
lems related to substance abuse; 

4� Demonstrate clinical writing skills for professional documentation; 
5� Apply laws, rules, and ethical guidelines related to the State of Min-

nesota and the addiction counseling profession; and 
6� Execute two practica (internships) over two academic semesters per-

forming the 12 core functions for a total of 880 hours in clinical practice� 

Program Admission & Related Requirements 

Program admission requires completion of Alcohol and Drug Counsel-
ing Orientation� Clinical/practicum facilities require students to maintain 
specifc requirements to ensure student and client health and safety� Proof 
that these requirements are met must be furnished by the student and 
include but are not limited to: 
• A recent physical examination including current immunity titers and 

a current negative Tuberculosis (TB) screening� 
• Current certifcation in American Heart Association: BLS Healthcare 

Provider is required for all Clinical/Practicum courses� 
• A cleared Background Study is required from the State of Minnesota� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• All ADCS courses must be completed at ARCC or have been ap-

proved for credit for prior learning� 
• Students must complete a Certifcate Application� Certifcate Applica-

tions are available online, in the Ofce of Records & Registration, 
and in the Advising Center� Submit a completed form to the Ofce of 
Records & Registration� 

• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 
notice� 

Successful entry into this program requires a specifc level of skill in the 
areas of English and Reading� Admission requires an ability to do college 
level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment require-
ments for ENGL 1121� 

Program Requirements: 25 credits 

¨ ADCS 1110t Pharmacology for Substance Use Disorder ������������� 3 
¨ ADCS 1120t Substance Use Disorder Assessment ����������������������� 4 
¨ ADCS 1200t Substance Use Disorder Counseling ����������������������� 4 
¨ ADCS 1210t Substance Use Disorder Case Management ������������ 4 
¨ ADCS 2297t Substance Use Disorder Counseling Practicum I� ��� 5 
¨ ADCS 2298t Substance Use Disorder Counseling Practicum II �� 5 

Wellness Requirement: 3 credits 

¨ HPER 1102 Drugs, Alcohol, and Tobacco ��������������������������������� 3 

Program note: A Bachelor’s degree from an accredited school or edu-
cational program is required for licensure� Eighteen semester credits of 
alcohol and drug counseling academic course work; 880 clock hours of 
supervised alcohol and drug counseling practicum, and written examina-
tion that demonstrates competence in the core functions must also be 
successfully completed for licensure� 

Program Sequence: 
Te sequence that follows is suggested for full time students� Part time students will 
need more time to complete this program; many courses are ofered in the evening� 

1st
 Y

EA
R

Fall Semester 

ADCS 1110..................... 3 
ADCS 1120..................... 4 
HPER 1102...................... 3 
TOTAL ........................... 10 

Spring Semester 
ADCS 1200 .................... 4 
ADCS 1210 .................... 4 
TOTAL ............................  8 

2 n
d
 Y

EA
R 

Fall Semester 

ADCS 2297.................... 5 
TOTAL ............................. 5 

Spring Semester 
ADCS 2298.................... 5 
TOTAL .............................5 

t Course has prerequisite - see course schedule or catalog description. 
^ Course requires Instructor permission. 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� A member of Minnesota State 
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Program Requirements ��������������������� 10 
Total Credits ������������������������������������ 10 

2020 2021 

Athletic Coaching 
Certifcate 

Program Information Program Requirements: 10 credits 

Te Athletic Coaching certifcate program will enable students to focus 
studies on athletic coaching-related issues and interests� Te program’s 
interdisciplinary emphasis will address a variety of coaching topics and 
perspectives, and will allow students to begin to develop an understanding 
of sport management issues� Te program will meet the Minnesota High 
School League’s criteria to coach a varsity sport in lieu of an education 
degree� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Incorporate critical refection skills using evidence-based sport man-
agement resources; 

2� Customize communication to meet the needs of varied audiences; 
and 

3� Defne physiological principles essential to athletic coaching� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• All program requirements must be completed at ARCC� 
• All courses requirements must be complete before a certifcate will be 

awarded� 
• Students must complete a Certifcate Application� Certifcate Applica-

tions are available online, in the Ofce of Records & Registration, 
and in the Advising Center� Submit a completed form to the Ofce of 
Records & Registration� 

• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 
notice� 

¨ HPER 1103 First Aid and CPR  ������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ HPER 2205 Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries ���������������� 2                                                         
¨ HPER 2240 Coaching and Ofciating Teory ��������������������������� 3 
¨ HPER 2297*^ Field Experience and Seminar in Athletic 

Coaching ��������������������������������������������������������������� 2 

*It is recommended that HPER 1103, HPER 2205, and HPER 2240 be 
completed or concurrently enrolled in prior to taking HPER 2297� 

1st
 Y

EA
R 

Program Sequence 

Fall Semester Spring Semester 

HPER 1103...................... 3 HPER 2240 ..................... 3 
HPER 2205 ..................... 2 HPER 2297 ..................... 2 
TOTAL .............................5 TOTAL .............................5 
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2020 2021 
Program Requirements ��������������������� 16 Biomedical Core Total Credits ������������������������������������ 16 

Certifcate 

Program Information Program Requirements: 16 credits 

Te Biomedical (BMED) Core certifcate program is designed for stu-
dents with strong transferrable work experience and/or previous academic 
coursework in the biomedical industry� Te Biomedical Core certifcate 
complements previous work to prepare students for transition into posi-
tions in the biomedical device industry� Graduates will work in manu-
facturing, product development and quality assurance� Classes include 
specifc biomedical course work in good manufacturing practices (GMP), 
ISO 13485 and 9001� Most classes are ofered in the evening and will be 
delivered as either face-to-face, hybrid or fully online� For additional infor-
mation about our biomedical programs, visit our website at: http://www� 
anokaramsey�edu/academics/departments-faculty/bmed/� 

Program Goals 

By completing this certifcate, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Demonstrate an understanding of trends, size, and scope of the med-
ical device industry; 

2� Demonstrate an understanding of the processes involved in the de-
sign, development and manufacture of medical devices; 

3� Demonstrate knowledge of various regulations and agencies involved 
in regulatory processes specifc to the medical device industry; and 

4� Demonstrate application of classroom knowledge to industry feld 
experience� 

General Information 

College-level competence in English, writing, mathematics, and computer 
competency should be acquired before entering the BMED programs� All 
BMED program requirements are ofered at the Coon Rapids Campus� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above must be completed at ARCC� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require-
ments� 

• All program requirements must be completed at ARCC� 
• All courses requirements must be complete before a certifcate will 

be awarded� 
• Students must complete a Certifcate Application� Certifcate Appli-

cations are available online, in the Ofce of Records & Registration, 
and in the Advising Center� Submit a completed form to the Ofce 
of Records & Registration� 

• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 
notice� 

¨ BIOL 1102 Medical Terminology ��������������������������������������������� 2 
¨ BMED 1100 Introduction to Biomedical Devices and Industry �� 2 
¨ BMED 2100 Design and Manufacturing in the Medical 

Device Industry ����������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ BMED 2200 Introduction to Medical Device Regulations 

and Ethics ������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ BMED 2300 Introduction to Quality Assurance ������������������������� 3 
¨ BMED 2500 Introduction to Documentation/Confguration 

Management ��������������������������������������������������������� 3 
OR 

¨ BMED 2520t Technical Writing for Regulated Industries ������������ 3 

Program Sequence: 
Te sequence that follows is suggested for full time students� Part time students will 
need more time to complete this program; many courses are ofered in the evening� 

1st
 Y

EA
R 

Fall Semester 

BMED 1100 .................... 2 
BMED 2100 .................... 3 
BMED 2300.................... 3 
BMED 2500 or 2520 ...... 3 
TOTAL ........................8-11 

Spring Semester 

BIOL 1102....................... 2 
BMED 2200.................... 3 
BMED 2500 or 2520 ...... 3 
TOTAL ......................... 5-8 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
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2020 2021 

Biomedical Technology 
Certifcate 

Program Information 

Te Biomedical (BMED) Technology one-year certifcate program pre-
pares students for entry-level positions in the biomedical device and prod-
ucts industry� Graduates will work in manufacturing, product develop-
ment and testing� Many of the courses transfer to four-year institutions� 
Classes include specifc biomedical coursework, as well as writing, statis-
tics, and a feld experience with a biomedical company� For additional 
information about our biomedical programs, visit our website at: http:// 
www�anokaramsey�edu/BMED� 

Program Goals 

By completing this certifcate, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Demonstrate an understanding of trends, size, and scope of the med-
ical device industry; 

2� Demonstrate profciency in oral and written communication,  inter-
personal skills, and critical thinking/problem solving; 

3� Demonstrate an understanding of the processes involved in the de-
sign, development and manufacture of medical devices; 

4� Demonstrate knowledge of various regulations and agencies involved 
in regulatory processes specifc to the medical device industry; and 

5� Demonstrate application of classroom knowledge to industry feld 
experience� 

General Information 

College-level competence in English, writing, mathematics, and computer 
competency should be acquired before entering the BMED programs� All 
BMED program requirements are ofered at the Coon Rapids Campus� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above must be completed at ARCC� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require-
ments� 

• All program requirements must be completed at ARCC� 
• All courses requirements must be complete before a certifcate will 

be awarded� 
• Students must complete a Certifcate Application� Certifcate Appli-

cations are available online, in the Ofce of Records & Registration, 
and in the Advising Center� Submit a completed form to the Ofce 
of Records & Registration� 

• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 
notice� 

Program Requirements: 13 credits 

1st
 Y

EA
R 

Fall Semester 
BMED 1100 ...........................2 
BMED 2300...........................3 
BIOL 1104..............................4 
BMED 2100 ...........................3 
ENGL 1104 or 1120/1121..3-4 
TOTAL ............................15-16 

¨ BMED 1100 Introduction to Biomedical Devices and Industry �� 2 
¨ BMED 2100 Design and Manufacturing in the Medical 

Device Industry ����������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ BMED 2200 Introduction to Medical Device Regulations/Ethics3 
¨ BMED 2300 Introduction to Quality Assurance ������������������������� 3 
¨ BMED 2600 Fundamentals of Dimensional Metrology �������������� 2 

Additional Requirements: 6 credits 

¨ BIOL 1102 Medical Terminology ��������������������������������������������� 2 
¨ BIOL 1104 Te Human Body–Structure and Function ������������ 4 

General Education/MnTC Requirements: 10-11 credits 

¨ ENGL 1104 OR ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ��������������������� 3-4 
¨ CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR CMST 2220  ���������������������������� 3 
¨ MATH 1114 t  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������ 4 

Program Sequence: 
Te sequence that follows is suggested for full time students� Part time students will 
need more time to complete this program; many courses are ofered in the evening� 

Program Requirements ����������������� ����13 
Additional Requirements �������������� ������6 
General Education�����������������������10-11 
Total Credits��������������������������������29-30 

Spring Semester 
BIOL 1102..............................2 
BMED 2200...........................3 
BMED 2600...........................2 
MATH 1114 ............................4 
CMST 1110, 2215, or 2220 ...3 
TOTAL ................................. 14 

http://www.anokaramsey.edu/
http://www.anokaramsey.edu/BMED
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2020 2021 

Business Communication 
Certifcate 

Program Information 

Business certifcates focus on the development of job- or career-specifc 
skills in a short-term, concentrated format� Te Business Communica-
tion certifcate program strengthens written, verbal, and interpersonal 
communication skills used in the business environment� It is intended 
for students seeking to improve communication abilities before entering 
the workforce, returning to the workplace, or those interested in pursuing 
career growth opportunities� Tis certifcate is earned after completing 10 
credits� Courses may apply toward the Business Transfer Pathway Associ-
ate of Science (AS) degree and Business: Ofce Technology Associate of 
Applied Science (AAS) degree� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Exhibit interpersonal skills and professionalism when working with 
company stakeholders; and 

2� Express ideas, information, proposals, and reactions clearly and pro-
fessionally in written and spoken form� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• All program requirements must be completed at ARCC� 
• Courses must be completed within four years� Students may petition 

to extend the window beyond the four years� 
• All course requirements must be complete before a certifcate will be 

awarded� 
• Students must complete a Certifcate Application� Certifcate Applica-

tions are available online, in the Ofce of Records & Registration, 
and in the Advising Center� Submit a complete form to the Ofce of 
Records & Registration� 

• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 
notice� 

Program Requirements �����������������10 
Total Credits ��������������������������������10 

Program Requirements: 10 credits 

¨ BUS 1102 Business Writing Essentials ������������������������������������ 1 
¨ BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ����������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1104 Written Business Communications �����������������������  3 
¨ BUS 1124 PowerPoint and Web Conferencing ����������������������� 3 

Program Sequence: 
Te sequence that follows is suggested for full time students� Part time students may need more 

time to complete this program; many courses are ofered in the evening or online� 

Fall Semester Spring Semester 

BUS 1102 ........................ 1 BUS 1103 ........................ 3 
BUS 1124......................... 3 BUS 1104 ........................ 3 
TOTAL .............................4 TOTAL .............................6 

1st
 Y

EA
R 
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Business Computer Applications 
Certifcate 

Program Information 

Business certifcates focus on the development of job- or career-specifc 
skills in a short-term, concentrated format� Te Business Computer Ap-
plications certifcate program focuses on the mastery of computer software 
programs with an emphasis on business applications� Tis certifcate is 
earned after completing 12 credits� Students can add value to their skill set 
and résumé by completing this technology-focused certifcate or updat-
ing skills by learning new versions of software� Many courses may apply 
toward the Business Transfer Pathway Associate of Science (AS) degree and 
Business: Ofce Technology Associate of Applied Science (AAS) degree� 

Program Goals 

By completing this certifcate, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Demonstrate the ability to utilize current business software programs 
and Internet technologies in the creation and distribution of business 
communications, and in the creation, analysis, and retrieval of data; 
and 

2� Use critical thinking skills to analyze and solve business problems� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• All program requirements must be completed at ARCC� 
• All computer courses must be completed within the last four years� 

Students may petition to extend the window beyond the four years� 
• All courses requirements must be complete before a certifcate will be 

awarded� 
• Students must complete a Certifcate Application� Certifcate Applica-

tions are available online, in the Ofce of Records & Registration, 
and in the Advising Center� Submit a completed form to the Ofce of 
Records & Registration� 

• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 
notice� 

Program Requirements �����������������12 
Total Credits ��������������������������������12 

Program Requirements: 12 credits 

Complete four of the six following courses: 
¨ BUS 1112* Computer Concepts and Applications ������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1119** Database Management Using Microsoft Access ������ 3 
¨ BUS 1124 PowerPoint and Web Conferencing ����������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1143** Decision Making Using Excel �������������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1155** Word Processing Using Microsoft Word  ��������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1180* Developing Web Pages ������������������������������������������� 3 

*Suggested pre-course: BUS 1153 Beginning Keyboarding 
**Suggested pre-course: BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications 

BUS 1119 and BUS 1124 ofered every year fall only 
BUS 1155 ofered every year spring only 
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Business Generalist 
Certifcate 

Program Information 

Business certifcates focus on the development of job- or career-specifc 
skills in a short-term, concentrated format� Te Business Generalist certif-
cate program is earned after completion of 16 credits� Many courses may 
apply toward Associate of Science (AS) and Associate of Applied Science 
(AAS) degrees in Business� 

Program Goals 

By completing this certifcate, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Function efectively in a diverse, global business community; 
2� Use critical thinking skills to analyze and solve business problems; 
3� Demonstrate efective interpersonal skills and professional attitudes; 

and 
4� Demonstrate efective business communication skills� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• All accounting and computer courses should be completed within the 
last seven years� 

• All courses requirements must be complete before a certifcate will be 
awarded� 

• Students must complete a Certifcate Application� Certifcate Applica-
tions are available online, in the Ofce of Records & Registration, 
and in the Advising Center� Submit a completed form to the Ofce of 
Records & Registration� 

• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 
notice� 

Program Requirements �����������������16 
Total Credits ��������������������������������16 

Program Requirements: 16 credits 

¨ BUS 1101 Introduction to Business ���������������������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ����������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1104 Written Business Communications ������������������������ 3 
¨ BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 2125 Financial Accounting ��������������������������������������������� 4 
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2020 2021 

Clinical Research Professional 
Certifcate 

Program Information 

Te Clinical Research Professional certifcate program is designed for 
students with a degree in nursing, pharmacology, or biological sciences 
who desire to move into clinical research positions in biomedical or other 
health-related companies� Graduates will work in research monitoring, 
clinical research coordination, clinical data management, and regulatory 
afairs� Classes include specifc biomedical coursework, as well as statis-
tics, pharmacology, and a feld experience with a biomedical company� 
Students who have earned a Clinical Research Professional certifcate, and 
have one year clinical experience, are eligible to take the Certifed Clinical 
Research Professional Exam through the Society of Clinical Research As-
sociates (SOCRA)� 

Program Goals 

By completing this certifcate, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Explain the steps in the research process; 
2� Describe the process for data collection and documentation; 
3� Demonstrate an understanding of applicable regulations for con-

ducting clinical trials in the US and other countries; 
4� Describe the elements of Good Manufacturing Practices (cGMP) 

and Good Clinical Practices (cGCP); and 
5� Understand and demonstrate components of clinical research pro-

tocol� 

Program Admission 

Admission to the Clinical Research Professional certifcate Program re-
quires approval of the Program Director and admission to ARCC� In ad-
dition, students must hold a completed RN (AS, AD, BSN) degree or a 
baccalaureate degree in pharmacology, biology or a related feld� Please 
request ofcial college transcripts to be sent to the Ofce of Records and 
Registration prior to meeting with the program director� 

General Information 

College-level competence in English, writing, mathematics, and computer 
competency should be acquired before entering the BMED programs� All 
BMED Program requirements are ofered at the Coon Rapids Campus� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above must be completed at ARCC� 

• A cumulative GPA of 3�0 or above is required in program and ad-
ditional requirements to complete this certifcate� 

• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all requirements� 
• All program requirements must be completed at ARCC� 
• All course requirements must be completed before a certifcate will be 

awarded� 
• Students must complete a Certifcate Application� Certifcate Applica-

tions are available online, in the Ofce of Records & Registration, 
and in the Advising Center� Submit a completed form to the Ofce of 
Records & Registration� 

• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 
notice� 

Program Requirements����������������������14 
Additional Requirements �������������� ������6 
Total Credits�������������������������������������20 

Program Requirements: 14 credits 

¨ BMED 1100 Introduction to Biomedical Devices and Industry �� 2 
¨ BMED 2100 Design and Manufacturing in the Medical 

Device Industry ����������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ BMED 2200 Introduction to Medical Device Regulations 

and Ethics ������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ BMED 2400t Introduction to Clinical Research �������������������������� 3 
¨ BMED 2520t Technical Writing for Regulated Industries ������������ 3 

Additional Requirements: 6 credits 

¨ BIOL 1102 Medical Terminology ��������������������������������������������� 2 
¨ MATH 1114t Introduction to Statistics ���������������������������������������� 4 

Program Sequence: 
Te sequence that follows is suggested for full time students� Part time students will 
need more time to complete this program; many courses are ofered in the evening� 

1st
 Y

EA
R 

Fall Semester Spring Semester 

BMED 1100 .................... 2 BIOL 1102....................... 2 
BMED 2100 .................... 3 BMED 2400.................... 3 
BMED 2200.................... 3 BMED 2520 .................... 3 
MATH 1114 ..................... 4 TOTAL .............................8 
TOTAL ........................... 12 
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-2020 2021 

Computer Network Security 
Certifcate 

Program Information 

Computer Networking certifcates focus on the development of job- or 
career-specifc skills in a short-term, concentrated format� Many courses 
may apply toward the Associate of Science (AS) degree in Computer Net-
working� For additional information, visit our website at: http://www� 
anokaramsey�edu� 

Program Goals 

By completing this certifcate, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Design and develop secure voice, video, and data networks; 
2� Implement and confgure networked devices; 
3� Demonstrate the skills necessary to administer and monitor net-

works; 
4� Exhibit mastery of problem-solving skills to troubleshoot existing 

and emerging technologies; and 
5� Function as responsible and ethical network administrators for orga-

nizations and society� 

General Information 

Due to the dynamic nature of the computer networking industry, students 
are not able to sell back CNET course materials to the bookstore� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above must be completed at ARCC� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• All program requirements must be completed at ARCC� 
• Courses must be completed within three years� Students may petition 

to extend the window beyond the three years� 
• All courses requirements must be complete before a certifcate will be 

awarded� 
• Students must complete a Certifcate Application� Certifcate Applica-

tions are available online, in the Ofce of Records & Registration, 
and in the Advising Center� Submit a completed form to the Ofce of 
Records & Registration� 

• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 
notice 

Program Requirements �����������������30 
Total Credits ��������������������������������30 

Program Requirements: 30 credits 

¨ CNET 1100 Introduction to Information Technology ��������������� 3 
¨ CNET 1105 Introduction to Cybersecurity  ������������������������������� 1 
¨ CNET 2101t Introduction to Networks �������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2110t Principles of IT Security ���������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2114 Fundamentals of Linux/UNIX ������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2125 System Virtualization ��������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2200t	Network Forensics ������������������������������������������������� 2 
¨ CNET 2215t Managing Network Security ���������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2230t Ethical Hacking ����������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2301t Routing and Switching Essentials (CCNA 2) ��������� 3 
¨ CSCI 1101t Introduction to Computer Science and 

Problem-Solving ���������������������������������������������������� 3 
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Computer Programming 
Certifcate 

Program Information 

Te Computer Programming certifcate program targets students inter-
ested in careers in information technology� It is designed for holders of an 
Associate of Arts (AA), Associate of Science (AS) and/or baccalaureate de-
gree who have an interest in a career change or job enhancement� Te pro-
gram shares curriculum with related courses from business and computer 
networking to provide graduates with a diverse skill set� Tis certifcate is 
currently being ofered on a two-year, part-time basis� 

Program Goals 

By completing this certifcate, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Be fuent in two or more programming languages; 
2� Write computer programs to solve any type of problem; 
3� Understand ethical and moral issues as related to Computer Science 

applications; 
4� Write Windows-based programs; 
5� Write Graphical User Interface programs that are platform indepen-

dent; and 
6� Write Object-Oriented programs� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above must be completed at ARCC� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• All program requirements must be completed at ARCC� 
• Courses must be completed within three years� Students may petition 

to extend the window beyond the three years� 
• All courses requirements must be complete before a certifcate will be 

awarded� 
• Students must complete a Certifcate Application� Certifcate Applica-

tions are available online, in the Ofce of Records & Registration, 
and in the Advising Center� Submit a completed form to the Ofce of 
Records & Registration� 

• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 
notice� 

Program Requirements �����������������25 
Additional Requirements �������������� ��5 
Total Credits ��������������������������������30 

Program Requirements: 25 credits 

¨ CSCI 1101t	 Introduction to Computer Science and 
Problem-Solving ���������������������������������������������������� 3 

¨ CSCI 1106t Fundamentals of Computer Science I  ������������������� 4 
¨ CSCI 1107t Fundamentals of Computer Science II ������������������� 4 
¨ CSCI 1115 Visual Basic Programming ������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CSCI 1125t Object-Oriented Programming Using Java ������������� 3 
¨ CSCI 2100t Discrete Mathematics �������������������������������������������� 4 

(Cross-listed as MATH 2100) 
¨ CSCI 2253t Assembly Language Programming ������������������������� 4 

Additional Requirements: 5 credits 

Select courses from the following to fulfll the 30-credit requirement: 
¨ BUS 1119 Database Management Using Microsoft Access  ����� 3 
¨ BUS 1180 Developing Web Pages ������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2101t Introduction to Networks �������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CSCI 1155t Introduction to Functional Language 

Programming �������������������������������������������������������� 1 
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Arts, Communications and Information Systems 
Associate of Science Degree 

Xxxxx �������������������������������������������0 
Xxxxx �������������������������������������������0 
Xxxxx �������������������������������������������0 
Total Credits ��������������������������������0 

Program Requirements ����������������������� 7 
Additional Requirements������������������ 12 
Total Credits ������������������������������������ 19 

2020 2021 

Creative Writing 
Certifcate 

Program Information Program Requirements: 7 credits 

Te Creative Writing certifcate program will provide students with a focus 
in the written creative arts including screenwriting and playwriting, the 
writing of creative nonfction, poetry, and fction, and writing for children 
and young adults� Tis may culminate in a capstone in one or multiple 
genres� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Demonstrate critical knowledge of a wide range of creative writing 
and a variety of diverse cultural viewpoints; 

2� Demonstrate expertise in critical analysis of professional works of lit-
erature as writers (reading as writers); 

3� Demonstrate knowledge of genres and aesthetics by learning to write 
well in many forms� Tis includes a basic command of grammar; 

4� Demonstrate intellectual discipline by narrowing one’s creative focus 
and energies to produce the most efective work while meeting dead-
lines and managing time efectively; and 

5� Demonstrate habits of creativity in the forms of creative problem-
solving, experimentation, inventiveness, and revision� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 12 semester credits must be completed at ARCC� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program and additional 

requirements� 
• Students must complete a Certifcate Application� Certifcate Applica-

tions are available online, in the Ofce of Records & Registration, 
and in the Advising Center� Submit a completed form to the Ofce of 
Records & Registration� 

¨ ENGL 1120t	Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading 
OR 

¨ ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading �������������������� 4 
¨ ENGL 2241t Introduction to Creative Writing �������������������������� 3 

Additional Requirements: 12 credits 

Choose two of the following: 
¨ ENGL 2261t Creative Nonfction Writing ���������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2262t Poetry Writing� ������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ ENGL 2263t Fiction Writing ������������������������������������������������������ 3 

Choose two of the following: 
¨ ENGL 2251t Creative Writing for Stage and Screen�������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2271t Creative Writing for Children and Young Adults ��� 3 
¨ ENGL 2281t A Writer’s Life: Paths to Publication����������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2291^ Manuscript Development �������������������������������������� 3 
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Program Requirements �����������������29 
Total Credits ��������������������������������29 

2020 2021 

Fitness Specialist 
Certifcate 

Program Information Program Requirements: 29 credits 

Te Fitness Specialist certifcate program is designed to prepare students 
with the knowledge, skills, and understanding to enhance employment 
prospects in the health and ftness industry, business, sports and leisure 
industry and coaching feld� Areas of study include frst aid and CPR, 
nutrition, wellness, weight training and conditioning, prevention and care 
of injuries, biology, and ftness testing and exercise prescription� 

Program Goals 

By completing this certifcate, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Demonstrate knowledge of the major components of physical ftness; 
2� Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the psychological 

principles which are critical to health/wellness behavior change; 
3� Describe and demonstrate assessment techniques and methods for 

cardiovascular and muscular strength and endurance; and 
4� Demonstrate ability to design exercise training programs� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above must be completed at ARCC� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• All program requirements must be completed at ARCC� 
• Courses must be completed within three years� Students may petition 

to extend the window beyond the three years� 
• All courses requirements must be complete before a certifcate will be 

awarded� 
• Students must complete a Certifcate Application� Certifcate Applica-

tions are available online, in the Ofce of Records & Registration, 
and in the Advising Center� Submit a completed form to the Ofce of 
Records & Registration� 

• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 
notice� 

¨ HPER 1103 First Aid and CPR  ������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ HPER 1112 Nutrition  �������������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ HPER 1120 Wellness for Life  ��������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ HPER 1152* Aerobic Fitness������������������������������������������������������� 0 
¨ HPER 1160 Weight Training and Conditioning  ����������������������� 2 
¨ HPER 1200 Anatomy of Movement ������������������������������������������ 2 
¨ HPER 2205 Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries ���������������� 2 
¨ HPER 2206 Exercise Physiology ������������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ HPER 2207t Fitness Testing and Exercise Prescription  ��������������� 2 
¨ HPER 2208^ Concepts in Personal Training  ������������������������������� 2 
¨ HPER 2230 Introduction to Sport Management  ���������������������� 3 
¨ HPER 2296^** Field Experience and Seminar for Fitness Specialist 2 

*HPER 1152 is taken in conjunction with HPER 1120 and will count into 
the four credits for that class. 
**Prior to taking HPER 2296 students are required to complete HPER 1103. 

It is recommended that a minimum of 12 program-required credits be 
completed or concurrently enrolled in prior to taking HPER 2296� 

Program Sequence: 
Te sequence that follows is suggested for full time students� Part time students will 
need more time to complete this program� 

1st
 Y

EA
R 

Fall Semester 
HPER 1103.....................................3 
HPER 1120/1152............................4 
HPER 1160.....................................2 
HPER 1200 ....................................2 
HPER 2206 ....................................4 

TOTAL ......................................... 15 

Spring Semester 
HPER 1112 .....................................3 
HPER 2205....................................2 
HPER 2207 ....................................2 
HPER 2208....................................2 
HPER 2230....................................3 
HPER 2296 ....................................2 
TOTAL ......................................... 14 
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2020 2021 

Global Studies 
Certifcate 

Program Requirements ����������������� �3 
Additional Requirements ��������������11 
Total Credits ��������������������������������14 

Program Information Program Requirements: 3 credits 

Te Global Studies Certifcate program introduces students to the inter-
disciplinary study of global afairs� Students will come to understand the 
connection between social, political, and economic forces that impact our 
well-being and relationships around the globe� With this increased under-
standing, students will be better prepared to efectively communicate with 
others as global citizens in our pluralistic world� Tis certifcate is intended 
to complement any professional pathway that appreciates skill and com-
mitment to global understanding and citizenship� 

Program Goals 

By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Demonstrate an understanding of the interdependent impact of po-
litical, social, and economic facets upon our well-being in a global 
world; and 

2� Develop tools for engagement and efective advocacy as global citi-
zens� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 12 semester credits must be completed at ARCC� 
• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 

numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program and additional 

requirements� 
• Students must complete a Certifcate Application� Certifcate Applica-

tions are available online, in the Ofce of Records & Registration, 
and in the Advising Center� Submit a completed form to the Ofce of 
Records & Registration� 

¨ HUM 1200 Introduction to Global Studies ������������������������������ 3 

Additional Requirements: 11 credits 

Global Focus: Choose two courses from the following: 
¨ ANTH/GEOG 1110 Introduction to Sustainability ����������������������� 3 
¨ ANTH 2201 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology ����������������� 3 
¨ CMST 2210 Intercultural Communication �������������������������������� 3 
¨ ENGL 2210 Global Literature ��������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ GEOG 1106 World Regional Geography������������������������������������ 3 
¨ HIST 1103 Contemporary World History �������������������������������� 3 
¨ HIST 1111 Modern World Civilizations I: 1500-1870 ������������� 4 
¨ HIST 1121 Modern World Civilizations II: 1870 to the Present4 
¨ HUM/WGST 2234  Women in Global Perspective ������������������������� 3 
¨ MUSC 1101 Introduction to World Music ��������������������������������� 3 
¨ PHIL 1115 Comparative World Religions �������������������������������� 3 

Area Focus: Choose fve credits from the following: 
¨ FREN 1101 Beginning French Language and Culture I ������������� 5 
¨ FREN 1102 Beginning French Language and Culture II ����������� 5 
¨ FREN 1111/HUM 1311 Introduction to French Culture �������������� 3 
¨ GEOG 1101 Geography of the United States ����������������������������� 3 
¨ GERM 1101 Beginning German Language and Culture I ����������� 5 
¨ GERM 1102 Beginning German Language and Culture II ��������� 5 
¨ GERM 1111/HUM 1211 Introduction to German Culture ����������� 3 
¨ GERM 2201 Intermediate German Language and Culture I ������� 4 
¨ GERM 2202 Intermediate German Language and Culture II ����� 4 
¨ HIST 1160 History of Africa ���������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ HIST/WGST 2242  History of Women in Modern America ����������� 3 
¨ HIST 2280 History of Immigration and Ethnicity 

in the United States ����������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ HUM 1511 Introduction to Islam and Culture ������������������������� 3 
¨ HUM 1611 Arab History and Cultures ������������������������������������� 3 
¨ HUM 2231 Introduction to Africa �������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ HUM 2232 Women in Western Civilization ����������������������������� 3 
¨ HUM/WGST 2233  Women in American Culture�������������������������� 3 
¨ SPAN 1101 Beginning Spanish Language and Culture I ����������� 5 
¨ SPAN 1102 Beginning Spanish Language and Culture II ���������� 5 
¨ SPAN/HUM 1111  Spanish and Latin American Culture: 

      Pre-Columbian Civilizations ��������������������������� 3 
¨ SPAN/HUM 1112  Spanish and Latin American Culture: 

      Conquest to present ���������������������������������������� 3 
¨ SPAN 2201 Intermediate Spanish Language and Culture I ������� 4 
¨ SPAN 2202 Intermediate Spanish Language and Culture II ������ 4 

Program Sequence: 
Te sequence that follows is suggested for full time students� Part time students will 
need more time to complete this program� 

1st
 Y

EA
R 

Fall Semester 
HUM 1200 ............................ 3 
Global Focus Course.....3-4 
Global Focus Course.....3-4 

TOTAL ..............................9-11 

Spring Semester 
Area Focus Course(s).....5-8 

TOTAL ............................... 5-8 
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2020 2021 Program Requirements����������������������26 
Program Electives ������������������������� ������3 Integrative Health & Healing 
Total Credits�������������������������������������29 Certifcate 

Program Information Program Requirements: 26 credits 

Te emerging feld of Integrative Health and Healing (IHH) has captured 
the interest of healthcare providers, practitioners, and consumers� Tis 
program is designed for students, practitioners, and learners seeking to 
understand the exciting, new feld of Integrative Health and Healing� Ideal 
candidates for the certifcate program will have previously earned a degree 
in healthcare� Te Intergrative Health and Healing certifcate program is 
intended to enhance current skills and abilities used in a healthcare setting� 

Program Goals 

By completing this certifcate, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Evaluate the fundamental principles of integrative health and heal-
ing, trends in holistic health, and the complexities of this emerging 
feld; 

2� Demonstrate an understanding of the interconnectedness of mind, 
body, and spirit of the human system; 

3� Describe holistic healing philosophies and healing through social, 
cultural, environmental, and global perspectives of healing; 

4� Evaluate the role of healing strategies for self-care as well as strategies 
in the healthcare system; 

5� Describe ethical responsibilities in the practice of holistic healing; 
and 

6� Identify current scientifc literature to support the emerging feld of 
Integrative Health and Healing� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above must be completed at ARCC� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• All courses requirements must be complete before a certifcate will be 

awarded� 
• Students must complete a Certifcate Application� Certifcate Applica-

tions are available online, in the Ofce of Records & Registration, 
and in the Advising Center� Submit a completed form to the Ofce of 
Records & Registration� 

• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 
notice� 

¨ IHH 1100* Introduction to Holistic Healing ��������������������������� 3 
¨ IHH 1102 Energy Healing ������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ IHH 1103 Movement and Body Manipulation Terapies ������� 3 
¨ IHH 2100 Holistic Healing Systems ��������������������������������������� 3 
¨ IHH 2101 Mind/Body Connections ��������������������������������������� 3 
¨ IHH 2102 Food as Medicine/Biologically Based Terapies ������ 3 
¨ IHH 2103 Spirituality and Healing ����������������������������������������� 3 
¨ IHH 2104 Health and Wellness Coaching Skills ��������������������� 2 
¨ IHH 2105** Basics in Business and Ethics for the Holistic 

Practitioner ����������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ IHH 2297^ Internship (Optional) ��������������������������������������������� 3 
* Introduction to Holistic Healing is strongly recommended as a frst course or 
concurrently with other courses. 

Program Electives: 3 credits 

Choose one of the following: 
¨ HCCC 1000 Introduction to Healthcare Careers ������������������������ 3 
¨ IHH 1110 Aromatherapy �������������������������������������������������������� 2 
¨ IHH 2106** Introduction to Qigong ����������������������������������������� 3 
¨ IHH 2107** Healing Touch ������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ Select any HPER course ���������������������������������������������������������������� 1-3 
**Please note courses are ofered every other year� Please see college catalog 
appendix for specifc semester and year ofered� 

Program Sequence: 
Te sequence that follows is suggested for full time students� Part time students will need 
more time to complete this program� Most courses are ofered online or in the evening� 

1st
 Y

EA
R

Fall Semester 

IHH 1100......................... 3 
IHH 1102......................... 3 
IHH 1103......................... 3 
TOTAL ............................. 9 

Spring Semester 

IHH 2101......................... 3 
IHH 2102......................... 3 
IHH 2103......................... 3 
TOTAL .............................9 

2 n
d
 Y

EA
R 

Fall Semester 

Elective ......................... 3 
IHH 2100......................... 3 
IHH 2104......................... 2 
IHH 2105......................... 3 
TOTAL ........................... 11 

Spring Semester 

IHH 2297 (optional)...... 3 

TOTAL ............................3 
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IT Support Specialist 
Certifcate 

Program Information 

Te IT Support Specialist certifcate program focuses on the development 
of job- or career-specifc skills in a short-term, concentrated format� Many 
courses may apply toward the Associate of Science (AS) degree in Com-
puter Networking and the Associate of Science (AS) degree in Cyberse-
curity� 

Program Goals 

By completing this certifcate, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Design and develop secure voice, video, and data networks; 
2� Implement and confgure computer devices; 
3� Demonstrate the skills necessary to administer and monitor com-

puter systems; 
4� Exhibit mastery of problem-solving skills to troubleshoot existing 

and emerging technologies; and 
5� Function as responsible and ethical IT Support Specialists for orga-

nizations and society� 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
mathematics, or reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply 
toward this certifcate� 

General Information 

Due to the dynamic nature of the computer networking industry, stu-
dents are not able to sell back CNET course materials to the bookstore� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above must be completed at ARCC� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• Courses must be completed within three years� Students may petition 

to extend the window beyond the three years� 
• All courses requirements must be complete before a certifcate will be 

awarded� 
• Students must complete a Certifcate Application� Certifcate Applica-

tions are available online, in the Ofce of Records & Registration, 
and in the Advising Center� Submit a completed form to the Ofce of 
Records & Registration� 

• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 
notice� 

Program Requirements �����������������16 
Total Credits ��������������������������������16 

Program Requirements: 16 credits 

¨ BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1145 Customer Service ��������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 1100 Introduction to Information Technology ��������������� 3 
¨ CNET 1105 Introduction to Cybersecurity  ������������������������������� 1 
¨ CNET 1212 Client Operating Systems �������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2101t Introduction to Networks �������������������������������������� 3 
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Network Support & Administration 
Certifcate 

Program Information 

Computer Networking certifcates focus on the development of job- or 
career-specifc skills in a short-term, concentrated format� Many courses 
may apply toward the Associate of Science (AS) degree in Computer Net-
working� 

Program Goals 

By completing this certifcate, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Design and develop secure voice, video, and data networks; 
2� Implement and confgure networked devices; 
3� Demonstrate the skills necessary to administer and monitor net-

works; 
4� Exhibit mastery of problem-solving skills to troubleshoot existing 

and emerging technologies; and 
5� Function as responsible and ethical network administrators for orga-

nizations and society� 

General Information 

Due to the dynamic nature of the computer networking industry, students 
are not able to sell back CNET course materials to the bookstore� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above must be completed at ARCC� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• All program requirements must be completed at ARCC� 
• Courses must be completed within three years� Students may petition 

to extend the window beyond the three years� 
• All courses requirements must be complete before a certifcate will be 

awarded� 
• Students must complete a Certifcate Application� Certifcate Applica-

tions are available online, in the Ofce of Records & Registration, 
and in the Advising Center� Submit a completed form to the Ofce of 
Records & Registration� 

• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 
notice� 

Program Requirements �����������������18 
Additional Requirements ��������������12 
Total Credits ��������������������������������30 

Program Requirements: 18 credits 

¨ CNET 1212 Client Operating Systems �������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 1213t Server Operating Systems �������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2101t Introduction to Networks �������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2301t Routing and Switching Essentials (CCNA 2) ��������� 3 
¨ CNET 2303t Scaling Networks (CCNA 3) ��������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2304t Connecting Networks (CCNA 4) �������������������������� 3 

Additional Requirements: 12 credits 

¨ BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ����������������������� 3 

Electives: Select a minimum of 9 credits from the following: 
¨ BUS 1119 Database Management Using Microsoft Access ������ 3 
¨ CNET 1000 IT Exploration ������������������������������������������������������� 2 
¨ CNET 1100 Introduction to Information Technology ��������������� 3 
¨ CNET 1105 Introduction to Cybersecurity  ������������������������������� 1 
¨ CNET 2110t Principles of IT Security ���������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2114 Fundamentals of Linux/UNIX ������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2125 System Virtualization ��������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2200t	Network Forensics ������������������������������������������������� 2 
¨ CNET 2215t Managing Network Security ���������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2230t Ethical Hacking ����������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CNET 2297^ Field Experience and Seminar ����������������������������� 1-4 
¨ CSCI 1101t	 Introduction to Computer Science and 

Problem-Solving ���������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ CSCI 1106t Fundamentals of Computer Science I �������������������� 4 
¨ CSCI 1107t Fundamentals of Computer Science II ������������������� 4 
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Pharmacy Technician 
Certifcate 

Program Information 

Pharmacy technicians help licensed pharmacists prepare prescription 
medications, provide customer service, and perform administrative duties 
within a pharmacy setting� Pharmacy technicians generally are responsible 
for receiving prescription requests, counting tablets, and labeling bottles� 
Tey may perform administrative functions such as answering phones, 
stocking shelves, and operating cash registers� Students gain “hands-on” 
experience through clinical practice at area health-care facilities� 

Program Goals 

By completing this certifcate, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Evaluate the principles, complexities, and trends in the pharmacy in-
dustry as it relates to the technician; 

2� Describe ethical responsibilities as it relates to the pharmaceutical 
industry; 

3� Demonstrate communication skills associated with customer service 
in a multicultural society; 

4� Perform all procedures skillfully and safely; 
5� Demonstrate knowledge of the normal structure and function of the 

human body and understand the physiological efects of disease and 
injury; 

6� Properly calculate medical mathematical equations; and 
7� Demonstrate understanding of his/her professional role as a Phar-

macy Technician� 

Program Admission 

All Pharmacy Technician Program Requirements are ofered at the Cam-
bridge Campus� Related Program Requirements: Clinical facilities require 
students to maintain specifc requirements to ensure personal and patient 
health and safety� Proof that these requirements are met must be furnished 
by the student� (See Pharmacy Technician Student Handbook)� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above must be completed at ARCC� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program and general 
education requirements� 

• All courses requirements must be complete before a certifcate will be 
awarded� 

• Students must complete a Certifcate Application� Certifcate Applica-
tions are available online, in the Ofce of Records & Registration, 
and in the Advising Center� Submit a completed form to the Ofce of 
Records & Registration� 

• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 
notice� 

Developmental Courses 

Some students may need prepatory courses in English, mathematics or 
reading� Courses numbered below 1000 will not count toward this cer-
tifcate� 

Related Program Information 

• Internship sites may require students to maintain specifc require-
ments to ensure personal and patient health and safety� 

• All Pharmacy Technician Core classes are ofered at the Cambridge 
Campus� 

Program Requirements: 15 credits 

¨ PHAR 1100 Introduction to Pharmaceuticals-Lecture/Lab �������� 2 
¨ PHAR 2100t Pharmacy Communications-Lecture/Lab ��������������� 2 
¨ PHAR 2110t Pharmacy Medications Lab ������������������������������������ 2 
¨ PHAR 2120t Drug Use and Reactions-Lecture/Lab �������������������� 2 
¨ PHAR 2130t Pharmacy Administration and Medical Billing Lab�2 
¨ PHAR 2297^ Pharmacy Technician Internship ���������������������������� 5 

General Education: 6 credits 

¨ BIOL 1102 Medical Terminology ��������������������������������������������� 2 
¨ BIOL 1104 Te Human Body–Structure and Function ������������ 4 

OR 
¨ BIOL 1106 Principles of Biology I �������������������������������������������� 4 

Program Sequence: 
Te sequence that follows is suggested for full time students� Part time students will 
need more time to complete this program; many courses are ofered in the evening� 

1st
 Y

EA
R 

Fall Semester 
BIOL 1102..............................2 
BIOL 1104 OR 1106...............4 
PHAR 1100 ............................2 
PHAR 2100............................2 
PHAR 2130............................2 
TOTAL ................................. 12 

Program Requirements �����������������15 
General Education ����������������������� ��6 
Total Credits ��������������������������������21 

Spring Semester 
PHAR 2110 ............................2 
PHAR 2120............................2 
PHAR 2297............................5 

TOTAL ................................... 9 
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Retail Management 
Certifcate 

Program Information 

Business certifcates focus on the development of job- or career-specifc 
skills in a short-term, concentrated format� Te Retail Management cer-
tifcate program is earned after completion of 22-23 credits� Many courses 
may apply toward Associate of Science (AS) and Associate of Applied Sci-
ence (AAS) degrees in Business� 

Program Goals 

By completing this certifcate, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Function efectively in a diverse, global business community; 
2� Use critical thinking skills to analyze and solve business problems; 
3� Demonstrate efective interpersonal skills and professional attitudes; 

and 
4� Demonstrate efective business communication skills� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above must be completed at ARCC� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• All accounting and computer courses should be completed within the 
last seven years� 

• All courses requirements must be complete before a certifcate will be 
awarded� 

• Students must complete a Certifcate Application� Certifcate Applica-
tions are available online, in the Ofce of Records & Registration, 
and in the Advising Center� Submit a completed form to the Ofce of 
Records & Registration� 

• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 
notice� 

Program Requirements�����������������22-23 
Total Credits��������������������������������22-23 

Program Requirements: 22-23 credits 

¨ BUS 1101 Introduction to Business ���������������������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ����������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1108 Business Math ������������������������������������������������������� 3 

OR 
¨ BUS 2125 Financial Accounting ��������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1221 Supervision ������������������������������������������������������������ 3 
¨ BUS 2142 Principles of Marketing ������������������������������������������ 4 
¨ BUS 2242 Principles of Retailing �������������������������������������������� 3 
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Small Business Accounting 
Certifcate 

Program Information 

Business certifcates focus on the development of job- or career-specifc 
skills in a short-term, concentrated format� Many courses may apply to-
ward an Associate of Science (AS) degree and/or an Associate of Applied 
Science degree (AAS) in Accounting or Business� For additional informa-
tion, visit our website at: http://www�anokaramsey�edu� 

Program Goals 

By completing this certifcate, students will achieve the following learning 
goals: 

1� Prepare journal entries and fnancial statements; 
2� Use critical thinking skills to analyze and solve business problems; 

and 
3� Appropriately use technology to solve business problems� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above must be completed at ARCC� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• All accounting and computer courses should be completed within the 
last seven years in order to transfer into this program� 

• All courses requirements must be complete before a certifcate will be 
awarded� 

• Students must complete a Certifcate Application� Certifcate Applica-
tions are available online, in the Ofce of Records & Registration, 
and in the Advising Center� Submit a completed form to the Ofce of 
Records & Registration� 

• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 
notice� 

Program Requirements �����������������17 
Total Credits ��������������������������������17 

Program Requirements: 17 credits 

¨ BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ����������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications  ������������������ 3 
¨ BUS 1134t Computerized Accounting ������������������������������������� 2 
¨ BUS 1135t Payroll Accounting ������������������������������������������������ 2 
¨ BUS 1143 Decision Making Using Excel �������������������������������� 3 
¨ BUS 2125 Financial Accounting  �������������������������������������������� 4 
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Therapeutic Massage 
Diploma 

Program Requirements �����������������32 
General Education ����������������������� ��6 
Total Credits ��������������������������������38 

Program Information 

Te Terapeutic Massage diploma program is designed to prepare stu-
dents to practice client-centered care in a variety of settings� Te program 
includes anatomy and physiology, theory, massage techniques, practical 
experience, and personal and professional development� Massage tech-
niques include both basic and advanced massage approaches, including 
Swedish, sports, neuromuscular, myofascial, and trigger point work� Te 
program provides supportive coursework on the structure and function of 
the body to enable sound decision making and to ensure a safe practice� 
In the clinical massage courses, the therapeutic benefts of massage are 
explored as students learn to apply their skills to both relax clients and 
address common clinical conditions� Te courses further prepare students 
for career success in the diverse employment opportunities waiting for 
them in the health and wellness industries� Te coursework meets all the 
requirements in preparation for the Massage & Bodywork Licensing Ex-
amination (MBLEx)� Te program provides over 750 total program hours, 
with a minimum of 376 lecture hours and 408 lab/practicum hours� 

Program Goals 

Upon completion of the Terapeutic Massage program graduates will 
demonstrate achievement of program outcomes by being able to: 

1� Demonstrate knowledge in assessing, setting applicable goals, plan-
ning appropriate massage techniques, and evaluating outcomes for 
each client; 

2� Apply practical working knowledge of anatomy, kinesiology, physi-
ology, and pathology as it pertains to the practice of therapeutic 
massage in the process of providing efective and benefcial massage 
therapy to a varied client population; 

3� Utilize technical, critical thinking, and problem-solving skills in their 
clinical/administrative performance; 

4� Promote and maintain professional and successful relationships be-
tween clients, colleagues, and other health care providers; 

5� Utilize evidence-based clinical judgment, sound ethical principles, 
values, and critical thinking skills in the practice of their profession; 

6� Practice the profession with the recognition of and sensitivity to cul-
tural and socioeconomic diferences; 

7� Demonstrate an appreciation of one’s own body and the importance 
of self-care, including an understanding of the principles of body 
mechanics in order to promote safety and prevent injury while prac-
ticing massage therapy; 

8� Obtain eligibility to sit for licensing exams; and 
9� Demonstrate understanding of the importance of afliations 

with professional organizations, marketing of professional skills, 
and being a vital member of the health care delivery system� 

Program Admission & Related Requirements 

Program admission requires completion of pre-program orientation� Clin-
ical/practicum facilities require students to maintain specifc requirements 
to ensure student and client health and safety� Proof that these require-
ments are met must be furnished by the student and include but are not 
limited to: 
• A recent physical examination including current immunity titers and 

a current negative Tuberculosis (TB) screening� 

• Current certifcation in American Heart Association: BLS Healthcare 
Provider is required for all Clinical/Practicum courses� 

• A cleared Background Study is required from the State of Minnesota� 

Completion Requirements 

• A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
above� 

• A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2�0 in courses 
numbered 1000 or above at ARCC� 

• Satisfy residency requirements� 
• A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirements� 
• All MASG courses must be completed at ARCC or have been ap-

proved for credit for prior learning� 
• Completion of specifc diploma requirements� 
• Students must complete a Certifcate/Diploma Application� Cer-

tifcate/Diploma Applications are available online, in the Ofce of 
Records & Registration, and in the Advising Center� Submit a com-
pleted form to the Ofce of Records & Registration� 

• Te requirements of this program are subject to change without 
notice� 

Developmental Courses 

Successful entry into this program requires a specifc level of skill in the 
areas of English and Reading� Admission requires an ability to do college 
level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment require-
ments for ENGL 1121� 

Program Requirements: 32 credits 

¨ MASG 1001t Introduction to Massage ���������������������������������������� 4 
¨ MASG 1020t Functional Anatomy and Kinesiology for 

Clinical Massage ���������������������������������������������������� 4 
¨ MASG 1021t Clinical Massage Techniques I ������������������������������� 4 
¨ MASG 1022t Pathology for Clinical Massage ������������������������������ 3 
¨ MASG 1023t Clinical Massage for Special Populations� ��������������� 4 
¨ MASG 2102 Food as Medicine/Biologically Based Terapies ������ 3 
¨ MASG 2105 Basics in Business and Ethics for the Holistic 

Practitioner ����������������������������������������������������������� 3 
¨ MASG 2108t Clinical Massage Techniques II ������������������������������ 4 
¨ MASG 2297t Clinical Massage Practicum and Internship ������������ 3 

General Education: 6 credits 

¨ BIOL 1102 Medical Terminology ��������������������������������������������� 2 
¨ BIOL 1104 Te Human Body–Structure and Function ������������ 4 
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Therapeutic Massage 
Diploma 

Program Sequence: 
Te sequence that follows is suggested for full time students� Part time students will 
need more time to complete this program; many courses are ofered in the evening� 

1st
 Y

EA
R

Fall Semester 

BIOL 1102....................... 2 
BIOL 1104....................... 4 
MASG 1001 ................... 4 
MASG 2102 ................... 3 
TOTAL ........................... 13 

Spring Semester 

MASG 1020 ................... 4 
MASG 1021 ................... 4 
MASG 1022 ................... 3 
MASG 1023 ................... 4 
TOTAL ........................... 15 

2 n
d
 Y

EA
R 

Fall Semester 

MASG 2105 ................... 3 
MASG 2108 ................... 4 
MASG 2297 ................... 3 
TOTAL ........................... 10 
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Course Descriptions 

On the following pages are the courses available at one or both campuses 
of Anoka-Ramsey Community College� Te courses are listed alphabeti-
cally by discipline, i�e�, chemistry, engineering, music, and psychology� 
Te format of each entry is the same� Te discipline and course number are 
listed frst, followed by the course title and the number of academic cred-
its� Next, the MnTC goal areas satisfed by this course are listed, followed 
by any prerequisites and/or co-requisites� Finally, a brief course description 
gives the essential features of the course� However, on occasion, student 
needs or program needs may necessitate changes� 

Minnesota Transfer Curriculum 
Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) goals and the courses that satisfy 
each goal are listed beginning on page 34� 

Prerequisites & Co-requisites 
A prerequisite is a specifed course or other requirement which must be 
successfully completed prior to enrolling for the listed course� Successful 
completion is defned as a grade of “C” or better� It is the responsibility 
of the student to ensure prerequisites are satisfed� Students found not to 
meet the prerequisites of a course may not continue in that course and will 
not receive a refund� 

A Co-requisite is a course which is required to be taken during the same 
term� 

Experimental & Topics Courses 
An experimental course is one that an instructor wishes to ofer with the 
idea that it could become a permanent course� A topics course is one that is 
not likely to have long-term interest because of the evolving nature or the 
short-term importance of its content� Experimental courses, numbered 
1189, and topics courses, numbered 1187, do not duplicate existing ofer-
ings and may be presented as workshops or seminars� Courses will appear 
only in the online course schedule at: http://www�anokaramsey�edu/� 

Accounting 

See separate course listings for Business beginning on page 135. 

Alcohol & Drug Counseling Studies 

ADCS 1110 Pharmacology for Substance Use Disorder, 3 
credits 
Prerequisites: Completion of ADCS Orientation� Pre- or co-requisite 
ADCS 1120� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Must be able to do col-
lege-level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment re-
quirements for ENGL 1121� 
Tis course provides the knowledge related to psychoactive drug clas-
sifcations and the physiological, biochemical, and psychological efects 
of psychoactive drugs� Tis course describes the characteristics of several 
types of mental illness, how they co-vary with substance use disorders, as 
well as the treatment modalities� (CC-fall) 

ADCS 1120 Substance Use Disorder Assessment, 4 credits 
Prerequisites: Completion of ADCS Orientation� Pre- or co-requisite 
ADCS 1110� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Must be able to do col-
lege-level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment re-
quirements for ENGL 1121� 
Tis course is designed to teach students the knowledge and skills 
necessary to successfully perform assessment interviews and diagnosis 

of substance use problems� Students will learn about the qualities of 
good assessment, motivational interviewing skills, the interview process, 
screening tools, Diagnostic Statistical Manual (DSM), and the impact on 
placement and treatment planning� (CC-fall) 

ADCS 1200 Substance Use Disorder Counseling, 4 credits 
Prerequisites: ADCS 1110, ADCS 1120, HPER 1102 
Tis course addresses addiction counseling theory and practice, profes-
sional and ethical responsibility, reporting and record keeping, as well as 
culturally appropriate models for counseling� (CC-spr) 

ADCS 1210 Substance Use Disorder Case Management, 4 
credits 
Prerequisites: ADCS 1110, ADCS 1120, HPER 1102 
Tis course provides the knowledge and skills necessary for successful case 
management for substance abuse counseling�  Specifcally, this course will 
focus on the theory of case management for alcohol and drug counseling, 
related state and federal laws, the Twelve Core Functions, the Rules of 
Professional Conduct, and the practice of clinical writing� (CC-spr) 

ADCS 2297 Substance Use Disorder Counseling Practicum 
I, 5 credits 
Prerequisites: ADCS 1200, ADCS 1210 
Tis course is intended to provide students with the opportunity to 
demonstrate the knowledge and skills acquired during their academic 
coursework and transfer it into clinical settings� Tis internship requires 
students to demonstrate competence in the Transdisciplinary Founda-
tions of 8 Practice Dimensions (12 core functions) of alcohol and drug 
counseling, including culturally competent and professionally ethical 
practice� Students will also be given guidance on how to take the licen-
sure exam� Course is taken pass/fail� (CC-fall) 

ADCS 2298 Substance Use Disorder Counseling Practicum 
II, 5 credits 
Prerequisite: ADCS 2297 
Tis course is intended to provide students with the opportunity to 
demonstrate the knowledge and skills acquired during their academic 
coursework and transfer it into clinical settings� Tis internship requires 
students to demonstrate competence in the Transdisciplinary Founda-
tions of 8 Practice Dimensions (12 core functions) of alcohol and drug 
counseling, including culturally competent and professionally ethical 
practice�  Students will also be given guidance on how to take the licen-
sure exam� Course is taken pass/fail� (CC-spr) 

American Sign Language 

ASL 1101 American Sign Language & Culture I, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 8) 
Tis is an overview of American Sign Language (ASL), its basic vocabulary, 
structure, syntax and grammar� Students will focus on mastering the basics 
of fngerspelling, numbers, colors, facial grammar and sentence structure; 
students will also learn conversational/cultural behaviors necessary to hold 
a beginning-level conversation in ASL, with deaf/hard-of-hearing native 
users of the language� Introductory information about deaf culture will 
also be presented, along with deaf humor, to provide students with a broad 
picture of language and culture� (CC-fall; CR-fall, spr) 

ASL 1102* American Sign Language & Culture II , 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 8) 
Prerequisite: ASL 1101, Credit by Examination or two years ASL in high 
school� 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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A continuation of basic aspects of American Sign Language (ASL) taught 
in ASL 1101—its basic vocabulary, structure, syntax, and grammar� Stu-
dents will continue to focus on fngerspelling, numbers, facial grammar 
and sentence structure� Students will also further develop the conversa-
tional/cultural behaviors necessary to hold a beginning-level conversation� 
More challenging examples of feaf humor will be presented as well as ad-
ditional cultural information to aid student development of awareness of 
and appreciation for the unique linguistic relationship between language 
and culture among those deaf/hard-of-hearing individuals who use ASL to 
communicate� (CC & CR-spr) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

ASL 1103 Deaf Culture, 3 credits 
Introduction to concepts and issues in deaf culture and the deaf community� 
Emphasizes the deaf community as a linguistic and American cultural minority, 
and the importance of language, values, traditions, and diversity in this group� 

ASL 1120 Fingerspelling & Numbers, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: ASL 1101 
Overview of American Sign Language, fngerspelling, its structure and 
rules� Students will focus on mastering hand positioning and movement� 
Students will increase receptive recognition of fngerspelled words and 
numbers� Introductory information about lexical signs and contextual 
clues to improve receptive skills will also be presented� 

ASL 2201 American Sign Language & Culture III, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 8) 
Prerequisite: ASL 1102 or permission of instructor� 
Continuation of the overview of American Sign Language, its basic vo-
cabulary, structure, history and the deaf community� Students continue to 
learn the basics for communication with deaf individuals; they also learn 
how to express abstract concepts in ASL� Course includes receptive and 
expressive readiness activities, sign vocabulary, ASL grammatical structure, 
receptive and expressive fnger spelling, conversational behaviors and vari-
ous aspects of deaf culture� (CR-fall) 

ASL 2202 American Sign Language & Culture IV, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 8) 
Prerequisite: ASL 2201 or permission of instructor� 
Continuation of the overview of American Sign Language, its basic vo-
cabulary, structure, history and the deaf community� Students continue to 
learn the basics for communication with deaf individuals; they also con-
tinue to learn how to express abstract concepts in ASL� Course is designed 
to build student vocabularies, develop greater fuency in expressive sign-
ing, and develop confdence in receptive skills� (CR-spr) 

Anthropology 

ANTH 1110 Introduction to Sustainability, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5A & 10) (Cross-listed as GEOG 1110) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level skills in 
Mathematics, Reading, and Writing� 
Tis course introduces students to the concept of sustainability and ex-
plores how today’s human societies can adapt in the face of global climate 
change, ecosystem degradation, and resource limitations� Te course fo-
cuses on key knowledge areas of sustainability theory and practice includ-
ing population, ecosystems, global climate change, energy, agriculture, 
water, environmental economics and policy, ethics, and cultural history� 
It will include discussions on maintaining ecological and environmental 
health, creating economic welfare, instituting cultural change, and en-
suring social justice� Case studies and/or case simulations will be used to 
provide the student with real world examples and applications� (CR-fall; 
Online: spr) 

ANTH 2201 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 8) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Students should be pre-

pared to do college-level reading, analysis, and writing� 
Cultural anthropology is the study of culture and its structure and varia-
tion as revealed by cross-cultural comparisons of diferent societies� It in-
cludes, but is not limited to, the analysis of social interaction, language, 
reproduction and the family, subsistence, political organization, religion, 
and artistic expression� Emphasis will be placed on global issues� (CR-fall; 
Online: fall, spr, sum) 

ANTH 2202 Introduction to Physical Anthropology, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 10) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Students should be pre-
pared to do college-level reading, analysis, and writing� 
Tis course focuses on the study of humans as biological beings subject 
to the forces of both evolution and culture� Te physical changes docu-
mented in early human species are considered in relation to environmental 
adaptation and diverging primate and hominid behaviors� A concluding 
survey of the Paleolithic and Neolithic Periods connects human biological 
origins to the early stages of human prehistory� (CR-spr; Online: spr, sum) 

ANTH 2251 Environmental Anthropology, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 10) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level skills in 
Mathematics, Reading, and Writing� 
Tis course focuses on the study of past and present human societies and 
their interaction with the environment� Societies are analyzed in anthro-
pological terms according to their modes of production, social organiza-
tion, and worldview� Environmental constraints and opportunities acting 
on cultural development are examined� Students will learn how successful 
adaptation to factors of climate and geography, the conservation of species, 
and management of available resources have contributed to sociocultural 
survival or collapse in documented cases� (CR-fall & online) 

ANTH 2261 Principles of Archaeology, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 8) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Students should be pre-
pared to do college-level reading, analysis, and writing� 
Tis course focuses on the fundamentals of interpretation in archaeology 
including feldwork methods and the uses of laboratory analysis� Students 
will gain an understanding of the purposes of archaeological research 
through the study of theory and research examples, both prehistoric and 
historic, drawn from cultures worldwide� Emphasis will be placed on how 
knowledge of past peoples can be gained from their material remains� Te 
course will prepare interested students for participation in excavations� 
(CR-spr & online) 

ANTH 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in anthropology successfully completed� De-
signed to ofer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research 
on a specifc topic in anthropology� 

Applied Engineering 

AENG 2225 Digital Electronics, 3 credits 
Te student will analyze, construct, test, and interface fundamental digi-
tal circuits including logic gates, combinational logic circuits, fip fops, 
counters, encoders and decoders, shift registers, arithmetic circuits, digital 
to analog conversions, and analog to digital conversions� Te student will 
also demonstrate knowledge of numbering systems and integrated circuit 
specifcations� 

AENG 2230 Electromechanical Devices, 3 credits 
Te student will demonstrate knowledge of basic industrial electronic 
principles and devices by solving problems and constructing lab experi-
ments in subjects such as resistive circuits, Ohm’s law and power, series and 
parallel circuits, DC and AC circuits, and solid state circuits and devices� 
Electronics test equipment will be used in the laboratory experiments to 
explore diferent electronic circuits and devices� Te student will demon-

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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strate maintenance and troubleshooting procedures on various types of 
electrical motors and electromechanical systems� 

AENG 2235 Instrumentation & Control, 3 credits 
Te student will learn terminology and demonstrate system operations by 
proper measurement and control techniques of fow, pressure, and tem-
perature and level control within the system� 

Art 

Art students will be required to purchase some tools and supplies. A lab fee may 
be assessed. All studio art classes require a minimum of three hours per week in 
addition to class time. 

ART 1100* Introduction to Art, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6C & 8) 
Introduction to Art is the historical and topical study of art and its rela-
tionship to culture and society� Tis course incorporates the extensive use 
of visual materials to teach the essentials and aesthetics of art, civilization, 
and daily life� (CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

ART 1107 Art History I, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6C & 8) 
Tis course is an introduction to the art and architecture of cultures in 
both the East and West from Pre-History to the Renaissance period� Stu-
dents will consider the historic and symbolic nature of the work and ex-
plore how art and architecture reveal the behavioral patterns and value 
systems of various cultures� Te course will include museum visits, slide 
presentations, writing assignments, and visiting lecturers� (CR-fall & spr; 
Online: fall & sum) 

ART 1108 Art History II, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6C & 8) 
Tis course is an introduction to the art and architecture of cultures in 
both the East and West from the Renaissance to the Contemporary� Stu-
dents will consider the historic and symbolic nature of the work and ex-
plore how art and architecture reveal the behavioral patterns and value 
systems of various cultures� Te course will include museum visits, slide 
presentations, and visiting lecturers� (CR-spr; Online: fall) 

ART 1115 Foundation Design I: 2 Dimensional Design, 3 
credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Te course covers the fundamental design concepts of two dimensional 
visual theory� Tis course prepares students to succeed in future art studio 
courses, both two dimensional and three dimensional, and provides a solid 
understanding of basic visual theory in preparation for an art degree and 
a career in visual art� A course fee is required and additional costs may be 
incurred based on individual student need� See course notes or contact 
the instructor for additional information� Students should be prepared to 
work in the studio outside of class during the semester� (CC & CR-fall) 

ART 1116 Design II: Color Theory, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ART 1115, ART 1141, 
or ART 2241� 
Tis course is an introduction to the theory and practice of color� Te 
course covers hues, tints, complementary color, color wheel structure, col-
or saturation, optical mixing and the physiological impact of color� Stu-
dents work in a variety of materials including collage, paint, color pencil, 
ink, pastel, watercolor, and computer imaging� Students will be required 
to buy additional supplies that are not covered by the course fee, see course 
notes or contact the instructor� Students should be prepared to spend be-
tween 6-8 hours per week outside of class working on assignments in the 
on-campus art studios and facilities� 

ART 1117 Foundation Design II: 3 Dimensional Design, 3 
credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Te course covers concepts concerning the elements of design as they ap-
ply to three dimensional art� Students work in a variety of materials and 
techniques to build an understanding of the foundation of three dimen-
sional expression� A course fee is required and additional costs may be 
incurred based on individual student need� See course notes or contact 
the instructor for additional information� Students should be prepared to 
work in the studio outside of class during the semester� (CR-spr) 

ART 1121 Stained Glass I, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Tis course introduces the basic techniques used in designing and con-
structing leaded glass windows� Te class also introduces copper foil and 
glass etching techniques� A course fee is required� Additional costs may be 
incurred based on individual student need� See course notes or contact the 
instructor for additional information� Students must be prepared to spend 
6-8 hours per week in the studio outside of class� (CR-fall & spr) 

ART 1122 Stained Glass II, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Prerequisite: ART 1121 
Tis course expands upon the stained glass techniques covered in Stained 
Glass I� Students will explore the copper foil process, three-dimensional 
construction techniques, and sandblast etching� A supply fee is required� 
Additional costs may be incurred based on individual student need� See 
course notes or contact the instructor for additional information� Students 
must be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week in the studio outside of 
class� (CR-spr) 

ART 1131 Glass Blowing I, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Tis course introduces the basic techniques involved in forming glass 
from its molten state� Te primary concern is creative expression with a 
technical understanding� Te purpose of this course is to give the student 
the experience, understanding, and technical knowledge for shaping and 
forming glass vessels� A supply fee is required� Additional costs may be 
incurred based on individual student need� See course notes or contact the 
instructor for additional information� Students must be prepared to spend 
6-8 hours per week in the studio outside of class� (CR-fall & spr) 

ART 1132 Glass Blowing II, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Prerequisite: ART 1131 
Tis class expands upon the glass blowing techniques covered in Glass 
Blowing I� Students will approach glass in an experimental and creative 
way and address more advanced aesthetic ideas� Te purpose of this course 
is to teach the student to push the traditional boundaries of glass blowing, 
to work in series to create a cohesive body of work, and to explore the 
aesthetic challenges of glass as an artistic material� A supply fee is required� 
Additional costs may be incurred based on individual student need� See 
course notes or contact the instructor for additional information� Students 
must be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week in the studio outside of 
class� (CR-fall & spr) 

ART 1139 Flameworked Glass 1, 3 credits 
Tis course introduces the basic techniques involved in fameworking glass 
from its solid/borosilicate state� Te primary concern is creative expression 
with a technical understanding� Te purpose of this course is to give the 
student the experience, understanding, and technical knowledge for shap-
ing and forming glass sculptures and vessels at the torch� A supply fee is 
required� Additional costs may be incurred based on individual student 
need� See course notes or contact the instructor for additional informa-
tion� Students must be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week in the studio 
outside of class� 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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ART 1141 Foundation Drawing I, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Te course introduces the fundamental principles of drawing, including 
an emphasis on basic drawing technique and live observation� Te class 
covers a range of approaches to drawing, from traditional realism to ab-
straction� Te class addresses the creative energy of the student and teaches 
drawing as a positive and lifelong creative outlet� Drawing is an essential 
skill required for working in all art forms both 2D and 3D� A course fee is 
required and additional costs may be incurred based on individual student 
need� See course notes or contact the instructor for additional informa-
tion� Students should be prepared to work in the studio outside of class 
during the semester� (CC & CR-fall & spr) 

ART 1142 Foundation Drawing II, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Prerequisite: ART 1141 or ART 1241� 
Te course introduces the student to a more complex and developed ap-
proach to drawing� Te course further develops the technical aspect of 
drawing through rigorous and challenging assignments� Students learn 
to manipulate new materials� Te class emphasizes process, color, style, 
personal imagery, and conceptual ideas� A course fee is required and addi-
tional costs may be incurred based on individual student need� See course 
notes or contact the instructor for additional information� Students should 
be prepared to work in the studio outside of class during the semester� (CC 
& CR-fall & spr) 

ART 1143 Introduction to Figure Drawing, 1 credit 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Previous drawing or 
painting experience� 
Students will draw from a live model (both clothed and nude)� Te class 
will view and discuss works of art relevant to the fgure, and be assessed 
on progress toward their individual fgure drawing goals� A supply fee is 
required; additional costs may be incurred based on individual student 
need� See course notes for additional information� 

ART 1144 Watercolor I, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Te course is an introduction to the fundamental principles of watercolor, 
with an emphasis on the basic watercolor techniques� Te class covers col-
or theory, visual theory, and both traditional and experimental approaches 
to watercolor technique and imagery� Personal expression is an important 
aspect to this class in addition to the technical information� A supply fee 
is required; additional costs may be incurred based on individual student 
need; see course notes for additional information� Students should be pre-
pared to spend 6-8 hours per week outside of class working on assignments 
in the on-campus art studios and facilities� 

ART 1145 Watercolor II, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Prerequisite: ART 1141, ART 1144, or ART 2241� 
Introduces the student to a more complex and developed approach to 
wet media� Te course further develops the technical aspect of watercolor 
through rigorous and challenging assignments and the students learn to 
manipulate new materials as well� Te class emphasizes process, color, 
style, personal imagery and conceptual ideas� Students will be required to 
buy additional supplies that are not covered by the course fee, see course 
notes or contact the instructor� Students should be prepared to spend be-
tween 6-8 hours per week outside of class working on assignments in the 
on-campus art studios and facilities� 

ART 1150 Introduction to Graphic Design, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Basic computer skills or 
Photoshop is helpful� 
Te course introduces students to the basic processes and techniques of 
traditional hand-drawn and computer-aided graphic design� Te course 

will address image manipulation, page layout, font style, and printing op-
tions� Basic visual design principles are an important component of this 
course� Students will create dynamic designs that express a conceptual 
idea, persuade the viewer, or convey information� A course fee is required 
and additional costs may be incurred based on individual student need� 
See course notes or contact the instructor for additional information� Stu-
dents should be prepared to work in the studio outside of class during the 
semester� (CR-fall) 

ART 1151 Graphic Design II, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: ART 1150 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ART 1150 and advanced 
computer skills� 
Provides students the opportunity to explore current graphic design soft-
ware programs and concepts in depth� Students will apply the software 
creating advanced designs and images� Te course will cover major visual 
design principles and how design infuences the consumer market� A port-
folio of work will be produced that refects an in-depth understanding of 
design software and thematic images� Students will be required to buy ad-
ditional supplies that are not covered by the course fee, see course notes or 
contact the instructor� Students should be prepared to spend between 6-8 
hours per week outside of class working on assignments in the on-campus 
art studios and facilities� 

ART 1155* Introduction to Digital Photography, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Basic computer skills� 
Te course introduces students to the basic process and techniques of 
digital photography� Te course covers camera operation, shooting styles, 
image adjustments, and correction using image-editing software� Students 
will learn how to use photography as a creative tool for self-expression, 
social exploration, and documentation� Students will address the social 
impact of photography in history� A course fee is required and students 
need a (DSLR) Digital Single Lens Refex camera� Te Art department 
has a limited supply of cameras for student check out� Students should be 
prepared to work in the studio outside of class during the semester� (CC 
& CR-fall & spr) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

ART 1161 Introduction to Sculpture, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Te course introduces the basic sculpture techniques including modeling, 
mold making, casting, and fabrication� Students will explore three-di-
mensional sculptural forms and structures including an emphasis on how 
formal elements relate to the world outside of an art context� Te course 
introduces students to a variety of styles from representational to abstract 
and includes an overview of historic examples� A course fee is required 
and additional costs may be incurred based on individual student need� 
See course notes or contact the instructor for additional information� Stu-
dents should be prepared to work in the studio outside of class during the 
semester� (CR-fall & spr) 

ART 1162 Sculpture II, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Prerequisite: ART 1161 
Te course expands upon the techniques covered in Sculpture I� Students 
will approach sculpture in an experimental, creative manner and address 
advanced aesthetic ideas� Te concepts frst explored in Sculpture I will 
be addressed and studied in greater depth and understanding and more 
advanced techniques will be introduced� Students will begin to create their 
own personal style and pursue ideas and concepts of their own making� A 
course fee is required; additional costs may be incurred based on individ-
ual student need� See course notes or contact the instructor for additional 
information� Students must be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week in 
the sculpture studio outside of class� (CR-fall & spr) 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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ART 1164 Pinhole Photography, 1 credit 
Tis course introducea students to the pinhole camera and creating pho-
tographs using handmade cameras and a pinhole lens� Students will make 
their own pinhole cameras, learn pinhole exposure methods, and print 
black and white photographs using the traditional darkroom� (CR-sum) 

ART 1165 Introduction to Black & White Film Photography, 
3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Te course introduces students to black and white silver gelatin FILM 
photography� Tis is a darkroom course that covers camera operation, flm 
types, flm developing, photo printing, and darkroom experience� Photo-
graphic styles and history, aesthetic understanding, and the social impact 
of the medium will also be covered� Students will learn how to use photog-
raphy as a creative tool for self-expression and social exploration� A course 
fee is required and additional costs may be incurred based on individual 
student need� See course notes or contact the instructor for additional 
information� Te Art department has cameras available for students to 
check out� Students should be prepared to work in the studio outside of 
class periodically during the semester� (CR-fall & spr) 

ART 1166 Photography II, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Prerequisite: ART 1165 or equivalent� 
Tis course expands on the photography techniques covered in Photo I 
and explores a variety of photo-based materials and processes� Topics may 
include double-exposures, Cyanotype, Van Dyke Brown and Liquid Light 
printing, Ortho-Kodalith negative developing, panning, and stop-action 
photography� In addition to these techniques, the class will consider the 
photograph in an experimental and creative way, while addressing more 
advanced aesthetic ideas� A course fee is required; additional costs may be 
incurred based on individual student need� See course notes or contact the 
instructor for additional information� A 35mm manual exposure FILM 
camera is required; the Art department has a limited number of cameras 
available for students to check out� Students should be prepared to spend 
6-8 hours per week working in the darkroom outside of class� (CR-fall) 

ART 1170 Foundation Digital Imaging I: Photoshop, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Te course introduces students to digital imaging as a creative tool for 
fne art� Te course will explore both the creative and technical aspects 
of digital imaging, symbolism, and visual content� Some topics included 
are digital image manipulation, scanning, image compositing, and inkjet 
printing� A course fee is required and additional costs may be incurred 
based on individual student need� See course notes or contact the instruc-
tor for additional information� Students should be prepared to work in the 
studio outside of class during the semester� (CR-fall & spr) 

ART 1171 Digital Imaging II, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: ART 1170 or instructor approval� 
Digital Imaging II explores beyond the technical aspects of digital soft-
ware� Students will address aesthetic issues, visual language, content, and 
advanced formal concerns� Te course allows students to create their own 
personal imagery in a digital media� Te empahsis on content and creativ-
ity is the focus of the course� Te class will introduce students to advanced 
imaging ideas, focus on style, symbolism and creating a body of work� 
Students should be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week outside of class 
working on assignments in the on-campus art studios and facilities� 

ART 1172 New Media Design I, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Introduces students to interactive and digital/new media design� Te 
course explores a variety of media to introduce the concept of user in-
teractivity and includes an introduction to animation, web coding, and 
website design and creation� Current industry standard software will be 
used to combine traditional forms of artistic expression with new media to 
create conceptual, functional, and engaging interactive projects for partici-

pation by a wide audience� A course fee is required� Additional costs may 
be incurred based on individual student need� See course notes or contact 
the instructor for additional information� Students should be prepared to 
spend 6-8 hours per week outside of class working on assignments in the 
on-campus art studios and facilities� 

ART 1173 New Media Design II, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: ART 1172 
Explores interactive and digital/new media design through visual expe-
rience, traditional and experimental design projects, feld trips and lec-
tures� Interactive and New Media II focuses on animation and flm/video 
production for the purpose of narrative storytelling and documentary 
projects� Te course will cover the language of animation and aesthetic 
understanding of animated works, and students will create original anima-
tion content digitally and by hand� Te course will also cover flm/video 
language, aesthetic understanding of video, cinematography skills (camera 
angles, composition, light, movement), and video content editing� Basic 
introduction to audio design will be a component of project realization� 
Current industry standard software will be used to combine traditional 
forms of artistic expression and new media to create conceptual, func-
tional, and engaging interactive projects� A course fee is required� Students 
will also be required to have their own digital video camera and to buy ad-
ditional supplies not covered by the course fee; see course notes or contact 
the instructor� Students should be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week 
outside of class working on assignments in the on-campus art studios and 
facilities� 

ART 1175 Animation I, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Basic computer skills, 
Photoshop is helpful� 
Introduces students to contemporary animation art through visual expe-
rience, traditional and experimental animation projects, feld trips and 
lectures� Tis course will cover the language of animation, aesthetic un-
derstanding of animated works, creating animated projects using several 
methods and software programs and presenting fnal project outcomes and 
presentations� Students will learn the basic fundamentals of animation by 
creating original content digitally and by hand� Basic intro to audio design 
will be a component of project realization� Students will create compelling 
and engaging short animation using a number of tools to express a concept 
or a story� Students will be required to buy additional supplies that are not 
covered by the course fee, see course notes or contact the instructor� Stu-
dents should be prepared to spend between 6-8 hours per week outside of 
class working on assignments in the on-campus art studios and facilities� 

ART 1241 Introduction to Painting, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ART 1115 or ART 1141 
or ART 1144� 
Te course introduces the student to painting techniques and history� Te 
course covers canvas preparation, basic color theory, and visual theory� 
It also covers a range of painting approaches, from traditional realism to 
abstraction� Painting I will introduce various artists’ styles and art move-
ments� Tis course will focus on personal expression in addition to an 
emphasis on technical skill� Students will work on exercises in class as 
well as independently� A course fee is required and additional costs may 
be incurred based on individual student need� See course notes or contact 
the instructor for additional information� Students must be prepared to 
work in the studio outside of class periodically during the semester� (CC 
& CR-fall & spr) 

ART 1242 Painting II, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Prerequisite: ART 1241 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ART 1115, ART 1141� 
Painting II introduces the student to a more complex and developed ap-
proach to painting� Te course further develops the technical aspect of paint-
ing through rigorous and challenging assignments� Te student will learn 
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to manipulate experimental materials in addition to traditional painting 
techniques� Te class emphasizes process, color, style, personal imagery, and 
conceptual ideas� A course fee is required; additional costs may be incurred 
based on individual student need� See course notes or contact the instructor 
for additional information� Students must be prepared to spend 6-8 hours 
per week in the painting studio outside of class� (CR-fall & spr; CC-spr) 

ART 1251 Introduction to Ceramics, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Te course introduces students to hand-crafted ceramic art� Te course 
covers the basic material and techniques of ceramic art including methods 
of construction, forming on the potter’s wheel, glazing, and fring� His-
toric perspective, the contemporary expression using ceramic media, and 
discussion of ceramic issues are part of the class� A course fee is required 
and additional costs may be incurred based on individual student need� 
See course notes or contact the instructor for additional information� Stu-
dents should be prepared to work in the studio outside of class periodically 
during the semester� (CR-fall & spr) 

ART 1252 Ceramics: Intermediate Wheel-Throwing, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Prerequisite: ART 1251 
Tis course expands the student’s investigation of pottery as an art form� 
Te course provides an opportunity to broaden knowledge of ceramics 
and to further develop style and form� Areas of study include intermediate 
methods of pottery construction, form, and glaze� Students are introduced 
to clay formulation, kiln loading, and fring techniques and will continue 
to investigate historical and contemporary perspectives of ceramic issues� 
A course fee is required� Students will be required to buy additional sup-
plies not covered by the course fee� See course notes or contact the instruc-
tor for additional information� Students must be prepared to spend 6-8 
hours per week in the studio outside of class� (CR-fall & spr) 

ART 1271 Glass Fusing I, 3 credits 
Introduction to the basic techniques used to create fused glass art� Students 
will make projects using a variety of kiln-forming techniques that em-
phasize experimentation and personal direction� A supply fee is required� 
Additional costs may be incurred based on individual student need� See 
course notes for additional information� Students should be prepared to 
spend 6-8 hours per week outside of class working on assignments in the 
on-campus art studios and facilities� (CR-spr) 

ART 1272 Glass Fusing II, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: ART 1271 
An exploration of advanced techniques in fused and kiln-formed glass� 
Students will create glass sculpture that utilizes mold making, glass casting, 
sandblast etching, fusing and slumping� A supply fee is required� Addi-
tional costs may be incurred based on individual student need� See course 
notes for additional information� Students should be prepared to spend 
6-8 hours per week outside of class working on assignments in the on-
campus art studios and facilities� (CR-spr) 

ART 1281 Ceramics: Beginning Hand-building, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Ceramics: Beginning Hand-building introduces a variety of clay hand-
forming and sculpting techniques� Tese techniques may include coil and 
slab construction, pinch modeling, glaze application, surface embellish-
ment, carving, and fring techniques� Tis course allows students to ex-
plore the expressive qualities of clay from a vessel form to object making� A 
course fee is required� Students will be required to buy additional supplies 
not covered by the course fee� See course notes or contact the instructor 
for additional information� Students must be prepared to spend 6-8 hours 
per week in the studio outside of class� (CR-fall & spr) 

ART 1282 Ceramics: Intermediate Hand-building, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: ART 1281 

Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Previous ceramics experi-
ence� 
Tis intermediate ceramics class builds on skills covered in a beginning 
hand-building course� Te class includes an in-depth study of contem-
porary hand-building methods and surface techniques in clay� Te use of 
molds will be introduced and students will learn to fre their work in the 
electric kiln� A course fee is required� Students will be required to buy ad-
ditional supplies that are not covered by the course fee� See course notes or 
contact the instructor for additional information� Students must be pre-
pared to spend 6-8 hours per week in the studio outside of class� (CR-spr) 

ART 1290 Introduction to Printmaking, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ART 1141 
Te course introduces the visual language of printmaking� Students will 
use relief and intaglio methods to create woodcuts and linoleum cuts in 
black and white ink� Students will be informed about all four major areas 
of printmaking: relief, intaglio, screen-printing, and lithography� Te his-
tory and development of printmaking will be integrated into projects, and 
the link between digital image-making software and traditional printmak-
ing will be covered� Te interconnections of printmaking to both two- 
and three-dimensional art will be explored� A course fee is required and 
additional costs may be incurred based on individual student need� See 
course notes or contact the instructor for additional information� Students 
should be prepared to work in the studio outside of class periodically dur-
ing the semester� (CR-spr) 

ART 1291 Introduction to Printmaking II, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: ART 1290 
Tis course expands upon the techniques covered in ART 1290 Introduc-
tion to Printmaking I� Students may work in one or more of the following 
print media: Intaglio, Relief, Lithography, or Silkscreen and elements of 
color will be introduced� Te students’ sense of personal style, symbol-
ism, and creating a body of work is a focus of the course� A course fee is 
required� Students will be required to buy additional supplies not covered 
by the course fee� See course notes or contact the instructor for additional 
information� Students must be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week in 
the studio outside of class� (CR-spr) 

ART 2121 Stained Glass III, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: ART 1121 
An exploration of advanced techniques in stained and fabricated glass� 
Students will create glass sculptural forms that utilize copper foil, Dalle 
de Verre, glass painting, and adhesive fabrication techniques� A supply fee 
is required� Additional costs may be incurred based on individual student 
need� See course notes for additional information� Students should be pre-
pared to spend 6-8 hours per week outside of class working on assignments 
in the on-campus art studios and facilities� 

ART 2131 Glass Blowing III, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: ART 1131 
Tis course expands upon the glass blowing techniques covered in Glass 
Blowing II� Students will approach glass blowing in an experimental and 
creative way and the class will introduce basic cold-working techniques� 
Te purpose of this course is to teach students to push the traditional 
boundaries of glass blowing, to work in series to create a cohesive body of 
work, and to explore the aesthetic challenges of glass as an artistic mate-
rial� A supply fee is required� Additional costs may be incurred based on 
individual student need� See course notes or contact the instructor for 
additional information� Students must be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per 
week in the studio outside of class� (CR-fall) 

ART 2132 Glass Blowing IV, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: ART 1131 
Tis course expands upon the glass blowing techniques covered in Glass 
Blowing III and includes an in-depth study of both furnace and cold-
working concepts� Students will approach glass blowing in an experimen-
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tal and creative way using both furnace and cold-working processes to ad-
dress more advanced aesthetic ideas� Te purpose of this course is to teach 
students to push the traditional boundaries of glass blowing and to create 
a series of work that explores glass as an artistic material� A supply fee is 
required� Additional costs may be incurred based on individual student 
need� See course notes or contact the instructor for additional informa-
tion� Students must be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week in the studio 
outside of class� (CR-spr) 

ART 2133 Glass Sculpture I, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: ART 2132 
Expands upon glass blowing techniques covered in Glass Blowing IV� We 
will begin with a review of historical techniques and use them to help in 
defning an indiviual aesthetic and visual vocabulary� Tis course will focus 
on refning technical skills in both the hot and cold shop to create both 
traditional and innovative glass forms� A supply fee is required; additional 
costs may be incurred based on individual student need� See course notes 
for additional information� Students should be prepared to spend 6-8 
hours per week outside of class working on assignments in the on- campus 
art studios and facilities� 

ART 2134 Glass Sculpture II, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: ART 2133 
Expands upon glass techniques covered in Glass Sculpture I� Tis course 
will focus on refning technical skills in both the hot and cold shop to cre-
ate innovative glass forms� Students are expected to create a body of work 
that pushes beyond traditional concepts of the material� A supply fee is re-
quired; additional costs may be incurred based on individual student need� 
See course notes for additional information� Students should be prepared 
to spend 6-8 hours per week outside of class working on assignments in 
the on-campus art studios and facilities� 

ART 2165 Digital Photography II, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Prerequisite: ART 1155 or ART 1165� 
Tis course expands on the photography techniques covered in Digital 
Photography I� Te course covers camera operation and menu options, 
image editing software, digital photographic printing, and photographic 
color theory� Students will learn about early digital photography, photo-
graphic history and aesthetics, and digital photography's social impact� 
Te class explores digital photography as a creative tool for self-expression, 
social exploration, and still documentation� A course fee is required� Addi-
tional costs may be incurred based on individual student need� See course 
notes or contact the instructor for additional information� Tis is a DIGI-
TAL course and a digital single lens refex (DSLR) camera is required; the 
art department has a limited number of cameras available for students 
to check out� Students should be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week 
outside of class working on assignments in the on-campus art studios and 
facilities� (CR-spr) 

ART 2167 Photography III: Medium Format, 3 credits 
Prerequisites: ART 1165 and ART 1166� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Advanced camera and 
darkroom skills� 
Photography III introduces the student to medium format flm photogra-
phy� Students will learn to shoot, process and print medium format black 
and white photographs� Te course will cover various types of cameras that 
shoot medium format, including twin lens refex and rangefnder cameras� 
Te large format 4x5 camera will be introduced� Te formal and aesthetic 
concerns of creating photographs in medium format will be emphasized 
throughout the class� A course fee is required� Additional costs may be 
incurred based on individual student need� See course notes or contact 
the instructor for additional information� A medium format camera is re-
quired; the Art department has a limited number of cameras available for 
students to check out� Students should be prepared to spend 6-8 hours 
per week outside of class working on assignments in the on-campus art 
studios and facilities� 

ART 2168 Photography IV, 3 credits 
Prerequisites: ART 1165 and ART 1166, or ART 2167� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Advanced camera and 
darkroom skills� 
Photography IV provides an opportunity for advanced students to develop 
a body of work, prepare the work for exhibition, and assemble a mature 
portfolio of photographs� Students may create work using traditional flm 
and/or digital photographic methods� A course fee is required� Additional 
costs may be incurred based on individual student need� See course notes 
or contact the instructor for additional information� Students should be 
prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week outside of class working on assign-
ments in the on-campus art studios and facilities� 

ART 2200 Portfolio and Professional Practice, 2 credits 
Prerequisites: Students must complete the following core courses: ART 
1107, ART 1108, ART 1115, ART 1117, ART 1141, ART 1170� 
Te student will be introduced to the professional practices required for 
success as an artist� Students will prepare a portfolio of work, produce 
a fnal exhibit, and write an artist statement regarding their work� Tis 
course is only for AFA students in their fnal semester who have, or will be 
completing, all required AFA core requirements� (CR-spr) 

ART 2253 Ceramics: Kiln-Firing, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: ART 1252 or ART 1282� 
Ceramics: Kiln-Firing investigates the contemporary and historical fring 
methods of ceramics� Students will expand upon the methods of ceramic 
construction techniques covered in previous ceramics courses and focus on 
the expressive qualities of kiln-fred clay� A course fee is required� Students 
will need to buy additional supplies that are not covered by the course fee� 
See course notes or contact the instructor for additional information� Stu-
dents must be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week in the studio outside 
of class� (CR-spr) 

ART 2254 Ceramics: Glaze Formulation, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: ART 1252 or ART 1282� 
Tis course is an exploration of ceramic glazes focusing on the expressive 
qualities of clay and glaze combinations� Students will develop their own 
glaze formula� Tis course expands upon the ceramic construction tech-
niques covered in previous courses� A course fee is required� Students will 
need to buy additional supplies that are not covered by the course fee� See 
course notes or contact the instructor for additional information� Students 
must be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week in the studio outside of 
class� 

ART 2255 Wood-Fired Ceramics, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ART 1252 or ART 1282� 
Tis course provides an investigation of the ceramic process of wood-fr-
ing� Students will create new wares for wood-fring� A variety of slips and 
glazes appropriate for the particular fring will be introduced� As a class, 
students will work together to complete the necessary preparations then 
load and fre the wood kiln� After cooling and unloading, the results will 
be evaluated� A brief history of wood-fring will be covered� Students will 
be required to buy additional supplies that are not covered by the course 
fee� Students should be prepared to spend 6-9 hours per week working in 
the studio outside of class�  (CR-fall) 

ART 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in art successfully completed� Designed to ofer 
students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specifc 
topic in art� 

Biology 

BIOL 1100* Unifying Concepts in Biology, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: MATH 0240 with a grade 
of C or better, or the appropriate score on math placement test� Ability to 
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do college level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enroll-
ment requirements for ENGL 1121� 
Tis is an introductory course designed to teach the process of science as 
it applies to biology today� Topics in biology that will be covered include 
heredity, evolution, and ecosystems� Tree lecture hours per week and 10 
three-hour labs during the semester� Tis course is not intended for science 
or allied health majors� (CR-fall & spr) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

BIOL 1102 Medical Terminology, 2 credits 
Tis courses covers scientifc terminology as it applies to human medicine 
and related professions� Interpretation and building a vocabulary of medi-
cal terms from Latin and Greek roots will also be discussed� (CR-fall & 
spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 

BIOL 1103* Environmental Science Lecture, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 3 & 10) 
Introduction to the basic characteristics and dynamics of ecosystems� Te 
efects of the increasing and changing human demands on our environ-
ment are explored� An optional one-credit laboratory is also ofered� (CC- 
fall & spr; CR & Online: fall, spr, sum) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

BIOL 1104 The Human Body–Structure & Function, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: MATH 0240 with a grade 
of C or better, or the appropriate score on math placement test� Ability to 
do college level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enroll-
ment requirements for ENGL 1121� 
Tis is an introductory survey of how the human body is constructed and 
how it operates� Areas of study include: human organization, support and 
movement, integration and coordination, maintenance of the body, body 
defenses, reproduction and development� Includes a human anatomy and 
physiology based lab-like experience� (CC & CR-fall & spr) 

BIOL 1106 Principles of Biology I, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
Co-requisite: CHEM 1020 or CHEM 1050 or CHEM 1061, or high 
school chemistry within the last three years� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading, 
writing, and math skills� Strongly recommended that CHEM 1020 or 
CHEM 1050 or CHEM 1061 or equivalent be completed with a grade of 
“C” or higher PRIOR to BIOL 1106� 
Tis course is intended for students interested in biology-related majors, 
including environmental science and the health sciences� Tis course is 
also the frst of a two-semester sequence intended for Biology majors� Tis 
course includes topics in the process of science, chemistry of life, metabo-
lism, cell structure and processes, inheritance patterns, the molecular basis 
of inheritance, and evolution� Corequisite course may be taken at any time 
prior to, or along with, this course� Te course meets for three lecture 
hours and three laboratory hours per week� Tis course is not intended for 
non-majors� (CC & CR-fall, spr, sum) 

BIOL 1107 Principles of Biology II, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
Prerequisites: BIOL 1106 or equivalent and CHEM 1020 or CHEM 
1061� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: college-level mathematics, 
reading, and writing� 
Continuation of the introduction to the science of biology� Tis course 
includes topics in the molecular basis of inheritance, evolutionary origins 
of life's diversity, the diversity of protista, fungi, plants, animals, and basic 
concepts in ecology� (CR-fall & spr) 

BIOL 1108 Biology of Women, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 3 & 7) (Cross-listed as WGST 1108) 
Tis course studies the biological aspects of being a woman� Analysis of as-

sumptions concerning women’s biology and women’s health care, includ-
ing the importance of taking a responsible role in personal health care, will 
be addressed� Te course explores female and male reproductive anatomy 
and physiology, sexual development, issues related to women’s health and 
disease, pregnancy and birth, contraception and infertility, menopause, 
and other topics� It also includes a reproductive anatomy and physiology-
based lab-like experience� Open to both women and men� (CR-fall & spr) 

BIOL 1110 Field Biology, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3 & 9) 
Tis is an introduction to identifcation of native plants and animals� Em-
phasis is placed on ecological relationships� Local and regional feld trips 
are conducted to study forest, grassland and aquatic ecosystems� Course 
will be taught with one of three diferent rotating themes� Students may 
take the course up to three times with a diferent theme each time� 
(CR-fall, spr, sum) 

BIOL 1133* Environmental Science Lab, 1 credit 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3) (Formerly BIOL 1103 L) 
Prerequisite or Co-requisite BIOL 1103� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: MATH 0240 with a grade 
of C or better, or the appropriate score on math placement test� Ability to 
do college level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enroll-
ment requirements for ENGL 1121� 
Tis is an investigative, problem-solving lab extension of the topics cov-
ered in BIOL 1103 Lecture� Investigations include feld studies, experi-
ments, and analyzing and reporting outcomes� Tis course can be used 
with BIOL 1103 (Lecture) to satisfy a general education lab requirement� 
(CC-fall & spr; CR & Online: fall, spr, sum) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

BIOL 1171 Seminar in the Biological Sciences, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 3) (Cross-listed as NATS 1171) 
Tis course is designed to focus on the annual Nobel Conference theme 
explored at Gustavus Adolphus College� Presenters are internationally rec-
ognized to be on the cutting edge of their respective biological science 
disciplines� Attendance of the conference is required� Five to six weeks 
are preparatory, and following the conference a discussion-seminar format 
is used to further explore the conference theme� In a lab-like experience, 
students will do extensive reading and perform a library research project 
where results are reported in class� (CR-fall) 

BIOL 2113 Human Anatomy & Physiology I, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
Prerequisite: BIOL 1106 
Tis course is an intensive, detailed study of body structure and function 
utilizing principles of chemistry, biochemistry, anatomy and physiology� 
Includes the following topics: introduction to anatomy and physiology, 
tissues, integumentary system, skeletal system, articulations, muscular 
system, nervous system, special senses, and endocrine system� Laboratory 
work will include animal dissection, data collection and analysis� (CC & 
CR-fall & spr; CR-sum) 

BIOL 2114 Human Anatomy & Physiology II, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
Prerequisite: BIOL 2113 
Tis course is an intensive, detailed study of body structure and function 
utilizing principles of chemistry, biochemistry, anatomy and physiology� 
Includes the following topics: cardiovascular system, lymphatic system, 
nonspecifc defense and immunity, respiratory system, digestive system, 
urinary system, fuid/electrolyte and acid/base balance, and reproductive 
system� Laboratory work will include limited animal dissection� (CC & 
CR-fall, spr, sum) 

BIOL 2201 Microbiology, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
Prerequisites: BIOL 1106 or equivalent, plus CHEM 1020 or CHEM 
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1050 or CHEM 1061� 
Study of general microbiology including bacteriology, virology, parasitol-
ogy, and mycology� Te course covers aspects of microbial ecology and 
epidemiology, including host-pathogen interactions and environmental 
infuences on growth and reproduction� Te course emphasis is on bac-
teria: principles of control and culture, genetics and metabolic processes, 
and microbiological techniques� Tree lecture hours and two 90-minute 
laboratories per week� (CC & CR-fall & spr; CR-sum) 

BIOL 2202 Genetics, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
Prerequisite: BIOL 1106 or equivalent� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BIOL 1107 strongly rec-
ommended� 
Study of the storage, transfer, and expression of hereditary information� 
Topics covered include transmission, molecular, and population genetics� 
(CR-fall) 

BIOL 2206 Animal Biology, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
Prerequisite: BIOL 1106 
Survey of the major animal phyla and how they solve the central physi-
ological problems necessary for life� (CR-spr even years) 

BIOL 2207 Plant Biology, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
Prerequisites: BIOL 1106, plus CHEM 1020 or CHEM 1050 or CHEM 
1061� 
Introduction to plants including structure, function, growth, develop-
ment, and reproduction� Laboratory also includes a survey of major plant 
groups� Tree lecture hours and three laboratory hours per week� (CR-spr 
odd years) 

BIOL 2208 Cell Biology, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
Prerequisites: Tis course requires these prerequisites with a minimum 
grade of C: BIOL 1106 or equivalent, and BIOL 1107 (or consent of 
instructor)� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BIOL 2202 strongly rec-
ommended� 
Introduction to the fundamental molecular mechanisms that control cel-
lular function� Te course will focus on major aspects of cell biology in-
cluding intracellular trafcking of proteins and membranes, cell signaling, 
the cytoskeleton, cell adhesion, cell cycle, stem cells and the role of onco-
genes and tumor suppressor genes in cancer� Tis course has three lecture 
hours and three laboratory hours per week� (CR-spr even years) 

BIOL 2209 General Ecology, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
Prerequisites: Tis course requires these prerequisites with a minimum 
grade of C: BIOL 1106 or equivalent, and BIOL 1107 (or consent of 
instructor), and MATH 1114 or MATH 1200� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level mathemat-
ics, reading and writing� 
Fundamental principles of ecology, including examining interrelation-
ships of plants and animals with their environment� Course will consider 
principles of multiple ecological scales, including organismal, population, 
community, ecosystem, and global ecology� (CR-fall odd years) 

BIOL 2229 Independent Summer Research, 3 credits 
Prerequisites: BIOL 1106 and one other BIOL course, and instructor per-
mission� 
Te Independent Research Summer Program (IRSP) is a multidisciplinary 
initiative that includes opportunities for research studies in molecular and 
cellular biology, genetics, developmental biology, microbiology, ecology, 
plant sciences, among other felds� It consists of 1 week of research lit-
erature training and an orientation conducted and supervised by ARCC 

faculty and 10 weeks of laboratory or feld research under the guidance of 
a University of Minnesota faculty mentor from one of the above bioscience 
disciplines� Students earn three semester credits upon successful comple-
tion of their research project assessed by an oral and/or written presenta-
tion of research project� 

BIOL 2230 Directed Research in Biology, 2 credits 
Prerequisites: A college level biology course with lab is required and per-
mission of the instructor� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: MATH 0240 with a grade 
of C or better, or the appropriate score on math placement test� Ability to 
do college level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enroll-
ment requirements for ENGL 1121� 
Advanced concepts in biology applied to real-life research problems� Un-
der faculty direction, students will learn to analyze research problems, ana-
lyze data, and will use equipment and procedures typical of laboratory or 
feld research in order to help address ongoing research problems� Specifc 
topics will vary from semester to semester� Students will be expected to 
present their research orally or in writing� Students may take the class more 
than once, up to a total of 6 credits� Students must be prepared to spend 
4-8 hours/week outside of class on the research project� (CR-fall, spr, sum) 

BIOL 2299 Independent Study, 1-4 credits 
Prerequisites: One biology course successfully completed with a grade of C 
or better and permission of the instructor� 
Designed to ofer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or re-
search on a specifc topic in biology� 

Biomedical Technology 

BMED 1100* Introduction to Biomedical Devices & Industry, 
2 credits 
Tis course gives the student a general understanding of the biomedical 
device industry in terms of its size and scope, current trends, and the wide 
range of products involved with emphasis on biomedical companies in 
Minnesota� Te course will also give the student an overview of the devel-
opment of a medical device from initial conception through development, 
testing, validation, manufacture, clinical trials and fnal approval by regu-
latory agencies� Two Saturday feld trips� (CR-fall) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

BMED 2100* Design & Manufacturing in the Medical Device 
Industry, 3 credits 
Tis course provides an introduction to the design and manufacturing 
of medical devices with special focus on the unique design manufactur-
ing challenges that are necessary to achieve World Class Manufacturing 
(WCM) excellence� Te course describes the fundamental systems used 
in the design, development, and manufacturing of medical devices and 
how these relate to industry regulations� Specifc topics include: material 
and process selection considerations, aseptic processes, clean-room tech-
niques, sterilization processes, clinical testing, lot traceability, introduction 
to automation and control systems, testing and instrumentation lab and 
manufacturing controls� (CR-fall) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

BMED 2200 Introduction to Medical Device Regulations & 
Ethics, 3 credits 
Tis course introduces students to certifcation standards and the agencies 
involved in the regulatory processes specifc to the medical industry� Top-
ics include FDA regulations, international regulations, quality certifca-
tion processes, and related ethical considerations� Tree lecture hours per 
week� BMED 1100 is strongly recommended as a frst class for those with 
no previous biomedical device industry experience� (CR-spr) 

BMED 2297 Capstone Experience & Seminar, 4 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BMED 1100, BMED 
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2100, BMED 2200� 
Tis course provides a supervised, practical, industry-based learning ex-
perience in a setting consistent with the student’s program goals in which 
the student develops professional skills through work experience� Students 
are expected to complete a Technical Skills Assessment of the instructor’s 
choice prior to completion of this course� 

BMED 2300 Introduction to Quality Assurance, 3 credits 
Tis course will provide students with an in-depth understanding of the 
role quality plays in an industrial environment regulated by the Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA)� Te course will cover the responsibilities of 
quality assurance during the engineering, manufacturing, and produc-
tion of a product� Topics will include management responsibilities, design 
control, production and process controls, continuous improvement, and 
methods and tools used to support quality assurance� Te ISO standards, 
the regulatory requirements mandated by the FDA, and the European 
Medical Devices Directive (MDD), are also covered� (CR-fall) 

BMED 2310 Risk Management & Assessment for Medical 
Devices, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BMED 2300 
Tis course provides the students with an in-depth understanding of the 
principles and techniques of identifying, evaluating, and controlling risks 
associated with the development and production of medical devices� Tis 
course will cover risk management planning, risk analysis process, and 
risk management reporting� Topics will include the relationship between 
regulatory requirements and risk management, tools for hazard identifca-
tion, methods for the mitigation of risks, and approaches for analyzing risk 
verses beneft�  (CR-spr) 

BMED 2320 Quality Management for Medical Devices, 
3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BMED 2300 
Tis course defnes the role of quality also referred to as performance excel-
lence in a business environment, as it is applied within the Medical Device 
industry in relation to ISO 13485 and FDA Quality System Regulations� 
Topics include the use of quality management techniques and quality phi-
losophies, organization and process development for quality, techniques 
used in process design and improvement, approaches used in continuous 
improvement, methods used to control quality� Te course includes orga-
nizational design and leadership concepts in achieving quality services and 
products� (CR-sum) 

BMED 2400 Introduction to Clinical Research, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: MATH 1114 or equivalent, or concurrent enrollment� 
Tis course will provide the foundation for understanding the research 
process and its application to clinical trials in the biomedical industry� 
Topics include the role of the clinical research professional, the process of 
designing, implementing, managing and reporting a clinical study, and 
ethical issues related to clinical research� (CR-spr) 

BMED 2500 Introduction to Documentation/Configuration 
Management, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BMED 2200 
Tis course is directed to individuals and/or teams interested in estab-
lishing and managing documentation and related systems in the area of 
medical device manufacturing� Te curriculum introduces students to the 
fundamentals of governmental requirements that impact medical device 
documentation, the benefts and elements of a documented confguration 
management system, and the details to establish related systems, policies, 
procedures and tools�  (CR-fall) 

BMED 2510 Database Management for the Medical Device 
Industry, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: BUS 1119 or equivalent� 
Tis course is designed for students interested in a career in database 
management, a feld with responsibilities for organizing data from many 

sources, assuring data integrity, and helping to design systems and soft-
ware to run on those systems� Te course covers Database Management 
using Microsoft Access, programming languages, life cycles, validation, 
compliance, security, backup and archive, ethics and privacy, regulations 
and regulators� Coursework includes database model comparisons, vendor 
demonstrations, setting up your own company’s validation procedures, se-
curity model, and code of ethics� (CR-sum) 

BMED 2520 Technical Writing for Regulated Industries, 
3 credits 
Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ENGL 0950 or achievement of rec-
ommended score on English placement assessment� 
Tis course will provide instruction in the rhetorical principles and strate-
gies of technical writing as they apply to documentation in regulated in-
dustries� Te course will emphasize technical writing for documents used 
in regulatory-compliant electronic or hybrid systems� (CR-spr) 

BMED 2600 Fundamentals of Dimensional Metrology, 
2 credits 
All things manufactured need to be measured� Metrology is the science of 
measurement and is used to determine if a part meets its required form, 
ft or function� Tis course is designed to train students on metrology 
equipment used in industry to measure the physical size or distance from 
any given object� Both English (inch) and Metric (cm) systems of mea-
surement will be used in measuring practices� Completing this course will 
enhance the learner’s ability to gain employment in a manufacturing/ma-
chining/medical facility area and/or increase their chances of advancement 
in Quality Assurance related roles� (CR-fall) 

Business 

BUS 1101 Introduction to Business, 3 credits 
An introductory study of the functional areas of business to help students 
realize the integral role business plays in the economy and our lifestyles� 
Topics include the major elements in the business environment, forms of 
business ownership, competition in the domestic and international mar-
ket, management of human and fnancial resources, marketing, business 
technology and information management, accounting, and business and 
personal fnance� (CC-fall; CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 

BUS 1102 Business Writing Essentials, 1 credit 
Are grammar, spelling, and word usage errors putting barriers between 
your ideas and your readers? Using a hands-on, practical approach, this 
course reviews grammar, punctuation, and word usage� Learn how to fnd 
and correct errors so that your documents make a favorable impression on 
readers� (Online: fall, spr, sum) 

BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace, 3 credits 
Focuses on the importance of personal and group interrelationships within 
an organization� Topics covered are the communication process, diversity, 
equal opportunity, workplace bias, group leadership and the psychological 
aspects of group dynamics� (CC-fall, CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 

BUS 1104 Written Business Communications, 3 credits 
Tis course focuses on applying direct, indirect, and persuasive writing 
styles to communicate within and between business organizations� Stu-
dents apply business writing principles to the creation of electronic mes-
sages, memos, letters, proposals, employment documents, and business 
reports� Emphasis placed on using critical- thinking skills to analyze and 
solve business problems� (CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 

BUS 1105 Individual/Corporate Income Tax, 3 credits 
Tis is an introductory course in individual and corporate income tax� Te 
course takes a rules-oriented approach to income tax and covers the prepa-
ration of tax returns as well� Topics include gross income and exclusions, 
business income and expenses, itemized deductions, credits and special 
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taxes, capital gains and losses, withholding and payroll taxes, and basic 
partnership and corporate tax returns� (Online: fall) 

BUS 1108 Business Math, 3 credits 
Discussion and application of essential information and mathematical 
procedures used in accounting, ofce and clerical work, marketing and f-
nance� Topics include development of principles and operations applicable 
to buying and selling goods; payroll; insurance; mathematics of ownership 
(partnerships and corporations); simple interest and discounts; sinking 
funds and amortization of loans; compound interest and discounts; con-
sumer credit; and inventory valuation�  (Online: fall & spr) 

BUS 1112 Computer Concepts & Applications, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BUS 1153 or keyboarding 
experience� 
Tis computer literacy course focuses on computer technology concepts 
and software applications useful for work, school, and home ofces� Con-
cepts include computer hardware and software, efective web searching, 
security, ethics, privacy, trends, and other issues in computing� Students 
will complete work in Microsoft Windows OS and the Microsoft Ofce 
(Windows) applications including Word, Excel, Access, and PowerPoint� 
(CR-fall & spr; CC-spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 

BUS 1115 Internet Essentials, 1 credit 
Tis is an introductory course to using the Internet and World Wide 
Web to fnd information, communicate with others, and conduct busi-
ness activities� Students use real-world exercises to apply concepts to their 
personal and professional lives� Students should check the current course 
schedule for required software� (Online: spr) 

BUS 1119 Database Management Using Microsoft Access, 
3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BUS 1112 or equivalent� 
Microsoft Access is used in this course to design and create databases� 
Topics include creating tables, queries, forms, and reports� Macros, Visual 
Basic for applications programming, creation of dialog boxes, import and 
export operations with Access, and designing the user interface with navi-
gation forms are also introduced� (Online: fall) 

BUS 1122 Business Ethics & Social Issues, 3 credits 
Introduction to the social problems facing American business with an em-
phasis on the growing responsibilities of the business person to society� 
Students will examine ethical dilemmas objectively and apply reasoned 
judgment to their resolution using a critical-thinking process� Topics will 
focus on major issues currently afecting business owners, managers, em-
ployees, and communities� (CR-spr; Online: fall & spr) 

BUS 1124 PowerPoint and Web Conferencing, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BUS 1112 or previous 
knowledge of computer applications software� 
To prepare students to work in today's digital, fexible, and mobile world, 
students will design and customize presentations using Microsoft Power-
Point and web conferencing tools� Topics include the integration of slide 
design, audio, video, engagement tools, cloud storage, and web conferenc-
ing to enable students to practice formally and informally sharing ideas, 
making recommendations, and conducting efective sessions with the in-
structor and class members� Requirements: A current version of Microsoft 
Ofce (for Windows), computer microphone, and webcam� (Online: fall) 

BUS 1130 Accounting Fundamentals, 1 credit 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: It is recommended that 
BUS 1130 and BUS 2125 be taken concurrently or that you have account-
ing experience or knowledge� 
Tis course is designed primarily as a supplement to BUS 2125 though it 
may be taken as a stand-alone course� GAAP (generally accepted account-
ing principles) will be applied to the recording and reporting of transac-

tions, with emphasis on end-of-the-period procedures (including adjust-
ing and closing entries and fnancial statement preparation and analysis), 
accounting for merchandise operations under a perpetual inventory sys-
tem, and inventory cost fow methods�  (Online: fall, spr, sum) 

BUS 1134 Computerized Accounting, 2 credits 
Prerequisite: BUS 2125 or the consent of the instructor� 
Tis is a hands-on course in which students will use a computerized soft-
ware package such as QuickBooks to record, report, and analyze business 
transactions� (Online: spr) 

BUS 1135 Payroll Accounting, 2 credits 
Prerequisite: BUS 2125 or the consent of the instructor� 
Tis course focuses on basic payroll activities which includes the computa-
tion, recording and reporting of employee withholdings, employer payroll 
taxes, and take-home pay� (Online: spr) 

BUS 1143 Decision Making Using Excel, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BUS 1112 or equivalent� 
Tis comprehensive course focuses on using Microsoft Excel to design 
spreadsheets that organize, manage, and provide analysis on personal or 
organizational data� Students will use problem-solving and critical think-
ing skills to make decisions based on Excel spreadsheets� Tis course covers 
basic to advanced features in Microsoft Excel including: creating, editing, 
and formatting worksheets and workbooks; constructing formulas and 
using functions; charting data; creating Excel tables, PivotTables, Pivot-
Charts; conducting what-if analysis; importing data from external sources; 
working with other programs; and running macros� (Online: fall) 

BUS 1145 Customer Service, 3 credits 
Customer Service, or lack of it, is one of the most important topics in 
business today� Quality customer service is now expected, no matter what 
type of business/service in which you are employeed� Students will learn 
a usable process for developing the skills, attitudes and thinking patterns 
needed to win customer satisfaction and loyalty� Tis course will examine 
the importance of customer service, understanding consumer behavior, 
techniques for handling difcult customers, time management, enhancing 
customer loyalty and creating long-term value for the customer and busi-
ness� (Online: fall & spr) 

BUS 1149 Professional Selling, 3 credits 
Tis course is an introduction to efective sales methods and career op-
portunities in typical sales felds� Each student will participate in a sales 
demonstration using the selling methods learned� Topics include steps of 
selling, closing techniques, follow-up, and marketing techniques� Rela-
tionship-selling is discussed� (Online: fall) 

BUS 1153 Beginning Keyboarding, 2 credits 
Tis course develops alphabetic and numeric keyboarding skills and in-
cludes formatting basic business documents using a word processing 
program� Te course is intended for persons who want to improve their 
keyboarding skills or have no prior keyboarding experience� (Online: fall 
& spr) 

BUS 1154 Advanced Keyboarding, 3 credits 
Tis course continues to develop and enhance keyboarding speed and ac-
curacy� Skills in formatting, editing, and proofreading of business docu-
ments are also covered� Te Gregg Reference Manual is used to develop 
skills in grammar, usage and styles� 

BUS 1155 Word Processing Using Microsoft Word, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BUS 1112 or MS Ofce 
experience� 
Comprehensive instruction for using Microsoft Word software� Tis 
course covers basic to advanced features in Microsoft Word including: cre-
ating, editing, and formatting documents with varying complexity; adding 
and modifying graphics; tracking changes; creating fll-in forms; working 
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with styles, themes, tables, columns, merging, and macros; and applying 
document design principles� (Online: spr) 

BUS 1159 Word Processing Essentials, 1 credit 
Introductory hands-on word processing course that helps improve your 
skills in creating, formatting, editing, saving, and printing documents� 
Students should check the current course schedule for required software� 

BUS 1174 Office Systems, 3 credits 
Study of ofce principles, procedures, and systems� Topics include travel, 
telephone use, meeting preparation, mail management, selection of ofce 
supplies, priority- setting, fle management and records, stress and time 
management, reprographics, ethics, and decision-making� (Online: fall) 

BUS 1180 Developing Web Pages, 3 credits 
Students enrolling in this course should have previous computer experi-
ence including a basic familiarity with computer functions and applica-
tions� Tis course includes the development and authoring of business 
web pages� Topics include an introduction to HTML and CSS for design-
ers and techniques for creating responsive websites that adapt to diferent 
devices� Students will work with a popular web-development program and 
publish fles to a server� (Online: spr) 

BUS 1221 Supervision, 3 credits 
Te focus of this course is upon making efective work-related decisions at 
the frst-line management level� Problem-solving, workplace communica-
tion, leadership, team building, quality control, hiring, performance ap-
praisal and an exploration of contemporary supervisory issues are some of 
the major topics featured in this course� (Online: fall, spr, sum) 

BUS 2010 Introduction to Human Resources, 3 credits 
Tis course addresses the key concepts, common practices, major roles and 
functions associated with the discipline of Human Resource Management� 
Students will analyze the role of human resource management as it con-
tributes to an organization’s strategic objectives� Major topics include job 
analysis and evaluation, recruitment, stafng and selection, compensation, 
training and development, labor relations, occupational health and safety, 
onboarding, and other associated activities� (Online: fall & spr) 

BUS 2015 Benefits & Compensation, 3 credits 
Tis course addresses the key elements and strategies of benefts and com-
pensation management� Students learn the complexities of strategic com-
pensation planning, job evaluation systems, and the establishment of an 
efective compensation structure� Additional focus is placed on employee 
beneft programs, incentive plans for non-management, management, and 
executive employees� (Online: fall) 

BUS 2020 Employee Training & Development, 3 credits 
Tis course clarifes the role of training and development in Human Re-
source Management� Students will be given an opportunity to plan and 
execute a training program – including needs assessment, evaluating 
trainee learning styles, costing, selecting delivery alternatives, motivating 
trainees, and conducting program evaluations� (Online: spr) 

BUS 2025 Labor Relations, 3 credits 
Tis course provides an overview of the labor relations and collective bar-
gaining systems� Students will gain an understanding of why employees 
join labor unions, how labor unions function in the workplace, and how 
employers respond to and are afected by labor unions� A balanced per-
spective will be obtained through the identifcation and analysis of histori-
cal and contemporary labor issues� (Online: fall) 

BUS 2030 Human Resource Information Systems, 2 credits 
With the emergence of the Enterprise Resource Planning System (ERPS) 
that integrates various business modules within the company’s informa-
tion database, Human Resource Information Systems (HRIS) has become 
a crucial focus for Human Resource professionals� Students will learn basic 

concepts, terminology, functions, and outputs necessary to secure, main-
tain, and utilize human resource data in operations and strategic planning� 
(Online: spr) 

BUS 2125 Financial Accounting, 4 credits 
Tis course covers fnancial accounting concepts from a user perspective 
and will focus on the application of these concepts in real-world environ-
ments� Topics include applying Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 
(GAAP) to record transactions and prepare fnancial statements, fnancial 
statement analysis, and annual reports� (CR-fall & spr; CC-fall; Online: 
fall, spr, sum) 

BUS 2126 Managerial Accounting, 4 credits 
Prerequisite: BUS 2125 
Tis course focuses on how costs are used in planning, control, and deci-
sion making� Topics include diferences in managerial and fnancial ac-
counting, elements of cost, cost behavior, cost fow including cost of goods 
manufactured and cost of goods sold, traditional and contribution margin 
income statements, cost-volume-proft analysis, costing systems (job-order 
costing, process costing, and activity-based costing), budgeting, standard 
costs and variance analysis, relevant costs for special decisions, manage-
ment performance evaluation tools (balanced scorecard, operational 
performance measures, and quality measures), pricing, responsibility ac-
counting and decentralization, capital budgeting and capital investment 
decisions� (CR-spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 

BUS 2141 Personal Finance, 3 credits 
Tis course focuses on the basics of proper money management for per-
sonal and family lives� Topics include budgeting, insurance, tax planning, 
investment, selecting fnancial advisors, estate planning, consumer credit, 
and current trends in fnancial services�  (Online: fall, spr, sum) 

BUS 2142 Principles of Marketing, 4 credits 
Application of basic concepts and strategies to the efective marketing of 
goods and services� Current global trends and their impact on domestic 
and worldwide competition are analyzed� Emphasis is placed on the ap-
plication of a critical-thinking process to the development of a strategic-
marketing plan� Topics include basic marketing concepts, competitive 
analysis, market research, target marketing, and development of custom-
er-based strategies afecting product, price, promotion, and distribution� 
(CR-spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 

BUS 2143 Social Media Marketing, 3 credits 
Te course will explore the foundations of social media marketing� Stu-
dents will learn how social media is used in a business setting and how to 
boost brand recognition and achieve organizational goals� Students will 
learn to establish social media strategies, build and manage campaigns, 
and develop social media content� Current social media and emerging me-
dia channels will be discussed� Social media analytics and metrics will be 
analyzed� Students may be required to establish social media accounts in 
order to complete hands-on social media projects� 

BUS 2144 Principles of Advertising, 3 credits 
Tis course will introduce students to the theories and concepts that 
underlie modern marketing eforts related to advertising� Tese include 
awareness and analysis of the primary media and techniques used to iden-
tify, inform and persuade target populations� Delivery channels including 
online and social media advertising strategies will be discussed� Typical 
institutions and occupational opportunities in advertising will be explored 
as well as ethical dimensions of advertising�  (Online: fall) 

BUS 2215 Legal Environment of Business, 3 credits 
Tis course provides an in-depth focus of law as it relates to the business 
environment� Areas of study include Employment Law, Business Ethics, 
Employee Discrimination, Labor Law, Product Liability, Environmental 
Regulation, and International Law� Te U�S� Legal System will also be 
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discussed� (CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 

BUS 2217 Employment Law for Business, 3 credits 
Tis course provides an overview of employment law and how it applies 
in the workplace� It focuses on legal issues involving the employment rela-
tionship, employment discrimination, and regulation of the employment 
environment in the context of case law and federal and state legislation� 
Te course content covers issues relating to equal employment, wrongful 
discharge, discrimination, harassment, and regulatory processes and their 
application to efective workplace management�  (Online: spr) 

BUS 2226 Accounting Internship & Seminar, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor� 
Students earn credits for supervised work experience in accounting posi-
tions� Tey attend seminars and complete projects related to their intern-
ship� Internship is taken at the end of the course of study�  (Online: spr) 

BUS 2227 Management/Marketing Internship & Seminar, 3 
credits 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor� 
Students earn credits for supervised work experience in management or 
marketing positions� Tey attend seminars and complete projects related 
to their internship� Tis internship is taken at the end of the course of 
study and is meant to give students the opportunity to get work experi-
ence related to their program of study and to do work-related activities and 
problem-solving�  (Online: spr) 

BUS 2228 Office Technology Internship & Seminar, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Currently pursuing Ofce 
Technology AAS degree� 
Tis internship is intended for students who are in the AAS Ofce Tech-
nology program� Students will create and use their job-seeking documents 
and course-related skills to obtain an internship and earn credits for su-
pervised work experience in ofce technology positions� Tey will attend 
seminars and complete projects related to their internship� Tis internship 
is taken at the end of the course of study�  (Online: spr) 

BUS 2233 Intermediate Accounting, 4 credits 
Prerequisites: BUS 1112 and BUS 2125 with a grade of C or better� 
Tis course adds depth to fnancial accounting topics by applying Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) and the Conceptual Framework 
(CF) to measure, recognize, and report complex fnancial information us-
ing a variety of methods� Topics include GAAP, the CF for accounting, 
income statement, balance sheet, statement of cash fows, time value of 
money, and accounting for: cash and receivables, inventories, property/ 
plant/equipment acquisition, depreciation, impairment, intangible assets, 
current and long-term liabilities, and stockholders’ equity�  (Online: spr) 

BUS 2240 Introduction to International Business, 3 credits 
Introduction to the essentials of international business and the environ-
mental forces that have an impact on it� Topics include the economic, 
cultural, legal, and political environments as well as international man-
agement, marketing, fnance, exporting, and importing functions� An in-
depth study of doing business in a specifc country is required�  (Online: 
spr) 

BUS 2242 Principles of Retailing, 3 credits 
Tis course is a study of retailing as it is conducted in both this country 
and internationally� Topics include aspects of store location, layout and de-
sign, retail management, retail buying, assortment planning, customer ser-
vice, consumer behavior, store organization and legal issues� (Online: spr) 

BUS 2244 Principles of Management, 4 credits 
Principles of Management examines the historical and philosophical foun-
dations of management as well as current theory and practices� Managerial 
decisions as a planner, organizer, motivator/leader and controller of a di-

verse workforce in a competitive environment are identifed and evaluated 
within a critical thinking framework�  (Online: fall, spr, sum) 

BUS 2247 E-Commerce–Starting a Web-Based Business, 3 
credits 
Te course focuses on the concepts, tools and approaches for successful 
e-commerce and the necessary steps involved in starting a Web-based busi-
ness� Topics include web design, imaging, necessary infrastructures, search 
engines, marketing, security, electronic wholesaling and retailing� 

BUS 2250 Entrepreneurship, 3 credits 
Tis course examines the challenges of and procedures for starting a viable 
and sustainable new enterprise� Topics include: characteristics of entre-
preneurs; the identifcation and evaluation of new venture opportunities; 
resource identifcation and utilization; the development of appropriate 
strategies and the successful planning, implementation and launch of a 
new business venture� 

BUS 2265 Administrative Office Management, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BUS 1174 or ofce ex-
perience� 
Tis course focuses on developing students' ofce management skills for 
efective use of people, technology, systems, equipment, and space� Topics 
include human resources management, productivity and work simplifca-
tion, records management, ergonomic ofce design, quality improvement, 
and project management� (Online: spr) 

BUS 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in business successfully completed� Designed to 
ofer students an opportunity to do extensive reading or research and re-
port on a specifc topic in business� 

Career Orientation 

CAOR 1100 Career Exploration Workshop, 1 credit 
Tis course is designed to help students explore possible career options� 
Te goal is directed at expanding awareness of self in order to make delib-
erate career choices� Te course will help students identify their interests, 
values, personality, and skills in order to recognize the many components 
that go into making career decisions� (CR-spr; Online: Fall) 

CAOR 1102 Career Exploration, 2 credits 
In this course, students will gain an expanded understanding of themselves 
related to their interests, skills, personality, and values as part of the career 
development process� Information gained from self-exploration will pro-
vide the foundation for the students’ occupational research, analysis, and 
preliminary decision-making regarding their future career plans� In addi-
tion, students will learn a variety of job search strategies including resume 
writing, interviewing, and networking skills� (CR-fall; Online: spr & sum) 

Chemistry 

CHEM 1020* Interpretive Chemistry, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
Prerequisite: MATH 0230 or MATH 0240, or a score of 265 or higher on 
the NextGen Accuplacer Arithmetic placement test, or equivalent� 
Tis is an introductory course in chemistry emphasizing elementary prin-
ciples and applications intended for nonscience and allied health majors 
and preparation for the Principles of Chemistry sequence� Topics include 
matter, measurement, atomic theory, bonding theory, nomenclature, or-
ganic chemistry, stoichiometry and the mole concept, reactions, liquids 
and solids, solutions, and acid-base chemistry� (CR & Online: fall, spr, 
sum; CC-fall & spr) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program� 

CHEM 1050 Fundamentals of General, Organic, & Biologi-
cal Chemistry-LEC/LAB, 3 credits 
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(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
Prerequisite: MATH 0230 or MATH 0240 with a grade of C or better, or 
the appropriate score on the math placement test or its equivalent� High 
school chemistry or equivalent� 
Tis is an introductory course in chemistry with emphasis on chemical 
applications in biological systems� Te course is intended for non-science 
and allied health majors or preparation for the Principles of Chemistry 
sequence� Topics include nomenclature, conversions (including dosage 
calculations), stoichiometry, solutions, acid-base chemistry, reaction rates 
and equilibrium, radioactivity, organic functional groups, carbohydrates, 
lipids, amino acids, and proteins� Two lecture hours and one three-hour 
laboratory per week� (CR-fall, spr, sum; CC-fall & spr) 

CHEM 1061 Principles of Chemistry I, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 3) 
Prerequisites: MATH 0250, appropriate score on math placement test or 
equivalent, and CHEM 1020 or CHEM 1050 or high school chemistry 
or equivalent� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: MATH 1200 
Tis course is the frst semester of a two-semester sequence for liberal arts 
and sciences students and for students majoring in science and engineering 
or studying for careers in the allied health professions� Topics include mea-
surement, atomic theory, nomenclature, reactions, chemical calculations, 
solutions, gases, thermochemistry, quantum theory, periodicity, bonding, 
and molecular geometry� Tis course requires three lecture hours and one 
three-hour laboratory per week�  (CR-fall, spr, sum; CC-fall & spr) 

CHEM 1062 Principles of Chemistry II, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 3) 
Prerequisites: CHEM 1061 and MATH 0250 required, or appropriate 
math placement score, or equivalent� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: MATH 1200 highly rec-
ommended� 
Tis course is the second semester of a two-semester sequence for liberal 
arts and science students and for students majoring in science and en-
gineering, or studying for careers in the allied health professions� Topics 
include organic chemistry, intermolecular forces, liquids, solids, colligative 
properties, kinetics, equilibria, acids and bases, solubility equilibria, ther-
modynamics, oxidation-reduction, electrochemistry, and nuclear chemis-
try� Tis course requires three lecture hours and one three-hour laboratory 
per week�  (CR-fall, spr, sum; CC-spr) 

CHEM 2061 Organic Chemistry I, 5 credits 
Prerequisite: CHEM 1062 or equivalent� 
Tis is the frst semester of a two semester organic chemistry sequence 
for students majoring in chemistry, chemical engineering, or biology� Fur-
thermore, this course is designed to help prepare students for careers in 
the health sciences such as pharmacy, medicine, veterinary science, and 
chiropractic medicine� Topics include structure and bonding, acids and 
bases, alkanes and cycloalkanes, reaction energetics, stereochemistry, nu-
cleophilic substitution and elimination, alkenes, alkynes, organohalides 
and radical reactions, NMR spectroscopy, and introduction to multistep 
synthesis� Tis course requires four lecture hours and one four-hour labo-
ratory per week� (CR-fall, spr, sum) 

CHEM 2062 Organic Chemistry II, 5 credits 
Prerequisite: CHEM 2061 or equivalent� 
Tis is the second semester of a two semester organic chemistry sequence 
for students majoring in chemistry, chemical engineering, or biology� Fur-
thermore, this course is designed to help prepare students for careers in 
the health sciences such as pharmacy, medicine, veterinary science, and 
chiropractic medicine� Topics include UVvisible and IR spectroscopy, 
mass spectrometry, alcohols, aldehydes and ketones, carboxylic acids and 
derivatives, chemistry of aromatic compounds, enolate chemistry, poly-
enes, amines, introduction to carbohydrates and peptides, and multistep 
synthesis� Tis course requires four lecture hours and one four-hour labo-
ratory per week�  (CR-fall & spr) 

CHEM 2090 Biochemistry, 3 credits 
Prerequisites: CHEM 2061 and BIOL 1106� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: CHEM 2062 
Tis is a one semester non-biochemistry major course designed for stu-
dents majoring in the biological sciences or preparing for careers in the 
health sciences such as pharmacy, medicine, veterinary, and chiropractic� 
Topics include a review of aqueous chemistry, bonding, and thermody-
namics; structure and function of biological macromolecules (proteins, 
lipids, carbohydrates, and nucleic acids); enzyme catalysis; metabolic path-
ways (structures, enzymes, and energetics); and the chemical foundation 
of genetic information� Tree lecture hours per week� (CR-spr & sum) 

CHEM 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in chemistry successfully completed� Designed 
to ofer students an opportunity to do extensive reading or research and 
report on a specifc topic in chemistry� 

Chinese 

See Foreign Language Enrollment Guidelines on page 147. 

CHIN 1101 Beginning Chinese Language & Culture I, 
5 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8) 
Tis is the frst course of a four-semester (two-year) sequence in Chinese� 
In CHIN 1101 (a�k�a� Chinese I) students learn to speak and comprehend 
spoken Mandarin� Tey also learn to read and write basic sentences using 
both Chinese characters as well as pinyin (spelling Chinese words with the 
Western alphabet)� Interspersed throughout the course is an introduction 
to various aspects of Chinese culture and diferences between Chinese and 
Anglo language and culture� 

CHIN 1102 Beginning Chinese Language & Culture, II 
5 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8) 
Te second course in a four-semester (two-year) sequence in Chinese� In 
CHIN 1102 (a�k�a� Chinese II), students learn to speak and comprehend 
spoken Mandarin� Tey also learn to read and write basic sentences using 
both Chinese characters as well as pinyin (spelling Chinese words with the 
Western alphabet)� Interspersed throughout the course is an introduction 
to various aspects of Chinese culture and diferences between Chinese and 
Anglo language and culture� 

CHIN 1111 Introduction to Chinese Culture, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as HUM 1411) 
Tis is an introductory course to China and its cultural heritage� CHIN 
1111 surveys the development of China from the ancient period to the 
modern era, exploring the country’s customs, political institutions; eco-
nomic development; history, religion and philosophy; literature, art and 
architecture; as well as science and technology� Tis course is taught in 
English; no previous knowledge of Chinese is required� 

CHIN 2200 Field Study Abroad, 1-3 credits 
(Cross-listed as HUM 2200) 
Students travel to China to observe frsthand both ancient and modern 
components of their civilizations� When ofered for credit, a classroom 
segment will precede the trip, covering such topics as a brief history of the 
area to be visited, cultural diferences, etc� No Chinese language knowl-
edge is required� 

CHIN 2201 Intermediate Chinese Language & Culture I, 4 
credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8) 
Prerequisite: CHIN 1102, two or more years of high school Chinese, or 
permission of instructor� 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
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Intermediate Chinese I aims at increased profciency in comprehension, 
spoken production, reading, writing, and translation skills� Emphasis is 
on understanding Chinese grammar and syntax as well as the unique cul-
tural patterns of China that can contribute to more efective communica-
tion� Wider range of readings, more writing and translation exercises, and 
increased use of audio/visual materials, radical dictionary, and Chinese-
language software are essential parts of the course� 

CHIN 2202 Intermediate Chinese Language & Culture II, 4 
credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8) 
Prerequisite: CHIN 2201 or consent of instructor� 
Continuation of Intermediate Chinese I, which aims at increased prof-
ciency in comprehension, spoken production, reading, writing, and trans-
lation skills� Emphasis is on understanding Chinese grammar and syntax 
as well as the unique cultural patterns of China that can contribute to 
more efective communication� Wider range of readings, more writing and 
translation exercises, and increased use of audio/visual materials, radical 
dictionary, and Chinese-language software are essential parts of the course� 

CHIN 2299 Independent Study, 1-8 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in Chinese successfully completed� Designed for 
students to do an in-depth study of a particular topic in Chinese� Ap-
plicants must submit a written proposal describing their intended study� 

Communication Studies 

CMST 1100* Introduction to Mass Communication, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 9) (Cross-listed as MCOM 1100) 
Tis course is a survey of the history, structure, functions, and responsi-
bilities of mass media (e�g� social media, television, radio, newspapers)� It 
also includes discussion of media technology and critical analysis of mass 
media's role in society�  (CR & Online: fall & spr) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

CMST 1110* Introduction to Communication, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 1B & 2) 
Tis course is designed to help students become more efective commu-
nicators in a variety of contexts� It introduces students to fundamental 
elements and models of communication, basic communication theory, 
interpersonal communication, small group communication and public 
speaking� Students will perform at least one speech, participate actively 
as a member of an audience, study relational communication, and help 
make a small group presentation� (CR & CC-fall, spr, sum; Online: sum) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

CMST 2210 Intercultural Communication, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8) 
Tis course explores intercultural communication within the individual, 
interpersonal, organizational and societal context� Topics covered include: 
cultural identity, verbal and non-verbal behavior, perception, dominant 
versus non-dominant cultural values and beliefs, present and historical 
cultural contexts and other factors that facilitate or inhibit efective inter-
cultural communication� (CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 

CMST 2215* Public Speaking, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 1B & 2) 
Tis course is designed to help the student become a more efective com-
municator in public speaking situations� Emphasis will be placed on the 
development of advanced research, organization, adaptation and delivery 
skills, listening and nonverbal communication� Students will practice sev-
eral diferent forms of public address experiences� (CR-fall, spr, sum; CC-
spr) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

CMST 2220* Interpersonal Communication, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 1B & 7)  
Tis course is a study of interpersonal communication each of us partici-
pates in every day� It is designed to help students recognize and understand 
their communication habits, as well as those of others, in an efort to learn 
more efective communication skills for improving their interpersonal re-
lationships� Primary areas of study include communication theory, lan-
guage, perception, self-concept, self-disclosure, emotions, the impact of 
culture on communication, listening, communication climate, confict, 
and nonverbal communication� An individual speech presentation is also 
required� (CR & CC-fall & spr; CR-sum; Online: fall, spr, sum) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

CMST 2251 Small Group Communication, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 1C & 2)  
Communication within the small task-oriented group is studied as it re-
lates to cohesiveness, leadership, role structures, communication networks, 
decision-making, and analysis of questions of fact, value, and policy� Te 
course is designed to help the student become a more efective communi-
cator, both as a leader and as a participant in small group communication� 
(CC & CR-spr) 

CMST 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in communications studies successfully com-
pleted� Designed to ofer students the opportunity to do extensive reading 
or research on a specifed topic in communications studies� 

Computer Applications 

See separate course listings for Business beginning on page 135. 

Computer Networking 

CNET 1000 IT Exploration, 2 credits 
Tis course introduces students to major IT career disciplines� It is intend-
ed for students exploring a career in IT and helps identify specifc areas 
of interest� Te four areas include systems infrastructure and networking, 
security, application development, and analytics� Students participate in 
hands-on activities that help them learn the concepts related to these ca-
reer areas�  (CR & Online: fall & spr) 

CNET 1100* Introduction to Information Technology, 3 cred-
its 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: General computer pro-
fciency� 
Tis course covers the fundamentals of computer hardware and software 
and advanced concepts such as security, networking, and the responsibili-
ties of an IT professional� Students who complete this course will be able 
to describe the internal components of a computer, assemble a computer 
system, install an operating system, and troubleshoot using system tools 
and diagnostic software� Students will also be able to connect to the Inter-
net and share resources in a networked environment� Topics also include 
mobile devices such as tablets and smartphones and client-side virtualiza-
tion� Hands-on lab activities are an essential element of the course� (CC 
& CR-fall) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

CNET 1105 Introduction to Cybersecurity, 1 credit 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: General computer pro-
fciency� 
Tis course explores the broad topic of cybersecurity� Topics include how 
to protect personal data and privacy online and in social media, and why 
many IT jobs require cybersecurity awareness and understanding� Partici-
pants are exposed to various aspects of cybersecurity in a very broad, easy-
to-understand way� Students will learn the value of securing data, both for 
themselves and the organization� Tis course will introduce basic concepts 
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of risk management, security policies, common threats and countermea-
sures� Best practices in access control and password policies will also be 
covered� (Online: fall & spr) 

CNET 1212* Client Operating Systems, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: General computer pro-
fciency� 
Tis course focuses on teaching confguration and administrative tasks 
performed on the client computer in a business environment� Hands-on 
activities in the laboratory closely parallel classroom discussion to give the 
student practical experience with the use and management of client oper-
ating systems� Topics include operating system installation and confgura-
tion, fle systems, resource management, user management, and security� 
Tis course helps prepare students for select Microsoft Windows certifca-
tion exams� (CC & CR-fall) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

CNET 1213 Server Operating Systems, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: CNET 1212 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: General computer pro-
fciency� 
Tis course introduces students to real-world tasks using a server operating 
system� Students have the opportunity to exhibit competence through per-
forming installation, confguration, and management tasks in a Windows 
Server environment� Technologies used include storage services, network 
services, fle and print, virtualization, high availability, Active Directory, 
and group policies� Tis course helps prepare students for select Microsoft 
Windows Server certifcation exams� (CC & CR-spr) 

CNET 2101 Introduction to Networks, 3 credits 
Prerequisites: MATH 0250 with a grade of C or better or appropriate 
score on the Math Placement test; Completion of CNET 1100� 
Tis course introduces the architecture, structure, functions, components, 
and models of the Internet and computer networks� Te principles of IP 
addressing and fundamentals of Ethernet concepts, media, and operations 
are introduced to provide a foundation for the curriculum� By the end 
of the course, students will be able to build simple LANs, perform ba-
sic confgurations for routers and switches, and implement IP addressing 
schemes� (CC & CR-spr) 

CNET 2110 Principles of IT Security, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: CNET 1105 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: General computer pro-
fciency� 
Tis course introduces the fundamentals of network security, including 
compliance and operational security; threats and vulnerabilities; applica-
tion, data, and host security; access control and identity management; and 
cryptography� Te course covers new topics in network security as well, in-
cluding psychological approaches to social engineering attacks, Web appli-
cation attacks, penetration testing, data loss prevention, cloud computing 
security, and application programming development security� Tis course 
is also a comprehensive guide for anyone wishing to take the CompTIA 
Security+ Certifcate exam� (Online: fall & spr) 

CNET 2114 Fundamentals of Linux/UNIX, 3 credits 
Tis course develops an understanding of how to use and operate a Linux/ 
UNIX operating system� Te class is for new users of the Linux/UNIX 
operating environment and helps prepare for the CompTIA Linux+ certi-
fcation exam� Major topics discussed in the course are: Linux/UNIX his-
tory, the Linux desktop, working with the command line, run-levels, user 
administration, and network confguration� (Online: fall & spr) 

CNET 2125 System Virtualization, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Computer profciency 
highly recommended� 
Tis course explores the world of system virtualization� Using an innova-
tive approach, the course takes virtualization to the next level by show-

ing how it is used to build demonstration networks� Te use of current 
technologies, such as VMWare and Hyper-V, ensures that students will 
be prepared for today's workplace� Tis course explores the installation, 
confguration, and management of VMware vSphere®, which consists of 
VMware ESXi™ and VMware vCenter Server™� Extensive activities and 
exercises throughout the course provide ample opportunity for hands-on 
practice� (Online: fall & spr) 

CNET 2200 Network Forensics, 2 credits 
Prerequisite: CNET 2110 
Tis course introduces the knowledge and skills needed for a Security 
Analyst� It teaches core security skills needed for monitoring, detecting, 
investigating, analyzing, and responding to security events, thus protecting 
systems and organizations from cybersecurity risks, threats, and vulner-
abilities�  (CR & Online: spr) 

CNET 2205 Fundamentals of Wireless LANs, 3 credits 
Tis course focuses on the design, planning, implementation, operation, 
and troubleshooting of Wireless LANs� Te class includes a comprehensive 
overview of technologies, security, and design best practices� Fundamen-
tals of Wireless LANs also helps prepare students for the Certifed Wireless 
Network Administrator (CWNA) certifcation� (Successful completion of 
CNET 2301 is recommended�) (CR-spr) 

CNET 2215 Managing Network Security, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: CNET 2301 
Tis course provides a comprehensive overview of building and main-
taining security appliances (e�g� frewalls) in a business environment� It 
is designed for students who need to learn and implement the basics of 
network security� It covers basic installation techniques, discusses how to 
make intelligent technology choices, and presents basic troubleshooting� 
Specifc topics covered include: planning/design, security, confguration, 
packet fltering, proxy servers, authentication, encryption, virtual private 
networks (VPN), and intrusion detection/prevention systems (IDS/IPS)� 
(CR-spr) 

CNET 2230 Ethical Hacking, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: CNET 2110 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: General computer pro-
fciency� 
Tis class demonstrates the ethical use of various "white hat" cyber pene-
tration testing tools and techniques consistent with Ethical Hacking train-
ing� Network tools and techniques take place in an enclosed "sandbox" 
environment� Students are exposed to various computer hacking skills and 
analyze various protective measures and their efectiveness� Students will 
learn about the entire penetration testing process including planning, re-
connaissance, scanning, exploitation, post-exploitation, and result report-
ing� Te course will provide the fundamental information associated with 
each of the methods employed and insecurities identifed� In all cases, re-
medial techniques will be explored� Students will develop an understand-
ing of current cybersecurity issues and ways that user, administrator, and 
programmer errors can lead to exploitable insecurities� (CR-spr) 

CNET 2297 Field Experience & Seminar, 1-11 credits 
Prerequisite: Permission of program director� 
Provides opportunities for students to develop professional skills in the 
area of networking by integrating 4-hour long seminars with supervised 
productive work experiences (40 hours of work per credit hour) in co-
operating organizations� Trough this interaction, students enhance their 
academic knowledge, persist in the continuation of their education, and 
enhance personal and professional development� Students may repeat this 
course to gain a maximum of 11 credits� 

CNET 2301 Routing and Switching Essentials (CCNA 2), 3 
credits 
Prerequisite: CNET 2101 
Tis course describes the architecture, components, and operations of 
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routers and switches in a small network� Students learn how to confgure 
a router and a switch for basic functionality� By the end of this course, 
students will be able to confgure and troubleshoot routers and switches 
and resolve common issues with RIPv1, RIPv2, single-area and multi-area 
OSPF, virtual LANs, and inter-VLAN routing in both IPv4 and IPv6 net-
works� (CC & CR-spr) 

CNET 2303 Scaling Networks (CCNA 3), 3 credits 
Prerequisite: CNET 2301 
Tis course describes the architecture, components, and operations of 
routers and switches in a large and complex network� Students learn how 
to confgure routers and switches for advanced functionality� By the end of 
this course, students will be able to confgure and troubleshoot routers and 
switches and resolve common issues with OSPF, EIGRP, STP, and VTP in 
both IPv4 and IPv6 networks� Students will also develop the knowledge 
and skills needed to implement DHCP and DNS operations in a network� 
(CC & CR-fall) 

CNET 2304 Connecting Networks (CCNA 4), 3 credits 
Prerequisite: CNET 2301 
Tis course discusses the WAN technologies and network services required 
by converged applications in a complex network� Te course enables stu-
dents to understand the selection criteria of network devices and WAN 
technologies to meet network requirements� Students learn how to con-
fgure and troubleshoot network devices and resolve common issues with 
data link protocols� Students also develop the knowledge and skills needed 
to implement IPSec and virtual private network (VPN) operations in a 
complex network� (CC & CR-fall) 

CNET 2320 Unified Communications/VoIP, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: CNET 2303 
Tis course introduces the basic concepts of Unifed Communication 
(UC) / Voice over IP (VoIP) and contrasts them with circuit switch tele-
phony� Trough class lectures, labs, discussions, and supplementary mate-
rials, the student will be able to understand the architecture, protocols and 
key attributes and considerations required to engineer integrated voice and 
data networks� Case studies will also be used to show real world examples 
of the technology in use as well as next-generation applications�  (CR-spr) 

CNET 2401 CISCO Certified Network Associate (CCNA), 3 
credits 
Prerequisite: Must have attended ICDN (Interconnecting CISCO Net-
work Devices) or ICRS (Introduction to CISCO Routers) or CCDA 
(CISCO Certifed Design Associate); OR must have installed at least two 
CISCO routers and/or switches; OR taken semesters 1 & 2 from a CIS-
CO Network Academy� 
Students in this course will learn to install, confgure, and maintain basic 
CISCO networks for LAN, WAN, and Internet� Course topics include 
open systems networking layers, LAN/WAN confgurations, routing pro-
tocols, managing access lists and routing/switching/bridging within net-
works� Activities include hands-on practice labs� 

CNET 2490 Industry Certification, 0 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Completion of CNET 
core coursework� 
Tis course fulfls the requirement for taking an IT industry certifcation 
as part of the Minnesota State system technical skill attainment initiative 
as part of the Minnesota Career and Technical Education (CTE) Assess-
ment Project� Students will review the certifcation exam taking process 
and prepare for exam day� (Online: sum) 

Computer Science 

CSCI 1101 Introduction to Computer Science & Problem-
Solving, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: MATH 0250 or appropriate score on the Math Placement 
test or equivalent� 

Tis course provides an overview of computer science topics with an em-
phasis on problem-solving and algorithm development� Algorithm devel-
opment will be taught using pseudocode and diagrams� Computer pro-
grams will be written utilizing one or more computer languages� Topics 
to be included are computer architecture, networks, Boolean logic, and 
computer ethics�  (CR-fall & sum) 

CSCI 1106 Fundamentals of Computer Science I, 4 credits 
Prerequisite: MATH 1200 or appropriate score on the Math Placement 
test or equivalent, CSCI 1101� 
Tis is the frst course in a two-course sequence for students who are plan-
ning to major or minor in Computer Science� Emphasis is on algorithm 
design, analysis, and refnement� Topics will include functions, control 
structures, static data structures, fle manipulation, and recursion� Te 
C++ programming language will be used as a formal way of expressing 
algorithms and data� (CR-fall & spr) 

CSCI 1107 Fundamentals of Computer Science II, 4 credits 
Prerequisites: CSCI 1106 
Tis course is a continuation of CSCI 1106� Object-oriented problem 
solving and programming techniques, and basic algorithmic analysis tech-
niques are introduced� Elementary data structures such as lists, stacks, 
queues, trees and graphs are introduced� Software engineering principles 
are explored using an object-oriented language� (CR-spr) 

CSCI 1115 Visual Basic Programming, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: Profciency using MS Windows� 
Introduction to computer programming using the Visual Basic program-
ming language incorporating the fundamentals of programming logic and 
development through object-oriented programming in a laboratory set-
ting� Topics will include the Visual Basic environment, creating graph-
ical-user interfaces, working with multiple forms, adding graphics, and 
database access� No prior programming experience is required� (CR-sum) 

CSCI 1125 Object-Oriented Programming Using Java, 3 
credits 
Prerequisite: CSCI 1106 or programming experience in C++ or C� 
Study of the Java programming language� Topics include program ele-
ments, object-oriented concepts, graphics, graphical user interfaces, 
threads, and API support� (CR-spr; Online: sum) 

CSCI 1155 Introduction to Functional Language Program-
ming, 1 credit 
Prerequisite: Completion of or concurrent enrollment in CSCI 1107� 
Students will learn to use a functional programming language (such as 
Scheme) as a formal method of creating programs and expressing program 
ideas� Recursion will be presented as an algorithm development technique� 
Use of abstraction to hide program details and of modularity to manage 
complexity of large programs will be emphasized through the course� 

CSCI 2021 Machine Architecture and Organization, 4 
credits 
Prerequisite: CSCI 1106 
Tis course is an introduction to hardware/software components of a 
computer system� Topics covered will include data representation, com-
puter arithmetic, basic logic design, machine-level programs, instruction 
set architectures, processor and memory organization, storage hierarchy, 
optimization techniques, and future trends�  Students will write programs 
in a low-level language such as assembly language� 

CSCI 2100 Discrete Mathematics, 4 credits 
(Cross-listed as MATH 2100) 
Prerequisite: MATH 1400 with a grade of C or better, or equivalent� 
Intended for Math and/or Computer Science majors/minors� Topics in-
clude: logic, sets, functions, partitions and equivalence relations, binary 
operations, composition of functions, mathematical induction, combina-
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torics, matrix representations of graphs, isomorphisms of graphs, trees and 
spanning trees, recurrence relations, and generating functions� Applica-
tions include: Boolean algebra, algorithms and their efciency, pigeonhole 
principle, and the halting problem� (CR-spr) 

CSCI 2253 Assembly Language Programming, 4 credits 
Prerequisites: CSCI 1106 and MATH 1200 or equivalent� 
Introduction to assembly language programming consistent with the 
ACM curriculum standards� Topics include data defnition and transfer, 
binary arithmetic, control structures, bit manipulation, multiple precision 
integer arithmetic, arrays, character strings, interrupts, I/O, recursion, 
BCD operations, and segment linking� (CR-fall) 

CSCI 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in computer science successfully completed� De-
signed to ofer the student the opportunity to do extensive programming 
or research on a specifc topic in computer science� 

Economics 

ECON 1100 Introduction to the American Economy, 
3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5A) 
Introduction to the American Economy is an overview of consumer, busi-
ness, and government action in the United States economy� Both theory 
and current issues are covered� (CR & Online: fall & spr) 

ECON 2205* Principles of Macroeconomics, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5A) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Algebra 
Tis course covers the macroeconomy of the United States� Economic 
theory and policy are covered including fscal policy, monetary policy and 
international trade policy� (CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

ECON 2206 Principles of Microeconomics, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5A) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Algebra 
Tis course is an introduction to microeconomics including the theory 
of household (consumer) behavior, theory of the frm, market structures, 
market failures, economic efciency, factor markets, and income distribu-
tion� Students who enroll in this course are expected to be able to use 
high-school algebra� (CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 

ECON 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in economics successfully completed� Designed 
to ofer the student the opportunity to do extensive programming or re-
search on a specifc topic in economics� 

Education 

EDUC 2001* Foundations of Education, 4 credits 
Tis course introduces potential teacher education students to the pro-
fessional educational community and to the role school plays in society� 
Tis course will provide an introductory framework allowing students to 
become conversant with the culture of schools in the United States of 
America� Te material covered will include information for students who 
are considering teaching as a future career or for those who simply wish to 
learn more about key educational issues� Requires a 30-hour feld experi-
ence�  (CC & CR-fall) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

EDUC 2031 Introduction to Special Education, 4 credits 
Tis course introduces potential teacher education students to characteris-
tics and categories of exceptionality they will encounter in a typical class-
room� Students will become familiar with State and Federal regulations 

concerning provision of special education and related services (including 
IDEA-Individuals with Disability Education Act, ADA-Americans with 
Disabilities Act and NCLB-No Child Left Behind)� Learners will exam-
ine etiology, characteristics, and educational interventions as they relate 
to the following categories of special education: attention defcit hyper-
activity disorder, autism spectrum disorders, communication disorders, 
intellectual and developmental learning disabilities, orthopedic and health 
disorders, hearing and visual impairments, and educating the gifted and 
talented� Tis course will also address current issues such as inclusion, 
transition, assessment, and multiculturalism� Tis course requires a 30-
hour feld experience� (CC & CR-spr) 

EDUC 2050 Human Relations and Multicultural Education, 3 
credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Ability to do college-level 
reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment requirements 
for ENGL 1120/1121� 
Tis course introduces potential teacher education students to the prin-
ciples, concepts, and approaches to human relations and multicultural 
education� Major topics will focus on student, family, and community 
diversity� Specifcally, students will explore how race, culture/ethnicity, 
language, gender, social class, sexual identity, and disability create poten-
tial inequities and a lack of access to high quality education in schools and 
communities� Te course will utilize the life experiences of the students as 
a backdrop in designing culturally and linguistically responsive classroom 
strategies and methodology� Field experience hours will be required via 
multicultural events with follow-up refections� 

EDUC 2060 Educational Technology, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: It is recommended that 
the student should be able to do college level reading and writing as dem-
onstrated by meeting enrollment requirements for ENGL 1120/1121� 
Tis course introduces potential teacher education students to the prin-
ciples, concepts, and ethical practices in the application of educational 
technology approaches designed to enhance and maximize learner out-
comes� Tere will be a focus on current "best practice" approaches and 
their evolving nature� Te course will be sensitive to the need for diferen-
tial approaches due to the unique characteristics and abilities of the stu-
dents in pre-kindergarten through grade 12 settings� 

EDUC 2215 Child & Adolescent Development, 3 credits 
(Cross-listed as PSYC 2215) 
Prerequisite: 3 credits of PSYC 
Tis course will provide an introduction to the science of child psychology, 
emphasizing physical, psychological, cognitive, and social development 
from conception through adolescence� Te concern is with those aspects 
of human behavior that change from childhood to adulthood and with 
the factors that account for those changes� (CR-spr; Online: fall & sum) 

Engineering 

ENGR 1100 Introduction to Engineering, 2 credits 
Tis course provides an introduction to the engineering profession� In-
formation on the diferent disciplines of engineering will be presented� 
Professional and ethical aspects of engineering will be covered� An intro-
duction to problem solving and the engineering design process with the 
utilization of various computer applications will be covered� (CR-fall & 
spr) 

ENGR 1111 Engineering Graphics, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: MATH 0250 or concurrent enrollment� 
Topics include:  pencil sketches, standards of engineering drawings, ortho-
graphic projection, auxiliary drawings by rotations, dimensioning, toler-
ances, assembly drawings, and computer-aided design using Pro/ENGI-
NEER� (CR-fall & spr) 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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ENGR 1200 Engineering Design, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: MATH 1200 
Tis course is intended to provide students with experience using multiple 
methods and technologies for solving engineering problems� Topics in-
clude: engineering design principles, orthographic projection and section 
views, dimensioning and tolerancing, assembly drawings, computer-aided 
design (CAD) with Creo, 3-D printing, Arduino microcontrollers and 
robotics, computer programming using programs such as MATLAB and 
Arduino IDE, and engineering testing methods� (CR-fall & spr) 

ENGR 1201 Directed Research in Engineering, 2 credits 
Prerequisite: ENGR 1200 
Tis course is intended to provide students with the opportunity to de-
sign solutions to engineering problems� Topics will be student-driven and/ 
or industry-driven, and will vary from semester to semester� Suggested 
themes for potential projects are in the areas of automation and mecha-
tronics, design and prototyping, computer programming, and develop-
ment of testing programs and procedures� Students are expected to present 
their design project fndings both orally and in writing� (CR-spr) 

ENGR 2218 Digital Logic, 4 credits 
Prerequisites: MATH 1400 and PHYS 1327 or concurrent enrollment� 
Topics include logic gates, number systems, Boolean Algebra, Karnaugh 
Maps, combinational logic, fip-fops, counters, registers, and program-
mable logic using VHDL� Laboratory included� (CR-fall) 

ENGR 2219 Linear Circuits I, 4 credits 
Prerequisites: MATH 1400 and PHYS 1327� 
Tis course includes the following topics: circuit elements, Kirchhof’s 
laws, equivalent resistances, mesh and nodal analysis, source transforma-
tions, Tevenin and Norton, equivalent circuits, RL, RC, and RLC cir-
cuits, and sinusoidal steady state analysis� Topics for audio circuits include 
Fourier series, flters, and amplifers� Laboratory is included� (CR-spr) 

ENGR 2220 Linear Circuits II, 4 credits 
Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ENGR 2219 or equivalent� 
A continuation of Linear Circuits: polyphase circuits, complex power, 
magnetically coupled circuits, two-port networks, Laplace transforms, 
Fourier analysis, and Fourier transforms, electronic flters, high-frequency 
response of diodes, transistors, and amplifers� Laboratory included� 

ENGR 2221 Digital Fundamentals, 2 credits 
Prerequisites: MATH 1400 and PHYS 1327 or concurrent enrollment� 
Topics include logic gates, number systems, Boolean Algebra, Karnaugh 
Maps, combinational logic circuits, and programmable logic using VHDL� 
Laboratory included� (CR-fall) 

ENGR 2240 Thermodynamics, 3 credits 
Prerequisites: CHEM 1061 and MATH 1400 or concurrent enrollment 
in MATH 1400� 
Topics include properties, equations of state, energy transfer, energy and 
mass conservation, entropy, reversible/irreversible systems, power systems, 
refrigeration and heat pump systems� (CR-fall) 

ENGR 2241 Statics, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in PHYS 1327 or equivalent� 
Topics include elementary vector algebra, force and moment vectors, free-
body diagrams, application of the equations of static equilibrium to the 
analysis of simple engineering structures and machines, laws of friction, 
distributed loads, and properties of area� (CR-fall) 

ENGR 2242 Dynamics, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ENGR 2241 or equivalent� 
Topics include kinematics and kinetics of particles and planar rigid bodies, 
introduction to vector calculus, principle of work and energy, conservation 
of energy, impulse and momentum, and impact� (CR-spr) 

ENGR 2243 Mechanics of Materials, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: ENGR 2241  
Topics include load deformation, stress, strain, stress-strain relationship, 
axially loaded members, torsion, bending, plane stress and Mohr’s Circle, 
statically indeterminate structures and buckling� (CR-spr) 

ENGR 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in engineering successfully completed� Designed 
to ofer the student the opportunity to do extensive programming or re-
search on a specifc topic in engineering� 

English 

Students registering for their frst English course are required to take the College 
Board Accuplacer placement test to determine placement into the appropriate 
course. See Placement for Success on page 9 for details. 

ENGL 0890 Preparing for College Writing, 4 credits 
Prerequisite: Achievement of recommended score on the current English 
placement test� 
Entry into this course is based on the student's score on the college's place-
ment test� Its purpose is to introduce all of the skills and habits necessary 
for success in ENGL 0990 and ENGL 1120, which are taken together 
after the student passes this course� Tis course provides opportunities to 
develop confdence, competence, and fuency through practice in writ-
ing processes� Students will read college-level texts and write college-level 
essays while also reviewing sentence and punctuation strategies and para-
graph structure for each major assignment� (CR-fall, spr) 

ENGL 0950 Elements of College Writing, 4 credits 
Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ENGL 0890 or achievement of rec-
ommended score on English placement test� 
ENGL 0950 is the intermediate developmental writing course� Entry into 
the course is based on completion of ENGL 0890 with a C or better or on 
the student’s score on the English placement test� Its purpose is to continue 
to support all of the skills and habits necessary for success in ENGL 1121: 
College Writing and Critical Reading� Ofers students intensive work with 
writing, revising and editing essays� Attention will be given to rhetorical 
elements of purpose, audience, thesis, evidence, and tone� Students will 
read and analyze their own and other’s writing� 

ENGL 0990 Cross-Current Composition, 2 credits 
Prerequisites: Completion of ENGL 0890 with a grade of C or better, or 
achievement of the recommended scores on the measures used for place-
ment� In addition, co-requisite registration in ENGL 1120 is required� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: If students place into 
ENGL 0890, then READ 0910 and READ 0990 are also required� If stu-
dents do not place into ENGL 0890 and READ 0910, then READ 0990 
is strongly recommended� 
Tis composition course is for students who need a more intensive re-
view of paragraph development and standard American-written English 
(grammar, punctuation, and sentence structure) than ENGL 1120 alone 
provides� Tis course also introduces the processes and strategies of essay 
writing from frst thoughts through revision to the fnal, edited college-
level essay� Success in this course relies heavily on attendance and partici-
pation, which will make up a large percentage of the fnal grade� Students 
are required to register for and complete both this course and ENGL 1120 
to complete their college-level writing requirement (MNTC area 1A)� 
(CR & CC-fall, spr; CR-sum) 

ENGL 1102 College Vocabulary, 1 credit 
(Cross-listed as READ 1102) 
Tis course teaches students to confdently employ commonly-used words 
with which the English-speaking world conducts its afairs� It expands the 
students' functional vocabulary range to meet college-level standards for 
efective reading comprehension and written composition� Te course 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
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content is organized around various methods of learning vocabulary� (On-
line: fall, spr) 

ENGL 1104 Technical Writing, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 1C & 2) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Grade of C or better in 
English 0950 or achievement of recommended score on English place-
ment test� 
Provides instruction in the rhetorical principles and strategies of techni-
cal writing� Te course will emphasize reports and manuals, which may 
include progress and process reports, feasibility studies, instructions, pro-
cedures, and/or mechanism descriptions� (Online: fall) 

ENGL 1106 College Textbook Reading, 1 credit 
(Cross-listed as READ 1106) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Fulfllment of any de-
velopmental coursework in Reading or English OR college-level writing 
placement score� Te course is most efective when the student is taking 
at least one other college-level course that requires signifcant textbook 
reading� 
Tis course is intended for students who would like an in-depth study 
of textbook reading strategies in order to improve their textbook reading 
comprehension in current coursework� Te emphasis in this course is on 
understanding textbook structure and developing efective strategies for 
efciently and critically reading college textbooks� (Online: fall, spr) 

ENGL 1120 Cross-Current College Writing & Critical Read-
ing, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 1A & 2) 
Prerequisites: Completion of ENGL 0890 with a grade of C or better, or 
achievement of the recommended scores on the measures used for place-
ment� In addition, co-requisite registration in ENGL 0990 is required� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: If student placed into 
ENGL 0890, then completion of READ 0910 with a grade of C or 
better, and enrollment in READ 0990 is also required� If student did not 
place into and take ENGL 0890 and READ 0910, then READ 0990 is 
strongly recommended� 
Taken concurrently with ENGL 0990, this course provides extended 
practice in critical reading, writing, and thinking� Course content 
includes the writing process, essential composition skills, and critical 
reasoning in various rhetorical situations� Te course requires efectively 
reasoned and supported essays including an argumentative research 
paper� Students are required to register for and complete both this course 
and ENGL 0990 to complete their college-level writing requirement 
(MnTC area 1A)� (CR & CC-fall, spr; CR-sum) 

ENGL 1121* College Writing & Critical Reading, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 1A & 2) 
Prerequisite: ENGL 0950 or ELL 0850 with a grade of C or better or 
achievement of recommended score on the English placement test� 
Provides extended practice in critical reading, writing, and thinking� 
Course content includes the writing process, essential composition skills, 
and critical reasoning in various rhetorical situations� Te course requires 
efectively reasoned and supported essays including an argumentative re-
search paper�  (CC-fall, spr; CR & Online: fall, spr, sum) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

ENGL 1130 APA Documentation, 1 credit 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ENGL 1120/1121 
In this course, students will learn to correctly format and implement 
APA-style documentation for college-level assignments� Students will gain 
confdence as they learn reasons for documentation and focus on various 
types of documentation that apply to diferent writing situations� (CR & 
Online: fall, spr) 

ENGL 2202* Introduction to Literary Studies, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6A & 7) 

Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of 
ENGL 1120/1121 is recommended� 
Students will study at least one example of each of the major forms/genres 
of literature: fction, poetry, plays, and creative non-fction� In addition 
to critical reading and discussion, the elements of literature, analysis, in-
terpretation, and evaluation will be covered� Te course will introduce 
students to major approaches to literary criticism and to the use and docu-
mentation of literature research resources� Te course will also deal with 
the issues of diversity and may be organized around a particular topic� 
(CC-fall even years; CR-fall, spr odd years; Online: fall odd years, spr, 
sum) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

ENGL 2203 The Novel, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6A & 7) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of 
ENGL 1120 or ENGL 1121 is recommended� 
In this course, students will study a diverse selection of novels to gain an 
awareness of their scope and variety� Characters, setting, plot, theme, and 
other elements will be discussed in order to analyze, interpret, and evalu-
ate their signifcance� Te course will also highlight diversity and may be 
organized around a particular topic or theme� (CR & CC-fall odd years; 
Online: fall even years, spr, sum) 

ENGL 2204* Short Stories, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6A & 7) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of 
ENGL 1120 or ENGL 1121 is recommended� 
In this course, students will read selected short stories to explore the scope 
and variety of this form of literature� Point of view, characterization, lan-
guage, and other elements will be emphasized; students will analyze, inter-
pret, and evaluate the stories� Te course will also highlight diversity and 
may be organized around a particular topic or theme� (CR-fall even years, 
spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

ENGL 2207 Drama, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6A & 7) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of 
ENGL 1120/1121 is recommended� 
Students will read a variety of plays to examine a form of literature that can 
be read or experienced in a theatre� Character, dialogue, setting, theme, 
and other elements will be examined in order to analyze, interpret, and 
evaluate the dramas� Students may be asked to attend one or more live 
performances� Tere may be an additional fee for attending of-campus 
plays (fee varies by theatre and performance)� (CC-spr odd years; Online: 
spr even years) 

ENGL 2208* Poetry, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6A & 7) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of 
ENGL 1120 or ENGL 1121 is recommended� 
Tis course introduces students to poetry as a form of literature� Figurative 
language, imagery, allusion, musical devices, pattern, sound, and other po-
etic elements will be discussed in order to examine and more fully under-
stand the content and meaning of a wide range of poems� Te course will 
also highlight diversity and may be organized around a particular topic or 
theme� (CR-fall; Online: fall, spr, sum) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

ENGL 2209 Children’s Literature, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6A & 7) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of 
ENGL 1120 or ENGL 1121 is recommended� 
Tis course introduces students to the range of literature for children, to 
critical and afective responses to it, and to criteria for selecting such lit-
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erature� Te course addresses interests of college students, educators, and 
parents� (CR-spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 

ENGL 2210 Global Literature, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6A & 8) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of 
ENGL 1120/1121 is recommended� 
Tis course introduces students to literature from around the world, with 
the exception of the United States and Britain� It may particularly focus 
on, but not be limited to, literature from Africa, Asia, and Latin America� 
Students will critically read and discuss, analyze, interpret, and evaluate 
the elements of literature� Students will gain an understanding of literature 
in various genres  from diferent cultural contexts, particularly developing 
nations, colonial and postcolonial experiences, and works in translation� 
Topics for discussion may also include the cross-cultural comparison of 
forms and the efects of globalization� Te course may have a theme� (CC-
spr even years; CR-spr; Online: fall, spr odd years) 

ENGL 2220 British Literature to 1800, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6A) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of 
ENGL 1120/1121 is recommended� 
Introduces major British authors from the early 8th century through the 
18thcentury�  Readings and discussions will focus on the cultural and his-
torical signifcance of the literature� Students will analyze, interpret, and 
evaluate the literary works�  (CR-fall odd years; Online: fall even years) 

ENGL 2225 British Literature Since 1800, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6A) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion 
of ENGL 1120/1121 is recommended� Introduces major British authors 
from the 19th century to today� Readings and discussions will focus on the 
cultural and historical signifcance of the literature� Students will analyze, 
interpret, and evaluate the literary works�  (CR-spr even years; Online: spr 
odd years) 

ENGL 2230 American Literature to 1865, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6A & 7) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of 
ENGL 1120/1121 is recommended� 
Focus on American literature from its beginnings (c�a� 1600) to approxi-
mately 1865� Readings may include autobiographies, journals, sermons, 
and essays, as well as poetry and fction� Students will gain a sense of the 
historical and cultural signifcance of the literature and will analyze, in-
terpret, and evaluate the literary works� (CR-fall even years; Online: fall 
odd years) 

ENGL 2235 American Literature Since 1865, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6A & 7) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of 
ENGL 1120/1121 is recommended� 
Focus on American literature from approximately 1865 to the present� 
Readings will include short fction and poetry, but may also include nov-
els, plays, essays, and other creative non-fction�  Students will gain a sense 
of the historical and cultural signifcance of the literature and will analyze, 
interpret, and evaluate the literary works� (CR-spr odd years; Online: spr 
even years) 

ENGL 2241 Introduction to Creative Writing, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 1C & 6A) 
Prerequisite: Grade of C or better ENGL 1120/1121� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: A student who has not 
met the necessary prerequisites for the course, but strongly possesses the 
abilities necessary to complete the course successfully, should contact the 
instructor directly� 
Tis course provides students an opportunity to practice the craft of writ-
ing literary fction, creative nonfction, and poetry� Guided by instruction 

in contemporary aesthetics, students will develop a disciplined writing and 
revising process� Students will also engage in the creative and analytical 
process of reading as writers, responding to both published and student 
texts in writing and in class discussion� (CR & CC fall; CR-spr; Online: 
fall, spr, sum) 

ENGL 2251 Creative Writing for Stage & Screen, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 1C & 6A) 
Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ENGL 1120/1121� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: A student who has not 
met the necessary prerequisites for the course, but strongly possesses the 
abilities necessary to complete the course successfully, should contact the 
instructor directly� 
Tis course provides students an opportunity to write literary scripts for 
the stage and screen� Guided by instruction in contemporary aesthetics, 
students will develop disciplined writing and revising practices� Students 
will also engage in the creative and analytical process of reading as writers, 
responding to both published and student texts in writing and in class 
discussion� (CR-fall odd years; Online: fall even years) 

ENGL 2261 Creative Nonfiction Writing, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 1C & 6A) 
Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ENGL 1120/1121� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: A student who has not 
met the necessary prerequisites for the course, but strongly possesses the 
abilities necessary to complete the course successfully, should contact the 
instructor directly� 
In this course, students will study the art of creative literary nonfction 
writing, focusing on various subgenres, such as literary memoir, personal 
essay, lyric essay, literary reportage, nonfction short, and blended forms� 
Students will engage in the creative and analytical process of reading as 
writers, responding to both student and published texts in writing and 
in class discussion� Guided by instruction in contemporary aesthetics, 
students will develop disciplined writing and revising practices� (CR-fall; 
Online: spr) 

ENGL 2262 Poetry Writing, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 1C & 6A) 
Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ENGL 1120/1121� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: A student who has not 
met the necessary prerequisites for the course, but strongly possesses the 
abilities necessary to complete the course successfully, should contact the 
instructor directly� 
In this course, students will study and write contemporary literary poetry 
and basic forms� Students will engage in the creative and analytical process 
of reading as writers, responding to both student and published texts in 
writing and in class discussion� Guided by instruction in contemporary 
aesthetics, students will develop disciplined writing and revising practices� 
(CR-fall; Online: spr) 

ENGL 2263 Fiction Writing, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 1C & 6A) 
Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ENGL 1120/1121� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: A student who has not 
met the necessary prerequisites for the course, but strongly possesses the 
abilities necessary to complete the course successfully, should contact the 
instructor directly� 
In this course, students will study and write contemporary literary fction� 
Students will engage in the creative and analytical process of reading as 
writers, responding to both student and published texts in writing and 
in-class discussion� Guided by instruction in contemporary aesthetics, 
students will develop disciplined writing and revising practices� (CR-spr; 
Online: fall) 
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ENGL 2271 Creative Writing for Children & Young Adults, 3 
credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 1C & 6A) 
Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ENGL 1120/1121� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: A student who has not 
met the necessary prerequisites for the course, but strongly possesses the 
abilities necessary to complete the course successfully, should contact the 
instructor directly� 
In this course, students will practice the craft of writing in all three of 
the sub-genres: picture books, middle grade, and young adult� Guided by 
instruction in contemporary aesthetics, students will develop disciplined 
writing and revising practices�  (CR-fall odd years; Online: spr odd years) 

ENGL 2281 A Writer’s Life: Paths to Publication, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: ENGL 1120/1121 
Tis course provides an opportunity for student writers to learn about 
the basic practices of submitting writing for publication in magazines and 
journals as well as full-length manuscript submission to agents and pub-
lishers� Students will learn about creative writing marketing and promo-
tion from working writers, editors, and publishers and will understand the 
function of résumés, reviews, interviews, websites, book proposals, job op-
portunities, literary grant applications, and more�  (CR-spr; Online: fall) 

ENGL 2291 Manuscript Development, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: Permission of Instructor� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Te ability to work in-
dependently and meet deadlines� ENGL 2241, 2251, 2261, 2262, 2263, 
and 2271� 
Tis course ofers students the opportunity to revise previous creative writ-
ing coursework into a polished literary manuscript in poetry, fction, play/ 
screenwriting, or creative nonfction ready for publication or a professional 
or academic portfolio� (CR & CC-fall, spr) 

ENGL 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in English successfully completed� Designed to 
ofer the student the opportunity to do extensive programming or research 
on a specifc topic in English� 

English Language Learner 

ELL 0790 Preparing for College Writing, 4 credits 
Prerequisite: A qualifying score on the Accuplacer ESL (LOEP) test� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Ability to understand ba-
sic written and oral instructions in English� 
ELL 0790 is the beginning developmental writing course for non-native 
speakers of academic English� Entry into the course is based on the stu-
dent’s score on the Accuplacer ESL test� Te goal of the class is to introduce 
all of the skills and habits necessary for success in ELL 0850 and, eventual-
ly, ENGL 1121: College Writing and Critical Reading� Tis course begins 
to prepare students for college writing in the United States and provides 
students with opportunities to develop confdence, competence, and fu-
ency through frequent practice� It also introduces idioms, audience aware-
ness, sentence and punctuation strategies, paragraph structure, and essay 
development� In addition to the regular class meeting times, students are 
required to attend weekly supplemental instruction sessions� Tey are also 
strongly encouraged to participate in the Conversation Partners Program 
or an equivalent speech-improvement program�  (CR-fall, spr) 

ELL 0810 Preparing for College Reading, 4 credits 
Prerequisite: A qualifying score on the Accuplacer ESL (LOEP) test� 
ELL 0810 is the beginning developmental reading course for non-native 

speakers of English� Entry into the course is based on the student’s score 
on the Accuplacer ESL reading test� Te goal of the class is to introduce all 
of the skills and habits necessary for success in ELL 0870 and, eventually, 
ENGL 1121: College Writing and Critical Reading� Tis course begins to 
prepare students for college reading in the United States and provides stu-
dents with opportunities to develop confdence, competence, and fuency 
though practice in literacy skills for navigating modern American society� 
It emphasizes basic reading skills and allows for practice with decoding 
words, reading aloud with accuracy, expression, and comprehension, and 
introduces basic vocabulary based on real-world themes� Students will 
also gain a working knowledge of basic computer literacy� In addition to 
the regular class meeting times, students are required to participate in the 
Conversation Partners Program as well as weekly supplemental instruction 
sessions�  (CR-fall, spr) 

ELL 0850 Elements of College Writing, 4 credits 
Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ELL 0790 or achievement of the 
recommended score on the Accuplacer ESL (LOEP) test� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ELL 0790 or equivalent 
skills and an ability to understand written and oral instructions in English� 
ELL 0850 is the intermediate developmental writing course for non-native 
speakers of academic English� Entry into the course is based on comple-
tion of ELL 0790 with a C or better or the Accuplacer ESL test� Students 
can expect to develop the skills and habits necessary for success in ENGL 
1121: College Writing and Critical Reading, including writing, revising 
and editing essays and using thesis statements and evidence to establish 
a credible academic tone� Students will read and analyze their own and 
other’s writing to help develop fuency and rhetorical awareness� In ad-
dition to the regular class meeting times, students are required to attend 
weekly supplemental instruction sessions and are strongly encouraged to 
participate in the Conversation Partners Program or an equivalent speech-
improvement program�  (CR-fall, spr) 

ELL 0870 Elements of College Reading, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ELL 0810 or achievement of the 
recommended score on the Accuplacer ESL (LOEP) test� 
ELL 0870 is the intermediate developmental reading course for non-na-
tive speakers of English� Entry into the course is based on completion of 
ELL 0810 with a C or better or the appropriate Accuplacer ESL test score� 
Students can expect to develop the reading skills and habits necessary for 
success in ENGL 1121: College Writing and Critical Reading, includ-
ing an understanding of reading as a process, strategies for learning new 
words, including identifying Greek and Latin roots, connecting ideas in 
reading to students’ background and experiences, and learning to contrib-
ute to their communities as academic readers� In addition to the regular 
class meeting times, students should expect to participate in the Conversa-
tion Partners Program as well as attend weekly supplemental instruction 
sessions� (CR-fall, spr) 

Foreign Language 

See separate course listings for American Sign Language, Chinese, French, Ger-
man, and Spanish. 

Foreign Language Enrollment Guidelines 
Students are advised to take into consideration both their previous class-
room experience (high school equivalencies are listed below) as well as 
their score on the placement test before enrolling in a World Language 
course at Anoka-Ramsey� 

General Guidelines for High School Equivalencies 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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Students with no language experience, or only one year of high school 
language, enroll in 1101� 
Students who have successfully completed two years of high school lan-
guage, enroll in 1102� 
Students who have successfully completed four years of high school lan-
guage, enroll in 2201� 
Note: earning a C or higher is considered “successful completion”� 

World Language Placement Test 
Te above are only general guidelines and do not take into account fac-
tors such as individual student learning and retention or exposure to the 
language outside the classroom� Terefore, students enrolling in Spanish, 
French or German are strongly encouraged to take the Language Place-
ment Test before registering� Te test is free, takes approximately 20 min-
utes, and may be taken from any computer with an Internet connection� 

Upon completing the test, you will immediately be provided with a score 
and a suggested course level for enrollment� If those results do not agree 
with the guidelines listed above, you may retake the test and average your 
scores (you will not have the same questions as the test is diferent each 
time)� If you are still uncertain as to which level is appropriate for you, 
contact a language instructor� 

Information about the placement test is found here: AnokaRamsey�edu/ 
academics/departments-faculty/world-languages/#placement-testing� 

French 

See Foreign Language for Enrollment Guidelines above. 

FREN 1101 Beginning French Language & Culture I, 5 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8)  
Te frst course in a four semester (two year) sequence� In FREN 1101 
(French I) students learn basic French grammar such as verb conjugation 
and adjective agreement and practice the basic skills of speaking, listening, 
reading and writing in the present tense with an emphasis upon correct 
oral and written expression and aural comprehension� Students are also 
introduced to various aspects of French culture in France and in French 
speaking countries around the world in the text and through videos and 
presentations, which may include historical, social and cultural topics� 
(CR-fall) 

FREN 1102 Beginning French Language & Culture II, 5 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: FREN 1101 or two years 
of French in high school with a score of 180 or higher on the French place-
ment test� To take the placement test, go to: AnokaRamsey�edu/placement� 
Te second in a four-semester (two-year) sequence, FREN 1102 (French 
II) builds on the grammar and skills acquired in French I and involves 
more complex grammatical forms such as object pronouns and practice 
of the basic skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing� Emphasis is 
upon correct oral expression, grammatical constructions and aural com-
prehension, particularly in the past tense� Students also examine aspects of 
French culture in the French-speaking world and in France as illustrated 
in the text and through multi-media illustrations and presentations, which 
may include historical, social and cultural topics� 

FREN 1111 Introduction to French Culture, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as HUM 1311) 
Introduction to the civilization and culture of the French-speaking world, 
with emphasis on the comparison of cultures and on present trends in 
political and social life, literature and the arts� Tis course is taught in 
English; no previous knowledge of French is required� (CR-fall) 

FREN 2200 Field Study Abroad, 1-3 credits 
(Cross-listed as HUM 2200) 
Takes students to France or another French-speaking country to observe 

frsthand both ancient and modern components of these civilizations� 
When ofered as a tour, a classroom segment will precede the trip, covering 
such topics as a brief history of the area to be visited, cultural diferences, 
etc� No knowledge of French is required� 

FREN 2201 Intermediate French Language & Culture I, 4 
credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: FREN 1102 or four years 
French in high school with a score of 270 or higher on the French Place-
ment test� To take the placement test, go to: http://www�anokaramsey�edu/ 
placement� 
Te third semester of the two-year sequence, FREN 2201 builds on gram-
mar and language skills acquired in the frst year language courses (such as 
present and past tenses and object pronouns), and to increase profciency 
in listening, speaking, reading, and writing in French in more complex 
thematic contexts� While reviewing frst year grammar and studying new 
grammar points, students explore cultural and historical themes and topics 
relating to the French speaking world: France, Canada, Belgium, as well as 
the French Caribbean and African countries through readings, videos and 
class discussion in the target language� 

FREN 2202 Intermediate French Language & Culture II, 4 
credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: FREN 2201 or at least 
four years of high school French and a score of 360 or higher on the 
French placement test� To take the placement test, go to: http://www�ano-
karamsey�edu/placement� 
Te last semester of a 2-year language sequence, FREN 2202 builds on 
grammar and language skills acquired in the frst three semester language 
courses by adding new grammar structures, such as the future and con-
ditional tenses, with a particular emphasis on the non-indicative modes, 
such as the present and past subjunctive, as well as commands� Trough 
readings, videos and class discussion in the target language, students con-
tinue to explore cultural themes, with an emphasis on topics relating to 
modern society in the French-speaking world� 

FREN 2299 Independent Study, 1-4 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in French successfully completed� Designed to 
ofer the student the opportunity to do extensive programming or research 
on a specifc topic in French� 

General Studies 

GSA 1100 College 100: Pathways to Success, 2 credits 
Provides essential information about the collegiate environment that 
frst-time or returning students need in order to enhance a successful 
academic experience� Provides an overview of skills in areas of self-under-
standing, career planning and development, learning assistance, academic 
survival, and lifestyle� 

Geography 

GEOG 1101 Geography of the United States, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5A & 10) 
Topical and regional presentation of physical and human geographic pat-
terns of the United States�  (CR & CC fall; CR spr) 

GEOG 1102 Introduction to Human Geography, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5A & 8) 
Human geography integrates the components of society such as popu-
lation growth, distribution and demographics, culture (language and 
religion), urban contexts, political organization of the world, and global 
economics and development� Tese elements are interpreted spatially and 
related to the environment in which these societies operate� Case studies 
will be researched, analyzed and evaluated in laboratory sessions� (CR-spr) 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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GEOG 1103 Physical Geography, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5A & 10) 
Topical study noting the major physical processes that cause the earth’s 
surface features and infuence human habitation on this planet� (CR-fall, 
spr & sum; CC-spr) 

GEOG 1106 World Regional Geography, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5A & 8) 
Regional examination of the physical and human characteristics of the 
world� (CR-fall & CC-spr) 

GEOG 1108 Minnesota Geography, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5A & 10)    
Examination of the geographic patterns of physical and human resources 
of Minnesota, and the development of these patterns in a regional setting� 
(CR & CC-fall, spr) 

GEOG 1110 Introduction to Sustainability, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5A & 10) (Cross-listed as ANTH 1110) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level skills in 
Mathematics, Reading, and Writing� 
Tis course introduces students to the concept of sustainability and ex-
plores how today’s human societies can adapt in the face of global climate 
change, ecosystem degradation, and resource limitations� Te course fo-
cuses on key knowledge areas of sustainability theory and practice includ-
ing population, ecosystems, global climate change, energy, agriculture, 
water, environmental economics and policy, ethics, and cultural history� 
It will include discussions on maintaining ecological and environmental 
health, creating economic welfare, instituting cultural change, and en-
suring social justice� Case studies and/or case simulations will be used to 
provide the student with real world examples and applications� (CR-fall; 
Online: spr) 

GEOG 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in geography successfully completed� Designed 
to ofer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a 
specifc topic in geography� 

German 

See Foreign Language Enrollment Guidelines on page 147. 

GERM 1101 Beginning German Language & Culture I, 5 
credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8) 
GERM 1101 is the frst course in a four semester (two year) sequence� In 
German I students learn basic German grammar such as verb conjugation 
and adjective agreement and practice the basic skills of listening, speaking, 
reading and writing in the present tense with an emphasis upon correct 
oral and written expressions and aural comprehension� Students are also 
introduced to various aspects of German culture in Germany and in Ger-
man speaking countries in the text and through videos and presentation, 
which may include historical, social and cultural topics� 

GERM 1102 Beginning German Language & Culture II, 5 
credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: GERM 1101 or two 
years of German in high school with a score of 180 or higher on the Ger-
man Placement test� To take the placement test, go to: http://www�ano-
karamsey�edu/placement� 
Te second in a four-semester (two-year) sequence� GERM 1102 (German 
II) builds on the grammar and skills acquired in German I and involves 
more complex grammatical forms such as object pronouns and practice 
of the basic skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing� Emphasis is 
placed upon correct oral expression, grammatical constructions and aural 
comprehension, particularly in the past tense� Students also examine as-

pects of German culture in German-speaking countries and in Germany as 
illustrated in the text and through multi-media presentations, which may 
include historical, social and cultural topics� 

GERM 1111 Introduction to German Culture, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as HUM 1211) 
Introduction to the civilization and culture of the German-speaking 
world, with emphasis on the comparison of cultures and on present trends 
in political and social life, literature and the arts� Tis course is taught in 
English; no previous knowledge of German is required� 

GERM 2200 Field Study Abroad, 1-3 credits 
(Cross-listed as HUM 2200) 
Students travel to one or more German-speaking countries to observe frst-
hand both ancient and modern components of these civilizations� When 
ofered for credit, a classroom segment will precede the trip, covering such 
topics as a brief history of the area to be visited, cultural diferences, etc� 
No foreign language knowledge is required� Student pays for their tour, 
including airfare (contact instructor for details)� 

GERM 2201 Intermediate German Language & Culture I, 4 
credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: GERM 1102, or four 
years German in high school with a score of 270 or higher on the Ger-
man placement test� To take the placement test, go to: http://www�ano-
karamsey�edu/placement� Te third semester of the two-year sequence, 
GERM 2201 builds on grammar and language skills acquired in the frst 
year language courses (such as present and past tenses and object pro-
nouns), and to increase profciency in listening, speaking, reading and 
writing in German in more complex thematic contexts� While reviewing 
frst year grammar and studying new grammar points, students explore 
cultural and historical themes and topics relating to the German-speaking 
world: Germany, Austria, Switzerland through readings, videos and class 
discussion in the target language� 

GERM 2202 Intermediate German Language & Culture II, 4 
credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: GERM 2201, or at least 
four years of high school German and a score of 360 or higher on the 
German placement test� To take the placement test, go to: http://www� 
anokaramsey�edu/placement� 
Te last in a four-semester sequence, GERM 2202 builds on grammar 
and language skills acquired in the frst three semester language courses by 
adding new grammar structures, such as the subjunctive mood and passive 
voice� Trough readings, videos and class discussion in the target language, 
students continue to explore historical and contemporary society of the 
German-speaking world� 

GERM 2299 Independent Study, 1-4 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in German successfully completed� Designed for 
students to do an in-depth study of a particular topic in German� Ap-
plicants must submit a written proposal describing their intended study� 

Health Care Core Curriculum 

HCCC 1000 Introduction to Healthcare Careers, 3 credits 
Tis course will familiarize students with the historical, philosophical, and 
social foundations of various healthcare careers� Students will explore ca-
reer options within the felds of allied health� Course content is designed 
to provide glimpses into a variety of aspects of health careers, to promote 
discussion, and to encourage critical refection and self-exploration� Te 
major course topics will guide students in exploring the infuences of legal 
and ethical infuences on health careers and how these infuences impact 
what is done in the profession today� Students will explore client and staf 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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diversity, client needs, and safety and standard precautions found in allied 
health careers� Course content is designed to promote discussion, increase 
professional communication and apply critical thinking to various health 
care topics� 

HCCC 1600 Spanish for Healthcare Professionals, 3 credits 
(Cross-listed as NURS 1600 and SPAN 1600) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: SPAN 1101 (frst-semes-
ter Spanish) or one year of high school Spanish with a score of 100 or 
higher on the Spanish placement test (note: to take the free online place-
ment test, go to: http://www�anokaramsey�edu/placement)� 
Designed for currently employed healthcare professionals seeking to ac-
quire continuing education credits or students who plan to work in the 
healthcare industry� Tis course provides the basic tools to communicate 
with Hispanic patients on topics such as family, health, medical condi-
tions, medicine and nutrition� Spanish for Healthcare Professionals is not 
intended for native Spanish speakers� However, students enrolling in this 
course should already be familiar with elementary concepts such as greet-
ings, the alphabet, telling time, and the basic principles of verb conjuga-
tion� 

Health, Physical Education, Recreation 

HPER 1102 Drugs, Alcohol & Tobacco, 3 credits 
Tis course is the study of drugs, alcohol, and tobacco including behav-
ioral efects on individuals, families, and society, and the programs for 
chemical dependency related to identifcation and rehabilitation� It is de-
signed to provide students with the knowledge and skills necessary for 
understanding drug misuse, abuse, and addiction and to help them make 
informed decisions regarding their own drug use� (CC-fall; CR-fall & spr; 
Online: fall, spr, sum) 

HPER 1103 First Aid & CPR, 3 credits 
Tis course consists of knowledge and skill in injury/illness recognition, 
frst aid care and accident prevention� Content covers single-rescuer and 
team CPR and choking relief for infant, child and adult, as well as face 
and bag-mask ventilation and using an AED� General knowledge of body 
systems, victim assessment, victim management, and victim stabilization 
is also addressed� American Heart Association Basic Life Support (BLS) 
Provider Certifcation and American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons 
Advanced First Aid Certifcation will be earned upon successful comple-
tion� Meets the requirements for ARCC Nursing students� (CC & CR-fall 
& spr) 

HPER 1106 CPR Re-Certification-BLS For Health Care Provid-
ers, 1 credit 
Tis course is for students who are currently certifed in CPR (either basic 
or Professional Rescuer) as well as those students whose cards have expired 
within the last three months� Upon successful completion of this course, 
the student will receive a current two-year certifcation in CPR or Profes-
sional Rescuer and/or Basic CPR� (CR-fall & spr) 

HPER 1108 Consumer Health, 3 credits 
Tis course will provide the student with the knowledge and skills to be ef-
fective health care consumers� Students will learn how to critically evaluate 
health issues and information using scientifc principles, which will pro-
vide a framework for making informed choices when selecting products 
and services� (Online: fall & spr) 

HPER 1109 Introduction to Public Health, 3 credits 
Tis course is designed to provide students with a comprehensive over-
view of public health concepts and practices by reviewing the philosophi-
cal background, historical events, purposes, organizational tools, activities 
and results of public health practices in the United States� (Online: fall 
& spr) 

HPER 1110* Personal & Community Health, 3 credits 
Tis course is designed to look at health from a personal and community 
perspective� It includes an overview of concepts and concerns involving 
the many dimensions of health and give students knowledge and skills 
necessary to make informed health decisions�  (CR-fall; Online: fall & spr) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

HPER 1112 Nutrition, 3 credits 
Overview of basic principles of nutrition are covered, as well as current 
problems and topics regarding both personal and world nutrition� Topics 
include contemporary issues such as food labeling, dieting practices, eating 
disorders, ftness, malnutrition, and nutrition throughout the life cycle� 
(CC-spr; CR & Online: fall & spr) 

HPER 1115 Stress Management, 3 credits 
(Cross-listed as PSYC 1115) 
Tis course is designed to provide students with a scientifc basis for un-
derstanding stress along with pragmatic tools for dealing with stress in 
real-life situations� Students will learn about theories and research to gain 
a better understanding of stress and will also gain direct experience using 
stress-management techniques such as breathing control, meditation, per-
ception and thought modifcation, nutrition, exercise, time management, 
and many others�  (CC, CR & Online: fall, spr, sum) 

HPER 1117 Introduction to Meditation & Mindfulness, 
1 credit 
(Cross-listed as PSYC 1117) 
Students will develop an understanding of the cultural and historical back-
ground of various forms of meditation� Current research on meditation 
and mindfulness practices in relation to mental and physical well-being 
will be examined� Students will develop the ability to enter a calm and 
centered state of awareness through working with the body, the breath, 
and the mind� (CC-spr) 

HPER 1120* Wellness for Life, 4 credits 
Tis course focuses on the knowledge and skills necessary for the develop-
ment and enhancement of a healthy lifestyle throughout the life span� 
Students will develop skills to assess their current wellness levels and be 
able to develop a plan to positively enhance their personal health and 
ftness status� (Tis four-credit course includes two credits of classroom 
instruction and two credits from a selected group of activity courses� Stu-
dents must register for HPER 1120 and the activity course concurrently�) 
(CC-fall; CR & Online: fall & spr) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

HPER 1123 Outdoor Activities, 1 credit 
Tis course will introduce the basic skills needed for several outdoor ac-
tivities� Summer/fall activities may include: canoeing, kayaking, orienteer-
ing, rock climbing, adventure rope courses, hiking, camping, and outdoor 
cooking� Winter/spring activities may include cross-country skiing, snow-
shoeing, winter survival skills, winter camping� (CC-fall) 

HPER 1134 Snowboarding, 1 credit 
Class meets of campus at a commercial ski/snowboard area� Beginning 
through advanced snowboarding will be taught� Students will be separated 
in groups according to snowboarding abilities at the ski/snowboard area� 
An extra fee is required for lift tickets� Equipment rental is available if 
needed, at the ski/snowboard area� Te student is required to arrange his/ 
her own transportation to and from the ski area� 

HPER 1144 Camping, 2 credits 
Tis course involves practices of principles and techniques related to out-
door camping� All students will participate in feld trips, cookouts, tent-
ing, etc� Basic skills related to outdoor living and appreciation of the out-
doors are the main focus� Students need to have access to some camping 
equipment and be able to participate in a one week camping experience� 
(CC-sum) 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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HPER 1145 Yoga, 1 credit 
Tis beginning level course is designed to establish a basic understanding 
of ftness and promote yoga as a lifelong activity� Students will focus on 
improving muscular strength, muscular endurance, fexibility, and balance 
through performing sequences of yoga poses� Tis course also emphasizes 
relaxation and breathing techniques to reduce stress and improve concen-
tration� Students will work toward achieving individual ftness goals and 
must be able to participate in yoga� (CC & CR-fall & spr) 

HPER 1152 Aerobic Fitness, 2 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Must be able to partici-
pate in physical activity� 
Tis course is designed to establish a basic understanding of ftness and 
promote aerobic exercise as a lifelong activity� Te American College of 
Sports Medicine (ACSM) and Centers for Disease Control (CDC) physi-
cal activity guidelines will provide a framework for developing ftness goals 
that emphasize optimal cardiovascular health� Students will work toward 
achieving individual ftness goals and must be able to participate in aerobic 
exercise� (CR-fall & spr) 

HPER 1153 Zumba, 1 credit 
Tis is a course designed to focus on improving muscular strength, muscu-
lar endurance, cardiovascular endurance and coordination through Latin-
inspired dance movements� It is an instructor-led group ftness activity 
where students will learn choreographed steps� No dance experience is 
necessary� Students will work toward achieving individual ftness goals and 
must be able to participate in Zumba� 

HPER 1157 Tennis, 1 credit 
Tis course is designed to introduce beginning skills, techniques, rules and 
strategies for the beginning tennis player� Emphasis is on correct form, 
timing, and court movement, as well as an appreciation of tennis as a 
lifetime activity� Students will work toward achieving individual goals and 
must be able to participate in tennis� 

HPER 1159 Bowling, 1 credit 
Tis course is designed to introduce basic bowling skills, techniques and 
rules� Emphasis will be placed on fundamentals, etiquette and scoring, as 
well as an appreciation of bowling as a lifetime activity� Students will work 
toward achieving individual goals and must be able to participate in bowl-
ing (CR-fall & spr) 

HPER 1160 Weight Training & Conditioning, 2 credits 
Tis course is designed to establish a basic understanding of ftness and 
promote weight training and conditioning as a lifelong activity� Te Amer-
ican College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) and Centers for Disease Control 
(CDC) physical activity guidelines provide a framework for developing 
ftness goals that emphasize optimal cardiovascular health� Students will 
work toward achieving individual goals and must be able to participate in 
weight training and conditioning� (CC & CR-fall & spr) 

HPER 1164 Racquet Sports,1 credit 
Tis course is designed to introduce beginning skills, techniques, rules 
and strategies for the beginning tennis, badminton and pickleball player� 
Emphasis is on correct form, timing, and court movement, as well as an 
appreciation of tennis, badminton and pickleball as a lifetime activity� Stu-
dents will work toward achieving individual goals and must be able to 
participate in these activities� 

HPER 1165 Fitness Walking, 2 credits 
Tis course is designed to establish a basic understanding of ftness and 
promote walking as a lifelong activity� Te American College of Sports 
Medicine (ACSM) and Centers for Disease Control (CDC) physical 
activity guidelines will provide a framework for developing ftness goals 
that emphasize optimal cardiovascular health� Students will work toward 
achieving individual goals and must be able to participate in ftness walk-
ing� (CC-fall; CR & Online: fall, spr, sum) 

HPER 1166 Jogging/Running, 2 credits 
Tis course is designed to establish a basic understanding of ftness and 
promote jogging/running as a lifelong activity� Te American College of 
Sports Medicine (ACSM) and Centers for Disease Control (CDC) physi-
cal activity guidelines will provide a framework for developing ftness goals 
that emphasize optimal cardiovascular health� Students will work toward 
achieving indvidual goals and must be able to participate in jogging/run-
ning� (CR & Online: fall & spr) 

HPER 1169 Pickleball, 1 credit 
Pickleball is a modernized racquet game incorporating skills from tennis, 
badminton, and racquetball�  Tis class is designed to improve level of in-
dividual pickleball skills as well as concepts of team play�  Focus will be on 
skills, teamwork, knowledge of the game, as well as looking at pickleball 
as a lifetime activity� 

HPER 1170 Intermediate Weight Training & Conditioning, 2 
credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework; Experience in weight 
training� 
Tis course is designed to establish a basic understanding of ftness and 
is for students with experience in weight training whose interests involve 
the development of an exercise program based on their individual needs 
and ftness level� Te American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) and 
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) physical activity guidelines will pro-
vide a framework for developing ftness goals that emphasize optimal car-
diovascular health� Students will work toward achieving individual goals 
and must be able to participate in weight, cardiovascular and fexibility 
training�  (CR-fall & spr) 

HPER 1171 Bicycling, 1 credit 
Tis course is an introduction to bicycling for leisure and exercise� It is 
designed to introduce basic bicycling skills, maintenance, and safety� Em-
phasis will be placed on techniques as well as an appreciation for bicycling 
as a lifetime activity� Students need to have access to a heart rate monitor, 
a bicycle, and a bike helmet� (CR & Online: fall) 

HPER 1175 Volleyball, 1 credit 
Tis course is designed to introduce the basic fundamentals of volleyball� 
Students will learn the rules, strategies and proper etiquette as well as an 
appreciation of volleyball as a lifetime activity� Te ability to perform the 
fundamentals will be demonstrated in game situations� Students will work 
toward achieving individual goals and must be able to participate in vol-
leyball� 

HPER 1200 Anatomy of Movement, 2 credits 
Tis course addresses the physiological and mechanical basis of movement� 
Topics include muscle physiology and types of muscle contractions, the 
body planes in which various movements occur, and the bones, muscles, 
and other structures that enable and support movement� Tis course is 
designed for the student pursuing a career in the ftness industry and/or a 
certifcate in the Fitness Specialist program, the A�S� in Exercise Science, as 
well as those interested in furthering their understanding of the efects of 
physical activity and exercise on the body� (CR-fall & spr) 

HPER 1205* Introduction to Exercise Science, 2 credits 
Tis course is designed to take a broad-based look at the feld of Exercise 
Science� We will explore not only the historical and philosophical founda-
tions of the feld of exercise science, but also look into career exploration 
that surrounds this feld of study� It is designed to introduce students to 
all aspects of Exercise Science and what students can do within this broad 
area of study� (CR-fall & spr) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

HPER 2205* Prevention & Care of Athletic Injuries, 2 credits 
Introductory class to basic athletic training� Class will cover a variety of 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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topics including anatomy, injury prevention, conditioning, healing, injury 
care, rehabilitation, and practical skills such as taping and wrapping� (CC-
fall; CR-fall & spr) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

HPER 2206 Exercise Physiology, 4 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Basic understanding of 
anatomy and physiology as well as basic wellness concepts, including 
weight training, conditioning, and aerobic ftness� 
Tis course introduces the science behind physical movement, and pro-
vides students with an overview of the acute and chronic efects of physi-
cal activity and training on various systems of the body, including the 
musculoskeletal, cardiorespiratory and nervous systems� Tis course is de-
signed for students pursuing a career in the ftness industry as well as those 
interested in furthering their understanding of the efects of exercise on 
the human body� Students must be able to participate in the performance 
of various standard physiological tests to assess strength, endurance, and 
cardiorespiratory ftness� (CR-fall & spr) 

HPER 2207 Fitness Testing & Exercise Prescription, 2 credits 
Prerequisite: HPER 1200 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Basic understanding of 
anatomy and physiology as well as basic wellness concepts, including 
weight training, conditioning, and aerobic ftness� 
Tis course provides an overview of how to assess cardiorespiratory endur-
ance, muscular strength and endurance, fexibility, body fat, pulmonary 
function, blood pressure and evaluate the results� Emphasis is placed on 
determining the appropriate test, conducting the test, evaluating the re-
sults, and creating an exercise program� Tis course is designed for the stu-
dent pursuing a career in the ftness industry, a certifcate in the proposed 
Fitness Specialist Program, as well as those interested in furthering their 
understanding of the efects of exercise on the mind and body� (CR-spr) 

HPER 2208 Concepts in Personal Training, 2 credits 
Prerequisite: Permission of Instructor� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: HPER 2207 strongly 
recommended� Basic understanding of human anatomy and physiology 
principles as well as basic ftness concepts, including weight training, con-
ditioning, and aerobic ftness concepts� 
Tis course is designed to familiarize and reinforce students’ understand-
ing of personal training concepts and will help students prepare for a na-
tional personal trainer certifcation exam� Concepts will include imple-
mentation and modifcation of exercise recommendations and programs, 
behavior modifcation, communication and professionalism, and business 
and legal considerations� Students may practice and/or supervise various 
ftness assessment tests to ensure skill mastery�  (CR-spr) 

HPER 2210/2211/2215/2217/2219 Intercollegiate Sports, 0-1 
credit 
Prerequisite: Permission of Varsity Coach required� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Recent participant in the 
sport at high school level, high level of ftness and athleticism, varsity team 
member based on tryout with the coach� 
Fundamentals, techniques, strategy, practice and competition in intercol-
legiate sports� No more than one (1) course from intercollegiate sports 
may be applied toward the wellness requirement� Students may repeat the 
course to gain a maximum of 2 credits per sport� 

• HPER 2210 Intercollegiate Baseball (CR-spr) 
• HPER 2211 Intercollegiate Basketball (CR-fall & spr) 
• HPER 2215 Intercollegiate Soccer (CR-fall) 
• HPER 2217 Intercollegiate Softball (CC-spr) 
• HPER 2219 Intercollegiate Volleyball (CR-fall) 

HPER 2230 Introduction to Sport Management, 3 credits 
Tis course is designed to introduce the student to the feld of Sport Man-
agement� It includes a broad base of topics pertaining to the sport, ft-

ness, and recreation industries� Topics include: youth sport, interscholastic 
sport, intercollegiate sport, professional sport, international sport, ftness 
and recreational sport, marketing, media and communications, event and 
facility management, legal and ethical challenges, sport and society and 
current events related to sport� (CR-spr) 

HPER 2240 Coaching & Officiating Theory, 3 credits 
Tis course covers the following topics: communication styles, coaching 
philosophies, ofciating styles, behavior management in sport, teaching 
progression, game management for coaches and ofcials, psychology of 
coaching, confict management, and the fundamentals of physical train-
ing� (CR-spr) 

HPER 2296 Field Experience & Seminar for Fitness Specialist, 
2 credits 
Prerequisite: Permission of Instructor� 
Tis course will provide the student with the opportunity to focus on 
knowledge gained in the Health and Physical Education classes� It will 
allow students to perform hands-on work experience to help direct their 
individual learning� (CR-fall & spr) 

HPER 2297 Field Experience & Seminar in Athletic Coaching, 
2 credits 
Prerequisite: Permission of Instructor� 
Tis course will provide the student with the opportunity to focus on 
knowledge gained in the Athletic Coaching classes� It will allow students 
to perform hands-on work experience to help direct their individual learn-
ing�  (CR-fall & spr) 

HPER 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Completion of Wellness requirement� Designed to ofer stu-
dents the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specifc 
topic in public health or physical education� 

History 

HIST 1101 Minnesota History, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 5C) 
Tis course is a survey of Minnesota history – the people, institutions, and 
cultural traditions from geologic origins to the present� It includes such 
topics as the Ice Age, indigenous peoples, exploration and the French fur 
trade, red-white relations, the treaty process, and social, economic and 
political developments� It may include feld trips to historic sites� (CR-fall; 
Online: spr & sum) 

HIST 1103 Contemporary World History, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 8) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: One year of U�S� and 
World History in high school is recommended� 
Tis course is a historical analysis of the contemporary world in global 
perspective from the aftermath of World War II to the present� Topics 
surveyed will include such areas as WWII and the Peace, Cold War con-
tainment, global, social and economic patterns, neo-imperialism, decolo-
nization, peace initiatives; local and international perspectives of global 
conditions and events; and global terrorism� (CR-fall & spr; Online: spr) 

HIST 1110 World War II, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 8) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: One year of U�S� or World 
History in high school is recommended� 
Tis course is a historical introduction to WWII including analysis of such 
topics as the causes of war and peace; strategy, tactics and technologies in 
the major theatres; political and military leadership; and war crimes� (CR-
fall & spr; CC-spr) 

HIST 1111* Modern World Civilizations I: 1500-1870, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 8)   

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: One social science and/or 
writing course at college level recommended� 
Tis course is a survey of world civilizations from about 1500–1870 em-
phasizing major historical transformations and processes that have shaped 
the interrelated global experience� Topics include Reformation, coloni-
zation, mercantile imperialism, Enlightenment, the French Revolution, 
19th Century Liberalism, industrialization, urbanization, socialism, and 
nationalism as they have afected life in Europe, the Middle East, Asia, 
South America, and Africa� (CR-spr; Online: fall) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

HIST 1121* Modern World Civilizations II: 1870 to the Present, 
4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 8) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: One social science and/or 
writing course at college level recommended� 
Tis course is a survey of world civilizations from about 1870 to the pres-
ent emphasizing major historical transformations and processes that have 
shaped the global experience� Topics will include capitalism and imperial-
ism, social turmoil in the West, Russian Revolution, World War I, to-
talitarianism, world depression, World War II, the Cold War and neo-
imperialism, decolonization and globalization, as they have afected life in 
Europe, the Middle East, Asia, South America and Africa� (CC & CR-fall; 
Online: spr) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

HIST 1141* Ancient & Medieval World History, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5C) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: One social science course 
and one writing course at college level� 
Tis course is a survey of human pre-history, the agricultural revolution, 
and rise and fall of civilizations in Africa, Asia, the Americas, and Europe 
from ancient times through the medieval period� (CR-fall & spr) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

HIST 1160 History of Africa, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 8) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: One social science and/or 
writing course at college level recommended� 
A study of the history of Africa, from pre-historic times to the present, that 
explores the rich and diverse heritage of the African peoples, the myths, 
stereotypes of and the historical dynamic between the West and Africa 
and its impact in today’s world, and develops an understanding of both 
Africa’s potential and the social, economic and political difculties facing 
the continent in the modern age� 

HIST 2211* U.S. History I, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 9) 
Tis course is a survey of U�S� History to about 1876 including such topics 
as indigenous peoples, exploration, colonial times, the American Revolu-
tion and Constitution, the young republic, growth of democracy, territo-
rial expansion, slavery, Civil War, and Reconstruction� (CC & CR-spr; 
Online: fall, spr, sum) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

HIST 2221* U.S. History II, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 9) 
Survey of U�S� history from about 1877-present including such topics as 
industrialization, Populist protest, U�S� imperialism, progressivism, the 
Great War, the Great Depression, the New Deal, WWII, and the post-war 
era� (CC & CR-fall; CR-spr; Online: sum) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

HIST 2240 America in the Vietnam Era, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 9)  

Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: One college-level social 
science and/or writing course is recommended� 
Tis course is a historical introduction to the Vietnam War and the dra-
matic social, economic, cultural, and political transformations of the Viet-
nam era� It includes the French Conquest, rise of nationalism, WWII and 
the Cold War containment, secret CIA operations, civil rights movement, 
Environmental movement, Black Power, counterculture, political murder, 
anti-war movement, Watergate, Pentagon/VA transgressions, and normal-
izations� (Online: spr) 

HIST 2242 History of Women in Modern America, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 7)  (Cross-listed as WGST 2242) 
Tis course examines women’s experiences in America from 1900 to the 
present� We will consider the relationship between race, class, gender, and 
sexuality as we learn about women’s roles as reformers, consumers, activ-
ists, students, mothers, workers, immigrants, etc� Topics covered include 
African-American women and the “Jim Crow” south, women’s partici-
pation in reform movements, the achievement of the right to vote and 
the debate about the Equal Rights Amendment, women in the “Roar-
ing Twenties” and Great Depression, the “Feminine Mystique” and Cold 
War America, women’s participation in major social movements such as 
the Civil Rights Movement, the anti-Vietnam War movement, the Black 
Power movement, and the Women’s Rights Movement� We will read ex-
tensively from original documents (“primary sources”) for class discussion 
and to develop critical-thinking skills about historical methods� (CR-fall) 

HIST 2262* History of Britain in the Middle Ages, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5C) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level history 
course is recommended� 
Tis course will provide a survey of the history of Britain, from the ancient 
period including the Celts (Roman invasion, Artorius (Arthur legend), 
Angles/Saxons/Jutes), through the High Middle Ages (Viking invasions, 
Celtic Church, Roman Church, Norman Invasion), up to the end of the 
fourteenth century (Magna Carta, Crusades, Scottish War for Indepen-
dence, Welsh Rebellion, Hundred Years War, etc�)� 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

HIST 2280 History of Immigration and Ethnicity in the United 
States, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 7) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading and 
writing� 
Tis course examines the experiences of immigrants and ethnic groups in 
the United States from the colonial period to the present� Topics covered 
include: unfree labor in the colonial period, the Atlantic slave trade, re-
location of American Indians, and the experiences of immigrant groups 
throughout U�S� history, with a focus on Minnesota’s largest ethnic and 
immigrant groups� We will discuss examples of discrimination against 
ethnic groups, and how government immigration policies have changed, 
often in response to anti-immigration social movements� Tis course also 
focuses on the concept of assimilation and the meaning of citizenship as 
our nation becomes increasingly diverse and multi-cultural� 

HIST 2282 Warfare in the Ancient & Medieval World, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5C) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: HIST 1141 
Tis course is a historical introduction to warfare in the ancient and medi-
eval world including analysis of such topics as the causes of war and peace; 
strategy, tactics, and technologies in Europe and the Middle East; and the 
political and military leadership� (CR-fall) 

HIST 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in history successfully completed� Designed to 
ofer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a 
specifc topic in history� 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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Human Resources 

See separate course listings for Business beginning on page 135. 

Human Services 

HSER 1100 Nursing Assistant Registered (NAR)/ Home Health 
Aide, 4 credits 
Designed to prepare students for entry-level jobs in nursing homes, home 
health care, private homes, and other health-care facilities� Course provides 
instruction and practice of basic nursing skills, communication skills, in-
fection control techniques, mental health, and social service needs� Te 
Nursing Assistant/Home Health Aide will be able to perform tasks related 
to resident care and supportive to nursing services� Following successful 
completion of this course the student will be eligible to sit for the Min-
nesota Nursing Assistant/Home Health Care Certifcation Competency 
Examination� 

Humanities 

HUM 1103 Introduction to Film Studies, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 6B) 
Tis course is a study of the main elements and art of flm� It is designed 
to create more sophisticated, aware, and critical flm viewers� Te course 
incorporates flm screenings, weekly readings, writing assignments, and 
discussions� Students must be prepared to access and view all course flms 
outside of class� (Online: fall & spr) 

HUM 1104 Developing a Philosophy of Life, 2 credits 
Focuses upon the three major issues which every human being must face 
in developing a philosophy of life: man’s relation to nature; man’s relation 
to his/her fellow man; man’s relation to him/herself� Trough speakers, 
reading the newspaper and other articles, journals, lectures and discussion 
groups, the course will try to expand the student’s awareness of the major 
issues of our time� It will also try to enable the student to form a clear and 
well-defended point of view in relation to these issues� 

HUM 1111 Spanish & Latin American Culture: Pre-Columbi-
an Civilizations, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as SPAN 1111) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading 
skills (in English)� 
Acquaints students with the civilizations and cultures of Spain and Latin 
America, with an emphasis on Pre-Columbian civilizations that existed 
before the arrival of the Spaniards, including the Olmec, Maya, Toltec and 
Aztec civilizations� Te destruction of the Pre-Columbian civilizations by 
the Conquistadors will also be analyzed� Tis course is taught in English; 
no previous knowledge of Spanish is required� 

HUM 1112 Spanish & Latin American Culture: Conquest to 
present, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as SPAN 1112) 
An introduction to the culture of the Spanish-speaking world from the 
time of the Spanish Conquest to the present with respect to politics and 
social life, literature, religion, music and the arts� Trough assigned read-
ings and multi-media presentations students will discover the rich variety 
of Hispanic cultures that exist today and how have they developed over the 
past 500 years� (CR-fall) 

HUM 1141 Humanities in the Age of Enlightenment, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) 
In this course, students will study the development and transformation 
of Western culture that began in the 17th century and climaxed in the 
Scientifc Revolution and the Age of Enlightenment of the 18th century� 
Te course emphasizes ideas in their time frame; illustrates how creative 
achievements like music, art, literature, philosophy, architecture, science, 

and society infuence one another; and provides an understanding of how 
people inherit as well as create culture�  (Online: fall) 

HUM 1151 Humanities in the Era of Romanticism & Realism, 
3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) 
In this course, students will study 19th century Western culture, empha-
sizing ideas associated with the age of romanticism, the development of 
socialism, feminism, industrialization, and evolutionary theory� Illustrates 
how 19th century creative achievements like music, art, literature, philoso-
phy, architecture, science, and society infuence one another and refect 
their times� Provides an understanding of how people inherit as well as 
create culture� (CR-spr) 

HUM 1161 Humanities in the Modern to Postmodern World, 
3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) 
Tis course covers the development and transformation of Western culture 
that began in the 19th century and continues in the 21st century� Illus-
trates how creative achievements like music, art, literature, philosophy, 
architecture, science, and society respond to, and refect, the 20th century 
experiences of totalitarianism, mass society, modern technology, and world 
war� Provides an understanding of how people inherit, as well as create, 
culture, and how new ideas contribute to a continuing dialogue about the 
human condition� (Online: fall & spr) 

HUM 1171 Seminar in Humanities, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8)  
Tis course provides a directed, in-depth study in the humanities with a 
focus that is interdisciplinary, with ties to economic and sociological con-
cerns, and pertinent to diferent international and cultural perspectives� 
Tis course is designed to provide students with a forum for exploration 
of a theme within the humanities� Students will examine international, 
multicultural, and interdisciplinary aspects of this theme gathered from 
lectures, presentations, readings, and individual and collective research� 

HUM 1200 Introduction to Global Studies, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 8 & 9)  
Tis course introduces students to the interdisciplinary feld of global 
studies� Te student will learn to see the world as a global citizen with an 
understanding of how economics, politics, religions, cultures, and the arts 
all interact across regions and nations to address issues critical for our well-
being� (CR-fall & spr; Online: sum) 

HUM 1211 Introduction to German Culture, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as GERM 1111) 
Introduction to the civilization and culture of the German-speaking 
world, with emphasis on the comparison of cultures and on present trends 
in political and social life, literature and the arts� Tis course is taught in 
English; no previous knowledge of German is required� 

HUM 1311 Introduction to French Culture, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as FREN 1111) 
Introduction to the civilization and culture of the French-speaking world, 
with emphasis on the comparison of cultures and on present trends in 
political and social life, literature and the arts� Tis course is taught in 
English; no previous knowledge of French is required�  (CR-fall) 

HUM 1411 Introduction to Chinese Culture, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as CHIN 1111) 
Tis is an introductory course to China and its cultural heritage� HUM 
1411 surveys the development of China from the ancient period to the 
modern era, exploring the country’s customs, political institutions; eco-
nomic development; history, religion and philosophy; literature, art and 
architecture; as well as science and technology� 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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HUM 1511 Introduction to Islam and Culture, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 8 & 9) 
Tis course aims to foster an accurate and nuanced understanding of Islam 
in its infuence upon, and development within, many cultures� Te course 
will introduce students to the foundational events and historical develop-
ment of Islam as a religion and a culture within diverse political structures 
throughout the Muslim world� Special attention will also be given to the 
contemporary Muslim world and dialogue with Western culture� (CR-fall 
& spr) 

HUM 1611 Arab History and Cultures, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) 
Tis course presents an overview of Arab history and cultures� Students 
will explore the developments and experiences of Arabs through a study of 
geography, governance, religion, ethnicity, gender, class, the arts and hu-
manities, and daily life� In addition to a historical context, the course will 
include current political and social issues pertaining to relations between 
Arabs and non-Arabs throughout the world�  (CR-fall) 

HUM 2200 Field Study Abroad, 1-3 credits 
(Cross-listed as CHIN 2200, FREN 2200, GERM 2200, or SPAN 2200) 
Students travel to one or more countries to observe frsthand both ancient 
and modern components of these civilizations� When ofered for credit, a 
classroom segment will precede the trip, covering such topics as a brief his-
tory of the area to be visited, cultural diferences, etc� No foreign language 
knowledge is required� 

HUM 2231 Introduction to Africa, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8)  
Tis course is designed to introduce students to Africa� It examines the 
geographic, historical, and cultural diversity of North, East, West, and 
Southern Africa societies and provides an understanding of modern Africa 
by exploring African literature, art, music, political and economic struc-
tures, and social structures� Applicable to world and global studies require-
ments� (CR-spr) 

HUM 2232 Women in Western Civilization, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 7) 
Tis course ofers the study of women within the cultural history of West-
ern civilization� It examines signifcant events and ideas from antiquity to 
the present that have afected women's lives and position in society and 
studies the artistic and intellectual contributions of women to the develop-
ment of the Western world� (Online: fall & spr) 

HUM 2233 Women in American Culture, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 7) (Cross-listed as WGST 2233) 
Tis course is designed to introduce students to issues of gender, class, and 
race in the United States’ social and cultural histories� It examines the cul-
tural legacies and traditions which have shaped both the past and present� 
It also provides appreciation for the role women have had in this country’s 
progress and examines the impact gender assumptions play in work, social 
values, and directions for our nation’s future� (Online: fall) 

HUM 2234 Women in a Global Perspective, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as WGST 2234) 
Tis course introduces the study of gender and women’s issues in countries 
outside the USA� It is designed to examine issues of cultural diversity, race, 
class, religious and social structures, literature and the arts, politics and 
economic development in areas such as China, Africa, the Pacifc Rim, the 
Middle East, Europe, Russia, and Latin America� (CR-fall; Online: spr) 

HUM 2241 Heritage of the Western World: Greek World, 3 
credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) 
In this course, students will study, in historical context, the literature and 
art produced during the ancient Greek world that has proved of enduring 
value or infuence in molding contemporary culture� Works will be read 

either in their entirety or in part (e�g�, Te Iliad, Te Odyssey, Oedipus, 
Aeschylus, Euripides, Te Poetics, Aristophanes’ Te Clouds)� Art and ar-
chitecture of the period will also be considered� (Online: fall) 

HUM 2251 Heritage of the Western World: Rome & Christian-
ity, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) 
In this course, students will study, in historical context, the literature and 
art produced during the ancient Roman world that has proved of enduring 
value or infuence upon contemporary culture� Works will be read either 
in their entirety or in part (e�g�, Satires of Juvenal, Catullus’ Odi et Amo, 
Vergil’s Aeneid, Metamorphoses of Ovid, Pseudolus of Plautus, New Tes-
tament, Confessions of St� Augustin)� Art and architecture from the period 
will also be considered� 

HUM 2261 Heritage of the Western World: Medieval World, 
3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) 
In this course, students will study, in historical context, the literature and 
art produced during the ancient and medieval world that has proved of 
enduring value or infuence in molding contemporary culture� Works will 
be read either in their entirety or in part (e�g�, Beowulf, Song of Roland, 
Dante’s Divine Comedy, Decameron, Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, Sir Ga-
wain and the Green Knight)� Art and architecture of the period will also 
be considered� 

HUM 2271 Heritage of the Western World: Renaissance & 
Reformation, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) 
In this course, students will study, in historical context, the literature and 
art produced during the Renaissance and Reformation that has proved of 
enduring value or infuence in molding contemporary culture� Works will 
be read either in their entirety or in part (e�g�, Christine de Pisan’s Book of 
the City of Ladies, Pico’s Oration on the Dignity of Man, More's Utopia, 
Luther's Address, Shakespeare)� Art and architecture of the period will also 
be considered, as well as cross-cultural encounters between Europeans, Af-
ricans, and Native Americans� (Online: fall & spr) 

HUM 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in humanities successfully completed� Designed 
to ofer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a 
specifc topic in humanities� 

Individualized Educational Planning 

Also see separate listing for Interdisciplinary Studies on page 157. 

ICBE 1101 Individualized Educational Planning, 1 credit 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor� 
Ofers students a process by which credit can be gained for work and life 
experiences within a unifed educational program of study� Students are 
involved in an interactive planning process that leads to the completion 
of a degree plan to include educational goals, career goals, competency 
statements, learning strategies and assessment techniques� Each student 
will identify a course mix and plan for completion that refects the neces-
sary education and training for his or her career focus� Te course is a 
prerequisite for any student wanting to utilize the process of the Compe-
tency-Based Education program� Participation must be arranged with the 
instructor prior to registration� 

Integrative Health & Healing 

IHH 1100 Introduction to Holistic Healing, 3 credits 
Tis course gives students a foundation and interactive overview of the 
feld of integrative health and healing through a variety of modalities� Stu-
dents will explore the interconnectedness of mind, body and spirit of the 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
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human system� In addition, there is an exploration of healing through 
social, cultural, environmental and global perspectives� Students will dis-
cuss and evaluate emerging and expanding trends in, and the credibility 
of, holistic health and the complexities around current healthcare models� 
(Online: fall & spr) 

IHH 1102 Energy Healing, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: IHH 1100 is strongly rec-
ommended� 
Tis course is an introduction to concepts and theories of energy, energy 
structures, meridians and chakras, the human bio-feld, and the life force� 
It utilizes the concept of the energy feld and structure to explain the en-
ergetic connection among individuals and the environment and examine 
the efect of energetic interactions and energy transfer on healing� Specifc 
energy healing therapies and systems such as Healing Touch, Reiki, Qi-
gong, and Feng Shui will be discussed�  (Online: fall) 

IHH 1103 Movement & Body Manipulation Therapies, 
3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: IHH 1100 is strongly rec-
ommended� 
Tis course provides an introduction of movement and body manipula-
tion therapies including the theories of chiropractic, osteopathy, craniosa-
cral therapy, and the practices of massage, refexology, qigong, tai chi, and 
yoga� Students will learn the uses and benefts of each therapy and have 
the opportunity to create a personal preventative body movement plan for 
self-care�  (Online: fall) 

IHH 1105 Introduction to Massage/Reflexology, 2 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading� 
Te course provides an overview of massage therapy and refexology as 
it relates to Integrative Health and Healing� Te student will learn basic 
techniques through theory, demonstration and practice� Students will ex-
plore legal and professional ethics relating to touch and well as identify 
research supporting massage and refexology in healthcare� 

IHH 1110 Aromatherapy, 2 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading� 
Tis course will introduce the concepts of aromatherapy and the use of es-
sential oils to promote health and well being� Students will explore the art 
and science of aromatherapy and the efects on the body, the chemistry of 
essential oils, therapeutic actions and important safety guidelines� (Online: 
spr-odd years) 

IHH 1200 Holistic Hospice & Palliative Care, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading� 
Tis course will provide an overview of the holistic philosophy of care as-
sociated with clients at the end of life� Te student will learn to establish 
physical, mental, emotional and spiritual methods therapies to promote 
self-actualization of the client and to promote self-care for families and 
other caregivers� 

IHH 1205 Cross-Cultural Issues Related to Dying, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading� 
Tis course provides an understanding of healing traditions and beliefs 
systems of many cultures� Various spiritual and religious views of dying 
will be discussed� Other content areas include historical perspectives, 
gender issues, cultural traditions, and rituals, and practices used to honor 
patients and families� An exploration of the individual student’s attitudes 
toward death will enable the student to be comfortable asking the right 
questions of clients to support their culture and beliefs� 

IHH 1300 The Aging Transformation & Geriatric Holistic 
Health, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading� 
Tis course will identify demographics of the geriatric population and 
understand the aging process myths and facts� Cognitive, physical, emo-

tional, social and environmental impacts of aging will be discussed� Te 
use of holistic therapies and their beneft to the geriatric population will 
be explored� Te legal and ethical issues related to aging, such as advanced 
healthcare directives and living wills will be discussed� 

IHH 1305 Integration of Holistic Therapies in Geriatric Care, 
3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading� 
Tis course will identify the use of holistic therapies and the geriatric pop-
ulation� Students will learn how to identify appropriate clients for these 
therapies and how holistic therapies can improve an individual’s quality of 
life� Discussions will include the use of modalities to relieve pain, decrease 
anxiety, decrease agitation, decrease sensory impairment, help prevent 
falls, and increase mobility� 

IHH 2100 Holistic Healing Systems, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: IHH 1100 is strongly rec-
ommended� 
Tis course provides an understanding of various holistic healing systems 
such as Traditional Chinese Medicine, Ayurveda, Homeopathy, Naturopa-
thy, Native American, Aboriginal, and others� Students will identity and 
describe the key beliefs, underlying principles and theoretical basis for 
each� Students will also examine social, cultural, environmental and global 
perspectives of healing within these systems� (Online: fall) 

IHH 2101 Mind/Body Connections, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BIOL 1104, IHH 1100, 
and PSYC 1110 are strongly recommended� 
Tis course provides an understanding of how mind/body medicine fo-
cuses on the interactions among the brain, mind, body, and behavior and 
the powerful ways in which emotional, mental, social, expressive, spiritual, 
and behavioral factors can directly afect health� Students will defne the 
principles and philosophies of the feld of psychoneuroimmunology and 
mind/body therapies including guided imagery, music, art, aromatherapy, 
meditation techniques, mindfulness, biofeedback, breathing, and journal-
ing� (Online: spr) 

IHH 2102 Food as Medicine/Biologically Based Therapies, 
3 credits 
(Cross-listed as MASG 2102) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Placement into college-
level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment require-
ments for ENGL 1121� 
Tis course provides an introduction to the importance of nutrition basics 
for a healthy body, mind, and spirit� Students will learn the role food can 
play in both prevention and treatment of most chronic illnesses� Discus-
sions will involve how environmental, social, economic, emotional, and 
cultural issues afect nutrition� Students will also learn about dietary sup-
plements and herbs including the history, regulation, scientifc research, 
and indications and contraindications for use� (Online: fall & spr) 

IHH 2103 Spirituality & Healing, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: IHH 1100 is strongly rec-
ommended� 
Tis course introduces students to the relationships between belief, spiri-
tuality, and healing� Students will identify personal core beliefs and values 
and demonstrate an understanding of the cultural aspects of healing, spiri-
tuality and ritual� Te course includes an exploration of the spiritual com-
ponents of the illness or disease experience and the life-changing nature 
of a chronic or terminal illness� Research on how prayer, religious activity, 
and spiritual beliefs afect the healing process is evaluated� Spirituality in 
patient-centered healthcare models is discussed�  (Online: spr) 

IHH 2104 Health & Wellness Coaching Skills, 2 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: IHH 1100 is strongly rec-
ommended� 
Tis course provides an introduction to coaching for health and well-
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ness� Students will defne coaching and distinguish between coaching and 
therapy� Te course explores the tools, skills, and strategies of health and 
wellness coaching� Content includes principles of goal setting, the change 
process, and behavior modifcation in the coaching model� Students will 
describe strategies to create healthy boundaries and ethical responsibilities 
within the coaching role�  (Online: fall) 

IHH 2105 Basics in Business & Ethics for the Holistic Practitio-
ner, 3 credits 
(Cross-listed as MASG 2105) 
Tis course provides practical information related to the fundamentals of 
business and ethics in holistic practice management� Common business 
practices and structures, contracts and legal agreements, fnancial consid-
erations, record keeping, networking, marketing, and methods to promote 
and maintain a successful practice are presented� Students will learn about 
decision making skills, interpersonal and professional communication, 
ethical and professional roles and responsibilities, and how to handle ethi-
cal dilemmas in the practice of holistic healing� (Online: fall) 

IHH 2106 Introduction to Qigong, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: IHH 1100 is strongly rec-
ommended� 
Tis course provides an understanding of Qigong� Qigong is a form of 
meditation exercises that help people increase self-awareness, build inter-
nal energy and develop a healthy body physically and spiritually� As part of 
this course, students will be able to describe the history, general principles, 
and three main elements of qigong, as well as yin/yang philosophy, the 
study of the Universe, fve keys to success, fve causes of energy blockage, 
and demonstrate exercises to open energy blockages� (CR-fall even years) 

IHH 2107 Healing Touch, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: IHH 1100 is strongly rec-
ommended� 
Tis energy healing course provides an understanding of the human ener-
gy system and its relationship to physical, emotional, mental and spiritual 
health and wellness� Trough experiencing the practice of healing touch, 
students develop an understanding of how a variety of techniques interface 
with and assist in re-patterning the human bio-feld� Te skill of com-
pleting an intake interview that identifes patterns of behavior for which 
healing touch techniques may be useful in assisting a person to re-pattern 
their energy feld is acquired� Te importance of self-care as a practitioner 
and practicing ethically are integrated into the course� At completion, stu-
dents will receive course completion certifcates from the certifying agency� 
(CR-spr even years) 

IHH 2110 Optimal Healing Environments, 2 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading� 
Creating the Optimal Healing Environment incorporates the ancient Chi-
nese Art of placement or Feng Shui to create a harmonious healing envi-
ronment� Tese principles will be learned to create healing environments 
for hospice and palliative care as well as working with the geriatric popula-
tion� Techniques can also be applied to create your own healing space to 
enhance the quality of your own life� 

IHH 2280 Holistic Hospice & Palliative Care Capstone Class, 
2 credits 
Prerequisites: IHH 1200 and permission of program director� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading� 
In this capstone class the student will incorporate holistic therapies into 
hospice and palliative care� Te diferences and similarities of various 
healthcare setting that provide holistic therapies will be discussed� Specifc 
holistic therapies will be explored and utilized with hospice staf and fami-
lies to create a holistic culture of care� Tis course will include a clinical 
learning experience� 

IHH 2285 Holistic Geriatric Care Capstone Class, 2 credits 
Prerequisites: IHH 1305 and permission of program director� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading� 
In this capstone class students will integrate theory and skills for a holis-
tic approach to diferent stages of aging and geriatric care� Students will 
utilize critical thinking and decision-making while creating a therapeutic 
environment for clients within their cultural context� Students will explore 
various settings providing a continuum of care where holistic therapies can 
be applied with the geriatric population� Students will write their own life 
review/their story and create an opportunity to apply a holistic therapy in 
a geriatric population setting� 

IHH 2297 Internship, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: Permission of course faculty� 
Te internship is an individually-designed, industry-based learning experi-
ence, approved by the faculty and the on-site project supervisor, consistent 
with the student’s personal goals in a real world setting� During the intern-
ship, students will integrate skills and knowledge gained in the program� 
(CR-spr) 

Interdisciplinary Studies 

ICBE 1101 Individualized Educational Planning, 1 credit 
Prerequisite: Coordinator of Career Services Permission� 
Ofers students a process by which credit can be gained for work and life 
experiences within a unifed educational program of study� Students are 
involved in an interactive planning process that leads to the completion 
of a degree plan to include educational goals, career goals, competency 
statements, learning strategies and assessment techniques� Each student 
will identify a course mix and plan for completion that refects the neces-
sary education and training for his or her career focus� Te course is a 
prerequisite for any student wanting to utilize the process of the Compe-
tency-Based Education program� Participation must be arranged with the 
Coordinator of Career Services prior to registration� 

INTS 1000 First-Year Experience, 2 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 2) 
Tis course will enhance your college experience by giving you the tools to 
be successful, and to get the most out of your college experience� Te class 
will teach you where and how to fnd resources in college and at ARCC 
that will help you develop the personal skills necessary to manage your 
college life and set you up for success in your future career� You will learn 
the skills necessary to develop awareness and improve your own way of 
thinking and problem solving� Course may have a theme� (CC & CR-fall 
& spr; Online: fall & spr) 

INTS 1100 On Course, 1 credit 
What does it take to succeed not only in college academics but in the 
adult world of work and relationships? It requires more than the practi-
cal skills of studying and job skills� Successful people develop particular 
qualities that motivate them, make them good team players, and generally 
empower them to live joyfully and responsibly� Te class will also explore 
intrapersonal traits like emotional intelligence, motivation, and attitudes 
toward yourself and the world� Te class will also address study skills and 
the ability to use resources to foster your success� 

INTS 1200 Introduction to Diversity Studies, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 7) (Cross-listed as SOC 1200) 
Tis class will survey the way in which race, class, culture, religion, gender, 
and other forms of diversity impact the social and political development 
within society� In doing so, students will be introduced to the theoretical 
framework in which diversity studies are examined� 

Management 

See separate course listings for Business beginning on page 135� 
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Marketing 

See separate course listings for Business beginning on page 135. 

Mass Communications 

MCOM 1100 Introduction to Mass Communication, 3 
credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 9) (Cross-listed as CMST 1100) 
Tis course is a survey of the history, structure, functions, and responsi-
bilities of mass media (e�g� social media, television, radio, newspapers)� It 
also includes discussion of media technology and critical analysis of mass 
media's role in society� (CR & Online: fall & spr) 

MCOM 1109 Practical Experience in Journalism and Mass 
Communication, 1 credit 
Practical work experience in reporting, editing, and photography for the 
college’s newspaper� Work without credit on the college publications is 
open to any student� Credit is ofered for those especially interested in 
journalism and willing to meet certain minimum time standards and to 
participate in weekly staf meetings� Students may repeat this course to 
gain a maximum of 4 credits� (CR-fall & spr) 

MCOM 1151 Principles of Public Relations, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 1C) 
Tis course looks at the history, practice, and development of public rela-
tions in a democratic society� Students learn how to analyze and critique 
public relations cases in contemporary culture� Students focus on under-
standing how to conduct ethical public relations campaigns, learn how 
to apply public relations principles, and use specifc strategies to promote 
brand awareness� (Online: fall) 

MCOM 2121 Media Writing, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 1C) 
Tis course provides an introduction to basic techniques and strategies 
for gathering information and presenting it in writing for the vari-
ous mass media� Tere will be instruction in writing news and feature 
articles, news releases, public relations, broadcast and advertising copy� 
(Online: spr) 

MCOM 2131 Reporting, Writing, and Editing for Online Pub-
lications, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 1C) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Typing, experience using 
the internet� 
Tis course introduces students to both the theory and practice of online 
mass communication� It exposes them to a wide range of comprehensive 
readings about this still evolving feld and the best of contemporary 
online mass communication� Students are also required to master the 
basic skills of online reporting, writing, and editing for the Internet by 
developing a series of postings ranging from daily blogs to investiga-
tive features to commentaries� Students in this class engage in the entire 
news process from story ideation, identifcation of sources, research and 
reporting, writing, revising, editing, and interactive response to readers� 
In addition, students are expected to master the use of hypertext links in 
the creation of online copy and are given an opportunity to post digital 
sound recordings, video and photography to enhance their reporting� 
Working with the instructor, students post their edited work at one of 
the community’s online publications� 

MCOM 2141 Photojournalism, 3 credits 
A course in photography for publication, with an emphasis on digital 
photography and producing photographic images for delivery through a 
digital medium� Areas of instruction include the operation of the digital 
camera, preparing images for digital display, principles of photographic 
communication, photography as part of the journalistic process, photo-

journalism history, law and ethics, and the use of computers in photo-
graphic communication� Prepares students to capture, edit and display 
photographs in professional publications, especially for publication on 
the World Wide Web and other digital media� 

MCOM 2151 Multimedia Productions, 3 credits 
Recommended Skill, Abilities, or Coursework: MCOM 1100 or CMST 
1100� 
Instruction in designing, creating and delivering audio and video content 
for delivery through digital media, particularly the Internet, using 
computer software, hardware and peripherals� Exploration of multimedia 
interactivity� Examination of media aesthetics, law and ethics as they 
pertain to multimedia production� General Course Purpose - To give 
students working knowledge of multimedia applications and how to ef-
fectively deliver digital multimedia content to audiences� 

MCOM 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in mass communications successfully complet-
ed� Designed to ofer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or 
research on a specifc topic in mass communications� 

Mathematics 

Students registering for their frst math course are required to take the College 
Board Accuplacer placement test to determine placement into the appropriate 
course. See Placement for Success on page 9 for details. 

MATH 0100 Pre-Algebra, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: A required score on a math placement test� 
Review of the mathematical skills needed for the study of algebra as well as 
a brief introduction to algebra� Topics include the arithmetic of integers, 
fractions, decimals, and percents; applications of these arithmetic skills 
to problems involving measurement, percent, ratio, and proportion; and 
math study skills� Te introduction to algebra consists of operations on 
signed numbers, algebraic expressions, solving linear equations and an in-
troduction to graphing� (CC & CR-fall & spr; CR-sum) 

MATH 0230 Mathematical Foundations with Elementary 
Algebra, 5 credits 
Prerequisite: Required score on math placement test� 
Tis course includes pre-algebra content centered on the mathematical 
skills needed for the study of algebra including the arithmetic of integers, 
fractions, decimals, and percents, and applications of these skills to 
problems involving measurement, percent, ratio, and proportionality� 
Te elementary algebra content of the course prepares students to take 
MATH 0250, MATH 1100, or MATH 1114� Tis content includes 
properties of the real number system, simplifying algebraic expressions, 
properties of integer exponents, operations with polynomial expressions, 
methods for solving linear and quadratic equations, applications of these 
equations, introduction of sequences and series, mathematical modeling 
applications, and using graphs to answer questions� Additional course 
content includes math study skills and STEM/Non-STEM math path-
ways exploration�  (CR-fall & spr) 

MATH 0240 Mathematical Concepts with Elementary Alge-
bra, 5 credits 
Prerequisite: MATH 0100 (or equivalent course) with a C or better, or 
appropriate score on the math placement test� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities or Coursework: Tis course is designed for 
persons who have good arithmetic skills and have had some high school 
algebra� 
Prepares students to take Intermediate Algebra, Liberal Arts Mathematics 
or Introductory Statistics� Te goal of this course is to provide prerequi-
site topics related to Liberal Arts mathematics and Introductory Statistics 
along with building the algebraic comprehension and skills needed for 
an Intermediate Algebra course� Topics include math study skills, STEM/ 
Non-STEM math pathways; properties of the real number system; simpli-
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fying algebraic expressions; properties of integer exponents; operations on 
polynomial expressions; methods for solving linear and quadratic equa-
tions and proportions; applications of these equations; introduction of se-
quences and series; mathematical modeling applications and using graphs 
to answer questions�  (CC & CR-fall, spr, sum; Online: fall & spr) 

MATH 0250 Intermediate Algebra, 5 credits 
Prerequisite: MATH 0230 or MATH 0240 with a grade of C or better, or 
appropriate score on math placement test, or equivalent� 
Tis course is a continuation of MATH 0230 or MATH 0240 and pre-
pares students to take 1200 or 1210� Topics include factoring, linear and 
quadratic functions; exponents; complex numbers; polynomial, rational 
and radical expressions; solutions of linear, quadratic, rational, absolute 
value, exponential, radical, and logarithmic equations; and inequalities� 
(CC, CR & Online: fall & spr) 

MATH 1100 Mathematics for Liberal Arts, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 4) 
Prerequisite: MATH 0230 or MATH 0240 with a grade of C or better, or 
appropriate score on math placement test, or equivalent� 
Tis course is designed for students intending to major in liberal arts ar-
eas such as English, the social sciences, foreign languages, art, music, etc� 
Te course topics may include (but are not limited to): sets and counting, 
patterns and symmetry, data collection, probability, statistics, normal dis-
tributions, personal fnance, voting methods, weighted voting and power, 
apportionment methods, sequences, mathematical modeling, and graph 
theory� Note: this course is not a prerequisite for any higher-level math 
courses�  (CC-fall; CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 

MATH 1114* Introduction to Statistics, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 4) 
Prerequisite: MATH 0230 or MATH 0240 with a grade of C or better, or 
appropriate score on math placement test, or equivalent� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities or Coursework: Arithmetic skills with 
whole numbers, integers, fractions/ratios, and decimals; Computational 
skills with percentages and decimals; Algebraic skills with linear, quadratic, 
and rational expressions and equations; Manipulative facility with square 
roots; and Facility with graphing straight lines from knowledge of the 
equation, slope/intercept, or point/intercept� 
Introductory course in data description and analysis using graphical and 
numerical methods� Students will work with discrete and continuous ran-
dom variables and their probability distributions with emphasis on the 
normal distribution� Topics include: experimental design and sampling 
methods; confdence intervals, sample size, and hypothesis testing for one 
and two population means or proportions; t and z tests, chi-square tests, 
analysis of variance (ANOVA), and linear regression; use of statistical soft-
ware�  (CC, CR & Online: fall, spr, sum) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

MATH 1121 Mathematics for Educational Arts, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 4) 
Prerequisite: MATH 0250 (or equivalent course) with a grade of C or bet-
ter, or an appropriate score on the math placement test� 
Tis course is about the nature of mathematics from a problem-solving 
approach using sets, relations, number systems, discrete mathematics, and 
basic algebra� Te course explores the development of problem solving 
and decision making strategies using mathematical tools from arithmetic, 
algebra, and geometry� Skills to communicate and explain mathematical 
topics are also explored�  (CR-fall; CC-spr) 

MATH 1200* College Algebra, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 4) 
Prerequisites: MATH 0250 (or equivalent course) with a grade of C or 
better, or an appropriate score on the math placement test� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Te completion of two 
years of high school algebra and one year of high school geometry� 
Topics include functions and function inverses; exponential and logarith-

mic functions; polynomial and simple rational functions; introduction to 
linear programming; systems of equations and inequalities; sequences and 
series; probability; and modeling� (CC, CR & Online: fall, spr, sum) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

MATH 1201* College Algebra II & Trigonometry, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 4) 
Prerequisite: MATH 1200 or appropriate score on Math Placement test 
or equivalent� 
Topics covered are trigonometric and circular functions; trigonometric 
identities and equations; inverse trigonometric functions; rational func-
tions; introduction to matrices and determinants; conics; parametric equa-
tions; polar coordinates; and modeling�  (CC & CR-fall & spr; CR-sum) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

MATH 1210* Pre-Calculus, 5 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 4) 
Prerequisite: Appropriate score on the math placement test, or recommen-
dation from your MATH 0250 instructor, or equivalent� 
Tis course is intended to be a one-semester path to Calculus for students 
who have had at least three years of high school mathematics, including 
trigonometry� Tis course consists of material from MATH 1200 and 
MATH 1201� Topics include polynomial, rational, exponential, logarith-
mic, and trigonometric functions and their inverses; systems of equations 
and inequalities; matrices and determinants; trigonometric identities; 
equations and applications; parametric equations; polar coordinates; se-
quences and series; probability; conics and modeling� (Cannot be taken 
for credit if student has received credit for both MATH 1200 and MATH 
1201)� (CR-fall & spr) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

MATH 1310 Survey of Calculus, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 4) 
Prerequisite: MATH 1200 with a grade of C or better, or equivalent� 
Designed for students who need a one-semester survey course in calculus� 
Students intending to take the calculus sequence MATH 1400 or MATH 
1401 should not take this course� Topics include functions; limits; difer-
entiation of algebraic, exponential and logarithmic functions; integration 
with Standard forms; and applications to management, social and life sci-
ences� 

MATH 1400* Calculus I, 5 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 4) 
Prerequisite: MATH 1201 or MATH 1210 with a grade of C or better, 
appropriate score on a math placement test, or equivalent� 
Transfer course intended for bachelor programs in technology, engineer-
ing, mathematics, or science, including natural, physical, and social sci-
ences� Topics include limits, derivatives (including trigonometric func-
tions), continuity, applications of derivatives to related rates, optimization 
and graphing, simple diferential equations, Riemann Sums, basic integra-
tion techniques, defnite integral, and the Fundamental Teorem of Cal-
culus� Students will become profcient with appropriate technology�  (CC 
& CR-fall & spr; CR-sum) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

MATH 1401 Calculus II, 5 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 4) 
Prerequisite: MATH 1400 with a grade of C or better, or equivalent� 
A continuation of MATH 1400, this is a transfer course intended for 
Bachelor programs in technology, engineering, mathematics, or science, 
including natural, physical, and social sciences� Topics include the theory 
and techniques of integration, application problems involving integration, 
an introduction to diferential equations, and infnite sequences and series, 
polar coordinates, and parametric curves� (CR-fall, spr, sum; CC-spr) 

MATH 2100 Discrete Mathematics, 4 credits 
(Cross-listed as CSCI 2100) 
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Prerequisite: MATH 1400 with a grade of C or better, or equivalent� 
Intended for Math and/or Computer Science majors/minors� Topics in-
clude logic; sets; functions; partitions and equivalence relations; binary 
operations; composition of functions; mathematical induction; combina-
torics; matrix representations of graphs; isomorphisms of graphics trees 
and spanning trees; recurrence relations; and generating functions� Ap-
plications include Boolean algebra; algorithms and their efciency; pigeon 
hold principle, and the halting problem� (CR-spr) 

MATH 2200 Linear Algebra, 4 credits 
Prerequisite: MATH 1401 with a grade of C or better, or equivalent� 
Intended for students in the areas of engineering, sciences, or mathemat-
ics� Tis course serves these students with both practical applications of 
mathematics and as a bridge between lower level mathematics courses 
and higher level (often more theoretical) mathematics� Topics include 
matrix operations; systems of linear equations; Gaussian elimination; de-
terminants; matrix inverses; vectors; vector spaces; subspaces; linear in-
dependence; linear transformations; matrix transformations; dimension; 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors; diagonalization; and orthogonality� Supple-
mentary topics and technology-based assignments may vary�  (CR-fall) 

MATH 2201 Introductory Linear Algebra, 2 credits 
Prerequisite: MATH 1401 with a grade of C or better, or equivalent� 
Intended for students in the areas of engineering, sciences, or mathematics 
who only need an introduction to linear algebra� Tis course serves these 
students with both practical applications of mathematics and as a bridge 
between lower-level mathematics courses and higher level mathematics 
courses that are often more theoretical� Topics include matrix operations, 
systems of linear equations, Gaussian elimination, determinants, matrix 
inverses, vectors, vector spaces, subspaces, linear independence, linear 
transformations, matrix transformations, dimension, eigenvalues, eigen-
vectors, and diagonalization� (CR-fall) 

MATH 2210 Differential Equations, 4 credits 
Prerequisite: MATH 1401 with a grade of C or better, or equivalent� 
Intended for students in the areas of engineering, sciences, or mathemat-
ics� Topics include frst and second order diferential equations; existence 
and uniqueness of solutions; systems of linear equations; undetermined 
coefcients; variation of parameters; Laplace transforms; and numerical 
approximation of solutions� Tis course serves these students with both 
practical applications of mathematics and as a bridge between lower-level 
mathematics courses and higher-level (often more theoretical) mathemati-
cal courses�  (CR-spr) 

MATH 2220 Multivariable Calculus & Vector Analysis, 5 
credits 
Prerequisite: MATH 1401 with a grade of C or better, or equivalent� 
Topics include vectors and analytic geometry in three dimensions, elemen-
tary calculus of vector-valued functions, elementary calculus of functions 
of several variables, multiple integration, vector calculus topics including 
Green’s Teorem and Stokes’ Teorem� (CR-fall & spr) 

MATH 2230 Probability & Statistics, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 4) 
Prerequisite: MATH 1401 with a grade of C or better, or equivalent� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities or Coursework: Algebraic skills, including 
facility with exponential and logarithmic functions; Facility with limits, 
derivatives, maximum/minimum problems; Basic techniques of integra-
tion for fnding areas beneath curves� 
Tis is a calculus-based course in the study of probability and statistics� 
Topics include descriptive statistics, general probability, probability dis-
tributions, sampling, descriptive statistics, normal and binomial distribu-
tions, interval estimation and hypothesis testing, chi-squared and t-tests, 
two-sample inference, analysis of variance, correlation and linear regression 
analysis� Students will also learn how to use a statistical software package� 
Concepts are introduced at more advanced level than in MATH 1114� 

MATH 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two mathematics courses successfully completed� Designed 
to ofer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a 
specifc topic in mathematics� 

Music 

MUSC 1100* Music Appreciation, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Survey of the history and diversity found within primarily western music 
and its relation to culture and society including a brief survey of the ele-
ments of music, incorporating the extensive use of audio recordings and 
attendance at a live performance�  (Online: fall & spr) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

MUSC 1101 Introduction to World Music, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8) 
Tis course will introduce students to music outside of traditional Eu-
rocentric cultures and western art music, to bring a global musical per-
spective to our students, and to explore the uniquely American musical 
culture that incorporated infuences from these societies� Students will be 
required to attend and critique a live musical performance to complement 
the course’s extensive use of audio recordings�  (CR & Online: fall & spr) 

MUSC 1102 Class Guitar, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Class guitar is designed to develop an entry-level understanding of begin-
ning guitar technique by applying an understanding of notation, impro-
visation, and elementary chord construction� Tis forum provides an op-
portunity for students to explore their musical aspirations through guitar 
and expose them to basic musical concepts while exploring a variety of 
repertoire from diverse times, places and cultures�  (CR-fall & spr) 

MUSC 1103 Class Piano, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
A course in basic technique covering keyboard skills, notation, and rep-
ertoire� For the student without previous keyboard experience or with 
limited piano background who wants to explore a variety of musical rep-
ertoire, basic musical terminology and keyboard navigation�  (CC & CR-
fall; CR-spr) 

MUSC 1104 Fundamentals of Music, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Basic introduction to music notation and reading instruction in rhythm, 
note reading, scales, key signatures, intervals, triads and listening analysis� 
Intended for students desiring to improve music reading skills�  (CR-fall; 
Online: spr) 

MUSC 1105 Applied Lesson, 1 credit 
Private instruction in music–vocal or instrumental� Extra charge for les-
sons is determined by the college and the rate is assessed per semester� Re-
quired of majors and minors in music at most colleges� Fifteen half-hour 
lessons per semester� Students may repeat this course to earn a maximum 
of 4 credits�  (CC & CR-fall, spr, sum) 

MUSC 1106 Concert Band, 0-1 credit 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)  
Recommended Skills, Abilities or Coursework: Ability to read written mu-
sical notation for their instrument� 
Te ensemble rehearses a variety of concert band literature for study and 
performance� Te Concert Band is open to all students� Te ensemble 
meets the requirements for wind, brass and percussion instrumentalists 
pursuing the Associates of Fine Arts Degree in Music� No audition is re-
quired� Students must read written musical notation for their instrument� 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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Some instruments are available for student use�  One to two performances 
each semester� Weekly scheduled rehearsals� Additional rehearsals may be 
required� Students may repeat this course to gain a maximum of 4 credits� 
(CR-fall & spr) 

MUSC 1107 String Orchestra, 0-1 credit 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities or Coursework: Ability to read written mu-
sical notation for their instrument� 
Tis ensemble rehearses a variety of orchestra literature for study and per-
formance� Ensemble is open to all students� Tis ensemble meets the re-
quirements for bowed string instrumentalists pursuing the Associates of 
Fine Arts Degree in Music� No audition is required� Students must read 
written musical notation for their instruments� One to two performances 
each semester� Weekly scheduled rehearsals�  Additional rehearsals may be 
required� Students may repeat this course to gain a maximum of 4 credits� 
(CR-fall & spr) 

MUSC 1108 Concert Choir, 0-1 credit 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
A mixed chorus that studies and performs a variety of choral literature 
from classical to popular songs� Ensemble is open to all students� No audi-
tion required� Tis ensemble meets the requirements for vocalists pursuing 
the Associates of Fine Arts Degree in Music� Multiple concerts each semes-
ter� Weekly scheduled rehearsals� Additional rehearsals may be required� 
Students may repeat to a maximum of 4 credits� (CC & CR-fall & spr) 

MUSC 1109* Singing 101, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Te student will learn to develop the voice as an instrument and learn 
basic fundamentals of music as well as diversity of singing styles and music 
history� Opportunities to perform for peers and instructor will help de-
velop students as performers� 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

MUSC 1110* Rock & Roll History, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6C & 7) 
Rock and Roll History is a study of popular American music, its musical 
elements, cultural perspectives and historical developments� An emphasis 
is placed on the impact African-American men and women had on its 
development� Attendance at a live performance is required� (CR-fall & 
spr; CC-spr; Online: sum) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

MUSC 1111 Jazz History, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6C & 7)  
An introductory course, designed to help students become familiar with 
and appreciate jazz as an important American art form� Jazz is a refection 
of the evolution of American society� A historical overview will be used� 
Attendance at a live performance is required�  (Online: fall & spr) 

MUSC 1112 Introduction to Songwriting, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Familiarity with major, 
minor and 7th chords on a harmonic instrument and ability to sing a 
melody� 
Introduction to Songwriting explores individual elements of form, lyrics, 
melody and harmony associated with the popular song� Coursework    
focuses on combining these elements in song construction and tech-
niques for creating interesting melodic and lyrical ideas� It’s recommend-
ed that students have familiarity with major, minor and 7th chords on a 
harmonic instrument and ability to sing a melody, but previous formal 
music training is not required� (CR-spr) 

MUSC 1113 Introduction to Music Technology, 1 credit 
Recommended Skills, Abilities or Coursework: College reading level, basic 
computer skills, familiarity with Macintosh operating system, at least a 

minimal background in music (reading notation and some performing is 
preferred)� 
An introduction to computer-based (MAC OS) music technology used 
in the music profession and music educational settings including music 
notation and recording software/hardware�  (CR-spr) 

MUSC 1116 Music Theory I, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Intended for students 
with prior performance experience in music, i�e�, band, choir, orchestra, 
etc� 
Music Teory is an in-depth study of music and its historical and cultural 
development through music analysis and performance� Intended for stu-
dents with prior performance experience in music, i�e�, band, choir, etc� 
Tis course is required for students pursuing an AFA in Music degree� 
Students must also register for MUSC 1117�  (CR-fall) 

MUSC 1117 Aural Comprehension I, 2 credits 
Prerequisite: Required concurrent enrollment in MUSC 1116� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: For students with prior 
music performance experience� Students preparing for a major or minor 
in music are required to have the Aural Comprehension sequence, i�e� 
MUSC 1117, 1127, 2217, 2227� 
Aural Comprehension prepares the ear to perceive and identify both large 
and small patterns in music through ear training, sight-singing and rhyth-
mic performance� Intended for students with prior performance experi-
ence in music, i�e�, band, choir, etc� Students are required to register for 
MUSC 1116� Tis course is required for music majors and/or minors� 
(CR-fall) 

MUSC 1120 Introduction to Music Business, 3 credits 
An introduction to the music industry including recording and perfor-
mance contracts, business structures in publishing, publicity and advertis-
ing, arts administration, copyright law and the role of agents and manag-
ers�  (CR-fall) 

MUSC 1121 Keyboard Skills for Majors I, 2 credits 
Prerequisite: Required concurrent enrollment in MUSC 1116� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Intended for students 
with prior performance experience in music, i�e�, band, choir, orchestra, 
etc� 
Applies the concepts of Music Teory I and Aural Comprehension I 
specifcally to the keyboard� Class is two hours per week in keyboard lab 
developing skills in keyboard navigation, sight reading, scales, chord pro-
gressions, harmonizing and transposing� Te frst in a two-part course se-
quence (with Keyboard Skills II), this course prepares music majors and 
minors for required piano profciency exams in bachelor programs across 
the country�  (CR-fall) 

MUSC 1122 Keyboard Skills for Majors II, 1 credit 
Prerequisite: Concurrent enrollment in MUSC 1126� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Intended for students 
with prior performance experience in music, i�e�, band, choir, orchestra, 
etc� 
Applies the concepts of Music Teory II and Aural Comprehension II 
specifcally to the keyboard� Class is one hour per week in keyboard lab 
developing more advanced skills in keyboard fuency: chord-based accom-
paniment patterns, transposition, sight reading and improvisation� Te 
second in a two-part course sequence (with Keyboard Skills I), this course 
prepares music majors and minors for required piano profciency exams in 
bachelor programs across the country�  (CR-spr) 

MUSC 1126 Music Theory II, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: C or better in MUSC 1116 or permission of the instructor� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Intended for students 
with prior performance experience in music, i�e�, band, choir, orchestra, 
etc� 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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A continuation of MUSC 1116� Advanced study of scales, chords, nota-
tion chord grammar, ear training and sight singing� An in-depth study 
of harmony including voice leading, harmonic progression, dominant 
seventh chord, leading-tone seventh chord, nondominant seventh chords, 
modulation and secondary dominants and leading-tone chords� Tis 
course is required for students pursuing an AFA in Music degree� Students 
must also register for MUSC 1127�  (CR-spr) 

MUSC 1127 Aural Comprehension II, 2 credits 
Prerequisites: MUSC 1117, required concurrent enrollment in MUSC 
1126� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: For students with prior 
music performance experience� Students preparing for a major or minor 
in music are required to have the Aural Comprehension sequence, i�e� 
MUSC 1117, 1127, 2217, 2227� 
Aural Comprehension II continues the sequence of ear training and sight-
singing� Aural Comprehension continues to develop the ear and its ability 
to perceive and identify both large and small patterns in music through ear 
training, sight-singing and rhythmic performance� Intended for students 
with prior performance experience in music, i�e�, band, choir, etc� Students 
are required to register for MUSC 1126� Tis course is required for stu-
dents pursuing an AFA of Music degree� (CR-spr) 

MUSC 1132 Music in Film, Television and Gaming, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: No musical performance 
ability required� College level reading and writing� 
A historical survey and the study of the function and development of 
music in popular media forms: flm, television, and video/computer gam-
ing� Tis course will be focusing on music’s efect on drama/expression 
and how it has infuenced popular culture� (CR-fall; Online: spr) 

MUSC 1145 World Drumming Ensemble, 0-1 credit 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6C & 8) 
World Drumming Ensemble performs, studies and explores the cultural 
connections of music from around the world, particularly non-western 
cultures� It is open to all students regardless of musical background or 
experience� Students may repeat this course to gain a maximum of 4 
credits� (CR-fall & spr) 

MUSC 1146 Jazz Ensemble, 0-1 credit 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)  
Tis ensemble rehearses a variety of jazz literature for study and perfor-
mance� Ensemble is open to all students� No audition is required� Students 
must read written standard musical notation for their instrument� Some 
instruments are available for student use� One to two performances each 
semester� Weekly scheduled rehearsals� Additional rehearsals may be re-
quired� Students may repeat this course to gain a maximum of 4 credits� 
(CR-fall & spr) 

MUSC 1147 Musical Theatre Ensemble, 0-1 credit 
Prerequisite: Permission of Instructor� 
An instrumental ensemble performing music to accompany the yearly mu-
sical theatre production� Tis course is open to students after a successful 
audition with the director� Some instruments are available for student use� 
Performances and rehearsals are scheduled by the director� Students may 
repeat this course to gain a maximum of 4 credits�  (CR-spr) 

MUSC 1148 Chamber Singers, 0-1 credit 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)  
Prerequisite: Permission of Instructor� 
A small vocal ensemble that studies and performs a variety of choral lit-
erature from classical to popular songs� Open by audition� Concerts each 
semester� Students may repeat course for a maximum of 4 credits� (CR-fall 
& spr) 

MUSC 1149 Guitar Ensemble, 0-1 credit 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Basic guitar or bass skills 
and ability to read standard music notation� It is recommended that 
students have either completed MUSC 1102 or at least one semester of 
applied lessons in guitar or bass� 
Guitar Ensemble is an ensemble that performs a variety of guitar en-
semble literature and is open to students who play the guitar, bass guitar, 
or upright bass, or other fretted instruments and read standard music 
notation� Tis ensemble meets the requirements for guitarists pursuing 
the Associates in Fine Arts Degree in Music� Students will have the op-
portunity to explore a variety of guitar styles such as classical, jazz, rock, 
and contemporary� Te guitar ensemble will participate in at least one 
concert each semester� See notes for required equipment� Students may 
repeat this course up to four semesters for credit� Te purpose of this 
course is to provide an ensemble for students who currently play guitar 
or bass and read standard music notation and is not intended for those 
students wishing to learn the guitar� (CR-fall & spr) 

MUSC 1188 Women's Chorale, 0-1 credit 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)  
Te Chorale is a treble-voiced choral ensemble open to all students at the 
college without an audition as well as alumni, employees of the college, 
and community members� Te Chorale performs in a formal concert each 
semester� Prior music reading and choral experience is extremely helpful, 
but not absolutely necessary, for successful participation�  (CR-fall & spr) 

MUSC 2105 Applied Lesson, 2 credits 
Prerequisite: Permission of Instructor� 
Private instruction in music–vocal or instrumental� Extra charge for les-
sons is determined by the college and the rate is assessed per semester� Re-
quired of majors and minors in music at most colleges� Fifteen one-hour 
lessons per semester� Students may repeat this course to earn a maximum 
of 8 credits�  (CC & CR-fall & spr) 

MUSC 2115 Introduction to Music Education, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Music Reading Skills� 
Introduction to Music Education gives students the opportunity to study 
current teaching strategies, philosophies of teaching, plan lessons, observe 
music educators in the feld, investigate current technologies used in class-
rooms, and gain an overview of the feld of music education�  (CR-spr 
every odd year) 

MUSC 2120 Music Industry: Management, Administration, & 
Promotion, 3 credits 
Tis course will investigate the role of management, administration, and 
individual musicians within the music industry� Topics include contracts, 
promotion, publicity strategies, strategic partnerships, sponsorship, for-
proft and non-proft sectors, and challenges specifc to the music industry� 
Students will build a working vocabulary of music industry topics and 
participate in practical feld experience� 

MUSC 2135 Music Therapy, Techniques & Materials, 2-3 
credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading and 
writing ability; 3-credit option intended for students with prior experience 
in music, including lessons, ensembles, coursework, etc� 
History and theory of Music Terapy feld, exploring interventions used 
across a variety of clinical settings to promote wellness, manage stress, al-
leviate pain, express feelings, enhance memory and cognitive abilities, im-
prove communication, and promote physical rehabilitation� Observing a 
music therapist in the community outside of class time is required for all 
sections� Te 3-credit option pairs this curriculum with practical piano, 
guitar, improvisation, Orf-Schulwerk, voice and movement skills and 
adapting those to working within a therapeutic process� Required access to 
a guitar for 3-credit option�  (CR-spr every even year) 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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MUSC 2145 Chamber Ensembles, 0-1 credit 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Tis course is intended 
only for students who possess college-level music reading skills for their 
performing instrument and who are also enrolled in studio lessons� 
Chamber music is a performance class� Students will be assigned to small 
groups (duets, trios, etc), in which they will learn to select appropriate rep-
ertoire and develop rehearsal skills� Participating in both student-directed 
rehearsals and small-group coaching with instructor, student work will 
culminate in a public performance during the last weeks of class� Students 
will also explore the variety of instrumentation, performance styles, and 
historical contexts of chamber repertoire� Some examples of performance 
group possibilities are: fute trio, guitar quartet, brass quintet, voice and 
guitar duet, percussion ensemble, etc� Students may repeat to a maximum 
of 4 credits�  (CR-fall & spr) 

MUSC 2150 AFA Applied Lesson, 2 credits 
Prerequisites: AFA Music Major and concurrent enrollment with MUSC 
2151� 
Private instruction in music–vocal or instrumental–for students pursuing 
the Associate of Fine Arts Degree in Music� Extra charge for lessons is 
determined by the college and the rate is assessed per semester� Required 
for students earning the AFA in Music degree� Fifteen one-hour lessons per 
semester� Students may repeat this course to earn a maximum of 8 credits� 
(CR-fall & spr) 

MUSC 2151 AFA Performance Hour, 0 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: AFA Music Major and 
concurrent enrollment with MUSC 2150 or MUSC 2175� 
Performance opportunity for AFA Music Majors� Students enrolled in 
MUSC 2150 or MUSC 2175 must also be enrolled in MUSC 2151� 
(CR-fall & spr) 

MUSC 2175 AFA Recital Applied Lesson, 2 credits 
Prerequisite: Concurrent enrollment in MUSC 2151 is required, or per-
mission of Instructor� 
Private instruction in music–vocal or instrumental–in preparation for the 
required AFA in Music recital� Extra charge for lessons is determined by 
the college and the rate is assessed per semester� At least three semesters of 
MUSC 2150 are required before enrolling in this course� Fifteen one-hour 
lessons per semester and a formal recital performance� (CR-fall & spr) 

MUSC 2201 Music History & Literature I, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6C & 8) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level writing 
course (e�g� ENGL 1121), some experience in music reading (individual 
instrument study or ensemble experience)� 
Study of Medieval, Renaissance and Baroque periods of western music 
including the political, religious, cultural and social infuences� Explore 
masterwork composers such as Bach, Handel, and more through listening, 
attendance at a live concert, reading and writing�  (CR-fall) 

MUSC 2202 Music History & Literature II, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6C & 8) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level writing 
course (e�g� ENGL 1121), some experience in music reading (individual 
instrument study or ensemble experience)� 
Study of the Classical, Romantic and 20th century periods of western 
music including their infuence on politcial, religious, cultural and social 
movements� Explore masterwork composers such as Beethoven, Mozart, 
Debussy and more through listening, attendance at a live concert, reading 
and writing�  (CR-spr) 

MUSC 2216 Advanced Music Theory I, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: C or better in MUSC 1126 or permission of Instructor� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Intended for students 
with prior performance experience in music, i�e�, band, choir, orchestra, 
etc� 

A continuation of MUSC 1126� An in-depth study of harmony including 
chromatic harmony, i�e�, borrowed chords, Neapolitan 6th chords, aug-
mented 6th chords, 9th, 11th, and 13th chords, altered dominants and 
chromatic mediants� Advanced study in ear-training and sight-singing� 
Tis course is required for students pursuing an AFA in Music degree� 
Students must also register for MUSC 2217�  (CR-fall) 

MUSC 2217 Advanced Aural Comprehension I, 2 credits 
Prerequisites: MUSC 1127, required concurrent enrollment in MUSC 
2216� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: For students with prior 
music performance experience� Students preparing for an AFA in Music 
degree are required to have the Advanced Aural Comprehension sequence, 
i�e� MUSC 1117, 1127, 2217, 2227� 
Advanced Aural Comprehension I continues the sequence of ear training 
and sight-singing� Aural Comprehension continues to develop the ear and 
its ability to perceive and identify both large and small patterns in music 
through ear training, sight-singing and rhythmic performance� Intended 
for students with prior performance experience in music, i�e�, band, choir, 
etc� Students are required to register for MUSC 2216� Tis course is re-
quired for students pursuing an AFA of Music degree�  (CR-fall) 

MUSC 2226 Advanced Music Theory II, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: C or better in MUSC 2216 or permission of Instructor� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Intended for students 
with prior performance experience in music, i�e�, band, choir, orchestra, 
etc� 
A continuation of MUSC 2216� An in-depth study of Form in Music: 
two-part binary, three-part ternary, two-voice eighteenth-century counter-
point, the fugue, variation technique, sonata form, and rondo form� Also 
an in-depth study of music of the 20th century� Tis course is required for 
students pursuing an AFA in Music degree� Students must also register for 
MUSC 2227�  (CR-spr) 

MUSC 2227 Advanced Aural Comprehension II, 2 credits 
Prerequisites: MUSC 2217, required concurrent enrollment in MUSC 
2226� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: For students with prior 
music performance experience� Students preparing for an AFA in Music 
degree are required to have the Advanced Aural Comprehension sequence, 
i�e� MUSC 1117, 1127, 2217, and 2227� 
Advanced Aural Comprehension II continues the sequence of ear training 
and sight-singing� Aural Comprehension continues to develop the ear and 
its ability to perceive and identify both large and small patterns in music 
through ear training, sight-singing and rhythmic performance� Intended 
for students with prior performance experience in music, i�e�, band, choir, 
etc� Students are required to register for MUSC 2226, Advanced Music 
Teory II� Tis course is required for students pursuing an AFA of Music 
degree�  (CR-spr) 

MUSC 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in music successfully completed� Designed to 
ofer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a 
specifc topic in music� 

Natural Science 

NATS 1001* Astronomy, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
Tis course will provide an introduction to understanding the universe� 
Topics include spaceship earth, the nature of light and motion, the solar 
system, and the life and death of stars� It also includes coverage of current 
topics in astronomy� Tis course is intended for non-science majors�  (CC 
& CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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NATS 1003 Geology, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
Tis course will provide an introduction to the physical processes that have 
shaped and formed the solid earth� Topics include surface processes (such 
as streams and glaciers) and internal processes (such as plate tectonics and 
volcanoes)� Tis course is intended for non-science majors� (CR-fall & 
spr; CC-sum) 

NATS 1005 Meteorology, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
Tis course will provide an introduction to the physical processes of at-
mospheric science� Topics include clouds, humidity, precipitation, thun-
derstorms, tornadoes, and atmospheric dynamics, with an emphasis on 
weather forecasting in the laboratory� Tis course is intended for non-
science majors� (CR-fall & spr) 

NATS 1051 Energy Issues & Solutions, 2 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 10)  
Tis is an introductory course about energy issues and solutions to energy 
problems� It includes issues associated with traditional fuels such as petro-
leum, natural gas, coal, oil, and hydroelectric, as well as alternative energy 
sources such as solar, wind, and geothermal� Tis course is intended for 
non-science majors� (CR-fall & spr) 

NATS 1171 Seminar in Biological Sciences, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 3)  (Cross-listed as BIOL 1171) 
Tis course is designed to focus on the annual Nobel Conference theme 
explored at Gustavus Adolphus College� Presenters are internationally rec-
ognized to be on the cutting edge of their respective biological science 
disciplines� Attendance of the conference is required� Five to six weeks 
are preparatory, and following the conference a discussion-seminar format 
is used to further explore the conference theme� In a lab-like experience, 
students will do extensive reading and perform a library research project 
where results are reported in class�  (CR-fall) 

NATS 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in natural science successfully completed� De-
signed to ofer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research 
on a specifc topic in natural science� 

Nursing 

NURS 1600 Spanish for Healthcare Professionals, 3 credits 
(Cross-listed as HCCC 1600 and SPAN 1600) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: SPAN 1101 (frst-semes-
ter Spanish) or one year of high school Spanish with a score of 100 or 
higher on the Spanish placement test (note: to take the free online place-
ment test, go to: http://www�anokaramsey�edu/placement)� 
Designed for currently employed healthcare professionals seeking to ac-
quire continuing education credits or students who plan to work in the 
healthcare industry� Tis course provides the basic tools to communicate 
with Hispanic patients on topics such as family, health, medical condi-
tions, medicine and nutrition� Spanish for Healthcare Professionals is not 
intended for native Spanish speakers� However, students enrolling in this 
course should already be familiar with elementary concepts such as greet-
ings, the alphabet, telling time, and the basic principles of verb conjuga-
tion� 

NURS 2700 Health Promotion & the Role of the Professional 
Nurse, 9 credits 
Prerequisites: Full admission to the Nursing Program� Prerequisite or Co-
requisite BIOL 2114� Co-requisite NURS 2750� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Completion of CNA cer-
tifcation� 
Tis course introduces the student to the role of the professional nurse� 
Te emphasis on health promotion across the lifespan includes learning 

about self-health, as well as holistic client health practices� Students learn 
to access and apply research evidence to guide safe preventative care� Te 
student will incorporate communication and growth and development 
theory in a caring and culturally sensitive manner� Te student will work 
as an ethical member of multi-disciplinary teams giving and receiving 
feedback about performance and use refective thinking about their prac-
tice� Within the context of the nursing process, populations studied will 
include children, adults, older adults and the family experiencing a normal 
pregnancy� (CC & CR-fall & spr) 

NURS 2720 Transition to the Role of the Professional Nurse, 
4 credits 
Prerequisite: Full admission to the Nursing Program� Prerequisite or Co-
requisite BIOL 2114� Co-requisite NURS 2750� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: LPN licensure 
Tis course is designed to expand the knowledge and skills of the LPN as 
they transition to the professional role within nursing� Emphasis is placed 
on health promotion through the lifespan and incorporates theories re-
lated to evidence-based practice, quality and safety, communication, col-
laboration, clinical decision-making/reasoning, informatics, assessment, 
caring and the health-illness continuum� (CR-fall) 

NURS 2750 Nutrition & the Role of the Professional Nurse, 2 
credits 
Prerequisites: Full admission to the Nursing Program� Prerequisite or Co-
requisite BIOL 2114� Co-requisite NURS 2700 or NURS 2720� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Completion of CNA cer-
tifcation� 
Tis course introduces the student to the role of the nurse in promot-
ing and supporting nutritional health� Emphasis is on the role nutrition 
plays in health promotion/prevention of illness, recovery from acute illness 
and/or management of chronic illness� Students learn to access evidence 
to support healthy nutritional choices that reduce risk factors for disease 
and/or illness across the lifespan� Students explore how culture, ethnicity, 
socioeconomic status, nutritional trends and controversies, and integrative 
therapies infuence the nutritional health of the client� (CC & CR-fall & 
spr) 

NURS 2800 Chronic & Palliative Care, 7 credits 
Prerequisites: NURS 2700 or NURS 2720, NURS 2750, BIOL 2114� 
Co-requisites NURS 2820, NURS 2850� Prerequisite or Co-requisite 
SOC 1111 or ANTH 2201� 
Tis course focuses on the nursing care of clients experiencing chronic 
illness and/or end of life� Emphasis is placed on understanding the “lived 
experience” of clients and families� Ethical issues related to advocacy, self-
determination, and autonomy are explored� Evidence-based practice is 
used to support appropriate focused assessments and management of care 
of clients experiencing concurrent illnesses/co-morbidities� (CC & CR-fall 
& spr) 

NURS 2820 Pharmacology & the Role of the Professional 
Nurse, 3 credits 
Prerequisites: NURS 2700 or NURS 2720, NURS 2750, BIOL 2114� 
Co-requisites NURS 2800, NURS 2850� Prerequisite or Co-requisite 
SOC 1111 or ANTH 2201� 
Tis course introduces theoretical concepts that enable students to provide 
safe and efective care related to pharmaceuticals and natural products to 
diverse clients across the lifespan� A framework is presented for approach-
ing the study of pharmacotherapeutics including pharmaceutical research 
and regulation, quality and safety, major drug classifcations, and clinical 
management� (CC & CR-fall & spr) 

NURS 2850 Applied Pathophysiology for Nursing I, 2 credits 
Prerequisites: NURS 2700 or NURS 2720, NURS 2750, BIOL 2114� 
Co-requisites NURS 2800, NURS 2820� Prerequisite or Co-requisite 
SOC 1111 or ANTH 2201� 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
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Tis course introduces a holistic perspective of pathophysiological process-
es and the disruption in normal body function� Emphasis will be on objec-
tive and subjective manifestations of common chronic health problems re-
sulting from environmental, genetic, and stress-related maladaptations to 
provide a foundation for nursing care� Tis course complements selected 
topics addressed in Chronicity and End of Life to provide a comprehensive 
understanding of disease processes� (CC & CR-fall & spr) 

NURS 2900 Acute & Complex Care, 7 credits 
Prerequisites: NURS 2800, NURS 2820, NURS 2850� Co-requisites 
NURS 2920, NURS 2950� Prerequisite or Co-requisite PHIL 1200 or 
PHIL 1110, and SOC 1111 or ANTH 2201� 
Tis course focuses on the nursing care of clients experiencing acute dis-
ruptions of health and/or end of life issues� Emphasis is placed on under-
standing and application of theory and skills required to provide nursing 
care to clients with complex and/or unstable conditions� Evidence-based 
practice is used to support appropriate focused assessments, and efective, 
efcient nursing interventions� Knowledge of life span, developmental fac-
tors, cultural variables and legal aspects of care guide the ethical decision 
making in delivery of care� (CC & CR-fall & spr) 

NURS 2920 Applied Pathophysiology for Nursing II, 2 credits 
Prerequisites: NURS 2800, NURS 2820, NURS 2850� Co-requisites 
NURS 2900, NURS 2950� Prerequisite or Co-requisite PHIL 1200 or 
PHIL 1110, and SOC 1111 or ANTH 2201� 
Tis course will facilitate ongoing critical thinking and analysis of patho-
physiological concepts� Emphasis will be on interpretation and prioriti-
zation of data resulting from environmental, genetic, and stress-related 
maladaptations� Tis course complements the selected topics addressed 
in Acute & Complex Care to provide a comprehensive understanding of 
disease processes� (CC & CR-fall & spr) 

NURS 2950 Nursing Leadership I, 3 credits 
Prerequisites: NURS 2800, NURS 2820, NURS 2850� Co-requisites 
NURS 2900, NURS 2920� Prerequisite or Co-requisite PHIL 1200 or 
PHIL 1110, and SOC 1111 or ANTH 2201� 
Tis course focuses on prioritization, delegation, and supervision of nurs-
ing care of clients across the lifespan� Healthcare policy, fnance, and regu-
latory environment issues are analyzed� Emphasis is on planning, collabo-
rating and coordinating care for individuals and groups across the care 
continuum� (CC & CR-fall & spr) 

Office Technology 

See separate course listings for Business beginning on page 135. 

Pharmacy Technician 

PHAR 1100 Introduction to Pharmaceuticals (LEC/LAB), 2 
credits 
Tis class will provide general information on the use and side efects 
of the top 100 medications used in the pharmaceutical industry within 
specifed classifcations� Students will review drug trade names and generic 
names as well as drug classifcations and routes of administration� Drug 
classifcations include anti-infectives, endocrine, gastrointestinal, hor-
monal, narcotic, neurological, psychiatric, renal and respiratory� Routes 
of administration topics include topical, ophthalmic, otic and oral agents� 
(CC-fall) 

PHAR 2100 Pharmacy Communications (LEC/LAB), 2 credits 
Prerequisite or Co-requisite: PHAR 1100 
Tis class will introduce the student to medication laws, standards, and 
regulations afecting pharmacy technicians� Quality assurance and quality 
control will be examined as well as professional behaviors needed to be-
come a successful pharmacy technician� Te in-depth role of a pharmacy 
technician will be explored� Diversity and healthcare confdentiality will 
be explored in detail�  (CC-fall) 

PHAR 2110 Pharmacy Medications Lab, 2 credits 
Prerequisite: PHAR 1100 
Tis lab will introduce the student to hands-on experience in the pro-
duction of pharmaceutical products� Medication preparation, labeling, 
product storage, providing supplemental patient information, and qual-
ity assurance will be demonstrated and mastered� Troughout this course, 
students will gain an appreciation for the value of technician certifcation 
and active involvement in professional organizations� (CC-spr) 

PHAR 2120 Drug Use & Reactions (LEC/LAB), 2 credits 
Prerequisite: PHAR 1100 
Tis course builds upon the basic medication information learned in 
PHAR 1100� It will provide students in-depth information on the thera-
peutic use and side efects of prescription medications, nonprescription 
medications, and alternative therapies� For each medication studied, stu-
dents will learn the brand and generic name, standard pronunciation, dos-
age forms, and routes of administration� Terapeutic areas covered include 
cardiac agents, muscle relaxants, narcotic analgesics, anti-infammatory 
drugs, immunizations, and neoplastic agents� Professional communica-
tion, customer service skills, safety, and medication error prevention will 
be explored and practiced�  (CC-spr) 

PHAR 2130 Pharmacy Administration & Medical Billing Lab, 
2 credits 
Prerequisite or Co-requisite: PHAR 1100 
Te administrative lab outlines the role of medical insurance and phar-
macy billing within the pharmacy industry� Students demonstrate the use 
of current technology to carry out administrative pharmacy tasks� Medica-
tion dispensing and over-the-counter compliance in accordance with fed-
eral and state laws and regulations is outlined and practiced in simulated 
scenarios� Students practice interpreting prescriptions by learning com-
mon pharmacy terms and abbreviations�  (Online: fall) 

PHAR 2297 Pharmacy Technician Internship, 5 credits 
Prerequisite: Permission of Program Director� 
Students practice skills developed throughout the certifcate program in 
an environment that employs pharmacy technicians� Te frst internship 
rotation will provide infusion services whereas the second rotation will be 
within a community or outpatient pharmacy that does not ofer infusion 
services� Performance of all activities performed by a pharmacy technician 
at the specifc site will be evaluated by the site supervisor�  (CC-spr) 

Philosophy 

PHIL 1101 Introduction to Philosophy, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 6B) 
Introduction to the nature and aims of philosophy, to some of its central 
problems, and to the methods employed in philosophical discussion� Typi-
cal problems examined include the nature of reality, knowledge, values, 
and the self�  (CC & CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 

PHIL 1105 Introduction to Logic & Critical Reasoning, 
3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 4) 
Tis course is an introduction to a central part of Philosophy: the philo-
sophical study of reasoning� Studies include the function and uses of lan-
guage, the distinction between deductive and inductive arguments, meth-
ods for symbolizing and evaluating the validity of deductive arguments, 
and the detection of informal fallacies� Students will gain practical skills 
used in the evaluation of inductive and deductive arguments, which are 
applicable at all levels of reasoning� (CC-fall; CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, 
spr, sum) 

PHIL 1110 Introduction to Ethics, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 9) 
Tis class examines the leading attempts to answer the basic philosophical 
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questions about the moral life� It will include an inquiry into views of the 
good life, personal character, and moral choices in the private and public 
domain� Further inquiry will explore the grounds for arguing that some 
moral judgments are correct and others incorrect�  (CC-fall; CR-fall & spr; 
Online: fall, spr, sum) 

PHIL 1115 Comparative World Religions, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) 
Introduction to the central beliefs, history, sacred texts, and practices of 
living religions in the world today� Te similarities and diferences between 
religions, and within the religions, will be explored� Te principle religions 
studied will be Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism, Judaism, 
Christianity, and Islam�  (CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 

PHIL 1120 Environmental Ethics, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 9 & 10) 
Tis course will explore moral obligations between humankind and our 
natural world� An introduction to ethical theory is included in the course� 
Topics will include such issues as the nature of our duties toward animal 
rights, preservation and conservation, climate change, and intergenera-
tional justice� (CC & CR-spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 

PHIL 1180 Introduction to Social and Political Philosophy, 
3 credits  (Meets MnTC Goals 8 & 9) 
Tis class provides an introduction to social and political philosophy� 
Te basic question that social and political philosophy is concerned with 
is: How should we live together and what types of social and political 
institutions are best suited to create an environment where human beings 
can fourish? As such, the course takes up issues like social justice, the 
grounds and limits of governmental authority, rights, liberty, freedom, 
community, equality, and the like� (CR-spr) 

PHIL 1200 Medical Ethics, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 9) 
Tis class will provide an introduction to classic and contemporary ethi-
cal theory and it will then move on to apply ethical analysis in the feld 
of health care and other related felds� Studies will include considerations 
around patients’ rights (to privacy, information and autonomy), paternal-
ism, personhood, the distribution of scarce resources, the right to treat-
ment, and culturally relevant perspectives related to medical treatment� 
Applied topics may include euthanasia and physician assisted death, abor-
tion, reproductive technologies, and genetic control� Students will evaluate 
contemporary case studies using ethical theory developed in philosophy as 
well as the codes of ethics put forth by medical professional organizations� 
(CC & CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 

PHIL 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in philosophy successfully completed� Designed 
to ofer students an opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a 
specifc topic in philosophy� 

Physical Education 

See Health, Physical Education, Recreation beginning on page 150. 

Physical Therapist Assistant 

PTAC 1010 Clinical Practice I, 4 credits 
Prerequisites: PTAC 1050, PTAC 1060, PTAC 1070, PTAC 1080, PTAC 
1110, BIOL 2114� 
Tis course is a full time clinical practice at an assigned health care facility� 
Te student will function as a PTA student in the facility for 320 hours 
and will be responsible for patient care compatible to the role of the PTA, 
utilizing knowledge and skills developed in the frst year of the PTA pro-
gram� Te purpose of the course is to provide real-world work experience 
in a physical therapy setting under the supervision of the physical thera-

pist� Te students will be provided with learning experiences not available 
in the classroom but unique to the clinical facility under the direct supervi-
sion of the clinical instructor� Te student will be required to participate 
in online discussion questions on Desire to Learn (D2L) and also required 
to complete a self-assessment using the electronic Clinical Performance 
Instrument (Web CPI)�  (CR-sum) 

PTAC 1020 Musculoskeletal Anatomy & Kinesiology for the 
PTA, 4 credits 
Prerequisite: Admission to the PTA program� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ENGL 1120 or ENGL 
1121, BIOL 1102, CMST 1110 or CMST 2215 or CMST 2220 to ob-
tain college-level skills in English, writing, communication and medical 
terminology� 
Tis course addresses the study of the musculoskeletal system, including 
the articulation system and the supporting structures, as well as muscles 
and muscle function in relation to human movement�  (CR-fall) 

PTAC 1030 Introduction to Physical Therapist Assisting (The-
ory), 2 credits 
Prerequisite: Admission to the PTA program� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ENGL 1120 or ENGL 
1121, BIOL 1102, CMST 1110 or CMST 2215 or CMST 2220 to ob-
tain college-level skills in English, writing, communication and medical 
terminology� 
Tis course covers basic patient handling and physical therapy skills� Tese 
include body mechanics, posture, draping and positioning, transfers, joint 
range of motion, goniometry, ambulation with assistive devices, wheel-
chair operations, vital signs, wounds, edema control, and sterile technique� 
Interpersonal communication skills, patient practitioner interactions and 
time management, medical, ethical, and legal issues are also discussed� 
(CR-fall) 

PTAC 1040 Introduction to Physical Therapist Assisting (Lab), 
2 credits 
Prerequisite: Admission to PTA program� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ENGL 1120 or ENGL 
1121, BIOL 1102, CMST 1110 or CMST 2215 or CMST 2220 to ob-
tain college-level skills in English, writing, communication and medical 
terminology� 
Te course covers basic patient handling and physical therapy skills� It 
includes lab practice of body mechanics, posture, draping and position-
ing, transfers, joint range of motion, goniometry, ambulation with assis-
tive devices, wheelchair operations, vital signs, wound care, edema control, 
and sterile techniques� A problem-solving focus will be used throughout 
the program� Course includes individual testing for competency in skills� 
Testing will occur outside scheduled lab time� (CR-fall) 

PTAC 1050 Modalities & Massage (Theory), 3 credits 
Prerequisites: PTAC 1020, PTAC 1030, PTAC 1040, BIOL 2113� 
Te course covers further development of basic therapy skills� Te com-
ponents of this course include modalities, superfcial heat and cold tech-
niques, deep heat therapies, hydrotherapy, ultrasound, the use of ultravio-
let and infrared light, electrical muscle stimulation, iontophoresis, NMES, 
TENS, biofeedback, diagnostic tests to determine nerve involvement, and 
massage�  (CR-spr) 

PTAC 1060 Modalities & Massage (Lab), 3 credits 
Prerequisites: PTAC 1020, PTAC 1030, PTAC 1040, BIOL 2113� 
Tis course covers further development of basic therapy skill with empha-
sis techniques and procedures� Te components of this course include mo-
dalities, ultrasounds, hydrotherapy, superfcial heat and cold techniques, 
deep heat therapies, electrical muscle stimulation, iontophoresis, NMES, 
TENS, biofeedback, and massage techniques� Interpersonal communica-
tion skills, patient/practitioner interactions, and time management will 
be practiced� Course includes individual testing for competency in skills� 
Testing will occur outside scheduled lab time�  (CR-spr) 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
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PTAC 1070 Therapeutic Exercise Theory, 2 credits 
Prerequisites: PTAC 1020, PTAC 1030, PTAC 1040, BIOL 2113� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: MATH 0240 with a grade 
of C or better, or the appropriate score on math placement test� Ability to 
do college level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enroll-
ment requirements for ENGL 1121� 
Tis course focuses on the study of therapeutic exercise rationale and the 
application to patients with various disabilities� Introduction to manual 
muscle testing and monitoring patients during cardiovascular exercise is 
addressed as it relates to the role of the PTA with assisting the physical 
therapist in the assessment process� Emphasis is on strengthening, range of 
motion, manual muscle testing, neuromuscular re-education, spinal dis-
orders and traction, and time management for patient treatment� Normal 
and abnormal gait analysis will also be covered�  (CR-spr) 

PTAC 1080 Therapeutic Exercise Lab, 3 credits 
Prerequisites: PTAC 1020, PTAC 1030, PTAC 1040, BIOL 2113� 
Tis course focuses on the study of therapeutic exercise rationale tech-
niques and the application to patients with various disabilities� It will em-
phasize strengthening, range of motion, manual muscle testing, mobility, 
muscle reeducation, spinal traction, and time management for patient 
treatment� Ambulation activites will also be addressed including measure-
ment and ftting of assistive devices, gait patterns, and preambulation exer-
cises� Clinical simulations will be done to prepare students for the clinical 
experience� Te course includes individual testing for competency in skills� 
Testing will occur outside scheduled lab time�  (CR-spr) 

PTAC 1100 Communication & Documentation for the Physi-
cal Therapist Assistant I, 1 credit 
Prerequisite: Admission to the PTA program� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ENGL 1120 or ENGL 
1121, BIOL 1102, CMST 1110, CMST 2215, or CMST 2220 to ob-
tain college-level skills in English, writing, communication and medical 
terminology� 
Tis course takes an in-depth look at the four components of the SOAP 
documentation format including the legal guidelines, along with the anal-
ysis and completion of efective written documentation for physical ther-
apy treatment� Verbal communication skills, professionalism, and ethical 
issues with communication are also discussed and practiced� (CR-fall) 

PTAC 1110 Communication & Documentation for the Physi-
cal Therapist Assistant Part II, 1 credit 
Prerequisites: PTAC 1100, PTAC 1020, PTAC 1030, PTAC 1040� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading and 
writing� 
Tis course continues to practice the SOAP documentation format and 
introduces other types of written and electronic documentation used in 
clinical settings� Progression of documentation in the clinical chart and 
creation of patient education materials will be practiced� Patient interview 
skills, efective verbal communication skills, professionalism, and ethical 
issues with communication are also discussed and practiced� Students are 
introduced to the use of the electronic Clinical Performance Instrument 
(Web CPI) that is used as an evaluation tool during their clinical intern-
ships�  (CR-spr) 

PTAC 2000 Musculoskeletal Disorders, 4 credits 
Prerequisites: PTAC 1050, PTAC 1060, PTAC 1070, PTAC 1080, PTAC 
1100, BIOL 2114� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: PTAC 1010 
Tis course covers the pathophysiology of specifc musculoskeletal condi-
tions� Discussions of the treatment approaches as they pertain to physical 
therapy, radiology, surgical procedures, and medications will be included� 
(CR-fall) 

PTAC 2010 Neuroanatomy & Functional Rehabilitation The-
ory, 4 credits 
Prerequisites: PTAC 1050, PTAC 1060, PTAC 1070, PTAC 1080, PTAC 
1100, BIOL 2114� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: PTAC 1010 
Tis course discusses the anatomy and physiology of the nervous system 
including the pathological conditions that result from injury or disease of 
the nervous system� Specifc conditions covered are stroke with resulting 
hemiplegia, traumatic brain injury, spinal cord injury, Alzheimer's demen-
tia, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, and various other neurological 
diseases� Normal motor development, pediatric disorders and pediatric 
physical therapy will also be discussed� Other topics include the psycho-
social aspects of disability, cognitive and psychological efects related to 
various conditions, and ethical issues related to research and treatment 
of these injuries and diseases� Critical thinking and problem solving ap-
proach is required to understand these disease processes and treatment 
rationales� (CR-fall) 

PTAC 2015 Neuroanatomy & Functional Rehabilitation Lab, 
2 credits 
Prerequisites: PTAC 1050, PTAC 1060, PTAC 1070, PTAC 1080, PTAC 
1100, BIOL 2114� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: PTAC 1010 
Tis lab course focuses on instruction in specifc treatment techniques 
used for muscle re-education, motor learning to regain functional inde-
pendence, normalization of muscle and gait training for the patient with 
injury or disease of the nervous system� Treatment techniques will be for 
patients with stroke, traumatic brain injury, spinal cord injury and various 
neurological diseases such as Multiple Sclerosis and Parkinson’s Disease� 
Te following rehabilitation techniques will be practiced:  Neurodevel-
opmental Technique (NDT), Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation 
(PNF), Brunnstrom and Rood inhibition and facilitation techniques 
through the progression of postures, as well as objective balance assess-
ment and techniques using the Swiss ball� Cognitive testing and treat-
ment techniques for pediatric patients will also be practiced� Patient/prac-
titioner interaction, interpersonal communication skills, professionalism, 
documentation and time management will be emphasized during patient 
simulated skills tests� Students will work in small groups to develop an 
exercise program for a patient with a specifc neurological disease as part of 
their research project� Course includes individual testing for competency 
in rehab skills� Testing will occasionally occur outside scheduled lab time� 
(CR-fall) 

PTAC 2040 Special Topics I, 2 credits 
Prerequisites: PTAC 2000, PTAC 2010, PTAC 2015� 
Tis course includes study of specialty areas of physical therapy including 
amputations, orthotics, prosthetics, oncology, pharmacology, geriatrics, 
and the role of the PTA in the rehabilitation process� Application of prin-
ciples and techniques in the classroom and laboratory of each specialty 
area are included� A geriatric interview assignment will be prepared� Re-
sume writing, interview techniques and employment seeking information 
will be discussed� Licensure laws and national examination materials will 
be covered�  (CR-spr) 

PTAC 2050 Special Topics II, 3 credits 
Prerequisites: PTAC 2000, PTAC 2010, PTAC 2015� 
Tis course is a study of specialty areas in physical therapy including car-
diac rehabilitation, pulmonary therapy, arthritis, and burn management as 
they pertain to the role of the physical therapist assistant� Review of the 
anatomy and physiology of the cardiac, pulmonary, and integumentary 
systems is included� Students will prepare a sophomore research project on 
a topic selected by the student and approved by the instructor� Tey will 
create a research poster and do an oral PowerPoint presentation� (CR-spr) 

PTAC 2060 Clinical Practice II, 5 credits 
Prerequisites: PTAC 2040, PTAC 2050� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: PTAC 1010 
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Tis course is a full time clinical practice at an assigned health care facil-
ity� Te student will function as a PTA student in the facility for eight 
consecutive weeks and will be responsible for patient care compatible to 
the role of the PTA, utilizing knowledge and skills developed in the frst 
two years of the PTA program� Te purpose of the course is to provide 
real-world work experience in a physical therapy setting under the supervi-
sion of the physical therapist� Te students will be provided with learning 
experiences not available in the classroom but unique to the clinical facility 
under the direct supervision of the clinical instructor� Te student will be 
required to participate in weekly online discussion questions on Desire to 
Learn (D2L) and also required to complete a self- assessment using the 
electronic Clinical Performance Instrument (Web CPI)� Students are also 
required to participate in online activities to prepare them for the National 
PTA Licensing Exam� (CR-spr) 

PTAC 2110 Physical Therapy Research I, 1 credit 
Prerequisites: PTAC 1050, PTAC 1060, PTAC 1070, PTAC 1080� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Completion of Clinical 
Course PTAC 1010� 
In this elective course, second year Physical Terapist Assistant students 
will have the opportunity to participate in the research process to bet-
ter understand how to work with the physical therapist to make clinical 
decisions based on evidence-based practice� Students will analyze research 
articles from physical therapy journals and apply the scientifc methods to 
create a hypothesis and prepare a research project that will be carried out in 
the second part of this course, Physical Terapy Research II� Students will 
be encouraged to present their research projects at the annual Minnesota 
APTA Spring Conference and/or the Spring Advisory Committee Meet-
ing� Evidence Based Practice is an essential part of the physical therapy 
profession� Tis course will allow PTA graduates to better understand 
current research so they are able to make responsible clinical treatment 
decisions, making them more profcient and marketable when looking for 
employment� Students will not be required to take Physical Terapy Re-
search II if they take Physical Terapy Research I, but Research I will be a 
pre-requisite for Research II� (CR-fall) 

PTAC 2120 Physical Therapy Research II, 1 credit 
Prerequisites: PTAC 2000, PTAC 2010, PTAC 2015, PTAC 2110 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Completion of Clinical 
Course PTAC 1010� 
In this elective course, second year Physical Terapist Assistant students 
will have the opportunity to participate in the research process to better 
understand how to work with the physical therapist to make clinical deci-
sions based on evidence-based practice� In Physical Terapy Research I, 
students analyze research articles from physical therapy journals and apply 
the scientifc methods to create a hypothesis and prepare a research project 
that will be carried out in this course� In Physical Terapy Research II, 
students will perform a research project, collect the data, create a poster 
board and will be encouraged to present their research projects at the an-
nual Minnesota APTA Spring Conference� Evidence Based Practice is an 
essential part of the physical therapy profession� Tis course will allow 
PTA graduates to better understand current research so they are able to 
make responsible clinical treatment decisions, making them more prof-
cient and marketable when looking for employment� Students will not be 
required to take Physical Terapy Research II if they take Physical Terapy 
Research I, but Research I will be a pre-requisite for Research II�  (CR-spr) 

PTAC 2130 PTA Clinic, 1 credit 
Prerequisite: PTAC 1030 
In this elective course, Physical Terapist Assistant students will gain 
experience with treatment application skills and clinical decision mak-
ing� Tere will be opportunity for performing clinical simulation as well 
as providing therapy services to patients from the community� Tis is 
repeatable up to 3 credits� 

PTAC 2170 Physical Therapy Seminars, 1 credit 
Prerequisites: PTAC 2000, PTAC 2010, PTAC 2015� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Completion of Clinical 
Course PTAC 1010� 
In this elective course, second-year Physical Terapist Assistant students 
will gain knowledge and treatment application skills in specialty areas of 
physical therapy that are not required within the program curriculum but 
are widely used in physical therapy practice� Tis is an eight-week course� 
(CR-spr) 

Physics 

PHYS 1007 Elementary Physics, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
Tis course is survey of major concepts, methods, and applications of phys-
ics� Topics include a description of motion, Newton’s Laws, conservation 
principles (energy and momentum), waves, thermodynamics, electricity, 
magnetism, optics, and modern physics� It is for students not majoring in 
engineering, math, or science related felds who need a basic understand-
ing of physics�  (CC & CR-fall; CR-spr) 

PHYS 1317* General Physics I, 5 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
Prerequisite: MATH 1200 or concurrent enrollment� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of 
MATH 1200� 
Tis is the frst semester of a two-semester sequence of introductory 
physics for students with any major� Tis course uses an algebra-based 
mathematical representation� Topics include kinematics, Newton's laws of 
motion, energy, momentum, rotational motion, fuids, gravitation, oscil-
lations and waves, and thermodynamics�  (CR-fall) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

PHYS 1318 General Physics II, 5 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
Prerequisites: PHYS 1317 and MATH 1201 or concurrent enrollment� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of 
MATH 1201� 
Tis is the second semester of a two-semester sequence of introductory 
physics for students with any major� Tis course uses an algebra-based 
mathematical representation� Topics include electricity, magnetism, elec-
trical circuits, geometrical and physical optics, and modern physics� (CR-
spr) 

PHYS 1327 College Physics I, 6 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3)  
Prerequisite: MATH 1400 or concurrent enrollment� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of 
MATH 1400� 
Tis is the frst semester of a two-semester sequence of introductory physics 
for students with any major� Tis course uses a calculus-based mathemati-
cal representation� Tis course also meets requirements for students ma-
joring in engineering, mathematics, and computer science� Topics include 
kinematics, Newton's laws of motion, energy, momentum, rotational mo-
tion, fuids, gravitation, oscillations and waves, and thermodynamics� 
(CC-fall alternate years; CR-fall & spr) 

PHYS 1328 College Physics II, 6 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 3)  
Prerequisites: PHYS 1327 and MATH 1401 or concurrent enrollment� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of 
MATH 1401� 
Tis is the second semester of a two-semester sequence of introductory 
physics for students with any major� Tis course uses a calculus-based 
mathematical representation� Tis course also meets requirements for stu-
dents majoring in engineering, mathematics, and computer science� Top-
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ics include electricity, magnetism, DC and AC electrical circuits, electro-
magnetism, and geometrical and physical optics�  (CR-spr & sum) 

PHYS 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in physics successfully completed� Designed to 
ofer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a 
specifc topic in physics� 

Political Science 

POLS 1111* American Politics & Government, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 9) 
Tis course is designed to provide students with an understanding of the 
American political system including the U�S� Constitution, federalism, 
mass media, political parties, interest groups, Presidency, Congress, federal 
bureaucracy, the courts, civil liberties and rights, and more� (CC-fall; CR 
& Online: fall & spr) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

POLS 1121 State & Local Politics & Government, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 9)  
Provides the student with a factual base organized within a framework 
of democratic theory, principles, organization, processes and functions of 
the governments which are not national in infuence� Tis study includes 
an examination of the dynamics, purposes, structure and management of 
the various local government systems as well as illustrative state systems� 
Reference may be made to the Minnesota experience� (CR-spr) 

POLS 1131 World Politics, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 8) 
Tis course introduces the theoretical tools used to analyze world politics 
and explores the interrelationship of factors that produce global issues� 
Tere is an emphasis on current world events presented from a global and 
American perspective� Te course not only analyzes global issues but also 
discusses steps that could be taken to improve the situation� (CR-fall & 
spr) 

POLS 1141 Environmental Politics, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 10) 
Tis course will examine the human impact on the natural world and the 
various political responses which deal with the efects of that impact� Tis 
course will explore diferent scientifc, economic, and political theories for 
understanding and dealing with environmental issues� Topics covered may 
include energy use, resource use, food production and consumption, water 
use, population growth, and climate change�  (Online: fall & spr) 

POLS 2202 Public Issues, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 7) 
Tis course will explore economic and social/moral political issues� Spe-
cifc issues may include, but not be limited to, taxes, health care, immigra-
tion, race relations, abortion, gun control, and religious freedom� We will 
examine these issues through a historical and various ideological lenses� 
(CR-fall; Online: fall & spr) 

POLS 2220 International Law & Human Rights, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 8)   
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: General college-level skills 
in research, problem analysis, and analytical writing� It is recommended 
that you take POLS 1131 prior to taking this course� 
Tis course explains and analyzes the nature, structure, and sources of in-
ternational law, the relationship between international law and domestic 
law, the role of international organizations such as the United Nations in 
the implementation and adjudication of law, methods of resolving inter-
national disputes, and the framework of international justice and jurisdic-
tion� Te course will examine the global human rights movement and 
analyze how international human rights laws, instruments, and institu-
tions can respond to human rights violations� 

POLS 2225 Constitutional Law, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 9)  
Tis course provides an in-depth focus on the United States Constitution� 
Te course will discuss how the Constitution was created and how it has 
evolved based on important amendments, court cases, and diferent judi-
cial interpretations� Te course will also emphasize how the Constitution 
currently afects society, the political system, and individual lives� (Online: 
fall & spr) 

POLS 2245 Political Ideas & Ideologies, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 9)   
Tis course discusses contemporary political ideas and ideologies such 
as republicanism, liberalism, conservatism, socialism, fascism, liberation 
ideologies, and green ideology� Te course explores the historical develop-
ment of these ideologies as well as the signifcance of these ideas/ideologies 
for today’s political issues�  (CR-fall & spr) 

POLS 2265 Political Science Practicum, 1-2 credits 
Prerequisite: 3 credits of political science or consent of instructor� 
A study of principles and practices of political action� Focal point is a 
practicum/feld work with local or state governmental units or other po-
litical actors in Minnesota such as political parties, interest groups, or new 
social movements� Te goal is to gain practical experience in government 
and politics� 

POLS 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in political science successfully completed� De-
signed to ofer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research 
on a specifc topic in political science� 

Psychology 

PSYC 1108 Death and Dying, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 5B)  (Cross-listed as SOC 1108) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: General Psychology and 
General Sociology� 
Death is a natural part of the life cycle and a universal event, but it is still 
a topic that is often not discussed or examined� Tis course will explore 
historical and contemporary theories and research about grief and death 
issues� Te course will examine death and grief from psychological, socio-
logical, biological and cultural perspectives� It will include topics such as 
the understanding of death across the lifespan, legal defnitions of death, 
advance directives, religious and cultural death rituals, and grief trajectory 
research� It will also include a consideration of controversial issues related 
to death and dying, such as physician assisted suicide� (CR-spr) 

PSYC 1110* General Psychology, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 7) 
Tis course is a comprehensive introduction to psychology, which is the 
science concerned with behavior and mental processes� Psychology studies 
the environmental, biological, social, and individual forces that help to 
describe, explain, predict, and control behavior� Students will examine the 
scientifc and historical foundations of psychology, the major domains of 
knowledge in psychology (biological, cognitive, developmental, social and 
personality, and mental and physical health), and cross-cutting themes rel-
evant to all knowledge domains (cultural and social diversity, ethics, varia-
tion in human functioning, and applications of psychology)� Tis course 
is designed to meet the goals of the American Psychological Association 
(APA, 2014) for introductory psychology� (CC, CR & Online: fall, spr, 
sum) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

PSYC 1115 Stress Management, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 2)  (Cross-listed as HPER 1115) 
Tis course is designed to provide students with a scientifc basis for un-
derstanding stress along with pragmatic tools for dealing with stress in 
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real-life situations� Students will learn about theories and research to gain 
a better understanding of stress and will also gain direct experience using 
stress-management techniques such as breathing control, meditation, per-
ception and thought modifcation, nutrition, exercise, time management, 
and many others�  (CC, CR & Online: fall, spr, sum) 

PSYC 1117 Introduction to Meditation & Mindfulness, 1 credit 
(Cross-listed as HPER 1117) 
Students will develop an understanding of the cultural and historical back-
ground of various forms of meditation� Current research on meditation 
and mindfulness practices in relation to mental and physical well-being 
will be examined� Students will develop the ability to enter a calm and 
centered state of awareness through working with the body, the breath, 
and the mind� (CC-spr) 

PSYC 1130 Parenting Psychology, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 2) 
Prerequisite: PSYC 1110 
Tis course involves the investigation of various parenting styles and tech-
niques� It is designed to help parents develop an understanding of child 
development with a focus on efective parenting techniques, including 
behavior modifcation, modeling, active listening, problem-solving, and 
others� 

PSYC 1135 Understanding Autism Spectrum Disorders, 
2 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 7) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: PSYC 1110 or PSYC 
2235� Tis course will serve as an introduction to Autism Spectrum Dis-
order (ASD)� Content covered will include common characteristics, assess-
ment and diagnoses, theories of causes, and an overview of treatments and 
interventions� Society’s response toward neurodiversity will be examined� 
Family dynamics related to Autism Spectrum Disorders will also be ex-
plored� 

PSYC 1145 Positive Psychology: The Study of Happiness and 
Well-being, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 5B) 
What is well-being, who experiences it, and which practices best foster it? 
Positive psychology attempts to answer these questions through the scien-
tifc investigation of happiness� Tis course will introduce you to theoreti-
cal concepts and scientifc research regarding happiness and psychological 
well-being� You will examine human behaviors that contribute to psycho-
logical well-being through topics such as hardiness, hope, fow, meaning, 
optimism, and resiliency� 

PSYC 2110 Introduction to Research Methods, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: PSYC 1110 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: MATH 1114 
Tis course is an introduction to the design, implementation, analysis, and 
presentation of research in psychology� Students will be actively engaged 
in designing their own research as well as evaluating research published in 
the feld� Students will also develop skills in using statistics and APA style 
for analyzing data and communicating results� 

PSYC 2120 Psychology of Women, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal Areas 5B & 7) (Cross listed as WGST 2120) 
Prerequisite: PSYC 1110 
Tis course is an introduction to the theories and research concerning the 
psychology of women� Te course will explore the way that biological, 
cultural and psychosocial issues afect the psychological development of 
women�  It will include topics such as sexism, the construction of gender 
categories, gender comparisons, and female identity formation� It will also 
explore contemporary women’s issues related to education, work, and fam-
ily� 

PSYC 2215 Child & Adolescent Development, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 8) (Cross-listed as EDUC 2215) 
Prerequisite: 3 credits of PSYC 
Tis course will provide an introduction to the science of child psychology, 
emphasizing physical, psychological, cognitive, and social development 
from conception through adolescence� Te concern is with those aspects 
of human behavior that change from childhood to adulthood and with 
the factors that account for those changes� (CR-spr; Online: fall & sum) 

PSYC 2235 Lifespan Development, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 8) 
Prerequisite: PSYC 1110 
Tis course serves as an introduction to the science of lifespan psychology 
emphasizing physical, psychological, cognitive, and social development 
from conception through death� Te concern is with those aspects of hu-
man behavior that change from childhood to death and with the factors 
that account for those changes� Students who take this course are advised 
not to take PSYC 2215 because of an overlap in content� (CC & CR-fall 
& spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 

PSYC 2250 Abnormal Psychology, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 9) 
Prerequisite: PSYC 1110 
Abnormal Psychology studies the diagnosis, cause, and treatment of psy-
chological disorders� Te course includes discussion of historical founda-
tions, theoretical approaches, and research methodology related to psy-
chopathology, with a focus on biological and psychological foundations� 
Te course also covers important social and ethical issues such as labeling, 
confdentiality, civil commitment, and clinical decision making� (CC-fall; 
CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 

PSYC 2257 Psychology & the Media, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 9) 
Prerequisite: PSYC 1110 
Tis course will explore the psychology behind media and technology use 
and its impact on the emotional, cognitive, behavioral, psychological, and 
social experience of humans� Te depiction of psychological issues in the 
media will be examined, with a focus on a critical analysis of media por-
trayals and their infuence on human thought and behavior� 

PSYC 2260 Social Psychology, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5B)  (Cross-listed as SOC 2260) 
Prerequisite: PSYC 1110 or SOC 1111 or consent of instructor� 
Social Psychology mainly focuses on the point of interaction between the 
individual and society and groups� Te basic questions studied are how 
the individual shapes society and groups and how society and groups af-
fect the individual’s behavior� Tis course examines some of the major 
social psychological concepts such as social cognition, development of self/ 
social identity, and group processes, in addition to assumptions, methods, 
fndings, and applications of social psychological research� (CR-fall & spr; 
CC-spr; Online: spr & sum) 

PSYC 2265 Educational Psychology, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 2) 
Prerequisite: PSYC 1110 
Educational psychology focuses on how psychological theory and concepts 
can be understood to inform efective classroom practices� Topics include 
cognitive and social development, theories of motivation and learning, 
classroom management, individual and group diferences, and student 
assessment� Attention will be directed toward the nature and conditions 
of learning, critical aspects of learning, and the problems encountered in 
fostering and directing learning� (CR-fall; CC-spr) 

PSYC 2270 Theories of Personality, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5B) 
Prerequisite: PSYC 1110 
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Tis course examines various aspects of one’s personality and their under-
lying psychological mechanisms by carefully evaluating major theoretical 
approaches and contemporary research in personality psychology� Topics 
learned in the course include assessment of personality (personality tests), 
the role of personality in understanding one’s behavior, the relationship 
between intra-personal and inter-personal perception, and personality 
functioning in social, cognitive, and biological domains� Applications of 
personality psychology principles to enhance one’s understanding of self 
and others are also discussed�  (CR-spr) 

PSYC 2280 Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences, 4 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5B) 
Prerequisites: PSYC 1110; MATH 1114 or MATH 1200 or higher� 
Students use basic mathematical and computerized procedures to analyze 
data in the behavioral sciences� Use statistical software (e�g�, SPSS, “R,” 
“PSPP”) to conduct descriptive and inferential data analyses� Students 
choose and apply statistical procedures to help to answer psychological 
and behavioral scientifc research questions� Students read, interpret, and 
write APA-style results sections for behavioral science research� 

PSYC 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in psychology successfully completed� Designed 
to ofer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a 
specifc topic in psychology� 

PSYC 2360 Industrial-Organizational Psychology, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5B) 
Prerequisite: PSYC 1110 
Tis course will provide an introduction to Industrial and Organizational 
Psychology, a scientifc discipline that studies human behavior in work 
and organizational settings� It examines the underlying mechanisms of an 
industry/organization as a “living” entity� We will discuss how individual 
and collective behaviors relate to such issues as efectiveness, communica-
tion, and motivation within organizations� Topics learned in the course 
include the psychology of personnel decisions, skill training & develop-
ment, performance appraisals, leadership, management-employee rela-
tions, teamwork, occupational health, and the impact of technology and 
the environment on organizations� 

Reading 

READ 0910 Preparing for College Reading, 4 credits 
Prerequisite: Appropriate scores on the placement measures� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Tis is the frst of two 
sequential developmental reading courses designed to improve students' 
reading strategies so that they can succeed in college-level courses� 
Te objective of this course is to improve the students’ reading skills to the 
extent that they can efectively approach college-level reading� It empha-
sizes strategies for reading a variety of texts, ways to improve reading vo-
cabulary, and resources for increasing comprehension� Tis goal is accom-
plished through an individual diagnosis of the students' present reading 
skills and subsequent individual work in appropriate areas� (CR-fall & spr) 

READ 0990 Elements of College Reading, 3 credits 
Prerequisite: READ 0910 or appropriate scores on the placement mea-
sures� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Tis is the second of two 
sequential developmental reading courses designed to improve students' 
reading strategies so that they can succeed in college-level courses� 
Tis course is intended for students who have made progress in READ 
0910 or have the appropriate score on the Reading placement test� Te 
objective of this course is to improve students' reading skills to the ex-
tent that they can efectively approach college-level reading� Te course 
content emphasizes the thinking skills and strategies necessary for suc-
cessfully reading and comprehending college-level textbooks� Tis goal is 
accomplished by providing a variety of active reading strategies� Students 

will practice reading skills through individual and groupbased reading as-
signments throughout the semester� (CR-fall & spr) 

READ 1102 College Vocabulary, 1 credit 
(Cross-listed as ENGL 1102) 
Tis course teaches students to confdently employ commonly-used words 
with which the English-speaking world conducts its afairs� It expands the 
students' functional vocabulary range to meet college-level standards for 
efective reading comprehension and written composition� Te course 
content is organized around various methods of learning vocabulary� (On-
line: fall & spr) 

READ 1106 College Textbook Reading, 1 credit 
(Cross-listed as ENGL 1106) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Fulfllment of any de-
velopmental coursework in Reading or English OR college-level writing 
placement score� Te course is most efective when the student is taking 
at least one other college-level course that requires signifcant textbook 
reading� 
Tis course is intended for students who would like an in-depth study 
of textbook reading strategies in order to improve their textbook reading 
comprehension in current coursework�  Te emphasis in this course is 
on understanding textbook structure and developing efective strategies 
for efciently and critically reading college textbooks� (Online: fall & spr) 

READ 1108 College Reading III, 3 credits 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Te course is most efec-
tive when the student is taking at least one other college-level course that 
requires signifcant textbook reading� 
Intended for students who have successfully completed READ 990 or 
tested at the college-level on the reading placement test� Designed for 
college-level readers who want to continue to develop higher-order skills 
in comprehension, vocabulary, and rate fexibility� Te emphasis will be 
on the application of skills used in the efcient and efective reading of 
college texts� Tis course is designed to improve students' reading and 
thinking strategies so that they can confdently and independently learn in 
any college-level course� 

READ 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in reading successfully completed� Designed to 
ofer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a 
specifc topic in reading� 

Social Science 

SOCS 1172 Honors Seminar on Leadership, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 9) 
A directed in-depth study of the changing nature of leadership and leader-
ship patterns� Topics include leadership development, tasks of leadership, 
uses and abuses of power, motivating others, and sharing leadership re-
sponsibilities with constituents and followers� 

Sociology 

SOC 1102 Relationships, Marriage & Family, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 7) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College level reading, col-
lege level writing� 
Tis course presents the social and cultural forces that have implications 
for the formation and maintenance of social relationships with special at-
tention to marriage and family forms and functioning� Additionally, the 
course will compare social/cultural patterns and implications for individu-
als, groups, and society� Te course includes (but is not limited to) a focus 
on social aspects of relationship formation (mate selection), familial roles, 
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parental roles, sexuality, gender, and the life cycle� (CR-fall & spr; Online: 
fall, spr, sum) 

SOC 1104 Human Sexuality in Society, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 7) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: SOC 1111 recommend-
ed, but not required� College level-reading and writing� 
Examines how social and cultural processes organize and shape human 
sexual behavior� Te course includes consideration of cultural forces, his-
torical changes and societal changes that have afected sexuality in soci-
ety, the investigation of human sexual behavior, and the dissemination of 
knowledge about sexual processes� Social forces such as media, politics, 
religion, education, race, ethnicity, and social inequalities are among those 
explored in the course� (CR-spr; Online: fall) 

SOC 1108 Death and Dying, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 5B)  (Cross-listed as PSYC 1108) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: General Psychology and 
General Sociology� 
Death is a natural part of the life cycle and a universal event, but it is still 
a topic that is often not discussed or examined� Tis course will explore 
historical and contemporary theories and research about grief and death 
issues� Te course will examine death and grief from psychological, socio-
logical, biological and cultural perspectives� It will include topics such as 
the understanding of death across the lifespan, legal defnitions of death, 
advance directives, religious and cultural death rituals, and grief trajectory 
research� It will also include a consideration of controversial issues related 
to death and dying, such as physician assisted suicide� (CR-spr) 

SOC 1111* General Sociology, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5B) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College Level Reading 
and Writing� 
Tis course is an introduction to the scientifc study of human behavior 
in groups and the social forces that shape society and socially construct 
reality� Te course gives special attention to the application of sociological 
theories, research, and analysis of the social world� Topics include, but are 
not limited to, methods of research, major sociological theory, culture, 
socialization, group dynamics and interaction, deviance and crime; social 
stratifcation; race, ethnicity, and gender; the family and social institu-
tions; and social change�  (CC & CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 
*Tis course is ofered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program 

SOC 1145 Gender in Society, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 7)  (Cross-listed as WGST 1145) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: SOC 1111 recommend-
ed, but not required� College level-reading and writing� 
Tis course is an introduction to the sociological study of gender� Socio-
logical perspectives, research, and current issues related to gender in soci-
ety are presented� Topics may include gender as it relates to media, family, 
work, politics, power and inequality, education, religion, socioeconomic 
forces, race/ethnicity, sexuality, social movements, and social change� (CR-
fall; Online: spr) 

SOC 1200 Introduction to Diversity Studies, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 7) (Cross-listed as INTS 1200) 
Tis class will survey the way in which race, class, culture, religion, gender, 
and other forms of diversity impact the social and political development 
within society� In doing so, students will be introduced to the theoretical 
framework in which diversity studies are examined� 

SOC 2100 Sociology of Food, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 8 & 10) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading and 
writing� 
Tis course examines the fundamental signifcance of food as it relates 

to both individuals and social structures to help students gain a more in-
depth understanding of local and global sociological patterns related to 
food� In this course, students will develop an understanding of food-relat-
ed topics such as: the social construction of food as a form of cultural ex-
pression and identity, the inequities pertaining to food, the coexistence of 
epidemic hunger and obesity, the structural policies related to the produc-
tion, distribution, and consumption patterns of food at the global level� 
Social change and social movements attempting to bring attention to and/ 
or alter contemporary social issues related to food and sustainability at the 
local and global levels are also addressed� 

SOC 2207 Sociology of Power, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 7) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading and 
writing� 
Tis course is a survey of social inequalities and power diferentials in so-
ciety and examines social, cultural, and social psychological aspects related 
to the sociology of power� Among the topics covered are how race, eth-
nicity, gender, social class, sexuality, religion, and/or other social statuses 
are related to social stratifcation, minority/majority relations, and other 
sociological patterns� Students are required to go beyond academic and 
classroom content by way of observation and interactions in various social 
settings�  (CR-spr; Online: fall) 

SOC 2221 Social Problems, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 9)  
Prerequisite: SOC 1111 or consent of instructor� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading and 
writing� 
Tis course presents an overview of contemporary social problems and 
addresses how sociological perspectives and social science research can 
contribute to a better understanding of the existence, continuation, and 
alleviation of social problems� Students will learn how social problems are 
defned, develop tools to efectively analyze current and past social prob-
lems, and learn how social institutions infuence social problems� Specifc 
topics may include social inequalities, social institutions, ethical responsi-
bility, and critical examination of alternatives to resolve or alleviate social 
problems�  (CR-spr) 

SOC 2260 Social Psychology, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5B) (Cross-listed as PSYC 2260) 
Prerequisite: SOC 1111 or PSYC 1110 or consent of instructor� 
Social Psychology mainly focuses on the point of interaction between the 
individual and society and groups� Te basic questions studied are how 
the individual shapes society and groups and how society and groups af-
fect the individual’s behavior� Tis course examines some of the major 
social psychological concepts such as social cognition, development of self/ 
social identity, and group processes, in addition to assumptions, methods, 
fndings, and applications of social psychological research� (CR-fall & spr; 
CC-spr; Online: spr & sum) 

SOC 2261 Introduction to Crime & Criminology, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 9)  
Prerequisite: SOC 1111 or consent of instructor� 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading and 
writing� 
Tis course provides an overview and analysis of crime and its relationship 
to societal institutions such as the criminal justice system� Major topics 
may include, but are not limited to, measures of crime (crime data), the 
social implications and consequences of criminal law, theories of criminal 
motivation, theories of crime control, evaluation of crime control poli-
cy, and victimology� Special topics may include traditional street crime, 
white/blue/green-collar crime, juvenile crime, law enforcement conduct, 
and the relationship between the criminal justice system and other societal 
institutions� (CR-fall & spr; Online: fall) 
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SOC 2262 Juvenile Delinquency & Justice, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 9)  
Prerequisite: SOC 1111 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College level writing and 
reading� 
Tis course provides an overview and analysis of theories of delinquency 
and the Juvenile Justice System� Special emphasis will be on addressing the 
prevalence, motivations, and types of juvenile crime, as well as the current 
delinquency-control policies aimed at deterring it� 

SOC 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in sociology successfully completed� Designed 
to ofer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on 
a specifc topic in sociology� Does not replace any regularly listed course� 

Spanish 

See Foreign Language Enrollment Guidelines on page 147� 

SPAN 1101 Beginning Spanish Language & Culture I, 
5 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8)  
Tis course is the frst course in a four semester (two-year) sequence� In 
SPAN 1101 (Spanish I) students learn basic Spanish grammar such as verb 
conjugation and adjective agreement and practice the basic skills of speak-
ing, listening, reading and writing in the present tense with an emphasis 
upon correct oral and written expression and aural comprehension� Stu-
dents are also introduced to various aspects of Hispanic culture in Latin 
American countries and in Spain as illustrated in the text and through 
videos and presentations, which may include historical, social and cultural 
topics�  (CC-fall; CR-fall & spr) 

SPAN 1102 Beginning Spanish Language & Culture II, 5 
credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8)  
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: SPAN 1101 or two years 
Spanish in high school with a score of 200 or higher on the Spanish Place-
ment test� To take the placement test, go to: http://www�anokaramsey�edu/ 
placement� 
Tis course is the second in a four-semester, two-year sequence� SPAN 
1102 builds on the grammar and skills acquired in Spanish I� It involves 
more complex grammatical forms such as object pronouns and practices 
the basic skills of speaking, listening, reading and writing with an empha-
sis upon correct oral and written expression and aural comprehension, 
particularly in the past tense� Students also examine aspects of Hispanic 
culture in Latin American countries and in Spain as illustrated in the text 
and through videos and presentations, which may include historical, social 
and cultural topics�  (CR-fall & spr) 

SPAN 1111 Spanish & Latin American Culture: Pre-Columbi-
an Civilizations, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as HUM 1111) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading 
skills (in English)� 
Acquaints students with the civilizations and cultures of Spain and Latin 
America, with an emphasis on Pre-Columbian civilizations that existed 
before the arrival of the Spaniards, including the Olmec, Maya, Toltec and 
Aztec civilizations� Te destruction of the Pre-Columbian civilizations by 
the Conquistadors will also be analyzed� Tis course is taught in English; 
no previous knowledge of Spanish is required� 

SPAN 1112 Spanish & Latin American Culture: Conquest to 
present, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as HUM 1112) 
An introduction to the culture of the Spanish-speaking world from the 
time of the Spanish Conquest to the present with respect to politics and 

social life, literature, religion, music and the arts� Trough assigned read-
ings and multi-media presentations, students will discover the rich variety 
of Hispanic cultures that exist today and how have they developed over the 
past 500 years� Tis course is taught in English; no previous knowledge of 
Spanish is required� (CR-fall) 

SPAN 1600 Spanish for Healthcare Professionals, 3 credits 
(Cross-listed as HCCC 1600 and NURS 1600) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: SPAN 1101 (frst-semes-
ter Spanish) or one year of high school Spanish with a score of 100 or 
higher on the Spanish placement test (note: to take the free online place-
ment test, go to: http://www�anokaramsey�edu/placement)� 
Designed for currently employed healthcare professionals seeking to ac-
quire continuing education credits or students who plan to work in the 
healthcare industry� Tis course provides the basic tools to communicate 
with Hispanic patients on topics such as family, health, medical condi-
tions, medicine and nutrition� Spanish for Healthcare Professionals is not 
intended for native Spanish speakers� However, students enrolling in this 
course should already be familiar with elementary concepts such as greet-
ings, the alphabet, telling time, and the basic principles of verb conjuga-
tion� 

SPAN 2200 Field Study Abroad, 1-3 credits 
(Cross-listed as HUM 2200) 
Students travel to one or more Spanish-speaking countries to observe frst-
hand both ancient and modern components of these civilizations� When 
ofered for credit, a classroom segment will precede the trip, covering such 
topics as a brief history of the area to be visited, cultural diferences, etc� 
No knowledge of Spanish language is required� 

SPAN 2201 Intermediate Spanish Language & Culture I, 4 
credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: SPAN 1102 or four years 
Spanish in high school with a score of 300 or higher on the Spanish Place-
ment test� To take the placement test, go to: http://www�anokaramsey�edu/ 
placement� 
Tis course is the third in a four-semester, two-year sequence� SPAN 2201 
builds on grammar and language skills acquired in the frst year language 
courses (such as present and past tenses and object pronouns), applying 
this grammar to more complex thematic contexts� While reviewing frst 
year grammar and studying new grammar points, students explore cul-
tural and historical themes and topics relating to Latin America, Spain and 
Hispanics in the U�S� through readings, videos and class discussion in the 
target language�  (CR-fall) 

SPAN 2202 Intermediate Spanish Language & Culture II, 4 
credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: SPAN 2201 or at least 
four years of high school Spanish and a score of 400 or higher on the 
Spanish Placement test� To take the placement test, go to: http://www� 
anokaramsey�edu/placement� 
Tis course is the last course in a four-semester sequence, SPAN 2202 
builds on grammar and language skills acquired in the frst three semester 
language courses by adding new grammar structures, such as the future 
and conditional tenses, with a particular emphasis on the non-indicative 
modes such as present and past subjunctive as well as commands� Trough 
readings, videos and class discussion in the target language, students con-
tinue to explore cultural themes – emphasizing topics relating to modern 
society in the Spanish speaking world� (CR-spr) 

SPAN 2299 Independent Study, 1-4 credits 
Prerequisite: Two courses in Spanish successfully completed� Designed for 
students to do an in-depth study of a particular topic in Spanish� Ap-
plicants must submit a written proposal describing their intended study� 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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Study Skills 

STSK 1102 How to Study & Think Critically, 2 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 2) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Students should have 
college-level reading and writing skills� Students will also beneft from a 
desire to improve academic study strategies for college-level coursework� 
Introducing the concepts and methods needed to increase study efciency 
and improve critical thinking, the course acquaints students with better 
study habits and the processes and practices of critical thinking� Specifc 
areas covered are listening, textbook reading, time scheduling, notetak-
ing, test-preparation and test-taking strategies, project and paper develop-
ment, library skills, basic study systems improvement, memory processes 
and strategies, and models of critical thinking� Te course is designed to 
improve students’ knowledge and application of efective study and cog-
nitive/thinking strategies so they can succeed in college and in any other 
learning environment� (CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum) 

STSK 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits 
Designed to ofer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or 
research on a specifed topic in study skills� 

Theatre Arts 

THTR 1101 Introduction to the Theatre, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 6C) 
Survey of popular forms of drama� Te course is designed to increase 
students’ understanding of theatre as an art form and cultural infuence� 
It examines dramatic structure and style, acting, directing, theatre design 
and architecture from a contemporary and historical perspective� Stu-
dents will view and critique two or more play productions�  (CR-fall & 
spr; Online: spr) 

THTR 1109 Practical Experience in Theatre, 1-2 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Any student may participate in college theatre productions� Credit for 
such participation in acting, stagecraft, costuming, or any other area of 
production may be earned by working on one or more Anoka-Ramsey 
Teatre Department productions each semester� Tere are no formal class 
meetings� Students arrange individual schedules with the instructor� Ini-
tial meeting with instructor should occur in the frst two weeks of the 
semester� Students may enroll for zero, one or two credits per semester; 
course may be repeated for a total accumulation of 4 credits� (CR-fall & 
spr) 

THTR 1111 Acting for All, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Tis course is an introduction to the basic skills of acting� While working 
on pieces of literature in class, the student will be developing greater lis-
tening skills, empathy building, vocal awareness, body alignment as well 
as becoming a more confdent and expressive communicator� It provides 
students with a studio learning experience focusing on individual growth 
and includes active and engaging class work� (CR-fall & spr) 

THTR 1120 History of Comedy, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Survey of signifcant eras of comedy in theatre and flm that have shaped 
contemporary American performance comedy� Designed to increase un-
derstanding of how comedy has evolved throughout history and how 
comedy refects cultural infuences� Students will read, view and critique 
historic and modern comedies� (CR-spr) 

THTR 2165 Stage Management, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Stage Management is designed to cover the basic skills required to ef-
fectively stage-manage a theatre production both at Anoka-Ramsey and 
outside of the academic setting� Students will learn the role and responsi-
bilities of a Stage Manager prior to and during the rehearsal process and 
during performances� Practical skills to develop include blocking nota-
tion, efective communication skills, reading and taping a ground plan, 
creating a call script, calling cues, and creating rehearsal/performance re-
ports� Students will also learn text analysis in the pre-production prepara-
tion process� (CR-fall) 

THTR 2205 Acting Movement, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Acting Movement provides the student with studio experience that em-
phasizes the physicalization of a character through exploration of various 
movement styles and theories� Improvisation exercises lead to greater stu-
dent awareness of self-expression and acting choice� (CR-fall even years) 

THTR 2206 Acting Vocal, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
A beginning acting experience with emphasis on vocal techniques, dic-
tion, dialogue, and scene study meant to provide students with studio 
experience in basic acting, characterization, and rehearsal techniques� 
(CR-spr even years) 

THTR 2210 Stage Make-up, 2 credits 
Explore the basic theory and practice, the design purpose, tools, and 
methods of stage make-up to see how it enriches the meaning of the dra-
ma� Formulate criteria for judging designs and experience practical prob-
lem-solving by creating multiple designs and application� (CR-fall & spr) 

THTR 2211 Stagecraft, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Introduction to stagecraft with units on set construction, painting, 
lighting, properties, special efects, drafting, and scene design� Participa-
tion in current theatre production is required�  (CR-fall & spr) 

THTR 2220 Play Directing, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Prerequisites: THTR 1101 and THTR 2205 or THTR 2230� 
Play Directing gives students the opportunity to learn and apply prin-
ciples of script analysis, staging, working with actors, and utilizing techni-
cal efects along with other artistic practices to direct and produce a short 
play at the end of the semester� Students must see and analyze at least one 
professional production during the semester� (CR-spr) 

THTR 2230 Survey of Drama, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of 
ENGL 1120/1121� 
A survey of representative plays from classical to contemporary drama to 
examine a form of literature that can be read or experienced in a theater� 
Students will analyze, interpret, and evaluate dramatic literature focusing 
on major types, styles, and historical periods� A study of the textural ele-
ments will extend to include visual and aural implications� (CR-fall odd 
years) 

THTR 2270 Auditioning, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: THTR 2205 or 2206� 

NOTE: You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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Tis course is designed to prepare a student in advanced study and em-
ployment in acting� Students will learn auditioning techniques for the 
stage and screen, develop a repertoire of audition pieces, and become fa-
miliar with business aspects of being a working actor� (CR-spr odd years) 

Therapeutic Massage 

MASG 1001 Introduction to Massage, 4 credits 
Prerequisite: Terapeutic Massage Pre-Program Orientation 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Placement into college-
level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment require-
ments for ENGL 1121� 
Tis course presents the theory, skills, and experience that are the founda-
tion for becoming a Massage Terapist� Students will learn techniques 
and a routine for a full body massage, including basic anatomy and palpa-
tion skills, contraindications for massage, and proper forms of draping� 
Efective procedures are introduced in proper body mechanics, therapist 
self-care, professionalism, session management, and documentation� 
Students are introduced to various products and equipment for massage 
therapy� (CR-fall) 

MASG 1020 Functional Anatomy and Kinesiology for Clini-
cal Massage, 4 credits 
Prerequisites: BIOL 1102, BIOL 1104 
In this course students study all of the following body systems as they 
apply to therapeutic massage: circulatory, respiratory, muscular, skeletal, 
nervous, and articular� Emphasis is on the relationship among muscle 
attachments, joints, and bony landmarks� Examination of human move-
ment through association of muscle and muscle function to levers and 
their connection to planes of movement and the supporting structures are 
addressed� In addition, the application of the understanding of kinesiol-
ogy to safe and efective massage therapy is addressed related to all body 
systems� (CR-spr) 

MASG 1021 Clinical Massage Techniques I, 4 credits 
Prerequisites: MASG 1001, MASG 2102, BIOL 1102, BIOL 1104� 
Co-requisite MASG 1020� 
Tis course provides the theory and application of advanced rehabilita-
tive massage therapy techniques that focus on the treatment of soft 
tissue to maintain, develop, augment, or rehabilitate physical function� 
Techniques will focus on Neuromuscular Terapy, Trigger Pont Terapy, 
Cross Fiber Friction, Terapeutic stretches, Muscle Energy Techniques, 
and Rehabilitative Massage� Students will refne skills in palpation, 
anatomy, functional muscle testing, range of motion, and postural and 
gait analysis� Students will learn to create a treatment and care plan 
based on assessments and learn advanced SOAP note charting� (CR-spr) 

MASG 1022 Pathology for Clinical Massage, 3 credits 
Prerequisites: MASG 1001, MASG 2102, BIOL 1102, BIOL 1104� Pre- 
or co-requisites MASG 1020 and MASG 1021� 
Tis course provides an introduction to the study of the fundamental 
process and dysfunction of the body caused by disease� Students will 
learn common pathologies for various body systems including neuro-
muscular, neurological, gastrointestinal, integumentary, cardiovascular, 
respiratory, endocrine, genitourinary, and hermetic� Specifc treatment 
options for massage therapy and the indications and contradictions for 
the pathologies are examined� Students will develop the ability to make 
knowledgeable choices about safety and discernment about treatment� 
(CR-spr) 

MASG 1023 Clinical Massage for Special Populations, 4 
credits 
Prerequisites: MASG 1001, MASG 2102, BIOL 1102, BIOL 1104� Pre- 
or co-requisites MASG 1020 and MASG 1021� 
Tis course provides the study of theoretical concepts and the practice of 
specialized massage therapy protocol for populations of people who are 
vulnerable because of a physical limitation or life stage� Populations in-
clude: pre- and post-pregnancy massage, infant massage, cancer, hospice 
and palliative care, chronic and acute pain management, geriatric mas-
sage, chronic illness, clients with PTSD and those with disabilities� Te 
students will focus on learning appropriate technique for the pathology, 
etiology, indications, contraindications, adaptations, and emotional/ 
psychological considerations from both the Western and Asian body of 
knowledge� Students will learn to design a treatment and care plan based 
on the specifc needs required� (CR-spr) 

MASG 2102 Food as Medicine/Biologically Based Thera-
pies, 3 credits 
(Cross-listed as IHH 2102) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework:  Placement into college-
level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment require-
ments for ENGL 1121� 
Tis course provides an introduction to the importance of nutrition ba-
sics for a healthy body, mind, and spirit� Students will learn the role food 
can play in both prevention and treatment of most chronic illnesses� Dis-
cussions will involve how environmental, social, economic, emotional, 
and cultural issues afect nutrition� Students will also learn about dietary 
supplements and herbs including the history, regulation, scientifc re-
search, and indications and contraindications for use� (Online: fall & spr) 

MASG 2105 Basics in Business & Ethics for the Holistic Prac-
titioner, 3 credits 
(Cross-listed as IHH 2105) 
Tis course provides practical information related to the fundamentals of 
business and ethics in holistic practice management� Common business 
practices and structures, contracts and legal agreements, fnancial consid-
erations, record keeping, networking, marketing, and methods to pro-
mote and maintain a successful practice are presented�  Students will learn 
about decision making skills, interpersonal and professional communica-
tion, ethical and professional roles and responsibilities, and how to handle 
ethical dilemmas in the practice of holistic healing� (Online: fall) 

MASG 2108 Clinical Massage Techniques II, 4 credits 
Prerequisites: MASG 1020, MASG 1021 
Tis course provides the basic theory and application of advanced mas-
sage therapy techniques that support and strengthen the body’s natural 
ability to heal and balance itself� Techniques will focus on Asian body-
work, Craniosacral Terapy, Lymphatic Drainage, Myofascial Release, 
Refexology, and Energy Terapy� Students will refne skills in palpation, 
anatomical landmarks, observational skills, and touch awareness, and 
how to relieve pain and dysfunction to improve whole-body health and 
performance� Students will learn to create a treatment and care plan 
based on medical history and assessment� (CR-fall) 

MASG 2297 Clinical Massage Practicum and Internship, 3 
credits 
Pre- or co-requisite: MASG 2108 
Tis is the capstone course to the Terapeutic Massage Program� Te in-
ternship is an individually-designed, industry-based learning experience, 
approved by the faculty and the on-site supervisor, in a setting consistent 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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with the student’s program goals in which the student can integrate skills 
and knowledge gained in the program� (CR-fall) 

Women’s & Gender Studies 

WGST 1108 Biology of Women, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 3 & 7) (Cross-listed as BIOL 1108) 
Tis course studies the biological aspects of being a woman� Analysis of as-
sumptions concerning women’s biology and women’s health care, includ-
ing importance of taking a responsible role in personal health care, will 
be addressed� Te course explores female and male reproductive anatomy 
and physiology, sexual development, issues related to women’s health and 
disease, pregnancy and birth, contraception and infertility, menopause, 
and other topics� It also includes a reproductive anatomy and physiology-
based lab-like experience� Open to both women and men�  (CR-fall & spr) 

WGST 1145 Gender in Society, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 7)  (Cross-listed as SOC 1145) 
Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: SOC 1111 recommend-
ed, but not required� College level-reading and writing� 
Tis course is an introduction to the sociological study of gender� Socio-
logical perspectives, research, and current issues related to gender in soci-
ety are presented� Topics may include gender as it relates to media, family, 
work, politics, power and inequality, education, religion, socioeconomic 
forces, race/ethnicity, sexuality, social movements, and social change� (CR-
fall; Online: spr) 

WGST 2120 Psychology of Women, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goal Areas 5B & 7) (Cross-listed as PSYC 2120) 
Prerequisite: PSYC 1110 
Tis course is an introduction to the theories and research concerning the 
psychology of women� Te course will explore the way that biological, 
cultural and psychosocial issues afect the psychological development of 
women�  It will include topics such as sexism, the construction of gender 
categories, gender comparisons, and female identity formation� It will also 
explore contemporary women’s issues related to education, work, and fam-
ily� 

WGST 2233 Women in American Culture, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 7) (Cross-listed as HUM 2233) 
Tis course is designed to introduce students to issues of gender, class, 
and race in the United States’ social and cultural histories� It examines 
the cultural legacies and traditions which have shaped both the past and 
present� It also provides appreciation for the role women have had in this 
country’s progress and examines the impacts gender assumptions play in 
work, social values, and directions for our nation’s future� (Online: fall) 

WGST 2234 Women in a Global Perspective, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8)  (Cross-listed as HUM 2234) 
Tis course introduces the study of gender and women’s issues in countries 
outside the USA� It is designed to examine issues of cultural diversity, race, 
class, religious and social structures, literature and the arts, politics and 
economic development in areas such as China, Africa, the Pacifc Rim, the 
Middle East, Europe, Russia, and Latin America� (CR-fall; Online: spr) 

WGST 2242 History of Women in Modern America, 3 credits 
(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 7) (Cross-listed as HIST 2242)   
Tis course examines women’s experiences in America from 1900 to the 
present� We will consider the relationship between race, class, gender, and 
sexuality as we learn about women’s roles as reformers, consumers, activ-
ists, students, mothers, workers, immigrants, etc� Topics covered include 

African-American women and the “Jim Crow” south, women’s partici-
pation in reform movements, the achievement of the right to vote and 
the debate about the Equal Rights Amendment, women in the “Roar-
ing Twenties” and Great Depression, the “Feminine Mystique” and Cold 
War America, women’s participation in major social movements such as 
the Civil Rights Movement, the anti-Vietnam War movement, the Black 
Power movement, and the Women’s Rights Movement� We will read ex-
tensively from original documents (“primary sources”) for class discussion 
and to develop critical-thinking skills about historical methods� (CR-fall) 

American Sign Language 

NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer options� 
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Alexander-Payne, Dawn 
History 
BA, MA - Abilene Christian University 
PhD - Texas Christian University 

Alto, David 
Physical Education/Health 
BS - Minnesota State University, Moorhead 
MA - Hamline University 

Anderson, Angie 
Communication Studies 
BA - Concordia University 
MA - Purdue University 
MEd - Bemidji State University 

Anderson, Cliford 
Director of Public Safety 
BS - Colorado State University 
MS - Minnesota State University, Mankato 

Anderson, Corrie 
Director of Academic Pathways and Scheduling 
BS - University of Phoenix 
MBA, MPH - Benedictine University 

Andres, Christine 
Nursing (MANE) 
BS - University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh 
BSN - Metropolitan State University 
DNP - University of Minnesota 

Aspaas, Andrew 
Chemistry 
BA - Augustana College, South Dakota 
MS - University of Minnesota 

B 

Barthel, Jamie 
Executive Director of Professional & Workforce 
Training (PWT) and Foundations 
BS - Bemidji State University 
MA - Concordia University, St� Paul 

Bean, Catherine 
English 
BA, MA - University of Florida 

Bebeau, Kristen 
Nursing (MANE) 
BSN, MSN - Bethel University 

Befus, Kelly 
Chemistry 
BS - Spring Hill College 
PhD - University of Iowa 

Bergstrom, Melissa 
Music 
BM - Augsburg College 
MM - University of Minnesota 

Bergstrom, Sam 
Music 
BA - Augsburg College 
MA - University of St� Tomas 

Beste, Steven 
English 
BA - Valparaiso University 
MA - University of North Carolina 

Biederman, James 
Psychology 
BS - Southern Illinois University 
MA - Northern Illinois University 

Blazek, Candace 
Mathematics 
BS, MS - University of North Dakota 

Blommel, Corey 
CNET 
BA - Concordia University 
MMIS - Metropolitan State University 

Bluth, Jennifer 
Mathematics 
BA - Bemidji State University 
MA - Northern Illinois University 
MA - St� Mary’s University 

Bodelson, Mary 
English 
BA, MA - St� Cloud State University 

Boner, Juliana 
Librarian 
BS - College of St� Catherine 
MLIS - Dominican University 

Bordwell, Bruce 
Mathematics 
BS - Bemidji State University 
MS - University of North Dakota 

Braido, Jennifer 
Biology 
BS, MS - University of Illinois, Urbana 

Breen, Rachel 
Art 
BA - Evergreen State College 
MFA - University of Minnesota 

Breen, William 
English 
BS - Bethel College 
MFA - University of Arkansas 

Breit-Goodwin, Megan 
Mathematics 
BA - Augustana College 
MA - University of Nebraska 

Broadway, Marsais 
Dean of Student Afairs (Cambridge) - Interim 
BS - Oral Roberts University 
MS - Oklahoma State University 

Browne-Boatswain, Venoreen 
Director of Diversity and Multiculturalism 
BA, MEd - Trenton State College 

C 

Cancino, Robert 
Director of TRIO Upward Bound (Coon 
Rapids) 
BA - Minnesota State University, Mankato 

Cobian, Alex 
Computer Science 

Cook, Gary 
Physical Education/Health 
BS - Bemidji State University 
MEd - St� Mary’s University 

Crittenden, Steven 
Vice President of Academic and Student 
Afairs (Interim) 
BS - Upper Iowa University 
MS - Southwest Minnesota State University 

Croatt, Heidi 
Communication Studies 
BS - Minnesota State University, Mankato 
MA - Southern Illinois University 

Croonquist, Paula 
Biology 
BS - University of Illinois, Chicago 
PhD - University of Minnesota 

D 

Dahlvang, Victoria 
Nursing (MANE) 
RN - Anoka-Ramsey Community College 
BSN, MSN - Metropolitan State University 
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Danneman, Scott 
Biology 
BS, MS - Northern Michigan University 

Danzl, Allison 
Nursing (MANE) 
BSN - St� Cloud University 
MSN - North Dakota State University 

Degerstrom, Patrice 
Nursing (MANE) 
BSN - College of St� Catherine 
MSN - Walden University 
DNP - Winona State University 

Deno, Fernande 
Nursing (MANE) 
BSN - Holy Names College 
MSN - University of California 
DNP - Winona State University 

Dickie, Scott 
Math 
BS, MEd - University of Minnesota 

Djerdjian, Nancy 
Biology 
BS, PhD - University of North Dakota 

Domagala, Rachel 
Nursing (MANE) 
MSN - Walden University 
DNP - Winona State University 

Doneen, Kristin 
Philosophy 
BA - Humboldt State University 
MA - Central Washington University 
MA, PhD - Stockholm University 

Downey, Victoria 
Geography 
BA, MA - University of Kansas 

Dudu, Momoh 
Business 
BA, MBA - St� John's University, New York 

E 

Erdman, Lauren 
Director of TRIO Upward Bound (Cambridge) 
BA - Minnesota State University, Mankato 
MA - St� Cloud State University 

Erickson, Joe 
English 
BA, MA - University of Minnesota, Duluth 

PhD - Bowling Green State University 

Eyre, Susan 
Business 
BS - Minnesota State University, Mankato 
MBA - Metropolitan State University 

Evangelista, Hazel May 
Nursing (MANE) 
MAN - Cr� Carols S� Lanting Colleges 
BSN - Chinese General Hospital Colleges 

F 

Ferguson, Shandell 
Nursing (MANE) 
BSN - North Dakota State University 
MSN - Walden University 
DNP - Winona State University 

Filler, Debby 
Biology 
BS, PhD - University of Minnesota 

Ford, Scott 
Communication Studies 
BA - Winona State University 
MS - Illinois State University 

Friestad, Jennifer 
Business/Marketing 
BA - University of Northern Iowa 
MA - University of Minnesota 

G 

Genet, Kristen 
Biology 
BA - Gustavus Adolphus College 
MS, PhD - Michigan State University 

Goenner, Janine 
Math 
BS, MS - St� Cloud State University 
MS - Bemidji State University 

Gokey, Hillary 
Psychology 
BA - State University of New York 
MA - Edinboro University of Pennsylvania 

Goldman, Robert (Mike) 
Physical Education/Health 
BS - Iowa State University 
MEd - University of Minnesota 

Gonzalez, Jason 
Communication Studies 
BA - University of West Florida 

MFA - University of Mississippi 

Gonzalez, Ricardo 
Director of Enrollment Management 
BS - Linfeld College 
MS - Walden University 

Gromberg, Jill 
Physical Education/Health 
BS - College of St� Benedict 
MS - St� Cloud State University 

Groseth, Becky 
Mathematics 
BS - Minnesota State University, Mankato 
BS, MS - St� Cloud State University 

Grzincich, Michael 
CNET 
BS - Capella University 

Guiney, Margaret (Peggy) 
Biology 
BS - Concordia College 
MS, PhD - University of Minnesota 

Gulden, Alison 
Nursing (MANE) 
RN - Normandale Community College 
MSN - Walden University 
DNP - Winona State University 

H 

Hanson, Kent 
President 
BS, PhD - University of North Dakota 
MS - Central Michigan University 

Hanson, Tomas 
Sociology 
BA, MA - University of Minnesota 

Harris, Lisa 
Dean of Student Afairs (Coon Rapids) 
BS - George Fox University 
MA - Bethel College 

Harrison, Jill 
Counseling 
BA - Te Lutheran Bible Institute of Seattle 
BA - University of Minnesota 
MS - Minnesota State University, Mankato 

Heide, Melody 
English 
BS - North Central University 
MFA - Minnesota State University, Mankato 
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Hofreiter, Dierk 
Physics 
BS - Iowa State University 
MS - University of Illinois 

Hogan, Luanne 
Dean of Business, Health/Wellness, Social Sci-
ences, Psychology, and World Languages/ASL 
BS - University of Wisconsin 
MS - St� Cloud State University 

Holder, Leda 
Nursing (MANE) 
BSN, MSN - Metropolitan State University 

Homann, Bruce 
History 
BA, MA, PhD - Iowa State University 

Horazdovsky, Jerry 
Business/Computer and Ofce Systems 
BS, PhD - University of Minnesota 
MS - University of Wisconsin 

Hunter, Mariae 
Business 
BS - Geneva College 
MBA - Robert Morris University 

Huttenburg, Abbie 
Director of K-12 Partnerships 
BS - University of Wisconsin, La Crosse 
MS - University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee 

I 

Ivanauskas, John 
Business/Accounting 
CPA, CMA; BS - University of Wisconsin 

J 

Jacobson, Mary 
Chief Marketing and Communications Ofcer 
BS - St� Cloud State University 
MS - Metropolitan State University 

Jagodzinski, Nicole 
Counseling 
BS - University of North Dakota 
MS - St� Cloud State University 

Janas, Linnea 
Counseling 
BS, MS - St� Cloud State University 

Janke, Linda 
History 
BA - Carleton College 

MA, PhD - Te State University of New York, 
Binghamton 

Janzen, Monica 
Philosophy 
MA, PhD -University of Minnesota 

Jones, Jami 
Reading 
BS - University WI, LaCrosse 
MA - University of St� Tomas 

K 

Kam, Anna 
Nursing (MANE) 
MSN - University of Washington 

Karr, Kenneth 
Director of Facilities 

Kern, Rhonda 
Director of Records and Registration 

Kirkeide, Shannon 
Dean of Academic and Community Outreach 
BA - Concordia College, Moorhead 
MS - Bemidji State University 

Kohler, Sandra 
Dean of Nursing and Allied Health 
BSN - University of Minnesota 
MSN - University of Phoenix 
DNP - American Sentinel University 

Koppy, Paula 
Nursing (MANE) 
MSN - Walden University 

Kowalski, Jenna 
Mathematics 
BA - University of Minnesota, Morris 
MS - Minnesota State University, Mankato 

Krenelka, Adam J 
Mathematics 
BS - Moorhead State University 
MS - University of Colorado 

Kristo, Tracy 
English 
BS - Maranatha Baptist Bible College 
MA - College of St� Catherine and National 
University 

Krystyniak, Rebecca 
Dean of Science, Technology, Engineering, and 
Mathematics (STEM) 

BA - Carthage College 
MA, PhD - University of Northern Colorado 

Kuhn, Emily 
Physical Terapist Assistant 
DPT - University of North Dakota 

Kysar, Kathryn 
English 
BA - Hamline University 
MFA - Wichita State University 

L 

LaFleur, Dianne 
Nursing (MANE) 
BSN - Metropolitan State University 
MSN - University of Phoenix 

Lallak, Kristin 
Nursing (MANE) 
RN - Anoka-Ramsey Community College 
BSN - Bemidji State University 
MSN - Walden University 

Lambert, Mark 
Art 
BFA - Utah State University 
MFA - Brigham Young University 

Leiter, Wendy 
Nursing (MANE) 
BSN, MSN - Bethel University 

Lemke, Blayn 
Teatre 
BA - Winona State University 
MFA - National Teatre Conservatory, Denver 

Lentner, Lisa 
Physical Terapist Assistant 
MA - College of St� Scholastica 

Lewis, Don 
Vice President of Finance and Administration 
BA - University of Minnesota 
MBA - University of St� Tomas 
MD - Princeton Teological Seminary 

Liberty Clark, Jennifer 
Psychology 
BA - University of Wisconsin, Stout 
MA - St� Cloud State University 

Lilienthal, Monica 
Director of TRIO SSS Program (Cambridge) 
BS, MS - St� Cloud State University 
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Lopez, Jaimie 
Director of Academic and Support Services 
BS - St� Olaf College 
MS - St� Cloud State University 

Lund, Lance 
Chemistry 
BS - Morningside College 
MAT - Minnesota State University, Mankato 

Lutz, Christopher 
Chemistry 
BS - University of Minnesota 
PhD - University of Illinois, Urbana 

M 

Magner, Shawn P. 
Biology 
BS - St� Cloud State University 
PhD - University of Louisville 

Mago, John 
Business 
BBA - University of Wisconsin 
MS - Cardinal Stritch College 
EdD - St� Mary’s University 

Maldonado, Michelle 
Nursing (MANE) 
BSN, MSN - Barry University 

Malott, Richard 
Chief Information Ofcer (Interim) 

Mamaril, Albert 
Librarian 
BA, MEd, MLIS - University of Hawaii 

Marchetti, Anthony 
Art 
BA - Gustavus Adolphus College 
MFA - University of Minnesota 

Marian, Marko 
Art 
BFA - Western Michigan University 
MFA - University of Cincinnati 

Markell, Kathryn 
Psychology 
BA - College of St� Benedict 
MA, PhD - Loyola University 

Mauer, Kathleen 
English 
BA, MA - University of Minnesota 
PhD - Marquette University 

Mayer, Debra 
Nursing (MANE) 
BSN - University of Northern Iowa 
MSN - Walden University 

McCabe, Ryan 
Philosophy 
BA - University of Northern Iowa 
MA - University of Kansas 

McCarthy, Chris 
English 
AFA - Anoka-Ramsey Community College 
BA, MA - Minnesota State University, Mankato 

McCarthy, Tomas 
Communication Studies 
BA - St� Mary’s College 
MA - North Dakota State University 
EdD - University of St� Tomas 

McKearnan, Joan 
Biology 
BA - Gustavus Adolphus College 
MS - University of Minnesota 
PhD - University of Maryland 

Medearis, Jessica 
Special Assistant to the President/Chief of Staf 
BA - University of Minnesota 
JD - William Mitchell College of Law 

Melendrez-Vallard, Melanie 
Biology 
BA, BS - Pacifc Lutheran University 
PhD - Montana State University 

Meyer, Kelly 
English 
BA - University of South Dakota 
MA - Minnesota State University, Mankato 
PhD - Idaho State University 

Migliorino, Laura 
Art 
BFA - School of the Art Institute of Chicago 
MFA - University of Minnesota 

Miller, Kendra 
Psychology 
BA - University of Minnesota, Morris 
MA - St� Mary’s University 

Morgan, Sara 
Nursing (MANE) 
ADN - Anoka-Ramsey Community College 
MSN - Walden University 

Morris, Nora 
Dean of Research and Evaluation 
BA - St� Cloud State University 
MA - Northern Illinois University 
EdD - St� Mary’s University of Minnesota 

Mucha, Michelle 
Counseling 
BA - Clarke College 
MS - University of Wisconsin, Platteville 

N 

Nelson, Jay 
Chief Human Resources Ofcer 
BA - University of Minnesota, Morris 
MA - Concordia University, St� Paul 

Nordin, Tom 
Associate Academic Dean (Interim) 
BS - Bemidji State University 
MS - Walden University 

Nunokawa, Masataka 
Psychology 
BA - Washington State University 
MA - Syracuse University 

O 

O’Brien, Gwendolyn 
Nursing (MANE) 
BSN - College of St� Benedict 
MSN - Gonzaga University 
DNP - American Sentinel University 

Olsen, Kirsten 
Sociology 
BA - University of Minnesota, Morris 
MA - Ohio State University 

Omodt, Mark 
Mathematics 
BA - Macalester College 
MS - Western Washington University 

Omundson, Dale 
Spanish 
AA - Anoka-Ramsey Community College 
BS - Montana State University 
MS - Minnesota State University, Mankato 

Opoku, Michael 
Director of Student Development and Engage-
ment 
BA - Iona College 
MA - Ball State University 
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P 

Pancerella-Willis, Gina 
Librarian 
BA - Franklin and Marshall College 
MS - Drexel University 

Pearson Hennen, Jennifer 
Director of Institutional Efectiveness 
BA - University of North Dakota 
MS - St� Cloud State University 

Pelzel, Ann 
Psychology 
BA - Colby College 
MA - St� Mary’s University 

Perez, Robert 
Director of Auxiliary Services 

Phillips, Dana 
Nursing (MANE) 
MSN - Capella University 
BA - Metropolitan State University 
ADN - Anoka-Ramsey Community College 

Pieper, Patricia 
Chemistry 
BS - Augsburg College 
PhD - University of Minnesota 

Q 

Quaschnick, Jillayn 
Physical Education/Health 
BA - Concordia University 
MS - South Dakota State University 

R 

Restad, Steve 
Business 
BA - University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire 
MBA - University of St� Tomas 

Riehl, Paige 
English 
BS - Moorhead State University 
MA - North Dakota University 

Rogers, Michelle 
Mathematics 
BS - University of Minnesota 
MEd - Georgia State University 

Ruble, Jordan 
Sociology 
BA, MA - California State University 

S 

Saari, William 
Engineering 
BS - University of Illinois, Chicago 
MS - University of Minnesota 

Saporu, Godwin 
Communication Studies 
BA, MA - University of Minnesota 
MA - Minnesota State University, Mankato 
JD - Mitchell Hamline School of Law 

Schiller, Lindsey 
Director of Development, Coon Rapids Foun-
dation 
BA - Bemidji State University 

Schneider, Anita 
Mathematics 

Schneider, Eric (Rick) 
Art 
BA, MFA - University of Wisconsin, Madison 

Schneider, Nicholas 
Physical Terapist Assistant 
DPT - St� Catherine University 
BA - Augustana College 

Schoen, Joseph 
Economics 
BA - University of Wisconsin, Green Bay 
MA - University of Wisconsin, Madison 

Schuster, Matthew 
Political Science 
MA - Arizona State University 
MS - American Public University 

Senn, Geof 
Music 
BM - University of Minnesota, Duluth 
MM - University of Miami 

Shoemake, Nancy 
Business/Accounting 
BS - Louisiana Tech University 
MBA - Aspen University 

Sloan, Elizabeth 
Communication Studies 
BA - Spring Hill College 
MA - University of South Alabama 

Snell, Colleen Tracy 
Nursing (MANE) 
BSN - University of Wisconsin 

MS - DePaul University 

Sonnek, Christina 
Mathematics 
MA - University of Minnesota, Duluth 

Sprague-Williams, Tristan 
Mathematics 
BS - University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire 
MS - University of Iowa 

Stankey, Scott 
Dean of Arts and Letters (Interim) 
BS, MA - Minnesota State University, Mankato 

T 

Tweed, Brittany 
Director of Financial Aid 
BA, MPNA - Metropolitan State University 

V 

Vanselow, Jason 
Music 
DMA - University of Minnesota 
MM - Cleveland Institute of Music 
BFA - University of St� Tomas 

Verkhovtseva, Alexandra (Sasha) 
Mathematics 
MA - North Carolina State University 

W 

Wahlberg, Lori 
Nursing (MANE) 
RN - Anoka-Ramsey Community College 
MSN - Metropolitan State University 

Wahlstrom, Peter 
Philosophy 
BA, MA - University of Minnesota 

Waite-Altringer, Melanie 
Biology 
BS, MA - St� Cloud State University 

Wehling, D. Edward 
Earth Science 
BS - University of Wisconsin 
MS - University of Minnesota 

Willcutt, Jennifer 
Reading 
BA - University of Wisconsin, Madison 
MA - University of Minnesota 

Wolfe, Laurie 
Psychology 
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BA - College of St� Benedict 
MS - Syracuse University 

Wollum, Brian 
Director of Academic Advising and Veterans' 
Services 
BA, MS - Minnesota State University, Mankato 

Wrobel, Scott 
English 
BA - Southwest Minnesota State University 
MFA - Minnesota State University, Mankato 

Y 

Youngblom, Tracy 
English 
BA - St� Mary’s College 
MA - University of St� Tomas 
MFA - Warren Wilson College 

Z 

Ziegler, Jasmin 
English 
BA - Concordia University, St� Paul 
MFA - University of Minnesota 

Zins, Wendy 
Physical Education/Health 
BS - Montana State University 
MPH - University of Wisconsin, La Crosse 
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Appendix 

Anoka-Ramsey offers the courses listed typically during the semester indicated on the campus indicated, however, we reserve the right to deviate from this plan due to low enrollment, lack 
of an instructor, or other such issues. 

SUBJ # COURSE TITLE 

FALL (F) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SPRING (S) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SUMMER (SR) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS ONLINE 

CC CR CC CR CC CR all campuses 

ADCS 1110 Pharmacology for Substance Use Disorder F-CC 

ADCS 1120 Substance Use Disorder Assessment F-CC 

ADCS 1200 Substance Use Disorder Counseling S-CC 

ADCS 1210 Substance Use Disorder Case Management S-CC 

ADCS 2297 Substance Use Disorder Counseling Practicum I F-CC 

ADCS 2298 Substance Use Disorder Counseling Practicum II S-CC 

AENG 2225 Digital Electronics 

AENG 2230 Electromechanical Devices 

AENG 2235 Instrument & Control 

ANTH 1110 Intro to Sustainability F-CR S 

ANTH 2201 Intro to Cultural Anthropology F-CR F S SR 

ANTH 2202 Intro to Physical Anthropology S-CR S SR 

ANTH 2251 Environmental Anthropology F-CR F 

ANTH 2261 Principles of Archaeology S-CR S 

ART 1100 Intro to Art F-CR S-CR F S SR 

ART 1107 Art History I F-CR S-CR F SR 

ART 1108 Art History II S-CR F 

ART 1115 Foundation Design I: 2 Dimensional Design F-CC F-CR 

ART 1116 Design II: Color Theory 

ART 1117 Foundation Design II: 3 Dimensional Design S-CR 

ART 1121 Stained Glass I F-CR S-CR 

ART 1122 Stained Glass II S-CR 

ART 1131 Glass Blowing I F-CR S-CR 

ART 1132 Glass Blowing II F-CR S-CR 

ART 1139 Flameworked Glass 1 

ART 1141 Foundation Drawing I F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR 

ART 1142 Foundation Drawing II F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR 

ART 1143 Intro to Figure Drawing 

ART 1144 Watercolor I 

ART 1145 Watercolor II 

ART 1150 Intro to Graphic Design F-CR 

ART 1151 Graphic Design II 

ART 1155 Intro to Digital Photography F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR 

ART 1161 Intro to Sculpture F-CR S-CR 

ART 1162 Sculpture II F-CR S-CR 

ART 1164 Pinhole Photography SR-CR 

ART 1165 Intro to Black & White Film Photography F-CR S-CR 

ART 1166 Photography II F-CR 

ART 1170 Foundation Digital Imaging I: Photoshop F-CR S-CR 

ART 1171 Digital Imaging II 

ART 1172 New Media Design I 
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Appendix 

Anoka-Ramsey offers the courses listed typically during the semester indicated on the campus indicated, however, we reserve the right to deviate from this plan due to low enrollment, lack 
of an instructor, or other such issues. 

SUBJ # COURSE TITLE 

FALL (F) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SPRING (S) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SUMMER (SR) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS ONLINE 

CC CR CC CR CC CR all campuses 

ART 1173 New Media Design II 

ART 1175 Animation I 

ART 1241 Intro to Painting F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR 

ART 1242 Painting II F-CR S-CC S-CR 

ART 1251 Intro to Ceramics F-CR S-CR 

ART 1252 Ceramics: Intermediate Wheel-Throwing F-CR S-CR 

ART 1271 Glass Fusing I S-CR 

ART 1272 Glass Fusing II S-CR 

ART 1281 Ceramics: Beginning Hand-building F-CR S-CR 

ART 1282 Ceramics: Intermediate Hand-building S-CR 

ART 1290 Intro to Printmaking S-CR 

ART 1291 Intro to Printmaking II S-CR 

ART 2121 Stained Glass III 

ART 2131 Glass Blowing III F-CR 

ART 2132 Glass Blowing IV S-CR 

ART 2133 Glass Sculpture I 

ART 2134 Glass Sculpture II 

ART 2165 Digital Photography II S-CR 

ART 2167 Photography III 

ART 2168 Photography IV 

ART 2200 Portfolio & Professional Practice S-CR 

ART 2253 Ceramics: Kiln-Firing S-CR 

ART 2254 Ceramics: Glaze Formulation 

ART 2255 Wood-Fired Ceramics F-CR 

ASL 1101 Amercian Sign Lang & Culture I F-CC F-CR S-CR 

ASL 1102 Amercian Sign Lang & Culture II S-CC S-CR 

ASL 1103 Deaf Culture 

ASL 1120 Fingerspelling & Numbers 

ASL 2201 Amercian Sign Lang & Culture III F-CR 

ASL 2202 Amercian Sign Lang & Culture IV S-CR 

BIOL 1100 Unifying Concepts in Biology F-CR S-CR 

BIOL 1102 Medical Terminology F-CR S-CR F S SR 

BIOL 1103 Environmental Science Lecture F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CR F S SR 

BIOL 1104 Human Body F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR 

BIOL 1106 Principles of Biology I F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CC SR-CR 

BIOL 1107 Principles of Biology II F-CR S-CR 

BIOL 1108 Biology of Women F-CR S-CR 

BIOL 1110 Field Biology F-CR S-CR SR-CR 

BIOL 1133 Environmental Science Lab F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CR F S SR 

BIOL 1171 Seminar in the Biological Sciences F-CR 

BIOL 2113 Human Anatomy & Physiology I F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CR 

BIOL 2114 Human Anatomy & Physiology II F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CC SR-CR 
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Anoka-Ramsey offers the courses listed typically during the semester indicated on the campus indicated, however, we reserve the right to deviate from this plan due to low enrollment, lack 
of an instructor, or other such issues. 

SUBJ # COURSE TITLE 

FALL (F) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SPRING (S) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SUMMER (SR) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS ONLINE 

CC CR CC CR CC CR all campuses 

BIOL 2201 Microbiology F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CR 

BIOL 2202 Genetics F-CR 

BIOL 2206 Animal Biology S-CR-EVEN 

BIOL 2207 Plant Biology S-CR-ODD 

BIOL 2208 Cell Biology S-CR-EVEN 

BIOL 2209 General Ecology F-CR-ODD 

BIOL 2229 Indep Summer Research 

BIOL 2230 Directed Research in Biology F-CR S-CR SR-CR 

BMED 1100 Intro to BMED Devices F-CR 

BMED 2100 Design & Manuf in Med Device Indus F-CR 

BMED 2200 Med Device Reg & Ethics S-CR 

BMED 2297 Capstone Experience & Seminar 

BMED 2300 Intro to Quality Assurance F-CR 

BMED 2310 Risk Mgmt & Assessmt for Med Devices S-CR 

BMED 2320 Quality Mgmt for Med Devices SR-CR 

BMED 2400 Intro to Clinical Research S-CR 

BMED 2500 Intro to Doc/Config Mgmt F-CR 

BMED 2510 Database Mgmt for the Med Device Indus SR-CR 

BMED 2520 Technical Writing for Regulated Indus S-CR 

BMED 2600 Fundamentals of Dimensional Metrology F-CR 

BUS 1101 Intro to Business F-CC F-CR S-CR F S SR 

BUS 1102 Business Writing Essentials F S SR 

BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace F-CC F-CR S-CR F S SR 

BUS 1104 Written Business Communications F-CR S-CR F S SR 

BUS 1105 Indiv/Corp Income Tax F 

BUS 1108 Business Math F S 

BUS 1112 Computer Concepts & Applications F-CR S-CC S-CR F S SR 

BUS 1115 Internet Essentials S 

BUS 1119 Database Mgmt Using Microsoft Access F 

BUS 1122 Business Ethics & Social Issues S-CR F S 

BUS 1124 PowerPoint & Web Conferencing F 

BUS 1130 Accounting Fundamentals F S SR 

BUS 1134 Computerized Accounting S 

BUS 1135 Payroll Accounting S 

BUS 1143 Decision Making Using Excel F 

BUS 1145 Customer Service F S 

BUS 1149 Professional Selling F 

BUS 1153 Beginning Keyboarding F S 

BUS 1154 Advanced Keyboarding 

BUS 1155 Word Processing Using Word S 

BUS 1159 Word Processing Ess 

BUS 1174 Office Systems F 
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Anoka-Ramsey offers the courses listed typically during the semester indicated on the campus indicated, however, we reserve the right to deviate from this plan due to low enrollment, lack 
of an instructor, or other such issues. 

SUBJ # COURSE TITLE 

FALL (F) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SPRING (S) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SUMMER (SR) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS ONLINE 

CC CR CC CR CC CR all campuses 

BUS 1180 Developing Web Pages S 

BUS 1221 Supervision F S SR 

BUS 2010 Intro to Human Resources F S 

BUS 2015 Benefits & Compensation F 

BUS 2020 Employee Training & Development S 

BUS 2025 Labor Relations F 

BUS 2030 Human Resource Information Systems S 

BUS 2125 Financial Accounting F-CC F-CR S-CR F S SR 

BUS 2126 Managerial Accounting S-CR F S SR 

BUS 2141 Personal Finance F S SR 

BUS 2142 Principles of Marketing S-CR F S SR 

BUS 2143 Social Media Marketing 

BUS 2144 Principles of Advertising F 

BUS 2215 Legal Environment of Business F-CR S-CR F S SR 

BUS 2217 Employment Law for Business S 

BUS 2226 Accounting Internship & Seminar S 

BUS 2227 Mgmt/Marketing Internship & Seminar S 

BUS 2228 Office Technology Internship & Seminar S 

BUS 2233 Intermediate Accounting S 

BUS 2240 Intro to International Business S 

BUS 2242 Principles of Retailing S 

BUS 2244 Principles of Management F S SR 

BUS 2247 E-Commerce 

BUS 2250 Entrepreneurship 

BUS 2265 Admin Ofc Mgmt S 

CAOR 1100 Career Exploration Workshop S-CR F 

CAOR 1102 Career Exploration F-CR S SR 

CHEM 1020 Interpretive Chemistry F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CR F S SR 

CHEM 1050 
Fundamentals of General, Organic & Biological 
Chemistry F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CR 

CHEM 1061 Principles of Chemistry I F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CR 

CHEM 1062 Principles of Chemistry II F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CR 

CHEM 2061 Organic Chemistry I F-CR S-CR SR-CR 

CHEM 2062 Organic Chemistry II F-CR S-CR 

CHEM 2090 Biochemistry S-CR SR-CR 

CHIN 1101 Chinese Lang & Culture I 

CHIN 1102 Chinese Lang & Culture II 

CHIN 1111 Intro to Chinese Culture 

CHIN 2200 Field Study Abroad 

CHIN 2201 Interm Chin Lang & Cult. I 

CHIN 2202 Interm Chin Lang & Cult. II 

CMST 1100 Intro to Mass Communication F-CR S-CR F S 
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Appendix 

Anoka-Ramsey offers the courses listed typically during the semester indicated on the campus indicated, however, we reserve the right to deviate from this plan due to low enrollment, lack 
of an instructor, or other such issues. 

SUBJ # COURSE TITLE 

FALL (F) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SPRING (S) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SUMMER (SR) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS ONLINE 

CC CR CC CR CC CR all campuses 

CMST 1110 Intro to Communication F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CC SR-CR SR 

CMST 2210 Intercultural Communication F-CR S-CR F S SR 

CMST 2215 Public Speaking F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CR 

CMST 2220 Interpersonal Communication F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CR F S SR 

CMST 2251 Small Group Communication S-CC S-CR 

CNET 1000 IT Exploration F-CR S-CR F S 

CNET 1100 Intro to Information Technology F-CC F-CR 

CNET 1105 Intro to Cybersecurity F S 

CNET 1212 Client Operating Systems F-CC F-CR 

CNET 1213 Server Operating Systems S-CC S-CR 

CNET 2101 Intro to Networks S-CC S-CR 

CNET 2110 Principles of IT Security F S 

CNET 2114 Fund of Linux/UNIX F S 

CNET 2125 System Virtualization F S 

CNET 2200 Network Forensics S-CR S 

CNET 2205 Fund of Wireless LANS S-CR 

CNET 2215 Managing Ntwk Sec S-CR 

CNET 2230 Ethical Hacking S-CR 

CNET 2297 Field Experience & Seminar 

CNET 2301 Routing & Switching Essentials S-CC S-CR 

CNET 2303 Scaling Networks F-CC F-CR 

CNET 2304 Connecting Networks F-CC F-CR 

CNET 2320 Unified Communications/VoIP S-CR 

CNET 2401 Cisco Cert Netwk Assoc 

CNET 2490 Industry Certification SR 

CSCI 1101 Intro to CSCI & Problem Solving F-CR SR-CR 

CSCI 1106 Fund of Comp Sci I F-CR S-CR 

CSCI 1107 Fund of Comp Sci II S-CR 

CSCI 1115 Visual Basic Prog SR-CR 

CSCI 1125 Object-Oriented Prog Java S-CR SR 

CSCI 1155 Funct Lang Prog 

CSCI 2021 Machine Architecture & Organization 

CSCI 2100 Discrete Mathematics S-CR 

CSCI 2253 Assembly Language Prog F-CR 

ECON 1100 Intro to the American Economy F-CR S-CR F S 

ECON 2205 Principles of Macroeconomics F-CR S-CR F S SR 

ECON 2206 Principles of Microeconomics F-CR S-CR F S SR 

EDUC 2001 Foundations of Education F-CC F-CR 

EDUC 2031 Intro to Special Education S-CC S-CR 

EDUC 2050 Human Relations & Multicultural Education 

EDUC 2060 Educational Technology 

EDUC 2215 Child & Adolescent Development S-CR F SR 
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Anoka-Ramsey offers the courses listed typically during the semester indicated on the campus indicated, however, we reserve the right to deviate from this plan due to low enrollment, lack 
of an instructor, or other such issues. 

SUBJ # COURSE TITLE 

FALL (F) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SPRING (S) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SUMMER (SR) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS ONLINE 

CC CR CC CR CC CR all campuses 

ELL 0790 Preparing for Coll Writing F-CR S-CR 

ELL 0810 Preparing for Coll Reading F-CR S-CR 

ELL 0850 Elements of Coll Writing F-CR S-CR 

ELL 0870 Elements of Coll Reading F-CR S-CR 

ENGL 0890 Preparing for Coll Writing F-CR S-CR 

ENGL 0950 Elements of Coll Writing 

ENGL 0990 Cross-Current Composition F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CR 

ENGL 1102 College Vocabulary F S 

ENGL 1104 Technical Writing F 

ENGL 1106 College Textbook Reading F S 

ENGL 1120 Cross-Current College Writing & Critical Reading F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CR 

ENGL 1121 College Writing & Critical Reading F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CR F S SR 

ENGL 1130 APA Documentation F-CR S-CR F S 

ENGL 2202 Intro to Literary Studies F-CC-EVEN F-CR S-CR-ODD F-ODD S SR 

ENGL 2203 The Novel F-CC-ODD F-CR-ODD F-EVEN S SR 

ENGL 2204 Short Stories F-CR-EVEN S-CR F S SR 

ENGL 2207 Drama S-CC-ODD S-EVEN 

ENGL 2208 Poetry F-CR F S SR 

ENGL 2209 Children's Literature S-CR F S SR 

ENGL 2210 Global Literature S-CC-EVEN S-CR F S-ODD 

ENGL 2220 British Lit to 1800 F-CR-ODD F-EVEN 

ENGL 2225 British Lit Since 1800 S-CR-EVEN S-ODD 

ENGL 2230 Amercian Lit to 1865 F-CR-EVEN F-ODD 

ENGL 2235 Amercian Lit Since 1865 S-CR-ODD S-EVEN 

ENGL 2241 Intro to Creative Writing F-CC F-CR S-CR F S SR 

ENGL 2251 Creative Writing for Stage & Screen F-CR-ODD F-EVEN 

ENGL 2261 Creative Nonfiction Writing F-CR S 

ENGL 2262 Poetry Writing F-CR S 

ENGL 2263 Fiction Writing S-CR F 

ENGL 2271 Creative Writing for Children & Young Adults F-CR-ODD S-ODD 

ENGL 2281 A Writer's Life: Paths to Publication S-CR F 

ENGL 2291 Manuscript Dev F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR 

ENGR 1100 Intro to Engineering F-CR S-CR 

ENGR 1111 Engineering Graphics F-CR S-CR 

ENGR 1200 Engineering Design F-CR S-CR 

ENGR 1201 Directed Research in Engineering S-CR 

ENGR 2218 Digital Logic F-CR 

ENGR 2219 Linear Circuits I S-CR 

ENGR 2220 Linear Circuits II 

ENGR 2221 Digital Fundamentals F-CR 

ENGR 2240 Thermodynamics F-CR 
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Appendix 

Anoka-Ramsey offers the courses listed typically during the semester indicated on the campus indicated, however, we reserve the right to deviate from this plan due to low enrollment, lack 
of an instructor, or other such issues. 

SUBJ # COURSE TITLE 

FALL (F) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SPRING (S) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SUMMER (SR) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS ONLINE 

CC CR CC CR CC CR all campuses 

ENGR 2241 Statics F-CR 

ENGR 2242 Dynamics S-CR 

ENGR 2243 Mechanics of Materials S-CR 

FREN 1101 French Lang & Cult. I F-CR 

FREN 1102 French Lang & Cult. II 

FREN 1111 Intro to French Culture F-CR 

FREN 2200 Field Study Abroad 

FREN 2201 Interm Fren Lang & Cult. I 

FREN 2202 Interm Fren Lang & Cult. II 

GEOG 1101 Geography of the US F-CC F-CR S-CR 

GEOG 1102 Intro to Hum Geography S-CR 

GEOG 1103 Physical Geography F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CR 

GEOG 1106 World Reg Geography F-CR S-CC 

GEOG 1108 Minnesota Geography F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR 

GEOG 1110 Intro to Sustainability F-CR S 

GERM 1101 German Lang & Cult. I 

GERM 1102 German Lang & Cult. II 

GERM 1111 German Culture 

GERM 2200 Field Study Abroad 

GERM 2201 Interm Germ Lang & Cult. I 

GERM 2202 Interm Germ Lang & Cult. II 

GSA 1100 College 100: Pathways to Success 

HCCC 1000 Intro to Healthcare Careers 

HCCC 1600 Spanish for Healthcare Professionals 

HIST 1101 Minnesota History F-CR S SR 

HIST 1103 Contemporary World History F-CR S-CR S 

HIST 1110 World War II F-CR S-CC S-CR 

HIST 1111 Modern World Civilizations I S-CR F 

HIST 1121 Modern World Civilizations II F-CC F-CR S 

HIST 1141 Ancient & Med World History F-CR S-CR 

HIST 1160 History of Africa 

HIST 2211 U.S. History I S-CC S-CR F S SR 

HIST 2221 U.S. History II F-CC F-CR S-CR SR 

HIST 2240 America in the Vietnam Era S 

HIST 2242 History of Women in Modern America F-CR 

HIST 2262 History of Britain in the Middle Ages 

HIST 2280 History of Immigration & Ethnicity in US 

HIST 2282 Warfare in the Ancient & Med World F-CR 

HPER 1102 Drugs, Alcohol & Tobacco F-CC F-CR S-CR F S SR 

HPER 1103 First Aid & CPR F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR 

HPER 1106 CPR Re-Certification F-CR S-CR 

HPER 1108 Consumer Health F S 
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Appendix 

Anoka-Ramsey offers the courses listed typically during the semester indicated on the campus indicated, however, we reserve the right to deviate from this plan due to low enrollment, lack 
of an instructor, or other such issues. 

SUBJ # COURSE TITLE 

FALL (F) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SPRING (S) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SUMMER (SR) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS ONLINE 

CC CR CC CR CC CR all campuses 

HPER 1109 Intro to Public Health F S 

HPER 1110 Personal & Community Health F-CR F S 

HPER 1112 Nutrition F-CR S-CC S-CR F S 

HPER 1115 Stress Management F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CC SR-CR F S SR 

HPER 1117 Intro to Meditation & Mindfulness S-CC 

HPER 1120 Wellness for Life F-CC F-CR S-CR F S 

HPER 1123 Outdoor Activities F-CC 

HPER 1134 Snowboarding 

HPER 1144 Camping SR-CC 

HPER 1145 Yoga F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR 

HPER 1152 Aerobic Fitness F-CR S-CR 

HPER 1153 Zumba 

HPER 1157 Tennis 

HPER 1159 Bowling F-CR S-CR 

HPER 1160 Weight Trng & Cond F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR 

HPER 1164 Racquet Sports 

HPER 1165 Fitness Walking F-CC F-CR S-CR SR-CR F S SR 

HPER 1166 Jogging/Running F-CR S-CR F S 

HPER 1169 Pickleball 

HPER 1170 Interm Weight Trng & Cond F-CR S-CR 

HPER 1171 Bicycling F-CR F 

HPER 1175 Volleyball 

HPER 1200 Anatomy of Movement F-CR S-CR 

HPER 1205 Intro to Exercise Science F-CR S-CR 

HPER 2205 Prev & Care of Ath Injuries F-CC F-CR S-CR 

HPER 2206 Exercise Physiology F-CR S-CR 

HPER 2207 Fitness Tstg & Ex Prescr S-CR 

HPER 2208 Concepts in Personal Training S-CR 

HPER 2210 Intercollegiate Baseball S-CR 

HPER 2211 Intercollegiate Basketball F-CR S-CR 

HPER 2215 Intercollegiate Soccer F-CR 

HPER 2217 Intercollegiate Softball S-CC 

HPER 2219 Intercollegiate Volleyball F-CR 

HPER 2230 Inro to Sport Management S-CR 

HPER 2240 Coaching & Officiating Theory S-CR 

HPER 2296 Field Exp & Seminar for Fitness Specialist F-CR S-CR 

HPER 2297 Field Exp & Seminar in Athletic Coaching F-CR S-CR 

HSER 1100 Nursing Assistant Registered (NAR)/HHA 

HUM 1103 Introduction to Film Studies F S 

HUM 1104 Developing A Philosophy of Life 

HUM 1111 Span & Lat Amer Cult: Pre-Columbian Civ 

HUM 1112 Span & Lat Amer Cult: Conquest to present F-CR 
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Appendix 

Anoka-Ramsey offers the courses listed typically during the semester indicated on the campus indicated, however, we reserve the right to deviate from this plan due to low enrollment, lack 
of an instructor, or other such issues. 

SUBJ # COURSE TITLE 

FALL (F) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SPRING (S) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SUMMER (SR) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS ONLINE 

CC CR CC CR CC CR all campuses 

HUM 1141 Humanities Age of Enlightenment F 

HUM 1151 Humanities Era of Romanticism & Realism S-CR 

HUM 1161 Humanities Modern to Postmodern World F S 

HUM 1171 Seminar in Humanities 

HUM 1200 Introduction to Global Studies F-CR S-CR SR 

HUM 1211 Intro to German Culture 

HUM 1311 Intro to French Culture F-CR 

HUM 1411 Intro to Chinese Culture 

HUM 1511 Intro to Islam & Culture F-CR S-CR 

HUM 1611 Arab History & Cultures F-CR 

HUM 2200 Field Study Abroad 

HUM 2231 Intro to Africa S-CR 

HUM 2232 Women in Western Civilization F S 

HUM 2233 Women in American Culture F 

HUM 2234 Women in a Global Perspective F-CR S 

HUM 2241 Heritage Western World: Greek World F 

HUM 2251 Heritage Western World: Rome & Christianity 

HUM 2261 Heritage Western World: Medieval World 

HUM 2271 
Heritage Western World: Renaissance & 
Reformation F S 

ICBE 1101 Individualized Educational Planning 

IHH 1100 Intro to Holistic Healing F S 

IHH 1102 Energy Healing F 

IHH 1103 Movement & Body Manipulation Therapies F 

IHH 1105 Intro to Massage/Reflexology 

IHH 1110 Aromatherapy S-ODD 

IHH 1200 Holistic Hosp & Pall Care 

IHH 1205 Cross Cult Iss Rel to Dying 

IHH 1300 Aging Transform 

IHH 1305 Integr of Holistic Ther 

IHH 2100 Holistic Healing Systems F 

IHH 2101 Mind/Body Connections S 

IHH 2102 Food as Medicine/Biologically Based Therapies F S 

IHH 2103 Spirituality & Healing S 

IHH 2104 Health & Wellness Coaching Skills F 

IHH 2105 
Basics in Business & Ethics for the Holistic 
Practitioner F 

IHH 2106 Intro to Qigong F-CR-EVEN 

IHH 2107 Healing Touch S-CR-EVEN 

IHH 2110 Optimal Healing Environment 

IHH 2280 Holistic Hosp & Pall Care 

IHH 2285 Holistic Ger Care 

IHH 2297 Internship S-CR 
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Appendix 

Anoka-Ramsey offers the courses listed typically during the semester indicated on the campus indicated, however, we reserve the right to deviate from this plan due to low enrollment, lack 
of an instructor, or other such issues. 

SUBJ # COURSE TITLE 

FALL (F) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SPRING (S) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SUMMER (SR) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS ONLINE 

CC CR CC CR CC CR all campuses 

INTS 1000 First-Year Experience F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR F S 

INTS 1100 On Course 

INTS 1200 Intro to Diversity Studies 

MASG 1001 Intro to Massage F-CR 

MASG 1020 
Functional Anatomy & Kinesiology for Clinical 
Massage S-CR 

MASG 1021 Clinical Massage Techniques I S-CR 

MASG 1022 Pathology for Clinical Massage S-CR 

MASG 1023 Clinical Massage for Special Populations S-CR 

MASG 2102 Food as Medicine/Biologically Based Therapies F S 

MASG 2105 
Basics in Business & Ethics for the Holistic 
Practitioner F 

MASG 2108 Clinical Massage Techniques II F-CR 

MASG 2297 Clinical Massage Practicum & Internship F-CR 

MATH 0100 Pre Algebra F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CR 

MATH 0230 
Mathematical Foundations with Elementary 
Algebra F-CR S-CR 

MATH 0240 Math Concepts w/Elementary Alg F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CC SR-CR F S 

MATH 0250 Intermediate Algebra F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR F S 

MATH 1100 Mathematics for Liberal Arts F-CC F-CR S-CR F S SR 

MATH 1114 Intro to Statistics F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CC SR-CR F S SR 

MATH 1121 Mathematics for Educational Arts F-CR S-CC 

MATH 1200 College Algebra F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CC SR-CR F S SR 

MATH 1201 Coll Algebra II & Trig F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CR 

MATH 1210 Pre Calculus F-CR S-CR 

MATH 1310 Survey of Calculus 

MATH 1400 Calculus I F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CR 

MATH 1401 Calculus II F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CR 

MATH 2100 Discrete Mathematics S-CR 

MATH 2200 Linear Algebra F-CR 

MATH 2201 Intro Linear Algebra F-CR 

MATH 2210 Differential Equations S-CR 

MATH 2220 Multiv Calc & Vec Analy F-CR S-CR 

MATH 2230 Probability & Stats 

MCOM 1100 Intro to Mass Communication F-CR S-CR F S 

MCOM 1109 Practical Exper Jour F-CR S-CR 

MCOM 1151 Principles of Public Relations F 

MCOM 2121 Media Writing S 

MCOM 2131 Reporting, Writing, Editing Online Pubs 

MCOM 2141 Photojournalism 

MCOM 2151 Multimedia Prod 

MUSC 1100 Music Appreciation F S 

MUSC 1101 Intro to World Music F-CR S-CR F S 

MUSC 1102 Class Guitar F-CR S-CR 
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Appendix 

Anoka-Ramsey offers the courses listed typically during the semester indicated on the campus indicated, however, we reserve the right to deviate from this plan due to low enrollment, lack 
of an instructor, or other such issues. 

SUBJ # COURSE TITLE 

FALL (F) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SPRING (S) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SUMMER (SR) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS ONLINE 

CC CR CC CR CC CR all campuses 

MUSC 1103 Class Piano F-CC F-CR S-CR 

MUSC 1104 Fundamentals of Music F-CR S 

MUSC 1105 Applied Lesson F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CC SR-CR 

MUSC 1106 Concert Band F-CR S-CR 

MUSC 1107 String Orchestra F-CR S-CR 

MUSC 1108 Concert Choir F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR 

MUSC 1109 Singing 101 

MUSC 1110 Rock & Roll History F-CR S-CC S-CR SR 

MUSC 1111 Jazz History F S 

MUSC 1112 Intro to Songwriting S-CR 

MUSC 1113 Music Technology S-CR 

MUSC 1116 Music Theory I F-CR 

MUSC 1117 Aural Comprehension I F-CR 

MUSC 1120 Intro to Music Business F-CR 

MUSC 1121 Keyboard Skills for Majors I F-CR 

MUSC 1122 Keyboard Skills for Majors II S-CR 

MUSC 1126 Music Theory II S-CR 

MUSC 1127 Aural Comprehension II S-CR 

MUSC 1132 Music in Film, Television & Gaming F-CR S 

MUSC 1145 World Drumming Ensemble F-CR S-CR 

MUSC 1146 Jazz Ensemble F-CR S-CR 

MUSC 1147 Musical Theater Ensemble S-CR 

MUSC 1148 Chamber Singers F-CR S-CR 

MUSC 1149 Guitar Ensemble F-CR S-CR 

MUSC 1188 Women's Chorale F-CR S-CR 

MUSC 2105 Applied Lesson F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR 

MUSC 2115 Intro to Music Education S-CR-ODD 

MUSC 2120 Music Industry: Mgmt, Admin & Promo 

MUSC 2135 Music Therapy, Techniques & Materials S-CR-EVEN 

MUSC 2145 Chamber Ensembles F-CR S-CR 

MUSC 2150 AFA Applied Lesson F-CR S-CR 

MUSC 2151 AFA Performance Hour F-CR S-CR 

MUSC 2175 AFA Recital Applied Lesson F-CR S-CR 

MUSC 2201 Music History & Literature I F-CR 

MUSC 2202 Music History & Literature II S-CR 

MUSC 2216 Advanced Music Theory I F-CR 

MUSC 2217 Advanced Aural Comprehension I F-CR 

MUSC 2226 Advanced Music Theory II S-CR 

MUSC 2227 Advanced Aural Comprehension II S-CR 

NATS 1001 Astronomy F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR F S SR 

NATS 1003 Geology F-CR S-CR SR-CC 

NATS 1005 Meteorology F-CR S-CR 
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Appendix 

Anoka-Ramsey offers the courses listed typically during the semester indicated on the campus indicated, however, we reserve the right to deviate from this plan due to low enrollment, lack 
of an instructor, or other such issues. 

SUBJ # COURSE TITLE 

FALL (F) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SPRING (S) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SUMMER (SR) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS ONLINE 

CC CR CC CR CC CR all campuses 

NATS 1051 Energy Issues & Solutions F-CR S-CR 

NATS 1171 Seminar in the Biological Sciences F-CR 

NURS 1600 Spanish for Healthcare Professionals 

NURS 2700 Health Promotion & Role of the Prof Nurse F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR 

NURS 2720 Transition to Role of the Prof Nurse F-CR 

NURS 2750 Nutrition & Role of the Prof Nurse F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR 

NURS 2800 Chronic & Pallative Care F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR 

NURS 2820 Pharm & Role of the Prof Nurse F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR 

NURS 2850 Applied Pathophysiology for Nursing I F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR 

NURS 2900 Acute & Complex Care F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR 

NURS 2920 Applied Pathophysiology for Nursing II F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR 

NURS 2950 Nursing Leadership I F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR 

PHAR 1100 Pharmaceuticals (with lab) F-CC 

PHAR 2100 Pharmacy Communications (w/lab) F-CC 

PHAR 2110 Pharmacy Meds Lab S-CC 

PHAR 2120 Drug Use & React (w/lab) S-CC 

PHAR 2130 Pharm Admin & Med Bill Lab F 

PHAR 2297 Pharmacy Technician Intern S-CC 

PHIL 1101 Intro to Philosophy F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR F S SR 

PHIL 1105 Intro to Logic & Critical Reasoning F-CC F-CR S-CR F S SR 

PHIL 1110 Intro to Ethics F-CC F-CR S-CR F S SR 

PHIL 1115 Comparative World Religions F-CR S-CR F S SR 

PHIL 1120 Environmental Ethics S-CC S-CR F S SR 

PHIL 1180 Intro to Social & Political Philosophy S-CR 

PHIL 1200 Medical Ethics F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR F S SR 

PHYS 1007 Elementary Physics F-CC F-CR S-CR 

PHYS 1317 General Physics I F-CR 

PHYS 1318 General Physics II S-CR 

PHYS 1327 College Physics I F-CC-ALT F-CR S-CR 

PHYS 1328 College Physics II S-CR SR-CR 

POLS 1111 American Politics & Govt F-CC F-CR S-CR F S 

POLS 1121 State & Local Politics & Govt S-CR 

POLS 1131 World Politics F-CR S-CR 

POLS 1141 Environmental Politics F S 

POLS 2202 Public Issues F-CR F S 

POLS 2220 International Law & Human Rights 

POLS 2225 Constitutional Law F S 

POLS 2245 Political Ideas & Ideologies F-CR S-CR 

POLS 2265 Political Sci Practicum 

PSYC 1108 Death & Dying S-CR 

PSYC 1110 General Psychology F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CC SR-CR F S SR 

PSYC 1115 Stress Management F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR SR-CC SR-CR F S SR 
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Appendix 

Anoka-Ramsey offers the courses listed typically during the semester indicated on the campus indicated, however, we reserve the right to deviate from this plan due to low enrollment, lack 
of an instructor, or other such issues. 

SUBJ # COURSE TITLE 

FALL (F) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SPRING (S) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SUMMER (SR) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS ONLINE 

CC CR CC CR CC CR all campuses 

PSYC 1117 Intro to Meditation & Mindfulness S-CC 

PSYC 1130 Parenting Psychology 

PSYC 1135 Understanding Autism Spectrum Disorders 

PSYC 1145 Positive Psychology 

PSYC 2110 Intro to Research Methods 

PSYC 2120 Psychology of Women 

PSYC 2215 Child & Adolescent Development S-CR F SR 

PSYC 2235 Lifespan Development F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR F S SR 

PSYC 2250 Abnormal Psychology F-CC F-CR S-CR F S SR 

PSYC 2257 Psychology & the Media 

PSYC 2260 Social Psychology F-CR S-CC S-CR S SR 

PSYC 2265 Educational Psychology F-CR S-CC 

PSYC 2270 Theories of Personality S-CR 

PSYC 2280 Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences 

PSYC 2360 Industrial-Organizational Psychology 

PTAC 1010 Clinical Practice I SR-CR 

PTAC 1020 Muscu Anat & Kin PTA F-CR 

PTAC 1030 Intro to PTA (Theory) F-CR 

PTAC 1040 Intro to PTA-LAB F-CR 

PTAC 1050 Modalities & Massage (Theory) S-CR 

PTAC 1060 Modalities & Massage-LAB S-CR 

PTAC 1070 Therapeutic Exercise Theory S-CR 

PTAC 1080 Therapeutic Exercise-LAB S-CR 

PTAC 1100 Comm & Doc for the PTA I F-CR 

PTAC 1110 Comm & Doc for the PTA II S-CR 

PTAC 2000 Musculoskeletal Disorders F-CR 

PTAC 2010 Neuro & Funct Rehab Theory F-CR 

PTAC 2015 Neuro & Functl Rehab-LAB F-CR 

PTAC 2040 Special Topics I S-CR 

PTAC 2050 Special Topics II S-CR 

PTAC 2060 Clinical Practice II S-CR 

PTAC 2110 Physical Therapy Research I F-CR 

PTAC 2120 Physical Therapy Research II S-CR 

PTAC 2130 PTA Clinic 

PTAC 2170 Physical Therapy Seminars S-CR 

READ 0910 Preparing for College Reading F-CR S-CR 

READ 0990 Elements of College Reading F-CR S-CR 

READ 1102 College Vocabulary F S 

READ 1106 College Textbook Reading F S 

READ 1108 College Reading III 

SOC 1102 Relationships, Marriage & Family F-CR S-CR F S SR 

SOC 1104 Hum Sexuality in Society S-CR F 
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Anoka-Ramsey offers the courses listed typically during the semester indicated on the campus indicated, however, we reserve the right to deviate from this plan due to low enrollment, lack 
of an instructor, or other such issues. 

SUBJ # COURSE TITLE 

FALL (F) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SPRING (S) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS 

SUMMER (SR) 
CC=CAMB 

CR=COON RAPIDS ONLINE 

CC CR CC CR CC CR all campuses 

SOC 1108 Death & Dying S-CR 

SOC 1111 General Sociology F-CC F-CR S-CC S-CR F S SR 

SOC 1145 Gender in Society F-CR S 

SOC 1200 Intro to Diversity Studies 

SOC 2100 Sociology of Food 

SOC 2207 Sociology of Power S-CR F 

SOC 2221 Social Problems S-CR 

SOC 2260 Social Psychology F-CR S-CC S-CR S SR 

SOC 2261 Intro to Crime & Criminology F-CR S-CR F 

SOC 2262 Juvenile Delinquency & Justice 

SOCS 1172 Honors Seminar on Ldrship 

SPAN 1101 Beg. Spanish Language & Cult. I F-CC F-CR S-CR 

SPAN 1102 Beg. Spanish Language & Cult. II F-CR S-CR 

SPAN 1111 Span & Lat Amer Cult: Pre-Columbian Civ 

SPAN 1112 Span & Lat Amer Cult: Conquest to present F-CR 

SPAN 1600 Spanish for Healthcare Professionals 

SPAN 2200 Field Study Abroad 

SPAN 2201 Interm Span Lang & Cult. I F-CR 

SPAN 2202 Interm Span Lang & Cult. II S-CR 

STSK 1102 How to Study F-CR S-CR F S SR 

THTR 1101 Intro to Theatre F-CR S-CR S 

THTR 1109 Practical Experience in Theatre F-CR S-CR 

THTR 1111 Acting for All F-CR S-CR 

THTR 1120 History of Comedy S-CR 

THTR 2165 Stage Management F-CR 

THTR 2205 Acting Movement F-CR-EVEN 

THTR 2206 Acting Vocal S-CR-EVEN 

THTR 2210 Stage Make-up F-CR S-CR 

THTR 2211 Stagecraft F-CR S-CR 

THTR 2220 Play Directing S-CR 

THTR 2230 Survey of Drama F-CR-ODD 

THTR 2270 Auditioning S-CR-ODD 

WGST 1108 Biology of Women F-CR S-CR 

WGST 1145 Gender in Society F-CR S 

WGST 2120 Psychology of Women 

WGST 2233 Women in American Culture F 

WGST 2234 Women in a Global Perspective F-CR S 

WGST 2242 History of Women in Modern America F-CR 
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Alternative/Flexible Credit Options����������������������������������� 15 
American Sign Language Courses������������������������������������ 126 
Anthropology Courses����������������������������������������������������� 127 
Appendix������������������������������������������������������������������������� 183 
Applied Engineering Courses ������������������������������������������ 127 
Applied Engineering Tech: BMED AS Degree������������������� 72 
Art Courses ��������������������������������������������������������������������� 128 
Art Transfer Pathway AFA Degree ������������������������������������� 60 
Articulated Credit Program ����������������������������������������������� 12 
Associate of Arts in Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree����� 41 
Athletic Coaching Certifcate ������������������������������������������ 106 

B 
Biology Courses �������������������������������������������������������������� 132 
Biology Transfer Pathway AS Degree ��������������������������������� 73 
Biomedical Core Certifcate��������������������������������������������� 107 
Biomedical Technology AS Degree ������������������������������������ 75 
Biomedical Technology Certifcate ���������������������������������� 108 
Biomedical Technology Courses �������������������������������������� 134 
Business Communication Certifcate������������������������������� 109 
Business Computer Applications Certifcate �������������������� 110 
Business Courses ������������������������������������������������������������� 135 
Business Generalist Certifcate����������������������������������������� 111 
Business, Industry & Technology AS Degree ��������������������� 77 
Business: Management/Marketing Emphasis AAS Degree � 55 
Business: Ofce Technology Emphasis AAS Degree����������� 56 
Business Transfer Pathway AS Degree�������������������������������� 79 

C 
Campus Store�������������������������������������������������������������������� 21 
Career Orientation Courses��������������������������������������������� 138 
Chemistry Courses ���������������������������������������������������������� 138 
Chemistry Transfer Pathway AS Degree����������������������������� 81 
Chinese Courses�������������������������������������������������������������� 139 
Clinical Research Professional Certifcate ������������������������ 112 
Clubs & Organizations ����������������������������������������������������� 24 
College Information & Numbers ���������������������������������������� 3 
College-Level Examination Program (CLEP) �������������������� 14 
Communication Studies Courses ������������������������������������ 140 
Communication Studies Transfer Pathway AA Degree������� 42 
Community Health AS Degree ����������������������������������������� 83 
Computer Applications Courses�������������������������������������� 140 
Computer Networking AS Degree������������������������������������� 84 
Computer Networking Courses��������������������������������������� 140 
Computer Network Security Certifcate �������������������������� 113 
Computer Programming Certifcate �������������������������������� 114 
Computer Science Courses���������������������������������������������� 142 
Computer Science Transfer Pathway AS Degree ���������������� 85 
Costs & Financial Aid ������������������������������������������������������� 17 
Counseling������������������������������������������������������������������������ 21 
Course Descriptions �������������������������������������������������������� 126 
Creative Writing AFA Degree�������������������������������������������� 62 
Creative Writing Certifcate��������������������������������������������� 115 
Cybersecurity AS Degree ��������������������������������������������������� 87 

D 
DANTES�������������������������������������������������������������������������� 15 
Defense Activity for Non-Traditional Education Support �� 15 
Degrees, Certifcates & Diplomas�������������������������������������� 27 
Dropping Classes �������������������������������������������������������������� 11 

Economics Courses ��������������������������������������������������������� 143 
Education Courses ���������������������������������������������������������� 143 
Elementary Education Foundations Transfer Pathway AS�� 88 
Engineering AS Degree ����������������������������������������������������� 90 
Engineering Courses�������������������������������������������������������� 143 
English Courses��������������������������������������������������������������� 144 
English Language Learner ������������������������������������������������� 22 
English Language Learner Courses ���������������������������������� 147 
English Transfer Pathway AA Degree��������������������������������� 43 
Environmental Science AS Degree������������������������������������� 91 
Evaluation of Transfer Credits ������������������������������������������� 11 
Exercise Science Transfer Pathway AS Degree �������������������� 92 

F 
Financial Aid��������������������������������������������������������������������� 17 
Fitness Specialist Certifcate��������������������������������������������� 116 
Foreign Language Enrollment Guidelines������������������������ 147 
Foundation Scholarships ��������������������������������������������������� 20 
French Courses���������������������������������������������������������������� 148 
Full-Time Faculty������������������������������������������������������������ 177 

G 
General Studies Courses �������������������������������������������������� 148 
Geography Courses ��������������������������������������������������������� 148 
German Courses�������������������������������������������������������������� 149 
Global Studies Certifcate������������������������������������������������ 117 
Grading����������������������������������������������������������������������������� 13 
Graduation Information���������������������������������������������������� 16 

H 
Harassment Policy��������������������������������������������������������������� 6 
Health, Physical Education, Recreation Courses�������������� 150 
Health Sciences (Broad Field) AS Degree �������������������������� 94 
High School Admission������������������������������������������������������� 9 
History Courses �������������������������������������������������������������� 152 
Human Resources Associate AS Degree ����������������������������� 95 
Human Resources Courses ���������������������������������������������� 154 
Human Services Courses ������������������������������������������������� 154 
Humanities Courses �������������������������������������������������������� 154 

I 
Immunization ��������������������������������������������������������������������� 9 
Independent Study������������������������������������������������������������ 15 
Individualized Educational Planning Course ������������������� 155 
Integrative Health & Healing AS Degree��������������������������� 96 
Integrative Health & Healing Certifcate������������������������� 118 
Integrative Health & Healing Courses����������������������������� 155 
Interdisciplinary Studies Courses������������������������������������� 157 
International Baccalaureate������������������������������������������������ 14 
International Student Admission ����������������������������������������� 8 
Internships ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 15 
Intramural Sports �������������������������������������������������������������� 24 
IT Support Specialist Certifcate�������������������������������������� 119 

J 
Job Readiness Services ������������������������������������������������������� 22 

M 
Management Courses ������������������������������������������������������ 157 
Marketing Courses ���������������������������������������������������������� 158 
Mass Communication Transfer Pathway AA Degree���������� 45 
Mass Communications Courses �������������������������������������� 158 
Mathematics Courses ������������������������������������������������������ 158 
Men’s Sports ���������������������������������������������������������������������� 24 
Minnesota Resident Admission ������������������������������������������� 8 
Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)�������������������������� 34 
Mission & Philosophy Statement ���������������������������������������� 5 
Multicultural Student Services������������������������������������������� 24 
Music AFA Degree ������������������������������������������������������������ 64 
Music Courses����������������������������������������������������������������� 160 

N 
Natural Science Courses �������������������������������������������������� 163 
Network Support & Administration Certifcate��������������� 120 
New Student Orientation�������������������������������������������������� 22 
Non-Resident Admission����������������������������������������������������� 8 
Nursing Courses�������������������������������������������������������������� 164 
Nursing MANE AS Degree ����������������������������������������������� 98 

O 
Ofce Technology Courses ���������������������������������������������� 165 

Paying Tuition and Fees����������������������������������������������������� 17 
Petition Procedures������������������������������������������������������������ 15 
Pharmacy Technician AS Degree ������������������������������������� 100 
Pharmacy Technician Certifcate ������������������������������������� 121 
Pharmacy Technician Courses ����������������������������������������� 165 
Philosophy Courses ��������������������������������������������������������� 165 
Physical Education Courses��������������������������������������������� 166 
Physical Terapist Assistant AAS Degree ��������������������������� 57 
Physical Terapist Assistant Courses�������������������������������� 166 
Physics Courses ��������������������������������������������������������������� 168 
Placement for Success���������������������������������������������������������� 9 
Political Science Courses ������������������������������������������������� 169 
Political Science Transfer Pathway AA Degree�������������������� 47 
Professional & Workforce Training (PWT) ����������������������� 26 
Programs of Study ������������������������������������������������������������� 40 
PSEO (Post-Secondary Enrollment Option) Admission ������ 9 
Psychology Courses ��������������������������������������������������������� 169 
Psychology Transfer Pathway AA Degree ��������������������������� 48 

R 
Reading Courses�������������������������������������������������������������� 171 
Reciprocity Agreements������������������������������������������������������� 8 
Records & Registration Ofce������������������������������������������� 11 
Recreational Sports������������������������������������������������������������ 24 
Refund Information ���������������������������������������������������������� 18 
Repeating Courses������������������������������������������������������������� 13 
Residency Requirement ����������������������������������������������������� 16 
Retail Management Certifcate ���������������������������������������� 122 
Return of Title IV Funds Policy����������������������������������������� 19 
ROTC, Air Force �������������������������������������������������������������� 21 

S 
Sales Management AS Degree ����������������������������������������� 101 
Satisfactory Academic Progress ������������������������������������������ 14 
Saturday College ��������������������������������������������������������������� 15 
Scholarship Opportunities������������������������������������������������� 20 
Senior Citizen Admission ���������������������������������������������������� 9 
Service-Learning���������������������������������������������������������������� 15 
Small Business Accounting Certifcate ����������������������������� 123 
Social Science Courses����������������������������������������������������� 171 
Sociology Courses ����������������������������������������������������������� 171 
Sociology Transfer Pathway AA Degree ����������������������������� 50 
Spanish Courses �������������������������������������������������������������� 173 
Spanish Transfer Pathway AA Degree �������������������������������� 52 
Special Education Transfer Pathway AS Degree ��������������� 102 
Statement of Values ������������������������������������������������������������� 6 
Student Government��������������������������������������������������������� 24 
Student Life Programs ������������������������������������������������������� 24 
Student Policies ����������������������������������������������������������������� 25 
Student Services ���������������������������������������������������������������� 21 
Study Skills Courses �������������������������������������������������������� 174 
System Administration AAS Degree �����������������������������������59 

T 
Technical College Credits �������������������������������������������������� 11 
Testing Services ����������������������������������������������������������������� 23 
Teatre Arts Courses ������������������������������������������������������� 174 
Teatre Transfer Pathway AFA Degree������������������������������� 66 
Terapeutic Massage Courses ������������������������������������������ 175 
Terapeutic Massage Diploma����������������������������������������� 124 
Transcripts������������������������������������������������������������������������� 15 
Transfer Guidelines ����������������������������������������������������������� 11 
Transfer of Credits������������������������������������������������������������� 30 
Transfer to Bachelor - Degree Programs����������������������������� 31 
TRIO�������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 23 
Tuition and Fee Rates�������������������������������������������������������� 17 
Tutoring Services��������������������������������������������������������������� 23 

V 
Values Statement ����������������������������������������������������������������� 6 
Veteran Services����������������������������������������������������������������� 23 

W 
Withdrawing from a Class������������������������������������������������� 11 
Withholding Diplomas & Transcripts ������������������������������� 18 
Women’s Sports ����������������������������������������������������������������� 24 
Women’s and Gender Studies Courses ����������������������������� 176 
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Contact List 

President, Kent Hanson 763-433-1179 
Vice President of Academic and Student Afairs (Interim), Steve Crittenden 763-433-1982 
Vice President of Finance and Administration, Don Lewis 763-433-1116 
Special Assistant to the President/Chief of Staf, Jessica Medearis 763-433-1103 
Chief Human Resources Ofcer, Jay Nelson 763-576-4054 
Chief Information Ofcer (Interim), Richard Malott 763-433-1204 
Chief Marketing and Communications Ofcer, Mary Jacobson 763-433-1315 

Dean of Academic and Community Outreach, Shannon Kirkeide 763-433-1897 
Dean of Arts and Letters (Interim), Scott Stankey 763-433-1396 
Dean of Business, Health/Wellness, Social Sciences, Psychology, and World Languages/ASL, Luanne Hogan 763-433-1297 
Dean of Nursing and Allied Health, Sandra Kohler 763-433-1603 
Dean of Research and Evaluation, Nora Morris 763-433-1632 
Dean of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM), Rebecca Krystyniak 763-433-1216 
Dean of Student Afairs (Cambridge, Interim), Marsais Broadway 763-433-1152 
Dean of Student Afairs (Coon Rapids), Lisa Harris 763-433-1292 
Associate Academic Dean (Interim), Tom Nordin 763-433-1424 
Executive Director of Professional & Workforce Training (PWT) and Foundations, Jamie Barthel 763-422-6082 
Director of Academic Advising and Veterans' Services, Brian Wollum 763-433-1188 
Director of Academic and Support Services, Jaimie Lopez 763-433-1122 
Director of Academic Pathways and Scheduling, Corrie Anderson 763-433-1138 
Director of Auxiliary Services, Robert Perez 763-433-1285 
Director of Development for Coon Rapids Foundation, Lindsey Schiller 763-433-1352 
Director of Diversity and Multiculturalism, Venoreen Browne-Boatswain 763-433-6094 
Director of Enrollment Management, Ricardo Gonzalez 763-433-1137 
Director of Facilities, Kenneth Karr 763-433-1322 
Director of Financial Aid, Brittany Tweed 763-433-1399 
Director of Institutional Efectiveness, Jennifer Pearson Hennen 763-433-1689 
Director of K-12 Partnerships, Abbie Huttenburg 763-433-1967 
Director of Public Safety, Cliford Anderson 763-433-1184 
Director of Records and Registration, Rhonda Kern 763-433-1362 
Director of Student Development and Engagement, Michael Opoku 763-433-1272 
Director of TRIO--SSS Program (Cambridge), Monica Lilienthal 763-433-1855 
Director of TRIO--SSS Program (Coon Rapids, Interim TBD) 763-433-1240 
Director of TRIO--Upward Bound (Cambridge), Lauren Erdman 763-433-1833 
Director of TRIO--Upward Bound (Coon Rapids), Robert Cancino 763-433-1622 
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Campus Locations & Directions 

Coon Rapids Campus 

11200 Mississippi Blvd NW, Coon Rapids, MN 55433 
Call 763-433-1240 

Directions: 

From the North: 
1� Go southeast on Hwy 10 
2� Right on Round Lake Blvd 
3� Left on Coon Rapids Blvd 
4� Right on Mississippi Blvd and right on College Dr 

From the South: 
1� I-35W North 
2� Exit #30 onto Hwy 10 West 
3� Go 10�9 miles to Round Lake Blvd 
4� Left on Round Lake Blvd 
5� Left on Coon Rapids Blvd 
6� Right on Mississippi Blvd and right on College Dr 

From the East: 
1� I-35E North 
2� I-694 West to I-35W/10 North 
3� Hwy 10 West at Exit 30 
4� Left on Round Lake Blvd 
5� Left on Coon Rapids Blvd 
6� Right on Mississippi Blvd and right on College Dr 

From the West: 
1� I-94/694 East 
2� Hwy 252 North 
3� Hwy 610 East 
4� Left on Coon Rapids Blvd (second exit of bridge) 
5� Left on Mississippi Blvd and right on College Dr 

300 Spirit River Dr S, Cambridge, MN 55008 
Call 763-433-1840 

Directions: 

From the North: 
1� Hwy 65 South to Hwy 95 West 
2� Drive through Cambridge 
3� Left on Co Rd 70 

- or -
1� I-35 South to westbound Hwy 95 
2� Drive through Cambridge 
3� Left on Co Rd 70 

From the South: 
1� Hwy 65 North to Hwy 95 West 
2� Drive through Cambridge 
3� Lef on Co Rd 70 

- or -
1� I-35 North to westbound Hwy 95 
2� Drive through Cambridge 
3� Left on Co Rd 70 

From the East: 
1� From I-35 exit to westbound Hwy 95 
2� Take Hwy 95 through Cambridge 
3� Left on Co Rd 70 

From the West: 
1� Hwy 95 eastbound to Co Rd 70 
2� Right on Co Rd 70 

Maps also available online at: 
AnokaRamsey�edu/about-us/maps-hours/ 
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	In case of emergency, call 911 immediately then call the Information Desk at 
	In case of emergency, call 911 immediately then call the Information Desk at 
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	Fall Semester 2020
	First Day of Fall Semester
	First Day of Fall Semester
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	Tuesday, June 1
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	Saturday, July 3 to Monday, July 5
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	Friday, AugŁ 6
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	Welcome to Anoka-Ramsey Community College and our Academic Catalog!
	Welcome to Anoka-Ramsey Community College and our Academic Catalog!
	Now is the time to discover what our college has to offer you! We are thrilled you have 
	Now is the time to discover what our college has to offer you! We are thrilled you have 
	selected Anoka-Ramsey to pursue an exciting academic careerŁ We congratulate you for 
	taking action on your future and becoming a student at Anoka-Ramsey Community 
	CollegeŁ Anoka-Ramsey’s faculty and staff are here to help you be successfulŁ

	Located on the scenic banks of the Mississippi River in Coon Rapids and 40 miles north 
	Located on the scenic banks of the Mississippi River in Coon Rapids and 40 miles north 
	along the Rum River in Cambridge, Anoka-Ramsey has served the citizens of both 
	the Twin Cities’ northwest metropolitan and East Central Minnesota since 1965Ł Our 
	programs bring you closer to career growth, earning potential, and confidence! A college 
	education is a valuable investmentŁ It allows you the opportunity for expanded career 
	choices and a plan to achieve your personal and professional goalsŁ

	We were proud to be named one of the Top 10 Community Colleges in the Nation by the 
	We were proud to be named one of the Top 10 Community Colleges in the Nation by the 
	Aspen Institute in 2017, a testament to the quality and dedication of our faculty and staff 
	to assure the best experience possible for our studentsŁ 

	The alignment between Anoka-Ramsey Community College and Anoka Technical 
	The alignment between Anoka-Ramsey Community College and Anoka Technical 
	College provides opportunities for outreach and partnership to enhance supporting our 
	communityŁ Look to our aligned colleges as an additional resource for your educational 
	needsŁ 

	Our 
	Our 
	Strategic Plan
	 is guiding the work that is being done by faculty and staff to promote 
	student success and build on values of supportŁ I ask you to actively engage with staff and 
	connect with faculty in your classroomsŁ Our dedicated faculty and staff foster a belief of 
	diversity and inclusion to help create a welcoming culture for students of all walks of lifeŁ 

	Welcome and thank you for choosing Anoka-Ramsey Community CollegeŁ
	Welcome and thank you for choosing Anoka-Ramsey Community CollegeŁ

	Sincerely,
	Sincerely,
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	Kent Hanson, PhŁDŁ
	Kent Hanson, PhŁDŁ

	President of Anoka-Ramsey Community College and Anoka Technical College
	President of Anoka-Ramsey Community College and Anoka Technical College
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	Anoka-Ramsey Community College is a multi-campus institution and a member of the Minnesota State systemŁ The Coon Rapids Campus is located on the banks of the Mississippi River twenty miles north of downtown MinneapolisŁ The Cambridge Campus is located on west Highway 95 on the Rum RiverŁ 
	-

	Anoka-Ramsey opened in 1965 in a wing of Centennial High School in Circle Pines with an enrollment of almost 600 studentsŁ Since then, Anoka-Ramsey Community College has grown considerablyŁ In 1967, the college moved to the current Coon Rapids Campus of approximately 103 acresŁ The Cambridge Campus opened in 1978 and has shown consistent growth in enrollment and facilitiesŁ During the 2018-19 academic year, 11,550 students completed credit classes at the collegeŁ
	Mission & Philosophy  Statement
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	Statement of Mission
	Anoka-Ramsey Community College is an open-door, comprehensive institution of higher education committed to excellence in teaching and learningŁ Anoka-Ramsey Community College is committed to responding to the educational needs of its changing communities and to providing opportunities for enhancing knowledge, skills, and values in a supportive learning environmentŁ
	Statement of Purpose
	Statement of Purpose
	Statement of Purpose


	The college will provide the following:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Courses leading to these degrees: Associate of Arts, Associate of Fine Arts, Associate of Science, and Associate of Applied ScienceŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	College-level, lower-division courses that transfer to four-year colleges and universitiesŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	General education courses that enhance a student’s social, cultural, multicultural, and intellectual knowledge and experiencesŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Occupational courses and programs that enable students to acquire and upgrade skills and knowledge leading to employment or re-employmentŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	General education courses for joint programs and courses for cooperative programs offered by Anoka-Ramsey Community College and other higher education institutionsŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Developmental education that enhances the student’s skills necessary for success in college courseworkŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Continuing education in the form of credit and non-credit courses and workshops for purposes of gaining employment, advancing professionals, upgrading skills, and addressing training and retraining needsŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Comprehensive student development programs including professional, social, cultural, multicultural, and recreational activitiesŁ 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Student services that assist students with personal, educational, and career goalsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Community services in the form of cultural forums and lifelong learning opportunitiesŁ
	-



	Guiding Principles for Curriculum
	Guiding Principles for Curriculum
	Guiding Principles for Curriculum
	& Assessment of Student Learning


	Anoka-Ramsey Community College continually reviews and assesses its curriculumŁ Throughout this process, the college is committed to developing students’ commitment to lifelong learning through critical thinking, effective communication, accepting diversity, and ethical decision makingŁ As a result, the College will provide experiences that promote learning in the following areas:
	-

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Critical Thinking: thinking through reasoning, creating, and reflectingŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Effective Communication: integrating information with experience and expressing insightsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Accepting Diversity: understanding and respecting individuals and local, regional, national, and global communitiesŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Ethical Decision Making: maintaining responsibility for environmental, political, economic, social, and personal concernsŁ
	-
	 



	General Education Philosophy
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	Anoka-Ramsey agrees with the Higher Learning Commission’s definition of General Education, as follows:
	“As understood by the Commission, general education is intended to impart common knowledge and intellectual concepts to students and to develop in them the skills and attitudes that an organization’s faculty believe every educated person should possessŁ From an organization’s general education, a student acquires a breadth of knowledge in the areas and proficiency in the skills that the organization identifies as hallmarks of being college educatedŁ Moreover, effective general education helps students gain 
	-
	-

	Commission Statement on General Education
	Adopted FebŁ 21, 2003
	Handbook of Accreditation, Third Edition
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	Mission and Vision
	The Minnesota State system of distinct and collaborative institutions offers higher education that meets the personal and career goals of a wide range of individual learners, enhances the quality of life for all Minnesotans, and sustains vibrant economies throughout the stateŁ
	The Minnesota State system will enable the people of Minnesota to succeed by providing the most accessible, highest value education in the nationŁ
	-
	-

	A Minnesota Manifesto
	A Minnesota Manifesto
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	The following statement was signed by college presidents representing Minnesota higher education.
	Minnesota’s colleges and universities have accepted special roles and responsibilities in fostering diversity in our societyŁ We are dedicated to the search for knowledge and the rights of every individual in our learning communities to pursue that search with freedom, dignity, and security, regardless of religious affiliation, race, ethnic heritage, gender, age, sexual orientation, or physical abilityŁ
	-

	Representing all sectors of higher education in Minnesota, we publicly declare our intentions:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	to continue the development of multicultural learning communities that will not tolerate acts of harassment and intolerance;

	• 
	• 
	• 

	to establish, communicate, and enforce standards of behavior for student, staff, and faculty that uphold our academic values and our legal obligations; and

	• 
	• 
	• 

	to promote the acceptance and respect for individuals in an atmosphere of caring for othersŁ
	-
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	Anoka-Ramsey Community College is committed to lifelong learning and the development of informed citizensŁ To fulfill that commitment and serve the community and our students, Anoka-Ramsey’s staff is committed to providing education and services based on the following valuesŁ
	-

	Anoka-Ramsey Community College:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	values trust, fairness, honesty, and integrity in all interactionsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	promotes opportunities for lifelong intellectual, professional, and personal learningŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	provides an integrated collegiate learning experience stressing basic skill development, academic excellence, employable skill preparation, and intellectual rigorŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	embraces diversity within and beyond the college and responds to the needs of its local community, nation, and worldŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	encourages creative thinking and intellectual curiosityŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	promotes continuous improvement through innovative ideas and technologiesŁ


	Discrimination, Harassment & Violence
	Discrimination, Harassment & Violence
	Discrimination, Harassment & Violence


	Discrimination and/or harassment on the basis of race, sex, color, creed, religion, age, national origin, disability, marital status, status with regard to public assistance, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, or familial status is prohibitedŁ In addition, discrimination in employment based on familial status or membership or activity in a local commission as defined by law is prohibitedŁ
	-

	If your right to freedom from such acts may have been violated, please notify one of the harassment officers listed belowŁ
	Jay Nelson,  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ763-576-4054
	JN
	elson@anokatechŁedu
	elson@anokatechŁedu


	Office: CR-C149, Coon Rapids Campus
	Michael Opoku,  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ763-433-1272
	M
	ichaelŁOpoku@anokaramseyŁedu
	ichaelŁOpoku@anokaramseyŁedu


	Office: CR-C234, Coon Rapids Campus
	Anoka-Ramsey Community College will not tolerate harassment, discrimination, or violence toward its students, faculty, or staffŁ Such acts are prohibited by college policies, state law, and federal lawŁ The college is committed to providing a safe campus community for allŁ
	Accommodations for Disabilities
	Office for Students with Disabilities ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ763-433-1350
	Student Code of Conduct
	Michael Opoku, Director of StudentDevelopment & Engagement ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ763-433-1272
	 

	Sexual Violence
	Victims of sexual violence should contact the Campus Security Administrator and/or the police immediately for assistance:
	-

	Michael Opoku  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ763-433-1272
	Non-Life Threatening
	Cambridge Police Department ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ763-689-9567
	Coon Rapids Police Department ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ763-427-1212
	 
	 
	Accreditation
	Accreditation


	Anoka-Ramsey Community College is accredited by the Higher Learning Commission (HLC), a Commission of the North Central Association of Colleges and SchoolsŁ The National Alliance of Concurrent Enrollment Partnerships (NACEP) accredits the Concurrent Enrollment ProgramŁ The Accreditation Council for Business Schools & Programs (ACBSP) nationally accredits the Business Associate of Science (AS) degree programsŁ The National Association of Schools of Music (NASM) accredits the Music Associate of Fine Arts (AFA
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Sister College in China
	Sister College in China
	Sister College in China


	Anoka-Ramsey Community College and Zhaoqing University (ZU) in Zhaoqing, People’s Republic of China, established a sister-college relationship in December 1994Ł The sister-college relationship with ZU provides a wonderful opportunity for Anoka-Ramsey and ZU students, faculty, and staff to develop new cultural perspectives through a lively exchange of UŁSŁ/Chinese customs, lifestyles, and traditionsŁ
	-

	Anoka-Ramsey Community CollegeCambridge Campus Foundation
	Anoka-Ramsey Community CollegeCambridge Campus Foundation
	Anoka-Ramsey Community CollegeCambridge Campus Foundation
	 



	The Cambridge Campus Foundation, founded in 1988, exists to promote an awareness and understanding of the college and to actively seek and accept gifts and grants for financial assistance to students and college projects at the Cambridge Campus of Anoka-Ramsey Community CollegeŁ
	-

	Funding for these programs is provided by donations from community organizations, businesses, and individualsŁ It is the intent of the foundation to make education affordable and accessible in East Central Minnesota to all citizens who wish to receive postsecondary education and to enrich the educational program by supplementing fundingŁ
	-

	Since its inception, the foundation has raised over $1 million in public supportŁ Last year, the foundation awarded 70 scholarships totaling more than $70,000 in scholarship disbursements!
	Anoka-Ramsey Community College
	Anoka-Ramsey Community College
	Anoka-Ramsey Community College
	Coon Rapids Campus Foundation


	Incorporated in 1974 by a group of community leaders and reactivated in 1987, the Coon Rapids Campus Foundation is an independent, non-profit organization whose mission is to build friendships and funds to enrich students’ livesŁ
	-

	Volunteer directors recognize the role, value, and potential of Anoka-Ramsey in meeting the diverse needs of its students and surrounding communitiesŁ They seek gifts from alumni, friends, community organizations, and businesses to provide the critical resources needed to create and maintain the quality and excellence of education essential in today’s societyŁ Private-sector support ensures an extensive scholarship program, enrichment opportunities for faculty, special capital acquisitions, and innovative c
	-
	-
	-

	Since 1987, the foundation has raised over $4Ł5 million in financial supportŁ This support has provided over 3200 scholarships to area residentsŁ The foundation has provided over $900,000 in college support, and over $130,000 has been awarded to faculty members for projects designed to enhance the classroom experience for the studentŁ
	-


	Admissions
	Admissions
	Admissions


	General Admission
	General Admission
	General Admission
	General Admission


	Anoka-Ramsey Community College follows an open-door admission policy for Minnesota residentsŁ A person who has graduated from an accredited high school or who has successfully completed a General Education Development Examination (GED) is eligible for college admissionŁ A person with neither a high school diploma nor a GED may be admitted if he/she demonstrates potential for college successŁ A lack of English skills is not a barrier to admission except for F1 Visa students (please see International Student 
	-
	-
	-

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completed online admission application

	• 
	• 
	• 

	High school or college transcripts or GED certificate


	Students intending to earn a degree, a certificate, or complete the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) from Anoka-Ramsey must also request official transcripts to be sent to the Office of Records and RegistrationŁ Unofficial transcripts may be used to demonstrate prerequisite courseworkŁ
	-

	All new students are required to complete the Accuplacer unless they are able to substitute previous college coursework, AP/IB, ACT, SAT and/or MCA scores for the placement testŁ Anoka-Ramsey may use additional measures to determine course placement into reading, English, and mathŁ
	Admission to the college does not automatically qualify a student for all courses and curricula of the College; some course offerings have special prerequisites and requirementsŁ
	Minnesota Resident Admission
	Minnesota Resident Admission
	Minnesota Resident Admission


	Per Minnesota statute (MŁSŁ 135AŁ031, subdŁ 2) and Minnesota State system Board Policy 2Ł2, MN resident status is determined at the time of applicationŁ Students who fall into one or more of the categories below should complete an application for Minnesota residencyŁ
	-

	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Students who resided in the state for at least one calendar year prior to applying for admission or dependent students whose parent or legal guardian resides in Minnesota at the time the student appliesŁ

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Minnesota residents who can demonstrate that they were temporarily absent from the state without establishing residency elsewhereŁ

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Residents of other states or provinces who are attending a Minnesota institution under a tuition reciprocity agreementŁ

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Students who have been in Minnesota as migrant farm workers over a period of at least two years immediately before admission or readmission to a Minnesota public college or students who are dependents of such migrant farm workersŁ 
	-


	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Persons who were employed full-time and were relocated to the state by the student’s current employer, or moved to the state for employment purposes and, before moving and before applying for admission to a public post-secondary institution, accepted a job in the state, or students who are spouses or dependents of such personsŁ
	-


	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Students who are recognized as refugees by the Office of Refugee Resettlement of the UŁSŁ Department of Health and Human ServicesŁ
	-


	7Ł 
	7Ł 
	7Ł 

	UŁSŁ military personnel serving on active duty assignment in Minnesota, and their spouses and dependent childrenŁ
	-


	8Ł 
	8Ł 
	8Ł 

	A student who graduated from a Minnesota high school, if the student was a resident of Minnesota during the student’s period of attendance at the Minnesota high school and the student physically attends a Minnesota state college or universityŁ
	-
	-



	Reciprocity Agreements & Admission
	Reciprocity Agreements & Admission
	Reciprocity Agreements & Admission


	Residents and non-resident students will pay the Minnesota resident tuition rateŁ Similarly, legal residents of Minnesota may attend a Wisconsin or North Dakota public institution and pay Minnesota resident tuitionŁ Forms for the following year are available in AprilŁ 
	-

	Reciprocity between South Dakota and Minnesota is negotiated each yearŁ South Dakota residents pay tuition at the current institution rate plus an additional percentage, as determined by the South Dakota-Minnesota reciprocity agreementŁ
	Minnesota residents who wish to transfer to public colleges in Wisconsin, North Dakota, or South Dakota should apply to:
	Minnesota Office of Higher Education
	1450 Energy Park Drive, Suite 350
	StŁ Paul, MN 55108-5227
	651-642-0567 or 1-800-657-3866
	wwwŁoheŁstateŁmnŁus/
	wwwŁoheŁstateŁmnŁus/
	wwwŁoheŁstateŁmnŁus/


	Non-Resident Admission
	Non-Resident Admission
	Non-Resident Admission


	In addition to general admission requirements, residents of states other than Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, North Dakota, and South Dakota require the applicant to meet one of the following requirements:
	-
	 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Have a high school diploma or GED and, based on high school rank, place in the upper two-thirds of the graduating classŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Have a high school diploma or GED and achieve a composite score on the ACT test or the SAT test, which results in placement at or above the 34th percentile on a national comparisonŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Have been out of high school for at least three years or graduated from high school three or more years ago and be able to prove ability to benefit from college attendanceŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Have completed at least ten college semester credits or fifteen college quarter credits with an overall GPA of at least 2Ł0Ł


	International Student Admission
	International Student Admission
	International Student Admission


	An international student is a non-UŁSŁ citizen or non-UŁSŁ immigrant who has been granted F-1 visa status from the UŁSŁ Department of State through a UŁSŁ Consulate based upon the I-20 document issued by a college in order to pursue full-time studyŁ A person interested in enrolling as an international student is required to submit to the Office of Records and Registration:
	-

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completed International Student Admission ApplicationŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Proof of academic achievement as documented by official high school or college transcripts (English or English translation)Ł

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Proof of financial resources equivalent to one year’s cost of attendance as documented by a notarized Affidavit of Support and notarized bank statementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Proof of English proficiency based on one of the following tests:


	TOEFL – minimum score of 500 (paper), 175 (computer)       or 61 (internet)
	MELAB – minimum score of 75
	ELS – Academic level 109 completed
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Proof of visa status if currently residing in UŁSŁ or copy of Form I-20 for F-1 visa holdersŁ


	Post-Secondary Enrollment Option (PSEO) Admission
	Post-Secondary Enrollment Option (PSEO) Admission
	Post-Secondary Enrollment Option (PSEO) Admission


	PSEO is a state program for high school sophomores, juniors, and seniors, which offers the opportunity to enroll in and attend college-level courses and apply earned credits toward high school graduation requirements and a college degreeŁ State funding covers the cost of tuition and required books for eligible coursesŁ
	To qualify, high school juniors must be in the top 1/3 of their class and seniors must be in the top 1/2Ł Juniors and seniors may also qualify for PSEO with their high school GPAŁ Juniors must earn a 3Ł0 or higher cumulative, unweighted GPA, and seniors must earn a 2Ł5 or higher cumulative, unweighted GPAŁ Students who do not qualify with high school class rank or GPA, or students enrolled in a home school or an area learning center may submit commensurate test results from a nationally-normed, standardized
	-
	-

	Anyone interested in applying to the college as a PSEO student must complete an online PSEO application, then submit the following to the Admissions Office:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completed Notice of Student Registration FormŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Documentation of qualifying class rank, GPA, or nationally standardized testŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Official high school transcriptŁ


	Sophomore students interested in enrolling under the PSEO Career and 
	Sophomore students interested in enrolling under the PSEO Career and 
	Technical program need to:

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	be a full-time public school studentŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	complete the online PSEO Admission applicationŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	submit high school transcript with passing score on the 8th grade MCA reading test (or commensurate test)Ł

	• 
	• 
	• 

	complete and submit the MDE Notice of Student Registration formŁ


	Sophomore students are only eligible to enroll in one on campus career 
	Sophomore students are only eligible to enroll in one on campus career 
	and technical course during their first semesterŁ PSEO program funds 
	cannot be used for developmental courses (all courses numbered below 
	1000), or for courses that have high activity or material feesŁ Refer to 
	Policy 5GŁ2 Fees for a list of these coursesŁ PSEO students enrolling in 
	any of these courses must pay for the credits and associated feesŁ PSEO 
	students are not eligible to enroll in programs that require special admis
	-
	sions such as Nursing, Physical Therapist Assistant, and Therapeutic 
	MassageŁ

	Concurrent Enrollment
	Anoka-Ramsey also offers Concurrent Enrollment at many local high schoolsŁ Concurrent Enrollment allows eligible students to enroll in college coursework taught by qualified high school instructors on high school campusesŁ Eligibility requirements for Concurrent Enrollment students are the same as PSEO studentsŁ Anoka-Ramsey also partners with some area high schools to offer Early CollegeŁ Early College allows underrepresented students, who may not have been able to access traditional Concurrent Enrollment,
	-
	-
	-

	Secondary students who are not enrolled at the college through the PSEO program may be admitted to enroll in courses outside of the PSEO program for any term, including summer sessionŁ Students are responsible for payment of tuition, fees and booksŁ Interested students must complete the college’s general admission requirements, submit secondary transcript, provide two letters of recommendation from an administrator and a counselor, have a signed consent letter from the applicant’s parent if under the age of
	Special High School Admission
	Special High School Admission

	-
	-

	Minnesota resident senior citizens, 62 years of age or older, may enroll in credit courses on a space-available basis at a reduced fee of $20 per creditŁ Registration for Minnesota resident senior citizens at the reduced fee begins the first business day after the first class sessionŁ Minnesota resident senior citizens are not charged tuition when auditing a credit course or taking a non-credit course, but will be charged feesŁ The request to audit a course must be made at the time of registration for the c
	Minnesota Resident
	Minnesota Resident
	Senior Citizen Admission

	-
	-

	Minnesota Statute (MŁSŁ 135AŁ14) requires all students born after 1956 and enrolled in a public or private post-secondary school in Minnesota to be immunized against diphtheria, tetanus, measles, mumps, and rubella, allowing for certain specified exceptionsŁ No proof of immunization is needed from students who are assumed to be up to date with their immunizations due to requirements imposed by their previous school enrollment, such as students who graduated from a Minnesota high school in 1997 or laterŁ Imm
	Immunization
	Immunization

	-
	-

	Placement for Success
	Placement for Success
	Placement for Success


	To ensure academic success, new students at the college are required to be evaluated for course placementŁ The placement process is used to assess skill levels in the areas of reading, English composition and mathematicsŁ Placement results are used to place students in appropriate coursesŁ
	Course placement may be determined by:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Valid Accuplacer, ACT, SAT, and MN Comprehensive Assessment (MCA) scoresŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of college-level coursework from an accredited college or universityŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Valid High School GPAŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Other criteria as determined by Anoka-Ramsey and the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities systemŁ


	 Although the placement tests do not determine admission to Anoka-Ramsey, they do determine entry into some coursesŁ If students are placed into an ELL course, they are required to enroll in that course during their first semester at Anoka-RamseyŁ Students who successfully complete ELL 0790 are required to take ELL 0850 the following semester unless otherwise determined through placementŁ Students who successfully complete ELL 0810 are required to take ELL 0870 the following semester unless otherwise determ
	 
	-

	Students are also encouraged to register for the indicated courses immediately when placed into courses numbered below 1000Ł Students are expected to complete all courses numbered below 1000 prior to the completion of 30 credits as determined by placementŁ Students placing below the lowest pre-college level courses offered may be referred to Adult Basic Education (ABE)Ł
	-
	-
	-

	A student’s course enrollment may be cancelled if the student does not meet college placement requirements or if the student registers for a course at a level above their determined placement levelŁ Course refunds may not be issued for inappropriate registrationŁ
	For a fee, students may retake the Accuplacer twice (per test section) within twelve (12) months of the first testing date regardless of where the test was administeredŁ
	-

	Individuals will be given reasonable time and opportunity to review prior to placement testingŁ The college will provide review materials and cover material from the placement testŁ Materials will include a sample testŁ For additional information about placement, including our hours of operation, retests, or requests for testing accommodations, please contact Testing Services (Cambridge Campus at 763-433-1980; Coon Rapids Campus at 763-433-1180)Ł
	-
	-
	-


	Records & Registration
	Records & Registration
	Records & Registration


	Registration
	Registration
	Registration
	Registration


	Course schedules for both Anoka-Ramsey Community College campuses 
	Course schedules for both Anoka-Ramsey Community College campuses 
	are available online at 
	AnokaRamseyŁedu/academics/
	AnokaRamseyŁedu/academics/

	 before registration 
	begins for each new termŁ Students  are permitted to register only at times 
	indicatedŁ 

	Students are encouraged to register onlineŁ Online registration is limited 
	Students are encouraged to register onlineŁ Online registration is limited 
	to returning students who do not have holds on their records and new 
	students who have completed orientationŁ A StarID and password are nec
	-
	essary for online registrationŁ Students may also register in person at each 
	campusŁ

	Tuition and fees must be paid by the established payment deadlines unless 
	Tuition and fees must be paid by the established payment deadlines unless 
	deferred by financial aidŁ The 
	C
	ollege reserves the right to withhold regis
	-
	tration privileges from students with unpaid college financial obligationsŁ

	Adding, Dropping, or Withdrawing from a Class
	Adding, Dropping, or Withdrawing from a Class
	Adding, Dropping, or Withdrawing from a Class


	Students without holds on their records may add, drop, or withdraw on
	Students without holds on their records may add, drop, or withdraw on
	-
	line or in person at the Records and Registration OfficeŁ A StarID and 
	password are necessary for online transactionsŁ

	Students may 
	Students may 
	add
	 a course through the fifth business day of the term or 
	before the course starts, whichever is laterŁ

	Students are allowed to 
	Students are allowed to 
	drop
	 any course through the fifth business day of 
	the term (courses starting after the first week of the term have an adjusted 
	schedule)Ł Students who drop a course through the fifth business day of 
	the term receive a full refund of tuition and general feesŁ Dropped courses 
	do not appear on a transcript and do not impact academic standingŁ

	Students are allowed to 
	Students are allowed to 
	withdraw
	 from a course through approximately 
	80% of the term (courses that are shorter than the full term have an ad
	-
	justed schedule)Ł No refunds are authorized for partial withdrawalsŁ With
	-
	drawal courses appear on a transcript as a “W” and have a direct impact 
	on academic standingŁ

	Important:
	Important:
	 If a student stops attending class(es) but does not officially 
	withdraw, the student will receive the grade (very likely an “F”) that is 
	earned in the courseŁ It is the student’s responsibility to officially withdraw 
	from the course; the college does not assign a “W” grade for students who 
	fail to officially withdrawŁ

	NOTE: 
	NOTE: 
	Anoka-Ramsey reserves the right to drop students for non-pay
	-
	ment  of tuition; however, students should not rely on the drop for non-
	payment process as a way to cancel course registrationŁ Students are re
	-
	sponsible for dropping courses if they register and later change their plans 
	for attendanceŁ

	Evaluation of Transfer Credits
	Evaluation of Transfer Credits
	Evaluation of Transfer Credits


	General Transfer Guidelines: Anoka-Ramsey will consider for transfer college-level coursework completed at a degree-granting institution or by a comparable international college or universityŁ
	Course-for-course equivalencies will be made toward the general education distribution requirementsŁ Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) goals completed at a transferring institution will be accepted as completing the same goals at Anoka-RamseyŁ Other credits accepted in transfer will be indicated as electivesŁ
	-

	GPA and Grades: All college courses in which a student has received a grade of A, B, C, D, or P will be considered for transfer evaluationŁ Transfer credit grades will not be used in computing the student’s GPA at Anoka-Ramsey; however, beginning Spring 2007, consortium credits taken at other institutions will be included in the GPA calculation for students receiving financial aidŁ Only earned credits (not grade point credits or grade points) will be recorded on the official Anoka-Ramsey transcriptŁ
	-

	Comparability: Courses approved for transfer must be comparable in nature, content, and level, and match at least 75% of the content and goals of the course for which the student is seeking equivalent creditŁ Students should retain all course syllabi with their personal college records for future referenceŁ
	-
	-

	Time Limit: General education and elective credits shall have no transfer time limitŁ Some programs/majors require certain courses to be taken within a specific time frameŁ
	-

	Equivalency/Conversion: The number of transfer credits granted per course shall not exceed the number granted by the originating institutionŁ The conversion of quarter hours to semester hours is Ł66 semester hours for each quarter hour earnedŁ
	Repeated Transfer Courses: The best grade of a repeated course shall be usedŁ
	Military Credits: Credits achieved through military training will be considered for transferŁ Students must submit a military transcript for evaluationŁ 
	-
	-

	Students must also submit a transcript from all colleges they have attendedŁ Students who have questions about their transfer credits or wish to appeal the transfer evaluation may contact an advisor at either campusŁ
	-

	Additional Minnesota State Technical College Credits
	Additional Minnesota State Technical College Credits
	Additional Minnesota State Technical College Credits


	Anoka-Ramsey shall accept in transfer, for full credit, college-equivalent general education courses offered by technical colleges with regional accreditation (or candidacy) to provide transfer-level general education courses leading to certificates, an Associate of Arts (AA) degree, Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) degree, Associate of Science (AS) degree, or an Associate of Applied Science (AAS) degreeŁ Anoka-Ramsey shall accept for transfer, as electives, a maximum of 16 semester credits of college-level voc
	-
	-

	Articulated Credit Program
	Articulated Credit Program
	Articulated Credit Program


	College credit is awarded to Anoka-Ramsey students who have successfully completed work in designated courses through the Articulated College Credits (ACC) ConsortiumŁ Courses taken in the secondary school may substitute for specific college courses or as elective credits in some programs at Anoka-RamseyŁ To receive credit for Articulated Credit courses, students must:
	-

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Submit a College application and register for courses at the collegeŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Print the college articulated credit program certificate in the presence of your advisor and submit it to the Office of Records and Registration within the time limit specified on the certificateŁ
	-




	Academic Information
	Academic Information
	Academic Information


	Grading System
	Grading System
	Grading System
	Grading System


	Anoka-Ramsey Community College uses the following grading system:
	A  Superior achievement – 4 grade points per credit
	B  Above average achievement – 3 grade points per credit
	C  Average achievement – 2 grade points per credit
	D  Below average achievement – 1 grade point per credit
	F Inadequate achievement – 0 grade points per credit (to be assigned to courses numbered 1000-level or above)
	NC  No credit (only assigned to courses numbered below 1000 and to Competency-Based Education coursesŁ No credit course grades are not included in the GPA calculation)Ł
	P  Passing – Issued for work that is judged average (C) or above and suitable for transfer (Pass/Fail options are arranged with the instructor and are limited to no more than 20 credits at Anoka-Ramsey)Ł 
	-

	AU  Audit – Allows a student to register, pay, and attend, but does not grant course credit (audits are student initiated and must be declared at time of registration) and is not financial-aid eligibleŁ
	EX Exchange – Credits taken prior to spring 2007 at another college under a consortium arrangement are not included in GPA calculationŁ As of spring 2007, students will receive grades of A-F which are included in the GPAŁ
	-

	I  Incomplete – A temporary grade based on a written agreement between a student and faculty memberŁ This grade may be assigned if a student is doing satisfactory work, has met a majority of course requirements, and is unable to complete the work of a course due to illness or other extraordinary circumstances beyond the student’s controlŁ An “I” grade automatically becomes an “F” grade (or “NC” for courses numbered below 1000) at the end of the next semester (not including the summer session) if requirement
	-

	W  Withdrawal – Withdrawals must be requested by deadlines listed in the course schedule (student initiated)Ł
	Z In Progress – Grades for class or classes that are in progressŁ
	Grading decisions supported by published policies or stated expectations of faculty are not appealableŁ
	Grade Point Average (GPA)
	Grade Point Average (GPA)
	Grade Point Average (GPA)


	Only the letter grades A, B, C, D, and F are utilized in determining Grade Point Average (GPA)Ł While other grading options are not computed in GPA, they do count towards registered creditsŁ
	Grade point total is the sum of grade points earned as determined by multiplying the grade point value of the grade by the number of course creditsŁ
	-

	GPA is the quotient of the grade point total divided by the grade point creditsŁ 
	Repeating Courses
	Repeating Courses
	Repeating Courses


	Students may repeat a course for the purpose of achieving a higher grade or to review course materialŁ Repeat courses shall be included in the earned completion percentage and maximum time frame calculationsŁ With the exception of those courses designated as repeatable, the best grade of a repeated course shall be used in the GPA calculationŁ Students shall not be permitted to receive financial aid for more than one repetition of a previously passed (A, B, C, D, Pass) course unless the course was designed t
	-

	Certain courses attempted more than twice will require the student to register as a non-credit student on a space-available basisŁ Registration for these courses will be assessed the non-credit registration amountŁ See the course schedule for specific coursesŁ
	NOTE: Military veterans may not be eligible for tuition reimbursement for repeated courses and should see the veteran-certifying official for more informationŁ
	Anoka-Ramsey Community College is a publicly supported collegeŁ A student’s tuition covers approximately half of the cost of educationŁ The Minnesota legislature provides taxpayers’ money to support the additional costŁ Anoka-Ramsey provides a variety of programs and services to help students be successfulŁ In addition, Anoka-Ramsey must be accountable to the taxpayers/legislature by reporting students’ academic progressŁ In the event a student is unable to achieve satisfactory academic progress, Anoka-Rams
	Satisfactory Academic Progress
	Satisfactory Academic Progress


	Students bear primary responsibility for their own academic progress and for seeking assistance when experiencing academic difficultyŁ Students are encouraged to keep a personal file of their grades and transcriptsŁ
	In accordance with federal and state regulations and Minnesota State system Policy 2Ł9, Anoka-Ramsey will monitor all credits for all students and shall apply the following minimum cumulative standards of progress beginning with the student’s sixth (6th) attempted credit:
	-

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Qualitative—students are expected to meet or exceed a cumulative earned grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł00Ł

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Quantitative pace of progression—students are expected to meet or exceed a cumulative earned completion rate percentage of 67%Ł

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Maximum time frame for financial aid recipients—students may continue to receive financial aid through 150% of the published credit length of the program (example: 150% of a 60-credit AA degree equals 90 credits)Ł
	-



	See the complete  for additional informationŁ
	Satisfactory Academic Progress Policy
	Satisfactory Academic Progress Policy

	-

	Academic Forgiveness
	Academic Forgiveness
	Academic Forgiveness


	The Academic Forgiveness Policy 3BŁ7 provides a one-time opportunity to establish a new cumulative grade point average (GPA) at Anoka-RamseyŁ Refer to policy criteria and guidelines at: 
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/
	about-us/policies-disclosures/policies-procedures/policy-3b7-academic-
	forgiveness

	/

	Credit For Prior Learning
	Credit For Prior Learning
	Credit For Prior Learning


	Advanced Placement Program (AP)
	Advanced Placement (AP) is a program of college-level courses and exams developed by the College Board for secondary studentsŁ The courses and exams have been developed to cover material normally taught in introductory-level college coursesŁ Complete AP Program information is available online at apcentralŁcollegeboardŁcom
	-

	Anoka-Ramsey will grant college credit to students who have scored 3 or above on a 5-point scale on the Advanced Placement examŁ The credits generated from AP exams may be used to complete the distribution requirement of associate degreesŁ Credit will not be given for AP exams which overlap completed coursework for which college credit has been earnedŁ
	-

	Students intending to transfer to other institutions should be aware that the receiving institution determines the acceptability of Advanced Placement credits; these institutions may have different regulations from those of Anoka-Ramsey Community CollegeŁ
	-

	College-Level Examination Program (CLEP)
	CLEP  are testing programs designed to measure prior learningŁ A student may earn college credits by achieving a specified level of performance on a CLEP examinationŁ
	Anoka-Ramsey follows the American Council on Education (ACE) credit-granting recommendationsŁ A grade of P will be earned for successful completion of a CLEP examŁ 
	-

	Students intending to transfer to other institutions should be aware that the receiving institution determines the acceptability of CLEP credits; these institutions may have different regulations from those of Anoka-Ramsey Community CollegeŁ
	For more information, visit: Ł
	http://clepŁcollegeboardŁorg/
	http://clepŁcollegeboardŁorg/


	Also see: The Defense Activity for Non-Traditional Education Support 
	Also see: The Defense Activity for Non-Traditional Education Support 
	(DSST) page 15Ł

	Course-Specific Examinations
	Students who demonstrate achievement in the content of a college-level course may be granted college credits through Anoka-Ramsey’s Course-Specific Exam ProgramŁ Students choose a letter grade or the Pass/Fail option, and may not retest in the event of an unsuccessful examinationŁ The Course-Specific Examinations is an exam specific to Anoka-RamseyŁ Credits granted may or may not be accepted for transferŁ Students intending to transfer credits should check with the receiving institution to determine what cr
	-
	-

	Interested students should contact an academic advisor for additional informationŁ 
	-

	International Baccalaureate (IB)
	The International Baccalaureate Organization’s (IBO) diploma program (DP) is a program for students 16–19 that leads to examinations in various subjectsŁ IB diploma program students study six courses at a higher level or standard levelŁ Students must choose one subject from each of the groups 1 to 5, thus ensuring breadth of experience in languages, social studies, the experimental sciences, and mathematicsŁ The sixth subject may be an arts subject chosen from group 6, or the student may choose another subj
	Students take written examinations at the end of the program, which are marked by external IB examinersŁ Students also complete assessment tasks in the school, which are either initially marked by teachers and then moderated by external moderators or sent directly to external examinersŁ 
	-

	The diploma is awarded to students who gain at least 24 points, subject to certain minimum levels of performance across the whole program and to satisfactory participation in the creativity, action, and service requirementŁ The highest total that a diploma program student can be awarded is 45 pointsŁ Fore more information, visit Ł
	wwwŁIBOŁorg
	wwwŁIBOŁorg


	Defense Activity for Non-Traditional Education Support (DSST)
	The Defense Activity for Non-Traditional Education Support (DSST) program sponsors more than 35 examinations to assist students, including military personnel, in meeting their educational goalsŁ DANTES/DSST exam scores that meet ACE minimum score recommendations are considered for transferŁ For more information, visit: Ł
	-
	getcollegecreditŁcom
	getcollegecreditŁcom


	Alternative/Flexible Credit Options
	Alternative/Flexible Credit Options
	Alternative/Flexible Credit Options


	Independent Study
	The purpose of independent study is to offer a student the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specific topic that is not offered as a regular courseŁ
	Typically, independent study consists of an in-depth study in one area (such as art) with one instructor as the study supervisorŁ This study is usually for one to three creditsŁ However, students who are interested in an inter-disciplinary approach may request up to eight credits for one semester with an interdisciplinary topic and two to four different instructors from different areas supervising the student’s workŁ
	-

	All arrangements for independent study must be made prior to registration for the semester in which the project is scheduled and must be approved by the appropriate Dean of Educational ServicesŁ In addition, a project outline must be approved by the instructor(s) who will supervise the student’s workŁ Forms for this purpose may be obtained online at: Ł
	-
	-
	AnokaRamseyŁedu/resources/forms/
	AnokaRamseyŁedu/resources/forms/


	Internships
	An internship is pre-professional work experience that offers students the opportunity to explore career fields and interest areasŁ Internships are designed to give students a realistic introduction to a chosen career field and work environmentŁ There are many benefits to on-the-job experience, such as narrowing career choices and focusing on specific career goals, gaining transferable skills, building a professional network, and becoming a more marketable professional in a competitive job marketŁ 
	-

	Interested students may set up an appointment with the Job Readiness Center Coordinator by calling the Information Center on either campusŁ The Coordinator assists students with investigation of local internship opportunities and preparation for internship applicationsŁ Additional internship information is available on the Job Readiness Services pages of the College website: Ł
	-
	-
	AnokaRamseyŁedu/resources/job-readiness-services
	AnokaRamseyŁedu/resources/job-readiness-services


	 
	Saturday College
	Saturday College
	Saturday College


	Tight on time? Take classes on SaturdaysŁ Courses are accelerated–often double the pace of a typical semester course–and up to half of the coursework may be onlineŁ
	-
	 

	Service-Learning
	Service-Learning
	Service-Learning


	Service-learning is a teaching and learning approach that integrates community service with academic study to enrich learning, teach civic responsibility, and strengthen communitiesŁ Faculty use service-learning in their classes because it involves students in solving real-life problems and makes course content more relevant and understandableŁ If students are enrolled in a service-learning course, their instructor will outline their expectations in the course syllabusŁ
	-
	-
	 

	Class Attendance
	Class Attendance
	Class Attendance


	Students are expected to attend all class sessionsŁ There is a strong relationship between class attendance and academic successŁ Furthermore, regular attendance is required for recipients of veterans’ benefits and financial aidŁ
	-

	Students are responsible for all required work in each course, including work missed because of absenceŁ Students should arrange make-up work with instructors prior to an absenceŁ Instructors establish their own attendance expectations for each course and will outline these in the course syllabusŁ
	-

	Petition Procedures
	Petition Procedures
	Petition Procedures


	A student with unusual circumstances which may warrant departure from established College policies may file a petition with the CollegeŁ “Academic Standards” petitions will be acted upon by the appropriate Dean of Educational ServicesŁ
	-

	Students who seek redress from application or interpretation of College rules and regulations should consult the Student Complaint/Grievance Procedure described online at: Ł
	 
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/about-us/policies-disclosures/policies-
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/about-us/policies-disclosures/policies-
	procedures/procedure-3f211-student-complaints/


	Academic Transcripts
	Academic Transcripts
	Academic Transcripts


	The Office of Records and Registration at each campus is the official recorder of student academic records and progressŁ Transcripts contain confidential information and require a student’s signature for releaseŁ
	-
	-

	Anoka-Ramsey Community College has authorized the National Student Clearinghouse to provide online transcript-ordering services 24/7 with the convenience of online credit card payment for a $5 fee per transcriptŁ See Ł
	wwwŁgetmytranscriptŁorg
	wwwŁgetmytranscriptŁorg


	Students can also order official transcripts directly through the College by completing a transcript request form available in the Business Office during normal business hours, along with a $7Ł50 fee per transcriptŁ Students can print their own unofficial transcript (Academic Record) online at: Ł
	-
	A
	nokaRamseyŁedu/resources/transfer/transcript-requests/
	nokaRamseyŁedu/resources/transfer/transcript-requests/


	Graduation Application Information & Deadlines
	Graduation Application Information & Deadlines
	Graduation Application Information & Deadlines


	Students must submit a Graduation Application in order to receive a degree; it is not automatically awarded, even if a student has met all the requirements of the degreeŁ There is no charge for Graduation ApplicationsŁ To ensure all necessary requirements are met and to avoid delays,  we strongly suggest students follow the Graduation Application deadlines belowŁ Timely application guarantees a graduation review prior to the start of the following semesterŁ Late applications will be accepted but not guarant
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Term of Graduation Application Deadline
	Fall ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁJuly 1
	Spring ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁNovember 1
	Summer ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁApril 1
	To facilitate a smooth graduation process:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Submit an online Graduation Application to the Records and Registration Office by the term’s graduation deadlineŁ If you have questions, please make an appointment with an advisorŁ
	 


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Confirm that all necessary transcripts from transfer institutions have been received by Anoka-RamseyŁ
	 


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Confirm your permanent mailing address and email address are currentŁ
	-



	The Records and Registration Office will process Graduation Applications received by the term’s deadline date in the following manner:
	Before the term of graduation begins, evaluate the student’s academic record and correspond via emailŁ This will provide information to identify and schedule remaining course requirements during the final term of enrollmentŁ
	-
	-

	Upon completion of the term of graduation, conduct a final review of the student’s academic record and graduation requirementsŁ
	aŁ 
	aŁ 
	aŁ 
	aŁ 

	Diplomas are issued and mailed at a later dateŁ

	bŁ 
	bŁ 
	bŁ 

	Students failing to meet graduation requirements receive notice of such and must notify the Records and Registration Office when graduation requirements will be metŁ


	Graduation candidates for the associate degree may choose to fulfill degree requirements outlined in any single catalog under which the student was enrolled, provided the catalog was in effect no more than four years preceding the date of graduationŁ
	-

	Residency Requirement
	Residency Requirement
	Residency Requirement


	To earn a degree through Anoka-Ramsey Community College, at least 20 semester credits must be earned at Anoka-RamseyŁ Students transferring in at least 8 semester credits from another Minnesota State institution or the University of Minnesota may reduce the residency requirement from 20 to 12 creditsŁ 
	Commencement
	Commencement
	Commencement


	A commencement ceremony to celebrate graduation is held on each campus at the end of each spring semesterŁ All students graduating during the year are encouraged to participateŁ
	-

	Certificate Application Information & Deadline
	Certificate Application Information & Deadline
	Certificate Application Information & Deadline


	Students planning to earn a certificate must submit an application to the  Records and Registration Office during the semester in which the certificate work is to be completedŁ
	-

	 

	College Costs & Financial Assistance
	College Costs & Financial Assistance
	College Costs & Financial Assistance


	Tuition and fee rates are set by the Minnesota State system Board of Trustees and are subject to change without noticeŁ The 1993 Omnibus Higher Education Finance Bill requires colleges to inform students of the amount of the State of Minnesota’s appropriation for higher educationŁ Tuition from students at community colleges pays for approximately one-half of the cost of education at public community collegesŁ The amount may change based upon decisions made by the Minnesota State system Board of TrusteesŁ
	Tuition and fee rates are set by the Minnesota State system Board of Trustees and are subject to change without noticeŁ The 1993 Omnibus Higher Education Finance Bill requires colleges to inform students of the amount of the State of Minnesota’s appropriation for higher educationŁ Tuition from students at community colleges pays for approximately one-half of the cost of education at public community collegesŁ The amount may change based upon decisions made by the Minnesota State system Board of TrusteesŁ
	-

	Tuition and fees may be found at:  for credit courses offered at Anoka-Ramsey Cambridge Campus and Coon Rapids Campus for 2020-2021Ł
	A
	nokaRamseyŁedu/cost-aid/tuition-
	nokaRamseyŁedu/cost-aid/tuition-
	fees/


	The per credit total does not include one-time fee charges or special course chargesŁ One-time fees or special charges may include, but are not limited to:
	Placement (Accuplacer) retest fee ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ$10
	Individualized Educational Program - 
	Competency-Based/Credit for Prior Learning (per credit) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ$50
	Transcript fee (per issuance; official) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ$5
	(Online through the National Student Clearinghouse)
	Transcript fee (per issuance; official) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ$7Ł50
	(Request sent to, or hand-delivered to Business Office)
	Non-sufficient funds (NSF) check fee ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ$25
	Student ID replacement card ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ$5
	In addition, there may be special course fees assessed for art, music, nursing, personality/interest inventory, physical education, or seminarsŁ The latest course fees may be found at: Ł
	-
	AnokaRamseyŁedu/about-us/policies-
	AnokaRamseyŁedu/about-us/policies-
	disclosures/policies-procedures/policy-5g2-fees


	Payment Options:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Pay in full online, in person, or by mailŁ Anoka-Ramsey does not accept credit card payment by phone or via emailŁ


	• Online: Visit , log into eServices, and submit payment using Visa, MasterCard, Discover or eCheckŁ
	Pay Your Tuition
	Pay Your Tuition

	-

	• In-person: The Business Office accepts cash, check, money order, Visa, or MasterCardŁ
	• By mail: Print the billing statement from within the student account, clearly print Student ID on the check, and mail both to the Business Office at least five (5) business days before the payment deadline:
	-

	aŁ Cambridge Campus, 300 Spirit River Dr S, Cambridge, MN 55008
	 

	bŁ Coon Rapids Campus, 11200 Mississippi Blvd NW, Coon Rapids, MN 55433
	 

	• Please note: Do not send payment information via email as email is not a secure form of communicationŁ
	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Enroll in a payment plan online:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Visit , and log into eServices 
	Pay Your Tuition
	Pay Your Tuition



	• 
	• 
	• 

	Select - Bills & Payments on the left side menu

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Select - Payment Plan in the left side menu

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Click the Select button in the desired institution and term




	Enrollment Definitions
	Enrollment Definitions
	Enrollment Definitions


	Full-time Student
	Full-time Student
	Full-time Student
	Full-time Student
	Full-time Student
	Full-time Student
	Full-time Student

	A student whose total number of registered credits at the college is 12 
	A student whose total number of registered credits at the college is 12 
	or moreŁ



	Part-time Student
	Part-time Student
	Part-time Student
	Part-time Student

	A student whose total number of registered credits at the college is 11 
	A student whose total number of registered credits at the college is 11 
	or fewerŁ



	Freshman
	Freshman
	Freshman
	Freshman

	29 or fewer credits
	29 or fewer credits



	Sophomore
	Sophomore
	Sophomore
	Sophomore

	30 or more credits
	30 or more credits






	Enrollment Definitions for Financial Aid Purposes
	Enrollment Definitions for Financial Aid Purposes
	Enrollment Definitions for Financial Aid Purposes


	Full-time Student
	Full-time Student
	Full-time Student
	Full-time Student
	Full-time Student
	Full-time Student
	Full-time Student

	12 or more enrolled credits
	12 or more enrolled credits



	Three-quarter time Student
	Three-quarter time Student
	Three-quarter time Student
	Three-quarter time Student

	9-11 enrolled credits
	9-11 enrolled credits



	Half-time Student
	Half-time Student
	Half-time Student
	Half-time Student

	6-8 enrolled credits
	6-8 enrolled credits



	Less than Half-time Student
	Less than Half-time Student
	Less than Half-time Student
	Less than Half-time Student

	5 or fewer enrolled credits credits
	5 or fewer enrolled credits credits






	Registration Cancellation/
	Registration Cancellation/
	Registration Cancellation/
	Drop for Non-Payment
	 



	Don't lose classes for non-payment. Your registration may be canceled if payment requirements have not been met by the published due date.
	-

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Fall 2020 tuition due date is August 3, 2020

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Spring 2021 tuition due date is December 16, 2020

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Summer 2021 tuition due date is May 10, 2021
	 



	NOTE: The college reserves the right to drop students for non-payment of tuition; however, students should not rely on the drop for non-payment process as a way to cancel course registrationŁ Students are responsible for dropping courses if they register and later change their plans for attendanceŁ
	-

	Students are responsible for paying their full tuition/fees by the established payment deadlines unless one or more of the following is true:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	you have applied for financial aid, and Anoka-Ramsey has received your FAFSA results from the Department of Education; or,

	• 
	• 
	• 

	you are enrolled in the Post Secondary Enrollment Options (PSEO) program; or,

	• 
	• 
	• 

	you are a veteran who has been certified to receive education benefits; or,

	• 
	• 
	• 

	you have submitted an approved third-party billing authorization or an official tuition waiver to the Business Office; or,

	• 
	• 
	• 

	you have been awarded a scholarship from either of Anoka-Ramsey’s Foundations; or,

	• 
	• 
	• 

	you have been approved for a payment plan and have submitted the required down payment of tuitionŁ


	Withholding Diplomas & Transcripts
	Withholding Diplomas & Transcripts
	Withholding Diplomas & Transcripts


	Anoka-Ramsey will withhold the issuance of diplomas and transcripts to students until all money due the College has been paidŁ
	Refunds for Drops/Withdraws
	Refunds for Drops/Withdraws
	Refunds for Drops/Withdraws


	Definitions:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Drop - Students are allowed to drop any course through the fifth business day of the term (courses starting after the first week of the term have an adjusted schedule)Ł Students who drop a course through the fifth business day of the term receive a full refund of tuition and general feesŁ Dropped courses do not appear on a transcript and do not impact academic standingŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Withdrawal - Students are allowed to withdraw from a course through approximately 80% of the term (courses that are shorter than the full term have an adjusted schedule)Ł No refunds are authorized for partial withdrawalsŁ Withdrawal courses appear on a transcript as a “W” and have a direct impact on academic standingŁ 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Business Day - Business days are Monday-Friday, excluding posted holidaysŁ


	Refunds are determined according
	Refunds are determined according
	Refunds are determined according
	to the following refund schedule:


	Refund Schedule
	Refund Schedule
	Refund Schedule
	Refund Schedule
	Refund Schedule
	Refund Schedule
	Refund Schedule

	Fall and Spring Semesters Only
	Fall and Spring Semesters Only

	(for courses starting the first week of the term)
	(for courses starting the first week of the term)



	Drop Period
	Drop Period
	Drop Period
	Drop Period


	Refund Allowed
	Refund Allowed
	Refund Allowed



	Through the 5th business day of term
	Through the 5th business day of term
	Through the 5th business day of term
	Through the 5th business day of term


	100%
	100%
	100%



	Total Withdrawal Period
	Total Withdrawal Period
	Total Withdrawal Period
	Total Withdrawal Period

	(withdrawing from all courses)
	(withdrawing from all courses)



	6th - 10th business day of term
	6th - 10th business day of term
	6th - 10th business day of term
	6th - 10th business day of term


	75%
	75%
	75%



	11th - 15th business day of term
	11th - 15th business day of term
	11th - 15th business day of term
	11th - 15th business day of term


	50%
	50%
	50%



	16th - 20th business day of term
	16th - 20th business day of term
	16th - 20th business day of term
	16th - 20th business day of term


	25%
	25%
	25%



	After 20th business day of term
	After 20th business day of term
	After 20th business day of term
	After 20th business day of term


	0
	0
	0



	Summer Session Only
	Summer Session Only
	Summer Session Only
	Summer Session Only

	(for courses starting the first week of the term)
	(for courses starting the first week of the term)



	Drop Period
	Drop Period
	Drop Period
	Drop Period


	Refund Allowed
	Refund Allowed
	Refund Allowed



	Through the 5th business day of term
	Through the 5th business day of term
	Through the 5th business day of term
	Through the 5th business day of term


	100%
	100%
	100%



	Total Withdrawal Period
	Total Withdrawal Period
	Total Withdrawal Period
	Total Withdrawal Period

	(withdrawing from all courses)
	(withdrawing from all courses)



	6th - 10th business day of term
	6th - 10th business day of term
	6th - 10th business day of term
	6th - 10th business day of term


	50%
	50%
	50%



	After 10th business day of term
	After 10th business day of term
	After 10th business day of term
	After 10th business day of term


	0
	0
	0






	Refund Period Exceptions
	Refund Period Exceptions
	Refund Period Exceptions


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	For courses that start after the fifth business day of the term and that meet at least three times, a student must drop the course no later than the first business day after the first class session to receive a full refund of tuition and feesŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	For courses that start after the fifth business day of the term and that meet less than three times, a student must drop the course two business days before the start of the first class session to receive a full refundŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	If injury or illness requiring extensive hospital and/or convalescent care prohibits a student’s return to classes within the term, a full refund of general tuition and fees may be approvedŁ In case of death, tution will be refundedŁ Official documentation regarding the medical condition or emergency situation is requiredŁ 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	If a student is called for active duty in the armed forces of the United States, a full refund of general tuition and fees may be approvedŁ A copy of the official call-up letter to active duty is requiredŁ



	Return of Title IV Funds Policy
	Return of Title IV Funds Policy
	Return of Title IV Funds Policy
	Return of Title IV Funds Policy


	Federal Student Aid funds are awarded to a student based on the assumption that the student will attend school for the entire period for which assistance is awardedŁ A student who stops attending class(es) must immediately withdraw from class(es)Ł The withdrawal process requires students to log on to the e-services site (or in person at Records/Registration) and complete the withdrawal process by the published deadlineŁ The student is responsible for understanding the impact of such action on their student 
	-
	-
	-

	Financial aid recipients who completely withdraw from a term or stop attending prior to the 60% completion date are subject to the Federal Return of Title IV fund rules for any federal aid not earned and the Minnesota Office of Higher Education refund calculation for Minnesota State Grant and SELF LoanŁ The percentage of Title IV aid to be returned (that which is unearned) is equal to the number of calendar days remaining in the semester divided by the number of calendar days in the semesterŁ Scheduled brea
	-
	-

	The responsibility to repay the unearned financial aid is shared by the College and the studentŁ First, the college’s share is returned to Title IV programs in the following order: Federal Unsubsidized Direct Stafford Loan, Federal Subsidized Stafford Direct Loan, Federal Perkins Loan, Direct PLUS Loan, Federal Pell Grant, and Federal SEOGŁ Any remaining unearned aid is then the responsibility of the student and will be returned to the Title IV program on the student's behalfŁ 
	-

	Anoka-Ramsey Community College will return its share of unearned Title IV funds no later than 45 days after it determines that the student withdrew or stopped attending classesŁ The College will return the student's share of unearned aid attributable to a loan under the terms and conditions of the promissory noteŁ Grant repayment is made to the College under the repayment guidelines identified in a notice sent to students after the recalculation is completeŁ
	-
	-

	 
	Drug Conviction Notice
	Drug Conviction Notice
	Drug Conviction Notice


	As prescribed in , a student becomes ineligible to receive federal Title IV financial aid if the student is convicted of an offense under any federal or state law involving the possession or sale of illegal drugs during a period of enrollment for which the student was receiving federal Title IV financial aidŁ If a student has been convicted of such an offense, he/she should contact the Anoka-Ramsey Community College Financial Aid Office for further information on the steps necessary to regain eligibilityŁ
	Section 484A of the Higher Education Act of 1965
	Section 484A of the Higher Education Act of 1965

	-

	Verification of Application for Financial Aid 
	Verification of Application for Financial Aid 
	Verification of Application for Financial Aid 


	Anoka-Ramsey Community College will verify all student applications selected by the FAFSA processorŁ Verification documents will be requested of the student upon receipt of the FAFSAŁ Documents must be received and verification performed before any disbursement of financial aid will be madeŁ If there are errors, the Financial Aid Office will update your application, recalculate your aid eligibility and send a current award letter to youŁ The deadline for the submission of verification documents is 120 days 
	-

	Changes to Schedule After Pell Census
	Changes to Schedule After Pell Census
	Changes to Schedule After Pell Census


	Your class schedule must be firm and you should not make any changes after the 5th day of the semester or you risk aid reductionsŁ It is expected that you will attend your registered coursesŁ If you drop a class and add another class that is the same number of credits after the 5th day of the semester, your aid will be negatively affected, as this class add will not be recognizedŁ If you have a special exception to add late prior to the 10th business day of the course, you will remain eligible for the Pell 
	Other Financial Aid Policies
	Other Financial Aid Policies
	Other Financial Aid Policies
	 



	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students can receive federal financial aid for developmental work (below 1000 level) up to a maximum of 30 creditsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must declare an eligible major and degree intent at Anoka-Ramsey to receive financial aidŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students may receive financial aid from no more than one college during each term or period of enrollmentŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Pell Grant awards are determined by registered credits as of the fifth business day of the semester; the Pell Grant amount may not adjust up, but may adjust down for late (after the 5th day) add/drop registration activityŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Annual loan limits are prorated for borrowers who are completing their degree program or certificate in an enrollment period that is shorter than an academic yearŁ 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Loan Pro-ration: The loan pro-ration requirement applies to students who plan to complete a degree program or certificate program in an enrollment period that is shorter than an academic year at Anoka-RamseyŁ 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Financial aid is awarded to eligible students who have completed the financial aid application process and who are seeking a valid degree, diploma, or certificate at Anoka-RamseyŁ Applicants are awarded on the basis of financial need using data from the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA), which must be completed annuallyŁ 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must be accepted into a program of study (major) that leads to a degree, diploma, or certificateŁ Students who have not declared a major or have not been accepted into a program of study are not eligible for financial aidŁ In addition, ineligible majors or courses include, but are not limited to, customized training courses and any programs that are less than 16 creditsŁ 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Applications are evaluated on a first-come, first-served basis beginning in spring of the calendar year prior to the fall semester start and on a rolling basis thereafterŁ Summer session is considered a trailer or the third semester of the academic yearŁ Financial aid is awarded after the student registers for summer coursesŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Anoka-Ramsey reserves the right to change awards based on availability of funds, changes in enrollment, academic progress, and/or changes in student eligibilityŁ 
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	In compliance with federal regulations, our office is annually audited by an independent third-party auditorŁ Our office also completes self-auditing of our programs to ensure accuracy in our processingŁ 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Due to federal regulations  that students can only repeat a passed course once and still be covered by financial aidŁ 
	our policy states
	our policy states



	• 
	• 
	• 

	If a student's or parents’ (for dependent students) financial situation changes after the completion of the FAFSA, the Financial Aid Office may be able to helpŁ After filing federal taxes for the applicable year, request a “Special Circumstances” form from the Financial Aid OfficeŁ It is our policy to select all students applying for a consideration of special circumstances for verificationŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A student who does not meet the federal criteria for independent status as listed in the FAFSA may have his/her status changed under extreme circumstancesŁ If the student feels that the parent information is not relevant or the parents are unable to be located, the student may apply for a dependency override with proper documentationŁ Minimum documentation includes:
	-

	»
	»
	»
	»
	 

	A detailed letter explaining the situation, including why the student feels he/she is unable to obtain parental informationŁ The letter should contain any other information that may be relevant such as when the student last lived with the parent and/or received any financial support from the parentŁ

	»
	»
	»
	 

	 A written statement from two individuals who have first-hand knowledge of the situation, such as clergy, school administrator, social worker, or counselorŁ Letters from family members may be accepted but only if accompanied by a second letter from a non-family memberŁ



	• 
	• 
	• 

	None of the following conditions, either singly or in combination, will qualify a student for a dependency override:
	»
	»
	»
	»
	 

	Parents refuse to contribute to child’s educationŁ

	»
	»
	»
	 

	Parents are unwilling to provide information on the financial aid application or for verification purposesŁ

	»
	»
	»
	 

	Student demonstrates self-sufficiencyŁ




	You will be notified after a decision has been madeŁ Please also see page 17 for enrollment definitions for financial aid purposesŁ
	Consumer Information is posted for public access and can be found here: Ł This information includes (but is not limited to) information about academic programs, our accreditation status, campus crime reports, our drug and alcohol prevention plan (for students and employees), and student outcomesŁ
	A
	nokaRamseyŁedu/about-us/policies-disclosures/student-consumer-
	nokaRamseyŁedu/about-us/policies-disclosures/student-consumer-
	information/

	-
	-

	Applying for Financial Aid
	Applying for Financial Aid
	Applying for Financial Aid


	Every student attending Anoka-Ramsey is encouraged to apply for financial assistanceŁ Financial aid comes in the form of grants, work-study, and loansŁ To receive financial assistance, students must complete the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA)Ł Application for financial aid should be made well in advance of the time funds are neededŁ Please keep in mind that you must reapply for financial aid each year and you cannot receive aid from more than one school for the same period of enrollmentŁ
	-
	-

	Scholarship Opportunities
	Scholarship Opportunities
	Scholarship Opportunities


	Alliss Opportunity Grant: These grants are for students who have a completed FAFSA and are not Pell eligibleŁ Funds are limited and are awarded by the Financial Aid OfficeŁ Students who complete their FAFSA early are considered firstŁ There is no separate Alliss Grant applicationŁ The grant is $1,000 for the standard academic year; $500 in fall and $500 in springŁ For more information, contact the Financial Aid OfficeŁ
	-

	College Foundation Scholarships: The foundations of both campuses award over $200,000 in scholarships to students each yearŁ Each type of scholarship varies in its criteriaŁ Financial need may or may not be a considerationŁ More than 200 scholarships are awarded to recognize academic success, leadership skills or potential for success, major field of study, and many other criteriaŁ Scholarships are awarded multiple times during the academic year and vary based on campus locationŁ
	-

	Scholarship application forms and brochures can also be found online at ; select the scholarship application specific to the campus you attendŁ
	A
	nokaRamseyŁedu/cost-aid/scholarships-loans-grants/scholarships/
	nokaRamseyŁedu/cost-aid/scholarships-loans-grants/scholarships/


	Community-Based Scholarships: Community agencies, businesses, and other organizations sponsor many scholarshipsŁ Visit  or contact the Financial Aid Office for additional informationŁ
	A
	nokaRamseyŁedu/
	nokaRamseyŁedu/
	cost-aid/scholarships-loans-grants/


	PSEO students are ineligible to receive scholarship dollars while enrolled in the PSEO programŁ

	Student Services
	Student Services
	Student Services


	Academic Advising Services
	Academic Advising Services
	Academic Advising Services
	Academic Advising Services


	The mission of the Anoka-Ramsey Academic Advising Office is to empower students to actively seek out resources to successfully complete their educational goalsŁ Academic Advising provides a safe and respectful environment to collaborate with students on course selection, understanding degree requirements, and preparing for degree completion or credit transfer to other academic institutionsŁ Each student receives an assigned academic advisor, typically based on degree programŁ
	-
	-
	-

	Admissions Office
	Admissions Office
	Admissions Office


	The Admissions Office provides admission and degree information, tours, and admission advising to prospective applicants to Anoka-Ramsey Community CollegeŁ
	-

	Adult Basic Education (ABE)
	Adult Basic Education (ABE)
	Adult Basic Education (ABE)


	Adult Basic Education services are offered at no costŁ Services include GED and Accuplacer preparation as well as skill enhancement for math, reading, and writingŁ
	Air Force ROTC
	Air Force ROTC
	Air Force ROTC


	Anoka-Ramsey students may enroll in Aerospace Studies at the University of StŁ ThomasŁ Air Force ROTC is an educational and leadership program designed to prepare students for commissioning as second lieutenants in the United States Air ForceŁ Students may enroll in the four-year program any time up to fall term of their sophomore year, with freshman and sophomore classes adding two hours of coursework each weekŁ No obligation is incurred by enrolling in the undergraduate courses, and college credit is earn
	-
	-

	Book Charges
	Book Charges
	Book Charges


	It is wise to purchase books before the term starts and begin to get familiar with the course contentŁ This means purchasing books “out of pocket,” and use any balance of your financial aid to pay yourself backŁ When this is not possible, and for those students with enough processed financial aid, Anoka-Ramsey supports a book charge process:
	 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Please plan your purchases carefullyŁ Use the charge process only in an emergency and only once in a termŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Your processed financial aid must exceed your tuition and fee chargesŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Book charges are allowed one week prior to the term and the first week of the term (excluding holidays)Ł

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Student loans must be accepted from the award letter prior to book chargingŁ 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students will be responsible for all book charges regardless of financial aid receivedŁ
	 



	Business Office
	Business Office
	Business Office


	The Business Office processes tuition and fees payments and distributes financial aid, grants, loans, and scholarship moniesŁ
	 
	Campus Store
	Campus Store
	Campus Store


	The Campus Store carries new and used textbooks, supplies, software, clothing, gifts and other gear, and offers rental and eBooks optionsŁ Students may order textbooks online by visiting:
	-

	Ł Please refer to the college website for information on the book charge policy, book return policy, and book buy-back servicesŁ
	A
	nokaRamseyŁedu/resources/bookstore/
	nokaRamseyŁedu/resources/bookstore/


	Child Care Assistance
	Child Care Assistance
	Child Care Assistance


	Funds are available under the Post-Secondary Childcare Grant ProgramŁ For an application and additional information, visit: Ł
	A
	nokaRamseyŁedu/
	nokaRamseyŁedu/
	resources/forms/


	Counseling Services
	Counseling Services
	Counseling Services


	Counseling offers students the opportunity to make realistic career decisions and get support for their personal concernsŁ
	-

	Career Counseling 
	Career Counseling helps individuals make decisions about career choices by evaluating one’s interests, values, and abilities, and how they relate to college programs and career choicesŁ Counselors are here to help individuals explore options, figure out what careers might be the best fit for them, and develop a career planŁ
	-

	Career Classes
	Counselors offer a CAOR 1102 Career Exploration course focused on self-exploration to provide the foundation for occupational research and career decision-makingŁ Job search strategies are also coveredŁ
	Personal Counseling
	Personal counseling helps students who are experiencing a personal concern that makes concentrating on coursework difficult, life/work balance, and/or those who suffer from symptoms of stress, depression or anxietyŁ Counselors support students in resolving personal issues related to academic successŁ
	-
	-

	Diversity & Multiculturalism
	Diversity & Multiculturalism
	Diversity & Multiculturalism


	The Diversity & Multiculturalism Office is committed to inclusion and equal treatment of all peopleŁ We provide programs for diversity and cultural competence that broaden and enrich the campus climateŁ It is our hope to engage all students and professionals to explore their cultural identities, and to move them toward greater understanding and appreciation of diversity, power, and privilege as it plays out in our lives and the larger communityŁ
	-
	-

	The Diversity & Multiculturalism Office provides:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	co-curricular initiatives that add to students' experiences and leadershipŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	advocacy on behalf of studentsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	facilitation in building relationships with staff, faculty, and administrators to enhance and enrich the campus climate and promote cultural competenceŁ
	-



	The office is located in the Mosaic Cultural Center on the Coon Rapids campus, Rm SC178BŁ For more information, visit: 
	Ł
	AnokaRamseyŁedu/campus-life/diversity-inclusion/office-of-diversity-
	AnokaRamseyŁedu/campus-life/diversity-inclusion/office-of-diversity-
	multiculturalism/


	Email Accounts
	Email Accounts
	Email Accounts


	Within one day of registering for credit coursework, each student is assigned an official College email account, which can be activated at: Ł
	-
	http://
	http://
	websŁanokaramseyŁedu/studentmail/


	Anoka-Ramsey uses email as the primary method of communication with studentsŁ Students are responsible for information, notices, and deadlines disseminated through college emailŁ 
	 
	English Language Learners
	English Language Learners


	Anoka-Ramsey is proud to offer reading and writing courses for English Language Learners (ELL)Ł As part of the ELL course sequence, students have access to additional support, including Supplemental Education, where an instructor is available to assist with required course activities and homeworkŁ ELL students are also encouraged to participate in the Conversation Partners program, which partners students who want to practice their English skills with lifelong English speakers to engage in casual, cross-cul
	-
	-

	Financial Aid
	Financial Aid
	Financial Aid


	Students needing financial assistance to help with college expenses may apply for grants, student loans, and work-study by completing the FAFSAŁ See college costs and financial assistance at College Costs & Financial Assistance on page 17Ł
	-

	Job Readiness Services
	Job Readiness Services
	Job Readiness Services


	Job Readiness Services are available on both campusesŁ The office supports students in developing job search skills, and advertises local employment,  internship, and volunteer opportunities for studentsŁ Services are available to all students and alumniŁ For more information regarding these services and the opportunities offered at the College, students are encouraged to visit: Ł
	AnokaRamseyŁedu/resources/job-readiness-services
	AnokaRamseyŁedu/resources/job-readiness-services


	Job Readiness Services provides information and training on: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	resume writing strategies and resume critiqueŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	interviewing and application tipsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	networking strategiesŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Internet job-search techniquesŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	labor market informationŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	miscellaneous job search informationŁ


	Library
	Library
	Library


	Both Anoka-Ramsey campus libraries provide a variety of instructional materials, equipment, and services to students, faculty, and staffŁ Each library also has individual and small group study spaces as well as listening and viewing areasŁ
	-

	Collections of books and periodicals in print and online format and collections of audiovisuals in each campus library are coordinated with the college curriculum to provide students with the resources relevant to their courses of studyŁ 
	-

	For information not available locally, students and staff have access to materials from over 300 libraries through the libraries’ online catalogs: MnPALS and MnLINKŁ MnPALS includes the Minnesota State system  libraries, state agency libraries, and some private college academic librariesŁ MnLINK includes the University of Minnesota libraries, public libraries, and additional academic librariesŁ Services are accessible through the bar code number found on your ARCC Student Photo ID cardŁ
	 
	New Student Orientation
	New Student Orientation


	New students go through an Orientation & Registration session on campus to learn more about campus resources and academic policesŁ In addition, students are paired with an academic advisor and have the opportunity to meet one-on-one to explore degree/program requirements, discuss appropriate course load, and receive assistance registering for classesŁ Optional campus tours will also be offered for interested studentsŁ 
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Online Orientation 
	Online orientation is for new transfer students and informs them about campus resources, academic policies, and how to register for coursesŁ If a student is transferring in with 12 or more earned credits, they need to send in their official transcripts and then complete the online orientationŁ Once completed, students will be able to register for their courses onlineŁ If they need assistance, academic advisors are available by appointment, or support questions may be submitted on the web through Ask UsŁ
	Office for Students with Disabilities
	Office for Students with Disabilities
	Office for Students with Disabilities


	Anoka-Ramsey provides a variety of academic support services for students with documented disabilities in accordance with federal legislationŁ Services include, but are not limited to, accommodation assistance, educational planning, early registration, assistive technology, interpreters, advocacy, referral, and supportŁ These services are designed to assist individuals to participate fully and successfully in Anoka-Ramsey programsŁ For further information on all disability services call 763-433-1350 or Acce
	-

	Online Services
	Online Services
	Online Services


	Students may access many online services and programs that are offered at: Ł With a StarID and a password, which are assigned upon admission to the College, students are able to:
	A
	nokaRamseyŁedu/
	nokaRamseyŁedu/


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	sign up for placement testing and orientationŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	search for open class sectionsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	register for classesŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	print a class scheduleŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	adjust course schedule (add, drop, withdraw)Ł

	• 
	• 
	• 

	check holds on an academic recordŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	view or change addressŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	view financial aid status and awardsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	view gradesŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	view financial account and chargesŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	pay tuition and feesŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	print an unofficial transcript (academic record)Ł

	• 
	• 
	• 

	conduct a Degree Audit Report (DARS)Ł


	Course offerings and the Academic Catalog are available on the college’s websiteŁ In addition, the website offers links to other online services that make it easy for students to:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	view eBulletin announcementsŁ 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	file a FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student Aid)Ł 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	submit a Student Loan applicationŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	order books for classesŁ


	Post Traditional Students
	Post Traditional Students
	Post Traditional Students


	The Post Traditional advising office serves adult learners who may be returning or new to collegeŁ Assistance is provided in answering questions about how to navigate the academic system, what resources are available for students on and off campus, information on how to apply past work experiences, skills and competencies to Credit for Prior Learning (CPL), connection to resources, and assistance on planning your academic scheduleŁ Make plans to visit with the Post Traditional Student Advisor todayŁ 
	-
	-

	Records & Registration
	Records & Registration
	Records & Registration


	The Records and Registration Office processes registration and transfer transactions, transfer and graduation evaluations, and maintains permanent student recordsŁ Students are encouraged to keep records currentŁ
	-

	Testing Services
	Testing Services
	Testing Services


	The testing centers at the Cambridge Campus and Coon Rapids Campus serve students by providing The College Board Placement Test (Accuplacer) for appropriate course placement, as well as alternative and make-up testingŁ 
	-

	TRIO Student Support Services Program
	TRIO Student Support Services Program
	TRIO Student Support Services Program


	TRIO Student Support Services (SSS) is designed to provide a positive and supportive learning environment to help ensure the academic success of its participantsŁ
	Services include academic advising, career guidance, tutoring, workshops, cultural activities, and social eventsŁ Students also receive assistance with issues pertaining to graduation, transfer, and the financial aid application processŁ For more information contact the TRIO/SSS office, visit:
	Ł All services are provided free of chargeŁ This is a federally-funded TRIO program with in-kind support from Anoka-RamseyŁ
	A
	nokaRamseyŁedu/resources/trio-programs/
	nokaRamseyŁedu/resources/trio-programs/


	Tutoring Services
	Tutoring Services
	Tutoring Services


	The Academic Support Center (ASC) provides free tutoring in a variety of subject areas at both the Cambridge Campus and Coon Rapids CampusŁ Peer tutors are available on a drop-in basisŁ Professional staff tutoring for business, chemistry, mathematics, and writing is available by appointment and walk-inŁ 
	Each ASC provides on-site computers, handouts, and other resources for 
	Each ASC provides on-site computers, handouts, and other resources for 
	student use, as well as periodic workshops and study groupsŁ The Minne
	-
	sota State system also provides access to 
	TutorŁcom
	TutorŁcom

	, a third-party, online 
	tutoring service for studentsŁ Students can access these services through 
	their D2L Brightspace accountŁ

	The Math Skills Center on the Coon Rapids Campus offers free peer tutoring and professional tutoring services for students taking MATH 0100, 0230, 0240, 0250, 1100, 1200 and medical dosage calculationsŁ
	-

	Veterans' Services
	Veterans' Services
	Veterans' Services


	Veterans’ Services are available on each campus to assist veterans, current military members, and dependents as they pursue their educational goalsŁ Knowledgeable staff are available to provide academic advising services, assist with educational benefits, answer questions, offer referrals to various resources, and help with military-to-civilian transition issuesŁ 
	Within our Veterans' Services Center, students are encouraged to use the designated computer terminals and study areas, chat with peers, or just drop by for a hot cup of coffeeŁ
	In addition, Anoka-Ramsey is fortunate to have the North Metro Regional Coordinator for the Minnesota Higher Education Veterans Program housed on our campusŁ Together, these resources are provided to meet the needs of our veterans and promote their success as studentsŁ For more information call 763-433-1230Ł
	-


	Student Life Programs
	Student Life Programs
	Student Life Programs

	CC = Cambridge Campus, CR = Coon Rapids Campus
	CC = Cambridge Campus, CR = Coon Rapids Campus

	 
	 


	For more information about student programming or clubs, visit:
	For more information about student programming or clubs, visit:
	 or contact the Student Activities office at 763-433-1320Ł
	AnokaRamseyŁedu/campus-life
	AnokaRamseyŁedu/campus-life


	Clubs & Organizations
	Clubs & Organizations
	Clubs & Organizations


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Adult Transition Club (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Anime Association (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Anoka-Ramsey Disability Club (ARDC) (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Art Club (CC/CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Astronomy Club (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Black Student Union (BSU) (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Book Club (CC)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Business Professionals of America (BPA) (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Ceramic Guild (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Chemistry Club (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Christian Club (CRU) (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Club Hockey (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Creative Writing Club (CC/CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Disability Club (ARDC) (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Engineering & Physics Club (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Environmental Club (CC)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Gaming Club (CC)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Gender-Sexuality Alliance (GSA)(CC)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Hearts Ablaze Christian Club (CC)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Hmong Club (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Knit & Crochet Club (CC)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Latinx Club (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Math Club (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Math Team (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Multicultural Club (CC/CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Muslim Student Association (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Photography Club (CC)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Psychology Club (CC/CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Queer-Trans Union (QTU) (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Spanish Club (CC)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	STEM for All (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Student Nurses Association (SNA) (CC/CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students for Life (CC/CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Sustainability Club (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Swing Dance Club (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Theatre Club (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Veterans & Military Student Organization/Student

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Veterans Club (CR)
	 



	Student Senate
	Student Senate
	Student Senate


	Student Senate (both campuses) is the voice for students, and, together with College administration, oversees student affairsŁ Student Senate appoints student representatives to College committees and advocates for student needs and concernsŁ 
	-

	Intercollegiate Athletics
	Intercollegiate Athletics
	Intercollegiate Athletics


	(Optional credit available for some sports)
	 
	Men’s Sports
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Baseball (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Basketball (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Soccer (CR)


	Women’s Sports
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Basketball (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Fastpitch Softball (CC) 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Soccer (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Volleyball (CR)
	 



	Intramural & Recreational Sports
	Intramural & Recreational Sports
	Intramural & Recreational Sports


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Badminton (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Baseball (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Basketball (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Bowling (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Dodgeball (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Flag Football (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Fun Run/Walk (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Golf (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Open Gym (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Softball (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Volleyball (CR)
	 





	Student Leadership Opportunities
	Student Leadership Opportunities
	Student Leadership Opportunities


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Events Planning Team (CC/CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Phi Theta Kappa Honor Society (PTK)(CC/CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Student Senate (CC/CR)


	 
	Music & Theatre
	Music & Theatre


	(Optional credit available)
	Band
	Band
	Band
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Concert Band

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Guitar Ensemble

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Jazz Ensemble

	• 
	• 
	• 

	String Orchestra 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Theatre Ensemble

	• 
	• 
	• 

	World Drumming Ensemble


	Choir
	 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Chamber Singers

	• 
	• 
	• 

	College Chorale

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Concert Choir


	Theatre/Drama

	 
	 
	Literary Magazines
	Literary Magazines


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	The Rapids Review (CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The Spirit River Review (CC)


	Newspaper
	Newspaper
	Newspaper


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	The Campus Eye (CC/CR)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The Ink Spot (CC)



	Student Policies
	Student Policies
	Student Policies


	Anoka-Ramsey Community College students are held accountable for all college policies and procedures as defined on the college websiteŁ Failure to read the policies and procedures outlined on the college website will not be considered an excuse for noncomplianceŁ
	Anoka-Ramsey Community College students are held accountable for all college policies and procedures as defined on the college websiteŁ Failure to read the policies and procedures outlined on the college website will not be considered an excuse for noncomplianceŁ
	A complete description of the policies and procedures can be found online at: Ł
	A
	nokaRamseyŁedu/about-us/policies-disclosures/policies-procedures/
	nokaRamseyŁedu/about-us/policies-disclosures/policies-procedures/


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Acceptable Use of Computers and Information Technology Resources Policy

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Complaints and Grievances Policy

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Data Privacy Policy

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Drug and Alcohol-Free Campus Policy

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Email Communication Policy

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Emergency Procedures

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Nondiscrimination in Employment and Education Opportunity Policy

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Refund Policy

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Religious Observance Policy

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfactory Academic Progress Policy

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Sexual Violence Policy

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Student Conduct Code Policy

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students Involved in Decision-Making Policy

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Student Rights and Responsibilities Policy

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Tobacco-Free Policy

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Zero Tolerance Policy



	Professional & Workforce Training (PWT)
	Professional & Workforce Training (PWT)
	Professional & Workforce Training (PWT)


	Professional & Workforce Training (PWT) at Anoka-Ramsey Community College and Anoka Technical College provides non-credit open enrollment, contract training, and professional development services to individuals, businesses, and organizationsŁ Courses can be taken at the college, online, or customized for on-site deliveryŁ College courses (credit and non-credit) are also offered at various community locationsŁ Contact PWT at 763-433-1200 or visit: Ł
	Professional & Workforce Training (PWT) at Anoka-Ramsey Community College and Anoka Technical College provides non-credit open enrollment, contract training, and professional development services to individuals, businesses, and organizationsŁ Courses can be taken at the college, online, or customized for on-site deliveryŁ College courses (credit and non-credit) are also offered at various community locationsŁ Contact PWT at 763-433-1200 or visit: Ł
	-
	ProWorkTrainingŁcom
	ProWorkTrainingŁcom


	Professional & Workforce Training provides: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	a broad array of consulting, assessment, research, planning and organizational development services, and training plansŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	college credit for classes that can be applied towards an academic diploma or certificateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	certifications, licenses, and continuing education units (CEUs) for a variety of industries and tradesŁ
	 



	Continuing Education
	Continuing Education
	Continuing Education


	PWT is dedicated to providing the community with on-going educational opportunities and short-term career education programsŁ Offerings include computer applications and information technology training; trade programs; sheetmetal; educational programs for manufacturing specialty; continuing education courses for nursing, health, and human services professionals; and human resource, supervisory, management and leadership studiesŁ
	-
	-

	Customized Training
	Customized Training
	Customized Training


	Customized training involves identifying and assessing organizational needs and designing outcome-based training optionsŁ Areas of expertise include:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Industrial Engineering and Manufacturing Technology

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Health and Wellness

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Compliance/OSHA 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Organizational Development

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Information Technology and Computer ApplicationsŁ


	Other personal and professional training topics are also availableŁ
	Consulting Services
	Consulting Services
	Consulting Services


	Specializing in business development and workforce training, PWT assists businesses in achieving economic successŁ
	Reasons to partner with PWT:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Education and training solutions designed to meet their goals and increase productivity and profitŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Cost-effective, results-oriented solutions designed to enable companies to increase their competitive edgeŁ 
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Pre- and post-training assessments to ensure employees learn the skills important to their industry and customersŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Industry experts and experienced instructors who provide proven, real-world resultsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Services, industry certifications, and training conducted fitting the business’ schedule and at the business locationŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Cutting-edge training programs on the forefront of new technologies/processes to enhance employees’ skillsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Increase the bottom line of businesses through waste reduction, streamlining processes, energy conservation, and workforce trainingŁ


	Resources & Expertise to Meet Business Goals
	In today’s economic culture, organizations face considerable challengesŁ Evolving technologies, global competition, and economic pressure place new demands on businessŁ Strategies and competencies drive businessesŁ 
	 
	Partnerships
	Partnerships
	Partnerships


	PWT establishes mutually beneficial partnerships with area educational, business, professional, and community-based organizations interested in life-long learning and economic developmentŁ
	The Minnesota Job Skills Partnership (MJSP) program is a major source of grant funding for innovative college/business partnershipsŁ Such grants provide employers’ access to customized training, expand the college’s ability to service client needs, and contribute to economic growthŁ
	-

	The college also functions as a resource and strategic partner linking businesses to other economic development organizations, such as the Minnesota Department of Employment and Economic Development, Minnesota Technology, Inc, Regional Initiative Funds, and local/regional development agenciesŁ
	-
	-
	-

	Meeting & Training Facilities
	Meeting & Training Facilities
	Meeting & Training Facilities


	Our spaces are available for rent, including: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	training accommodations for groups with 5-150 participants 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	12, 20 and 30 station computer labs for networking, MS Office, Cisco-related training, SolidWorks and other applications

	• 
	• 
	• 

	refreshments and meal options

	• 
	• 
	• 

	video and interactive television conferencing

	• 
	• 
	• 

	free parking 


	Continuing Education Units (CEUs)
	Continuing Education Units (CEUs)
	Continuing Education Units (CEUs)


	CEUs are part of a national movement to provide records for participation in non-credit continuing education activitiesŁ Participants are awarded CEUs in accordance with the policies adopted by the Minnesota Higher Education Services Office and other approval agencies such as the Minnesota Board of NursingŁ Persons who participate in the various CEU programs will have individual records maintained by the collegeŁ
	-
	-

	Anoka-Ramsey Community College constantly strives to meet educational needs and develop special programs in response to requestsŁ Persons or businesses desiring such services should contact PWT at 763-433-1200Ł 
	-

	For Information on Registration
	For Information on Registration
	For Information on Registration


	Professional and Workforce Training course schedules include registration forms, procedures, and information on course offerings, certificates, and programs offeredŁ For current information, visit:  or Ł 
	ProWorkTrainingŁcom
	ProWorkTrainingŁcom

	A
	nokaTechŁedu/ProWorkTrainingŁaspx
	nokaTechŁedu/ProWorkTrainingŁaspx


	Non-Credit Refund Policy
	Non-Credit Refund Policy
	Non-Credit Refund Policy


	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Special fees are not refundableŁ

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Refund policies varyŁ Please refer to the course schedule for specific program refund policiesŁ For more information, call 763-433-1200Ł



	Degree, Certificate & Diploma Information
	Degree, Certificate & Diploma Information
	Degree, Certificate & Diploma Information


	Anoka-Ramsey Community College:
	Anoka-Ramsey Community College:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	offers coursework in most disciplines for students who will transfer and continue their education toward bachelor’s degreesŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	cooperates with area institutions to provide vocational and technical training for students with opportunities to move immediately into jobs upon completion of their educationŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	provides retraining and upgrading of skills for currently employed individuals and provides flexible scheduling to meet those needs, including off-campus classes, online classes, and non-credit workshopsŁ
	-
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	is committed to providing a general education to help students in their development as individuals in our societyŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	is committed to assisting students with skills and knowledge below college-level in upgrading their skills and in achieving a successful college experienceŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	is committed to supplementing curriculum and broadening experiences by providing aesthetic, cultural, recreational, and intercollegiate competitive experiences for students and other members of the communityŁ
	-
	-



	Choosing a Program of Study
	Choosing a Program of Study
	Choosing a Program of Study


	Advisors will assist students in choosing one of the various kinds of programs – career, transfer or general education – and help students select appropriate courses for their chosen majorŁ Many students change objectives while attending college, especially during the first yearŁ If students change objectives, assistance is available in choosing alternate programsŁ It is important to note that opportunities exist for trial; a student may be disillusioned in one area but successful in anotherŁ 
	-
	-

	Myers Briggs and Strong Assessments are available for a fee and as a part of the CAOR 1102 courseŁ These assessments help students determine their career choicesŁ 
	Assessment of Student Learning
	Assessment of Student Learning
	Assessment of Student Learning


	Each program of study has well-defined goals for student learning, which are available through Advising ServicesŁ These goals describe the knowledge, skills, and abilities that students will develop during the course of the program of studyŁ The College is committed to a comprehensive program of assessment in which programs are evaluated based upon how well students achieve the goals for student learningŁ Student learning is assessed at the course, program, and college-levelŁ This assessment process helps t
	-
	-

	Catalog Applying to a Student’s Graduation
	Catalog Applying to a Student’s Graduation
	Catalog Applying to a Student’s Graduation


	Candidates for the associate degree may choose to fulfill degree requirements outlined in any catalog under which the student was enrolled, provided that the catalog was in effect not more than four years preceding the date of graduationŁ The student must complete all degree requirements under a single catalogŁ Graduation is not automatic; students must apply in order to be granted a degreeŁ See Graduation Application Information & Deadlines on page 16 for more informationŁ
	-
	-

	 

	Degrees, Certificates & Diploma
	Degrees, Certificates & Diploma
	Degrees, Certificates & Diploma
	Degrees, Certificates & Diploma


	Anoka-Ramsey Community College offers the following degrees:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Associate of Arts (AA)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Associate of Applied Science (AAS)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Associate of Fine Arts (AFA)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Associate of Science (AS)


	Anoka-Ramsey also offers several certificates and a diplomaŁ
	Associate of Arts Degree
	Associate of Arts Degree
	Associate of Arts Degree


	Overview
	The Associate of Arts degree (AA) is intended primarily for students who plan to transfer to another college or university to complete a bachelor’s degreeŁ The AA is a general education degree where students may choose a goal areaŁ Students may also choose to concentrate in a particular field of study as preparation for a planned major at a four-year college or universityŁ At least 40 of the 60 credits must be taken within the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) outlined on page 34Ł Students are strongly e
	-

	Transfer Note
	An agreement with Minnesota State provides that Anoka-Ramsey’s Associate of Arts degree (or MnTC) will satisfy all of the lower-division general education requirements of any of the Minnesota State institutionsŁ 
	-

	An agreement with the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities provides that the MnTC will satisfy the University’s liberal education requirementsŁ Anoka-Ramsey also has agreements with many private and out-of-state schools that allow easy transfer of the AA degreeŁ For assistance in program planning, or to explore transfer options, students should meet with an academic advisorŁ
	General Requirements for AA Degree
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in all MnTC coursesŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ


	Specific Degree Requirements
	Specific Degree Requirements

	See individual AA guide sheets beginning on page 41Ł
	Associate of Arts Degrees
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Associate of Arts in Liberal Arts & Sciences

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Communication Studies Transfer Pathway

	• 
	• 
	• 

	English Transfer Pathway

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Mass Communication Transfer Pathway

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Political Science Transfer Pathway

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Psychology Transfer Pathway

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Sociology Transfer Pathway

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Spanish Transfer Pathway


	Associate of Applied Science Degree
	Associate of Applied Science Degree
	Associate of Applied Science Degree


	Overview
	The Associate of Applied Science degree (AAS) is intended for students who plan to use the competencies gained through their degree for immediate employmentŁ The AAS degree is granted in a specific major and typically about two-thirds of the coursework is in the career/program areaŁ Approximately one-third of the courses are from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)Ł
	-

	Transfer Note
	The AAS degree is not designed to transfer to a four-year collegeŁ However, the MnTC courses typically do transfer and some of the career-oriented courses taken at Anoka-Ramsey may also transfer to specific majors at selected schoolsŁ Please see an advisor for specific information regarding transferring coursesŁ
	General Requirements for AAS Degree
	General Requirements for AAS Degree

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ


	Specific Degree Requirements
	Specific Degree Requirements

	See individual AAS guide sheets beginning on page 54Ł
	Associate of Applied Science AAS Degrees
	Associate of Applied Science AAS Degrees

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Accounting Practitioner

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Business: Management/Marketing Emphasis

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Business: Office Technology Emphasis

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Physical Therapist Assistant

	• 
	• 
	• 

	System Administration



	Associate of Fine Arts Degree
	Associate of Fine Arts Degree
	Associate of Fine Arts Degree
	Associate of Fine Arts Degree


	Overview
	The Associate of Fine Arts degree (AFA) is designed primarily for students who plan to transfer to another college or university to complete a bachelor’s degree in fine artsŁ Students may choose a path leading to art, creative writing, music, or theatreŁ
	-

	Transfer Note
	The AFA-Music degree will transfer to Minnesota State University-Mankato, Augsburg College, Winona State University, and Minnesota State University Moorhead; the AFA-Art will transfer to Winona State University; the AFA-Theatre will transfer to Minnesota State University Moorhead; the AFA in Creative Writing degree will transfer to Metropolitan State University, Hamline University, and Augsburg CollegeŁ The AFA degrees may transfer in part or in their entirety to other baccalaureate institutionsŁ 
	-
	-

	General Requirements for AFA Degree
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ


	Specific Degree Requirements
	See individual AFA guide sheets beginning on page 60Ł
	Associate of Fine Arts Degrees
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Art Transfer Pathway

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Creative Writing

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Music

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Theatre Transfer Pathway


	Associate of Science Degree
	Associate of Science Degree
	Associate of Science Degree


	Overview
	The Associate of Science degree (AS) is intended for students who wish to balance liberal arts education with career-oriented classesŁ The primary purpose of the degree is to provide the credentials for a specific career and prepare graduates for admission to a four-year collegeŁ Approximately one-half of the coursework consists of liberal arts or general education credits and one-half comprises career-oriented coursesŁ
	Specific transfer agreements exist with selected four-year colleges for each AS degreeŁ Please see an Anoka-Ramsey advisor for specific information regarding transferring coursesŁ
	General Requirements for AS Degree
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ


	Specific Degree Requirements
	See individual AS guide sheets beginning on page 68Ł
	Associate of Science Degrees
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Accounting Transfer Pathway

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Alcohol & Drug Counseling Studies

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Applied Engineering Technology–Biomedical Design & Manufacturing
	 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Biology Transfer Pathway

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Biomedical Technology

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Business, Industry & Technology

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Business Transfer Pathway

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Chemistry Transfer Pathway

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Community Health

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Computer Networking

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Computer Science Transfer Pathway

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Cybersecurity

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Elementary Education Foundations Transfer Pathway

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Engineering

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Environmental Science

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Exercise Science Transfer Pathway

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Health Sciences (Broad Field)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Human Resources Associate

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Integrative Health & Healing

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Nursing (MANE)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Pharmacy Technician

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Sales Management

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Special Education Transfer Pathway


	Certificate & Diploma Programs
	Certificate & Diploma Programs
	Certificate & Diploma Programs


	Certificate and diploma programs, offered in several career fields, are designed to increase students’ knowledge and skills in a specific area/disciplineŁ Certificates are awarded for completion of 9-30 credits of coursework and may have an occupational outcome or address a focused area of studyŁ Diplomas are awarded for completion of 31-72 credits of coursework and prepare students for immediate employmentŁ Many courses within a certificate or diploma program may apply toward an AS or AAS degree in the dis
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Certificates:
	Certificates:

	Administrative Specialist
	Administrative Specialist
	Administrative Specialist
	Alcohol & Drug Counseling
	Athletic Coaching
	Biomedical Core
	Biomedical Technology
	Business Communication
	Business Computer Applications
	Business Generalist
	Clinical Research Professional
	Computer Network Security
	Computer Programming
	Creative Writing
	Fitness Specialist
	Global Studies
	Integrative Health & Healing
	IT Support Specialist
	Network Support & Admin
	Pharmacy Technician
	Retail Management
	Small Business Accounting


	Diploma: Therapeutic Massage
	Visit  for a complete listing of the Minnesota State authorized award requirementsŁ
	Minnesota State - Procedure 3Ł36Ł1 Academic Programs
	Minnesota State - Procedure 3Ł36Ł1 Academic Programs

	-


	College Transfer
	College Transfer
	College Transfer


	Anoka-Ramsey Community College and the other public colleges and universities are working to make transfer easierŁ Students are encouraged to plan ahead, ask questions, and use the pathways created by transfer agreementsŁ
	Anoka-Ramsey Community College and the other public colleges and universities are working to make transfer easierŁ Students are encouraged to plan ahead, ask questions, and use the pathways created by transfer agreementsŁ
	Some of the services and policies to assist you include:
	 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Assistance from Anoka-Ramsey advisors

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Written Intersystem Agreements
	-
	-
	-
	-
	 

	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)

	-
	-
	-
	 

	early (joint, deferred) guaranteed admission to a university

	-
	-
	-
	 

	course listings required for specific majors, such as    Engineering, Nursing or Business



	• 
	• 
	• 

	Transfer and course equivalency information:
	-
	-
	-
	-
	 

	wwwŁmntransferŁorg/
	wwwŁmntransferŁorg/
	wwwŁmntransferŁorg/



	-
	-
	-
	 

	wwwŁtransferologyŁcom/indexŁhtm
	wwwŁtransferologyŁcom/indexŁhtm
	wwwŁtransferologyŁcom/indexŁhtm





	• 
	• 
	• 

	Colleges and Universities

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Clearly stated criteria for admission to a selected college or major

	• 
	• 
	• 

	General policies related to evaluation of transfer credits

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A petition process for unusual circumstances is available on both campuses


	General Guidelines for Transfer of Credits
	The receiving college or university determines what credits transfer and if they meet requirements for specific degreesŁ MnTC goal areas are determined by the originating Minnesota State institutionŁ
	-

	Institutions accept credits from courses and programs like those they offerŁ They look for similarity in course goals, content, and levelŁ Degree programs usually count credits in three categories—general education, major/minor courses, and electivesŁ
	-

	Not every course that transfers will help students graduateŁ The key question is, “Will your credits fulfill requirements of the degree or program you choose?”
	-

	If students change their career goals or majors, they might not be able to complete all degree requirements within the usual number of graduation creditsŁ
	Transfer Pathways
	Transfer Pathways are curriculum plans created by teams of educators around the state to ensure that Minnesota State students who complete certain associate degrees can transfer to any of seven Minnesota State universities to obtain a bachelor's degree without losing time and money, and without generating excess creditsŁ
	-

	Students who complete a Transfer Pathway degree will be guaranteed junior status upon admission to the university, and are assured that the bachelor's degree can be completed in 60 additional credits (for 120-credit programs)Ł A student must still meet any special admission requirement for the major and are not guaranteed admission into the major itselfŁ
	Transfer Agreements
	A number of transfer agreements have been formalized that simplify transfer procedures for students and ensure transfer of credits from Anoka-Ramsey to other colleges or universitiesŁ
	-

	Transfer to Bachelor-Degree Programs
	Anoka-Ramsey Community College offers the appropriate coursework for the first half of most bachelor-degree programsŁ For Minnesota public universities, students are encouraged to complete the Minnesota Transfer CurriculumŁ Transfer guides listing specific courses and catalogs for Minnesota State institutions and many out-of-state schools are available at the Cambridge Campus Student Services Office and at the Coon Rapids Campus in Educational ServicesŁ
	-

	Anoka-Ramsey advisors cooperatively develop transfer guides for many public and private colleges throughout Minnesota and the regionŁ Transfer guides outline degree requirements and identify equivalent Anoka-Ramsey coursesŁ Catalogs for Minnesota colleges/universities and many out-of-state institutions are also available in these areas and on the internetŁ
	Advisors are available to assist students with exploring transfer options and reviewing transfer guidesŁ
	Many students planning to transfer complete the Associate of Arts degree that includes the Minnesota Transfer CurriculumŁ
	The Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)
	The Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) commits all public colleges and universities in the state of Minnesota to a broad educational foundation that integrates a body of knowledge and skills with study of contemporary concerns—all essential to meeting individual, social, personal, and career challengesŁ
	-
	-

	Students who complete the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum at Anoka-Ramsey (with a cumulative GPA of 2Ł0) have completed the general education requirements at many Minnesota colleges and universitiesŁ 
	-

	Agreements have been made with the following colleges/universities for students who complete the MnTC and/or the Associate of Arts degree at Anoka-Ramsey and meet the individual college’s entrance requirementsŁ
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	All Minnesota State Institutions

	• 
	• 
	• 

	University of Minnesota System


	Students who complete the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum at one participating school and transfer to another participating school have fulfilled the lower-division general education requirements for that schoolŁ 
	-
	-
	 

	Individual course MnTC goals are determined by the originating Minnesota State institutionŁ
	-


	Joint Admission Program
	Joint Admission Program
	Joint Admission Program
	Joint Admission Program


	Anoka-Ramsey Community College has a joint admission agreement with University of Minnesota-Twin CitiesŁ For further information concerning the joint admission program, contact the Records and Registration OfficeŁ
	Minnesota Cooperative Admissions Program (MnCAP)
	The Minnesota Cooperative Admissions Program (MnCAP) is a cooperative arrangement between the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities and the Minnesota State system to facilitate the transfer of students from Minnesota’s public two-year campuses to the College of Biological Sciences (CBS), College of Continuing and Professional Studies (CCAPS), College of Design (CDes), College of Education and Human Development (CEHD), College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences (CFANS), College of Liberal Arts
	-
	-
	-

	Under this agreement, students who are not offered admission to the University of Minnesota and choose to enroll in one of the seven metro area community colleges will be assured admission to one of the U of M participating colleges when they meet certain conditionsŁ Students will work with designated staff from one of the community colleges and the University’s Office of Admissions to define the specific conditions for transferŁ
	-
	-
	-

	Transfer Agreements
	Transfer Agreements
	Transfer Agreements


	Many transfer agreements exist that simplify transfer procedures for students and allow for transfer of credits from Anoka-Ramsey Community College to other colleges or universitiesŁ Some coursework or exams (such as CLEP, credit by exam, or DANTES), completed as part of the MnTC requirements, however, may not be accepted for credit by the University of Minnesota or other institutionsŁ
	-

	Anoka-Ramsey offers many four-year degrees on the Coon Rapids and 
	Anoka-Ramsey offers many four-year degrees on the Coon Rapids and 
	Cambridge CampusesŁ Specific pages outlining what Anoka-Ramsey 
	courses will transfer to a University are listed (sometimes called a Transfer 
	Guide)Ł When not available, a link to the transfer students page is givenŁ 
	Also listed are Articulation Agreements, or specific degree agreements 
	between Anoka-Ramsey and the receiving institutionŁ

	Augsburg College
	Auggie Plan: Simply complete your associate’s degree at Anoka-Ramsey and transition to Augsburg College to complete your bachelor’s degree:
	wwwŁaugsburgŁedu/registrar/transferguides/
	wwwŁaugsburgŁedu/registrar/transferguides/
	wwwŁaugsburgŁedu/registrar/transferguides/


	Articulation Agreements:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Creative Writing AFA to Augsburg English, Creative Writing BA

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Music AFA to Augsburg Music BA


	Bemidji State University
	Four-year degrees on campus: RN to BSN, FasTrack to License for Teaching Secondary Students, and DLiTE K-8 Teacher Licensure program (hybrid format) are available at the Coon Rapids Campus: 
	-
	-
	wwwŁbemidjistateŁ
	wwwŁbemidjistateŁ
	edu/admissions/undergrad/explore/academics/transfer/


	Articulation Agreements:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Business AS to Bemidji Business Administration BS

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Nursing (MANE) AS or Health Sciences (Broadfield) AS to Bemidji Nursing BS


	Bethel University
	wwwŁbethelŁedu/registrar/transfer-credits/undergraduate/transfer-evalua
	wwwŁbethelŁedu/registrar/transfer-credits/undergraduate/transfer-evalua
	wwwŁbethelŁedu/registrar/transfer-credits/undergraduate/transfer-evalua
	-
	tion-systems#TES


	Central Methodist University
	Articulation Agreement:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Nursing (MANE) AS to Central Methodist Nursing BSN


	College of St. Scholastica
	wwwŁcssŁedu/undergraduate/undergraduate-traditional/incoming-credits-
	wwwŁcssŁedu/undergraduate/undergraduate-traditional/incoming-credits-
	wwwŁcssŁedu/undergraduate/undergraduate-traditional/incoming-credits-
	and-course-informationŁhtml


	Concordia University, St. Paul
	Articulation Agreements:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Alcohol & Drug Counseling Studies AS to Concordia Psychology BA

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Biological Sciences AS to Concordia Biology BA or BS

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Business AS to Concordia Business BA

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Exercise Science AS to Concordia Exercise Science BA

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Health Sciences (Broadfield) AS to Concordia Health Care Administration BA or Public Health BA
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Human Resources AS to Concordia Human Resources Management BA or Business BA 
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Nursing AS to Concordia Nursing BS

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Psychology Transfer Pathway AA to Concordia Psychology BA


	Dunwoody College of Technology
	wwwŁdunwoodyŁedu/admissions/transfer/
	wwwŁdunwoodyŁedu/admissions/transfer/
	wwwŁdunwoodyŁedu/admissions/transfer/


	Articulation Agreement:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Engineering AS to Dunwoody Mechanical Engineering BA


	Hamline University
	wwwŁhamlineŁedu/undergraduate/admission/transfer
	wwwŁhamlineŁedu/undergraduate/admission/transfer
	wwwŁhamlineŁedu/undergraduate/admission/transfer

	/

	Articulation Agreement: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Creative Writing AFA to Hamline Creative Writing BFA
	Creative Writing AFA to Hamline Creative Writing BFA



	Metropolitan State University
	Four-year degrees on campus: RN to BSN is offered at the Coon Rapids Campus: 
	wwwŁmetrostateŁedu/admissions/undergraduate/transfer-
	wwwŁmetrostateŁedu/admissions/undergraduate/transfer-
	students


	Articulation Agreements:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	AS degree or AAS degree to Metro State Individualized Studies BA

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Creative Writing AFA to Metro State Screenwriting BA

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Cybersecurity AS to Metro State Computer Forensics BAS

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Nursing (MANE) AS to Metro State Nursing BSN

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Theatre AFA to Metro State Theater BA


	Minnesota State University, Mankato
	wwwŁmnsuŁedu/admissions/transferŁhtml
	wwwŁmnsuŁedu/admissions/transferŁhtml
	wwwŁmnsuŁedu/admissions/transferŁhtml


	Articulation Agreement: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Nursing (MANE) AS to Mankato Nursing BS


	Minnesota State University, Moorhead
	Articulation Agreements:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Business, Industry & Technology AS to Moorhead Project Management BS or Global Supply Chain Management BS
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Business Marketing and Management AAS or Human Resources Associate AS to Moorhead Project Management BS
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Creative Writing AFA to Moorhead English BA

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Music AFA to Moorhead Commercial Music BS, or Music BA, or Music Performance BA

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Nursing AS to Moorhead Nursing BSN


	Northwestern Health Sciences University
	wwwŁnwhealthŁedu/admissions/transfer-students/
	wwwŁnwhealthŁedu/admissions/transfer-students/
	wwwŁnwhealthŁedu/admissions/transfer-students/


	Articulation Agreement:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Biological Sciences AS to Northwestern Health Sciences Human Biology BS
	-



	School of the Art Institute of Chicago
	wwwŁsaicŁedu/admissions/ug/transferpriordegreestudents/transfercredit
	wwwŁsaicŁedu/admissions/ug/transferpriordegreestudents/transfercredit
	wwwŁsaicŁedu/admissions/ug/transferpriordegreestudents/transfercredit
	-
	academicrequirements/


	Articulation Agreement:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Art AFA to Art Technology Studies BFA


	St. Cloud State University
	Four-year degrees on campus: General Business BS is offered at the Coon Rapids campusŁ Special Education BES is offered at the Cambridge Campus: 
	wwwŁstcloudstateŁedu/transfer/defaultŁaspx
	wwwŁstcloudstateŁedu/transfer/defaultŁaspx


	Articulation Agreements:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Business Transfer Pathway AS to StŁ Cloud General Business BS

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Computer Science AS to StŁ Cloud Software Engineering BSE

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Nursing (MANE) AS to StŁ Cloud Nursing BS


	Southwest Minnesota State University
	Four-year degree on campus: BS of Exercise Science is offered at the Coon Rapids Campus:
	 
	wwwŁsmsuŁedu/admission/transfer/indexŁhtml
	wwwŁsmsuŁedu/admission/transfer/indexŁhtml


	Articulation Agreements:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Exercise Science AS to Southwest Exercise Science BS

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Music AFA to Southwest Music BA

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Nursing (MANE) AS to Southwest Nursing BSN


	St. Mary's University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
	wwwŁsmumnŁedu/admission/undergraduate/transfer-students
	wwwŁsmumnŁedu/admission/undergraduate/transfer-students
	wwwŁsmumnŁedu/admission/undergraduate/transfer-students


	Articulation Agreements:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Accounting AS or Accounting Practitioner AAS to StŁ Mary's Accounting BS
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Applied Engineering Technology AS, Biomedical Technology AS, or Business AS to StŁ Mary's Business Administration BS

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Computer Networking AS or Computer Science AS to StŁ Mary's Information Technology BS

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Human Resources Associate AS to StŁ Mary's Human Resources Management BS


	University of Minnesota, Crookston
	wwwŁcrkŁumnŁedu/admissions/prospective-transfer-students
	wwwŁcrkŁumnŁedu/admissions/prospective-transfer-students
	wwwŁcrkŁumnŁedu/admissions/prospective-transfer-students


	University of Minnesota, Duluth
	dŁumnŁedu/onestop/transfer/indexŁhtml
	dŁumnŁedu/onestop/transfer/indexŁhtml
	dŁumnŁedu/onestop/transfer/indexŁhtml


	University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
	admissionsŁtcŁumnŁedu/academics/mncasŁhtml
	admissionsŁtcŁumnŁedu/academics/mncasŁhtml
	admissionsŁtcŁumnŁedu/academics/mncasŁhtml


	Transfer Credit Resources:
	admissionsŁtcŁumnŁedu/PDFs/transfer_creditŁpdf
	admissionsŁtcŁumnŁedu/PDFs/transfer_creditŁpdf
	admissionsŁtcŁumnŁedu/PDFs/transfer_creditŁpdf


	University of Northwestern, St. Paul
	https://undergraduateŁunwspŁedu/
	https://undergraduateŁunwspŁedu/
	https://undergraduateŁunwspŁedu/


	University of St. Thomas
	https://wwwŁstthomasŁedu/admissions/undergraduate/transfer/indexŁhtml
	https://wwwŁstthomasŁedu/admissions/undergraduate/transfer/indexŁhtml

	University of Wisconsin, River Falls
	wwwŁuwrfŁedu/Admissions/TransferStudents/TransferGuideŁcfm
	wwwŁuwrfŁedu/Admissions/TransferStudents/TransferGuideŁcfm
	wwwŁuwrfŁedu/Admissions/TransferStudents/TransferGuideŁcfm


	University of Wisconsin, Stout
	wwwŁuwstoutŁedu/admissions-aid/transferring-uw-stout
	wwwŁuwstoutŁedu/admissions-aid/transferring-uw-stout
	wwwŁuwstoutŁedu/admissions-aid/transferring-uw-stout


	University of Wisconsin, Superior
	wwwŁuwsuperŁedu/admissions/transfers/transfering-creditsŁcfm
	wwwŁuwsuperŁedu/admissions/transfers/transfering-creditsŁcfm
	wwwŁuwsuperŁedu/admissions/transfers/transfering-creditsŁcfm


	Articulation Agreement:
	Articulation Agreement:

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Creative Writing AFA to Writing BA


	Winona State University
	wwwŁwinonaŁedu/admissions/transfercoursesŁasp
	wwwŁwinonaŁedu/admissions/transfercoursesŁasp
	wwwŁwinonaŁedu/admissions/transfercoursesŁasp


	Bachelor Degrees
	Bachelor Degrees
	Bachelor Degrees
	Offered at Anoka-Ramsey


	Anoka-Ramsey has expanded students’ access to four-year degrees by bringing programs from other institutions to its Coon Rapids and Cambridge CampusesŁ For additional information on current programs offerings, visit: Ł
	-
	-
	AnokaRamseyŁedu/academics/degrees-diplomas-certificates/
	AnokaRamseyŁedu/academics/degrees-diplomas-certificates/
	bachelorgraduate-degrees/


	Programs
	Programs
	Programs


	Business
	(Coon Rapids Campus)
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	BS degree program by StŁ Cloud State University/Herberger Business School


	Exercise Science
	(Coon Rapids Campus)
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	BS degree program by Southwest Minnesota State University


	Fastrack License for Secondary Certification
	(Coon Rapids Campus and online)
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	BS degree program by Bemidji State University


	MANE Nursing RN to BSN
	(Cambridge or Coon Rapids Campus)
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Dual enrollment


	Nursing 
	(Cambridge Campus)
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	BS degree program by Bemidji State University 


	(Coon Rapids Campus)
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	BSN degree program by Metropolitan State University


	Special Education
	(Cambridge Campus)
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	BES degree program in Special Education ABS (Academic Behavior Strategist) by StŁ Cloud State University 


	Teacher Education K-8 License (DLiTE)
	(Coon Rapids Campus)
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	BS degree program in Elementary Education by Bemidji State University



	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) Guidelines
	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) Guidelines
	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) Guidelines


	All of the following competencies are included in our lower-division general education curriculumŁ There are ten goal areasŁ
	All of the following competencies are included in our lower-division general education curriculumŁ There are ten goal areasŁ
	-

	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Communication To develop writers and speakers who use the English language effectively and who read, write, speak, and listen criticallyŁ As a base, all students should complete introductory communication requirements early in their collegiate studiesŁ Writing competency is an ongoing process to be reinforced through writing-intensive courses and writing across the curriculumŁ Speaking and listening skills need reinforcement through multiple opportunities for interpersonal communication, public speaking, an
	 
	-
	-
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Critical ThinkingTo develop thinkers who are able to unify factual, creative, rational, and value-sensitive modes of thoughtŁ Critical thinking will be taught and used throughout the general education curriculum in order to develop students’ awareness of their own thinking and problem-solving proceduresŁ To integrate new skills into their customary ways of thinking, students must be actively engaged in practicing thinking skills and applying them to open-ended problemsŁ
	 
	-
	-


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Natural SciencesTo improve students’ understanding of natural science principles and of the methods of scientific inquiry, eŁgŁ, the ways in which scientists investigate natural science phenomenaŁ As a basis for lifelong learning, students need to know the vocabulary of science and to realize that, while a set of principles has been developed through work of previous scientists, ongoing scientific inquiry and new knowledge will bring changes in some of the ways scientists view the worldŁ By studying the pro
	 
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Mathematical/Logical ReasoningTo increase students’ knowledge about mathematical and logical modes of thinkingŁ This will enable students to appreciate the breadth of applications of mathematics, evaluate arguments, and detect fallacious reasoningŁ Students will learn to apply mathematics, logic, and/or statistics to help them make decisions in their lives and careersŁ Minnesota’s public higher education systems have agreed that developmental mathematics includes the first three years of a high school mathe
	 
	-
	-


	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	History and the Social and Behavioral SciencesTo increase students’ knowledge of how historians and social and behavioral scientists discover, describe, and explain the behaviors and interactions among individuals, groups, institutions, events, and ideasŁ Such knowledge will better equip students to understand themselves and the roles they play in addressing the issues facing humanityŁ
	 


	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	The Humanities and Fine ArtsTo expand students’ knowledge of the human condition and human cultures, especially in relation to behavior, ideas, and values expressed in works of human imagination and thoughtŁ Through study in disciplines such as literature, philosophy, and the fine arts, students will engage in critical analysis, form aesthetic judgments, and develop an appreciation of the arts and humanities as fundamental to the health and survival of any societyŁ Students should have experiences in both t
	 
	-
	-


	7Ł 
	7Ł 
	7Ł 

	Human DiversityTo increase students’ understanding of individual and group differences (eŁgŁ, race, gender, class) and their knowledge of the traditions and values of various groups in the United StatesŁ Students should be able to evaluate the United States’ historical and contemporary responses to group differencesŁ
	 
	-


	8Ł 
	8Ł 
	8Ł 

	Global PerspectiveTo increase students’ understanding of the growing interdependence of nations and peoples and develop their ability to apply a comparative perspective to cross-cultural social, economic, and political experiencesŁ
	 
	-


	9Ł 
	9Ł 
	9Ł 

	Ethical and Civic ResponsibilityTo develop students’ capacity to identify, discuss, and reflect upon the ethical dimensions of political, social, and personal life and to understand the ways in which they can exercise responsible and productive citizenshipŁ While there are diverse views of social justice or the common good in a pluralistic society, students should learn that responsible citizenship requires them to develop skills to understand their own and others’ positions, be part of the free exchange of
	 
	-


	10Ł 
	10Ł 
	10Ł 

	People and the EnvironmentTo improve students’ understanding of today’s complex environmental challengesŁ Students will examine the interrelatedness of human society and the natural environmentŁ Knowledge of both biophysical principles and sociocultural systems is the foundation for integrative and critical thinking about environmental issuesŁ
	 
	-



	The following pages list Anoka-Ramsey courses that are acceptable in each goal areaŁ Updated lists are available on both campuses, and online at: 
	A
	nokaramseyŁedu/academics/minnesota-transfer-curriculum/
	nokaramseyŁedu/academics/minnesota-transfer-curriculum/



	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)
	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)
	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)


	The Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) is an agreement between Anoka-Ramsey Community College, Minnesota Stateschools, andthe University of Minnesota. The MnTC will transfer as a “package” to any Minnesota State school, the University of Minnesota system, andsome private schools upon completion anddocumentation on students’ transcript,which will be updated at the end of each term. Students must fulfill the 10 goal areas,complete 40 credits from those listed below,and maintain a cumulative 2.0 GPA for the 
	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)
	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)
	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)


	Goal 4: Mathematical/Logical Reasoning. One course required.MATH 1100Mathematicsfor Liberal Arts (3)MATH 1114Introduction to Statistics (4)MATH 1121Mathematics for Educational Arts(4)MATH 1200College Algebra (3)MATH 1201College Algebra II and Trigonometry (4)MATH 1210     Pre-Calculus(5)MATH 1310Survey of Calculus (3)MATH 1400Calculus I (5)MATH 1401Calculus II(5)MATH 2230Probability and Statistics(4)PHIL 11052Introductionto Logic andCritical Reasoning (3)Goal 5: History and the Social and Behavioral Science
	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)
	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)
	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)


	Goal 6: The Humanities andFine Arts. Two courses required; onefrom each of two categories.A.Literature:ENGL 22027Introductionto Literary Studies(3)ENGL 22037The Novel(3)ENGL 22047Short Stories(3)ENGL 22077Drama (3)ENGL 22087Poetry(3)ENGL22097Children’s Literature (3)ENGL 22108GlobalLiterature (3)ENGL 2220British Literature to 1800(3)ENGL 2225British Literature Since 1800(3)ENGL 22307American Literature to 1865(3)ENGL 22357American LiteratureSince 1865 (3)ENGL 22411Introduction to CreativeWriting (3)ENGL 225
	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)
	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)
	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)


	Goal 7: Human Diversity. One course required.BIOL 11083Biology of Women(3)CHIN 11018Beginning Chinese Language andCulture I (5)CHIN 11028Beginning Chinese LanguageandCulture II (5)CHIN 22018IntermediateChinese Language and                         Culture I (4)CHIN 22028Intermediate Chinese Language and                         Culture II(4)CMST22108Intercultural Communication(3)CMST 22201Interpersonal Communication(3)ENGL 22026      Introduction to LiteraryStudies(3)ENGL 22036The Novel (3)ENGL 22046Short Sto
	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)
	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)
	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)


	 Goal 9: Ethical andCivic Responsibility. One course required.BIOL 11103Field Biology (3)CMST 11002Introduction to Mass Communication (3)HIST 22115U.S. History I (4)HIST 22215U.S. History II (4)HIST 22407America in the Vietnam Era (3)HUM 12008Introduction to Global Studies(3)HUM 15118Introduction to Islam andCulture (3)MCOM11002Introduction to Mass Communication (3)PHIL 11106Introduction to Ethics (3)PHIL 112010Environmental Ethics (3)PHIL 11808Introduction to Social and Political Philosophy(3)PHIL 12006Med
	Programs of Study
	Programs of Study
	Programs of Study


	Each degree, certificate, and diploma program offered at Anoka-Ramsey Community College has specific required curriculum, which is clearly defined in the individual program guide sheets listed on the following pagesŁ Students are encouraged to meet with a counselor or advisor to assist them in planning their course of studyŁ
	Each degree, certificate, and diploma program offered at Anoka-Ramsey Community College has specific required curriculum, which is clearly defined in the individual program guide sheets listed on the following pagesŁ Students are encouraged to meet with a counselor or advisor to assist them in planning their course of studyŁ
	-
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	Program Information


	The Associate of Arts (AA) in Liberal Arts and Sciences degree program is intended to constitute the first two years of a baccalaureate degree programŁ Transferability of courses from Anoka-Ramsey Community College (ARCC) to public higher education systems in Minnesota is enhanced by transfer agreements that are in placeŁ Transfer standards and procedures adopted by all the public higher education systems in Minnesota insure students’ transfer rightsŁ Listings of available courses to satisfy the areas of th
	-
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Develop writers and speakers who use the English language effectively and who read, write, speak, and listen critically;
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Develop thinkers who are able to unify factual, creative, rational, and value-sensitive modes of thought;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Improve students’ understanding of natural science principles and of the methods of scientific inquiry, iŁeŁ, the ways in which scientists investigate natural science phenomena;

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Increase students’ knowledge about mathematical and logical modes of thinking;

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Increase students’ knowledge of how historians and social and behavioral scientists discover, describe, and explain the behaviors and interactions among individuals, groups, institutions, events, and ideas;
	-
	-


	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Expand students’ knowledge of the human condition and human cultures, especially in relation to behavior, ideas, and values expressed in works of human imagination and thought;

	7Ł 
	7Ł 
	7Ł 

	Increase students’ understanding of individual and group differences (eŁgŁ race, gender, class) and their knowledge of the traditions and values of various groups in the United States;

	8Ł 
	8Ł 
	8Ł 

	Increase students’ understanding of the growing interdependence of nations and people and develop their ability to apply a comparative perspective to cross-cultural social, economic, and political experiences;
	-


	9Ł 
	9Ł 
	9Ł 

	Develop students’ capacity to identify, discuss, and reflect upon the ethical dimensions of political, social, and personal life and to understand the ways in which they can exercise responsible and productive citizenship;
	-


	10Ł 
	10Ł 
	10Ł 

	Improve students’ understanding of today’s complex environmental challenges; and

	11Ł 
	11Ł 
	11Ł 

	Improve students’ awareness and understanding of issues related to personal wellnessŁ


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, mathematics, or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward this degreeŁ
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	 
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in all MnTC coursesŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ Students may earn only one AA degree regardless of emphasisŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ


	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 40 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 40 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 40 credits


	Distribution requirements are satisfied through completion of the 
	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) listed belowŁ These criteria must be met to complete the MnTC:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	All ten goal areas listed below must be completedŁ

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	A total of at least 40 semester credits from courses listed in the MnTC must be satisfactorily completedŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	A 2Ł0 MnTC GPA is required for recognition of a student’s completion of the entire Minnesota Transfer Curriculum, with or without completing an associate degreeŁ
	-



	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication (two courses required; one from A and one from B)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AŁ ENGL 1120t OR  1121tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BŁ CMST 1110 OR  CMST 2215 OR  CMST 2220ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking (three courses required)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science (two courses required; one from each of two departments; one must include a lab)
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning (one course required)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 


	 (two courses required; one from each of two categories)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AŁ Economics/Geography

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BŁ Anthropology/Psychology/Sociology 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CŁ History/Political Science


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts 


	 (two courses required; one from each of two categories)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AŁ Literature

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BŁ Humanities/Philosophy

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CŁ Art/Music/Theatre


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity (one course required)  

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective (one course required)  

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility (one course required)  

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment (one course required)  


	Elective Credit Requirements: 17 credits
	Elective Credit Requirements: 17 credits
	Elective Credit Requirements: 17 credits


	The balance of the 60 semester credits for the degree may be met by taking college-level coursework appropriate to the student’s transfer programŁ
	Wellness Requirement: 3 credits
	Wellness Requirement: 3 credits
	Wellness Requirement: 3 credits


	Complete either 1 or 2 below:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Three credits from any two Health, Physical Education, 


	or Recreation (HPER) coursesŁ
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł HPER 1120
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
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	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 




	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description


	The Communication Studies Transfer Pathway Associate of Arts (AA) degree program offers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associate of Arts degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated Communication Studies bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universitiesŁ The curriculum has been specifically designed so that students completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the six Minnesota State universities enter the university with junior-year statu
	-
	-
	-

	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Metropolitan State University: Professional Communication BS
	Metropolitan State University: Professional Communication BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Communication Studies BS
	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Communication Studies BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Communication Studies BA 
	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Communication Studies BA 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Southwest Minnesota State University: Communication Studies BA 
	Southwest Minnesota State University: Communication Studies BA 
	(Public Relations Emphasis)


	• 
	• 
	• 

	StŁ Cloud State University: Communication Studies BA, Com
	StŁ Cloud State University: Communication Studies BA, Com
	-
	munication Studies Supplementary BA, Communication Studies 
	Interdepartmental BS 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Winona State University: Communication Studies BA (General, 
	Winona State University: Communication Studies BA (General, 
	Leadership and Advocacy, Organizational)



	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge of the transactional nature of communication and its core principles;
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge of the critical role of context in communication and ability to adapt content to changes within interpersonal and public speaking situations;
	-


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge of the critical role of culture and diversity in communication, and ability to communicate effectively within and across cultures;

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Effectively structure and deliver a message by choosing appropriate organizational and delivery methods to suit the message; and

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Identify and select appropriate supporting materials, and demonstrate ability to effectively cite sourcesŁ
	-



	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 2210 Intercultural Communication ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 2215 Public Speaking ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 2220 Interpersonal Communication   ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 2251 Small Group Communication ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Complete at least 40 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)Ł You must complete all ten goal areas and maintain a cumulative 2Ł0 GPA for the entire MnTCŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Choose any HPER course(s) totaling at least three credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan


	Classes are scheduled for full-time students to complete in two years; part-time students will need more timeŁ For assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic advisorŁ See also the college catalog Appendix for course offering informationŁ
	-

	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	aboveŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	mathematics or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
	apply toward this degreeŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ
	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	-
	mentsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ
	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	-
	tionŁ Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
	institutionsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ
	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	noticeŁ




	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	A member of Minnesota State
	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	English Transfer Pathway
	English Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree
	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree


	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description


	The English Transfer Pathway Associate of Arts (AA) degree program offers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associate of Arts degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated English bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universitiesŁ The curriculum has been specifically designed so that students completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the seven Minnesota State universities enter the university with junior-year statusŁ All courses in the Tran
	-
	-
	-

	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Bemidji State University: English BA 
	Bemidji State University: English BA 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Metropolitan State University: English BA 
	Metropolitan State University: English BA 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Mankato: English Studies BA 
	Minnesota State University, Mankato: English Studies BA 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: English Writing Emphasis 
	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: English Writing Emphasis 
	BA, English Emphasis in Integrated English & Publishing BA 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Southwest Minnesota State University: English Literature Emphasis 
	Southwest Minnesota State University: English Literature Emphasis 
	BA, English Creative Writing Emphasis BA 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	StŁ Cloud State University: English Creative Writing BA, English 
	StŁ Cloud State University: English Creative Writing BA, English 
	Rhetoric & Writing BA, English Studies (General) BA, English 
	Linguistics BA, English Literature BA


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Winona State University: English BA
	Winona State University: English BA



	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: Content Area 1: Introduction to Literary Studies
	 

	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Perform close analysis of literature at an introductory level;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge of major critical frameworks at an introductory level;
	-


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Employ major critical frameworks to analyze literature at an introductory level;
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Incorporate and document secondary sources at an introductory level;


	Content Area 2: Literature Survey
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge of canonical works of British/American literature;
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge of major genres and styles in British/American literature;
	-


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge of major periods and historical developments in British/American literature;
	-



	Content Area 3: Diverse Literature
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge of literature of underrepresented populations;
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Demonstrate understanding of canon formation as a reflection of historical, social, and cultural contexts;
	-



	Content Area 4: Writing for Specific Purposes
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate discipline-specific knowledge of audience and rhetorical situations;
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Create discipline-specific documents that employ effective techniques for specific writing situations; and
	-


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Engage in guided revision and/or writing workshopsŁ


	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits


	Content Area 1:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2202 Introduction to Literary Studies ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Content Area 2: 
	Choose one course from the following:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2220 British Literature to 1800 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2225 British Literature Since 1800 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2230 American Literature to 1865 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2235 American Literature Since 1865 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Content Area 3:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2210 Global Literature  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Content Area 4:
	Choose one course from the following:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1104 Technical Writing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2241t Introduction to Creative Writing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2261t Creative Nonfiction Writing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Complete at least 40 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete all ten goal areas and maintain a cumulative 2Ł0 GPA for the entire MnTCŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR  ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts      Choose one of the following courses not already used to fulfill                       Content Area 2:
	 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2220ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2225ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2230ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2235ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Choose any HPER course(s) totaling at least two credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2


	Students are encouraged to take additional English courses within their general elective creditsŁ
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan


	The following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathwayŁ For assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic advisorŁ See also the college catalog Appendix for course offering informationŁ
	-

	Semester One (16 Credits)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t.Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2210 Global Literature  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ9 Semester Two (16 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110.Introduction to Communication ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3Choose two of the following:
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2220 British Literature to 1800 or

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2225 British Literature Since 1800 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 AND
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2230 American Literature to 1865 or

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2235 American Literature Since 1865 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Elective  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4 Semester Three (15 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2202 Introduction to Literary Studies ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ10

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER course(s)  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2 Semester Four (13 Credits)Choose one from the following:
	 
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1104.Technical Writing OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2241t Introduction to Creative Writing OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2261t Creative Nonfiction Writing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Elective  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ7


	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	aboveŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	mathematics or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
	apply toward this degreeŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ
	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	-
	mentsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ
	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	-
	tionŁ Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
	institutionsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ
	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	noticeŁ




	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	English Transfer Pathway
	English Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree
	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree


	A member of Minnesota State
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2016-2017 
	2016-2017 
	2016-2017 

	Arts, Communications and Information Systems
	Arts, Communications and Information Systems

	Associate of Science Degree
	Associate of Science Degree


	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Mass Communication Transfer Pathway
	Mass Communication Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree
	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree


	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description


	The Mass Communication Transfer Pathway Associate of Arts (AA) degree program offers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associate of Arts degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated Mass Communication bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universitiesŁ The curriculum has been specifically designed so that students completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the five Minnesota State universities enter the university with junior-year statusŁ Al
	-

	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Bemidji State University: Mass Communications BS
	Bemidji State University: Mass Communications BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Mass Media BS
	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Mass Media BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Advertising BS, Broadcast 
	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Advertising BS, Broadcast 
	Journalism BS, English and Mass Communications BA, Integrated 
	Advertising & Public Relations BS, Multimedia Journalism BS, 
	Photojournalism BS, Public Relations BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	StŁ Cloud State University: Mass Communications BS
	StŁ Cloud State University: Mass Communications BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Winona State University: Mass Communications BA (Advertising, 
	Winona State University: Mass Communications BA (Advertising, 
	Creative Digital Media, Journalism, Public Relations)



	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Critically evaluate mass media messages, applying theories of media analysis;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Identify the goals, methods, and histories of various mass media;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Identify the components of various mass communication processes;

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Apply analytical and critical thinking techniques to become more media literate;

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Demonstrate ability to write clearly and concisely;

	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Identify, explain, and demonstrate what constitutes a professional media story;

	7Ł 
	7Ł 
	7Ł 

	Identify, obtain, and evaluate credible and diverse sources of information;
	-


	8Ł 
	8Ł 
	8Ł 

	Demonstrate the ability to tell stories across various media platforms and audiences;

	9Ł 
	9Ł 
	9Ł 

	Identify basic tools, functions, and goals of public relations;

	10Ł 
	10Ł 
	10Ł 

	Identify strategies, tactics, techniques, and theories of public relations;
	-


	11Ł 
	11Ł 
	11Ł 

	Analyze and target messages for diverse audiences;

	12Ł 
	12Ł 
	12Ł 

	Examine the history and evolution of the public relations field;

	13Ł 
	13Ł 
	13Ł 

	Recognize and apply the basics of a public relations campaign; and 

	14Ł 
	14Ł 
	14Ł 

	Explore the legal and ethical implications of public relations campaign designsŁ
	-



	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MCOM 1100 Introduction to Mass Communication ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MCOM 1151 Principles of Public Relations  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MCOM 2121  Media Writing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Choose eight credits from any academic discipline which will serve as General Elective credits. Suggested courses are listed below:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MCOM 1109 Practical Experience in Journalism  and Mass Communication ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1150 Introduction to Graphic DesignŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1155 Introduction to Digital Photography ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1165 Introduction to Black and White Film Photography ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1166t Photography II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1172 New Media Design I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1173t New Media Design II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 2165t.Digital Photography II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Complete at least 40 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete all ten goal areas and maintain a cumulative 2Ł0 GPA for the entire MnTCŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 2215 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Choose any HPER course(s) totaling at least three credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan


	The following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathwayŁ For assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic advisorŁ See also the college catalog Appendix for course offering informationŁ
	-


	(continued)
	(continued)
	(continued)


	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Mass Communication Transfer Pathway
	Mass Communication Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree
	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree


	Semester One (16 Credits)
	Semester One (16 Credits)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 2215 Public Speaking ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t.Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER course(s)  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC (Goal 4) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC (Goal 5) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3Semester Two (16 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MCOM 1100  Introduction to Mass Communication ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC with lab (Goal 3) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC (Goal 6) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC (Goal 7) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Elective  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3Semester Three (15 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MCOM 2121 Media Writing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC (Goal 3) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC (Goal 8) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC (Goal 10) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Elective  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 Semester Four (13 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MCOM 1151 Principles of Public Relations ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC (Goal 6) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Electives  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ7 
	 



	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	aboveŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	mathematics or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
	apply toward this degreeŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ
	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ
	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ
	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	-
	tionŁ Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
	institutionsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ
	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	noticeŁ




	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	A member of Minnesota State
	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Political Science Transfer Pathway
	Political Science Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree
	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 




	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description


	The Political Science Transfer Pathway Associate of Arts (AA) degree program offers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associate of Arts degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated Political Science bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universitiesŁ The curriculum has been specifically designed so that students completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the seven Minnesota State universities enter the university with junior-year statusŁ All
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Bemidji State University: Political Science BA
	Bemidji State University: Political Science BA


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Metropolitan State University: Social Science BA 
	Metropolitan State University: Social Science BA 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Political Science BS 
	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Political Science BS 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Political Science BA 
	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Political Science BA 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Southwest Minnesota State University: Political Science BA 
	Southwest Minnesota State University: Political Science BA 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	StŁ Cloud State University: Political Science BA 
	StŁ Cloud State University: Political Science BA 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Winona State University: Political Science (minor required) BA 
	Winona State University: Political Science (minor required) BA 



	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Knowledge Base: Students should be able to demonstrate fundamental knowledge and comprehension of the major concepts and institutions fundamental to the field of political science;
	-
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Critical Thinking: Students should be able to demonstrate scientific reasoning and problem solving needed to investigate the field of political science;
	-


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Ethical and Civic Responsibility: Students should be able to recognize the importance of civic virtue, and understand their ability to have an impact on their community, nation, and the world; and
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Global Awareness: Students should be able to explain how the international/global system worksŁ
	-



	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	POLS 1111 American Politics and Government ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	POLS 1121 State and Local Politics and Government ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	POLS 1131 World Politics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Complete at least 40 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete all ten goal areas and maintain a cumulative 2Ł0 GPA for the entire MnTCŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR  ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4(A writing course in APA Style is recommended)
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR  CMST 2220 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning (MATH 1114t is highly recommended)
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Choose any HPER course(s) totaling at least three credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	 



	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan


	Classes are scheduled for full-time students to complete in two years; part-time students will need more timeŁ For assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic advisorŁ See also the college catalog Appendix for course offering informationŁ
	-

	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	aboveŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	mathematics or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
	apply toward this degreeŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ
	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	-
	mentsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ
	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	-
	tionŁ Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
	institutionsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ
	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	noticeŁ




	A member of Minnesota State
	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Psychology Transfer Pathway
	Psychology Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree
	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree


	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description


	The Psychology Transfer Pathway Associate of Arts (AA) degree program offers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associate of Arts degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated Psychology bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universitiesŁ The curriculum has been specifically designed so that students completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the seven Minnesota State universities enter the university with junior-year statusŁ All courses in th
	-

	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Bemidji State University: Psychology BA, Psychology BS
	Bemidji State University: Psychology BA, Psychology BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Metropolitan State University: Psychology BA
	Metropolitan State University: Psychology BA


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Psychology BS
	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Psychology BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Psychology BA
	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Psychology BA


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Southwest Minnesota State University: Community Psychology and 
	Southwest Minnesota State University: Community Psychology and 
	Health Promotion BA, Psychology BA


	• 
	• 
	• 

	StŁ Cloud State University: Community Psychology BS, Psychology 
	StŁ Cloud State University: Community Psychology BS, Psychology 
	BA


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Winona State University: Psychology BA (Options A and B)
	Winona State University: Psychology BA (Options A and B)



	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Knowledge Base: Students should demonstrate fundamental knowledge and comprehension of the major concepts, theoretical perspectives, historical trends, and empirical findings in psychology to discuss how psychological principles apply to behavioral problems;
	-
	-
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Scientific Inquiry and Critical Thinking: Students should demonstrate scientific reasoning and problem solving needed to investigate behavior, understand research, and draw conclusions about psychological phenomena;
	-
	-


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Ethical and Social Responsibility in a Diverse World: Students should become familiar with the formal regulations that govern professional ethics in psychology and begin to embrace the values that will contribute to positive outcomes in work settings and in building a society responsive to multicultural and global concerns; and
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Communication: Students should be able to write a cogent scientific argument, present information using a scientific approach, engage in discussion of psychological concepts, explain the ideas of others, and express their own ideas with clarityŁ


	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 1110 General Psychology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 2280t Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4


	Choose two of the following:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 2235t Lifespan Development ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 2250t Abnormal Psychology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 2260t Social Psychology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	 



	Complete the remaining credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete all ten goal areas and maintain a cumulative 2Ł0 GPA for the entire MnTCŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ 
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication (at least two courses required; one from each                 category)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AŁ ENGL 1120t OR  ENGL 1121tŁ ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4




	                      (A writing course in APA Style is recommended)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BŁ CMST 1110 OR  CMST 2220 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł  Critical Thinking

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł  Natural Science (two courses required; one from each of two departments; one must include a lab)
	 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	A biology lab course covering human biology is strongly recommended (BIOL 1100)



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning (one course required)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1114t OR  MATH 1200 (or higher)t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3-4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences (one course from A or C)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AŁ Economics/Geography

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CŁ History/Political Science



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts (two courses required; one from each of two    categories)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AŁ Literature

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BŁ Humanities/Philosophy (PHIL course is strongly recommended) 
	-


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CŁ Art/Music/Theatre



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Choose any HPER course(s) totaling three credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan


	Classes are scheduled for full-time students to complete in two years; part-time students will need more timeŁ For assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic advisorŁ See also the college catalog Appendix for course offering informationŁ
	-

	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	aboveŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	mathematics or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
	apply toward this degreeŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ
	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	-
	mentsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ
	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	-
	tionŁ Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
	institutionsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ
	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	noticeŁ




	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Psychology Transfer Pathway
	Psychology Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree
	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree


	A member of Minnesota State
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2016-2017 
	2016-2017 
	2016-2017 

	Arts, Communications and Information Systems
	Arts, Communications and Information Systems

	Associate of Science Degree
	Associate of Science Degree


	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Sociology Transfer Pathway
	Sociology Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree
	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree


	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description


	The Sociology Transfer Pathway Associate of Arts (AA) degree program offers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associate of Arts degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated Sociology bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universitiesŁ The curriculum has been specifically designed so that students completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the seven Minnesota State universities enter the university with junior-year statusŁ All courses in the 
	-

	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Bemidji State University: Sociology BA
	Bemidji State University: Sociology BA


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Metropolitan State University: Social Science BA
	Metropolitan State University: Social Science BA


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Applied Sociology BA, Soci
	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Applied Sociology BA, Soci
	-
	ology BA, Applied Sociology BS, Sociology BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Sociology BA
	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Sociology BA


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Southwest Minnesota State University: Sociology BA
	Southwest Minnesota State University: Sociology BA


	• 
	• 
	• 

	StŁ Cloud State University: Sociology BA, Sociology BA (Concen
	StŁ Cloud State University: Sociology BA, Sociology BA (Concen
	-
	tration in Critical Applied Sociology)


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Winona State University: Sociology BA
	Winona State University: Sociology BA



	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Knowledge Base: Students should demonstrate the underlying knowledge and be able to articulate an understanding of the major concepts, theoretical frameworks, historical trends and empirical findings in sociology to articulate how sociological principles connect and explain societal and individual behavior;
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Scientific Inquiry and Critical Thinking: Students should demonstrate an empirical understanding for how science has constructed an understanding that allows for the expansion of problem-solving and reasoning to be applied to sociological phenomenon and behavior by groups and individuals;
	-


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Ethical and Social Responsibility in a Diverse World: Students should gain an understanding of the formal regulation that govern professional ethics in sociology and be able to apply these to have a larger impact of their social responsibility in creating a more accepting diverse and multicultural world; and 
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Communication: Students should have the skill to conduct their own scientific inquiries that allow them to build a scientific argument incorporating sociological concepts and theories with clarity and accuracyŁ
	-



	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SOC 1111 General Sociology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Choose one of the following:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SOC 1102 Relationships, Marriage, and Family ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SOC 1104 Human Sexuality in Society ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SOC 1108 Death and Dying ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SOC 2260t Social Psychology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SOC 2261t Introduction to Crime and Criminology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SOC 2262t Juvenile Delinquency and Justice ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Choose one of the following:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SOC 1145 Gender in Society ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SOC 1200 Introduction to Diversity Studies ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SOC 2207 Sociology of Power ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SOC 2221t Social Problems ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Choose eight credits from any academic discipline which will serve as General Elective credits. Suggested courses are listed below:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Any of the SOC courses listed above ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ANTH 2201 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 1100 Introduction to the American Economy ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	GEOG 1102 Introduction to Human Geography ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HIST 1101 Minnesota History ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	POLS 1111 American Politics and Government ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 2110t Introduction to Research Methods ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Complete at least 40 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete all ten goal areas and maintain a cumulative 2Ł0 GPA for the entire MnTCŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR  CMST 2220 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science (two courses required; one from each of two departments; one must include a lab)
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning (one course required)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1114tOR  MATH 1200 (or higher)t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3-4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences (one course required; one from either category)
	 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AŁ Economics/Geography

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CŁ History/Political Science



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts (two courses required; one from each of two categories)
	 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AŁ Literature

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BŁ Humanities/Philosophy

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CŁ Art/Music/Theatre



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity (one course required) (Highly recommended: SOC 1102, SOC 1104, SOC 1145, SOC 1200, or SOC 2207)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective (one course required)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility (one course required) (Highly recommended: SOC 2221t, SOC 2261t, or SOC 2262t)
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment (one course required)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Choose any HPER course(s) totaling three credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan


	Classes are scheduled for full-time students to complete in two years; part-time students will need more timeŁ For assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic advisorŁ See also the college catalog Appendix for course offering informationŁ 
	-
	 

	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	aboveŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	mathematics or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
	apply toward this degreeŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ
	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	-
	mentsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ
	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	-
	tionŁ Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
	institutionsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ
	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	noticeŁ




	(continued)
	(continued)
	(continued)


	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Sociology Transfer Pathway
	Sociology Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree
	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree


	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	A member of Minnesota State
	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Spanish Transfer Pathway
	Spanish Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree
	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 




	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description


	The Spanish Transfer Pathway Associate of Arts (AA) degree program  offers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associate of Arts degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated Spanish bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universitiesŁ The curriculum has been specifically designed so that students completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the five Minnesota State universities enter the university with junior-year statusŁ All courses in the Tran
	-
	-

	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Bemidji State University: Spanish BA 
	Bemidji State University: Spanish BA 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Spanish BS
	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Spanish BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Spanish BA 
	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Spanish BA 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	StŁ Cloud State University: Spanish BA, Spanish BS 
	StŁ Cloud State University: Spanish BA, Spanish BS 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Winona State University: Spanish BA
	Winona State University: Spanish BA



	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Grammar, Vocabulary, and Reading Comprehension: Demonstrate a knowledge of grammar and vocabulary reflective of that presented in a typical intermediate level Spanish textbook, and the ability to comprehend the main points of authentic reading materials;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Verbal Communication: Discuss a variety of topics using multiple temporal frames of reference and levels of formalityŁ Ask and reply to questions that require elaboration and substantiation of opinionsŁ Make suggestions and recommendations; and 

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Written Communication: Convey ideas and opinions in writingŁ Narrate past events and experiencesŁ Articulate suggestions or directions on a variety of topics, employing multiple temporal frames of referenceŁ
	-



	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 1101 Beginning Spanish Language and Culture I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 1102 Beginning Spanish Language and Culture II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 2201* Intermediate Spanish Language and Culture I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 2202* Intermediate Spanish Language and Culture II ŁŁŁŁŁŁ4


	*It is strongly recommended that students complete SPAN 2201 and SPAN 2202 at the same institution.
	Choose at least one course from the following:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 1111* Spanish and Latin American Culture: Pre-Columbian Civilizations ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 1112* Spanish and Latin American Culture: Conquest to present ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	 



	*SPAN 1111 and SPAN 1112 will be offered during different semesters rath
	*SPAN 1111 and SPAN 1112 will be offered during different semesters rath
	-
	er than concurrently. If possible, students are encouraged to take both courses.

	Complete 36 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete all ten goal areas and maintain a cumulative 2Ł0 GPA for the entire MnTCŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR  ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR  CMST 2215 OR  CMST 2220 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking (at least three courses required)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science (two courses required; one from each of two departments; one must include a lab)
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning (at least one course required)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences (at least two courses required;     one from each of two of the following categories)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AŁ Economics/Geography

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BŁ Anthropology/Psychology/Sociology

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CŁ History/Political Science



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 1111 OR  SPAN 1112ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3AND one course from one of the two following categories:
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AŁ Literature

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CŁ Art/Music/Theatre



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 1101 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 1102 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 2201 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 2202 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 1101 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 1102 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 2201 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 2202 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility (at least one course required)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment (at least one course required)


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Choose any HPER course(s) totaling at least three credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	Arts, Communications and 
	Arts, Communications and 
	Arts, Communications and 
	Information Systems


	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Spanish Transfer Pathway
	Spanish Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree
	Associate of Arts (AA) Degree


	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan


	The following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathwayŁ For assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic advisorŁ See also the college catalog Appendix for course offering informationŁ
	-

	Semester One (15 Credits)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 1101 Beginning Spanish Language and Culture I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ10 Semester Two (15 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 1102 Beginning Spanish Language and Culture II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 1111* Spanish and Latin American Culture: Pre-Columbian Civilizations OR
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 1112* Spanish and Latin American Culture: Conquest to present ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ7


	*It is recommended that students take SPAN 1111 and SPAN 1112 during their first year of study. While this plan presumes a Spring offering, availability of the two courses may vary.
	-
	 

	Semester Three (15 Credits)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 2201 Intermediate Spanish Language and Culture I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ11
	 



	Semester Four (15 Credits)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 2202 Intermediate Spanish Language and Culture II ŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ11
	 



	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	aboveŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	mathematics or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
	apply toward this degreeŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ
	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	-
	mentsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ
	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	-
	tionŁ Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
	institutionsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ
	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	noticeŁ




	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ45
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ45
	General Education/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ15
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ60

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Accounting Practitioner 
	Accounting Practitioner 

	Associate of Applied Science (AAS) Degree
	Associate of Applied Science (AAS) Degree


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Associate of Applied Science (AAS) in Accounting Practitioner degree program is designed for students interested in preparing for entry-level positions in accountingŁ The AAS degree combines general education and business concepts and procedures to fully prepare the graduate for employmentŁ Students can complete the coursework on a full- or part-time basis; however, it is recommended that the degree be completed within four yearsŁ For assistance in program planning, or to explore additional transfer opt
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu

	Ł

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Prepare journal entries and financial statements;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Use critical thinking skills to analyze and solve business problems;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Appropriately use technology to solve business problems;

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge of business law and ethics to direct action in business scenarios;

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Determine tax treatment of basic individual and business situations; and

	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Demonstrate effective business communication skillsŁ


	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, mathematics, reading, or typing/keyboardingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward this degreeŁ 
	-

	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 45 credits
	Program Requirements: 45 credits
	Program Requirements: 45 credits
	Program Requirements: 45 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1101 Introduction to Business ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1104 Written Business Communications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1105 Individual/Corporate Income Tax ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1122 Business Ethics and Social Issues ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1134t Computerized Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1135t Payroll Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1143 Decision Making Using Excel ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2125 Financial Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2126t Managerial Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2215 Legal Environment of Business ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Select one of the following:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1108 Business Math ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1200t College AlgebraŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Electives: Select CNET 1100, CNET 1105, CNET 1212, or any other business course(s) to meet the 45 credit program requirement.
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Electives:   ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ9


	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 15 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 15 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 15 credits


	Complete a minimum of 15 credits in at least three of the ten goal areas of the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC)Ł One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ

	Program Sequence:
	Program Sequence:
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	need more time to complete this programŁ


	1 YEAR
	1 YEAR
	st


	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	BUS 1101
	BUS 1101
	 ................................
	3

	BUS 1108 or MATH 1200
	BUS 1108 or MATH 1200
	 ......
	3

	BUS 1112
	BUS 1112
	 ................................
	3

	GEN ED
	GEN ED
	 .................................
	3

	GEN ED
	GEN ED
	 .................................
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .................................
	15

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	BUS 1104
	BUS 1104
	 ...............................
	3

	BUS 1143
	BUS 1143
	 ...............................
	3

	BUS 2125
	BUS 2125
	 ...............................
	4

	BUS 2215
	BUS 2215
	 ...............................
	3

	GEN ED
	GEN ED
	 .................................
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .................................
	16


	2 YEAR
	2 YEAR
	nd


	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	BUS 1105
	BUS 1105
	 ...............................
	3

	BUS 2126
	BUS 2126
	 ...............................
	4

	BUS elective or CNET 1100, 
	BUS elective or CNET 1100, 

	1105, 1212
	1105, 1212
	 .........................
	1-4

	BUS elective or CNET 1100, 
	BUS elective or CNET 1100, 

	1105, 1212
	1105, 1212
	 .........................
	1-4

	GEN ED
	GEN ED
	 .................................
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ............................
	12-18

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	BUS 1122
	BUS 1122
	 ...............................
	3

	BUS 1134
	BUS 1134
	 ...............................
	2

	BUS 1135
	BUS 1135
	 ...............................
	2

	BUS elective or CNET 1100, 
	BUS elective or CNET 1100, 

	1105, 1212
	1105, 1212
	 .........................
	1-4

	GEN ED
	GEN ED
	 .................................
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ............................
	11-14


	t
	t
	 
	Course has prerequisite - see course schedule or catalog description.

	^ Course requires Instructor permission.
	^ Course requires Instructor permission.
	 

	NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
	NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
	information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer optionsŁ


	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ22
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ22
	Emphasis Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ23
	General Education/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ15
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ60

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Business: Ma
	Business: Ma
	nagement/Marketing Emphasis 

	Associate of Applied Science (AAS) Degree
	Associate of Applied Science (AAS) Degree


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Associate of Applied Science (AAS) in Business: Management/Marketing emphasis degree program is designed for students interested in preparing for entry-level positions in management/marketingŁ The AAS degree combines general education and business concepts and procedures to fully prepare the graduate for employmentŁ Students can complete the coursework on a full- or part-time basis; however, it is recommended that the degree be completed within four yearsŁ This degree offers an on-the-job internship to 
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Function effectively in a diverse, global business community; 

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Use critical thinking skills to analyze and solve business problems; 

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate effective interpersonal skills and professional attitudes; and 

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrate effective business communication skillsŁ


	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, mathematics, reading, or typing/keyboardingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward this degreeŁ 
	-

	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 22 credits
	Program Requirements: 22 credits
	Program Requirements: 22 credits
	Program Requirements: 22 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1101 Introduction to Business ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1104 Written Business Communications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1108 Business Math ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2125 Financial Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4


	Select one of the following:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1221 Supervision ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2265 Administrative Office Management ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Emphasis Requirements: 23 credits
	Emphasis Requirements: 23 credits
	Emphasis Requirements: 23 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1122 Business Ethics and Social Issues ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2142 Principles of Marketing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2215 Legal Environment of Business ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2244 Principles of Management ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4


	Select two of the following courses (6 credits):
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1149 Professional Selling ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2141  Personal Finance ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2227^ Management/Marketing Internship and Seminar  ŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2240 Introduction to International Business ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2242 Principles of Retailing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Elective Courses  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	 Select any BUS course(s) to fulfill the 23-credit requirement.
	NOTE: Additional course work/experience in electronic spreadsheet skills (such as BUS 1143) is strongly encouragedŁ
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 15 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 15 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 15 credits


	Complete a minimum of 15 credits in at least three of the ten goal areas of the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including the courses listed belowŁ
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR  ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR  CMST 2215 OR  CMST 2220  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Select one ECON class from the following three:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 1100 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 2205

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 2206 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Select the remaining 5 credits from courses in at least one of the


	 remaining Goal Areas of the MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ22
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ22
	Emphasis Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ23
	General Education/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ15
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ60

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Business: Office Technology Emphasis 
	Business: Office Technology Emphasis 

	Associate of Applied Science (AAS) Degree
	Associate of Applied Science (AAS) Degree


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Associate of Applied Science (AAS) in Business: Office Technology emphasis program is designed for students interested in preparing for entry-level positions in office technologyŁ The AAS degree combines general education and business concepts and procedures to fully prepare the graduate for employmentŁ Students can complete the coursework on a full- or part-time basis; however, it is recommended that the degree be completed within four yearsŁ This degree offers an on-the-job internship to help bridge t
	-
	-
	-

	Program Goals 
	Program Goals 
	Program Goals 


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Apply critical thinking skills in the identification, analysis, resolution, and assessment of business problems;
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Exhibit interpersonal skills and professional attitudes while working with company stakeholders;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Express ideas, information, proposals and reactions clearly and professionally, in written and spoken form;
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Apply knowledge of financial concepts used in personal and business environments that translate into positive financial outcomes;

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Use ethical principles in business decision making;

	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Identify the major factors of competitive success utilized by domestic and global business organizations;

	7Ł 
	7Ł 
	7Ł 

	Apply office and business procedures to effectively manage an office environment, employees, and systems; and

	8Ł 
	8Ł 
	8Ł 

	Demonstrate the ability to utilize current business software programs and information technologies in the creation and distribution of company communications and the creation, analysis, and retrieval of dataŁ


	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, mathematics, reading, or typing/keyboardingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward this degreeŁ 
	-

	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 22 credits
	Program Requirements: 22 credits
	Program Requirements: 22 credits
	Program Requirements: 22 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1101 Introduction to Business ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1104 Written Business Communications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1108 Business Math ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2125 Financial Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4


	Select one of the following:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1221 Supervision ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2265  Administrative Office Management ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Emphasis Requirements: 23 credits
	Emphasis Requirements: 23 credits
	Emphasis Requirements: 23 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1119 Database Management Using Microsoft Access ŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1124 PowerPoint and Web Conferencing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1143 Decision Making Using Excel ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1154 Advanced Keyboarding ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1155 Word Processing Using Microsoft Word ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1174 Office Systems ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2228^ Office Technology Internship and Seminar ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Elective Courses  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2


	 Select any BUS course(s) to fulfill the 23-credit requirement.
	NOTE: Additional course work/experience in developing web pages 
	NOTE: Additional course work/experience in developing web pages 
	(such as BUS 1180) is strongly encouragedŁ

	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 15 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 15 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 15 credits


	Complete a minimum of 15 credits in at least three of the ten goal areas of the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including the courses listed belowŁ
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR  ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR  CMST 2215 OR  CMST 2220  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł History/Social/Behavioral SciencesŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	     Select one ECON class from the following:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 1100

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 2205 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 2206 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Select the remaining five credits from courses in at least one of the remaining MnTC goal areas ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5



	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ47
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ47
	General Education/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ22
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ69

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Physical Therapist Assistant
	Physical Therapist Assistant

	Associate of Applied Science (AAS) Degree
	Associate of Applied Science (AAS) Degree


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Associate of Applied Science (AAS) in Physical Therapist Assistant degree program prepares students for employment as a Physical Therapist Assistant (PTA), a health-care provider who, with the guidance of a physical therapist, performs a wide variety of functions as part of the health-care teamŁ This field has been expanding in recent years and the employment outlook continues to be good in hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, home care, and outpatient facilitiesŁ In addition to class work in psycholo
	-
	-

	The Physical Therapist Assistant program at Anoka-Ramsey Community College is accredited by the Commission on Accreditation in Physical Therapy Education (CAPTE)Ł For additional information about our PTA program, visit our website at: Ł
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/academics/de
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/academics/de
	-
	grees-diplomas-certificates/two-year-degrees/associate-of-applied-science-
	degrees/physical-therapist-assistant/


	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate competent written and electronic documentation skills, and oral communication skills;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Perform all treatment procedures skillfully and safely, including modalities, massage, manual skills, gait training, and data collection for the physical therapist to use for assessment purposes;
	-


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge of the normal structure and function of the human body and understand the physiological and psychological effects of disease and injury;
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrate understanding of his/her professional role as a PTA and demonstrate awareness of ethical behavior, legal responsibility, and the PT/PTA professional relationship;

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Recognize and appreciate diversity within society and the health care profession; and

	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Successfully pass the PTA licensure exam and begin practice as an entry-level physical therapist assistantŁ


	Program Admissions
	Program Admissions
	Program Admissions


	To apply for admission to the Physical Therapist Assistant Program, submit the “Application for Physical Therapist Assistant program” to the Office of Records & Registration between February 1–28 for the following fallŁ Application materials are available onlineŁ All PTA program requirements are offered at the Coon Rapids CampusŁ
	-
	-
	-

	Related Program Requirements
	Related Program Requirements
	Related Program Requirements


	Clinical facilities require students to maintain specific requirements to ensure personal and patient health and safetyŁ Proof that these requirements are met must be furnished by the studentŁ (See PTA Information PacketŁ)
	-

	A GPA of 2Ł0 or above must be earned each semester while in the 
	A GPA of 2Ł0 or above must be earned each semester while in the 
	 
	programŁ

	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, mathematics, or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward this degreeŁ 
	-

	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 69 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C in all program requirements and general education courses and a grade of “Pass” in clinical practices must be earnedŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All program requirements must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ


	Program Requirements: 47 credits
	Program Requirements: 47 credits
	Program Requirements: 47 credits


	The PTA Program Core course requirements are only offered at the Coon Rapids CampusŁ
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1102 Medical Terminology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PTAC 1010t Clinical Practice I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PTAC 1020t Musculoskeletal Anatomy and Kinesiology 


	for the PTA ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PTAC 1030t Introduction to PTA Theory ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PTAC 1040t Introduction to PTA Lab ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PTAC 1050t Modalities and Massage Theory ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PTAC 1060t Modalities and Massage Lab ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PTAC 1070t Therapeutic Exercise Theory ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PTAC 1080t Therapeutic Exercise Lab ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PTAC 1100t Communication and Documentation for the 


	Physical Therapist Assistant I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PTAC 1110t Communication and Documentation for the 


	Physical Therapist Assistant II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PTAC 2000t Musculoskeletal DisordersŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PTAC 2010t Neuroanatomy and Functional 


	Rehabilitation Theory ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PTAC 2015t Neuroanatomy and Functional Rehabilitation Lab 2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PTAC 2040t Special Topics I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PTAC 2050t Special Topics II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PTAC 2060t Clinical Practice II*ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5


	*Students must complete all General Education requirements prior to or during enrollment in PTAC 2060Ł
	Electives/Optional
	Electives/Optional
	Electives/Optional


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PTAC 2110t Physical Therapy Research I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PTAC 2120t Physical Therapy Research II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PTAC 2130t PTA Clinic ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PTAC 2170t Physical Therapy Seminars ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1


	Complete a minimum of 22 credits from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) including the following:
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 22 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 22 credits

	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2113t Human Anatomy and Physiology I ** ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2114t Human Anatomy and Physiology II** ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 Introduction to Communication  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3OR 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 2215 Public Speaking ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	OR 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 2220 Interpersonal Communication  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t.Cross-Current College Writing and Critical ReadingOR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 1110 General Psychology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Humanities/Fine Arts Elective (Goal Area 6) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	**BIOL 2113 & 2114 must be completed no more than seven years prior to admission and must be completed prior to PTAC 1010 Clinical Practice IŁ
	-

	NOTE: Students who fail to meet the sequence requirements, prerequisites, and academic achievement levels will be dropped from the programŁ
	-


	Physical Therapist Assistant
	Physical Therapist Assistant
	Physical Therapist Assistant


	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ22
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ22
	Program Electives ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ23
	General Education/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ15
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ60

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	System Administration
	System Administration

	Associate of Applied Science (AAS) Degree
	Associate of Applied Science (AAS) Degree


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Associate of Applied Science (AAS) in System Administration degree program provides students with the fundamental knowledge and skills required for learning industry specific methodologies and recognized standards associated with computer system administrationŁ Students will develop skills and knowledge required to execute system administration and management tasksŁ The curriculum combines coursework in system administration along with a general education componentŁ For assistance in program planning, o
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Design and develop plans for various project and operational needs;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Successfully install and configure modern data center devices and technologies;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate the skills necessary to maintain system and environmental standards;
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Exhibit mastery of problem-solving skills to investigate and troubleshoot issues; and
	-


	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Function as a responsible and ethical IT professional for organizations and societyŁ
	-



	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, mathematics, reading, or typing/keyboardingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward this degreeŁ
	-

	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All program requirements must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Courses within the 45 credit program requirements must be completed within four yearsŁ Student may petition to extend the window beyond the four yearsŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 22 credits
	Program Requirements: 22 credits
	Program Requirements: 22 credits
	Program Requirements: 22 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1100 Introduction to Information Technology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1105 Introduction to Cybersecurity  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1212 Client Operating Systems ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1213t Server Operating Systems ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2110t Principles of IT Security ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2114 Fundamentals of Linux/UNIX ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2125 System Virtualization ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Program Electives: 23 credits
	Program Electives: 23 credits
	Program Electives: 23 credits


	Select 23 credits from the following:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1119 Database Management Using Microsoft Access ŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1000 IT Exploration ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2101t Introduction to Networks ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2200t.Network Forensics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2215t Managing Network Security ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2230t Ethical Hacking ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2297^ Field Experience and Seminar ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1-4 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2301t Routing and Switching Essentials (CCNA 2) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2303t Scaling Networks (CCNA 3) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2304t Connecting Networks (CCNA 4) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1101t Introduction to Computer Science and


	Problem-Solving ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 15 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 15 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 15 credits


	Complete a minimum of 15 credits in at least three of the ten goal areas of the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including the courses listed belowŁ
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR CMST 2220 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1200t OR PHIL 1105 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 2205 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment



	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	A member of Minnesota State
	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Art Transfer Pathway
	Art Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree
	Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 




	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description


	The Art Transfer Pathway Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) degree program offers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associate of Fine Arts degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated Art bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universitiesŁ The curriculum has been specifically designed so that students completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the five Minnesota State universities enter the university with junior-year statusŁ All courses in the Tr
	-
	-

	 
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Metropolitan State University: Studio Arts BA 
	Metropolitan State University: Studio Arts BA 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Art BA, Art BFA 
	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Art BA, Art BFA 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Art BA 
	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Art BA 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Southwest Minnesota State University: Art Studio Emphasis BA 
	Southwest Minnesota State University: Art Studio Emphasis BA 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	StŁ Cloud State University: Art BFA, Art (AFA Completer) BFA  
	StŁ Cloud State University: Art BFA, Art (AFA Completer) BFA  



	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate a required level of creativity and technical proficiency in their medium; 

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Demonstrate an ability to execute images that reflect their own ideas and concepts; 

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate an ability to develop a consistent body of work reflecting a concept/theme; 
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrate a required level of critical evaluation of their own artwork; 

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Understand the historical and cultural development of works of art through human history; and 

	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Communicate informed personal reactions to works of artŁ


	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1107 Art History I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1108 Art History II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1115 Foundation Design I: 2 Dimensional Design ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1117 Foundation Design II: 3 Dimensional Design ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1141 Foundation Drawing I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1170 Foundation Digital Imaging I: Photoshop ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 2200t Portfolio and Professional Practice ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2


	Restricted Electives: Choose a minimum of 4 courses, for a total of 12 
	Restricted Electives: Choose a minimum of 4 courses, for a total of 12 
	credits from the courses below. Students are required to take at least 
	one 2 Dimensional course and at least one 3 Dimensional course.

	2 Dimensional courses:
	2 Dimensional courses:

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1142t Foundation Drawing II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1150 Introduction to Graphic DesignŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1155 Introduction to Digital Photography ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1165 Introduction to Black & White Film Photography  3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1241 Introduction to Painting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1290 Introduction to Printmaking ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	3 Dimensional courses:
	3 Dimensional courses:

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1161 Introduction to Sculpture ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1251 Introduction to Ceramics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Free Studio Art Electives: Choose a minimum of 6 additional credits 
	Free Studio Art Electives: Choose a minimum of 6 additional credits 
	of Studio Art courses below.

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1116 Design II: Color Theory ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1121 Stained Glass I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1122t Stained Glass II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1131 Glass Blowing I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1132t.Glass Blowing II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1143  Introduction to Figure Drawing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1144.Watercolor I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1145t.Watercolor II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1151t Graphic Design II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1162t Sculpture IIŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1164 Pinhole Photography ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1166t Photography II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1171t Digital Imaging II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1172 New Media Design I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1173t New Media Design II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1175 Animation I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1242t Painting II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1252t Ceramics: Intermediate Wheel-Throwing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1271 Glass Fusing I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1272t Glass Fusing II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1281 Ceramics: Beginning Hand-building ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1282t Ceramics: Intermediate Hand-building ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1291t Introduction to Printmaking II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 2121t.Stained Glass III ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 2131t.Glass Blowing III ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 2132t.Glass Blowing IV ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 2133t.Glass Sculpture I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 2134t.Glass Sculpture II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 2165t.Digital Photography II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 2167t.Photography III: Medium Format ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 2168t.Photography IV ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 2253t.Ceramics: Kiln-Firing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 2254t.Ceramics: Glaze Formulation ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 2255.Wood-Fired Ceramics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Complete at least 22 credits from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areasŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR  ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR  CMST 2215 OR  CMST 2220 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment



	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Art Transfer Pathway
	Art Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree
	Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree


	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan


	The following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathwayŁ For assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic advisorŁ See also the college catalog Appendix for course offering informationŁ
	-

	Semester One (15-16 Credits)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1107 Art History I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1115 Foundation Design I: 2 Dimensional Design ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1141 Foundation Drawing I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ6-7 Semester Two (15 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1108 Art History II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1117 Foundation Design II: 3 Dimensional Design ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 1170 Foundation Digital Imaging I: Photoshop ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ6 Semester Three (15 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART Restricted Elective ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ6

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART Studio ElectiveŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ6 Semester Four (14-15 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART Restricted Elective ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ6

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART Studio ElectiveŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ART 2200t.Portfolio and Professional Practice ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3-4 
	 



	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	aboveŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	mathematics or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
	apply toward this degreeŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ
	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program and elective 
	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program and elective 
	requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ
	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	-
	tionŁ Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
	institutionsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ
	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	noticeŁ




	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Creative Writing
	Creative Writing

	Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree
	Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree


	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ21
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ21
	Program Electives ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ9
	General Education/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ29
	Wellness Requirement ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ60

	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) in Creative Writing degree program is intended to constitute the first two years of a baccalaureate degree programŁ In addition to lower division introductory coursework in Creative Writing, the 40-credit Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) is completed within the degree to facilitate transferŁ For assistance in program planning, or to explore additional transfer options, students should schedule a time to meet with an academic advisorŁ This degree may transfer in part or i
	-
	-
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate critical knowledge of a wide range of contemporary literature and a variety of diverse cultural viewpoints; 
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Demonstrate expertise in critical analysis of professional works of creative writing as writers (reading as writers); 

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge of prosody, narrative strategies, forms, genres, and aesthetics by learning to write well in many creative formsŁ This includes a basic command of grammar; 

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrate intellectual discipline by narrowing one’s creative focus and energies to produce the most effective work while meeting deadlines and managing time effectively; and 
	-


	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Demonstrate habits of creativity in the form of experimentation, inventiveness, and revisionŁ
	-



	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, mathematics, or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward this degreeŁ
	-

	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in all MnTC coursesŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 21 credits
	Program Requirements: 21 credits
	Program Requirements: 21 credits
	Program Requirements: 21 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2241t Introduction to Creative Writing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2261t Creative Nonfiction Writing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2262t Poetry WritingŁ ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2263t Fiction Writing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2281t A Writer’s Life: Paths to Publication ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2291^ Manuscript Development ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3Choose one of the following:
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2251t Creative Writing for Stage and Screen ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3OR 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2271t Creative Writing for Children and Young Adults ŁŁŁŁ3


	Program Electives: 9 credits
	Program Electives: 9 credits
	Program Electives: 9 credits


	Choose a minimum of 9 credits from the following courses:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2203 The Novel ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2204 Short Stories ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2207 Drama ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ 3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2208 Poetry ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2209 Children’s Literature ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2210 Global Literature ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2220 British Literature to 1800 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2225 British Literature Since 1800 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2230 American Literature to 1865 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2235 American Literature Since 1865 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 29 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 29 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 29 credits


	Distribution requirements are satisfied through completion of the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) listed belowŁ These criteria must be met to complete the MnTC: 
	-

	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	All ten goal areas listed below must be completedŁ 

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	A total of at least 40 semester credits from courses listed in the MnTC must be satisfactorily completedŁ The additional 8 credits to meet the required 40 MnTC credits are embedded in the Program Requirements, as well as satisfying six of the ten goal areas of the MnTCŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication (two courses required; one from A and one from B)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AŁ ENGL 1120t OR  ENGL 1121tŁ ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BŁ CMST 1110 OR  CMST 2215 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł  Critical Thinking (three courses required)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł  Natural Science (two courses required; one from each of two departments; one must include a lab)
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning (one course required)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences


	(two courses required; one from each of two categories)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AŁ Economics/Geography

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BŁ Anthropology/Psychology/Sociology

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CŁ History/Political Science


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts


	(two courses required; one from each of two categories)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AŁ Literature


	 ENGL 2202 is required ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BŁ Humanities/Philosophy

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CŁ Art/Music/Theatre


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity (at least one course)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective (at least one course)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility (at least one course)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment (at least one course)


	Wellness Requirement: 1 credit
	Wellness Requirement: 1 credit
	Wellness Requirement: 1 credit


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Any HPER course  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1



	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Creative Writing
	Creative Writing

	Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree
	Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree


	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Music
	Music

	Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree 
	Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree 


	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ35
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ35
	Program Electives ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	General Education/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ68

	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) in Music degree program is designed for transfer to a bachelor’s degree in musicŁ Students may choose an elective course related to music education, music therapy, or music businessŁ For assistance in program planning, or to explore additional transfer options, students should schedule a time to meet with an academic advisorŁ This degree may transfer in part or in its entirety to baccalaureate institutionsŁ Students should meet with a representative of the transfer instituti
	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate a required level of artistry and technical proficiency on their instrument; 

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Demonstrate a required level of music analytical competence; 

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate a required level of aural recognition; 

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Understand the historical and cultural development of music throughout the ages; and

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Communicate informed personal reactions to recorded and live musicŁ
	-



	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, mathematics, or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward this degreeŁ
	-

	Piano Proficiency
	Piano Proficiency
	Piano Proficiency


	Two semester sequence of Keyboard lab prepares students for the piano proficiency exam at a transfer institutionŁ Keyboard competency exam may be administered on an individual basis, contact the piano faculty for testingŁ  
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 68 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in all MnTC coursesŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ


	Program Requirements: 35 credits
	Program Requirements: 35 credits
	Program Requirements: 35 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 1101 Introduction to World Music (included in 


	the MnTC)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 1113 Introduction to Music Technology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 1116 Music Theory I (included in the MnTC)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 1117 Aural Comprehension I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 1121 Keyboard Skills for Majors I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 1122 Keyboard Skills for Majors II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 1126t Music Theory II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 1127t Aural Comprehension II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 2201 Music History and Literature I  (included in the


	MnTC)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 2202 Music History and Literature II (included in the


	MnTC)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 2216t Advanced Music Theory I  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 2217t Advanced Aural Comprehension I  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 2226t Advanced Music Theory II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 2227t Advanced Aural Comprehension II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2


	Music Large Ensemble Credits*: 4
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 1106 Concert Band ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ0-1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 1107 String Orchestra ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ0-1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 1108 Concert Choir ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ    0-1


	Music Small Ensemble Credits*: 2
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 1145 World Drumming Ensemble ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ0-1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 1146 Jazz Ensemble ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ0-1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 1147^ Musical Theatre Ensemble ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ0-1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 1148^ Chamber Singers ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ0-1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 1149 Guitar Ensemble ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ0-1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 2145 Chamber Ensembles ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ0-1


	*Ensemble credits (one per course) are to be chosen from the options listed, performing on major instrument, and courses may be repeated (see Anoka-Ramsey Music Department Handbook for recommendations)Ł
	Music Applied Lesson Credits: ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ8
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 2150 AFA Applied Lesson (3 semesters at 


	2 credits each)** ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ6
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 2175^ AFA Recital Applied Lesson**  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 2151 AFA Performance Hour (4 semesters) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ0


	**All four semesters of Applied Lessons (MUSC 2150 and MUSC 2175) and the sophomore recital are to be focusing on the same instrument, the student’s “major” instrumentŁ
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Program Electives: ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Select one of the following:
	MUSC 1120 Intro to Music Business, or MUSC 2115 Intro to Music Education, or MUSC 2135 Music Therapy, Techniques and Materials
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits


	Complete at least 30 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses that are listedŁ You must complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areasŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication 
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t   ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	(BIOL 1104 is recommended)



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences 


	(PSYC 1110 is recommended)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 1116   ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 2201   ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 1101   ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 2202   ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility 


	(PSYC 2250 is recommended)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment


	NOTE:  If students do not follow the recommended MnTC courses
	listed, additional credits may be required to complete this degree programŁ

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Music
	Music

	Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree 
	Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree 


	Figure
	Figure
	Program Sequence: 
	Program Sequence: 
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will need more time to complete this programŁ

	Figure
	1 YEAR
	1 YEAR
	st


	Figure
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	MUSC 1116/1117
	MUSC 1116/1117
	 ................................
	5

	MUSC 1121
	MUSC 1121
	 ........................................
	2

	MUSC Large Ensemble
	MUSC Large Ensemble
	 ...................
	1

	MUSC 2150/2151
	MUSC 2150/2151
	 ..............................
	2

	ENGL 1120/1121
	ENGL 1120/1121
	 ................................
	4

	Gen Ed
	Gen Ed
	 ..............................................
	4

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ..............................................
	18

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	MUSC 1126/1127
	MUSC 1126/1127
	 ...............................
	5

	MUSC 1122
	MUSC 1122
	 ........................................
	1

	MUSC Large Ensemble
	MUSC Large Ensemble
	 ...................
	1

	MUSC 2150/2151
	MUSC 2150/2151
	 ..............................
	2

	MUSC 1101
	MUSC 1101
	 ........................................
	3

	Gen Ed
	Gen Ed
	 ..............................................
	4

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ..............................................
	16


	Figure
	Figure
	2 YEAR
	2 YEAR
	nd


	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	MUSC 2216/2217
	MUSC 2216/2217
	 ..............................
	5

	MUSC 2201
	MUSC 2201
	 ........................................
	3

	MUSC Large Ensemble
	MUSC Large Ensemble
	 ...................
	1

	MUSC 2150/2151
	MUSC 2150/2151
	 ..............................
	2

	MUSC Small Ensemble
	MUSC Small Ensemble
	 ....................
	1

	Gen Ed
	Gen Ed
	 ..............................................
	6

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ..............................................
	18

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	MUSC 1113
	MUSC 1113
	 ...............................................
	1

	MUSC 2226/2227
	MUSC 2226/2227
	 ...................................
	5

	MUSC 2202
	MUSC 2202
	 .............................................
	3

	MUSC Large Ensemble
	MUSC Large Ensemble
	 .........................
	1

	MUSC 2175/2151
	MUSC 2175/2151
	 .....................................
	2

	MUSC Small Ensemble
	MUSC Small Ensemble
	 ..........................
	1

	MUSC Elective Course
	MUSC Elective Course
	 ..........................
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .....................................................
	16



	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	A member of Minnesota State
	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	Theatre Transfer Pathway
	Theatre Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree
	Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree


	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description


	The Theatre Transfer Pathway Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) degree program offers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associate of Fine Arts degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated Theatre bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universitiesŁ The curriculum has been specifically designed so that students completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the six Minnesota State universities enter the university with junior-year statusŁ All courses in
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Metropolitan State University: Theatre BA
	Metropolitan State University: Theatre BA


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Theatre BA, Theatre BS
	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Theatre BA, Theatre BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Theatre Arts BA 
	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Theatre Arts BA 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Southwest Minnesota State University: Theatre Arts BA 
	Southwest Minnesota State University: Theatre Arts BA 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	StŁ Cloud State University: Theatre BA
	StŁ Cloud State University: Theatre BA


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Winona State University: Theatre BA
	Winona State University: Theatre BA



	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate an understanding of the mechanics of stage production;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Demonstrate a required level of proficiency in acting and directing;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Participate in theatrical productions at varied levels including design, makeup, stagecraft, and production; and

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrate an understanding of the historical and contemporary contexts for theatre artsŁ


	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits


	Major Required Courses:
	Major Required Courses:

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	THTR 1101 Introduction to the TheatreŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	THTR 1109* Practical Experience in Theatre ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	THTR 2165 Stage Management ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	THTR 2205 Acting Movement ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	THTR 2211 Stagecraft (credits included in the MnTC below)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	THTR 2220t Play Directing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	THTR 2230 Survey of Drama ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	*May be taken for one or two credits; two credits are required for the degree.
	Choose one of the two following courses:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	THTR 2206 Acting Vocal ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	THTR 2270 Auditioning ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Complete at least 40 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete all ten goal areas and maintain a cumulative 2Ł0 GPA for the entire MnTCŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication (two courses required; one from A and one from B; at least 6 credits total)
	 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AŁ ENGL 1120t OR  ENGL 1121t

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BŁ CMST 1110 OR  CMST 2215



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking** (three courses required)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science (two courses required; one from each of two departments; one must include a lab; at least 6 credits total)
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning (one course required of at least 3 credits)
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences (one course of at least 3 credits is required from A or C; PSYC 1110 is required from B; at least 6 credits total)
	 
	 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AŁ Economics/Geography

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BŁ Anthropology/Psychology/Sociology (PSYC 1110 required)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CŁ History/Political Science



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts (once course of at least 3 credits is required from A or B; THTR 2211 is required from C; at least 6 credits total)
	 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AŁ Literature

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BŁ Humanities/Philosophy

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CŁ Art/Music/Theatre (THTR 2211 required)



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity*** (one course required of at least 3 credits)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective (one course required of at least 3 credits)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility (one course required of at least 3 credits)
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment (one course required of at least 3 credits)
	 
	 



	**For students who complete all courses for this degree at Anoka-Ramsey, 
	**For students who complete all courses for this degree at Anoka-Ramsey, 
	if they take ENGL 1120 
	or
	 ENGL 1121, 
	and
	 CMST 1110 
	or
	 CMST 
	2215, 
	and
	 THTR 1101, they will have completed MnTC Goal Area 2Ł

	***For students who complete all courses for this degree at Anoka-
	***For students who complete all courses for this degree at Anoka-
	Ramsey, PSYC 1110 will also satisfy MnTC Goal Area 7Ł

	Note: If students do not follow the recommended MnTC courses listed, additional credits may be required to complete the degree programŁ
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan


	The following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathwayŁ For assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic advisorŁ See also the college catalog Appendix for course offering informationŁ
	-

	Semester One (16 Credits)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	THTR 1101 Introduction to the TheatreŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	THTR 1109 Practical Experience in Theatre ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	THTR 2205 Acting Movement ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ9 Semester Two (15 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t.Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	THTR 2206.Acting Vocal OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	THTR 2270 Auditioning ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	THTR 2211 Stagecraft (credits included in MnTC) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5 Semester Three (15 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 1110 General Psychology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	THTR 1109 Practical Experience in Theatre ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	THTR 2165 Stage Management ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	THTR 2230 Survey of Drama ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4 Semester Four (14 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110.Introduction to Communication OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 2215 Public Speaking ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	THTR 2220t Play Directing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ8 


	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	aboveŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	mathematics, or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
	apply toward this degreeŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ
	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	-
	mentsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ
	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	-
	tionŁ Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
	institutionsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ
	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	noticeŁ




	(continued)
	(continued)
	(continued)


	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Theatre Transfer Pathway
	Theatre Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree 
	Associate of Fine Arts (AFA) Degree 


	A member of Minnesota State
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2016-2017 
	2016-2017 
	2016-2017 

	Arts, Communications and Information Systems
	Arts, Communications and Information Systems

	Associate of Science Degree
	Associate of Science Degree


	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Accounting Transfer Pathway
	Accounting Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description


	The Accounting Transfer Pathway Associate of Science (AS) degree program offers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associate of Science degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated Accounting bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universitiesŁ The curriculum has been specifically designed so that students completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the seven Minnesota State universities enter the university with junior-year statusŁ All courses
	-
	-
	-

	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Bemidji State University: Accounting BS
	Bemidji State University: Accounting BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Metropolitan State University: Accounting BS
	Metropolitan State University: Accounting BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Accounting BS
	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Accounting BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Accounting BS
	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Accounting BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Southwest Minnesota State University: Accounting BS
	Southwest Minnesota State University: Accounting BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	StŁ Cloud State University: Accounting BS
	StŁ Cloud State University: Accounting BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Winona State University: Accounting BS
	Winona State University: Accounting BS



	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Prepare journal entries and financial statements; 

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Use critical thinking skills to analyze and solve business problems;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Appropriately use technology to solve business problems; and 

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrate effective business communication skillsŁ


	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1104 Written Business Communications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1134t Computerized Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1143 Decision Making Using Excel ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2125 Financial Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2126t Managerial Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2142 Principles of Marketing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2215 Legal Environment of Business ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2244 Principles of Management ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4


	Complete at least 30 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areasŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR  ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR  CMST 2220 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	One course with lab required ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1114tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1200 (or higher)t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 2205 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 2206 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Choose course(s) totaling 3 credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Choose course(s) totaling 3 credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment


	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan


	The following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathwayŁ For assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic advisorŁ See also the college catalog Appendix for course offering informationŁ
	-

	Semester One (14 Credits)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2125 Financial Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t.Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1200t College Algebra (or higher) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3Semester Two (15 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2126t Managerial Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110.Introduction to Communication OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 2220 Interpersonal Communication ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1114t Introduction to Statistics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC with lab (Goal 3) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4 Semester Three (16 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1104 Written Business Communications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1143 Decision Making Using Excel ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2244 Principles of Management ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 2205 Principles of MacroeconomicsŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC (Goal 6 or 7) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 Semester Four (15 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1134t.Computerized Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2142 Principles of Marketing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2215 Legal Environment of Business ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 2206 Principles of Microeconomics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC (Goal 6 or 7) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 
	 



	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	aboveŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	mathematics or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
	apply toward this degreeŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ
	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	-
	mentsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ
	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	-
	tionŁ Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
	institutionsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ
	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	noticeŁ




	(continued)
	(continued)
	(continued)


	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Accounting Transfer Pathway
	Accounting Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Alcohol & Drug Counseling Studies
	Alcohol & Drug Counseling Studies

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ25
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ25
	General Education/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ32
	Wellness Requirement ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ60

	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Associate of  Science (AS) in Alcohol and Drug Counseling Studies degree program is designed for students interested in the field of alcohol and drug counselingŁ The program prepares graduates for the written test and oral examination which are required for Minnesota state licensureŁ The 28-credit Alcohol and Drug Counseling Certificate is completed as part of the Alcohol and Drug Counseling Studies Associate of Science degreeŁ Completion of the certificate allows the student to practice under a tempora
	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	Upon completion of the program, graduates will demonstrate achievement of program outcomes by being able to:
	-

	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Apply and demonstrate competency of counseling services to people with substance abuse disorders, as defined by the 12 core functions;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Apply the established diagnostic criteria for substance use disorder and describe treatment modalities and placement criteria within the continuum of care;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Apply a variety of models and theories of addiction and other problems related to substance abuse;
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrate clinical writing skills for professional documentation; and

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Apply laws, rules, and ethical guidelines related to the State of Minnesota and the addiction counseling professionŁ
	-



	Program Admission & Related Requirements
	Program Admission & Related Requirements
	Program Admission & Related Requirements


	Program admission requires completion of Alcohol and Drug Counseling OrientationŁ Clinical/practicum facilities require students to maintain specific requirements to ensure student and client health and safetyŁ Proof that these requirements are met must be furnished by the student and include but are not limited to:
	-

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A recent physical examination including current immunity titers and a current negative Tuberculosis (TB) screeningŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Current certification in American Heart Association: BLS Healthcare Provider is required for all Clinical/Practicum coursesŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A cleared Background Study is required from the State of MinnesotaŁ


	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All ADCS courses must be completed at ARCC or have been approved for credit for prior learningŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ


	Successful entry into this program requires a specific level of skill in the areas of English and ReadingŁ Admission requires an ability to do college level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment requirements for ENGL 1121Ł
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses

	 

	Program Requirements: 25 credits
	Program Requirements: 25 credits
	Program Requirements: 25 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ADCS 1110t Pharmacology for Substance Use Disorder ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ADCS 1120t Substance Use Disorder Assessment ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ADCS 1200t Substance Use Disorder Counseling ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ADCS 1210t Substance Use Disorder Case Management ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ADCS 2297t Substance Use Disorder Counseling Practicum IŁ ŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ADCS 2298t Substance Use Disorder Counseling Practicum II ŁŁ5
	 



	General Education/MnTC: 32 credits
	General Education/MnTC: 32 credits
	General Education/MnTC: 32 credits


	Complete at least 32 credits from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areasŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR CMST 2220 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 1110 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4 OR 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SOC 1111 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHIL 1110 OR PHIL 1200 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment
	 



	Wellness Requirement: 3 credits
	Wellness Requirement: 3 credits
	Wellness Requirement: 3 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1102 Drugs, Alcohol, and Tobacco ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Program note: A Bachelor’s degree from an accredited school or edu
	Program note: A Bachelor’s degree from an accredited school or edu
	-
	cational program is required for licensureŁ Eighteen semester credits of 
	alcohol and drug counseling academic course work; 880 clock hours of 
	supervised alcohol and drug counseling practicum, and written examina
	-
	tion that demonstrates competence in the core functions must also be 
	successfully completed for licensureŁ


	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Alcohol & Drug Counseling Studies
	Alcohol & Drug Counseling Studies

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Sequence:
	Program Sequence:
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	need more time to complete this program; many courses are offered in the eveningŁ


	1 YEAR
	1 YEAR
	st


	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	ADCS 1110
	ADCS 1110
	 ............................
	3

	ADCS 1120
	ADCS 1120
	 ...........................
	4

	ENGL 1120/1121
	ENGL 1120/1121
	 ...................
	4

	HPER 1102
	HPER 1102
	 .............................
	3

	Gen Ed
	Gen Ed
	 .............................
	1-2

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ............................
	15-16

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	ADCS 1200
	ADCS 1200
	 ...........................
	4

	ADCS 1210
	ADCS 1210
	 ...........................
	4

	CMST 1110/2215/2220
	CMST 1110/2215/2220
	 .........
	3

	PSYC 1110 or SOC 1111
	PSYC 1110 or SOC 1111
	 ....
	3-4

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ............................
	14-15


	2 YEAR
	2 YEAR
	nd


	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	ADCS 2297
	ADCS 2297
	 ...........................
	5

	PHIL 1110 or PHIL 1200
	PHIL 1110 or PHIL 1200
	 .........
	3

	Gen Ed
	Gen Ed
	 .................................
	7

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .................................
	15

	Spring Semester
	Spring Semester

	ADCS 2298
	ADCS 2298
	 ...........................
	5

	Gen Ed
	Gen Ed
	 ...............................
	10

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .................................
	15


	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ28
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ28
	General Education/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ32
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ60

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Applied Engineering Technology-Biomedical 
	Applied Engineering Technology-Biomedical 
	Design & Manufacturing 
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Associate of Science (AS) in Applied Engineering Technology-Biomedical Design and Manufacturing degree program will prepare students for a career in Biomedical Device Manufacturing at either a technician level, or advance to an applied engineering levelŁ Drawing heavily on industry representative feedback, this unique program of study includes an introduction to biomedical manufacturing technology and industry-specific software and hardware trainingŁ Along with a strong general education core including 
	-
	-
	-
	http://
	http://
	wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/BMED


	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Apply mathematical, physical and biological foundations to the solution of biomedical engineering problems; 
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Incorporate techniques, skills, and tools necessary for achieving robust engineering solutions; 
	-


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Develop a comprehensive awareness of constraints that challenge the design and manufacture of biomedical devices; and 

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrated capacity to participate on multi-disciplinary teams to achieve desired resultsŁ


	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, mathematics, or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward this degreeŁ
	-

	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 28 credits
	Program Requirements: 28 credits
	Program Requirements: 28 credits
	Program Requirements: 28 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AENG 2225 Digital Electronics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AENG 2230 Electromechanical Devices ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AENG 2235 Instrumentation and Control ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 1100 Introduction to Biomedical Devices and Industry ŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2100 Design and Manufacturing in the Medical 


	Device Industry ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2200 Introduction to Medical Device 


	Regulations and Ethics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2300 Introduction to Quality Assurance ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2520t Technical Writing for Regulated Industries ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2600 Fundamentals of Dimensional Metrology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGR 1111t Engineering Graphics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 32 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 32 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 32 credits


	Complete at least 32 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areasŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 2251 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking (met by ENGL 1120/1121)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1104  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHYS 1317t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1114tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1200tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1201tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment



	A member of Minnesota State
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2016-2017 
	2016-2017 
	2016-2017 

	Arts, Communications and Information Systems
	Arts, Communications and Information Systems

	Associate of Science Degree
	Associate of Science Degree


	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Biology Transfer Pathway
	Biology Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description


	The Biology Transfer Pathway Associate of Science (AS) degree program offers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associate of Science degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated Biology bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universitiesŁ The curriculum has been specifically designed so that students completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the seven Minnesota State universities enter the university with junior-year statusŁ All courses in th
	-
	-

	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Bemidji State University: Biology BA, Biology BS
	Bemidji State University: Biology BA, Biology BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Metropolitan State University: Biology BA
	Metropolitan State University: Biology BA


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Biology BS
	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Biology BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Biology BA
	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Biology BA


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Southwest Minnesota State University: Biology BA
	Southwest Minnesota State University: Biology BA


	• 
	• 
	• 

	StŁ Cloud State University: Life Sciences BES, Biology: Biodiversity, 
	StŁ Cloud State University: Life Sciences BES, Biology: Biodiversity, 
	Ecology, and Evolution BEES


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Winona State University: Biology BS (Allied Health, Cell & Mo
	Winona State University: Biology BS (Allied Health, Cell & Mo
	-
	lecular, Ecology, Environmental Science)



	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate comprehension of biological systems at all levels of biological organization;
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Apply the scientific method within course investigations;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Communicate biological data, analyses, and interpretations orally and/or in writing; and

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrate application of critical thinking in classroom, field, and laboratory studiesŁ


	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1106 Principles of Biology I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1107t Principles of Biology II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2202t Genetics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4


	Choose one of the Restricted Biology Electives:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2201t Microbiology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2208t Cell Biology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2209t General EcologyŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4


	Choose at least 14 credits from additional Math and Science electives (check with receiving institution to determine best elective choices for desired program):
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1103 Environmental Science Lecture ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1133 Environmental Science LabŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2201t Microbiology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2206t Animal Biology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2207t Plant Biology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2208t Cell Biology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2209t General EcologyŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2230t^ Directed Research in Biology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 2061t Organic Chemistry I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 2062t Organic Chemistry II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1114t Introduction to Statistics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1400t Calculus I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1401t Calculus II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHYS 1317t General Physics I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHYS 1318t General Physics II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHYS 1327t College Physics I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ6

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHYS 1328t College Physics II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ6


	Complete at least 30 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areasŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR  CMST 2215 OR  CMST 2220 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking (met by ENGL 1120 or 1121)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1061t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1062t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1200 (or higher)t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3-5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Choose MATH course (higher than MATH 1200)t ŁŁŁŁŁŁ4-5



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Choose course(s) totaling 3 credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Choose course(s) totaling 3 credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment



	(continued)
	(continued)
	(continued)


	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Biology Transfer Pathway
	Biology Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan


	The following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathwayŁ For assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic advisorŁ See also the college catalog Appendix for course offering informationŁ
	-

	Semester One (14-15 Credits)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1106  Principles of Biology I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1061t  Principles of Chemistry I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1200t College Algebra (or higher) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3-5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3-4 Semester Two (14-15 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1107t  Principles of Biology II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1062t  Principles of Chemistry II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH Elective   ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3-5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3-4 Semester Three (15-16 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2202t  Genetics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Restricted Biology Elective OR Additional Math/Science ElectiveŁŁ4-6

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ7-8 Semester Four (15-16 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Restricted Biology Elective OR Additional Math/Science ElectiveŁŁ4-6

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Additional Math/Science Elective ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4-6

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ7-8 
	 



	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	aboveŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in 
	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in 
	courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of Eng
	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of Eng
	-
	lish, mathematics or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will 
	not apply toward this degreeŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ
	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	-
	mentsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ
	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	-
	tionŁ Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
	institutionsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ
	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	noticeŁ




	Story
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 




	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ13
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ13
	Additional Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ17
	General Education/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ60

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Biomedical Technology
	Biomedical Technology

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Associate of  Science (AS) in Biomedical Technology degree program prepares students for entry-level positions in biomedical companies or for transfer to four-year collegesŁ For assistance in program planning, or to explore additional transfer options, students should schedule a time to meet with an academic advisorŁ This degree may transfer in part or in its entirety to baccalaureate institutionsŁ Students should meet with a representative of the transfer institution when planning their programŁ The Bi
	-
	-
	http://wwwŁ
	http://wwwŁ
	anokaramseyŁedu/BMED


	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate the ability to integrate science and math skills with technical requirements of the medical device industry;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Demonstrate an understanding of trends, size, and scope of the medical device industry;
	-


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate proficiency in oral and written communication, interpersonal skills and critical thinking/problem solving;
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrate an understanding of the processes involved in the design, development and manufacture of medical devices;
	-


	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge of various certification standards and agencies involved in regulatory processes specific to the medical device industry; and
	-


	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Demonstrate application of classroom knowledge to industry field experienceŁ


	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English,  mathematics, or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward this degreeŁ
	General Information
	General Information
	General Information


	College-level competence in English, writing, mathematics, and computer competency should be acquired before entering the BMED programsŁ All BMED program requirements are offered at the Coon Rapids CampusŁ 
	 
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	All BMED requirements must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 13 credits
	Program Requirements: 13 credits
	Program Requirements: 13 credits
	Program Requirements: 13 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 1100  Introduction to Biomedical Devices and Industry ŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2100  Design and Manufacturing in the Medical 


	Device Industry ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2200  Introduction to Medical Device Regulations/Ethics 3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2300  Introduction to Quality Assurance ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2600  Fundamentals of Dimensional Metrology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2


	Additional Requirements: 17 credits
	Additional Requirements: 17 credits
	Additional Requirements: 17 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1102  Medical Terminology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1104  The Human Body–Structure and Function ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2520t  Technical Writing for Regulated Industries ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3OR 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1104  Technical Writing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CAOR 1102  Career Exploration ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2


	Electives 
	Select a minimum of 6 credits from the following: 
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2201t  Microbiology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1101  Introduction to Business ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1103  Human Relations in the Workplace ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits


	Complete at least 30 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areasŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR  CMST 2215 OR  CMST 2220 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1106   ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1061t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1200t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1114t OR MATH 1201t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences  


	(Select one Psychology or Sociology course) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3-4
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment



	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Biomedical Technology
	Biomedical Technology

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Sequence:
	Program Sequence:
	Program Sequence:
	 
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	need more time to complete this program; many courses are offered in the eveningŁ


	Figure
	Figure
	1 YEAR
	1 YEAR
	st


	Figure
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	BMED 1100
	BMED 1100
	 ...........................
	2

	BMED 2100
	BMED 2100
	 ...........................
	3

	Gen. Ed. or Electives
	Gen. Ed. or Electives
	 ....
	 9-11

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ............................
	14-16

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	BMED 1102
	BMED 1102
	 ...........................
	2

	BMED 2200
	BMED 2200
	 ...........................
	3

	Gen. Ed. or Electives
	Gen. Ed. or Electives
	 ....
	 9-11

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ............................
	14-16


	Figure
	2 YEAR
	2 YEAR
	nd


	Figure
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	BMED 2520 or ENGL 1104 ..
	BMED 2520 or ENGL 1104 ..
	 
	3

	BMED 2300
	BMED 2300
	 ...........................
	3

	BMED 2600
	BMED 2600
	 ...........................
	2

	Gen. Ed. or Electives
	Gen. Ed. or Electives
	 ......
	6-8

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ............................
	14-16

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	BIOL 1104
	BIOL 1104
	 ..............................
	4

	Gen. Ed. or Electives
	Gen. Ed. or Electives
	 ..
	.10-12

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ............................
	14-16



	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	General Education/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ60

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Business, Industry & Technology
	Business, Industry & Technology

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Associate of Science (AS) in Business, Industry and Technology degree program is designed to provide students with a pathway from a technical preparation high school program, technical college vocational program, competency-based education or career coursework program to the completion of a Bachelor of Science degree in Business Administration at Metropolitan State UniversityŁ This degree blends general education with a focus upon career advancement in business, industry and/or technologyŁ For assistanc
	-
	-
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Competently execute academic learning skills and demonstrate the interpersonal skills necessary for success in a four year degree program of study; and
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Integrate technical knowledge and/or vocational skills in a manner that is flexible, demonstrating critical thinking and transferability of competencies within various circumstancesŁ


	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, mathematics, or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward this degreeŁ
	-

	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ


	Program Requirements: 30 credits
	Program Requirements: 30 credits
	Program Requirements: 30 credits


	Complete the following courses:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1104 Written Business Communications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2125 Financial Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4


	Electives: Select from the following two options:
	Option 1
	Complete up to 20 credits of ARCC coursework with the course prefixes from the following career programs:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	(BIOL) Biological or Environmental Sciences 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	(BMED) Biomedical Technologies 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	(BUS) Business

	• 
	• 
	• 

	(CNET) Computer Networking 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	(CSCI) Computer Science 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	(HPER) Fitness 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	(GEOG) Geography

	• 
	• 
	• 

	(IHH) Integrative Health & Healing 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	(NURS) Nursing 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	(PTAC) Physical Therapy Assistant 


	Option 2 
	Transfer up to 20 college-level credits from a Technical College, Tech/Prep High School program, Credit for Prior Learning program or other degree-granting institution relating to one or more of the following career clusters: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Architecture and Construction

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Arts, A/V Technology and Communications

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Business, Management and Administration

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Education and Training

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Finance

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Government and Public Administration

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Health Science

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Hospitality and Tourism

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Human Services

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Information Technology

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Law, Public Safety, Corrections and Security

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Manufacturing

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Marketing, Sales and Service

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Transportation, Distribution and Logistics


	If you transfer in fewer than 20 credits, you may select the balance of your credits from courses with the department prefixes listed in Option 1.
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits


	Complete at least 30 general education credits from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including the required courses listedŁ You must complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areasŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ 
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł  Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR  ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł  Critical Thinking

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł  Natural Sciences

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1114tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1200tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł  History/Social/Behavioral Sciences
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 2205 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 2206 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment



	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Business, Industry & Technology
	Business, Industry & Technology

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	A member of Minnesota State
	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Business Transfer Pathway
	Business Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description


	The Business Transfer Pathway Associate of Science (AS) degree program offers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associate of Science degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated Business bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universitiesŁ The curriculum has been specifically designed so that students completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the seven Minnesota State universities enter the university with junior-year statusŁ All courses in 
	-
	-

	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Bemidji State University: Business Administration BS
	Bemidji State University: Business Administration BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Metropolitan State University: Business Administration BS, 
	Metropolitan State University: Business Administration BS, 
	Entrepreneurship & Innovation BS, Finance BS, Human Resource 
	Management BS, International Business BS, Management BS, 
	Marketing BS, Supply Chain & Operations BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Finance BS (Corporate 
	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Finance BS (Corporate 
	Finance, Financial Planning & Insurance, General Finance, 
	Institutional Finance, Investment Analysis), International Business 
	BS, Management BS (Business Management or Human Resource 
	Management), Marketing BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Business Administration BS
	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Business Administration BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Southwest Minnesota State University: Management BS (General 
	Southwest Minnesota State University: Management BS (General 
	Management, Human Resources Management, Supply Chain 
	Management)


	• 
	• 
	• 

	StŁ Cloud State University: Management BS (Human Resources 
	StŁ Cloud State University: Management BS (Human Resources 
	Management, Operations Management)


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Winona State University: Business Administration BS
	Winona State University: Business Administration BS



	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	Upon completion of a business program at ARCC, students will exhibit proficiency in the following areas of business knowledge:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Critical Thinking: Apply critical thinking skills in the identification, analysis, and resolution of business problems;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Interpersonal and Written Communication: Exhibit interpersonal skills and professional attitudes while expressing ideas, information, and proposals in writing with stakeholders;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Technology: Demonstrate the ability to utilize current business software programs and information technologies in the creation and distribution of company communications and the creation, analysis, and retrieval of data;
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Finance: Apply knowledge of financial concepts used in personal and business environments that leads to appropriate financial decisions; and

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Ethics: Identify and utilize decision making that is ethical and socially responsible in the workplaceŁ
	-



	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1101 Introduction to Business ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1104 Written Business Communications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2125 Financial Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2126t Managerial Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2142 Principles of Marketing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2215 Legal Environment of Business ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2244 Principles of Management ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Elective:  Choose any BUS courseŁ ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2


	Complete at least 30 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areasŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR  ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR  CMST 2215 OR  CMST 2220 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 2206 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1114tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1200tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences (one course from B or C)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 2205 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BŁ Anthropology/Psychology/Sociology




	(PSYC 1110 is recommended)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CŁ History/Political Science


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment


	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan


	Classes are scheduled for full-time students to complete in two years; part-time students will need more timeŁ For assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic advisorŁ See also the college catalog Appendix for course offering informationŁ
	-


	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Business Transfer Pathway
	Business Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	aboveŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	mathematics or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
	apply toward this degreeŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ
	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	-
	mentsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ
	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	-
	tionŁ Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
	institutionsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ
	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	noticeŁ




	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	A member of Minnesota State
	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Chemistry Transfer Pathway
	Chemistry Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description


	The Chemistry Transfer Pathway Associate of Science (AS) degree program offers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associate of Science degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated Chemistry bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universitiesŁ The curriculum has been specifically designed so that students completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the seven Minnesota State universities enter the university with junior-year statusŁ All courses i
	-

	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Bemidji State University: Chemistry BA, Chemistry BS 
	Bemidji State University: Chemistry BA, Chemistry BS 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Metropolitan State University: Chemistry BS 
	Metropolitan State University: Chemistry BS 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Chemistry BS (ACS Ap
	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Chemistry BS (ACS Ap
	-
	proved)


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Chemistry BA, Chemistry 
	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Chemistry BA, Chemistry 
	BS 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Southwest Minnesota State University: Chemistry BA
	Southwest Minnesota State University: Chemistry BA


	• 
	• 
	• 

	StŁ Cloud State University: Chemistry BS (ACS Approved)
	StŁ Cloud State University: Chemistry BS (ACS Approved)


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Winona State University: Chemistry BS (General), Chemistry BS 
	Winona State University: Chemistry BS (General), Chemistry BS 
	(ACS Environmental Chemistry, ACS Material Chemistry)



	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate basic knowledge and understanding of the fundamentals of experimental and theoretical chemistry;
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Explain and apply skills in analytical thinking and problem solving, and apply scientific methods to experimental data;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate skills in laboratory operations including making accurate and precise measurements, preparing solutions, operating instrumentation, experimental design, and the interpretation and reporting of quantitative and qualitative data and results;
	-
	-
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Communicate their own data and analysis in oral and written communications that uses tables and graphs, describe detailed experimental procedures, and clearly explain conclusions, in order to create clear and compelling papers, posters, or presentations;
	-
	-


	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Work both independently and collaboratively in the classroom and in the laboratory; and

	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Apply learned concepts to everyday situations and experiences, and critically evaluate contributions to science reported in the media; identify valid approaches to scientific problem solving and reportingŁ


	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1061t Principles of Chemistry I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1062t Principles of Chemistry II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 2061t Organic Chemistry I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 2062t Organic Chemistry II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1400t Calculus I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1401t Calculus II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHYS 1327t College Physics I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ6

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHYS 1328t College Physics II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ6


	Complete at least 20 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areasŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR  ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR  CMST 2215 OR  CMST 2220 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1061t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1062t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHYS 1327t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ6

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHYS 1328t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ6



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1400tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1401tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5




	Choose courses from at least two of the following areas, totaling 13 
	Choose courses from at least two of the following areas, totaling 13 
	credits:

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment



	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	Arts, Communications and 
	Arts, Communications and 
	Arts, Communications and 
	Information Systems


	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Chemistry Transfer Pathway
	Chemistry Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ
	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	noticeŁ




	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan


	The following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathwayŁ For assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic advisorŁ See also the college catalog Appendix for course offering informationŁ
	-

	Semester One (16 Credits)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1061t Principles of Chemistry I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t.Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1400t Calculus I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 Semester Two (15 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1062t Principles of Chemistry II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110.Introduction to Communication OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 2215 Public Speaking  OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 2220 Interpersonal Communication ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1401t Calculus II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 Semester Three (14 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 2061t.Organic Chemistry I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHYS 1327t.College Physics I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ6

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 Semester Four (15 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 2062t.Organic Chemistry II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHYS 1328t.College Physics II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ6

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4 
	 



	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	aboveŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	mathematics or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
	apply toward this degreeŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ
	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	-
	mentsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ
	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	-
	tionŁ Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
	institutionsŁ




	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ27
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ27
	Program Electives ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	General Education/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ60

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Community Health
	Community Health

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Associate of Science (AS) in Community Health degree program will enable students to focus studies on health-related issues and interestsŁ The program’s interdisciplinary emphasis will address a variety of health topics and perspectives, and will allow students to begin to develop an understanding of personal, public, and community health issuesŁ The program will provide the lower division coursework to form the basis for a four-year degree in public health, community health, health education, and relat
	-
	-
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate the ability to gather and interpret evidence-based health and wellness information;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Understand and apply behavioral strategies to promote positive lifestyle choices;
	-


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the physiological principles essential to health and wellness; and

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrate proficiency in oral and written communication related to topics in healthŁ


	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, mathematics, or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward this degreeŁ
	-

	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ


	Program Requirements: 27 credits
	Program Requirements: 27 credits
	Program Requirements: 27 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1102 Drugs, Alcohol, and Tobacco ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1103 First Aid and CPR ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1108 Consumer Health ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1110 Personal and Community Health ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1112 Nutrition ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1120 Wellness for Life ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2113t Human Anatomy and Physiology I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2114t Human Anatomy and Physiology IIŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4


	Program Electives: 3 credits
	Program Electives: 3 credits
	Program Electives: 3 credits


	Select a minimum of 3 credits from the following:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1109* Introduction to Public Health  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1115 Stress Management ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	* Must take to transfer to SCSU
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits


	Complete at least 30 credits in the courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areasŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR  ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR CMST 2220 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SOC 1111 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1106 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1020t  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1200tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 1110 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4




	Choose 2 courses from the following goal areasŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment



	Figure
	Figure
	Program Sequence:
	Program Sequence:
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	need more time to complete this programŁ


	Figure
	1 YEAR
	1 YEAR
	st


	Figure
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	CHEM 1020
	CHEM 1020
	 ..........................
	4

	ENGL 1120/1121
	ENGL 1120/1121
	 ...................
	4

	PSYC 1110
	PSYC 1110
	 .............................
	4

	HPER 1120
	HPER 1120
	 .............................
	4

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .................................
	16

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	BIOL 1106
	BIOL 1106
	 ..............................
	4

	SOC 1111
	SOC 1111
	 ...............................
	3

	MATH 1200
	MATH 1200
	 ...........................
	3

	HPER 1110
	HPER 1110
	 .............................
	3

	HPER 1108
	HPER 1108
	 .............................
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .................................
	16


	Figure
	Figure
	2 YEAR
	2 YEAR
	nd


	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	BIOL 2113
	BIOL 2113
	 ..............................
	4

	Gen. Ed.
	Gen. Ed.
	 ...............................
	3

	Gen. Ed.
	Gen. Ed.
	 ...............................
	3

	HPER 1112
	HPER 1112
	 .............................
	3

	HPER 1102
	HPER 1102
	 .............................
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .................................
	16

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	BIOL 2114
	BIOL 2114
	 ..............................
	3

	CMST 1110, 2215, or 2220
	CMST 1110, 2215, or 2220
	 ...
	3

	HPER 1109 or 1115
	HPER 1109 or 1115
	 ................
	3

	HPER 1103
	HPER 1103
	 .............................
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .................................
	12



	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ18
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ18
	Additional Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ12
	General Education/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ60

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Computer Networking
	Computer Networking

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Associate of Science (AS) in Computer Networking degree program prepares individuals for entry or advancement in the career field of computer network support and administration and also provides the first two years of a bachelor’s degree related to information technology and network administrationŁ For assistance in program planning, or to explore additional transfer options, students should schedule a time to meet with an academic advisorŁ This degree may transfer in part or in its entirety to baccalau
	-
	-
	-
	-
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu


	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Design and develop secure voice, video, and data networks;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Implement and configure networked devices;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate the skills necessary to administer and monitor networks;
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Exhibit mastery of problem-solving skills to troubleshoot existing and emerging technologies; and

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Function as responsible and ethical network administrators for organizations and societyŁ
	-



	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, mathematics, or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward this degreeŁ
	-

	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All program requirements must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Courses within the 30 credit program requirements must be completed within four yearsŁ Student may petition to extend the window beyond the four yearsŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ


	Program Requirements: 18 credits
	Program Requirements: 18 credits
	Program Requirements: 18 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1212 Client Operating Systems ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1213t Server Operating Systems ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2101t Introduction to Networks ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2301t Routing and Switching Essentials (CCNA 2) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2303t Scaling Networks (CCNA 3) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2304t Connecting Networks (CCNA 4) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Additional Requirements: 12 credits
	Additional Requirements: 12 credits
	Additional Requirements: 12 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Electives: Select a minimum of 9 credits from the following: 
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1119 Database Management Using Microsoft Access ŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1000 IT Exploration ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1100 Introduction to Information Technology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1105 Introduction to Cybersecurity  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2110t Principles of IT Security ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2114 Fundamentals of Linux/UNIX ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2125 System Virtualization ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2200t.Network Forensics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2215t Managing Network Security ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2230t Ethical Hacking ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2297^ Field Experience and Seminar ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1-4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1101t.Introduction to Computer Science and 


	Problem-Solving ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits


	Complete at least 30 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areasŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR CMST 2220 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1200t OR  PHIL 1105 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 2205 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment



	Figure
	Figure
	Program Sequence:
	Program Sequence:
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	need more time to complete this program; many courses are offered in the eveningŁ


	Figure
	1 YEAR
	1 YEAR
	st


	Figure
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	CNET 1212
	CNET 1212
	 ......................
	3

	CNET 2101
	CNET 2101
	 .....................
	3

	Gen. Ed. or Electives
	Gen. Ed. or Electives
	 .8-10

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ......................
	14-16

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	CNET 1213
	CNET 1213
	 ......................
	3

	CNET 2301
	CNET 2301
	 .....................
	3

	Gen. Ed. or Electives.
	Gen. Ed. or Electives.
	 8-10

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ......................
	14-16


	Figure
	Figure
	2 YEAR
	2 YEAR
	nd


	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	CNET 2303
	CNET 2303
	 .....................
	3

	CNET 2304 (CR)
	CNET 2304 (CR)
	 ............
	3

	BUS 1103
	BUS 1103
	 ........................
	3

	Gen. Ed. or Electives.
	Gen. Ed. or Electives.
	 5-7

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ......................
	14-16

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	CNET 2304 (CC)................3
	CNET 2304 (CC)................3

	Gen. Ed. or Electives
	Gen. Ed. or Electives
	 .14-16

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ......................
	17-19



	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	A member of Minnesota State
	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Computer Science Transfer Pathway
	Computer Science Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description


	The Computer Science Transfer Pathway Associate of Science (AS) degree program offers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associate of Science degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated Computer Science bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universitiesŁ The curriculum has been specifically designed so that students completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the six Minnesota State universities enter the university with junior-year statusŁ A
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Bemidji State University: Computer Science BS 
	Bemidji State University: Computer Science BS 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Metropolitan State University: Computer Science BS 
	Metropolitan State University: Computer Science BS 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Computer Science BS 
	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Computer Science BS 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Southwest Minnesota State University: Computer Science BS 
	Southwest Minnesota State University: Computer Science BS 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	StŁ Cloud State University: Computer Science BS
	StŁ Cloud State University: Computer Science BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Winona State University: Computer Science BS (Bioinformatics, 
	Winona State University: Computer Science BS (Bioinformatics, 
	Computer Information, Human Interaction) 



	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Design and implement algorithms to solve problems in various application domains;
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Design and write software solutions utilizing appropriate data structures incorporating object-oriented principles and best practices;
	-


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Be fluent in two or more programming languages;

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Understand ethical and moral issues as related to software development;
	-


	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Understand the computer’s architecture as it relates to the design of software solutions; and

	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Have a strong educational base to become a life-long learner in the field of Computer ScienceŁ


	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1101t Introduction to Computer Science 


	and Problem-Solving ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1106t Fundamentals of Computer Science I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1107t Fundamentals of Computer Science II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 2021t Machine Architecture and Organization ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 2100t Discrete Mathematics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4 (Cross-listed as MATH 2100)
	 



	Choose at least 11 credits from the following electives:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2101t Introduction to Networks ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1115 Visual Basic Programming ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1125t* Object-Oriented Programming Using Java ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1155t Introduction to Functional Language 


	Programming ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 2253t Assembly Language Programming ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGR 2218t Digital Logic ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1201t College Algebra II and Trigonometry ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1210t Pre-Calculus ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1401t Calculus II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5


	*Transfer Note: Students intending to transfer should choose the following elective: CSCI 1125.
	Complete at least 30 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areasŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR  ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110* OR  CMST 2220 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3*Students may take CMST 2215 in place of CMST 1110 (required by Minnesota State University, Mankato)
	 
	-




	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1400tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment



	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Computer Science Transfer Pathway
	Computer Science Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ
	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	noticeŁ




	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan


	The following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathwayŁ For assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic advisorŁ See also the college catalog Appendix for course offering informationŁ
	-

	Semester One (16-17 Credits)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1101t Introduction to Computer Science and  Problem-Solving ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t.Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1400t Calculus I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4-5 Semester Two (16-17 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110.Introduction to Communication OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 2220 Interpersonal Communication ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1106t.Fundamentals of Computer Science I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 2100t.Discrete Mathematics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5-6 Semester Three (15-16 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 2021t Machine Architecture and Organization ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ11-12 Semester Four (11-14 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1107t.Fundamentals of Computer Science II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1125t.Object-Oriented Programming Using Java ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4-7 
	 



	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	aboveŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	mathematics or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
	apply toward this degreeŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ
	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	-
	mentsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	All program requirements must be completed at ARCCŁ
	All program requirements must be completed at ARCCŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Courses within the 30 credit program must be completed within 
	Courses within the 30 credit program must be completed within 
	three yearsŁ Student may petition to extend the window beyond the 
	three yearsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ
	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	-
	tionŁ Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
	institutionsŁ




	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Cybersecurity
	Cybersecurity

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	General Education/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ60

	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	Cybersecurity is one of the fastest-growing career categories in the world and the need for skilled professionals to help prevent damaging and costly security breaches is at an all-time highŁ The Associate of Science (AS) in Cybersecurity degree program places emphasis on the fundamental skills and knowledge required to safeguard an organization’s information and defend systems while preparing students for successful transfer to a four-year institution to continue their studies in computer and/or network se
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of essential facts, concepts, design principles, policies, laws, and threats relating to computer and network security;
	-
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Identify and explain the impact of technology on individuals and organizations, including security and ethical issues;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Configure and administer systems and networks with an understanding of vulnerabilities and defensive techniques utilized to keep data secure; and
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Communicate effectively with individuals in and outside of the fieldŁ


	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, mathematics, or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward this degreeŁ
	-

	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ


	Program Requirements: 30 credits
	Program Requirements: 30 credits
	Program Requirements: 30 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1100 Introduction to Information Technology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1105 Introduction to Cybersecurity  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2101t Introduction to Networks ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2110t Principles of IT Security ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2114 Fundamentals of Linux/UNIX ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2125 System Virtualization ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2200t.Network Forensics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2215t Managing Network Security ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2230t Ethical Hacking ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2301t Routing and Switching Essentials (CCNA 2) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1101t Introduction to Computer Science and 


	Problem-Solving ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits


	Complete at least 30 credits from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areasŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR CMST 2220 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1200t OR  PHIL 1105 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 2205 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment



	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Program Sequence:
	Program Sequence:
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	need more time to complete this program; many courses are offered in the eveningŁ


	Figure
	1 YEAR
	1 YEAR
	st


	Figure
	Figure
	2 YEAR
	2 YEAR
	nd


	Figure

	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	CNET 1100
	CNET 1100
	 .....................
	3

	CNET 1105
	CNET 1105
	 .....................
	1

	CSCI 1101
	CSCI 1101
	 ......................
	3

	Gen Ed 
	Gen Ed 
	 ......................
	7-9

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ......................
	14-16

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	CNET 2101
	CNET 2101
	 .....................
	3

	CNET 2301
	CNET 2301
	 .....................
	3

	Gen Ed 
	Gen Ed 
	 ....................
	8-10

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ......................
	14-16


	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	CNET 2110
	CNET 2110
	 ......................
	3

	CNET 2114
	CNET 2114
	 ......................
	3

	CNET 2125
	CNET 2125
	 .....................
	3

	Gen Ed 
	Gen Ed 
	 ......................
	5-7

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ......................
	14-16

	Spring Semester
	Spring Semester

	CNET 2200
	CNET 2200
	 .....................
	2

	CNET 2215
	CNET 2215
	 .....................
	3

	CNET 2230
	CNET 2230
	 .....................
	3

	Gen Ed 
	Gen Ed 
	 ......................
	6-8

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ......................
	14-16



	A member of Minnesota State
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2016-2017 
	2016-2017 
	2016-2017 

	Arts, Communications and Information Systems
	Arts, Communications and Information Systems

	Associate of Science Degree
	Associate of Science Degree


	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Elementary Education Foundations Transfer Pathway
	Elementary Education Foundations Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description


	The Elementary Education Foundations Transfer Pathway Associate of Science (AS) degree program offers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associate of Science degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated Elementary Education bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universitiesŁ The curriculum has been specifically designed so that students completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the seven Minnesota State universities enter the university with
	-
	-
	-

	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Bemidji State University: Elementary Education BS
	Bemidji State University: Elementary Education BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Metropolitan State University: Urban Elementary Education BS
	Metropolitan State University: Urban Elementary Education BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Elementary Education BS
	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Elementary Education BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Elementary Inclusive BS
	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Elementary Inclusive BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Southwest Minnesota State University: Elementary Education BS
	Southwest Minnesota State University: Elementary Education BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	StŁ Cloud State University: Elementary Education K-6 BA
	StŁ Cloud State University: Elementary Education K-6 BA


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Winona State University: Elementary Education K6 BT
	Winona State University: Elementary Education K6 BT



	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Apply and develop teaching methods based on effective principles and practices related to the learning process;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Identify learner variables that become the basis of instructional design;
	-


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Develop and demonstrate competence in designing valid and reliable assessment practices for purposes of assessing student performance and evaluating programs and services;

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrate and apply fundamental knowledge of teacher-centered and student-centered philosophies in designing program and service options;

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Understand and apply motivational theory and cognitive principles in designing and delivering instruction;

	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge of technology resources and application of technology options in lesson design;

	7Ł 
	7Ł 
	7Ł 

	Become familiar with educational practices and positive teacher perspectives that will result in ethical programming that appeals to all diverse groups with respect to their individual differences and contributions to society; and
	-
	-


	8Ł 
	8Ł 
	8Ł 

	Demonstrate an understanding of the influence of use and misuse of tobacco, alcohol, drugs, and other chemicals on student life and learningŁ


	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	EDUC 2001 Foundations of Education ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	EDUC 2031 Introduction to Special Education ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	EDUC 2050 Human Relations and Multicultural Education ŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	EDUC 2060 Educational Technology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	EDUC 2215t.Child and Adolescent Development ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Complete at least 40 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete all ten goal areas and maintain a cumulative 2Ł0 GPA for the entire MnTCŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR  CMST 2215 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 2265t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1103 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1133 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Choose Physical Science elective ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3-6



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1114tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1121tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HIST 2211 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 1110 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 1104 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3AND one course from one of the two following categories:
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AŁ Literature

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BŁ Humanities/Philosophy ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1102  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan


	The following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathwayŁ For assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic advisorŁ See also the college catalog Appendix for course offering informationŁ
	-


	t
	t
	 
	Course has prerequisite - see course schedule or catalog description.

	^ Course requires Instructor permission.
	^ Course requires Instructor permission.
	 

	NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
	NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
	information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer optionsŁ


	(continued)
	(continued)
	(continued)


	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Elementary Education Foundations 
	Elementary Education Foundations 
	Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	Semester One (16 Credits)
	Semester One (16 Credits)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1103 Environmental Science Lecture  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1133 Environmental Science LabŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	EDUC 2001  Foundations of Education ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t.Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1121t.Mathematics for Educational Arts ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4Semester Two (15 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110.Introduction to Communication OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 2215 Public Speaking ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	EDUC 2031 Introduction to Special Education ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1114t Introduction to Statistics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 1110  General Psychology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4 Semester Three (16-19 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	EDUC 2050  Human Relations and Multicultural Education ŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	EDUC 2215t Child and Adolescent Development ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HIST 2211 UŁSŁ History I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1102 Drugs, Alcohol, and Tobacco ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Physical Science elective (Goal 3) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3-6 Semester Four (12-16 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	EDUC 2060 Educational Technology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 1104 Fundamentals of Music ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 2265t.Educational Psychology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC (Goal 6A or 6B) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ0-4 
	 



	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	aboveŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in 
	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in 
	courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of Eng
	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of Eng
	-
	lish, mathematics, or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will 
	not apply toward this degreeŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ
	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	-
	mentsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ
	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Each state university has specific Elementary Education program 
	Each state university has specific Elementary Education program 
	requirements for completionŁ Please speak with your advisor about 
	requirements at receiving institutionsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ
	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	noticeŁ




	Story
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 




	t
	t
	 
	Course has prerequisite - see course schedule or catalog description.

	^ Course requires Instructor permission.
	^ Course requires Instructor permission.
	 

	NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
	NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
	information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer optionsŁ


	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ21
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ21
	Additional Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ9
	General Education/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ60

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Engineering
	Engineering

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	Students may take the first half of a bachelor’s degree in engineering at Anoka-Ramsey Community CollegeŁ Coursework transfers to four-year baccalaureate engineering programsŁ Students should plan a program beyond the minimum degree requirements listed in order to transfer into the junior year of their engineering programŁ For assistance in program planning, or to explore additional transfer options, students should schedule a time to meet with an academic advisorŁ This degree may transfer in part or in its
	-
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Comprehend and apply fundamental engineering concepts; 

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Understand and apply the engineering design process; and

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Present clear and accurate solutions with respect to mathematics and units of measureŁ


	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, mathematics, or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward this degreeŁ
	-

	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 21 credits
	Program Requirements: 21 credits
	Program Requirements: 21 credits
	Program Requirements: 21 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1061t Principles of Chemistry I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1106t Fundamentals of Computer Science I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGR 1100 Introduction to Engineering ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 2210t Differential Equations ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 2220t Multivariable Calculus and Vector Analysis ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5


	Select one of the following courses:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 2200t Linear Algebra ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 2201t* Introductory Linear Algebra ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2


	*Students transferring to the University of Minnesota should take MATH 2201Ł
	Additional Requirements: 9 credits
	Additional Requirements: 9 credits
	Additional Requirements: 9 credits


	Select a miniumum of 9 credits from the following list of coursesŁ Use the transfer table found on the Web to select courses that meet the transfer institution’s requirementŁ In order to transfer into the junior year, plan a program beyond the minimum degree requirementsŁ 
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGR 1111t Engineering Graphics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGR 2218t.Digital Logic ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4OR 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGR 2221t Digital Fundamentals ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGR 2219t Linear Circuits I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGR 2240t Thermodynamics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGR 2241t Statics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGR 2242t Dynamics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGR 2243t Mechanics of Materials ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1062t Principles of Chemistry II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 2061t Organic Chemistry I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 2062t Organic Chemistry II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1107t Fundamentals of Computer Science II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 2253t Assembly Language Programming ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 2100t Discrete Mathematics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4


	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits


	Students must complete at least 30 credits from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) including all courses listedŁ You must complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areasŁ One course may satisfy more than one area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHYS 1327t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ6

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHYS 1328t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ6



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1400tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1401tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral  Sciences

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities and Fine Arts

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment



	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ20
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ20
	Additional Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ8
	General Education/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ32
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ60

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Environmental Science
	Environmental Science

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Associate of Science (AS) in Environmental Science degree program prepares individuals for the first two years of a bachelor’s degree related to environmental science or environmental studiesŁ For assistance in program planning, or to explore additional transfer options, students should schedule a time to meet with an academic advisorŁ This degree may transfer in part or in its entirety to baccalaureate institutionsŁ Students should meet with a representative of the transfer institution when planning th
	-
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate comprehension of the ecosystem structure and function;
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Explain the nature of biological communities;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate application of critical thinking in classroom and in field studies;

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Describe economically and ecologically important resources;

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Evaluate and describe significant environmental dilemmas; and

	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Explain community and habitat dynamicsŁ 


	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, mathematics, or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward this degreeŁ
	-

	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Courses within the 28 credit program additional requirements must be completed within three yearsŁ Student may petition to extend the window beyond the three yearsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ


	Program Requirements: 20 credits
	Program Requirements: 20 credits
	Program Requirements: 20 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1106 Principles of Biology I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1107t Principles of Biology II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2206t Animal Biology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4OR 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2207t Plant Biology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1061t Principles of Chemistry I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1062t.Principles of Chemistry II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4


	Additional Requirements: 8 credits
	Additional Requirements: 8 credits
	Additional Requirements: 8 credits


	Select a minimum of 8 credits from the following:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2201t Microbiology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2206t Animal Biology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2207t Plant Biology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2209t General EcologyŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2230t^ Directed Research in Biology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2-4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	NATS 1005 Meteorology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4


	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 32 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 32 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 32 credits


	Complete at least 32 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areasŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR CMST 2220 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	NATS 1003 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1114t OR MATH 1200t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3-4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHIL 1120 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1103 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1133 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1





	Figure
	Figure
	Program Sequence:
	Program Sequence:
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	need more time to complete this program; many courses are offered in the eveningŁ


	Figure
	1 YEAR
	1 YEAR
	st


	Figure
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	BIOL 1103
	BIOL 1103
	 ..............................
	3

	BIOL 1133
	BIOL 1133
	 ..............................
	1

	MATH 1114 or 1200
	MATH 1114 or 1200
	 ..........
	3-4

	CHEM 1061
	CHEM 1061
	 ...........................
	4

	ENGL 1120/1121
	ENGL 1120/1121
	 ...................
	4

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ............................
	15-16

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	BIOL 1106
	BIOL 1106
	 ..............................
	4

	CHEM 1062
	CHEM 1062
	...........................
	4

	Gen. Ed. or Electives
	Gen. Ed. or Electives
	 ......
	6-8

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ............................
	14-16
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	Figure
	2 YEAR
	2 YEAR
	nd


	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	BIOL 1107
	BIOL 1107
	 ..............................
	4

	NATS 1003
	NATS 1003
	 ............................
	4

	Gen. Ed. or Electives
	Gen. Ed. or Electives
	 ......
	6-8

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ............................
	14-16

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	BIOL 2206 or 2207
	BIOL 2206 or 2207
	 ...............
	4

	Gen. Ed. or Electives
	Gen. Ed. or Electives
	 ..
	.10-12

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ............................
	14-16
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	A member of Minnesota State
	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Exercise Science Transfer Pathway
	Exercise Science Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description


	The Exercise Science Transfer Pathway Associate of Science (AS) degree program offers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associate of Science degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated Exercise Science bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universitiesŁ The curriculum has been specifically designed so that students completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the five Minnesota State universities enter the university with junior-year statusŁ 
	-

	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Bemidji State University: Exercise Science BS
	Bemidji State University: Exercise Science BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Exercise Science BS
	Minnesota State University, Mankato: Exercise Science BS


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Exercise Science BS 
	Minnesota State University, Moorhead: Exercise Science BS 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Southwest Minnesota State University: Exercise Science BS 
	Southwest Minnesota State University: Exercise Science BS 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Winona State University: Exercise and Rehabilitative Science BS
	Winona State University: Exercise and Rehabilitative Science BS



	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge of the major components of physical fitness;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Describe the roles and functions of the musculoskeletal, cardiorespiratory, and nervous systems in the performance of physical movement; 
	-
	-


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Describe and demonstrate assessment techniques and methods for cardiovascular and muscular strength and endurance; 

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrate ability to design and modify exercise training programs;  and

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Demonstrate ability to identify and assess factors to support optimal performance and injury preventionŁ


	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1103 First Aid and CPR ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1112 Nutrition ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1120 Wellness for Life ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1160* Weight Training and Conditioning ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ0

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1200  Anatomy of Movement ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1205  Introduction to Exercise Science ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 2205 Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 2206 Exercise Physiology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 2207t Fitness Testing and Exercise Prescription ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 2208^ Concepts in Personal Training ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2


	*HPER 1160 is taken in conjunction with HPER 1120 and will count into the four credits for that class.
	Complete at least 36 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete goal areas one through five and sevenŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 2215 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Choose a minimum of one course other than                 ENGL 1120/1121t and CMST 2215



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1106 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1020t or CHEM 1061t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2113t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2114t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1114tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 1110 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Choose one course from A or C ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3AŁ Economics/GeographyCŁ History/Political Science
	 
	 




	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity (met by PSYC 1110)
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment


	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan


	The following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathwayŁ For assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic advisorŁ See also the college catalog Appendix for course offering informationŁ
	-


	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Exercise Science Transfer Pathway
	Exercise Science Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Semester One (14 Credits)
	Semester One (14 Credits)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1020t Interpretive Chemistry OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1061t.Principles of Chemistry I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t.Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1200 Anatomy of Movement ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1205 Introduction to Exercise Science ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC (Goal Area 2) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2 Semester Two (15 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1106 Principles of Biology I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1103 First Aid and CPR ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1120 Wellness for Life ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1160* Weight Training and Conditioning ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ0*HPER 1160 is taken in conjunction with HPER 1120 and will count into the four credits for that class. 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 1110 General Psychology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4Semester Three (16 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2113t Human Anatomy and Physiology I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1112 Nutrition ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 2205 Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 2206 Exercise Physiology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC (Goal Area 5) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3Semester Four (15 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2114t Human Anatomy and Physiology IIŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 2215.Public Speaking ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 2207t Fitness Testing and Exercise Prescription ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 2208^ Concepts in Personal Training ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1114t Introduction to Statistics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4


	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	aboveŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses 
	numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	mathematics or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not 
	apply toward this degreeŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ
	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	-
	mentsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ
	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	Each state university has specific program requirements for comple
	-
	tionŁ Please speak with your advisor about requirements at receiving 
	institutionsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ
	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	noticeŁ




	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ51
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ51
	Program Electives ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ9
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ60

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Health Sciences (Broad Field) Degree
	Health Sciences (Broad Field) Degree

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Associate of Science (AS) in Health Sciences degree program is designed to be broad and provide a general background for students interested in health sciences but have not yet decided which specific healthcare field they intend to pursue at the upper-division levelŁ For assistance in program planning, or to explore additional transfer options, students should schedule a time to meet with an academic advisorŁ This degree may transfer in part or in its entirety to baccalaureate institutionsŁ Students sho
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Students will develop as writers and speakers who use the English language effectively and who read, write, speak, and listen critically; 

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Students will develop capacity to identify, discuss and reflect upon social and behavioral issues;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Students will demonstrate comprehension of human and biological systems;

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Students will increase knowledge about mathematical and logical modes of thinking; and 

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Students will improve their awareness and understanding of health, wellness and liberal artsŁ


	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English,  mathematics, or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward this degreeŁ
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 51 credits
	Program Requirements: 51 credits
	Program Requirements: 51 credits
	Program Requirements: 51 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1106 Principles of Biology I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ 4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2113t Human Anatomy and Physiology I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ 4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2114t Human Anatomy and Physiology IIŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2201t Microbiology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1020t Interpretive Chemistry ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110  Introduction to Communication ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 2215 Public Speaking ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t.Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1112  Nutrition  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ 3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1114t Introduction to Statistics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1200t College AlgebraŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHIL 1110  Introduction to Ethics OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHIL 1200 Medical Ethics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 1110  General Psychology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 2235t Lifespan Development  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SOC 1111  General Sociology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Program Electives: 9 credits
	Program Electives: 9 credits
	Program Electives: 9 credits


	Restricted Electives: 
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Choose one of the following two courses:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	GEOG 1103 Physical Geography ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	POLS 1141 Environmental Politics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Humanities/Fine Arts elective ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Select any HPER course totaling one credit ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Elective  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2



	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	General Education/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ60

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Human Resources Associate
	Human Resources Associate

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Associate of Science (AS) in Human Resources Associate degree program is designed to prepare students for entry-level careers in the field of human resource management while simultaneously priming students for success as they continue their education at a baccalaureate institutionŁ This degree offers an introduction to Human Resources (HR) theory and concepts along with practical skills necessary to enhance professional performance within HR management rolesŁ Students will experience an application-orie
	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Realize the role that the department of human resources plays within the business environment; 

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Incorporate appropriate human relations concepts and applications in situations requiring decision making; 

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Differentiate among interrelationships amid human resources activities and programs across functional areas; 
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Apply human resources employment law and regulations utilizing appropriate judgment to the circumstances; 

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Facilitate project completion through the operation of human resources industry-related technology systems; 
	-


	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Function effectively in a diverse, global business community; 

	7Ł 
	7Ł 
	7Ł 

	Use critical thinking skills to analyze and solve business problems; and 

	8Ł 
	8Ł 
	8Ł 

	Demonstrate effective business communication skillsŁ


	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, mathematics, or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward this degreeŁ
	-

	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all Program and General Education/MnTC requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ


	Related Program Information
	Related Program Information
	Related Program Information


	Many colleges require a 2Ł5 GPA or higher for admissionŁ
	Program Requirements: 30 credits
	Program Requirements: 30 credits
	Program Requirements: 30 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1135t Payroll Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2010 Introduction to Human Resources ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2015 Benefits and Compensation ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2020 Employee Training and Development ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2025 Labor Relations ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2030 Human Resource Information Systems ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2125 Financial Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2217 Employment Law for Business ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2244 Principles of Management ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4


	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits


	Complete at least 30 general education credits from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including the required courses listedŁ You must complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areasŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science (one course with lab required)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	 4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1114tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1200tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 2205 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 2206 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment


	Metropolitan State University
	Metropolitan State University
	Metropolitan State University
	B.S. Degree Program - Business Administration
	Transfer Guide for Selected course requirementsŁ
	Transfer Guide for Selected course requirementsŁ



	Metro State Foundation Courses .............................Anoka-Ramsey
	Metro State Foundation Courses .............................Anoka-Ramsey
	Metro State Foundation Courses .............................Anoka-Ramsey
	MATH 1115: College Algebra I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁMATH 1200
	STAT 202: Statistics I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁMATH 1114
	ACCT 210: Financial Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁBUS 2125
	ECON 201: Macroeconomics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁECON 2205
	ECON 202: Microeconomics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁECON 2206
	MIS 100: Fundamentals of IT in Organizations ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁBUS 1112
	Metro State Business Core Courses ..........................Anoka-Ramsey
	MGMT 310: Management Principles and Practices ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁBUS 2244



	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	General Education/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ60

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Integrative Health & Healing
	Integrative Health & Healing

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The emerging field of Integrative Health and Healing (IHH) has captured the interest of healthcare providers, practitioners, and consumersŁ This program is designed for students, practitioners, and learners seeking to understand the exciting, new field of Integrative Health and HealingŁ For assistance in program planning, or to explore additional transfer options, students should schedule a time to meet with an academic advisorŁ The Associate of Science (AS) in Integrative Health and Healing degree  program
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate proficiency in oral and written communication, interpersonal skills, critical thinking and problem-solving skills; 
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Evaluate the fundamental principles of integrative health and healing, trends in holistic health, and the complexities of this emerging field; 
	-


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate an understanding of the interconnectedness of mind, body and spirit of the human system; 

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Describe holistic healing philosophies and healing through social, cultural, environmental and global perspectives of healing; 

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Evaluate the role of healing strategies for self-care as well as strategies in the healthcare system; 

	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Describe ethical responsibilities in the practice of holistic healing; 

	7Ł 
	7Ł 
	7Ł 

	Identify current scientific literature to support the emerging field of Integrative Health and Healing; and 

	8Ł 
	8Ł 
	8Ł 

	Create and participate in a comprehensive internship project in which to apply classroom knowledge to workplace experienceŁ


	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, mathematics, or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward this degreeŁ
	-

	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all Program and General Education/MnTC RequirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ


	Related Program Information
	Related Program Information
	Related Program Information


	Many colleges require a 2Ł5 GPA or higher for admissionŁ
	Program Requirements: 30 credits
	Program Requirements: 30 credits
	Program Requirements: 30 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 1100*  Introduction to Holistic Healing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 1102  Energy Healing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 1103  Movement and Body Manipulation Therapies ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 2100  Holistic Healing Systems ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 2101  Mind/Body Connections ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 2102  Food as Medicine/Biologically Based Therapies ŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 2103  Spirituality and Healing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 2105**  Basics in Business and Ethics for the Holistic 


	Practitioner ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 2297^ Internship ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	*Introduction to Holistic Healing is strongly recommended as a first course or concurrently with other courses.
	Electives: Choose from the following for a minimum of 3 credits: 
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HCCC 1000  Introduction to Healthcare Careers ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 1110 Aromatherapy ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 2104  Health and Wellness Coaching Skills ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 2106**  Introduction to Qigong ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 2107**  Healing Touch ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Select any HPER course ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1-3


	**Please note courses are offered every other year. Please see college catalog 
	**Please note courses are offered every other year. Please see college catalog 
	appendix for specific semester and year offered.

	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits


	Complete a minimum of 30 credits from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areasŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR CMST 2220 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 1110 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment



	Story
	Integrative Health & Healing
	Integrative Health & Healing


	Program Sequence:
	Program Sequence:
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time 
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time 
	students will need more time to complete this programŁ Most program 
	courses are offered online or in the eveningŁ


	1 YEAR
	1 YEAR
	st


	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	IHH 1100
	IHH 1100
	 ................................
	3

	IHH 1102
	IHH 1102
	 ................................
	3

	IHH 1103
	IHH 1103
	 ................................
	3

	GenEd or IHH Elective
	GenEd or IHH Elective
	 ...
	6-7

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ............................
	15-16

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	IHH Elective or GenEd
	IHH Elective or GenEd
	 ...
	3-4

	IHH 2102
	IHH 2102
	................................
	3

	ENGL 1120/1121
	ENGL 1120/1121
	 ...................
	4

	PSYC 1110
	PSYC 1110
	 .............................
	4

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ............................
	14-15


	2 YEAR
	2 YEAR
	nd


	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	CMST 1110/2215/2220
	CMST 1110/2215/2220
	 .........
	3

	GenEd
	GenEd
	 ..................................
	5

	IHH 2100
	IHH 2100
	 ...............................
	3

	IHH 2105
	IHH 2105
	................................
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .................................
	14

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	IHH 2101
	IHH 2101
	 ................................
	3

	IHH 2103
	IHH 2103
	................................
	3

	IHH 2297
	IHH 2297
	 ...............................
	3

	GenEd
	GenEd
	 ..................................
	7

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .................................
	16


	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ35
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ35
	General Education/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ40
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ75

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Nursing MANE
	Nursing MANE

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	Anoka-Ramsey Community College is a member of the Minnesota Alliance for Nursing Education (MANE), an alliance of Minnesota nursing programs dedicated to increasing the educational capacity for baccalaureate educationŁ The MANE program is a shared, concept-based baccalaureate curriculum, based on a set of core competencies, intended to prepare graduates to provide care to individuals, families, and communities in health promotion, acute or chronic illness, and at the end of lifeŁ This shared curriculum prov
	-
	-
	-
	-

	The program is designed as four years of full-time study, with the first two semesters devoted to prerequisite/preparatory courses required for admission to the nursing programŁ Successful completion of five semesters leads to the option for an Associate of Science Degree in Nursing offered by Anoka-Ramsey Community College and eligibility to take the NCLEX-RN licensure examinationŁ The MANE curriculum continues for three additional semesters leading to a Bachelor of Science degree with a major in Nursing (
	-
	-
	-

	Ł
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/academics/degrees-diplomas-certificates/
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/academics/degrees-diplomas-certificates/
	two-year-degrees/associate-of-science-degrees/nursing/


	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	Upon completion of the Associate of Science Degree (MANE) Program’s 5 semesters, students will have met the following learning outcomes:  
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate reflection, self-analysis, self-care, and lifelong learning into nursing practice; 

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Apply leadership skills to enhance quality nursing care and improve health outcomes; 

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Utilize best available evidence and informatics to guide decision making; 

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Incorporate ethical practice and research within the nursing discipline and organizational environments;  
	-


	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Collaborate with inter-professional teams to provide holistic nursing care; 

	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Adapt communication strategies to effectively respond to a variety of health care situations; and

	7Ł 
	7Ł 
	7Ł 

	Practice holistic, evidence-based nursing care including diverse and underserved individuals, families, and communitiesŁ


	Program Admission
	Program Admission
	Program Admission


	Acceptance to the program allows for dual admission to Anoka-Ramsey Communtiy College and a MANE baccalaureate partner culminating in a baccalaureate degreeŁ  To apply for the Nursing program, submit the Application for the Nursing Program to the Records OfficeŁ See the Nursing website or an academic advisor for specific Nursing program admission criteriaŁ
	-

	Related Program Requirements
	Related Program Requirements
	Related Program Requirements


	Clinical facilities require students to maintain specific requirements to ensure student and patient health and safetyŁ Proof that these requirements are met must be furnished by the studentŁ
	-

	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 75 semester credits numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in all MnTC coursesŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C and an evaluation of “safe” in clinical practice must be earned in all program and General Education/MnTC requirementsŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ


	Choose one of the following two options:
	Program Requirements - Traditional: 35 credits
	Program Requirements - Traditional: 35 credits
	Program Requirements - Traditional: 35 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	NURS 2700t Health Promotion and the Role of the Professional     Nurse


	—Theory (4), Lab (2), Clinical (3) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ9
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	NURS 2750t Nutrition and the Role of the Professional Nurse  ŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	NURS 2800t Chronic and Palliative Care 


	—Theory (3), Clinical (3), Lab (1) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ7
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	NURS 2820t Pharmacology and the Role of the Professional


	Nurse ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	NURS 2850t Applied Pathophysiology for Nursing I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	NURS 2900t Acute and Complex Care


	—Theory (3), Clinical (3), Lab (1) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ7
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	NURS 2920t Applied Pathophysiology for Nursing  II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	NURS 2950t Nursing Leadership I —Theory (2), Clinical (1) ŁŁŁŁ3


	Program Requirements - LPN Option: 35 credits
	Program Requirements - LPN Option: 35 credits
	Program Requirements - LPN Option: 35 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	LPN Advanced Standing credits  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	NURS 2720t Transition to the Role of the Professional Nurse 


	—Theory (3), Clinical (1) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	NURS 2750t Nutrition and the Role of the Professional Nurse  ŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	NURS 2800t Chronic and Palliative Care 


	—Theory (3), Clinical (3), Lab (1) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ7
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	NURS 2820t Pharmacology and the Role of the Professional


	Nurse ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	NURS 2850t Applied Pathophysiology for Nursing I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	NURS 2900t Acute and Complex Care


	—Theory (3), Clinical (3), Lab (1) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ7
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	NURS 2920t Applied Pathophysiology for Nursing II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ 2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	NURS 2950t Nursing Leadership I —Theory (2), Clinical (1) ŁŁŁŁ3


	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 40 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 40 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 40 credits


	Complete a minimum of 40 credits from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including the following:
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1106**  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2113t  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2114t  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2201t  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1050t  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR CMST 2210 OR CMST 2220 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHIL 1110 OR PHIL 1200 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 1110  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 2235t  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SOC 1111 OR ANTH 2201 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	**BIOL 1106 as needed for prerequisite for BIOL 2113 and BIOL 2201Ł

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Nursing MANE
	Nursing MANE

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	General Education/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ60

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Pharmacy Technician
	Pharmacy Technician

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	Pharmacy technicians help licensed pharmacists prepare prescription medications, provide customer service, and perform administrative duties within a pharmacy settingŁ Pharmacy technicians generally are responsible for receiving prescription requests, counting tablets, and labeling bottlesŁ  They may perform administrative functions such as answering phones, stocking shelves, and operating cash registersŁ The Associate of Science (AS) in Pharmacy Technician degree program is designed for employment and for 
	-
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Evaluate the principles, complexities, and trends in the pharmacy industry as it relates to the technician; 
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Describe ethical responsibilities as it relates to the pharmaceutical industry;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate communication skills associated with customer service in a multicultural society; 

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Perform all procedures skillfully and safely; 

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge of the normal structure and function of the human body, and understand the physiological effects of disease and injury; 

	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Properly calculate medical mathematical equations; 

	7Ł 
	7Ł 
	7Ł 

	Demonstrate understanding of his/her professional role as a Pharmacy Technician; and
	-


	8Ł 
	8Ł 
	8Ł 

	Use critical thinking and effective communication skills to analyze and solve patient issuesŁ


	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, mathematics, or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward this degreeŁ
	-

	 All Pharmacy Technician program requirements are offered at the Cambridge CampusŁ Related Program Requirements: Clinical facilities require students to maintain specific requirements to ensure personal and patient health and safetyŁ  Proof that these requirements are met must be furnished by the studentŁ (See Pharmacy Technician Student Handbook)Ł
	Admission Requirements
	Admission Requirements

	-

	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All PHAR courses must be completed at ARCC or have been approved for credit for prior learningŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ
	-



	Program Requirements: 30 credits
	Program Requirements: 30 credits
	Program Requirements: 30 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1106 Principles of Biology I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2201t Microbiology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t.Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHAR 1100 Introduction to Pharmaceuticals Lec/Lab ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHAR 2100t Pharmacy Communications Lec/Lab ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHAR 2110t Pharmacy Medications Lab ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHAR 2120t Drug Use and Reactions Lec/Lab ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHAR 2130t Pharmacy Administration and Medical Billing Lab 2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHAR 2297^ Pharmacy Technician Internship  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHIL 1200 Medical Ethics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Complete at least 30 general education credits from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including the required courses listedŁ You must complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areasŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits

	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2241t OR ENGL 2261t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking 
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CHEM 1061t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2113t  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2114t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 2202t OR BIOL 2208t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1114tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 1110 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 2220 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment



	Program Sequence:
	Program Sequence:
	Program Sequence:

	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time 
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time 
	students will need more time to complete this program; many courses are 
	offered in the eveningŁ


	Fall Semester
	Fall Semester
	Fall Semester

	Spring Semester
	Spring Semester


	1 YEAR
	1 YEAR
	st


	BIOL 1106
	BIOL 1106
	BIOL 1106
	 ....................................
	4

	ENGL 1120/1121
	ENGL 1120/1121
	.........................
	4

	MATH 1114
	MATH 1114
	 ..................................
	4

	PHAR 1100
	PHAR 1100
	 ..................................
	2

	PHAR 2100
	PHAR 2100
	 ..................................
	2

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .........................................
	16


	BIOL 2201
	BIOL 2201
	BIOL 2201
	 ...................................
	4

	CMST 2220
	CMST 2220
	 .................................
	3

	PHAR 2110
	PHAR 2110
	 .................................
	2

	PHAR 2120
	PHAR 2120
	 .................................
	2

	PSYC 1110
	PSYC 1110
	..................................
	4

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .......................................
	15


	Fall Semester
	Fall Semester
	Fall Semester

	Spring Semester
	Spring Semester


	2 YEAR
	2 YEAR
	nd


	BIOL 2113
	BIOL 2113
	BIOL 2113
	 ...................................
	4

	CHEM 1061
	CHEM 1061
	 ................................
	4

	ENGL 2241 
	ENGL 2241 
	OR
	 2261
	 ...........................
	3

	PHAR 2130
	PHAR 2130
	 .................................
	2

	PHIL 1200
	PHIL 1200
	 ...................................
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .......................................
	16


	BIOL 2114
	BIOL 2114
	BIOL 2114
	 ...................................
	4

	BIOL 2202 
	BIOL 2202 
	OR  
	2208
	 ..........................
	4

	PHAR 2297
	PHAR 2297
	 .................................
	5

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ........................................
	13


	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	General Education/MnTC ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ60

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Sales Management
	Sales Management

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Associate of Science (AS) in Sales Management degree program is designed to prepare students for entry-level careers in the field while simultaneously priming students for success as they continue their educationŁ This degree offers an introduction to sales theory and concepts along with practical skills necessary to enhance professional performance within sales management rolesŁ Students will experience an application-oriented, real-world focused education through a degree program that provides both a 
	-
	-
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Understand the elements of sales in a global environment;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Use critical thinking skills to analyze and solve business problems;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate effective interpersonal skills and professional attitudes;

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrate effective business communication skills;

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Explain the importance of customers and be able to identify their needs;

	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Identify the various sales management positions and the roles each one plays in the success of a business; and

	7Ł 
	7Ł 
	7Ł 

	Discuss the associated ethical and legal issues within business and industryŁ


	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, mathematics, or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply toward this degreeŁ
	-

	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 30 credits
	Program Requirements: 30 credits
	Program Requirements: 30 credits
	Program Requirements: 30 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1122 Business Ethics and Social Issues ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1124 PowerPoint and Web Conferencing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1145 Customer Service ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1149 Professional Selling ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2125 Financial Accounting  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2142 Principles of Marketing  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4


	Metropolitan State University course taught online:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MKTG 435t* Sales and Sales Management ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4


	*This course subject to Metropolitan State University tuition rate.
	Complete at least 30 general education credits from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including the required courses listedŁ You must complete at least one course in six of the ten goal areasŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 30 credits

	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science (one course must include a lab)

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning 
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1114tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1200tŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 2205 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ECON 2206 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment



	A member of Minnesota State
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2016-2017 
	2016-2017 
	2016-2017 

	Arts, Communications and Information Systems
	Arts, Communications and Information Systems

	Associate of Science Degree
	Associate of Science Degree


	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Special Education Transfer Pathway
	Special Education Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description
	Program Description


	The Special Education Transfer Pathway Associate of Science (AS) degree program offers students a powerful option: the opportunity to complete an Associate of Science degree with course credits that directly transfer to designated Special Education bachelor’s degree programs at Minnesota State universitiesŁ The curriculum has been specifically designed so that students completing this pathway degree and transferring to one of the five Minnesota State universities enter the university with junior-year status
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees
	Minnesota State Universities - Designated Degrees


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Mankato: ABS Special Education 
	Minnesota State University, Mankato: ABS Special Education 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Minnesota State University, Moorhead 
	Minnesota State University, Moorhead 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Southwest Minnesota State University: Special Education BS 
	Southwest Minnesota State University: Special Education BS 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	StŁ Cloud State University: Special Education (ABS Licensure) BS 
	StŁ Cloud State University: Special Education (ABS Licensure) BS 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Winona State University 
	Winona State University 



	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Develop and utilize processes to identify the special needs, strengths, and experiences of exceptional learners in each of the thirteen disability categories;
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Develop and demonstrate competence in how special education mandated practices function through collaborative practices with other system components within a single-education system;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate competence and understanding in analyzing principles related to legal aspects, ethics, and standards of professional practices; 

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Understand and be familiar with how gender, familial background, socioeconomic status, race, culture, existing or potential medical aspects of a learner, and linguistic diversity can impact a learner’s disability;
	-
	-


	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Understand and demonstrate competence in student referral procedures and assessment practices in designing Individual Education Programs (IEP process); and 
	-


	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Demonstrate competence using educational technologyŁ


	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits
	Required Courses: 60 Total Credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	EDUC 2001 Foundations of Education ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	EDUC 2031 Introduction to Special Education ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	EDUC 2050 Human Relations and Multicultural Education ŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	EDUC 2060 Educational Technology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	EDUC 2215t Child and Adolescent Development ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 2265t.Educational Psychology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Complete at least 40 credits in courses from the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC), including all courses listedŁ You must complete all ten goal areas and maintain a cumulative 2Ł0 GPA for the entire MnTCŁ One course may satisfy more than one goal area, but the course credits may be counted only onceŁ
	-

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	1Ł Communication
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR  CMST 2215 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	2Ł Critical Thinking

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	3Ł Natural Science (two courses required; one from each of two departments; one must include a lab)
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	4Ł Mathematical/Logical Reasoning (MATH 1121t is recommended)
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	5Ł History/Social/Behavioral Sciences
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 1110 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4AND one course from one of the two following categories:
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AŁ Economics/Geography

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CŁ History/Political Science



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	6Ł Humanities/Fine Arts (2 courses required; one from each of the two following categories)
	 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	AŁ Literature

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BŁ Humanities/Philosophy

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CŁ Art/Music/Theatre



	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	7Ł Human Diversity

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	8Ł Global Perspective

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	9Ł Ethical/Civic Responsibility

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	10Ł People and the Environment


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1102  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan
	Pathway Plan


	The following two-year Pathway Plan is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will need more time to complete this pathwayŁ For assistance with pathway planning, students should schedule an appointment with an academic advisorŁ See also the college catalog Appendix for course offering informationŁ
	-


	t
	t
	 
	Course has prerequisite - see course schedule or catalog description.

	^ Course requires Instructor permission.
	^ Course requires Instructor permission.
	 

	NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
	NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
	information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer optionsŁ


	(continued)
	(continued)
	(continued)


	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Special Education Transfer Pathway
	Special Education Transfer Pathway

	Associate of Science (AS) Degree
	Associate of Science (AS) Degree


	Semester One (15-17 Credits)
	Semester One (15-17 Credits)
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	EDUC 2001  Foundations of Education ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t.Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 1110  General Psychology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC (Goal 4) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3-5 Semester Two (14-17 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110.Introduction to Communication OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 2215 Public Speaking ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	EDUC 2031 Introduction to Special Education ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	EDUC 2215t Child and Adolescent Development ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC (Goal 6) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1-3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC/Electives ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3-4 Semester Three (15-18 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	EDUC 2050  Human Relations and Multicultural Education ŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PSYC 2265t.Educational Psychology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC with lab (Goal 3) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3-4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC (Goal 5) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3-4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC/Electives ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3-4Semester Four (13-17 Credits)
	 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	EDUC 2060 Educational Technology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1102 Drugs, Alcohol, and Tobacco ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC (Goal 3) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3-4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC (Goal 6) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1-3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	General Ed/MnTC/Electives ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3-4 
	 



	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics
	Degree Specifics


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	A minimum of 60 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or 
	aboveŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in 
	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in 
	courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of Eng
	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of Eng
	-
	lish, mathematics, or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will 
	not apply toward this degreeŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ
	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program require
	-
	mentsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ
	Completion of specific degree requirementsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Complete Basic Skills Licensure examsŁ
	Complete Basic Skills Licensure examsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Complete required field work hoursŁ
	Complete required field work hoursŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Demonstrate expected standards in professional dispositionŁ
	Demonstrate expected standards in professional dispositionŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Each state university has specific Special Education program re
	Each state university has specific Special Education program re
	-
	quirements for completionŁ Please consult with an academic advisor 
	about requirements at receiving institutionsŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ
	To receive your diploma, you must apply to graduateŁ


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	The requirements of this program are subject to change without 
	noticeŁ




	Story
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 




	t
	t
	 
	Course has prerequisite - see course schedule or catalog description.

	^ Course requires Instructor permission.
	^ Course requires Instructor permission.
	 

	NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
	NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
	information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer optionsŁ


	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ18
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ18
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ18

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Administrative Specialist
	Administrative Specialist

	Certificate
	Certificate


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	Business certificates focus on the development of job- or career-specific skills in a short-term, concentrated formatŁ The Administrative Specialist certificate program is earned after completing 18 creditsŁ Many courses may apply toward Associate of Science (AS) and Associate of Applied Science (AAS) degreesŁ For additional information about our business programs, please schedule a meeting with an academic advisorŁ
	-
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this certificate, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Apply office and business procedures to effectively manage an office environment, employees, and systems;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Use appropriate technology to accurately and efficiently prepare business documents; and
	-


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Express ideas, information, proposals, and reactions clearly and professionally in written and spoken formŁ
	-



	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or above must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All computer courses must be completed within the last four yearsŁ Students may petition to extend the window beyond the four yearsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All courses requirements must be complete before a certificate will be awardedŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must complete a Certificate ApplicationŁ Certificate Applications are available online, in the Office of Records & Registration, and in the Advising CenterŁ Submit a completed form to the Office of Records & RegistrationŁ 
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 18 credits
	Program Requirements: 18 credits
	Program Requirements: 18 credits
	Program Requirements: 18 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1104 Written Business Communications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1154* Advanced Keyboarding ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1155** Word Processing Using Microsoft Word ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1174 Office Systems ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	*Recommended 40 WPM keying skill or BUS 1153 Beginning 
	Keyboarding
	**Recommended pre-course: BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and 
	Applications

	Figure
	Figure
	Program Sequence:
	Program Sequence:
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students may 
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students may 
	need more time to complete this program; many courses are offered in the eveningŁ


	Figure
	1 YEAR
	1 YEAR
	st


	Figure
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	BUS 1103 or 1174*
	BUS 1103 or 1174*
	 ..........
	3

	BUS 1104
	BUS 1104
	 ........................
	3

	BUS 1112
	BUS 1112
	 .........................
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .............................
	9

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	BUS 1154**
	BUS 1154**
	 .....................
	3

	BUS 1155
	BUS 1155
	 .........................
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .............................
	6


	Figure
	Figure
	2 YEAR
	2 YEAR
	nd


	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	BUS 1103 or 1174*
	BUS 1103 or 1174*
	 ..........
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .............................
	3

	* offered odd years fall only
	* offered odd years fall only

	** offered every year spring 
	** offered every year spring 
	only



	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Alcohol & Drug Counseling
	Alcohol & Drug Counseling

	Certificate
	Certificate


	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ25
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ25
	Wellness Requirement ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ28

	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Alcohol and Drug Counseling certificate program is designed for students interested in the field of alcohol and drug counselingŁ The program prepares graduates for the written test and oral examination which are required for Minnesota state licensureŁ Earning the 28-credit certificate may be stacked to an Associate of Science (AS) degree in Alcohol and Drug Counseling Studies, allowing the student to practice under a temporary ADC licensure en route to earning a Bachelor’s degree within five yearsŁ (NOT
	-
	-
	 

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	Upon completion of the Alcohol and Drug Counseling certificate, graduates will demonstrate achievement of program outcomes by being able to:
	-

	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Apply and demonstrate competency of counseling services to people with substance abuse disorders, as defined by the 12 core functions;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Apply the established diagnostic criteria for substance use disorder and describe treatment modalities and placement criteria within the continuum of care;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Apply a variety of models and theories of addiction and other problems related to substance abuse;
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrate clinical writing skills for professional documentation;

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Apply laws, rules, and ethical guidelines related to the State of Minnesota and the addiction counseling profession; and
	-


	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Execute two practica (internships) over two academic semesters performing the 12 core functions for a total of 880 hours in clinical practiceŁ
	-
	 



	Program Admission & Related Requirements
	Program Admission & Related Requirements
	Program Admission & Related Requirements


	Program admission requires completion of Alcohol and Drug Counseling OrientationŁ Clinical/practicum facilities require students to maintain specific requirements to ensure student and client health and safetyŁ Proof that these requirements are met must be furnished by the student and include but are not limited to:
	-

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A recent physical examination including current immunity titers and a current negative Tuberculosis (TB) screeningŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Current certification in American Heart Association: BLS Healthcare Provider is required for all Clinical/Practicum coursesŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A cleared Background Study is required from the State of MinnesotaŁ
	 



	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All ADCS courses must be completed at ARCC or have been approved for credit for prior learningŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must complete a Certificate ApplicationŁ Certificate Applications are available online, in the Office of Records & Registration, and in the Advising CenterŁ Submit a completed form to the Office of Records & RegistrationŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ


	Successful entry into this program requires a specific level of skill in the areas of English and ReadingŁ Admission requires an ability to do college level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment requirements for ENGL 1121Ł
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses

	-

	Program Requirements: 25 credits
	Program Requirements: 25 credits
	Program Requirements: 25 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ADCS 1110t Pharmacology for Substance Use Disorder ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ADCS 1120t Substance Use Disorder Assessment ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ADCS 1200t Substance Use Disorder Counseling ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ADCS 1210t Substance Use Disorder Case Management ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ADCS 2297t Substance Use Disorder Counseling Practicum IŁ ŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ADCS 2298t Substance Use Disorder Counseling Practicum II ŁŁ5


	Wellness Requirement: 3 credits
	Wellness Requirement: 3 credits
	Wellness Requirement: 3 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1102 Drugs, Alcohol, and Tobacco ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Program note: A Bachelor’s degree from an accredited school or edu
	Program note: A Bachelor’s degree from an accredited school or edu
	-
	cational program is required for licensureŁ Eighteen semester credits of 
	alcohol and drug counseling academic course work; 880 clock hours of 
	supervised alcohol and drug counseling practicum, and written examina
	-
	tion that demonstrates competence in the core functions must also be 
	successfully completed for licensureŁ


	Program Sequence:
	Program Sequence:
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	need more time to complete this program; many courses are offered in the eveningŁ


	1 YEAR
	1 YEAR
	st


	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	ADCS 1110
	ADCS 1110
	 .....................
	3

	ADCS 1120
	ADCS 1120
	 .....................
	4

	HPER 1102
	HPER 1102
	 ......................
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ...........................
	10

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	ADCS 1200
	ADCS 1200
	 ....................
	4

	ADCS 1210
	ADCS 1210
	 ....................
	4

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ............................
	 8


	2 YEAR
	2 YEAR
	nd


	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	ADCS 2297
	ADCS 2297
	 ....................
	5

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .............................
	5

	Spring Semester
	Spring Semester

	ADCS 2298
	ADCS 2298
	 ....................
	5

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .............................
	5


	A member of Minnesota State
	t
	t
	 
	Course has prerequisite - see course schedule or catalog description.

	^ Course requires Instructor permission.
	^ Course requires Instructor permission.
	 

	NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
	NOTE:  You are encouraged to contact an academic advisor at 763-433-1230 for course planning assistance and 
	information about transfer credit evaluation and transfer optionsŁ


	edu
	edu
	AnokaRamsey.
	AnokaRamsey.



	Page 105
	Page 105

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Athletic Coaching
	Athletic Coaching

	Certificate
	Certificate


	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ10
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ10
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ10

	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Athletic Coaching certificate program will enable students to focus studies on athletic coaching-related issues and interestsŁ The program’s interdisciplinary emphasis will address a variety of coaching topics and perspectives, and will allow students to begin to develop an understanding of sport management issuesŁ The program will meet the Minnesota High School League’s criteria to coach a varsity sport in lieu of an education degreeŁ 
	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Incorporate critical reflection skills using evidence-based sport management resources;
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Customize communication to meet the needs of varied audiences; and

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Define physiological principles essential to athletic coachingŁ


	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All program requirements must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All courses requirements must be complete before a certificate will be awardedŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must complete a Certificate ApplicationŁ Certificate Applications are available online, in the Office of Records & Registration, and in the Advising CenterŁ Submit a completed form to the Office of Records & RegistrationŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 10 credits
	Program Requirements: 10 credits
	Program Requirements: 10 credits
	Program Requirements: 10 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1103 First Aid and CPR  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3                                            

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 2205  Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2                                                         

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 2240  Coaching and Officiating Theory ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3            

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 2297*^ Field Experience and Seminar in Athletic 


	Coaching ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2
	*It is recommended that HPER 1103, HPER 2205, and HPER 2240 be completed or concurrently enrolled in prior to taking HPER 2297Ł

	Program Sequence
	Program Sequence

	1 YEAR
	1 YEAR
	st


	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	HPER 1103
	HPER 1103
	 ......................
	3

	HPER 2205
	HPER 2205
	 .....................
	2

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .............................
	5

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	HPER 2240
	HPER 2240
	 .....................
	3

	HPER 2297
	HPER 2297
	 .....................
	2

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .............................
	5


	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ16
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ16
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ16

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Biomedical Core 
	Biomedical Core 

	Certificate
	Certificate


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Biomedical (BMED) Core certificate program is designed for students with strong transferrable work experience and/or previous academic coursework in the biomedical industryŁ The Biomedical Core certificate complements previous work to prepare students for transition into positions in the biomedical device industryŁ Graduates will work in manufacturing, product development and quality assuranceŁ Classes include specific biomedical course work in good manufacturing practices (GMP), ISO 13485 and 9001Ł Mos
	-
	-
	-
	-
	http://wwwŁ
	http://wwwŁ
	anokaramseyŁedu/academics/departments-faculty/bmed/


	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this certificate, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate an understanding of trends, size, and scope of the medical device industry;
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Demonstrate an understanding of the processes involved in the design, development and manufacture of medical devices;
	-


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge of various regulations and agencies involved in regulatory processes specific to the medical device industry; and

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrate application of classroom knowledge to industry field experienceŁ


	General Information
	General Information
	General Information


	College-level competence in English, writing, mathematics, and computer competency should be acquired before entering the BMED programsŁ All BMED program requirements are offered at the Coon Rapids CampusŁ
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or above must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	All program requirements must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All courses requirements must be complete before a certificate will be awardedŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must complete a Certificate ApplicationŁ Certificate Applications are available online, in the Office of Records & Registration, and in the Advising CenterŁ Submit a completed form to the Office of Records & RegistrationŁ 
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 16 credits
	Program Requirements: 16 credits
	Program Requirements: 16 credits
	Program Requirements: 16 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1102  Medical Terminology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 1100  Introduction to Biomedical Devices and Industry ŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2100 Design and Manufacturing in the Medical 


	Device Industry ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2200 Introduction to Medical Device Regulations 


	and Ethics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2300  Introduction to Quality Assurance ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2500  Introduction to Documentation/Configuration 


	Management ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3OR 
	 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2520t Technical Writing for Regulated Industries ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	Figure
	Figure
	Program Sequence:
	Program Sequence:
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	need more time to complete this program; many courses are offered in the eveningŁ


	Figure
	Figure
	1 YEAR
	1 YEAR
	st


	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	BMED 1100
	BMED 1100
	 ....................
	2

	BMED 2100
	BMED 2100
	 ....................
	3

	BMED 2300
	BMED 2300
	 ....................
	3

	BMED 2500 or 2520
	BMED 2500 or 2520
	 ......
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ........................
	8-11

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	BIOL 1102
	BIOL 1102
	 .......................
	2

	BMED 2200
	BMED 2200
	 ....................
	3

	BMED 2500 or 2520
	BMED 2500 or 2520
	 ......
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .........................
	5-8



	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ13
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ13
	Additional Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ6
	General EducationŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ10-11
	Total CreditsŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ29-30

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Biomedical Technology
	Biomedical Technology

	Certificate
	Certificate


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Biomedical (BMED) Technology one-year certificate program prepares students for entry-level positions in the biomedical device and products industryŁ Graduates will work in manufacturing, product development and testingŁ Many of the courses transfer to four-year institutionsŁ Classes include specific biomedical coursework, as well as writing, statistics, and a field experience with a biomedical companyŁ For additional information about our biomedical programs, visit our website at: Ł
	-
	-
	-
	-
	http://
	http://
	wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/BMED


	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this certificate, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate an understanding of trends, size, and scope of the medical device industry;
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Demonstrate proficiency in oral and written communication,  interpersonal skills, and critical thinking/problem solving;
	-


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate an understanding of the processes involved in the design, development and manufacture of medical devices;
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge of various regulations and agencies involved in regulatory processes specific to the medical device industry; and

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Demonstrate application of classroom knowledge to industry field experienceŁ


	General Information
	General Information
	General Information


	College-level competence in English, writing, mathematics, and computer competency should be acquired before entering the BMED programsŁ All BMED program requirements are offered at the Coon Rapids CampusŁ
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or above must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	All program requirements must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All courses requirements must be complete before a certificate will be awardedŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must complete a Certificate ApplicationŁ Certificate Applications are available online, in the Office of Records & Registration, and in the Advising CenterŁ Submit a completed form to the Office of Records & RegistrationŁ 
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 13 credits
	Program Requirements: 13 credits
	Program Requirements: 13 credits
	Program Requirements: 13 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 1100 Introduction to Biomedical Devices and Industry ŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2100 Design and Manufacturing in the Medical 


	Device Industry ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2200 Introduction to Medical Device Regulations/Ethics 3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2300 Introduction to Quality Assurance ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2600 Fundamentals of Dimensional Metrology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2


	Additional Requirements: 6 credits
	Additional Requirements: 6 credits
	Additional Requirements: 6 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1102 Medical Terminology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1104 The Human Body–Structure and Function ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4


	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 10-11 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 10-11 credits
	General Education/MnTC Requirements: 10-11 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1104 OR ENGL 1120t OR ENGL 1121t ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3-4 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 1110 OR CMST 2215 OR CMST 2220  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1114 t  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	Figure
	Figure
	Program Sequence:
	Program Sequence:
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	need more time to complete this program; many courses are offered in the eveningŁ


	Figure
	Figure
	1 YEAR
	1 YEAR
	st


	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	BMED 1100
	BMED 1100
	 ...........................
	2

	BMED 2300
	BMED 2300
	 ...........................
	3

	BIOL 1104
	BIOL 1104
	 ..............................
	4

	BMED 2100
	BMED 2100
	 ...........................
	3

	ENGL 1104 or 1120/1121
	ENGL 1104 or 1120/1121
	 ..
	3-4

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ............................
	15-16

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	BIOL 1102
	BIOL 1102
	 ..............................
	2

	BMED 2200
	BMED 2200
	 ...........................
	3

	BMED 2600
	BMED 2600
	 ...........................
	2

	MATH 1114
	MATH 1114
	 ............................
	4

	CMST 1110, 2215, or 2220
	CMST 1110, 2215, or 2220
	 ...
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .................................
	14



	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ10
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ10
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ10

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Business Communication
	Business Communication

	Certificate
	Certificate


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	Business certificates focus on the development of job- or career-specific skills in a short-term, concentrated formatŁ The Business Communication certificate program strengthens written, verbal, and interpersonal communication skills used in the business environmentŁ It is intended for students seeking to improve communication abilities before entering the workforce, returning to the workplace, or those interested in pursuing career growth opportunitiesŁ This certificate is earned after completing 10 credit
	-
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Exhibit interpersonal skills and professionalism when working with company stakeholders; and

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Express ideas, information, proposals, and reactions clearly and professionally in written and spoken formŁ
	-



	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All program requirements must be completed at ARCCŁ 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Courses must be completed within four yearsŁ Students may petition to extend the window beyond the four yearsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All course requirements must be complete before a certificate will be awardedŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must complete a Certificate ApplicationŁ Certificate Applications are available online, in the Office of Records & Registration, and in the Advising CenterŁ Submit a complete form to the Office of Records & RegistrationŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 10 credits
	Program Requirements: 10 credits
	Program Requirements: 10 credits
	Program Requirements: 10 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1102 Business Writing Essentials ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1104 Written Business Communications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ 3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1124 PowerPoint and Web Conferencing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	Figure
	Figure
	Program Sequence:
	Program Sequence:
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students may need more 
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students may need more 
	time to complete this program; many courses are offered in the evening or onlineŁ 


	1 YEAR
	1 YEAR
	st


	Figure
	Figure
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	BUS 1102
	BUS 1102
	 ........................
	1

	BUS 1124
	BUS 1124
	 .........................
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .............................
	4

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	BUS 1103
	BUS 1103
	 ........................
	3

	BUS 1104
	BUS 1104
	 ........................
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .............................
	6



	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ12
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ12
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ12

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Business Computer Applications
	Business Computer Applications

	Certificate
	Certificate


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	Business certificates focus on the development of job- or career-specific skills in a short-term, concentrated formatŁ The Business Computer Applications certificate program focuses on the mastery of computer software programs with an emphasis on business applicationsŁ This certificate is earned after completing 12 creditsŁ Students can add value to their skill set and résumé by completing this technology-focused certificate or updating skills by learning new versions of softwareŁ Many courses may apply tow
	-
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this certificate, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate the ability to utilize current business software programs and Internet technologies in the creation and distribution of business communications, and in the creation, analysis, and retrieval of data; and

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Use critical thinking skills to analyze and solve business problemsŁ


	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All program requirements must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All computer courses must be completed within the last four yearsŁ Students may petition to extend the window beyond the four yearsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All courses requirements must be complete before a certificate will be awardedŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must complete a Certificate ApplicationŁ Certificate Applications are available online, in the Office of Records & Registration, and in the Advising CenterŁ Submit a completed form to the Office of Records & RegistrationŁ 
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Complete four of the six following courses:
	Complete four of the six following courses:
	Program Requirements: 12 credits
	Program Requirements: 12 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1112* Computer Concepts and Applications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1119** Database Management Using Microsoft Access ŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1124 PowerPoint and Web Conferencing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1143** Decision Making Using Excel ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1155** Word Processing Using Microsoft Word  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1180* Developing Web Pages ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	*Suggested pre-course: BUS 1153 Beginning Keyboarding
	**Suggested pre-course: BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications
	BUS 1119 and BUS 1124 offered every year fall only
	BUS 1119 and BUS 1124 offered every year fall only

	BUS 1155 offered every year spring only
	BUS 1155 offered every year spring only


	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ16
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ16
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ16

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Business Generalist
	Business Generalist

	Certificate
	Certificate


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	Business certificates focus on the development of job- or career-specific skills in a short-term, concentrated formatŁ The Business Generalist certificate program is earned after completion of 16 creditsŁ Many courses may apply toward Associate of Science (AS) and Associate of Applied Science (AAS) degrees in BusinessŁ
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this certificate, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Function effectively in a diverse, global business community;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Use critical thinking skills to analyze and solve business problems;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate effective interpersonal skills and professional attitudes; and

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrate effective business communication skillsŁ


	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All accounting and computer courses should be completed within the last seven yearsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All courses requirements must be complete before a certificate will be awardedŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must complete a Certificate ApplicationŁ Certificate Applications are available online, in the Office of Records & Registration, and in the Advising CenterŁ Submit a completed form to the Office of Records & RegistrationŁ 
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 16 credits
	Program Requirements: 16 credits
	Program Requirements: 16 credits
	Program Requirements: 16 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1101 Introduction to Business ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1104 Written Business Communications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2125 Financial Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	Program RequirementsŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ14
	Program RequirementsŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ14
	Additional Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ6
	Total CreditsŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ20

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Clinical Research Professional
	Clinical Research Professional

	Certificate
	Certificate


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Clinical Research Professional certificate program is designed for students with a degree in nursing, pharmacology, or biological sciences who desire to move into clinical research positions in biomedical or other health-related companiesŁ Graduates will work in research monitoring, clinical research coordination, clinical data management, and regulatory affairsŁ Classes include specific biomedical coursework, as well as statistics, pharmacology, and a field experience with a biomedical companyŁ Student
	-
	-

	 
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this certificate, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Explain the steps in the research process;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Describe the process for data collection and documentation;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate an understanding of applicable regulations for conducting clinical trials in the US and other countries;
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Describe the elements of Good Manufacturing Practices (cGMP) and Good Clinical Practices (cGCP); and

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Understand and demonstrate components of clinical research protocolŁ
	-



	Program Admission
	Program Admission
	Program Admission


	Admission to the Clinical Research Professional certificate Program requires approval of the Program Director and admission to ARCCŁ In addition, students must hold a completed RN (AS, AD, BSN) degree or a baccalaureate degree in pharmacology, biology or a related fieldŁ Please request official college transcripts to be sent to the Office of Records and Registration prior to meeting with the program directorŁ 
	-
	-

	General Information
	General Information
	General Information


	College-level competence in English, writing, mathematics, and computer competency should be acquired before entering the BMED programsŁ All BMED Program requirements are offered at the Coon Rapids CampusŁ
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or above must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A cumulative GPA of 3Ł0 or above is required in program and additional requirements to complete this certificateŁ 
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All program requirements must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All course requirements must be completed before a certificate will be awardedŁ 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must complete a Certificate ApplicationŁ Certificate Applications are available online, in the Office of Records & Registration, and in the Advising CenterŁ Submit a completed form to the Office of Records & RegistrationŁ 
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ


	Program Requirements: 14 credits
	Program Requirements: 14 credits
	Program Requirements: 14 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 1100 Introduction to Biomedical Devices and Industry ŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2100 Design and Manufacturing in the Medical 


	Device Industry ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2200 Introduction to Medical Device Regulations 


	and Ethics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2400t Introduction to Clinical Research ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BMED 2520t  Technical Writing for Regulated Industries ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	 



	Additional Requirements: 6 credits
	Additional Requirements: 6 credits
	Additional Requirements: 6 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1102 Medical Terminology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MATH 1114t Introduction to Statistics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Computer Network Security
	Computer Network Security

	Certificate
	Certificate


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	Computer Networking certificates focus on the development of job- or career-specific skills in a short-term, concentrated formatŁ Many courses may apply toward the Associate of Science (AS) degree in Computer NetworkingŁ For additional information, visit our website at: Ł
	-
	http://wwwŁ
	http://wwwŁ
	anokaramseyŁedu


	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this certificate, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Design and develop secure voice, video, and data networks; 

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Implement and configure networked devices;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate the skills necessary to administer and monitor networks;
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Exhibit mastery of problem-solving skills to troubleshoot existing and emerging technologies; and

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Function as responsible and ethical network administrators for organizations and societyŁ
	-



	Due to the dynamic nature of the computer networking industry, students are not able to sell back CNET course materials to the bookstoreŁ
	General Information
	General Information


	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or above must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All program requirements must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Courses must be completed within three yearsŁ Students may petition to extend the window beyond the three yearsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All courses requirements must be complete before a certificate will be awardedŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must complete a Certificate ApplicationŁ Certificate Applications are available online, in the Office of Records & Registration, and in the Advising CenterŁ Submit a completed form to the Office of Records & RegistrationŁ 
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without notice



	Program Requirements: 30 credits
	Program Requirements: 30 credits
	Program Requirements: 30 credits
	Program Requirements: 30 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1100 Introduction to Information Technology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1105 Introduction to Cybersecurity  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2101t Introduction to Networks ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2110t Principles of IT Security ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2114 Fundamentals of Linux/UNIX ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2125 System Virtualization ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2200t.Network Forensics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2215t Managing Network Security ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2230t Ethical Hacking ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2301t Routing and Switching Essentials (CCNA 2) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1101t Introduction to Computer Science and 


	Problem-Solving ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ25
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ25
	Additional Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Computer Programming
	Computer Programming

	Certificate
	Certificate


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Computer Programming certificate program targets students interested in careers in information technologyŁ It is designed for holders of an Associate of Arts (AA), Associate of Science (AS) and/or baccalaureate degree who have an interest in a career change or job enhancementŁ The program shares curriculum with related courses from business and computer networking to provide graduates with a diverse skill setŁ This certificate is currently being offered on a two-year, part-time basisŁ
	-
	-
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this certificate, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Be fluent in two or more programming languages;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Write computer programs to solve any type of problem;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Understand ethical and moral issues as related to Computer Science applications;

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Write Windows-based programs;

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Write Graphical User Interface programs that are platform independent; and
	-


	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Write Object-Oriented programsŁ 


	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or above must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All program requirements must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Courses must be completed within three yearsŁ Students may petition to extend the window beyond the three yearsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All courses requirements must be complete before a certificate will be awardedŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must complete a Certificate ApplicationŁ Certificate Applications are available online, in the Office of Records & Registration, and in the Advising CenterŁ Submit a completed form to the Office of Records & RegistrationŁ 
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 25 credits
	Program Requirements: 25 credits
	Program Requirements: 25 credits
	Program Requirements: 25 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1101t.Introduction to Computer Science and 


	Problem-Solving ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1106t Fundamentals of Computer Science I  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1107t Fundamentals of Computer Science II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1115 Visual Basic Programming ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1125t Object-Oriented Programming Using Java ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 2100t Discrete Mathematics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4 (Cross-listed as MATH 2100)
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 2253t Assembly Language Programming ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4


	Select courses from the following to fulfill the 30-credit requirement:
	Additional Requirements: 5 credits
	Additional Requirements: 5 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1119 Database Management Using Microsoft Access  ŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1180 Developing Web Pages ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2101t Introduction to Networks ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1155t Introduction to Functional Language 


	Programming ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1

	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2016-2017 
	2016-2017 
	2016-2017 

	Arts, Communications and Information Systems
	Arts, Communications and Information Systems

	Associate of Science Degree
	Associate of Science Degree
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
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	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Creative Writing
	Creative Writing

	Certificate
	Certificate


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Creative Writing certificate program will provide students with a focus in the written creative arts including screenwriting and playwriting, the writing of creative nonfiction, poetry, and fiction, and writing for children and young adultsŁ This may culminate in a capstone in one or multiple genresŁ
	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate critical knowledge of a wide range of creative writing and a variety of diverse cultural viewpoints; 

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Demonstrate expertise in critical analysis of professional works of literature as writers (reading as writers); 
	-


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge of genres and aesthetics by learning to write well in many formsŁ This includes a basic command of grammar; 

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrate intellectual discipline by narrowing one’s creative focus and energies to produce the most effective work while meeting deadlines and managing time effectively; and
	-


	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Demonstrate habits of creativity in the forms of creative problem-solving, experimentation, inventiveness, and revisionŁ


	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 12 semester credits must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program and additional requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must complete a Certificate ApplicationŁ Certificate Applications are available online, in the Office of Records & Registration, and in the Advising CenterŁ Submit a completed form to the Office of Records & RegistrationŁ
	-



	Program Requirements: 7 credits
	Program Requirements: 7 credits
	Program Requirements: 7 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1120t.Cross-Current College Writing and Critical Reading OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 1121t College Writing and Critical Reading ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2241t Introduction to Creative Writing  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Additional Requirements: 12 credits
	Additional Requirements: 12 credits
	Additional Requirements: 12 credits


	Choose two of the following:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2261t Creative Nonfiction Writing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2262t Poetry WritingŁ ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2263t Fiction Writing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Choose two of the following:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2251t Creative Writing for Stage and Screen ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2271t Creative Writing for Children and Young Adults ŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2281t A Writer’s Life: Paths to Publication ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2291^ Manuscript Development ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
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	Figure
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	Figure
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	Figure
	Figure
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	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Fitness Specialist
	Fitness Specialist

	Certificate
	Certificate


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Fitness Specialist certificate program is designed to prepare students with the knowledge, skills, and understanding to enhance employment prospects in the health and fitness industry, business, sports and leisure industry and coaching fieldŁ Areas of study include first aid and CPR, nutrition, wellness, weight training and conditioning, prevention and care of injuries, biology, and fitness testing and exercise prescriptionŁ 
	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this certificate, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge of the major components of physical fitness;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the psychological principles which are critical to health/wellness behavior change;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Describe and demonstrate assessment techniques and methods for cardiovascular and muscular strength and endurance; and

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrate ability to design exercise training programsŁ


	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or above must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All program requirements must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Courses must be completed within three yearsŁ Students may petition to extend the window beyond the three yearsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All courses requirements must be complete before a certificate will be awardedŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must complete a Certificate ApplicationŁ Certificate Applications are available online, in the Office of Records & Registration, and in the Advising CenterŁ Submit a completed form to the Office of Records & RegistrationŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 29 credits
	Program Requirements: 29 credits
	Program Requirements: 29 credits
	Program Requirements: 29 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1103 First Aid and CPR  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1112 Nutrition  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1120 Wellness for Life  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1152* Aerobic FitnessŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ0

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1160 Weight Training and Conditioning  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 1200 Anatomy of Movement ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 2205 Prevention and Care of Athletic Injuries ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 2206 Exercise Physiology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 2207t Fitness Testing and Exercise Prescription  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 2208^ Concepts in Personal Training  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 2230 Introduction to Sport Management  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HPER 2296^** Field Experience and Seminar for Fitness Specialist 2


	*HPER 1152 is taken in conjunction with HPER 1120 and will count into the four credits for that class.
	**Prior to taking HPER 2296 students are required to complete HPER 1103.
	It is recommended that a minimum of 12 program-required credits be completed or concurrently enrolled in prior to taking HPER 2296Ł

	Figure
	Figure
	Program Sequence:
	Program Sequence:
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	need more time to complete this programŁ


	Figure
	1 YEAR
	1 YEAR
	st


	Figure
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	HPER 1103
	HPER 1103
	 .....................................
	3

	HPER 1120/1152
	HPER 1120/1152
	............................
	4

	HPER 1160
	HPER 1160
	 .....................................
	2

	HPER 1200
	HPER 1200
	 ....................................
	2

	HPER 2206
	HPER 2206
	 ....................................
	4

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .........................................
	15

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	HPER 1112
	HPER 1112
	 .....................................
	3

	HPER 2205
	HPER 2205
	 ....................................
	2

	HPER 2207
	HPER 2207
	 ....................................
	2

	HPER 2208
	HPER 2208
	 ....................................
	2

	HPER 2230
	HPER 2230
	 ....................................
	3

	HPER 2296
	HPER 2296
	 ....................................
	2

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .........................................
	14
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Global Studies
	Global Studies

	Certificate
	Certificate


	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	Additional Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ11
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ14

	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Global Studies Certificate program introduces students to the interdisciplinary study of global affairsŁ Students will come to understand the connection between social, political, and economic forces that impact our well-being and relationships around the globeŁ With this increased understanding, students will be better prepared to effectively communicate with others as global citizens in our pluralistic worldŁ This certificate is intended to complement any professional pathway that appreciates skill an
	-
	-
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this program, students will achieve the following learning goals: 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate an understanding of the interdependent impact of political, social, and economic facets upon our well-being in a global world; and 
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Develop tools for engagement and effective advocacy as global citizensŁ
	-



	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 12 semester credits must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program and additional requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must complete a Certificate ApplicationŁ Certificate Applications are available online, in the Office of Records & Registration, and in the Advising CenterŁ Submit a completed form to the Office of Records & RegistrationŁ
	-




	Program Requirements: 3 credits
	Program Requirements: 3 credits
	Program Requirements: 3 credits
	Program Requirements: 3 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HUM 1200 Introduction to Global Studies ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Additional Requirements: 11 credits
	Additional Requirements: 11 credits
	Additional Requirements: 11 credits


	Global Focus: Choose two courses from the following:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ANTH/GEOG 1110  Introduction to Sustainability ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ANTH 2201 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CMST 2210 Intercultural Communication ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	ENGL 2210 Global Literature ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	GEOG 1106 World Regional GeographyŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HIST 1103 Contemporary World History ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HIST 1111 Modern World Civilizations I: 1500-1870 ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HIST 1121 Modern World Civilizations II: 1870 to the Present 4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HUM/WGST 2234  Women in Global Perspective ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MUSC 1101 Introduction to World Music ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHIL 1115 Comparative World Religions ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Area Focus: Choose five credits from the following:  
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	FREN 1101 Beginning French Language and Culture I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	FREN 1102 Beginning French Language and Culture II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	FREN 1111/HUM 1311  Introduction to French Culture ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	GEOG 1101 Geography of the United States ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	GERM 1101 Beginning German Language and Culture I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	GERM 1102 Beginning German Language and Culture II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	GERM 1111/HUM 1211  Introduction to German Culture ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	GERM 2201 Intermediate German Language and Culture I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	GERM 2202 Intermediate German Language and Culture II ŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HIST 1160 History of Africa ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HIST/WGST 2242  History of Women in Modern America ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HIST 2280 History of Immigration and Ethnicity 


	in the United States ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HUM 1511 Introduction to Islam and Culture ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HUM 1611 Arab History and Cultures ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HUM 2231 Introduction to Africa ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HUM 2232 Women in Western Civilization ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HUM/WGST 2233  Women in American CultureŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 1101 Beginning Spanish Language and Culture I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 1102 Beginning Spanish Language and Culture II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN/HUM 1111  Spanish and Latin American Culture: 


	      Pre-Columbian Civilizations ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN/HUM 1112  Spanish and Latin American Culture: 


	      Conquest to present ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 2201 Intermediate Spanish Language and Culture I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	SPAN 2202 Intermediate Spanish Language and Culture II ŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	Program Sequence:
	Program Sequence:
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	need more time to complete this programŁ


	1 YEAR
	1 YEAR
	st


	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	HUM 1200
	HUM 1200
	 ............................
	 3

	Global Focus Course
	Global Focus Course
	 .....
	3-4

	Global Focus Course
	Global Focus Course
	 .....
	3-4

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ..............................
	9-11

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	Area Focus Course(s)
	Area Focus Course(s)
	.....
	5-8

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ...............................
	5-8


	Program RequirementsŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ26
	Program RequirementsŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ26
	Program Electives ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	Total CreditsŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ29

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Integrative Health & Healing
	Integrative Health & Healing

	Certificate
	Certificate


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The emerging field of Integrative Health and Healing (IHH) has captured the interest of healthcare providers, practitioners, and consumersŁ This program is designed for students, practitioners, and learners seeking to understand the exciting, new field of Integrative Health and HealingŁ Ideal candidates for the certificate program will have previously earned a degree in healthcareŁ The Intergrative Health and Healing certificate program is intended to enhance current skills and abilities used in a healthcar
	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this certificate, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Evaluate the fundamental principles of integrative health and healing, trends in holistic health, and the complexities of this emerging field;
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Demonstrate an understanding of the interconnectedness of mind, body, and spirit of the human system;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Describe holistic healing philosophies and healing through social, cultural, environmental, and global perspectives of healing;

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Evaluate the role of healing strategies for self-care as well as strategies in the healthcare system;

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Describe ethical responsibilities in the practice of holistic healing; and

	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Identify current scientific literature to support the emerging field of Integrative Health and HealingŁ


	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or above must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All courses requirements must be complete before a certificate will be awardedŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must complete a Certificate ApplicationŁ Certificate Applications are available online, in the Office of Records & Registration, and in the Advising CenterŁ Submit a completed form to the Office of Records & RegistrationŁ 
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 26 credits
	Program Requirements: 26 credits
	Program Requirements: 26 credits
	Program Requirements: 26 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 1100* Introduction to Holistic Healing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 1102 Energy Healing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 1103 Movement and Body Manipulation Therapies ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 2100 Holistic Healing Systems ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 2101 Mind/Body Connections ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 2102 Food as Medicine/Biologically Based Therapies ŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 2103 Spirituality and Healing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 2104 Health and Wellness Coaching Skills ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 2105** Basics in Business and Ethics for the Holistic 


	Practitioner ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 2297^ Internship (Optional) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	* Introduction to Holistic Healing is strongly recommended as a first course or concurrently with other courses.
	Program Electives: 3 credits
	Program Electives: 3 credits
	Program Electives: 3 credits


	Choose one of the following:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	HCCC 1000 Introduction to Healthcare Careers ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 1110 Aromatherapy ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 2106** Introduction to Qigong ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	IHH 2107** Healing Touch ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	Select any HPER course ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1-3


	**Please note courses are offered every other yearŁ Please see college catalog appendix for specific semester and year offeredŁ

	Figure
	Figure
	Program Sequence:
	Program Sequence:
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will need 
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will need 
	more time to complete this programŁ Most courses are offered online or in the evening
	Ł


	Figure
	1 YEAR
	1 YEAR
	st


	Figure
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	IHH 1100
	IHH 1100
	 .........................
	3

	IHH 1102
	IHH 1102
	 .........................
	3

	IHH 1103
	IHH 1103
	 .........................
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .............................
	9

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	IHH 2101
	IHH 2101
	 .........................
	3

	IHH 2102
	IHH 2102
	 .........................
	3

	IHH 2103
	IHH 2103
	 .........................
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .............................
	9


	Figure
	Figure
	2 YEAR
	2 YEAR
	nd


	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	Elective
	Elective
	 .........................
	3

	IHH 2100
	IHH 2100
	.........................
	3

	IHH 2104
	IHH 2104
	 .........................
	2

	IHH 2105
	IHH 2105
	 .........................
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ...........................
	11

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	IHH 2297 (optional)
	IHH 2297 (optional)
	 ......
	3

	TOTAL 
	TOTAL 
	 ............................
	3



	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ16
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ16
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ16

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	IT Support Specialist
	IT Support Specialist

	Certificate
	Certificate


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The IT Support Specialist certificate program focuses on the development of job- or career-specific skills in a short-term, concentrated formatŁ Many courses may apply toward the Associate of Science (AS) degree in Computer Networking and the Associate of Science (AS) degree in CybersecurityŁ 
	-
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this certificate, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Design and develop secure voice, video, and data networks;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Implement and configure computer devices;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate the skills necessary to administer and monitor computer systems;
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Exhibit mastery of problem-solving skills to troubleshoot existing and emerging technologies; and

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Function as responsible and ethical IT Support Specialists for organizations and societyŁ
	-



	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses


	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	Some students may need preparatory courses in the areas of English, 
	mathematics, or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not apply 
	toward this certificateŁ

	Due to the dynamic nature of the computer networking industry, students are not able to sell back CNET course materials to the bookstoreŁ
	General Information
	General Information

	-

	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or above must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Courses must be completed within three yearsŁ Students may petition to extend the window beyond the three yearsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All courses requirements must be complete before a certificate will be awardedŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must complete a Certificate ApplicationŁ Certificate Applications are available online, in the Office of Records & Registration, and in the Advising CenterŁ Submit a completed form to the Office of Records & RegistrationŁ 
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 16 credits
	Program Requirements: 16 credits
	Program Requirements: 16 credits
	Program Requirements: 16 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1112  Computer Concepts and Applications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1145 Customer Service ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1100 Introduction to Information Technology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1105 Introduction to Cybersecurity  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1212 Client Operating Systems ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2101t Introduction to Networks ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ18
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ18
	Additional Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ12
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ30

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Network Support & Administration
	Network Support & Administration

	Certificate
	Certificate


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	Computer Networking certificates focus on the development of job- or career-specific skills in a short-term, concentrated formatŁ Many courses may apply toward the Associate of Science (AS) degree in Computer NetworkingŁ
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this certificate, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Design and develop secure voice, video, and data networks; 

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Implement and configure networked devices;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate the skills necessary to administer and monitor networks;
	-


	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Exhibit mastery of problem-solving skills to troubleshoot existing and emerging technologies; and

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Function as responsible and ethical network administrators for organizations and societyŁ
	-



	General Information
	General Information
	General Information


	Due to the dynamic nature of the computer networking industry, students are not able to sell back CNET course materials to the bookstoreŁ
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or above must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All program requirements must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Courses must be completed within three yearsŁ Students may petition to extend the window beyond the three yearsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All courses requirements must be complete before a certificate will be awardedŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must complete a Certificate ApplicationŁ Certificate Applications are available online, in the Office of Records & Registration, and in the Advising CenterŁ Submit a completed form to the Office of Records & RegistrationŁ 
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 18 credits
	Program Requirements: 18 credits
	Program Requirements: 18 credits
	Program Requirements: 18 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1212 Client Operating Systems ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1213t Server Operating Systems ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2101t Introduction to Networks ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2301t Routing and Switching Essentials (CCNA 2) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2303t Scaling Networks (CCNA 3) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2304t Connecting Networks (CCNA 4) ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Additional Requirements: 12 credits
	Additional Requirements: 12 credits
	Additional Requirements: 12 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	Electives: Select a minimum of 9 credits from the following:
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1119 Database Management Using Microsoft Access ŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1000 IT Exploration ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1100 Introduction to Information Technology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 1105 Introduction to Cybersecurity  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2110t Principles of IT Security ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2114 Fundamentals of Linux/UNIX ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2125 System Virtualization ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2200t.Network Forensics ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2215t Managing Network Security ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2230t Ethical Hacking ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CNET 2297^ Field Experience and Seminar ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ1-4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1101t.Introduction to Computer Science and 


	Problem-Solving ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1106t Fundamentals of Computer Science I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	CSCI 1107t  Fundamentals of Computer Science II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ15
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ15
	General Education ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ6
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ21

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Pharmacy Technician
	Pharmacy Technician

	Certificate
	Certificate


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	Pharmacy technicians help licensed pharmacists prepare prescription medications, provide customer service, and perform administrative duties within a pharmacy settingŁ Pharmacy technicians generally are responsible for receiving prescription requests, counting tablets, and labeling bottlesŁ  They may perform administrative functions such as answering phones, stocking shelves, and operating cash registersŁ Students gain “hands-on” experience through clinical practice at area health-care facilitiesŁ 
	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this certificate, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Evaluate the principles, complexities, and trends in the pharmacy industry as it relates to the technician;
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Describe ethical responsibilities as it relates to the pharmaceutical industry;

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate communication skills associated with customer service in a multicultural society;

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Perform all procedures skillfully and safely;

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge of the normal structure and function of the human body and understand the physiological effects of disease and injury; 

	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Properly calculate medical mathematical equations; and

	7Ł 
	7Ł 
	7Ł 

	Demonstrate understanding of his/her professional role as a Pharmacy TechnicianŁ 
	-



	Program Admission
	Program Admission
	Program Admission


	All Pharmacy Technician Program Requirements are offered at the Cambridge CampusŁ Related Program Requirements: Clinical facilities require students to maintain specific requirements to ensure personal and patient health and safetyŁ Proof that these requirements are met must be furnished by the studentŁ (See Pharmacy Technician Student Handbook)Ł
	-

	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or above must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program and general education requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All courses requirements must be complete before a certificate will be awardedŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must complete a Certificate ApplicationŁ Certificate Applications are available online, in the Office of Records & Registration, and in the Advising CenterŁ Submit a completed form to the Office of Records & RegistrationŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ


	Some students may need prepatory courses in English, mathematics or readingŁ Courses numbered below 1000 will not count toward this certificateŁ
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses

	-

	Related Program Information
	Related Program Information
	Related Program Information


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Internship sites may require students to maintain specific requirements to ensure personal and patient health and safetyŁ 
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	All Pharmacy Technician Core classes are offered at the Cambridge CampusŁ


	Program Requirements: 15 credits
	Program Requirements: 15 credits
	Program Requirements: 15 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHAR 1100 Introduction to Pharmaceuticals-Lecture/Lab ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHAR 2100t Pharmacy Communications-Lecture/Lab ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHAR 2110t Pharmacy Medications Lab ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHAR 2120t Drug Use and Reactions-Lecture/Lab ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHAR 2130t Pharmacy Administration and Medical Billing LabŁ 2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	PHAR 2297^ Pharmacy Technician Internship ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ5


	General Education: 6 credits
	General Education: 6 credits
	General Education: 6 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1102 Medical Terminology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1104 The Human Body–Structure and Function ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4OR 
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1106 Principles of Biology I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	Figure
	Figure
	Program Sequence:
	Program Sequence:
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	need more time to complete this program; many courses are offered in the eveningŁ


	Figure
	1 YEAR
	1 YEAR
	st


	Figure
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	BIOL 1102
	BIOL 1102
	 ..............................
	2

	BIOL 1104 OR 1106
	BIOL 1104 OR 1106
	 ...............
	4

	PHAR 1100
	PHAR 1100
	 ............................
	2

	PHAR 2100
	PHAR 2100
	 ............................
	2

	PHAR 2130
	PHAR 2130
	 ............................
	2

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 .................................
	12

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	PHAR 2110
	PHAR 2110
	 ............................
	2

	PHAR 2120
	PHAR 2120
	 ............................
	2

	PHAR 2297
	PHAR 2297
	 ............................
	5

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ...................................
	9



	Program RequirementsŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ22-23
	Program RequirementsŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ22-23
	Total CreditsŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ22-23

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Retail Management
	Retail Management

	Certificate
	Certificate


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	Business certificates focus on the development of job- or career-specific skills in a short-term, concentrated formatŁ The Retail Management certificate program is earned after completion of 22-23 creditsŁ Many courses may apply toward Associate of Science (AS) and Associate of Applied Science  (AAS) degrees in BusinessŁ 
	-
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this certificate, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Function effectively in a diverse, global business community;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Use critical thinking skills to analyze and solve business problems; 

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Demonstrate effective interpersonal skills and professional attitudes; and

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Demonstrate effective business communication skillsŁ


	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or above must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All accounting and computer courses should be completed within the last seven yearsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All courses requirements must be complete before a certificate will be awardedŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must complete a Certificate ApplicationŁ Certificate Applications are available online, in the Office of Records & Registration, and in the Advising CenterŁ Submit a completed form to the Office of Records & RegistrationŁ 
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 22-23 credits
	Program Requirements: 22-23 credits
	Program Requirements: 22-23 credits
	Program Requirements: 22-23 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1101 Introduction to Business ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1108 Business Math ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3 OR
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2125  Financial Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1221 Supervision ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2142 Principles of Marketing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2242 Principles of Retailing ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3



	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ17
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ17
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ17

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Small Business Accounting
	Small Business Accounting

	Certificate
	Certificate


	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	Business certificates focus on the development of job- or career-specific skills in a short-term, concentrated formatŁ Many courses may apply toward an Associate of Science (AS) degree and/or an Associate of Applied Science degree (AAS) in Accounting or BusinessŁ For additional information, visit our website at: 
	-
	-
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu

	Ł

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	By completing this certificate, students will achieve the following learning goals:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Prepare journal entries and financial statements;

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Use critical thinking skills to analyze and solve business problems; and

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Appropriately use technology to solve business problemsŁ


	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or above must be completed at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All accounting and computer courses should be completed within the last seven years in order to transfer into this programŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All courses requirements must be complete before a certificate will be awardedŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must complete a Certificate ApplicationŁ Certificate Applications are available online, in the Office of Records & Registration, and in the Advising CenterŁ Submit a completed form to the Office of Records & RegistrationŁ 
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ



	Program Requirements: 17 credits
	Program Requirements: 17 credits
	Program Requirements: 17 credits
	Program Requirements: 17 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1112 Computer Concepts and Applications  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1134t Computerized Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1135t Payroll Accounting ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 1143 Decision Making Using Excel ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BUS 2125 Financial Accounting  ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4 



	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	2020-2021
	2020-2021
	2020-2021

	Therapeutic Massage
	Therapeutic Massage

	Diploma
	Diploma


	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ32
	Program Requirements ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ32
	General Education ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ6
	Total Credits ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ38

	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information
	Program Information


	The Therapeutic Massage diploma program is designed to prepare students to practice client-centered care in a variety of settingsŁ The program includes anatomy and physiology, theory, massage techniques, practical experience, and personal and professional developmentŁ Massage techniques include both basic and advanced massage approaches, including Swedish, sports, neuromuscular, myofascial, and trigger point workŁ The program provides supportive coursework on the structure and function of the body to enable
	-
	-
	-

	Program Goals
	Program Goals
	Program Goals


	Upon completion of the Therapeutic Massage program graduates will demonstrate achievement of program outcomes by being able to:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Demonstrate knowledge in assessing, setting applicable goals, planning appropriate massage techniques, and evaluating outcomes for each client;
	-


	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Apply practical working knowledge of anatomy, kinesiology, physiology, and pathology as it pertains to the practice of therapeutic massage in the process of providing effective and beneficial massage therapy to a varied client population;
	-


	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Utilize technical, critical thinking, and problem-solving skills in their clinical/administrative performance;

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Promote and maintain professional and successful relationships between clients, colleagues, and other health care providers;
	-


	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Utilize evidence-based clinical judgment, sound ethical principles, values, and critical thinking skills in the practice of their profession;

	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Practice the profession with the recognition of and sensitivity to cultural and socioeconomic differences;
	-


	7Ł 
	7Ł 
	7Ł 

	Demonstrate an appreciation of one’s own body and the importance of self-care, including an understanding of the principles of body mechanics in order to promote safety and prevent injury while practicing massage therapy;
	-


	8Ł 
	8Ł 
	8Ł 

	Obtain eligibility to sit for licensing exams; and 

	9Ł 
	9Ł 
	9Ł 

	Demonstrate understanding of the importance of affiliations with professional organizations, marketing of professional skills, and being a vital member of the health care delivery systemŁ
	 



	Program Admission & Related Requirements
	Program Admission & Related Requirements
	Program Admission & Related Requirements


	Program admission requires completion of pre-program orientationŁ Clinical/practicum facilities require students to maintain specific requirements to ensure student and client health and safetyŁ Proof that these requirements are met must be furnished by the student and include but are not limited to:
	-
	-

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A recent physical examination including current immunity titers and a current negative Tuberculosis (TB) screeningŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Current certification in American Heart Association: BLS Healthcare Provider is required for all Clinical/Practicum coursesŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A cleared Background Study is required from the State of MinnesotaŁ


	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements
	Completion Requirements


	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum of 12 semester credits in courses numbered 1000 or aboveŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2Ł0 in courses numbered 1000 or above at ARCCŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Satisfy residency requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A minimum grade of C must be earned in all program requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	All MASG courses must be completed at ARCC or have been approved for credit for prior learningŁ
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Completion of specific diploma requirementsŁ

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Students must complete a Certificate/Diploma ApplicationŁ Certificate/Diploma Applications are available online, in the Office of Records & Registration, and in the Advising CenterŁ Submit a completed form to the Office of Records & RegistrationŁ
	-
	-


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The requirements of this program are subject to change without noticeŁ


	Successful entry into this program requires a specific level of skill in the areas of English and ReadingŁ Admission requires an ability to do college level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment requirements for ENGL 1121Ł
	Developmental Courses
	Developmental Courses

	-

	Program Requirements: 32 credits
	Program Requirements: 32 credits
	Program Requirements: 32 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MASG 1001t Introduction to Massage ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MASG 1020t Functional Anatomy and Kinesiology for Clinical Massage ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4
	 


	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MASG 1021t Clinical Massage Techniques I ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MASG 1022t Pathology for Clinical Massage ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MASG 1023t Clinical Massage for Special PopulationsŁ ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MASG 2102 Food as Medicine/Biologically Based Therapies ŁŁŁŁŁŁ3

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MASG 2105 Basics in Business and Ethics for the Holistic 


	Practitioner ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3
	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MASG 2108t Clinical Massage Techniques II ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	MASG 2297t Clinical Massage Practicum and Internship ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ3


	General Education: 6 credits
	General Education: 6 credits
	General Education: 6 credits


	¨
	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1102 Medical Terminology ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ2

	¨
	¨
	¨
	 

	BIOL 1104 The Human Body–Structure and Function ŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁŁ4



	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	Therapeutic Massage
	Therapeutic Massage
	Therapeutic Massage

	Diploma
	Diploma


	Program Sequence:
	Program Sequence:
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	The sequence that follows is suggested for full-time studentsŁ Part-time students will 
	need more time to complete this program; many courses are offered in the eveningŁ


	1 YEAR
	1 YEAR
	st


	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	BIOL 1102
	BIOL 1102
	 .......................
	2

	BIOL 1104
	BIOL 1104
	 .......................
	4

	MASG 1001
	MASG 1001
	 ...................
	4

	MASG 2102
	MASG 2102
	 ...................
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ...........................
	13

	Spring Semester 
	Spring Semester 

	MASG 1020
	MASG 1020
	 ...................
	4

	MASG 1021
	MASG 1021
	 ...................
	4

	MASG 1022
	MASG 1022
	 ...................
	3

	MASG 1023
	MASG 1023
	 ...................
	4

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ...........................
	15


	2 YEAR
	2 YEAR
	nd


	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 
	Fall Semester 

	MASG 2105
	MASG 2105
	 ...................
	3

	MASG 2108
	MASG 2108
	 ...................
	4

	MASG 2297
	MASG 2297
	 ...................
	3

	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	 ...........................
	10


	Course Descriptions
	Course Descriptions
	Course Descriptions


	On the following pages are the courses available at one or both campuses of Anoka-Ramsey Community CollegeŁ The courses are listed alphabetically by discipline, iŁeŁ, chemistry, engineering, music, and psychologyŁ The format of each entry is the sameŁ The discipline and course number are listed first, followed by the course title and the number of academic creditsŁ Next, the MnTC goal areas satisfied by this course are listed, followed by any prerequisites and/or co-requisitesŁ Finally, a brief course descr
	On the following pages are the courses available at one or both campuses of Anoka-Ramsey Community CollegeŁ The courses are listed alphabetically by discipline, iŁeŁ, chemistry, engineering, music, and psychologyŁ The format of each entry is the sameŁ The discipline and course number are listed first, followed by the course title and the number of academic creditsŁ Next, the MnTC goal areas satisfied by this course are listed, followed by any prerequisites and/or co-requisitesŁ Finally, a brief course descr
	-
	-

	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum
	Minnesota Transfer Curriculum (MnTC) goals and the courses that satisfy each goal are listed beginning on page 34Ł
	Prerequisites & Co-requisites
	A prerequisite is a specified course or other requirement which must be successfully completed prior to enrolling for the listed courseŁ Successful completion is defined as a grade of “C” or betterŁ It is the responsibility of the student to ensure prerequisites are satisfiedŁ Students found not to meet the prerequisites of a course may not continue in that course and will not receive a refundŁ 
	A Co-requisite is a course which is required to be taken during the same termŁ
	Experimental & Topics Courses
	An experimental course is one that an instructor wishes to offer with the idea that it could become a permanent courseŁ A topics course is one that is not likely to have long-term interest because of the evolving nature or the short-term importance of its contentŁ Experimental courses, numbered 1189, and topics courses, numbered 1187, do not duplicate existing offerings and may be presented as workshops or seminarsŁ Courses will appear only in the online course schedule at: Ł
	-
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/


	Accounting
	Accounting
	Accounting


	See separate course listings for Business beginning on page 135.
	Alcohol & Drug Counseling Studies
	Alcohol & Drug Counseling Studies
	Alcohol & Drug Counseling Studies


	ADCS 1110 Pharmacology for Substance Use Disorder, 3 credits
	Prerequisites: Completion of ADCS OrientationŁ Pre- or co-requisite ADCS 1120Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Must be able to do college-level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment requirements for ENGL 1121Ł
	-
	-

	This course provides the knowledge related to psychoactive drug clas
	This course provides the knowledge related to psychoactive drug clas
	-
	sifications and the physiological, biochemical, and psychological effects 
	of psychoactive drugsŁ This course describes the characteristics of several 
	types of mental illness, how they co-vary with substance use disorders, as 
	well as the treatment modalitiesŁ (CC-fall)

	ADCS 1120 Substance Use Disorder Assessment, 4 credits
	Prerequisites: Completion of ADCS OrientationŁ Pre- or co-requisite ADCS 1110Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Must be able to do college-level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment requirements for ENGL 1121Ł
	-
	-

	This course is designed to teach students the knowledge and skills 
	This course is designed to teach students the knowledge and skills 
	necessary to successfully perform assessment interviews and diagnosis 
	of substance use problemsŁ Students will learn about the qualities of 
	good assessment, motivational interviewing skills, the interview process, 
	screening tools, Diagnostic Statistical Manual (DSM), and the impact on 
	placement and treatment planningŁ (CC-fall)

	ADCS 1200 Substance Use Disorder Counseling, 4 credits
	Prerequisites: ADCS 1110, ADCS 1120, HPER 1102
	This course addresses addiction counseling theory and practice, professional and ethical responsibility, reporting and record keeping, as well as culturally appropriate models for counselingŁ (CC-spr)
	-

	ADCS 1210 Substance Use Disorder Case Management, 4 credits
	Prerequisites: ADCS 1110, ADCS 1120, HPER 1102
	This course provides the knowledge and skills necessary for successful case management for substance abuse counselingŁ  Specifically, this course will focus on the theory of case management for alcohol and drug counseling, related state and federal laws, the Twelve Core Functions, the Rules of Professional Conduct, and the practice of clinical writingŁ (CC-spr)
	ADCS 2297 Substance Use Disorder Counseling Practicum I, 5 credits
	Prerequisites: ADCS 1200, ADCS 1210
	This course is intended to provide students with the opportunity to 
	This course is intended to provide students with the opportunity to 
	demonstrate the knowledge and skills acquired during their academic 
	coursework and transfer it into clinical settingsŁ This internship requires 
	students to demonstrate competence in the Transdisciplinary Founda
	-
	tions of 8 Practice Dimensions (12 core functions) of alcohol and drug 
	counseling, including culturally competent and professionally ethical 
	practiceŁ Students will also be given guidance on how to take the licen
	-
	sure examŁ Course is taken pass/failŁ (CC-fall)

	ADCS 2298 Substance Use Disorder Counseling Practicum II, 5 credits
	Prerequisite: ADCS 2297
	This course is intended to provide students with the opportunity to 
	This course is intended to provide students with the opportunity to 
	demonstrate the knowledge and skills acquired during their academic 
	coursework and transfer it into clinical settingsŁ This internship requires 
	students to demonstrate competence in the Transdisciplinary Founda
	-
	tions of 8 Practice Dimensions (12 core functions) of alcohol and drug 
	counseling, including culturally competent and professionally ethical 
	practiceŁ  Students will also be given guidance on how to take the licen
	-
	sure examŁ Course is taken pass/failŁ (CC-spr)

	ASL 1101 American Sign Language & Culture I, 4 credits
	American Sign Language
	American Sign Language

	 

	(Meets MnTC Goal 8)
	This is an overview of American Sign Language (ASL), its basic vocabulary, structure, syntax and grammarŁ Students will focus on mastering the basics of fingerspelling, numbers, colors, facial grammar and sentence structure; students will also learn conversational/cultural behaviors necessary to hold a beginning-level conversation in ASL, with deaf/hard-of-hearing native users of the languageŁ Introductory information about deaf culture will also be presented, along with deaf humor, to provide students with
	ASL 1102* American Sign Language & Culture II , 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 8) 
	Prerequisite: ASL 1101, Credit by Examination or two years ASL in high schoolŁ
	A continuation of basic aspects of American Sign Language (ASL) taught in ASL 1101—its basic vocabulary, structure, syntax, and grammarŁ Students will continue to focus on fingerspelling, numbers, facial grammar and sentence structureŁ Students will also further develop the conversational/cultural behaviors necessary to hold a beginning-level conversationŁ More challenging examples of feaf humor will be presented as well as additional cultural information to aid student development of awareness of and appre
	-
	-
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	ASL 1103 Deaf Culture, 3 credits
	Introduction to concepts and issues in deaf culture and the deaf communityŁ Emphasizes the deaf community as a linguistic and American cultural minority, and the importance of language, values, traditions, and diversity in this groupŁ
	 

	ASL 1120 Fingerspelling & Numbers, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: ASL 1101
	Overview of American Sign Language, fingerspelling, its structure and rulesŁ Students will focus on mastering hand positioning and movementŁ Students will increase receptive recognition of fingerspelled words and numbersŁ Introductory information about lexical signs and contextual clues to improve receptive skills will also be presentedŁ
	ASL 2201 American Sign Language & Culture III, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 8) 
	Prerequisite: ASL 1102 or permission of instructorŁ 
	Continuation of the overview of American Sign Language, its basic vocabulary, structure, history and the deaf communityŁ Students continue to learn the basics for communication with deaf individuals; they also learn how to express abstract concepts in ASLŁ Course includes receptive and expressive readiness activities, sign vocabulary, ASL grammatical structure, receptive and expressive finger spelling, conversational behaviors and various aspects of deaf cultureŁ (CR-fall)
	-
	-

	ASL 2202 American Sign Language & Culture IV, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 8)
	Prerequisite: ASL 2201 or permission of instructorŁ
	Continuation of the overview of American Sign Language, its basic vocabulary, structure, history and the deaf communityŁ Students continue to learn the basics for communication with deaf individuals; they also continue to learn how to express abstract concepts in ASLŁ Course is designed to build student vocabularies, develop greater fluency in expressive signing, and develop confidence in receptive skillsŁ (CR-spr)
	-
	-
	-

	Anthropology
	Anthropology
	Anthropology


	ANTH 1110 Introduction to Sustainability, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5A & 10) (Cross-listed as GEOG 1110)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level skills in Mathematics, Reading, and WritingŁ
	This course introduces students to the concept of sustainability and explores how today’s human societies can adapt in the face of global climate change, ecosystem degradation, and resource limitationsŁ The course focuses on key knowledge areas of sustainability theory and practice including population, ecosystems, global climate change, energy, agriculture, water, environmental economics and policy, ethics, and cultural historyŁ It will include discussions on maintaining ecological and environmental health
	-
	-
	-
	-

	ANTH 2201 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 8)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Students should be prepared to do college-level reading, analysis, and writingŁ
	-

	Cultural anthropology is the study of culture and its structure and variation as revealed by cross-cultural comparisons of different societiesŁ It includes, but is not limited to, the analysis of social interaction, language, reproduction and the family, subsistence, political organization, religion, and artistic expressionŁ Emphasis will be placed on global issuesŁ (CR-fall; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-
	-

	ANTH 2202 Introduction to Physical Anthropology, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 10)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Students should be prepared to do college-level reading, analysis, and writingŁ
	-

	This course focuses on the study of humans as biological beings subject to the forces of both evolution and cultureŁ The physical changes documented in early human species are considered in relation to environmental adaptation and diverging primate and hominid behaviorsŁ A concluding survey of the Paleolithic and Neolithic Periods connects human biological origins to the early stages of human prehistoryŁ (CR-spr; Online: spr, sum)
	-

	ANTH 2251 Environmental Anthropology, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 10)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level skills in Mathematics, Reading, and WritingŁ 
	This course focuses on the study of past and present human societies and their interaction with the environmentŁ Societies are analyzed in anthropological terms according to their modes of production, social organization, and worldviewŁ Environmental constraints and opportunities acting on cultural development are examinedŁ Students will learn how successful adaptation to factors of climate and geography, the conservation of species, and management of available resources have contributed to sociocultural su
	-
	-

	ANTH 2261 Principles of Archaeology, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 8)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Students should be prepared to do college-level reading, analysis, and writingŁ
	-

	This course focuses on the fundamentals of interpretation in archaeology including fieldwork methods and the uses of laboratory analysisŁ Students will gain an understanding of the purposes of archaeological research through the study of theory and research examples, both prehistoric and historic, drawn from cultures worldwideŁ Emphasis will be placed on how knowledge of past peoples can be gained from their material remainsŁ The course will prepare interested students for participation in excavationsŁ (CR-
	ANTH 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in anthropology successfully completedŁ Designed to offer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specific topic in anthropologyŁ
	-

	Applied Engineering
	Applied Engineering
	Applied Engineering


	AENG 2225 Digital Electronics, 3 credits
	The student will analyze, construct, test, and interface fundamental digital circuits including logic gates, combinational logic circuits, flip flops, counters, encoders and decoders, shift registers, arithmetic circuits, digital to analog conversions, and analog to digital conversionsŁ The student will also demonstrate knowledge of numbering systems and integrated circuit specificationsŁ
	-

	AENG 2230 Electromechanical Devices, 3 credits
	The student will demonstrate knowledge of basic industrial electronic principles and devices by solving problems and constructing lab experiments in subjects such as resistive circuits, Ohm’s law and power, series and parallel circuits, DC and AC circuits, and solid state circuits and devicesŁ Electronics test equipment will be used in the laboratory experiments to explore different electronic circuits and devicesŁ The student will demonstrate maintenance and troubleshooting procedures on various types of e
	-
	-

	AENG 2235 Instrumentation & Control, 3 credits
	The student will learn terminology and demonstrate system operations by proper measurement and control techniques of flow, pressure, and temperature and level control within the systemŁ
	-

	Art
	Art
	Art


	Art students will be required to purchase some tools and supplies. A lab fee may be assessed. All studio art classes require a minimum of three hours per week in addition to class time.
	ART 1100* Introduction to Art, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6C & 8)
	Introduction to Art is the historical and topical study of art and its relationship to culture and societyŁ This course incorporates the extensive use of visual materials to teach the essentials and aesthetics of art, civilization, and daily lifeŁ (CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	ART 1107 Art History I, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6C & 8)
	This course is an introduction to the art and architecture of cultures in both the East and West from Pre-History to the Renaissance periodŁ Students will consider the historic and symbolic nature of the work and explore how art and architecture reveal the behavioral patterns and value systems of various culturesŁ The course will include museum visits, slide presentations, writing assignments, and visiting lecturersŁ (CR-fall & spr; Online: fall & sum)
	-
	-

	ART 1108 Art History II, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6C & 8)
	This course is an introduction to the art and architecture of cultures in both the East and West from the Renaissance to the ContemporaryŁ Students will consider the historic and symbolic nature of the work and explore how art and architecture reveal the behavioral patterns and value systems of various culturesŁ The course will include museum visits, slide presentations, and visiting lecturersŁ (CR-spr; Online: fall)
	-
	-

	ART 1115 Foundation Design I: 2 Dimensional Design, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	The course covers the fundamental design concepts of two dimensional visual theoryŁ This course prepares students to succeed in future art studio courses, both two dimensional and three dimensional, and provides a solid understanding of basic visual theory in preparation for an art degree and a career in visual artŁ A course fee is required and additional costs may be incurred based on individual student needŁ See course notes or contact the instructor for additional informationŁ Students should be prepared
	ART 1116 Design II: Color Theory, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ART 1115, ART 1141, or ART 2241Ł
	This course is an introduction to the theory and practice of colorŁ The course covers hues, tints, complementary color, color wheel structure, color saturation, optical mixing and the physiological impact of colorŁ Students work in a variety of materials including collage, paint, color pencil, ink, pastel, watercolor, and computer imagingŁ Students will be required to buy additional supplies that are not covered by the course fee, see course notes or contact the instructorŁ Students should be prepared to sp
	-
	-
	-

	ART 1117 Foundation Design II: 3 Dimensional Design, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	The course covers concepts concerning the elements of design as they apply to three dimensional artŁ Students work in a variety of materials and techniques to build an understanding of the foundation of three dimensional expressionŁ A course fee is required and additional costs may be incurred based on individual student needŁ See course notes or contact the instructor for additional informationŁ Students should be prepared to work in the studio outside of class during the semesterŁ (CR-spr)
	-
	-

	ART 1121 Stained Glass I, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	This course introduces the basic techniques used in designing and constructing leaded glass windowsŁ The class also introduces copper foil and glass etching techniquesŁ A course fee is requiredŁ Additional costs may be incurred based on individual student needŁ See course notes or contact the instructor for additional informationŁ Students must be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week in the studio outside of classŁ (CR-fall & spr)
	-

	ART 1122 Stained Glass II, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Prerequisite: ART 1121
	This course expands upon the stained glass techniques covered in Stained Glass IŁ Students will explore the copper foil process, three-dimensional construction techniques, and sandblast etchingŁ A supply fee is requiredŁ Additional costs may be incurred based on individual student needŁ See course notes or contact the instructor for additional informationŁ Students must be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week in the studio outside of classŁ (CR-spr)
	ART 1131 Glass Blowing I, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	This course introduces the basic techniques involved in forming glass from its molten stateŁ The primary concern is creative expression with a technical understandingŁ The purpose of this course is to give the student the experience, understanding, and technical knowledge for shaping and forming glass vesselsŁ A supply fee is requiredŁ Additional costs may be incurred based on individual student needŁ See course notes or contact the instructor for additional informationŁ Students must be prepared to spend 6
	ART 1132 Glass Blowing II, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Prerequisite: ART 1131
	This class expands upon the glass blowing techniques covered in Glass Blowing IŁ Students will approach glass in an experimental and creative way and address more advanced aesthetic ideasŁ The purpose of this course is to teach the student to push the traditional boundaries of glass blowing, to work in series to create a cohesive body of work, and to explore the aesthetic challenges of glass as an artistic materialŁ A supply fee is requiredŁ Additional costs may be incurred based on individual student needŁ
	ART 1139 Flameworked Glass 1, 3 credits
	This course introduces the basic techniques involved in flameworking glass from its solid/borosilicate stateŁ The primary concern is creative expression with a technical understandingŁ The purpose of this course is to give the student the experience, understanding, and technical knowledge for shaping and forming glass sculptures and vessels at the torchŁ A supply fee is requiredŁ Additional costs may be incurred based on individual student needŁ See course notes or contact the instructor for additional info
	-
	-

	ART 1141 Foundation Drawing I, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	The course introduces the fundamental principles of drawing, including an emphasis on basic drawing technique and live observationŁ The class covers a range of approaches to drawing, from traditional realism to abstractionŁ The class addresses the creative energy of the student and teaches drawing as a positive and lifelong creative outletŁ Drawing is an essential skill required for working in all art forms both 2D and 3DŁ A course fee is required and additional costs may be incurred based on individual stu
	-
	-

	ART 1142 Foundation Drawing II, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Prerequisite: ART 1141 or ART 1241Ł
	The course introduces the student to a more complex and developed approach to drawingŁ The course further develops the technical aspect of drawing through rigorous and challenging assignmentsŁ Students learn to manipulate new materialsŁ The class emphasizes process, color, style, personal imagery, and conceptual ideasŁ A course fee is required and additional costs may be incurred based on individual student needŁ See course notes or contact the instructor for additional informationŁ Students should be prepa
	-
	-

	ART 1143 Introduction to Figure Drawing, 1 credit
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Previous drawing or painting experienceŁ 
	Students will draw from a live model (both clothed and nude)Ł The class will view and discuss works of art relevant to the figure, and be assessed on progress toward their individual figure drawing goalsŁ A supply fee is required; additional costs may be incurred based on individual student needŁ See course notes for additional informationŁ
	ART 1144 Watercolor I, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	The course is an introduction to the fundamental principles of watercolor, with an emphasis on the basic watercolor techniquesŁ The class covers color theory, visual theory, and both traditional and experimental approaches to watercolor technique and imageryŁ Personal expression is an important aspect to this class in addition to the technical informationŁ A supply fee is required; additional costs may be incurred based on individual student need; see course notes for additional informationŁ Students should
	-
	-

	ART 1145 Watercolor II, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
	Prerequisite: ART 1141, ART 1144, or ART 2241Ł
	Introduces the student to a more complex and developed approach to wet mediaŁ The course further develops the technical aspect of watercolor through rigorous and challenging assignments and the students learn to manipulate new materials as wellŁ The class emphasizes process, color, style, personal imagery and conceptual ideasŁ Students will be required to buy additional supplies that are not covered by the course fee, see course notes or contact the instructorŁ Students should be prepared to spend between 6
	-

	ART 1150 Introduction to Graphic Design, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Basic computer skills or Photoshop is helpfulŁ
	The course introduces students to the basic processes and techniques of traditional hand-drawn and computer-aided graphic designŁ The course will address image manipulation, page layout, font style, and printing optionsŁ Basic visual design principles are an important component of this courseŁ Students will create dynamic designs that express a conceptual idea, persuade the viewer, or convey informationŁ A course fee is required and additional costs may be incurred based on individual student needŁ See cour
	-
	-

	ART 1151 Graphic Design II, 3 credits 
	Prerequisite: ART 1150
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ART 1150 and advanced computer skillsŁ
	Provides students the opportunity to explore current graphic design software programs and concepts in depthŁ Students will apply the software creating advanced designs and imagesŁ The course will cover major visual design principles and how design influences the consumer marketŁ A portfolio of work will be produced that reflects an in-depth understanding of design software and thematic imagesŁ Students will be required to buy additional supplies that are not covered by the course fee, see course notes or co
	-
	-
	-

	ART 1155* Introduction to Digital Photography, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Basic computer skillsŁ
	The course introduces students to the basic process and techniques of digital photographyŁ The course covers camera operation, shooting styles, image adjustments, and correction using image-editing softwareŁ Students will learn how to use photography as a creative tool for self-expression, social exploration, and documentationŁ Students will address the social impact of photography in historyŁ A course fee is required and students need a (DSLR) Digital Single Lens Reflex cameraŁ The Art department has a lim
	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	ART 1161 Introduction to Sculpture, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	The course introduces the basic sculpture techniques including modeling, mold making, casting, and fabricationŁ Students will explore three-dimensional sculptural forms and structures including an emphasis on how formal elements relate to the world outside of an art contextŁ The course introduces students to a variety of styles from representational to abstract and includes an overview of historic examplesŁ A course fee is required and additional costs may be incurred based on individual student needŁ See c
	-
	-

	ART 1162 Sculpture II, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Prerequisite: ART 1161
	The course expands upon the techniques covered in Sculpture IŁ Students will approach sculpture in an experimental, creative manner and address advanced aesthetic ideasŁ The concepts first explored in Sculpture I will be addressed and studied in greater depth and understanding and more advanced techniques will be introducedŁ Students will begin to create their own personal style and pursue ideas and concepts of their own makingŁ A course fee is required; additional costs may be incurred based on individual 
	-

	ART 1164 Pinhole Photography, 1 credit
	This course introducea students to the pinhole camera and creating photographs using handmade cameras and a pinhole lensŁ Students will make their own pinhole cameras, learn pinhole exposure methods, and print black and white photographs using the traditional darkroomŁ (CR-sum)
	-

	ART 1165 Introduction to Black & White Film Photography, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	The course introduces students to black and white silver gelatin FILM photographyŁ This is a darkroom course that covers camera operation, film types, film developing, photo printing, and darkroom experienceŁ Photographic styles and history, aesthetic understanding, and the social impact of the medium will also be coveredŁ Students will learn how to use photography as a creative tool for self-expression and social explorationŁ A course fee is required and additional costs may be incurred based on individual
	-
	-

	ART 1166 Photography II, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C) 
	Prerequisite: ART 1165 or equivalentŁ
	This course expands on the photography techniques covered in Photo I and explores a variety of photo-based materials and processesŁ Topics may include double-exposures, Cyanotype, Van Dyke Brown and Liquid Light printing, Ortho-Kodalith negative developing, panning, and stop-action photographyŁ In addition to these techniques, the class will consider the photograph in an experimental and creative way, while addressing more advanced aesthetic ideasŁ A course fee is required; additional costs may be incurred 
	ART 1170 Foundation Digital Imaging I: Photoshop, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	The course introduces students to digital imaging as a creative tool for fine artŁ The course will explore both the creative and technical aspects of digital imaging, symbolism, and visual contentŁ Some topics included are digital image manipulation, scanning, image compositing, and inkjet printingŁ A course fee is required and additional costs may be incurred based on individual student needŁ See course notes or contact the instructor for additional informationŁ Students should be prepared to work in the s
	-

	ART 1171 Digital Imaging II, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: ART 1170 or instructor approvalŁ
	Digital Imaging II explores beyond the technical aspects of digital softwareŁ Students will address aesthetic issues, visual language, content, and advanced formal concernsŁ The course allows students to create their own personal imagery in a digital mediaŁ The empahsis on content and creativity is the focus of the courseŁ The class will introduce students to advanced imaging ideas, focus on style, symbolism and creating a body of workŁ Students should be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week outside of clas
	-
	-

	ART 1172 New Media Design I, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Introduces students to interactive and digital/new media designŁ The course explores a variety of media to introduce the concept of user interactivity and includes an introduction to animation, web coding, and website design and creationŁ Current industry standard software will be used to combine traditional forms of artistic expression with new media to create conceptual, functional, and engaging interactive projects for participation by a wide audienceŁ A course fee is requiredŁ Additional costs may be in
	-
	-

	ART 1173 New Media Design II, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: ART 1172
	Explores interactive and digital/new media design through visual experience, traditional and experimental design projects, field trips and lecturesŁ Interactive and New Media II focuses on animation and film/video production for the purpose of narrative storytelling and documentary projectsŁ The course will cover the language of animation and aesthetic understanding of animated works, and students will create original animation content digitally and by handŁ The course will also cover film/video language, a
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	ART 1175 Animation I, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Basic computer skills, Photoshop is helpfulŁ
	Introduces students to contemporary animation art through visual experience, traditional and experimental animation projects, field trips and lecturesŁ This course will cover the language of animation, aesthetic understanding of animated works, creating animated projects using several methods and software programs and presenting final project outcomes and presentationsŁ Students will learn the basic fundamentals of animation by creating original content digitally and by handŁ Basic intro to audio design wil
	-
	-
	-

	ART 1241 Introduction to Painting, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ART 1115 or ART 1141 or ART 1144Ł
	The course introduces the student to painting techniques and historyŁ The course covers canvas preparation, basic color theory, and visual theoryŁ It also covers a range of painting approaches, from traditional realism to abstractionŁ Painting I will introduce various artists’ styles and art movementsŁ This course will focus on personal expression in addition to an emphasis on technical skillŁ Students will work on exercises in class as well as independentlyŁ A course fee is required and additional costs ma
	-

	ART 1242 Painting II, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Prerequisite: ART 1241
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ART 1115, ART 1141Ł
	Painting II introduces the student to a more complex and developed approach to paintingŁ The course further develops the technical aspect of painting through rigorous and challenging assignmentsŁ The student will learn to manipulate experimental materials in addition to traditional painting techniquesŁ The class emphasizes process, color, style, personal imagery, and conceptual ideasŁ A course fee is required; additional costs may be incurred based on individual student needŁ See course notes or contact the
	-
	-
	 

	ART 1251 Introduction to Ceramics, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	The course introduces students to hand-crafted ceramic artŁ The course covers the basic material and techniques of ceramic art including methods of construction, forming on the potter’s wheel, glazing, and firingŁ Historic perspective, the contemporary expression using ceramic media, and discussion of ceramic issues are part of the classŁ A course fee is required and additional costs may be incurred based on individual student needŁ  See course notes or contact the instructor for additional informationŁ Stu
	-
	-

	ART 1252 Ceramics: Intermediate Wheel-Throwing, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Prerequisite: ART 1251
	This course expands the student’s investigation of pottery as an art formŁ The course provides an opportunity to broaden knowledge of ceramics and to further develop style and formŁ Areas of study include intermediate methods of pottery construction, form, and glazeŁ Students are introduced to clay formulation, kiln loading, and firing techniques and will continue to investigate historical and contemporary perspectives of ceramic issuesŁ A course fee is requiredŁ Students will be required to buy additional 
	-
	-

	ART 1271 Glass Fusing I, 3 credits
	Introduction to the basic techniques used to create fused glass artŁ Students will make projects using a variety of kiln-forming techniques that emphasize experimentation and personal directionŁ A supply fee is requiredŁ Additional costs may be incurred based on individual student needŁ See course notes for additional informationŁ Students should be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week outside of class working on assignments in the on-campus art studios and facilitiesŁ (CR-spr)
	-

	ART 1272 Glass Fusing II, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: ART 1271
	An exploration of advanced techniques in fused and kiln-formed glassŁ Students will create glass sculpture that utilizes mold making, glass casting, sandblast etching, fusing and slumpingŁ A supply fee is requiredŁ Additional costs may be incurred based on individual student needŁ See course notes for additional informationŁ Students should be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week outside of class working on assignments in the on-campus art studios and facilitiesŁ (CR-spr)
	-

	ART 1281 Ceramics: Beginning Hand-building, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Ceramics: Beginning Hand-building introduces a variety of clay hand-forming and sculpting techniquesŁ These techniques may include coil and slab construction, pinch modeling, glaze application, surface embellishment, carving, and firing techniquesŁ This course allows students to explore the expressive qualities of clay from a vessel form to object makingŁ A course fee is requiredŁ Students will be required to buy additional supplies not covered by the course feeŁ See course notes or contact the instructor f
	-
	-

	ART 1282 Ceramics: Intermediate Hand-building, 3 credits 
	Prerequisite: ART 1281 
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Previous ceramics experienceŁ
	-

	This intermediate ceramics class builds on skills covered in a beginning hand-building courseŁ The class includes an in-depth study of contemporary hand-building methods and surface techniques in clayŁ The use of molds will be introduced and students will learn to fire their work in the electric kilnŁ A course fee is requiredŁ Students will be required to buy additional supplies that are not covered by the course feeŁ See course notes or contact the instructor for additional informationŁ Students must be pr
	-
	-
	-

	ART 1290 Introduction to Printmaking, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ART 1141
	The course introduces the visual language of printmakingŁ Students will use relief and intaglio methods to create woodcuts and linoleum cuts in black and white inkŁ Students will be informed about all four major areas of printmaking: relief, intaglio, screen-printing, and lithographyŁ The history and development of printmaking will be integrated into projects, and the link between digital image-making software and traditional printmaking will be coveredŁ The interconnections of printmaking to both two- and 
	-
	-
	-

	ART 1291 Introduction to Printmaking II, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: ART 1290
	This course expands upon the techniques covered in ART 1290 Introduction to Printmaking IŁ Students may work in one or more of the following print media: Intaglio, Relief, Lithography, or Silkscreen and elements of color will be introducedŁ The students’ sense of personal style, symbolism, and creating a body of work is a focus of the courseŁ A course fee is requiredŁ Students will be required to buy additional supplies not covered by the course feeŁ See course notes or contact the instructor for additional
	-
	-

	ART 2121 Stained Glass III, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: ART 1121
	An exploration of advanced techniques in stained and fabricated glassŁ Students will create glass sculptural forms that utilize copper foil, Dalle de Verre, glass painting, and adhesive fabrication techniquesŁ A supply fee is requiredŁ Additional costs may be incurred based on individual student needŁ See course notes for additional informationŁ Students should be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week outside of class working on assignments in the on-campus art studios and facilitiesŁ
	-

	ART 2131 Glass Blowing III, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: ART 1131
	This course expands upon the glass blowing techniques covered in Glass Blowing IIŁ Students will approach glass blowing in an experimental and creative way and the class will introduce basic cold-working techniquesŁ The purpose of this course is to teach students to push the traditional boundaries of glass blowing, to work in series to create a cohesive body of work, and to explore the aesthetic challenges of glass as an artistic materialŁ A supply fee is requiredŁ Additional costs may be incurred based on 
	-

	ART 2132 Glass Blowing IV, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: ART 1131
	This course expands upon the glass blowing techniques covered in Glass Blowing III and includes an in-depth study of both furnace and cold-working conceptsŁ Students will approach glass blowing in an experimental and creative way using both furnace and cold-working processes to address more advanced aesthetic ideasŁ The purpose of this course is to teach students to push the traditional boundaries of glass blowing and to create a series of work that explores glass as an artistic materialŁ A supply fee is re
	-
	-
	-

	ART 2133 Glass Sculpture I, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: ART 2132
	Expands upon glass blowing techniques covered in Glass Blowing IVŁ We will begin with a review of historical techniques and use them to help in defining an indiviual aesthetic and visual vocabularyŁ This course will focus on refining technical skills in both the hot and cold shop to create both traditional and innovative glass formsŁ A supply fee is required; additional costs may be incurred based on individual student needŁ See course notes for additional informationŁ Students should be prepared to spend 6
	ART 2134 Glass Sculpture II, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: ART 2133
	Expands upon glass techniques covered in Glass Sculpture IŁ This course will focus on refining technical skills in both the hot and cold shop to create innovative glass formsŁ Students are expected to create a body of work that pushes beyond traditional concepts of the materialŁ A supply fee is required; additional costs may be incurred based on individual student needŁ See course notes for additional informationŁ Students should be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week outside of class working on assignment
	-
	-

	ART 2165 Digital Photography II, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Prerequisite: ART 1155 or ART 1165Ł
	This course expands on the photography techniques covered in Digital Photography IŁ The course covers camera operation and menu options, image editing software, digital photographic printing, and photographic color theoryŁ Students will learn about early digital photography, photographic history and aesthetics, and digital photography's social impactŁ The class explores digital photography as a creative tool for self-expression, social exploration, and still documentationŁ A course fee is requiredŁ Addition
	-
	-
	-

	ART 2167 Photography III: Medium Format, 3 credits
	Prerequisites: ART 1165 and ART 1166Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Advanced camera and darkroom skillsŁ
	Photography III introduces the student to medium format film photographyŁ Students will learn to shoot, process and print medium format black and white photographsŁ The course will cover various types of cameras that shoot medium format, including twin lens reflex and rangefinder camerasŁ The large format 4x5 camera will be introducedŁ The formal and aesthetic concerns of creating photographs in medium format will be emphasized throughout the classŁ A course fee is requiredŁ Additional costs may be incurred
	-
	-

	ART 2168 Photography IV, 3 credits
	Prerequisites: ART 1165 and ART 1166, or ART 2167Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Advanced camera and darkroom skillsŁ
	Photography IV provides an opportunity for advanced students to develop a body of work, prepare the work for exhibition, and assemble a mature portfolio of photographsŁ Students may create work using traditional film and/or digital photographic methodsŁ A course fee is requiredŁ Additional costs may be incurred based on individual student needŁ See course notes or contact the instructor for additional informationŁ Students should be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week outside of class working on assignment
	-

	ART 2200 Portfolio and Professional Practice, 2 credits
	Prerequisites: Students must complete the following core courses: ART 1107, ART 1108, ART 1115, ART 1117, ART 1141, ART 1170Ł
	The student will be introduced to the professional practices required for success as an artistŁ Students will prepare a portfolio of work, produce a final exhibit, and write an artist statement regarding their workŁ This course is only for AFA students in their final semester who have, or will be completing, all required AFA core requirementsŁ (CR-spr)
	ART 2253 Ceramics: Kiln-Firing, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: ART 1252 or ART 1282Ł
	Ceramics: Kiln-Firing investigates the contemporary and historical firing methods of ceramicsŁ Students will expand upon the methods of ceramic construction techniques covered in previous ceramics courses and focus on the expressive qualities of kiln-fired clayŁ A course fee is requiredŁ Students will need to buy additional supplies that are not covered by the course feeŁ See course notes or contact the instructor for additional informationŁ Students must be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week in the studi
	-

	ART 2254 Ceramics: Glaze Formulation, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: ART 1252 or ART 1282Ł
	This course is an exploration of ceramic glazes focusing on the expressive qualities of clay and glaze combinationsŁ Students will develop their own glaze formulaŁ This course expands upon the ceramic construction techniques covered in previous coursesŁ A course fee is requiredŁ Students will need to buy additional supplies that are not covered by the course feeŁ See course notes or contact the instructor for additional informationŁ Students must be prepared to spend 6-8 hours per week in the studio outside
	-

	ART 2255 Wood-Fired Ceramics, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ART 1252 or ART 1282Ł
	This course provides an investigation of the ceramic process of wood-firingŁ Students will create new wares for wood-firingŁ A variety of slips and glazes appropriate for the particular firing will be introducedŁ As a class, students will work together to complete the necessary preparations then load and fire the wood kilnŁ After cooling and unloading, the results will be evaluatedŁ A brief history of wood-firing will be coveredŁ Students will be required to buy additional supplies that are not covered by t
	-

	ART 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in art successfully completedŁ Designed to offer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specific topic in artŁ
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	BIOL 1100* Unifying Concepts in Biology, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: MATH 0240 with a grade of C or better, or the appropriate score on math placement testŁ Ability to do college level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment requirements for ENGL 1121Ł
	-

	This is an introductory course designed to teach the process of science as it applies to biology todayŁ Topics in biology that will be covered include heredity, evolution, and ecosystemsŁ Three lecture hours per week and 10 three-hour labs during the semesterŁ This course is not intended for science or allied health majorsŁ (CR-fall & spr)
	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	BIOL 1102 Medical Terminology, 2 credits
	This courses covers scientific terminology as it applies to human medicine and related professionsŁ Interpretation and building a vocabulary of medical terms from Latin and Greek roots will also be discussedŁ (CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-

	BIOL 1103* Environmental Science Lecture, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 3 & 10)
	Introduction to the basic characteristics and dynamics of ecosystemsŁ The effects of the increasing and changing human demands on our environment are exploredŁ An optional one-credit laboratory is also offeredŁ (CC- fall & spr; CR & Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	BIOL 1104 The Human Body–Structure & Function, 4 credits (Meets MnTC Goal 3)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: MATH 0240 with a grade of C or better, or the appropriate score on math placement testŁ Ability to do college level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment requirements for ENGL 1121Ł 
	-

	This is an introductory survey of how the human body is constructed and how it operatesŁ Areas of study include: human organization, support and movement, integration and coordination, maintenance of the body, body defenses, reproduction and developmentŁ Includes a human anatomy and physiology based lab-like experienceŁ (CC & CR-fall & spr)
	BIOL 1106 Principles of Biology I, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3)
	Co-requisite: CHEM 1020 or CHEM 1050 or CHEM 1061, or high school chemistry within the last three yearsŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading, writing, and math skillsŁ Strongly recommended that CHEM 1020 or CHEM 1050 or CHEM 1061 or equivalent be completed with a grade of “C” or higher PRIOR to BIOL 1106Ł
	This course is intended for students interested in biology-related majors, including environmental science and the health sciencesŁ This course is also the first of a two-semester sequence intended for Biology majorsŁ This course includes topics in the process of science, chemistry of life, metabolism, cell structure and processes, inheritance patterns, the molecular basis of inheritance, and evolutionŁ Corequisite course may be taken at any time prior to, or along with, this courseŁ The course meets for th
	-

	BIOL 1107 Principles of Biology II, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3)
	Prerequisites: BIOL 1106 or equivalent and CHEM 1020 or CHEM 1061Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: college-level mathematics, reading, and writingŁ
	Continuation of the introduction to the science of biologyŁ This course includes topics in the molecular basis of inheritance, evolutionary origins of life's diversity, the diversity of protista, fungi, plants, animals, and basic concepts in ecologyŁ (CR-fall & spr)
	BIOL 1108 Biology of Women, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 3 & 7) (Cross-listed as WGST 1108)
	This course studies the biological aspects of being a womanŁ Analysis of assumptions concerning women’s biology and women’s health care, including the importance of taking a responsible role in personal health care, will be addressedŁ The course explores female and male reproductive anatomy and physiology, sexual development, issues related to women’s health and disease, pregnancy and birth, contraception and infertility, menopause, and other topicsŁ It also includes a reproductive anatomy and physiology-ba
	-
	-

	BIOL 1110 Field Biology, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3 & 9)
	This is an introduction to identification of native plants and animalsŁ Emphasis is placed on ecological relationshipsŁ Local and regional field trips are conducted to study forest, grassland and aquatic ecosystemsŁ Course will be taught with one of three different rotating themesŁ Students may take the course up to three times with a different theme each timeŁ
	-

	(CR-fall, spr, sum)
	BIOL 1133* Environmental Science Lab, 1 credit
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3) (Formerly BIOL 1103 L)
	Prerequisite or Co-requisite BIOL 1103Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: MATH 0240 with a grade of C or better, or the appropriate score on math placement testŁ Ability to do college level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment requirements for ENGL 1121Ł 
	-

	This is an investigative, problem-solving lab extension of the topics covered in BIOL 1103 LectureŁ Investigations include field studies, experiments, and analyzing and reporting outcomesŁ This course can be used with BIOL 1103 (Lecture) to satisfy a general education lab requirementŁ (CC-fall & spr; CR & Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	BIOL 1171 Seminar in the Biological Sciences, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 3) (Cross-listed as NATS 1171)
	This course is designed to focus on the annual Nobel Conference theme explored at Gustavus Adolphus CollegeŁ Presenters are internationally recognized to be on the cutting edge of their respective biological science disciplinesŁ Attendance of the conference is requiredŁ Five to six weeks are preparatory, and following the conference a discussion-seminar format is used to further explore the conference themeŁ In a lab-like experience, students will do extensive reading and perform a library research project 
	-

	BIOL 2113 Human Anatomy & Physiology I, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
	Prerequisite: BIOL 1106
	This course is an intensive, detailed study of body structure and function utilizing principles of chemistry, biochemistry, anatomy and physiologyŁ Includes the following topics: introduction to anatomy and physiology, tissues, integumentary system, skeletal system, articulations, muscular system, nervous system, special senses, and endocrine systemŁ Laboratory work will include animal dissection, data collection and analysisŁ (CC & CR-fall & spr; CR-sum)
	BIOL 2114 Human Anatomy & Physiology II, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3)
	Prerequisite: BIOL 2113
	This course is an intensive, detailed study of body structure and function utilizing principles of chemistry, biochemistry, anatomy and physiologyŁ Includes the following topics: cardiovascular system, lymphatic system, nonspecific defense and immunity, respiratory system, digestive system, urinary system, fluid/electrolyte and acid/base balance, and reproductive systemŁ Laboratory work will include limited animal dissectionŁ (CC & CR-fall, spr, sum)
	BIOL 2201 Microbiology, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
	Prerequisites: BIOL 1106 or equivalent, plus CHEM 1020 or CHEM 1050 or CHEM 1061Ł
	Study of general microbiology including bacteriology, virology, parasitology, and mycologyŁ The course covers aspects of microbial ecology and epidemiology, including host-pathogen interactions and environmental influences on growth and reproductionŁ The course emphasis is on bacteria: principles of control and culture, genetics and metabolic processes, and microbiological techniquesŁ Three lecture hours and two 90-minute laboratories per weekŁ (CC & CR-fall & spr; CR-sum)
	-
	-

	BIOL 2202 Genetics, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3)
	Prerequisite: BIOL 1106 or equivalentŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BIOL 1107 strongly recommendedŁ
	-

	Study of the storage, transfer, and expression of hereditary informationŁ Topics covered include transmission, molecular, and population geneticsŁ (CR-fall)
	BIOL 2206 Animal Biology, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
	Prerequisite: BIOL 1106
	Survey of the major animal phyla and how they solve the central physiological problems necessary for lifeŁ (CR-spr even years)
	-

	BIOL 2207 Plant Biology, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3)
	Prerequisites: BIOL 1106, plus CHEM 1020 or CHEM 1050 or CHEM 1061Ł
	Introduction to plants including structure, function, growth, development, and reproductionŁ Laboratory also includes a survey of major plant groupsŁ Three lecture hours and three laboratory hours per weekŁ (CR-spr odd years)
	-

	BIOL 2208 Cell Biology, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3)
	Prerequisites: This course requires these prerequisites with a minimum grade of C: BIOL 1106 or equivalent, and BIOL 1107 (or consent of instructor)Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BIOL 2202 strongly recommendedŁ 
	-

	Introduction to the fundamental molecular mechanisms that control cellular functionŁ The course will focus on major aspects of cell biology including intracellular trafficking of proteins and membranes, cell signaling, the cytoskeleton, cell adhesion, cell cycle, stem cells and the role of oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes in cancerŁ This course has three lecture hours and three laboratory hours per weekŁ (CR-spr even years)
	-
	-
	-

	BIOL 2209 General Ecology, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3)
	Prerequisites: This course requires these prerequisites with a minimum grade of C: BIOL 1106 or equivalent, and BIOL 1107 (or consent of instructor), and MATH 1114 or MATH 1200Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level mathematics, reading and writingŁ
	-

	Fundamental principles of ecology, including examining interrelationships of plants and animals with their environmentŁ Course will consider principles of multiple ecological scales, including organismal, population, community, ecosystem, and global ecologyŁ (CR-fall odd years)
	-

	BIOL 2229 Independent Summer Research, 3 credits
	Prerequisites: BIOL 1106 and one other BIOL course, and instructor permissionŁ
	-

	The Independent Research Summer Program (IRSP) is a multidisciplinary initiative that includes opportunities for research studies in molecular and cellular biology, genetics, developmental biology, microbiology, ecology, plant sciences, among other fieldsŁ It consists of 1 week of research literature training and an orientation conducted and supervised by ARCC faculty and 10 weeks of laboratory or field research under the guidance of a University of Minnesota faculty mentor from one of the above bioscience 
	-
	-
	-

	BIOL 2230 Directed Research in Biology, 2 credits
	Prerequisites: A college level biology course with lab is required and permission of the instructorŁ
	-

	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: MATH 0240 with a grade of C or better, or the appropriate score on math placement testŁ Ability to do college level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment requirements for ENGL 1121Ł
	-

	Advanced concepts in biology applied to real-life research problemsŁ Under faculty direction, students will learn to analyze research problems, analyze data, and will use equipment and procedures typical of laboratory or field research in order to help address ongoing research problemsŁ Specific topics will vary from semester to semesterŁ Students will be expected to present their research orally or in writingŁ Students may take the class more than once, up to a total of 6 creditsŁ Students must be prepared
	-
	-

	BIOL 2299 Independent Study, 1-4 credits
	Prerequisites: One biology course successfully completed with a grade of C or better and permission of the instructorŁ
	Designed to offer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specific topic in biologyŁ
	-
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	BMED 1100* Introduction to Biomedical Devices & Industry, 2 credits
	This course gives the student a general understanding of the biomedical device industry in terms of its size and scope, current trends, and the wide range of products involved with emphasis on biomedical companies in MinnesotaŁ The course will also give the student an overview of the development of a medical device from initial conception through development, testing, validation, manufacture, clinical trials and final approval by regulatory agenciesŁ Two Saturday field tripsŁ (CR-fall)
	-
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	BMED 2100* Design & Manufacturing in the Medical Device Industry, 3 credits 
	This course provides an introduction to the design and manufacturing of medical devices with special focus on the unique design manufacturing challenges that are necessary to achieve World Class Manufacturing (WCM) excellenceŁ The course describes the fundamental systems used in the design, development, and manufacturing of medical devices and how these relate to industry regulationsŁ Specific topics include: material and process selection considerations, aseptic processes, clean-room techniques, sterilizat
	-
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	BMED 2200 Introduction to Medical Device Regulations & Ethics, 3 credits
	This course introduces students to certification standards and the agencies involved in the regulatory processes specific to the medical industryŁ Topics include FDA regulations, international regulations, quality certification processes, and related ethical considerationsŁ Three lecture hours per weekŁ BMED 1100 is strongly recommended as a first class for those with no previous biomedical device industry experienceŁ (CR-spr)
	-
	-

	BMED 2297 Capstone Experience & Seminar, 4 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BMED 1100, BMED 2100, BMED 2200Ł
	This course provides a supervised, practical, industry-based learning experience in a setting consistent with the student’s program goals in which the student develops professional skills through work experienceŁ Students are expected to complete a Technical Skills Assessment of the instructor’s choice prior to completion of this courseŁ
	-

	BMED 2300 Introduction to Quality Assurance, 3 credits
	This course will provide students with an in-depth understanding of the role quality plays in an industrial environment regulated by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)Ł The course will cover the responsibilities of quality assurance during the engineering, manufacturing, and production of a productŁ Topics will include management responsibilities, design control, production and process controls, continuous improvement, and methods and tools used to support quality assuranceŁ The ISO standards, the regul
	-

	BMED 2310 Risk Management & Assessment for Medical Devices, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BMED 2300 
	This course provides the students with an in-depth understanding of the principles and techniques of identifying, evaluating, and controlling risks associated with the development and production of medical devicesŁ This course will cover risk management planning, risk analysis process, and risk management reportingŁ Topics will include the relationship between regulatory requirements and risk management, tools for hazard identification, methods for the mitigation of risks, and approaches for analyzing risk 
	-

	BMED 2320 Quality Management for Medical Devices,
	3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BMED 2300
	This course defines the role of quality also referred to as performance excellence in a business environment, as it is applied within the Medical Device industry in relation to ISO 13485 and FDA Quality System RegulationsŁ Topics include the use of quality management techniques and quality philosophies, organization and process development for quality, techniques used in process design and improvement, approaches used in continuous improvement, methods used to control qualityŁ The course includes organizati
	-
	-
	-

	BMED 2400 Introduction to Clinical Research, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: MATH 1114 or equivalent, or concurrent enrollmentŁ
	This course will provide the foundation for understanding the research process and its application to clinical trials in the biomedical industryŁ Topics include the role of the clinical research professional, the process of designing, implementing, managing and reporting a clinical study, and ethical issues related to clinical researchŁ (CR-spr)
	BMED 2500 Introduction to Documentation/Configuration Management, 3 credits 
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BMED 2200
	This course is directed to individuals and/or teams interested in establishing and managing documentation and related systems in the area of medical device manufacturingŁ The curriculum introduces students to the fundamentals of governmental requirements that impact medical device documentation, the benefits and elements of a documented configuration management system, and the details to establish related systems, policies, procedures and toolsŁ  (CR-fall)
	-

	BMED 2510 Database Management for the Medical Device Industry, 3 credits 
	Prerequisite: BUS 1119 or equivalentŁ
	This course is designed for students interested in a career in database management, a field with responsibilities for organizing data from many sources, assuring data integrity, and helping to design systems and software to run on those systemsŁ The course covers Database Management using Microsoft Access, programming languages, life cycles, validation, compliance, security, backup and archive, ethics and privacy, regulations and regulatorsŁ Coursework includes database model comparisons, vendor demonstrati
	-
	-

	BMED 2520 Technical Writing for Regulated Industries,
	3 credits
	Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ENGL 0950 or achievement of recommended score on English placement assessmentŁ
	-

	This course will provide instruction in the rhetorical principles and strategies of technical writing as they apply to documentation in regulated industriesŁ The course will emphasize technical writing for documents used in regulatory-compliant electronic or hybrid systemsŁ (CR-spr)
	-
	-

	BMED 2600 Fundamentals of Dimensional Metrology, 
	2 credits
	All things manufactured need to be measuredŁ Metrology is the science of measurement and is used to determine if a part meets its required form, fit or functionŁ This course is designed to train students on metrology equipment used in industry to measure the physical size or distance from any given objectŁ Both English (inch) and Metric (cm) systems of measurement will be used in measuring practicesŁ Completing this course will enhance the learner’s ability to gain employment in a manufacturing/machining/me
	-
	-
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	BUS 1101 Introduction to Business, 3 credits
	An introductory study of the functional areas of business to help students realize the integral role business plays in the economy and our lifestylesŁ Topics include the major elements in the business environment, forms of business ownership, competition in the domestic and international market, management of human and financial resources, marketing, business technology and information management, accounting, and business and personal financeŁ (CC-fall; CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-

	BUS 1102 Business Writing Essentials, 1 credit
	Are grammar, spelling, and word usage errors putting barriers between your ideas and your readers? Using a hands-on, practical approach, this course reviews grammar, punctuation, and word usageŁ Learn how to find and correct errors so that your documents make a favorable impression on readersŁ (Online: fall, spr, sum)
	BUS 1103 Human Relations in the Workplace, 3 credits
	Focuses on the importance of personal and group interrelationships within an organizationŁ Topics covered are the communication process, diversity, equal opportunity, workplace bias, group leadership and the psychological aspects of group dynamicsŁ (CC-fall, CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	BUS 1104 Written Business Communications, 3 credits
	This course focuses on applying direct, indirect, and persuasive writing styles to communicate within and between business organizationsŁ Students apply business writing principles to the creation of electronic messages, memos, letters, proposals, employment documents, and business reportsŁ Emphasis placed on using critical- thinking skills to analyze and solve business problemsŁ (CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-
	-

	BUS 1105 Individual/Corporate Income Tax, 3 credits
	This is an introductory course in individual and corporate income taxŁ The course takes a rules-oriented approach to income tax and covers the preparation of tax returns as wellŁ Topics include gross income and exclusions, business income and expenses, itemized deductions, credits and special taxes, capital gains and losses, withholding and payroll taxes, and basic partnership and corporate tax returnsŁ (Online: fall)
	-

	BUS 1108 Business Math, 3 credits
	Discussion and application of essential information and mathematical procedures used in accounting, office and clerical work, marketing and financeŁ Topics include development of principles and operations applicable to buying and selling goods; payroll; insurance; mathematics of ownership (partnerships and corporations); simple interest and discounts; sinking funds and amortization of loans; compound interest and discounts; consumer credit; and inventory valuationŁ  (Online: fall & spr)
	-
	-

	BUS 1112 Computer Concepts & Applications, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BUS 1153 or keyboarding experienceŁ
	This computer literacy course focuses on computer technology concepts and software applications useful for work, school, and home officesŁ Concepts include computer hardware and software, effective web searching, security, ethics, privacy, trends, and other issues in computingŁ Students will complete work in Microsoft Windows OS and the Microsoft Office (Windows) applications including Word, Excel, Access, and PowerPointŁ (CR-fall & spr; CC-spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-

	BUS 1115 Internet Essentials, 1 credit
	This is an introductory course to using the Internet and World Wide Web to find information, communicate with others, and conduct business activitiesŁ Students use real-world exercises to apply concepts to their personal and professional livesŁ Students should check the current course schedule for required softwareŁ (Online: spr)
	-

	BUS 1119 Database Management Using Microsoft Access, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BUS 1112 or equivalentŁ
	Microsoft Access is used in this course to design and create databasesŁ Topics include creating tables, queries, forms, and reportsŁ Macros, Visual Basic for applications programming, creation of dialog boxes, import and export operations with Access, and designing the user interface with navigation forms are also introducedŁ (Online: fall)
	-

	BUS 1122 Business Ethics & Social Issues, 3 credits
	Introduction to the social problems facing American business with an emphasis on the growing responsibilities of the business person to societyŁ Students will examine ethical dilemmas objectively and apply reasoned judgment to their resolution using a critical-thinking processŁ Topics will focus on major issues currently affecting business owners, managers, employees, and communitiesŁ (CR-spr; Online: fall & spr)
	-
	-

	BUS 1124 PowerPoint and Web Conferencing, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BUS 1112 or previous knowledge of computer applications softwareŁ
	To prepare students to work in today's digital, flexible, and mobile world, students will design and customize presentations using Microsoft PowerPoint and web conferencing toolsŁ Topics include the integration of slide design, audio, video, engagement tools, cloud storage, and web conferencing to enable students to practice formally and informally sharing ideas, making recommendations, and conducting effective sessions with the instructor and class membersŁ Requirements: A current version of Microsoft Offi
	-
	-
	-

	BUS 1130 Accounting Fundamentals, 1 credit
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: It is recommended that BUS 1130 and BUS 2125 be taken concurrently or that you have accounting experience or knowledgeŁ
	-

	This course is designed primarily as a supplement to BUS 2125 though it may be taken as a stand-alone courseŁ GAAP (generally accepted accounting principles) will be applied to the recording and reporting of transactions, with emphasis on end-of-the-period procedures (including adjusting and closing entries and financial statement preparation and analysis), accounting for merchandise operations under a perpetual inventory system, and inventory cost flow methodsŁ  (Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-
	-
	-
	-

	BUS 1134 Computerized Accounting, 2 credits
	Prerequisite: BUS 2125 or the consent of the instructorŁ
	This is a hands-on course in which students will use a computerized software package such as QuickBooks to record, report, and analyze business transactionsŁ (Online: spr)
	-

	BUS 1135 Payroll Accounting, 2 credits
	Prerequisite: BUS 2125 or the consent of the instructorŁ
	This course focuses on basic payroll activities which includes the computation, recording and reporting of employee withholdings, employer payroll taxes, and take-home payŁ (Online: spr)
	-

	BUS 1143 Decision Making Using Excel, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BUS 1112 or equivalentŁ 
	This comprehensive course focuses on using Microsoft Excel to design spreadsheets that organize, manage, and provide analysis on personal or organizational dataŁ Students will use problem-solving and critical thinking skills to make decisions based on Excel spreadsheetsŁ This course covers basic to advanced features in Microsoft Excel including: creating, editing, and formatting worksheets and workbooks; constructing formulas and using functions; charting data; creating Excel tables, PivotTables, PivotChart
	-
	-

	BUS 1145 Customer Service, 3 credits
	Customer Service, or lack of it, is one of the most important topics in business todayŁ Quality customer service is now expected, no matter what type of business/service in which you are employeedŁ Students will learn a usable process for developing the skills, attitudes and thinking patterns needed to win customer satisfaction and loyaltyŁ This course will examine the importance of customer service, understanding consumer behavior, techniques for handling difficult customers, time management, enhancing cus
	-

	BUS 1149 Professional Selling, 3 credits
	This course is an introduction to effective sales methods and career opportunities in typical sales fieldsŁ Each student will participate in a sales demonstration using the selling methods learnedŁ Topics include steps of selling, closing techniques, follow-up, and marketing techniquesŁ Relationship-selling is discussedŁ (Online: fall)
	-
	-

	BUS 1153 Beginning Keyboarding, 2 credits
	This course develops alphabetic and numeric keyboarding skills and includes formatting basic business documents using a word processing programŁ The course is intended for persons who want to improve their keyboarding skills or have no prior keyboarding experienceŁ (Online: fall & spr)
	-

	BUS 1154 Advanced Keyboarding, 3 credits
	This course continues to develop and enhance keyboarding speed and accuracyŁ Skills in formatting, editing, and proofreading of business documents are also coveredŁ The Gregg Reference Manual is used to develop skills in grammar, usage and stylesŁ
	-
	-

	BUS 1155 Word Processing Using Microsoft Word, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BUS 1112 or MS Office experienceŁ
	Comprehensive instruction for using Microsoft Word softwareŁ This course covers basic to advanced features in Microsoft Word including: creating, editing, and formatting documents with varying complexity; adding and modifying graphics; tracking changes; creating fill-in forms; working with styles, themes, tables, columns, merging, and macros; and applying document design principlesŁ (Online: spr)
	-

	BUS 1159 Word Processing Essentials, 1 credit
	Introductory hands-on word processing course that helps improve your skills in creating, formatting, editing, saving, and printing documentsŁ Students should check the current course schedule for required softwareŁ
	BUS 1174 Office Systems, 3 credits
	Study of office principles, procedures, and systemsŁ Topics include travel, telephone use, meeting preparation, mail management, selection of office supplies, priority- setting, file management and records, stress and time management, reprographics, ethics, and decision-makingŁ (Online: fall)
	BUS 1180 Developing Web Pages, 3 credits
	Students enrolling in this course should have previous computer experience including a basic familiarity with computer functions and applicationsŁ This course includes the development and authoring of business web pagesŁ Topics include an introduction to HTML and CSS for designers and techniques for creating responsive websites that adapt to different devicesŁ Students will work with a popular web-development program and publish files to a serverŁ (Online: spr)
	-
	-
	-

	BUS 1221 Supervision, 3 credits
	The focus of this course is upon making effective work-related decisions at the first-line management levelŁ Problem-solving, workplace communication, leadership, team building, quality control, hiring, performance appraisal and an exploration of contemporary supervisory issues are some of the major topics featured in this courseŁ (Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-
	-

	BUS 2010 Introduction to Human Resources, 3 credits
	This course addresses the key concepts, common practices, major roles and functions associated with the discipline of Human Resource ManagementŁ Students will analyze the role of human resource management as it contributes to an organization’s strategic objectivesŁ Major topics include job analysis and evaluation, recruitment, staffing and selection, compensation, training and development, labor relations, occupational health and safety, onboarding, and other associated activitiesŁ (Online: fall & spr)
	-

	BUS 2015 Benefits & Compensation, 3 credits
	This course addresses the key elements and strategies of benefits and compensation managementŁ Students learn the complexities of strategic compensation planning, job evaluation systems, and the establishment of an effective compensation structureŁ Additional focus is placed on employee benefit programs, incentive plans for non-management, management, and executive employeesŁ (Online: fall)
	-
	-

	BUS 2020 Employee Training & Development, 3 credits
	This course clarifies the role of training and development in Human Resource ManagementŁ Students will be given an opportunity to plan and execute a training program – including needs assessment, evaluating trainee learning styles, costing, selecting delivery alternatives, motivating trainees, and conducting program evaluationsŁ (Online: spr)
	-

	BUS 2025 Labor Relations, 3 credits
	This course provides an overview of the labor relations and collective bargaining systemsŁ Students will gain an understanding of why employees join labor unions, how labor unions function in the workplace, and how employers respond to and are affected by labor unionsŁ A balanced perspective will be obtained through the identification and analysis of historical and contemporary labor issuesŁ (Online: fall)
	-
	-
	-

	BUS 2030 Human Resource Information Systems, 2 credits
	With the emergence of the Enterprise Resource Planning System (ERPS) that integrates various business modules within the company’s information database, Human Resource Information Systems (HRIS) has become a crucial focus for Human Resource professionalsŁ Students will learn basic concepts, terminology, functions, and outputs necessary to secure, maintain, and utilize human resource data in operations and strategic planningŁ  (Online: spr)
	-
	-

	BUS 2125 Financial Accounting, 4 credits
	This course covers financial accounting concepts from a user perspective and will focus on the application of these concepts in real-world environmentsŁ Topics include applying Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) to record transactions and prepare financial statements, financial statement analysis, and annual reportsŁ (CR-fall & spr; CC-fall; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-

	BUS 2126 Managerial Accounting, 4 credits
	Prerequisite: BUS 2125
	This course focuses on how costs are used in planning, control, and decision makingŁ Topics include differences in managerial and financial accounting, elements of cost, cost behavior, cost flow including cost of goods manufactured and cost of goods sold, traditional and contribution margin income statements, cost-volume-profit analysis, costing systems (job-order costing, process costing, and activity-based costing), budgeting, standard costs and variance analysis, relevant costs for special decisions, man
	-
	-
	-
	-

	BUS 2141 Personal Finance, 3 credits
	This course focuses on the basics of proper money management for personal and family livesŁ Topics include budgeting, insurance, tax planning, investment, selecting financial advisors, estate planning, consumer credit, and current trends in financial servicesŁ  (Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-

	BUS 2142 Principles of Marketing, 4 credits
	Application of basic concepts and strategies to the effective marketing of goods and servicesŁ Current global trends and their impact on domestic and worldwide competition are analyzedŁ Emphasis is placed on the application of a critical-thinking process to the development of a strategic-marketing planŁ Topics include basic marketing concepts, competitive analysis, market research, target marketing, and development of customer-based strategies affecting product, price, promotion, and distributionŁ  (CR-spr;
	-
	-

	BUS 2143 Social Media Marketing, 3 credits
	The course will explore the foundations of social media marketingŁ Students will learn how social media is used in a business setting and how to boost brand recognition and achieve organizational goalsŁ Students will learn to establish social media strategies, build and manage campaigns, and develop social media contentŁ Current social media and emerging media channels will be discussedŁ Social media analytics and metrics will be analyzedŁ Students may be required to establish social media accounts in order
	-
	-

	BUS 2144 Principles of Advertising, 3 credits
	This course will introduce students to the theories and concepts that underlie modern marketing efforts related to advertisingŁ These include awareness and analysis of the primary media and techniques used to identify, inform and persuade target populationsŁ Delivery channels including online and social media advertising strategies will be discussedŁ Typical institutions and occupational opportunities in advertising will be explored as well as ethical dimensions of advertisingŁ  (Online: fall)
	-

	BUS 2215 Legal Environment of Business, 3 credits
	This course provides an in-depth focus of law as it relates to the business environmentŁ Areas of study include Employment Law, Business Ethics, Employee Discrimination, Labor Law, Product Liability, Environmental Regulation, and International LawŁ The UŁSŁ Legal System will also be discussedŁ (CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	BUS 2217 Employment Law for Business, 3 credits
	This course provides an overview of employment law and how it applies in the workplaceŁ It focuses on legal issues involving the employment relationship, employment discrimination, and regulation of the employment environment in the context of case law and federal and state legislationŁ The course content covers issues relating to equal employment, wrongful discharge, discrimination, harassment, and regulatory processes and their application to effective workplace managementŁ  (Online: spr)
	-

	BUS 2226 Accounting Internship & Seminar, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: Permission of instructorŁ
	Students earn credits for supervised work experience in accounting positionsŁ They attend seminars and complete projects related to their internshipŁ Internship is taken at the end of the course of studyŁ  (Online: spr)
	-
	-

	BUS 2227 Management/Marketing Internship & Seminar, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: Permission of instructorŁ
	Students earn credits for supervised work experience in management or marketing positionsŁ They attend seminars and complete projects related to their internshipŁ This internship is taken at the end of the course of study and is meant to give students the opportunity to get work experience related to their program of study and to do work-related activities and problem-solvingŁ  (Online: spr)
	-

	BUS 2228 Office Technology Internship & Seminar, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: Permission of instructorŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Currently pursuing Office Technology AAS degreeŁ
	This internship is intended for students who are in the AAS Office Technology programŁ Students will create and use their job-seeking documents and course-related skills to obtain an internship and earn credits for supervised work experience in office technology positionsŁ They will attend seminars and complete projects related to their internshipŁ This internship is taken at the end of the course of studyŁ  (Online: spr)
	-
	-

	BUS 2233 Intermediate Accounting, 4 credits
	Prerequisites: BUS 1112 and BUS 2125 with a grade of C or betterŁ
	This course adds depth to financial accounting topics by applying Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) and the Conceptual Framework (CF) to measure, recognize, and report complex financial information using a variety of methodsŁ Topics include GAAP, the CF for accounting, income statement, balance sheet, statement of cash flows, time value of money, and accounting for: cash and receivables, inventories, property/plant/equipment acquisition, depreciation, impairment, intangible assets, current and
	-

	BUS 2240 Introduction to International Business, 3 credits
	Introduction to the essentials of international business and the environmental forces that have an impact on itŁ Topics include the economic, cultural, legal, and political environments as well as international management, marketing, finance, exporting, and importing functionsŁ An in-depth study of doing business in a specific country is requiredŁ  (Online: spr)
	-
	-

	BUS 2242 Principles of Retailing, 3 credits
	This course is a study of retailing as it is conducted in both this country and internationallyŁ Topics include aspects of store location, layout and design, retail management, retail buying, assortment planning, customer service, consumer behavior, store organization and legal issuesŁ (Online: spr)
	-
	-

	BUS 2244 Principles of Management, 4 credits
	Principles of Management examines the historical and philosophical foundations of management as well as current theory and practicesŁ Managerial decisions as a planner, organizer, motivator/leader and controller of a diverse workforce in a competitive environment are identified and evaluated within a critical thinking frameworkŁ  (Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-
	-

	BUS 2247 E-Commerce–Starting a Web-Based Business, 3 credits
	The course focuses on the concepts, tools and approaches for successful e-commerce and the necessary steps involved in starting a Web-based businessŁ Topics include web design, imaging, necessary infrastructures, search engines, marketing, security, electronic wholesaling and retailingŁ  
	-

	BUS 2250 Entrepreneurship, 3 credits
	This course examines the challenges of and procedures for starting a viable and sustainable new enterpriseŁ Topics include: characteristics of entrepreneurs; the identification and evaluation of new venture opportunities; resource identification and utilization; the development of appropriate strategies and the successful planning, implementation and launch of a new business ventureŁ 
	-

	BUS 2265 Administrative Office Management, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BUS 1174 or office experienceŁ
	-

	This course focuses on developing students' office management skills for effective use of people, technology, systems, equipment, and spaceŁ Topics include human resources management, productivity and work simplification, records management, ergonomic office design, quality improvement, and project managementŁ (Online: spr)
	-

	BUS 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in business successfully completedŁ Designed to offer students an opportunity to do extensive reading or research and report on a specific topic in businessŁ
	-

	Career Orientation
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	Career Orientation


	CAOR 1100 Career Exploration Workshop, 1 credit
	This course is designed to help students explore possible career optionsŁ The goal is directed at expanding awareness of self in order to make deliberate career choicesŁ The course will help students identify their interests, values, personality, and skills in order to recognize the many components that go into making career decisionsŁ (CR-spr; Online: Fall)
	-

	CAOR 1102 Career Exploration, 2 credits
	In this course, students will gain an expanded understanding of themselves related to their interests, skills, personality, and values as part of the career development processŁ Information gained from self-exploration will provide the foundation for the students’ occupational research, analysis, and preliminary decision-making regarding their future career plansŁ In addition, students will learn a variety of job search strategies including resume writing, interviewing, and networking skillsŁ (CR-fall; Onli
	-
	-

	Chemistry
	Chemistry
	Chemistry


	CHEM 1020* Interpretive Chemistry, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3)
	Prerequisite: MATH 0230 or MATH 0240, or a score of 265 or higher on the NextGen Accuplacer Arithmetic placement test, or equivalentŁ
	This is an introductory course in chemistry emphasizing elementary principles and applications intended for nonscience and allied health majors and preparation for the Principles of Chemistry sequenceŁ Topics include matter, measurement, atomic theory, bonding theory, nomenclature, organic chemistry, stoichiometry and the mole concept, reactions, liquids and solids, solutions, and acid-base chemistryŁ (CR & Online: fall, spr, sum; CC-fall & spr)
	-
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment ProgramŁ
	CHEM 1050 Fundamentals of General, Organic, & Biological Chemistry-LEC/LAB, 3 credits
	-

	(Meets MnTC Goal 3)
	Prerequisite: MATH 0230 or MATH 0240 with a grade of C or better, or the appropriate score on the math placement test or its equivalentŁ High school chemistry or equivalentŁ
	This is an introductory course in chemistry with emphasis on chemical applications in biological systemsŁ The course is intended for non-science and allied health majors or preparation for the Principles of Chemistry sequenceŁ Topics include nomenclature, conversions (including dosage calculations), stoichiometry, solutions, acid-base chemistry, reaction rates and equilibrium, radioactivity, organic functional groups, carbohydrates, lipids, amino acids, and proteinsŁ Two lecture hours and one three-hour lab
	CHEM 1061 Principles of Chemistry I, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 3)
	Prerequisites: MATH 0250, appropriate score on math placement test or equivalent, and CHEM 1020 or CHEM 1050 or high school chemistry or equivalentŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: MATH 1200
	This course is the first semester of a two-semester sequence for liberal arts and sciences students and for students majoring in science and engineering or studying for careers in the allied health professionsŁ Topics include measurement, atomic theory, nomenclature, reactions, chemical calculations, solutions, gases, thermochemistry, quantum theory, periodicity, bonding, and molecular geometryŁ This course requires three lecture hours and one three-hour laboratory per weekŁ  (CR-fall, spr, sum; CC-fall & s
	-

	CHEM 1062 Principles of Chemistry II, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 3)
	Prerequisites: CHEM 1061 and MATH 0250 required, or appropriate math placement score, or equivalentŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: MATH 1200 highly recommendedŁ 
	-

	This course is the second semester of a two-semester sequence for liberal arts and science students and for students majoring in science and engineering, or studying for careers in the allied health professionsŁ Topics include organic chemistry, intermolecular forces, liquids, solids, colligative properties, kinetics, equilibria, acids and bases, solubility equilibria, thermodynamics, oxidation-reduction, electrochemistry, and nuclear chemistryŁ This course requires three lecture hours and one three-hour la
	-
	-
	-

	CHEM 2061 Organic Chemistry I, 5 credits
	Prerequisite: CHEM 1062 or equivalentŁ
	This is the first semester of a two semester organic chemistry sequence for students majoring in chemistry, chemical engineering, or biologyŁ Furthermore, this course is designed to help prepare students for careers in the health sciences such as pharmacy, medicine, veterinary science, and chiropractic medicineŁ Topics include structure and bonding, acids and bases, alkanes and cycloalkanes, reaction energetics, stereochemistry, nucleophilic substitution and elimination, alkenes, alkynes, organohalides and 
	-
	-
	-

	CHEM 2062 Organic Chemistry II, 5 credits
	Prerequisite: CHEM 2061 or equivalentŁ
	This is the second semester of a two semester organic chemistry sequence for students majoring in chemistry, chemical engineering, or biologyŁ Furthermore, this course is designed to help prepare students for careers in the health sciences such as pharmacy, medicine, veterinary science, and chiropractic medicineŁ Topics include UVvisible and IR spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, alcohols, aldehydes and ketones, carboxylic acids and derivatives, chemistry of aromatic compounds, enolate chemistry, polyenes, ami
	-
	-
	-

	CHEM 2090 Biochemistry, 3 credits
	Prerequisites: CHEM 2061 and BIOL 1106Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: CHEM 2062
	This is a one semester non-biochemistry major course designed for students majoring in the biological sciences or preparing for careers in the health sciences such as pharmacy, medicine, veterinary, and chiropracticŁ Topics include a review of aqueous chemistry, bonding, and thermodynamics; structure and function of biological macromolecules (proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, and nucleic acids); enzyme catalysis; metabolic pathways (structures, enzymes, and energetics); and the chemical foundation of genetic
	-
	-
	-

	CHEM 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in chemistry successfully completedŁ Designed to offer students an opportunity to do extensive reading or research and report on a specific topic in chemistryŁ
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	See Foreign Language Enrollment Guidelines on page 147.
	CHIN 1101 Beginning Chinese Language & Culture I,
	5 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8)
	This is the first course of a four-semester (two-year) sequence in ChineseŁ In CHIN 1101 (aŁkŁaŁ Chinese I) students learn to speak and comprehend spoken MandarinŁ They also learn to read and write basic sentences using both Chinese characters as well as pinyin (spelling Chinese words with the Western alphabet)Ł Interspersed throughout the course is an introduction to various aspects of Chinese culture and differences between Chinese and Anglo language and cultureŁ
	CHIN 1102 Beginning Chinese Language & Culture, II
	5 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8)
	The second course in a four-semester (two-year) sequence in ChineseŁ In CHIN 1102 (aŁkŁaŁ Chinese II), students learn to speak and comprehend spoken MandarinŁ They also learn to read and write basic sentences using both Chinese characters as well as pinyin (spelling Chinese words with the Western alphabet)Ł Interspersed throughout the course is an introduction to various aspects of Chinese culture and differences between Chinese and Anglo language and cultureŁ
	CHIN 1111 Introduction to Chinese Culture, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as HUM 1411)
	This is an introductory course to China and its cultural heritageŁ CHIN 1111 surveys the development of China from the ancient period to the modern era, exploring the country’s customs, political institutions; economic development; history, religion and philosophy; literature, art and architecture; as well as science and technologyŁ This course is taught in English; no previous knowledge of Chinese is requiredŁ
	-

	CHIN 2200 Field Study Abroad, 1-3 credits
	(Cross-listed as HUM 2200)
	Students travel to China to observe firsthand both ancient and modern components of their civilizationsŁ When offered for credit, a classroom segment will precede the trip, covering such topics as a brief history of the area to be visited, cultural differences, etcŁ No Chinese language knowledge is requiredŁ
	-

	CHIN 2201 Intermediate Chinese Language & Culture I, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8)
	Prerequisite: CHIN 1102, two or more years of high school Chinese, or permission of instructorŁ
	Intermediate Chinese I aims at increased proficiency in comprehension, spoken production, reading, writing, and translation skillsŁ Emphasis is on understanding Chinese grammar and syntax as well as the unique cultural patterns of China that can contribute to more effective communicationŁ Wider range of readings, more writing and translation exercises, and increased use of audio/visual materials, radical dictionary, and Chinese-language software are essential parts of the courseŁ
	-
	-

	CHIN 2202 Intermediate Chinese Language & Culture II, 4 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8)
	Prerequisite: CHIN 2201 or consent of instructorŁ
	Continuation of Intermediate Chinese I, which aims at increased proficiency in comprehension, spoken production, reading, writing, and translation skillsŁ Emphasis is on understanding Chinese grammar and syntax as well as the unique cultural patterns of China that can contribute to more effective communicationŁ Wider range of readings, more writing and translation exercises, and increased use of audio/visual materials, radical dictionary, and Chinese-language software are essential parts of the courseŁ 
	-
	-

	CHIN 2299 Independent Study, 1-8 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in Chinese successfully completedŁ Designed for students to do an in-depth study of a particular topic in ChineseŁ Applicants must submit a written proposal describing their intended studyŁ
	-
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	CMST 1100* Introduction to Mass Communication, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 9) (Cross-listed as MCOM 1100) 
	This course is a survey of the history, structure, functions, and responsibilities of mass media (eŁgŁ social media, television, radio, newspapers)Ł It also includes discussion of media technology and critical analysis of mass media's role in societyŁ  (CR & Online: fall & spr)
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	CMST 1110* Introduction to Communication, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 1B & 2)
	This course is designed to help students become more effective communicators in a variety of contextsŁ It introduces students to fundamental elements and models of communication, basic communication theory, interpersonal communication, small group communication and public speakingŁ Students will perform at least one speech, participate actively as a member of an audience, study relational communication, and help make a small group presentationŁ (CR & CC-fall, spr, sum; Online: sum)
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	CMST 2210 Intercultural Communication, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8)
	This course explores intercultural communication within the individual, interpersonal, organizational and societal contextŁ Topics covered include: cultural identity, verbal and non-verbal behavior, perception, dominant versus non-dominant cultural values and beliefs, present and historical cultural contexts and other factors that facilitate or inhibit effective intercultural communicationŁ (CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-

	CMST 2215* Public Speaking, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 1B & 2)
	This course is designed to help the student become a more effective communicator in public speaking situationsŁ Emphasis will be placed on the development of advanced research, organization, adaptation and delivery skills, listening and nonverbal communicationŁ Students will practice several different forms of public address experiencesŁ (CR-fall, spr, sum; CC-spr)
	-
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	CMST 2220* Interpersonal Communication, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 1B & 7)  
	This course is a study of interpersonal communication each of us participates in every dayŁ It is designed to help students recognize and understand their communication habits, as well as those of others, in an effort to learn more effective communication skills for improving their interpersonal relationshipsŁ Primary areas of study include communication theory, language, perception, self-concept, self-disclosure, emotions, the impact of culture on communication, listening, communication climate, conflict, 
	-
	-
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	CMST 2251 Small Group Communication, 3 credits  
	(Meets MnTC Goals 1C & 2)  
	Communication within the small task-oriented group is studied as it relates to cohesiveness, leadership, role structures, communication networks, decision-making, and analysis of questions of fact, value, and policyŁ The course is designed to help the student become a more effective communicator, both as a leader and as a participant in small group communicationŁ (CC & CR-spr)
	-
	-

	CMST 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in communications studies successfully completedŁ Designed to offer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specified topic in communications studiesŁ
	-
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	See separate course listings for Business beginning on page 135.
	Computer Networking
	Computer Networking
	Computer Networking


	CNET 1000 IT Exploration, 2 credits
	This course introduces students to major IT career disciplinesŁ It is intended for students exploring a career in IT and helps identify specific areas of interestŁ The four areas include systems infrastructure and networking, security, application development, and analyticsŁ Students participate in hands-on activities that help them learn the concepts related to these career areasŁ  (CR & Online: fall & spr)
	-
	-

	CNET 1100* Introduction to Information Technology, 3 credits
	-

	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: General computer proficiencyŁ
	-

	This course covers the fundamentals of computer hardware and software and advanced concepts such as security, networking, and the responsibilities of an IT professionalŁ Students who complete this course will be able to describe the internal components of a computer, assemble a computer system, install an operating system, and troubleshoot using system tools and diagnostic softwareŁ Students will also be able to connect to the Internet and share resources in a networked environmentŁ Topics also include mobi
	-
	-
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	CNET 1105 Introduction to Cybersecurity, 1 credit
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: General computer proficiencyŁ
	-

	This course explores the broad topic of cybersecurityŁ Topics include how to protect personal data and privacy online and in social media, and why many IT jobs require cybersecurity awareness and understandingŁ Participants are exposed to various aspects of cybersecurity in a very broad, easy-to-understand wayŁ Students will learn the value of securing data, both for themselves and the organizationŁ This course will introduce basic concepts of risk management, security policies, common threats and counterme
	-
	-

	CNET 1212* Client Operating Systems, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: General computer proficiencyŁ
	-

	This course focuses on teaching configuration and administrative tasks performed on the client computer in a business environmentŁ Hands-on activities in the laboratory closely parallel classroom discussion to give the student practical experience with the use and management of client operating systemsŁ Topics include operating system installation and configuration, file systems, resource management, user management, and securityŁ This course helps prepare students for select Microsoft Windows certification
	-
	-
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	CNET 1213 Server Operating Systems, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: CNET 1212
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: General computer proficiencyŁ
	-

	This course introduces students to real-world tasks using a server operating systemŁ Students have the opportunity to exhibit competence through performing installation, configuration, and management tasks in a Windows Server environmentŁ Technologies used include storage services, network services, file and print, virtualization, high availability, Active Directory, and group policiesŁ This course helps prepare students for select Microsoft Windows Server certification examsŁ (CC & CR-spr)
	-

	CNET 2101 Introduction to Networks, 3 credits
	Prerequisites: MATH 0250 with a grade of C or better or appropriate score on the Math Placement test; Completion of CNET 1100Ł
	This course introduces the architecture, structure, functions, components, and models of the Internet and computer networksŁ The principles of IP addressing and fundamentals of Ethernet concepts, media, and operations are introduced to provide a foundation for the curriculumŁ By the end of the course, students will be able to build simple LANs, perform basic configurations for routers and switches, and implement IP addressing schemesŁ (CC & CR-spr)
	-

	CNET 2110 Principles of IT Security, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: CNET 1105
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: General computer proficiencyŁ
	-

	This course introduces the fundamentals of network security, including compliance and operational security; threats and vulnerabilities; application, data, and host security; access control and identity management; and cryptographyŁ The course covers new topics in network security as well, including psychological approaches to social engineering attacks, Web application attacks, penetration testing, data loss prevention, cloud computing security, and application programming development securityŁ This course
	-
	-
	-

	CNET 2114 Fundamentals of Linux/UNIX, 3 credits
	This course develops an understanding of how to use and operate a Linux/UNIX operating systemŁ The class is for new users of the Linux/UNIX operating environment and helps prepare for the CompTIA Linux+ certification examŁ Major topics discussed in the course are: Linux/UNIX history, the Linux desktop, working with the command line, run-levels, user administration, and network configurationŁ (Online: fall & spr)
	-
	-

	CNET 2125 System Virtualization, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Computer proficiency highly recommendedŁ 
	This course explores the world of system virtualizationŁ Using an innovative approach, the course takes virtualization to the next level by showing how it is used to build demonstration networksŁ The use of current technologies, such as VMWare and Hyper-V, ensures that students will be prepared for today's workplaceŁ This course explores the installation, configuration, and management of VMware vSphere®, which consists of VMware ESXi™ and VMware vCenter Server™Ł Extensive activities and exercises throughout
	-
	-

	CNET 2200 Network Forensics, 2 credits
	Prerequisite: CNET 2110 
	This course introduces the knowledge and skills needed for a Security AnalystŁ It teaches core security skills needed for monitoring, detecting, investigating, analyzing, and responding to security events, thus protecting systems and organizations from cybersecurity risks, threats, and vulnerabilitiesŁ  (CR & Online: spr)
	-

	CNET 2205 Fundamentals of Wireless LANs, 3 credits
	This course focuses on the design, planning, implementation, operation, and troubleshooting of Wireless LANsŁ The class includes a comprehensive overview of technologies, security, and design best practicesŁ Fundamentals of Wireless LANs also helps prepare students for the Certified Wireless Network Administrator (CWNA) certificationŁ (Successful completion of CNET 2301 is recommendedŁ) (CR-spr)
	-

	CNET 2215 Managing Network Security, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: CNET 2301
	This course provides a comprehensive overview of building and maintaining security appliances (eŁgŁ firewalls) in a business environmentŁ It is designed for students who need to learn and implement the basics of network securityŁ It covers basic installation techniques, discusses how to make intelligent technology choices, and presents basic troubleshootingŁ  Specific topics covered include: planning/design, security, configuration, packet filtering, proxy servers, authentication, encryption, virtual privat
	-

	CNET 2230 Ethical Hacking, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: CNET 2110
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: General computer proficiencyŁ
	-

	This class demonstrates the ethical use of various "white hat" cyber penetration testing tools and techniques consistent with Ethical Hacking trainingŁ Network tools and techniques take place in an enclosed "sandbox" environmentŁ Students are exposed to various computer hacking skills and analyze various protective measures and their effectivenessŁ Students will learn about the entire penetration testing process including planning, reconnaissance, scanning, exploitation, post-exploitation, and result report
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	CNET 2297 Field Experience & Seminar, 1-11 credits
	Prerequisite: Permission of program directorŁ
	Provides opportunities for students to develop professional skills in the area of networking by integrating 4-hour long seminars with supervised productive work experiences (40 hours of work per credit hour) in cooperating organizationsŁ Through this interaction, students enhance their academic knowledge, persist in the continuation of their education, and enhance personal and professional developmentŁ Students may repeat this course to gain a maximum of 11 creditsŁ
	-

	CNET 2301 Routing and Switching Essentials (CCNA 2), 3 credits 
	Prerequisite: CNET 2101
	This course describes the architecture, components, and operations of routers and switches in a small networkŁ Students learn how to configure a router and a switch for basic functionalityŁ By the end of this course, students will be able to configure and troubleshoot routers and switches and resolve common issues with RIPv1, RIPv2, single-area and multi-area OSPF, virtual LANs, and inter-VLAN routing in both IPv4 and IPv6 networksŁ (CC & CR-spr)
	-

	CNET 2303 Scaling Networks (CCNA 3), 3 credits
	Prerequisite: CNET 2301
	This course describes the architecture, components, and operations of routers and switches in a large and complex networkŁ Students learn how to configure routers and switches for advanced functionalityŁ By the end of this course, students will be able to configure and troubleshoot routers and switches and resolve common issues with OSPF, EIGRP, STP, and VTP in both IPv4 and IPv6 networksŁ Students will also develop the knowledge and skills needed to implement DHCP and DNS operations in a networkŁ (CC & CR-
	CNET 2304 Connecting Networks (CCNA 4), 3 credits 
	Prerequisite: CNET 2301
	This course discusses the WAN technologies and network services required by converged applications in a complex networkŁ The course enables students to understand the selection criteria of network devices and WAN technologies to meet network requirementsŁ Students learn how to configure and troubleshoot network devices and resolve common issues with data link protocolsŁ Students also develop the knowledge and skills needed to implement IPSec and virtual private network (VPN) operations in a complex networkŁ
	-
	-

	CNET 2320 Unified Communications/VoIP, 3 credits 
	Prerequisite: CNET 2303
	This course introduces the basic concepts of Unified Communication (UC) / Voice over IP (VoIP) and contrasts them with circuit switch telephonyŁ Through class lectures, labs, discussions, and supplementary materials, the student will be able to understand the architecture, protocols and key attributes and considerations required to engineer integrated voice and data networksŁ Case studies will also be used to show real world examples of the technology in use as well as next-generation applicationsŁ  (CR-spr
	-
	-

	CNET 2401 CISCO Certified Network Associate (CCNA), 3 credits  
	Prerequisite: Must have attended ICDN (Interconnecting CISCO Network Devices) or ICRS (Introduction to CISCO Routers) or CCDA (CISCO Certified Design Associate); OR must have installed at least two CISCO routers and/or switches; OR taken semesters 1 & 2 from a CISCO Network AcademyŁ
	-
	-

	Students in this course will learn to install, configure, and maintain basic CISCO networks for LAN, WAN, and InternetŁ Course topics include open systems networking layers, LAN/WAN configurations, routing protocols, managing access lists and routing/switching/bridging within networksŁ Activities include hands-on practice labsŁ
	-
	-

	CNET 2490 Industry Certification, 0 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Completion of CNET core courseworkŁ 
	This course fulfils the requirement for taking an IT industry certification as part of the Minnesota State system technical skill attainment initiative as part of the Minnesota Career and Technical Education (CTE) Assessment ProjectŁ Students will review the certification exam taking process and prepare for exam dayŁ (Online: sum) 
	-

	Computer Science
	Computer Science
	Computer Science


	CSCI 1101 Introduction to Computer Science & Problem- Solving, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: MATH 0250 or appropriate score on the Math Placement test or equivalentŁ
	This course provides an overview of computer science topics with an emphasis on problem-solving and algorithm developmentŁ Algorithm development will be taught using pseudocode and diagramsŁ Computer programs will be written utilizing one or more computer languagesŁ Topics to be included are computer architecture, networks, Boolean logic, and computer ethicsŁ  (CR-fall & sum)
	-
	-
	-

	CSCI 1106 Fundamentals of Computer Science I, 4 credits  
	Prerequisite: MATH 1200 or appropriate score on the Math Placement test or equivalent, CSCI 1101Ł
	This is the first course in a two-course sequence for students who are planning to major or minor in Computer ScienceŁ Emphasis is on algorithm design, analysis, and refinementŁ Topics will include functions, control structures, static data structures, file manipulation, and recursionŁ The C++ programming language will be used as a formal way of expressing algorithms and dataŁ (CR-fall & spr)
	-

	CSCI 1107 Fundamentals of Computer Science II, 4 credits
	Prerequisites: CSCI 1106 
	This course is a continuation of CSCI 1106Ł Object-oriented problem solving and programming techniques, and basic algorithmic analysis techniques are introducedŁ Elementary data structures such as lists, stacks, queues, trees and graphs are introducedŁ Software engineering principles are explored using an object-oriented languageŁ (CR-spr)
	-

	CSCI 1115 Visual Basic Programming, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: Proficiency using MS WindowsŁ  
	Introduction to computer programming using the Visual Basic programming language incorporating the fundamentals of programming logic and development through object-oriented programming in a laboratory settingŁ Topics will include the Visual Basic environment, creating graphical-user interfaces, working with multiple forms, adding graphics, and database accessŁ No prior programming experience is requiredŁ (CR-sum)
	-
	-
	-

	CSCI 1125 Object-Oriented Programming Using Java, 3 credits  
	Prerequisite: CSCI 1106 or programming experience in C++ or CŁ  
	Study of the Java programming languageŁ Topics include program elements, object-oriented concepts, graphics, graphical user interfaces, threads, and API supportŁ (CR-spr; Online: sum)
	-

	CSCI 1155 Introduction to Functional Language Programming, 1 credit
	-

	Prerequisite: Completion of or concurrent enrollment in CSCI 1107Ł
	Students will learn to use a functional programming language (such as Scheme) as a formal method of creating programs and expressing program ideasŁ Recursion will be presented as an algorithm development techniqueŁ Use of abstraction to hide program details and of modularity to manage complexity of large programs will be emphasized through the courseŁ
	CSCI 2021 Machine Architecture and Organization, 4 
	credits
	Prerequisite: CSCI 1106
	This course is an introduction to hardware/software components of a computer systemŁ Topics covered will include data representation, computer arithmetic, basic logic design, machine-level programs, instruction set architectures, processor and memory organization, storage hierarchy, optimization techniques, and future trendsŁ  Students will write programs in a low-level language such as assembly languageŁ
	-

	CSCI 2100 Discrete Mathematics, 4 credits
	(Cross-listed as MATH 2100) 
	Prerequisite: MATH 1400 with a grade of C or better, or equivalentŁ
	Intended for Math and/or Computer Science majors/minorsŁ Topics include: logic, sets, functions, partitions and equivalence relations, binary operations, composition of functions, mathematical induction, combinatorics, matrix representations of graphs, isomorphisms of graphs, trees and spanning trees, recurrence relations, and generating functionsŁ Applications include: Boolean algebra, algorithms and their efficiency, pigeonhole principle, and the halting problemŁ (CR-spr)
	-
	-
	-

	CSCI 2253 Assembly Language Programming, 4 credits  
	Prerequisites: CSCI 1106 and MATH 1200 or equivalentŁ
	Introduction to assembly language programming consistent with the ACM curriculum standardsŁ Topics include data definition and transfer, binary arithmetic, control structures, bit manipulation, multiple precision integer arithmetic, arrays, character strings, interrupts, I/O, recursion, BCD operations, and segment linkingŁ (CR-fall)
	CSCI 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in computer science successfully completedŁ Designed to offer the student the opportunity to do extensive programming or research on a specific topic in computer scienceŁ
	-

	Economics
	Economics
	Economics


	ECON 1100 Introduction to the American Economy,
	3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5A)
	Introduction to the American Economy is an overview of consumer, business, and government action in the United States economyŁ Both theory and current issues are coveredŁ (CR & Online: fall & spr)
	-

	ECON 2205* Principles of Macroeconomics, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5A)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Algebra
	This course covers the macroeconomy of the United StatesŁ Economic theory and policy are covered including fiscal policy, monetary policy and international trade policyŁ (CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	ECON 2206 Principles of Microeconomics, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5A)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Algebra
	This course is an introduction to microeconomics including the theory of household (consumer) behavior, theory of the firm, market structures, market failures, economic efficiency, factor markets, and income distributionŁ Students who enroll in this course are expected to be able to use high-school algebraŁ (CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-

	ECON 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in economics successfully completedŁ Designed to offer the student the opportunity to do extensive programming or research on a specific topic in economicsŁ
	-

	Education
	Education
	Education


	EDUC 2001* Foundations of Education, 4 credits
	This course introduces potential teacher education students to the professional educational community and to the role school plays in societyŁ This course will provide an introductory framework allowing students to become conversant with the culture of schools in the United States of AmericaŁ The material covered will include information for students who are considering teaching as a future career or for those who simply wish to learn more about key educational issuesŁ Requires a 30-hour field experienceŁ  
	-
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	EDUC 2031 Introduction to Special Education, 4 credits
	This course introduces potential teacher education students to characteristics and categories of exceptionality they will encounter in a typical classroomŁ Students will become familiar with State and Federal regulations concerning provision of special education and related services (including IDEA-Individuals with Disability Education Act, ADA-Americans with Disabilities Act and NCLB-No Child Left Behind)Ł Learners will examine etiology, characteristics, and educational interventions as they relate to the 
	-
	-
	-
	-

	EDUC 2050 Human Relations and Multicultural Education, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Ability to do college-level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment requirements for ENGL 1120/1121Ł
	This course introduces potential teacher education students to the principles, concepts, and approaches to human relations and multicultural educationŁ Major topics will focus on student, family, and community diversityŁ Specifically, students will explore how race, culture/ethnicity, language, gender, social class, sexual identity, and disability create potential inequities and a lack of access to high quality education in schools and communitiesŁ The course will utilize the life experiences of the student
	-
	-

	EDUC 2060 Educational Technology, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: It is recommended that the student should be able to do college level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment requirements for ENGL 1120/1121Ł
	-

	This course introduces potential teacher education students to the principles, concepts, and ethical practices in the application of educational technology approaches designed to enhance and maximize learner outcomesŁ There will be a focus on current "best practice" approaches and their evolving natureŁ The course will be sensitive to the need for differential approaches due to the unique characteristics and abilities of the students in pre-kindergarten through grade 12 settingsŁ
	-
	-
	-
	-

	EDUC 2215 Child & Adolescent Development, 3 credits
	(Cross-listed as PSYC 2215) 
	Prerequisite: 3 credits of PSYC
	This course will provide an introduction to the science of child psychology, emphasizing physical, psychological, cognitive, and social development from conception through adolescenceŁ The concern is with those aspects of human behavior that change from childhood to adulthood and with the factors that account for those changesŁ (CR-spr; Online: fall & sum)
	Engineering
	Engineering
	Engineering


	ENGR 1100 Introduction to Engineering, 2 credits
	This course provides an introduction to the engineering professionŁ Information on the different disciplines of engineering will be presentedŁ Professional and ethical aspects of engineering will be coveredŁ An introduction to problem solving and the engineering design process with the utilization of various computer applications will be coveredŁ (CR-fall & spr)
	-
	-

	ENGR 1111 Engineering Graphics, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: MATH 0250 or concurrent enrollmentŁ  
	Topics include:  pencil sketches, standards of engineering drawings, orthographic projection, auxiliary drawings by rotations, dimensioning, tolerances, assembly drawings, and computer-aided design using Pro/ENGINEERŁ (CR-fall & spr)
	-
	-
	-

	ENGR 1200 Engineering Design, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: MATH 1200
	This course is intended to provide students with experience using multiple methods and technologies for solving engineering problemsŁ Topics include: engineering design principles, orthographic projection and section views, dimensioning and tolerancing, assembly drawings, computer-aided design (CAD) with Creo, 3-D printing, Arduino microcontrollers and robotics, computer programming using programs such as MATLAB and Arduino IDE, and engineering testing methodsŁ (CR-fall & spr)
	-

	ENGR 1201 Directed Research in Engineering, 2 credits
	Prerequisite: ENGR 1200
	This course is intended to provide students with the opportunity to design solutions to engineering problemsŁ Topics will be student-driven and/or industry-driven, and will vary from semester to semesterŁ Suggested themes for potential projects are in the areas of automation and mechatronics, design and prototyping, computer programming, and development of testing programs and proceduresŁ Students are expected to present their design project findings both orally and in writingŁ (CR-spr)
	-
	-
	-

	ENGR 2218 Digital Logic, 4 credits
	Prerequisites: MATH 1400 and PHYS 1327 or concurrent enrollmentŁ
	Topics include logic gates, number systems, Boolean Algebra, Karnaugh Maps, combinational logic, flip-flops, counters, registers, and programmable logic using VHDLŁ Laboratory includedŁ (CR-fall)
	-

	ENGR 2219 Linear Circuits I, 4 credits
	Prerequisites: MATH 1400 and PHYS 1327Ł
	This course includes the following topics: circuit elements, Kirchhoff’s laws, equivalent resistances, mesh and nodal analysis, source transformations, Thevenin and Norton, equivalent circuits, RL, RC, and RLC circuits, and sinusoidal steady state analysisŁ Topics for audio circuits include Fourier series, filters, and amplifiersŁ Laboratory is includedŁ (CR-spr)
	-
	-

	ENGR 2220 Linear Circuits II, 4 credits
	Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ENGR 2219 or equivalentŁ 
	A continuation of Linear Circuits: polyphase circuits, complex power, magnetically coupled circuits, two-port networks, Laplace transforms, Fourier analysis, and Fourier transforms, electronic filters, high-frequency response of diodes, transistors, and amplifiersŁ Laboratory includedŁ
	ENGR 2221 Digital Fundamentals, 2 credits
	Prerequisites: MATH 1400 and PHYS 1327 or concurrent enrollmentŁ
	Topics include logic gates, number systems, Boolean Algebra, Karnaugh Maps, combinational logic circuits, and programmable logic using VHDLŁ Laboratory includedŁ (CR-fall)
	ENGR 2240 Thermodynamics, 3 credits
	Prerequisites: CHEM 1061 and MATH 1400 or concurrent enrollment in MATH 1400Ł
	Topics include properties, equations of state, energy transfer, energy and mass conservation, entropy, reversible/irreversible systems, power systems, refrigeration and heat pump systemsŁ (CR-fall)
	ENGR 2241 Statics, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in PHYS 1327 or equivalentŁ  
	Topics include elementary vector algebra, force and moment vectors, free-body diagrams, application of the equations of static equilibrium to the analysis of simple engineering structures and machines, laws of friction, distributed loads, and properties of areaŁ (CR-fall)
	ENGR 2242 Dynamics, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ENGR 2241 or equivalentŁ  
	Topics include kinematics and kinetics of particles and planar rigid bodies, introduction to vector calculus, principle of work and energy, conservation of energy, impulse and momentum, and impactŁ (CR-spr)
	ENGR 2243 Mechanics of Materials, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: ENGR 2241  
	Topics include load deformation, stress, strain, stress-strain relationship, axially loaded members, torsion, bending, plane stress and Mohr’s Circle, statically indeterminate structures and bucklingŁ (CR-spr)
	ENGR 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in engineering successfully completedŁ Designed to offer the student the opportunity to do extensive programming or research on a specific topic in engineeringŁ
	-

	English
	English
	English


	Students registering for their first English course are required to take the College Board Accuplacer placement test to determine placement into the appropriate course. See Placement for Success on page 9 for details.
	ENGL 0890 Preparing for College Writing, 4 credits
	Prerequisite: Achievement of recommended score on the current English placement testŁ
	Entry into this course is based on the student's score on the college's placement testŁ Its purpose is to introduce all of the skills and habits necessary for success in ENGL 0990 and ENGL 1120, which are taken together after the student passes this courseŁ This course provides opportunities to develop confidence, competence, and fluency through practice in writing processesŁ Students will read college-level texts and write college-level essays while also reviewing sentence and punctuation strategies and pa
	-
	-
	-

	ENGL 0950 Elements of College Writing, 4 credits
	Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ENGL 0890 or achievement of recommended score on English placement testŁ
	-

	ENGL 0950 is the intermediate developmental writing courseŁ Entry into the course is based on completion of ENGL 0890 with a C or better or on the student’s score on the English placement testŁ Its purpose is to continue to support all of the skills and habits necessary for success in ENGL 1121: College Writing and Critical ReadingŁ Offers students intensive work with writing, revising and editing essaysŁ Attention will be given to rhetorical elements of purpose, audience, thesis, evidence, and toneŁ Studen
	ENGL 0990 Cross-Current Composition, 2 credits
	Prerequisites: Completion of ENGL 0890 with a grade of C or better, or  achievement of the recommended scores on the measures used for placementŁ In addition, co-requisite registration in ENGL 1120 is requiredŁ
	-

	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: If students place into ENGL 0890, then READ 0910 and READ 0990 are also requiredŁ If students do not place into ENGL 0890 and READ 0910, then READ 0990 is strongly recommendedŁ
	-

	This composition course is for students who need a more intensive review of paragraph development and standard American-written English (grammar, punctuation, and sentence structure) than ENGL 1120 alone providesŁ This course also introduces the processes and strategies of essay writing from first thoughts through revision to the final, edited college-level essayŁ Success in this course relies heavily on attendance and participation, which will make up a large percentage of the final gradeŁ Students are req
	-
	-

	(CR & CC-fall, spr; CR-sum)
	ENGL 1102 College Vocabulary, 1 credit
	(Cross-listed as READ 1102)
	This course teaches students to confidently employ commonly-used words with which the English-speaking world conducts its affairsŁ It expands the students' functional vocabulary range to meet college-level standards for effective reading comprehension and written compositionŁ The course content is organized around various methods of learning vocabularyŁ (Online: fall, spr)
	-

	ENGL 1104 Technical Writing, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goal 1C & 2)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Grade of C or better in English 0950 or achievement of recommended score on English placement testŁ
	-

	Provides instruction in the rhetorical principles and strategies of technical writingŁ The course will emphasize reports and manuals, which may include progress and process reports, feasibility studies, instructions, procedures, and/or mechanism descriptionsŁ (Online: fall)
	-
	-

	ENGL 1106 College Textbook Reading, 1 credit
	(Cross-listed as READ 1106)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Fulfillment of any developmental coursework in Reading or English OR college-level writing placement scoreŁ The course is most effective when the student is taking at least one other college-level course that requires significant textbook readingŁ
	-

	This course is intended for students who would like an in-depth study of textbook reading strategies in order to improve their textbook reading comprehension in current courseworkŁ The emphasis in this course is on understanding textbook structure and developing effective strategies for efficiently and critically reading college textbooksŁ (Online: fall, spr)
	ENGL 1120 Cross-Current College Writing & Critical Reading, 4 credits
	-

	(Meets MnTC Goals 1A & 2)
	(Meets MnTC Goals 1A & 2)

	Prerequisites: Completion of ENGL 0890 with a grade of C or better, or 
	Prerequisites: Completion of ENGL 0890 with a grade of C or better, or 
	achievement of the recommended scores on the measures used for place
	-
	mentŁ In addition, co-requisite registration in ENGL 0990 is requiredŁ

	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: If student placed into 
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: If student placed into 
	ENGL 0890, then completion of READ 0910 with a grade of C or 
	better, and enrollment in READ 0990 is also requiredŁ If student did not 
	place into and take ENGL 0890 and READ 0910, then READ 0990 is 
	strongly recommendedŁ

	Taken concurrently with ENGL 0990, this course provides extended 
	Taken concurrently with ENGL 0990, this course provides extended 
	practice in critical reading, writing, and thinkingŁ Course content 
	includes the writing process, essential composition skills, and critical 
	reasoning in various rhetorical situationsŁ The course requires effectively 
	reasoned and supported essays including an argumentative research 
	paperŁ Students are required to register for and complete both this course 
	and ENGL 0990 to complete their college-level writing requirement 
	(MnTC area 1A)Ł (CR & CC-fall, spr; CR-sum)

	ENGL 1121* College Writing & Critical Reading, 4 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 1A & 2)
	Prerequisite: ENGL 0950 or ELL 0850 with a grade of C or better or achievement of recommended score on the English placement testŁ
	Provides extended practice in critical reading, writing, and thinkingŁ Course content includes the writing process, essential composition skills, and critical reasoning in various rhetorical situationsŁ The course requires effectively reasoned and supported essays including an argumentative research paperŁ  (CC-fall, spr; CR & Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	ENGL 1130 APA Documentation, 1 credit
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ENGL 1120/1121
	In this course, students will learn to correctly format and implement APA-style documentation for college-level assignmentsŁ Students will gain confidence as they learn reasons for documentation and focus on various types of documentation that apply to different writing situationsŁ (CR & Online: fall, spr)
	ENGL 2202* Introduction to Literary Studies, 3 credits  
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6A & 7)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of ENGL 1120/1121 is recommendedŁ
	Students will study at least one example of each of the major forms/genres of literature: fiction, poetry, plays, and creative non-fictionŁ In addition to critical reading and discussion, the elements of literature, analysis, interpretation, and evaluation will be coveredŁ The course will introduce students to major approaches to literary criticism and to the use and documentation of literature research resourcesŁ The course will also deal with the issues of diversity and may be organized around a particula
	-
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	ENGL 2203 The Novel, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6A & 7)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of ENGL 1120 or ENGL 1121 is recommendedŁ
	In this course, students will study a diverse selection of novels to gain an awareness of their scope and varietyŁ Characters, setting, plot, theme, and other elements will be discussed in order to analyze, interpret, and evaluate their significanceŁ The course will also highlight diversity and may be organized around a particular topic or themeŁ (CR & CC-fall odd years; Online: fall even years, spr, sum)
	-

	ENGL 2204* Short Stories, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6A & 7)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of ENGL 1120 or ENGL 1121 is recommendedŁ
	In this course, students will read selected short stories to explore the scope and variety of this form of literatureŁ Point of view, characterization, language, and other elements will be emphasized; students will analyze, interpret, and evaluate the storiesŁ The course will also highlight diversity and may be organized around a particular topic or themeŁ (CR-fall even years, spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	ENGL 2207 Drama, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6A & 7)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of ENGL 1120/1121 is recommendedŁ
	Students will read a variety of plays to examine a form of literature that can be read or experienced in a theatreŁ Character, dialogue, setting, theme, and other elements will be examined in order to analyze, interpret, and evaluate the dramasŁ Students may be asked to attend one or more live performancesŁ There may be an additional fee for attending off-campus plays (fee varies by theatre and performance)Ł (CC-spr odd years; Online: spr even years)
	ENGL 2208* Poetry, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6A & 7)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of ENGL 1120 or ENGL 1121 is recommendedŁ
	This course introduces students to poetry as a form of literatureŁ Figurative language, imagery, allusion, musical devices, pattern, sound, and other poetic elements will be discussed in order to examine and more fully understand the content and meaning of a wide range of poemsŁ The course will also highlight diversity and may be organized around a particular topic or themeŁ (CR-fall; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	ENGL 2209 Children’s Literature, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6A & 7)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of ENGL 1120 or ENGL 1121 is recommendedŁ
	This course introduces students to the range of literature for children, to critical and affective responses to it, and to criteria for selecting such literatureŁ The course addresses interests of college students, educators, and parentsŁ (CR-spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-

	ENGL 2210 Global Literature, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6A & 8)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of ENGL 1120/1121 is recommendedŁ
	This course introduces students to literature from around the world, with the exception of the United States and BritainŁ It may particularly focus on, but not be limited to, literature from Africa, Asia, and Latin AmericaŁ Students will critically read and discuss, analyze, interpret, and evaluate the elements of literatureŁ Students will gain an understanding of literature in various genres  from different cultural contexts, particularly developing nations, colonial and postcolonial experiences, and works
	ENGL 2220 British Literature to 1800, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6A)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of ENGL 1120/1121 is recommendedŁ
	Introduces major British authors from the early 8th century through the 18thcenturyŁ  Readings and discussions will focus on the cultural and historical significance of the literatureŁ  Students will analyze, interpret, and evaluate the literary worksŁ  (CR-fall odd years; Online: fall even years)
	-

	ENGL 2225 British Literature Since 1800, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6A)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of ENGL 1120/1121 is recommendedŁ Introduces major British authors from the 19th century to todayŁ Readings and discussions will focus on the cultural and historical significance of the literatureŁ Students will analyze, interpret, and evaluate the literary worksŁ  (CR-spr even years; Online: spr odd years)
	ENGL 2230 American Literature to 1865, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6A & 7)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of ENGL 1120/1121 is recommendedŁ
	Focus on American literature from its beginnings (cŁaŁ 1600) to approximately 1865Ł Readings may include autobiographies, journals, sermons, and essays, as well as poetry and fictionŁ Students will gain a sense of the historical and cultural significance of the literature and will analyze, interpret, and evaluate the literary worksŁ (CR-fall even years; Online: fall odd years)
	-
	-

	ENGL 2235 American Literature Since 1865, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6A & 7)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of ENGL 1120/1121 is recommendedŁ
	Focus on American literature from approximately 1865 to the presentŁ Readings will include short fiction and poetry, but may also include novels, plays, essays, and other creative non-fictionŁ  Students will gain a sense of the historical and cultural significance of the literature and will analyze, interpret, and evaluate the literary worksŁ (CR-spr odd years; Online: spr even years)
	-

	ENGL 2241 Introduction to Creative Writing, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 1C & 6A)
	Prerequisite: Grade of C or better ENGL 1120/1121Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: A student who has not met the necessary prerequisites for the course, but strongly possesses the abilities necessary to complete the course successfully, should contact the instructor directlyŁ
	This course provides students an opportunity to practice the craft of writing literary fiction, creative nonfiction, and poetryŁ Guided by instruction in contemporary aesthetics, students will develop a disciplined writing and revising processŁ Students will also engage in the creative and analytical process of reading as writers, responding to both published and student texts in writing and in class discussionŁ (CR & CC fall; CR-spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-

	ENGL 2251 Creative Writing for Stage & Screen, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 1C & 6A)
	Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ENGL 1120/1121Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: A student who has not met the necessary prerequisites for the course, but strongly possesses the abilities necessary to complete the course successfully, should contact the instructor directlyŁ
	This course provides students an opportunity to write literary scripts for the stage and screenŁ Guided by instruction in contemporary aesthetics, students will develop disciplined writing and revising practicesŁ Students will also engage in the creative and analytical process of reading as writers, responding to both published and student texts in writing and in class discussionŁ (CR-fall odd years; Online: fall even years)
	ENGL 2261 Creative Nonfiction Writing, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 1C & 6A)
	Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ENGL 1120/1121Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: A student who has not met the necessary prerequisites for the course, but strongly possesses the abilities necessary to complete the course successfully, should contact the instructor directlyŁ
	In this course, students will study the art of creative literary nonfiction writing, focusing on various subgenres, such as literary memoir, personal essay, lyric essay, literary reportage, nonfiction short, and blended formsŁ Students will engage in the creative and analytical process of reading as writers, responding to both student and published texts in writing and in class discussionŁ Guided by instruction in contemporary aesthetics, students will develop disciplined writing and revising practicesŁ (CR
	ENGL 2262 Poetry Writing, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 1C & 6A)
	Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ENGL 1120/1121Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: A student who has not met the necessary prerequisites for the course, but strongly possesses the abilities necessary to complete the course successfully, should contact the instructor directlyŁ
	In this course, students will study and write contemporary literary poetry and basic formsŁ Students will engage in the creative and analytical process of reading as writers, responding to both student and published texts in writing and in class discussionŁ Guided by instruction in contemporary aesthetics, students will develop disciplined writing and revising practicesŁ (CR-fall; Online: spr)
	ENGL 2263 Fiction Writing, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 1C & 6A)
	Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ENGL 1120/1121Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: A student who has not met the necessary prerequisites for the course, but strongly possesses the abilities necessary to complete the course successfully, should contact the instructor directlyŁ
	In this course, students will study and write contemporary literary fictionŁ Students will engage in the creative and analytical process of reading as writers, responding to both student and published texts in writing and in-class discussionŁ Guided by instruction in contemporary aesthetics, students will develop disciplined writing and revising practicesŁ (CR-spr; Online: fall)
	ENGL 2271 Creative Writing for Children & Young Adults, 3 
	credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 1C & 6A)
	Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ENGL 1120/1121Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: A student who has not met the necessary prerequisites for the course, but strongly possesses the abilities necessary to complete the course successfully, should contact the instructor directlyŁ
	In this course, students will practice the craft of writing in all three of the sub-genres: picture books, middle grade, and young adultŁ Guided by instruction in contemporary aesthetics, students will develop disciplined writing and revising practicesŁ  (CR-fall odd years; Online: spr odd years)
	ENGL 2281 A Writer’s Life: Paths to Publication, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: ENGL 1120/1121
	This course provides an opportunity for student writers to learn about the basic practices of submitting writing for publication in magazines and journals as well as full-length manuscript submission to agents and publishersŁ Students will learn about creative writing marketing and promotion from working writers, editors, and publishers and will understand the function of résumés, reviews, interviews, websites, book proposals, job opportunities, literary grant applications, and moreŁ  (CR-spr; Online: fall)
	-
	-
	-

	ENGL 2291 Manuscript Development, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: Permission of InstructorŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: The ability to work independently and meet deadlinesŁ ENGL 2241, 2251, 2261, 2262, 2263, and 2271Ł
	-

	This course offers students the opportunity to revise previous creative writing coursework into a polished literary manuscript in poetry, fiction, play/screenwriting, or creative nonfiction ready for publication or a professional or academic portfolioŁ (CR & CC-fall, spr) 
	-

	ENGL 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in English successfully completedŁ Designed to offer the student the opportunity to do extensive programming or research on a specific topic in EnglishŁ
	English Language Learner
	English Language Learner
	English Language Learner


	ELL 0790 Preparing for College Writing, 4 credits
	Prerequisite: A qualifying score on the Accuplacer ESL (LOEP) testŁ  
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Ability to understand basic written and oral instructions in EnglishŁ
	-

	ELL 0790 is the beginning developmental writing course for non-native speakers of academic EnglishŁ Entry into the course is based on the student’s score on the Accuplacer ESL testŁ The goal of the class is to introduce all of the skills and habits necessary for success in ELL 0850 and, eventually, ENGL 1121: College Writing and Critical ReadingŁ This course begins to prepare students for college writing in the United States and provides students with opportunities to develop confidence, competence, and flu
	-
	-
	-
	-

	ELL 0810 Preparing for College Reading, 4 credits
	Prerequisite: A qualifying score on the Accuplacer ESL (LOEP) testŁ  
	ELL 0810 is the beginning developmental reading course for non-native speakers of EnglishŁ Entry into the course is based on the student’s score on the Accuplacer ESL reading testŁ The goal of the class is to introduce all of the skills and habits necessary for success in ELL 0870 and, eventually, ENGL 1121: College Writing and Critical ReadingŁ This course begins to prepare students for college reading in the United States and provides students with opportunities to develop confidence, competence, and flue
	-

	ELL 0850 Elements of College Writing, 4 credits
	Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ELL 0790 or achievement of the recommended score on the Accuplacer ESL (LOEP) testŁ 
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ELL 0790 or equivalent skills and an ability to understand written and oral instructions in EnglishŁ
	ELL 0850 is the intermediate developmental writing course for non-native speakers of academic EnglishŁ Entry into the course is based on completion of ELL 0790 with a C or better or the Accuplacer ESL testŁ Students can expect to develop the skills and habits necessary for success in ENGL 1121: College Writing and Critical Reading, including writing, revising and editing essays and using thesis statements and evidence to establish a credible academic toneŁ Students will read and analyze their own and other’
	-
	-

	ELL 0870 Elements of College Reading, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in ELL 0810 or achievement of the recommended score on the Accuplacer ESL (LOEP) testŁ  
	ELL 0870 is the intermediate developmental reading course for non-native speakers of EnglishŁ Entry into the course is based on completion of ELL 0810 with a C or better or the appropriate Accuplacer ESL test scoreŁ Students can expect to develop the reading skills and habits necessary for success in ENGL 1121: College Writing and Critical Reading, including an understanding of reading as a process, strategies for learning new words, including identifying Greek and Latin roots, connecting ideas in reading t
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Foreign Language
	Foreign Language
	Foreign Language


	See separate course listings for American Sign Language, Chinese, French, German, and Spanish.
	-

	Foreign Language Enrollment Guidelines
	Students are advised to take into consideration both their previous classroom experience (high school equivalencies are listed below) as well as their score on the placement test before enrolling in a World Language course at Anoka-RamseyŁ
	-

	General Guidelines for High School Equivalencies
	Students with no language experience, or only one year of high school language, enroll in 1101Ł
	Students who have successfully completed two years of high school language,  enroll in 1102Ł
	-

	Students who have successfully completed four years of high school language, enroll in 2201Ł
	-

	Note: earning a C or higher is considered “successful completion”Ł
	World Language Placement Test
	The above are only general guidelines and do not take into account factors such as individual student learning and retention or exposure to the language outside the classroomŁ Therefore, students enrolling in Spanish, French or German are strongly encouraged to take the Language Placement Test before registeringŁ The test is free, takes approximately 20 minutes, and may be taken from any computer with an Internet connectionŁ
	-
	-
	-

	Upon completing the test, you will immediately be provided with a score and a suggested course level for enrollmentŁ If those results do not agree with the guidelines listed above, you may retake the test and average your scores (you will not have the same questions as the test is different each time)Ł If you are still uncertain as to which level is appropriate for you, contact a language instructorŁ  
	Information about the placement test is found here: Ł
	A
	nokaRamseyŁedu/
	nokaRamseyŁedu/
	academics/departments-faculty/world-languages/#placement-testing


	French
	French
	French


	See Foreign Language for Enrollment Guidelines above.
	FREN 1101 Beginning French Language & Culture I, 5 credits  
	(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8)  
	The first course in a four semester (two year) sequenceŁ In FREN 1101 (French I) students learn basic French grammar such as verb conjugation and adjective agreement and practice the basic skills of speaking, listening, reading and writing in the present tense with an emphasis upon correct oral and written expression and aural comprehensionŁ Students are also introduced to various aspects of French culture in France and in French speaking countries around the world in the text and through videos and present
	FREN 1102 Beginning French Language & Culture II, 5 credits  
	(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: FREN 1101 or two years of French in high school with a score of 180 or higher on the French placement testŁ To take the placement test, go to: Ł
	-
	A
	nokaRamseyŁedu/placement
	nokaRamseyŁedu/placement


	The second in a four-semester (two-year) sequence, FREN 1102 (French II) builds on the grammar and skills acquired in French I and involves more complex grammatical forms such as object pronouns and practice of the basic skills of  listening, speaking, reading and writingŁ Emphasis is upon correct oral expression, grammatical constructions and aural comprehension, particularly in the past tenseŁ Students also examine aspects of French culture in the French-speaking world and in France as illustrated in the 
	-

	FREN 1111 Introduction to French Culture, 3 credits  
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as HUM 1311) 
	Introduction to the civilization and culture of the French-speaking world, with emphasis on the comparison of cultures and on present trends in political and social life, literature and the artsŁ This course is taught in English; no previous knowledge of French is requiredŁ (CR-fall)
	FREN 2200 Field Study Abroad, 1-3 credits
	(Cross-listed as HUM 2200) 
	Takes students to France or another French-speaking country to observe firsthand both ancient and modern components of these civilizationsŁ When offered as a tour, a classroom segment will precede the trip, covering such topics as a brief history of the area to be visited, cultural differences, etcŁ No knowledge of French is requiredŁ 
	FREN 2201 Intermediate French Language & Culture I, 4 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8) 
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: FREN 1102 or four years French in high school with a score of 270 or higher on the French Placement testŁ To take the placement test, go to: Ł
	-
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/
	placement


	The third semester of the two-year sequence, FREN 2201 builds on grammar and language skills acquired in the first year language courses (such as present and past tenses and object pronouns), and to increase proficiency in listening, speaking, reading, and writing in French in more complex thematic contextsŁ While reviewing first year grammar and studying new grammar points, students explore cultural and historical themes and topics relating to the French speaking world: France, Canada, Belgium, as well as 
	-

	FREN 2202 Intermediate French Language & Culture II, 4 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8) 
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: FREN 2201 or at least four years of high school French and a score of 360 or higher on the French placement testŁ To take the placement test, go to: Ł
	http://wwwŁano
	http://wwwŁano
	-
	karamseyŁedu/placement


	The last semester of a 2-year language sequence, FREN 2202 builds on grammar and language skills acquired in the first three semester language courses by adding new grammar structures, such as the future and conditional tenses, with a particular emphasis on the non-indicative modes, such as the present and past subjunctive, as well as commandsŁ Through readings, videos and class discussion in the target language, students continue to explore cultural themes, with an emphasis on topics relating to modern soc
	-
	-

	FREN 2299 Independent Study, 1-4 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in French successfully completedŁ Designed to offer the student the opportunity to do extensive programming or research on a specific topic in FrenchŁ
	General Studies
	General Studies
	General Studies


	GSA 1100 College 100: Pathways to Success, 2 credits
	GSA 1100 College 100: Pathways to Success, 2 credits

	Provides essential information about the collegiate environment that 
	Provides essential information about the collegiate environment that 
	first-time or returning students need in order to enhance a successful 
	academic experienceŁ Provides an overview of skills in areas of self-under
	-
	standing, career planning and development, learning assistance, academic 
	survival, and lifestyleŁ

	Geography
	Geography
	Geography


	GEOG 1101 Geography of the United States, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5A & 10)
	Topical and regional presentation of physical and human geographic patterns of the United StatesŁ  (CR & CC fall; CR spr)
	-

	GEOG 1102 Introduction to Human Geography, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5A & 8)
	Human geography integrates the components of society such as population growth, distribution and demographics, culture (language and religion), urban contexts, political organization of the world, and global economics and developmentŁ These elements are interpreted spatially and related to the environment in which these societies operateŁ Case studies will be researched, analyzed and evaluated in laboratory sessionsŁ (CR-spr)
	-

	GEOG 1103 Physical Geography, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5A & 10)
	Topical study noting the major physical processes that cause the earth’s surface features and influence human habitation on this planetŁ (CR-fall, spr & sum; CC-spr)
	GEOG 1106 World Regional Geography, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5A & 8)
	Regional examination of the physical and human characteristics of the worldŁ (CR-fall & CC-spr)
	GEOG 1108 Minnesota Geography, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5A & 10)    
	Examination of the geographic patterns of physical and human resources of Minnesota, and the development of these patterns in a regional settingŁ (CR & CC-fall, spr)
	GEOG 1110 Introduction to Sustainability, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5A & 10) (Cross-listed as ANTH 1110)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level skills in Mathematics, Reading, and WritingŁ
	This course introduces students to the concept of sustainability and explores how today’s human societies can adapt in the face of global climate change, ecosystem degradation, and resource limitationsŁ The course focuses on key knowledge areas of sustainability theory and practice including population, ecosystems, global climate change, energy, agriculture, water, environmental economics and policy, ethics, and cultural historyŁ It will include discussions on maintaining ecological and environmental health
	-
	-
	-
	-

	GEOG 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in geography successfully completedŁ Designed to offer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specific topic in geographyŁ
	German
	German
	German


	See Foreign Language Enrollment Guidelines on page 147. 
	GERM 1101 Beginning German Language & Culture I, 5 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8)
	GERM 1101 is the first course in a four semester (two year) sequenceŁ In German I students learn basic German grammar such as verb conjugation and adjective agreement and practice the basic skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing in the present tense with an emphasis upon correct oral and written expressions and aural comprehensionŁ Students are also introduced to various aspects of German culture in Germany and in German speaking countries in the text and through videos and presentation, which m
	-

	GERM 1102 Beginning German Language & Culture II, 5 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: GERM 1101 or two years of German in high school with a score of 180 or higher on the German Placement testŁ To take the placement test, go to: Ł
	-
	http://wwwŁano
	http://wwwŁano
	-
	karamseyŁedu/placement


	The second in a four-semester (two-year) sequenceŁ GERM 1102 (German II) builds on the grammar and skills acquired in German I and involves more complex grammatical forms such as object pronouns and practice of the basic skills of listening, speaking, reading and writingŁ Emphasis is placed upon correct oral expression, grammatical constructions and aural comprehension, particularly in the past tenseŁ Students also examine aspects of German culture in German-speaking countries and in Germany as illustrated 
	-

	GERM 1111 Introduction to German Culture, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as HUM 1211)
	Introduction to the civilization and culture of the German-speaking world, with emphasis on the comparison of cultures and on present trends in political and social life, literature and the artsŁ This course is taught in English; no previous knowledge of German is requiredŁ
	GERM 2200 Field Study Abroad, 1-3 credits
	(Cross-listed as HUM 2200)
	Students travel to one or more German-speaking countries to observe firsthand both ancient and modern components of these civilizationsŁ When offered for credit, a classroom segment will precede the trip, covering such topics as a brief history of the area to be visited, cultural differences, etcŁ No foreign language knowledge is requiredŁ Student pays for their tour, including airfare (contact instructor for details)Ł
	-

	GERM 2201 Intermediate German Language & Culture I, 4 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: GERM 1102, or four years German in high school with a score of 270 or higher on the German placement testŁ To take the placement test, go to: Ł The third semester of the two-year sequence, GERM 2201 builds on grammar and language skills acquired in the first year language courses (such as present and past tenses and object pronouns), and to increase proficiency in listening, speaking, reading and writing in German in more complex thematic contextsŁ While reviewi
	-
	http://wwwŁano
	http://wwwŁano
	-
	karamseyŁedu/placement

	-

	GERM 2202 Intermediate German Language & Culture II, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: GERM 2201, or at least four years of high school German and a score of 360 or higher on the German placement testŁ To take the placement test, go to: Ł
	http://wwwŁ
	http://wwwŁ
	anokaramseyŁedu/placement


	The last in a four-semester sequence, GERM 2202 builds on grammar and language skills acquired in the first three semester language courses by adding new grammar structures, such as the subjunctive mood and passive voiceŁ Through readings, videos and class discussion in the target language, students continue to explore historical and contemporary society of the German-speaking worldŁ
	GERM 2299 Independent Study, 1-4 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in German successfully completedŁ Designed for students to do an in-depth study of a particular topic in GermanŁ Applicants must submit a written proposal describing their intended studyŁ
	-

	Health Care Core Curriculum
	Health Care Core Curriculum
	Health Care Core Curriculum


	HCCC 1000 Introduction to Healthcare Careers, 3 credits
	This course will familiarize students with the historical, philosophical, and social foundations of various healthcare careersŁ Students will explore career options within the fields of allied healthŁ Course content is designed to provide glimpses into a variety of aspects of health careers, to promote discussion, and to encourage critical reflection and self-explorationŁ The major course topics will guide students in exploring the influences of legal and ethical influences on health careers and how these i
	-

	HCCC 1600 Spanish for Healthcare Professionals, 3 credits
	(Cross-listed as NURS 1600 and SPAN 1600)
	(Cross-listed as NURS 1600 and SPAN 1600)

	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: SPAN 1101 (first-semes
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: SPAN 1101 (first-semes
	-
	ter Spanish) or one year of high school Spanish with a score of 100 or 
	higher on the Spanish placement test (note: to take the free online place
	-
	ment test, go to: 
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/placement
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/placement

	)Ł

	Designed for currently employed healthcare professionals seeking to ac
	Designed for currently employed healthcare professionals seeking to ac
	-
	quire continuing education credits or students who plan to work in the 
	healthcare industryŁ This course provides the basic tools to communicate 
	with Hispanic patients on topics such as family, health, medical condi
	-
	tions, medicine and nutritionŁ Spanish for Healthcare Professionals is not 
	intended for native Spanish speakersŁ However, students enrolling in this 
	course should already be familiar with elementary concepts such as greet
	-
	ings, the alphabet, telling time, and the basic principles of verb conjuga
	-
	tionŁ

	Health, Physical Education, Recreation
	Health, Physical Education, Recreation
	Health, Physical Education, Recreation


	HPER 1102 Drugs, Alcohol & Tobacco, 3 credits
	This course is the study of drugs, alcohol, and tobacco including behavioral effects on individuals, families, and society, and the programs for chemical dependency related to identification and rehabilitationŁ It is designed to provide students with the knowledge and skills necessary for understanding drug misuse, abuse, and addiction and to help them make informed decisions regarding their own drug useŁ (CC-fall; CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-
	-

	HPER 1103 First Aid & CPR, 3 credits
	This course consists of knowledge and skill in injury/illness recognition, first aid care and accident preventionŁ Content covers single-rescuer and team CPR and choking relief for infant, child and adult, as well as face and bag-mask ventilation and using an AEDŁ General knowledge of body systems, victim assessment, victim management, and victim stabilization is also addressedŁ American Heart Association Basic Life Support (BLS) Provider Certification and American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons Advanced Fi
	-

	HPER 1106 CPR Re-Certification-BLS For Health Care Providers, 1 credit
	-

	This course is for students who are currently certified in CPR (either basic or Professional Rescuer) as well as those students whose cards have expired within the last three monthsŁ Upon successful completion of this course, the student will receive a current two-year certification in CPR or Professional Rescuer and/or Basic CPRŁ (CR-fall & spr)
	-

	HPER 1108 Consumer Health, 3 credits
	This course will provide the student with the knowledge and skills to be effective health care consumersŁ Students will learn how to critically evaluate health issues and information using scientific principles, which will provide a framework for making informed choices when selecting products and servicesŁ (Online: fall & spr)
	-
	-

	HPER 1109 Introduction to Public Health, 3 credits
	This course is designed to provide students with a comprehensive overview of public health concepts and practices by reviewing the philosophical background, historical events, purposes, organizational tools, activities and results of public health practices in the United StatesŁ (Online: fall & spr)
	-
	-

	HPER 1110* Personal & Community Health, 3 credits
	This course is designed to look at health from a personal and community perspectiveŁ It includes an overview of concepts and concerns involving the many dimensions of health and give students knowledge and skills necessary to make informed health decisionsŁ  (CR-fall; Online: fall & spr)
	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	HPER 1112 Nutrition, 3 credits
	Overview of basic principles of nutrition are covered, as well as current problems and topics regarding both personal and world nutritionŁ Topics include contemporary issues such as food labeling, dieting practices, eating disorders, fitness, malnutrition, and nutrition throughout the life cycleŁ (CC-spr; CR & Online: fall & spr)
	HPER 1115 Stress Management, 3 credits
	(Cross-listed as PSYC 1115)
	This course is designed to provide students with a scientific basis for understanding stress along with pragmatic tools for dealing with stress in real-life situationsŁ Students will learn about theories and research to gain a better understanding of stress and will also gain direct experience using stress-management techniques such as breathing control, meditation, perception and thought modification, nutrition, exercise, time management, and many othersŁ  (CC, CR & Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-
	-

	HPER 1117 Introduction to Meditation & Mindfulness,
	1 credit
	(Cross-listed as PSYC 1117)
	Students will develop an understanding of the cultural and historical background of various forms of meditationŁ Current research on meditation and mindfulness practices in relation to mental and physical well-being will be examinedŁ Students will develop the ability to enter a calm and centered state of awareness through working with the body, the breath, and the mindŁ (CC-spr)
	-

	HPER 1120* Wellness for Life, 4 credits
	This course focuses on the knowledge and skills necessary for the development and enhancement of a healthy lifestyle throughout the life spanŁ  Students will develop skills to assess their current wellness levels and be able to develop a plan to positively enhance their personal health and fitness statusŁ (This four-credit course includes two credits of classroom instruction and two credits from a selected group of activity coursesŁ Students must register for HPER 1120 and the activity course concurrentlyŁ)
	-
	-

	(CC-fall; CR & Online: fall & spr)
	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	HPER 1123 Outdoor Activities, 1 credit
	This course will introduce the basic skills needed for several outdoor activitiesŁ Summer/fall activities may include: canoeing, kayaking, orienteering, rock climbing, adventure rope courses, hiking, camping, and outdoor cookingŁ Winter/spring activities may include cross-country skiing, snowshoeing, winter survival skills, winter campingŁ (CC-fall)
	-
	-
	-

	HPER 1134 Snowboarding, 1 credit
	Class meets off campus at a commercial ski/snowboard areaŁ Beginning through advanced snowboarding will be taughtŁ Students will be separated in groups according to snowboarding abilities at the ski/snowboard areaŁ An extra fee is required for lift ticketsŁ Equipment rental is available if needed, at the ski/snowboard areaŁ The student is required to arrange his/her own transportation to and from the ski areaŁ
	HPER 1144 Camping, 2 credits
	This course involves practices of principles and techniques related to outdoor campingŁ All students will participate in field trips, cookouts, tenting, etcŁ Basic skills related to outdoor living and appreciation of the outdoors are the main focusŁ Students need to have access to some camping equipment and be able to participate in a one week camping experienceŁ (CC-sum)
	-
	-
	-

	HPER 1145 Yoga, 1 credit
	This beginning level course is designed to establish a basic understanding of fitness and promote yoga as a lifelong activityŁ Students will focus on improving muscular strength, muscular endurance, flexibility, and balance through performing sequences of yoga posesŁ This course also emphasizes relaxation and breathing techniques to reduce stress and improve concentrationŁ Students will work toward achieving individual fitness goals and must be able to participate in yogaŁ (CC & CR-fall & spr)
	-

	HPER 1152 Aerobic Fitness, 2 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Must be able to participate in physical activityŁ
	-

	This course is designed to establish a basic understanding of fitness and promote aerobic exercise as a lifelong activityŁ The American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) and Centers for Disease Control (CDC) physical activity guidelines will provide a framework for developing fitness goals that emphasize optimal cardiovascular healthŁ Students will work toward achieving individual fitness goals and must be able to participate in aerobic exerciseŁ (CR-fall & spr)
	-

	HPER 1153 Zumba, 1 credit
	This is a course designed to focus on improving muscular strength, muscular endurance, cardiovascular endurance and coordination through Latin-inspired dance movementsŁ It is an instructor-led group fitness activity where students will learn choreographed stepsŁ No dance experience is necessaryŁ Students will work toward achieving individual fitness goals and must be able to participate in ZumbaŁ
	-

	HPER 1157 Tennis, 1 credit
	This course is designed to introduce beginning skills, techniques, rules and strategies for the beginning tennis playerŁ Emphasis is on correct form, timing, and court movement, as well as an appreciation of tennis as a lifetime activityŁ Students will work toward achieving individual goals and must be able to participate in tennisŁ
	HPER 1159 Bowling, 1 credit
	This course is designed to introduce basic bowling skills, techniques and rulesŁ Emphasis will be placed on fundamentals, etiquette and scoring, as well as an appreciation of bowling as a lifetime activityŁ Students will work toward achieving individual goals and must be able to participate in bowling (CR-fall & spr)
	-

	HPER 1160 Weight Training & Conditioning, 2 credits
	This course is designed to establish a basic understanding of fitness and promote weight training and conditioning as a lifelong activityŁ The American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) and Centers for Disease Control (CDC) physical activity guidelines provide a framework for developing fitness goals that emphasize optimal cardiovascular healthŁ Students will work toward achieving individual goals and must be able to participate in weight training and conditioningŁ (CC & CR-fall & spr)
	-

	HPER 1164 Racquet Sports,1 credit
	This course is designed to introduce beginning skills, techniques, rules and strategies for the beginning tennis, badminton and pickleball playerŁ Emphasis is on correct form, timing, and court movement, as well as an appreciation of tennis, badminton and pickleball as a lifetime activityŁ Students will work toward achieving individual goals and must be able to participate in these activitiesŁ
	-

	HPER 1165 Fitness Walking, 2 credits
	This course is designed to establish a basic understanding of fitness and promote walking as a lifelong activityŁ The American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) and Centers for Disease Control (CDC) physical activity guidelines will provide a framework for developing fitness goals that emphasize optimal cardiovascular healthŁ Students will work toward achieving individual goals and must be able to participate in fitness walkingŁ (CC-fall; CR & Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-

	HPER 1166 Jogging/Running, 2 credits
	This course is designed to establish a basic understanding of fitness and promote jogging/running as a lifelong activityŁ The American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) and Centers for Disease Control (CDC) physical activity guidelines will provide a framework for developing fitness goals that emphasize optimal cardiovascular healthŁ Students will work toward achieving indvidual goals and must be able to participate in jogging/runningŁ (CR & Online: fall & spr)
	-
	-

	HPER 1169 Pickleball, 1 credit
	Pickleball is a modernized racquet game incorporating skills from tennis, badminton, and racquetballŁ  This class is designed to improve level of individual pickleball skills as well as concepts of team playŁ  Focus will be on skills, teamwork, knowledge of the game, as well as looking at pickleball as a lifetime activityŁ
	-

	HPER 1170 Intermediate Weight Training & Conditioning, 2 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework; Experience in weight trainingŁ
	This course is designed to establish a basic understanding of fitness and is for students with experience in weight training whose interests involve the development of an exercise program based on their individual needs and fitness levelŁ The American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) and Centers for Disease Control (CDC) physical activity guidelines will provide a framework for developing fitness goals that emphasize optimal cardiovascular healthŁ Students will work toward achieving individual goals and mu
	-
	-

	HPER 1171 Bicycling, 1 credit
	This course is an introduction to bicycling for leisure and exerciseŁ It is designed to introduce basic bicycling skills, maintenance, and safetyŁ Emphasis will be placed on techniques as well as an appreciation for bicycling as a lifetime activityŁ Students need to have access to a heart rate monitor, a bicycle, and a bike helmetŁ (CR & Online: fall)
	-

	HPER 1175 Volleyball, 1 credit
	This course is designed to introduce the basic fundamentals of volleyballŁ Students will learn the rules, strategies and proper etiquette as well as an appreciation of volleyball as a lifetime activityŁ The ability to perform the fundamentals will be demonstrated in game situationsŁ Students will work toward achieving individual goals and must be able to participate in volleyballŁ
	-

	HPER 1200 Anatomy of Movement, 2 credits
	This course addresses the physiological and mechanical basis of movementŁ Topics include muscle physiology and types of muscle contractions, the body planes in which various movements occur, and the bones, muscles, and other structures that enable and support movementŁ This course is designed for the student pursuing a career in the fitness industry and/or a certificate in the Fitness Specialist program, the AŁSŁ in Exercise Science, as well as those interested in furthering their understanding of the effec
	HPER 1205* Introduction to Exercise Science, 2 credits
	This course is designed to take a broad-based look at the field of Exercise ScienceŁ We will explore not only the historical and philosophical foundations of the field of exercise science, but also look into career exploration that surrounds this field of studyŁ It is designed to introduce students to all aspects of Exercise Science and what students can do within this broad area of studyŁ (CR-fall & spr)
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	HPER 2205* Prevention & Care of Athletic Injuries, 2 credits
	Introductory class to basic athletic trainingŁ Class will cover a variety of topics including anatomy, injury prevention, conditioning, healing, injury care, rehabilitation, and practical skills such as taping and wrappingŁ  (CC-fall; CR-fall & spr)
	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	HPER 2206 Exercise Physiology, 4 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Basic understanding of anatomy and physiology as well as basic wellness concepts, including weight training, conditioning, and aerobic fitnessŁ
	This course introduces the science behind physical movement, and provides students with an overview of the acute and chronic effects of physical activity and training on various systems of the body, including the musculoskeletal, cardiorespiratory and nervous systemsŁ This course is designed for students pursuing a career in the fitness industry as well as those interested in furthering their understanding of the effects of exercise on the human bodyŁ Students must be able to participate in the performance 
	-
	-
	-

	HPER 2207 Fitness Testing & Exercise Prescription, 2 credits
	Prerequisite: HPER 1200
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Basic understanding of anatomy and physiology as well as basic wellness concepts, including weight training, conditioning, and aerobic fitnessŁ
	This course provides an overview of how to assess cardiorespiratory endurance, muscular strength and endurance, flexibility, body fat, pulmonary function, blood pressure and evaluate the resultsŁ Emphasis is placed on determining the appropriate test, conducting the test, evaluating the results, and creating an exercise programŁ This course is designed for the student pursuing a career in the fitness industry, a certificate in the proposed Fitness Specialist Program, as well as those interested in furtherin
	-
	-
	-

	HPER 2208 Concepts in Personal Training, 2 credits 
	Prerequisite: Permission of InstructorŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: HPER 2207 strongly recommendedŁ Basic understanding of human anatomy and physiology principles as well as basic fitness concepts, including weight training, conditioning, and aerobic fitness conceptsŁ
	-

	This course is designed to familiarize and reinforce students’ understanding of personal training concepts and will help students prepare for a national personal trainer certification examŁ Concepts will include implementation and modification of exercise recommendations and programs, behavior modification, communication and professionalism, and business and legal considerationsŁ Students may practice and/or supervise various fitness assessment tests to ensure skill masteryŁ  (CR-spr)
	-
	-
	-

	HPER 2210/2211/2215/2217/2219 Intercollegiate Sports, 0-1 credit
	Prerequisite: Permission of Varsity Coach requiredŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Recent participant in the sport at high school level, high level of fitness and athleticism, varsity team member based on tryout with the coachŁ
	Fundamentals, techniques, strategy, practice and competition in intercollegiate sportsŁ No more than one (1) course from intercollegiate sports may be applied toward the wellness requirementŁ Students may repeat the course to gain a maximum of 2 credits per sportŁ
	-

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	HPER 2210 Intercollegiate Baseball (CR-spr)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	HPER 2211 Intercollegiate Basketball (CR-fall & spr)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	HPER 2215 Intercollegiate Soccer (CR-fall)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	HPER 2217 Intercollegiate Softball (CC-spr)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	HPER 2219 Intercollegiate Volleyball (CR-fall)


	HPER 2230 Introduction to Sport Management, 3 credits
	This course is designed to introduce the student to the field of Sport ManagementŁ It includes a broad base of topics pertaining to the sport, fitness, and recreation industriesŁ Topics include: youth sport, interscholastic sport, intercollegiate sport, professional sport, international sport, fitness and recreational sport, marketing, media and communications, event and facility management, legal and ethical challenges, sport and society and current events related to sportŁ (CR-spr)
	-
	-

	HPER 2240 Coaching  & Officiating Theory, 3 credits
	This course covers the following topics: communication styles, coaching philosophies, officiating styles, behavior management in sport, teaching progression, game management for coaches and officials, psychology of coaching, conflict management, and the fundamentals of physical trainingŁ (CR-spr)
	-

	HPER 2296 Field Experience & Seminar for Fitness Specialist, 2 credits
	Prerequisite: Permission of InstructorŁ
	This course will provide the student with the opportunity to focus on knowledge gained in the Health and Physical Education classesŁ It will allow students to perform hands-on work experience to help direct their individual learningŁ (CR-fall & spr)
	HPER 2297 Field Experience & Seminar in Athletic Coaching, 2 credits
	Prerequisite: Permission of InstructorŁ
	This course will provide the student with the opportunity to focus on knowledge gained in the Athletic Coaching classesŁ It will allow students to perform hands-on work experience to help direct their individual learningŁ  (CR-fall & spr)
	-

	HPER 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Completion of Wellness requirementŁ Designed to offer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specific topic in public health or physical educationŁ
	-

	History
	History
	History


	HIST 1101 Minnesota History, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 5C) 
	This course is a survey of Minnesota history – the people, institutions, and cultural traditions from geologic origins to the presentŁ It includes such topics as the Ice Age, indigenous peoples, exploration and the French fur trade, red-white relations, the treaty process, and social, economic and political developmentsŁ It may include field trips to historic sitesŁ (CR-fall; Online: spr & sum)
	HIST 1103 Contemporary World History, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 8) 
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: One year of UŁSŁ and World History in high school is recommendedŁ
	This course is a historical analysis of the contemporary world in global perspective from the aftermath of World War II to the presentŁ Topics surveyed will include such areas as WWII and the Peace, Cold War containment, global, social and economic patterns, neo-imperialism, decolonization, peace initiatives; local and international perspectives of global conditions and events; and global terrorismŁ (CR-fall & spr; Online: spr)
	-
	-

	HIST 1110 World War II, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 8) 
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: One year of UŁSŁ or World History in high school is recommendedŁ
	This course is a historical introduction to WWII including analysis of such topics as the causes of war and peace; strategy, tactics and technologies in the major theatres; political and military leadership; and war crimesŁ (CR-fall & spr; CC-spr)
	HIST 1111* Modern World Civilizations I: 1500-1870, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 8)   
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: One social science and/or writing course at college level recommendedŁ
	This course is a survey of world civilizations from about 1500–1870 emphasizing major historical transformations and processes that have shaped the interrelated global experienceŁ Topics include Reformation, colonization, mercantile imperialism, Enlightenment, the French Revolution, 19th Century Liberalism, industrialization, urbanization, socialism, and nationalism as they have affected life in Europe, the Middle East, Asia, South America, and AfricaŁ (CR-spr; Online: fall)
	-
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	HIST 1121* Modern World Civilizations II: 1870 to the Present, 4 credits  
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 8) 
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: One social science and/or writing course at college level recommendedŁ
	This course is a survey of world civilizations from about 1870 to the present emphasizing major historical transformations and processes that have shaped the global experienceŁ Topics will include capitalism and imperialism, social turmoil in the West, Russian Revolution, World War I, totalitarianism, world depression, World War II, the Cold War and neo-imperialism, decolonization and globalization, as they have affected life in Europe, the Middle East, Asia, South America and AfricaŁ (CC & CR-fall; Online:
	-
	-
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	HIST 1141* Ancient & Medieval World History, 4 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5C)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: One social science course and one writing course at college levelŁ 
	This course is a survey of human pre-history, the agricultural revolution, and rise and fall of civilizations in Africa, Asia, the Americas, and Europe from ancient times through the medieval periodŁ (CR-fall & spr)
	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	HIST 1160 History of Africa, 4 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 8)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: One social science and/or writing course at college level recommendedŁ 
	A study of the history of Africa, from pre-historic times to the present, that explores the rich and diverse heritage of the African peoples, the myths, stereotypes of and the historical dynamic between the West and Africa and its impact in today’s world, and develops an understanding of both Africa’s potential and the social, economic and political difficulties facing the continent in the modern ageŁ
	HIST 2211* U.S. History I, 4 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 9)
	This course is a survey of UŁSŁ History to about 1876 including such topics as indigenous peoples, exploration, colonial times, the American Revolution and Constitution, the young republic, growth of democracy, territorial expansion, slavery, Civil War, and ReconstructionŁ (CC & CR-spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	HIST 2221* U.S. History II, 4 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 9)
	Survey of UŁSŁ history from about 1877-present including such topics as industrialization, Populist protest, UŁSŁ imperialism, progressivism, the Great War, the Great Depression, the New Deal, WWII, and the post-war eraŁ (CC & CR-fall; CR-spr; Online: sum)
	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	HIST 2240 America in the Vietnam Era, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 9)  
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: One college-level social science and/or writing course is recommendedŁ
	This course is a historical introduction to the Vietnam War and the dramatic social, economic, cultural, and political transformations of the Vietnam eraŁ It includes the French Conquest, rise of nationalism, WWII and the Cold War containment, secret CIA operations, civil rights movement, Environmental movement, Black Power, counterculture, political murder, anti-war movement, Watergate, Pentagon/VA transgressions, and normalizationsŁ (Online: spr)
	-
	-
	-

	HIST 2242 History of Women in Modern America, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 7)  (Cross-listed as WGST 2242) 
	This course examines women’s experiences in America from 1900 to the presentŁ We will consider the relationship between race, class, gender, and sexuality as we learn about women’s roles as reformers, consumers, activists, students, mothers, workers, immigrants, etcŁ Topics covered include African-American women and the “Jim Crow” south, women’s participation in reform movements, the achievement of the right to vote and the debate about the Equal Rights Amendment, women in the “Roaring Twenties” and Great D
	-
	-
	-
	-

	HIST 2262* History of Britain in the Middle Ages, 3 credits  
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5C)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level history course is recommendedŁ
	This course will provide a survey of the history of Britain, from the ancient period including the Celts (Roman invasion, Artorius (Arthur legend), Angles/Saxons/Jutes), through the High Middle Ages (Viking invasions, Celtic Church, Roman Church, Norman Invasion), up to the end of the fourteenth century (Magna Carta, Crusades, Scottish War for Independence, Welsh Rebellion, Hundred Years War, etcŁ)Ł
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	HIST 2280 History of Immigration and Ethnicity in the United States, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 7)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading and writingŁ
	This course examines the experiences of immigrants and ethnic groups in the United States from the colonial period to the presentŁ Topics covered include: unfree labor in the colonial period, the Atlantic slave trade, relocation of American Indians, and the experiences of immigrant groups throughout UŁSŁ history, with a focus on Minnesota’s largest ethnic and immigrant groupsŁ We will discuss examples of discrimination against ethnic groups, and how government immigration policies have changed, often in res
	-

	HIST 2282 Warfare in the Ancient & Medieval World, 3 credits   
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5C)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: HIST 1141
	This course is a historical introduction to warfare in the ancient and medieval world including analysis of such topics as the causes of war and peace; strategy, tactics, and technologies in Europe and the Middle East; and the political and military leadershipŁ (CR-fall)
	-

	HIST 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in history successfully completedŁ Designed to offer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specific topic in historyŁ
	Human Resources
	Human Resources
	Human Resources


	See separate course listings for Business beginning on page 135.
	Human Services
	Human Services
	Human Services


	HSER 1100 Nursing Assistant Registered (NAR)/ Home Health Aide, 4 credits
	Designed to prepare students for entry-level jobs in nursing homes, home health care, private homes, and other health-care facilitiesŁ Course provides instruction and practice of basic nursing skills, communication skills, infection control techniques, mental health, and social service needsŁ The Nursing Assistant/Home Health Aide will be able to perform tasks related to resident care and supportive to nursing servicesŁ Following successful completion of this course the student will be eligible to sit for t
	-
	-

	Humanities
	Humanities
	Humanities


	HUM 1103 Introduction to Film Studies, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 6B)
	This course is a study of the main elements and art of filmŁ It is designed to create more sophisticated, aware, and critical film viewersŁ The course incorporates film screenings, weekly readings, writing assignments, and discussionsŁ Students must be prepared to access and view all course films outside of classŁ (Online: fall & spr)
	HUM 1104 Developing a Philosophy of Life, 2 credits
	Focuses upon the three major issues which every human being must face in developing a philosophy of life: man’s relation to nature; man’s relation to his/her fellow man; man’s relation to him/herselfŁ Through speakers, reading the newspaper and other articles, journals, lectures and discussion groups, the course will try to expand the student’s awareness of the major issues of our timeŁ It will also try to enable the student to form a clear and well-defended point of view in relation to these issuesŁ
	HUM 1111 Spanish & Latin American Culture: Pre-Columbian Civilizations, 3 credits
	-

	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as SPAN 1111)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading skills (in English)Ł
	Acquaints students with the civilizations and cultures of Spain and Latin America, with an emphasis on Pre-Columbian civilizations that existed before the arrival of the Spaniards, including the Olmec, Maya, Toltec and Aztec civilizationsŁ The destruction of the Pre-Columbian civilizations by the Conquistadors will also be analyzedŁ This course is taught in English; no previous knowledge of Spanish is requiredŁ 
	HUM 1112 Spanish & Latin American Culture: Conquest to present, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as SPAN 1112)
	An introduction to the culture of the Spanish-speaking world from the time of the Spanish Conquest to the present with respect to politics and social life, literature, religion, music and the artsŁ Through assigned readings and multi-media presentations students will discover the rich variety of Hispanic cultures that exist today and how have they developed over the past 500 yearsŁ (CR-fall)
	-

	HUM 1141 Humanities in the Age of Enlightenment, 3 credits  
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) 
	In this course, students will study the development and transformation of Western culture that began in the 17th century and climaxed in the Scientific Revolution and the Age of Enlightenment of the 18th centuryŁ The course emphasizes ideas in their time frame; illustrates how creative achievements like music, art, literature, philosophy, architecture, science, and society influence one another; and provides an understanding of how people inherit as well as create cultureŁ  (Online: fall)
	HUM 1151 Humanities in the Era of Romanticism & Realism, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) 
	In this course, students will study 19th century Western culture, emphasizing ideas associated with the age of romanticism, the development of socialism, feminism, industrialization, and evolutionary theoryŁ Illustrates how 19th century creative achievements like music, art, literature, philosophy, architecture, science, and society influence one another and reflect their timesŁ Provides an understanding of how people inherit as well as create cultureŁ (CR-spr)
	-
	-

	HUM 1161 Humanities in the Modern to Postmodern World, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) 
	This course covers the development and transformation of Western culture that began in the 19th century and continues in the 21st centuryŁ Illustrates how creative achievements like music, art, literature, philosophy, architecture, science, and society respond to, and reflect, the 20th century experiences of totalitarianism, mass society, modern technology, and world warŁ Provides an understanding of how people inherit, as well as create, culture, and how new ideas contribute to a continuing dialogue about 
	-

	HUM 1171 Seminar in Humanities, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8)  
	This course provides a directed, in-depth study in the humanities with a focus that is interdisciplinary, with ties to economic and sociological concerns, and pertinent to different international and cultural perspectivesŁ This course is designed to provide students with a forum for exploration of a theme within the humanitiesŁ Students will examine international, multicultural, and interdisciplinary aspects of this theme gathered from lectures, presentations, readings, and individual and collective researc
	-

	HUM 1200 Introduction to Global Studies, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 8 & 9)  
	This course introduces students to the interdisciplinary field of global studiesŁ The student will learn to see the world as a global citizen with an understanding of how economics, politics, religions, cultures, and the arts all interact across regions and nations to address issues critical for our well-beingŁ (CR-fall & spr; Online: sum)
	HUM 1211 Introduction to German Culture, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as GERM 1111)
	Introduction to the civilization and culture of the German-speaking world, with emphasis on the comparison of cultures and on present trends in political and social life, literature and the artsŁ This course is taught in English; no previous knowledge of German is requiredŁ
	HUM 1311 Introduction to French Culture, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as FREN 1111)
	Introduction to the civilization and culture of the French-speaking world, with emphasis on the comparison of cultures and on present trends in political and social life, literature and the artsŁ This course is taught in English; no previous knowledge of French is requiredŁ  (CR-fall) 
	HUM 1411 Introduction to Chinese Culture, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as CHIN 1111)
	This is an introductory course to China and its cultural heritageŁ HUM 1411 surveys the development of China from the ancient period to the modern era, exploring the country’s customs, political institutions; economic development; history, religion and philosophy; literature, art and architecture; as well as science and technologyŁ
	-

	HUM 1511 Introduction to Islam and Culture, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 8 & 9)
	This course aims to foster an accurate and nuanced understanding of Islam in its influence upon, and development within, many culturesŁ The course will introduce students to the foundational events and historical development of Islam as a religion and a culture within diverse political structures throughout the Muslim worldŁ Special attention will also be given to the contemporary Muslim world and dialogue with Western cultureŁ (CR-fall & spr) 
	-

	HUM 1611 Arab History and Cultures, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8)
	This course presents an overview of Arab history and culturesŁ Students will explore the developments and experiences of Arabs through a study of geography, governance, religion, ethnicity, gender, class, the arts and humanities, and daily lifeŁ In addition to a historical context, the course will include current political and social issues pertaining to relations between Arabs and non-Arabs throughout the worldŁ  (CR-fall)
	-

	HUM 2200 Field Study Abroad, 1-3 credits  
	(Cross-listed as CHIN 2200, FREN 2200, GERM 2200, or SPAN 2200) 
	Students travel to one or more countries to observe firsthand both ancient and modern components of these civilizationsŁ When offered for credit, a classroom segment will precede the trip, covering such topics as a brief history of the area to be visited, cultural differences, etcŁ No foreign language knowledge is requiredŁ
	-

	HUM 2231 Introduction to Africa, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8)  
	This course is designed to introduce students to AfricaŁ It examines the geographic, historical, and cultural diversity of North, East, West, and Southern Africa societies and provides an understanding of modern Africa by exploring African literature, art, music, political and economic structures, and social structuresŁ Applicable to world and global studies requirementsŁ (CR-spr)
	-
	-

	HUM 2232 Women in Western Civilization, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 7)
	This course offers the study of women within the cultural history of Western civilizationŁ It examines significant events and ideas from antiquity to the present that have affected women's lives and position in society and studies the artistic and intellectual contributions of women to the development of the Western worldŁ (Online: fall & spr)
	-
	-

	HUM 2233 Women in American Culture, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 7) (Cross-listed as WGST 2233)
	This course is designed to introduce students to issues of gender, class, and race in the United States’ social and cultural historiesŁ It examines the cultural legacies and traditions which have shaped both the past and presentŁ It also provides appreciation for the role women have had in this country’s progress and examines the impact gender assumptions play in work, social values, and directions for our nation’s futureŁ (Online: fall)
	-

	HUM 2234 Women in a Global Perspective, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as WGST 2234)
	This course introduces the study of gender and women’s issues in countries outside the USAŁ It is designed to examine issues of cultural diversity, race, class, religious and social structures, literature and the arts, politics and economic development in areas such as China, Africa, the Pacific Rim, the Middle East, Europe, Russia, and Latin AmericaŁ (CR-fall; Online: spr)
	HUM 2241 Heritage of the Western World: Greek World, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) 
	In this course, students will study, in historical context, the literature and art produced during the ancient Greek world that has proved of enduring value or influence in molding contemporary cultureŁ Works will be read either in their entirety or in part (eŁgŁ, The Iliad, The Odyssey, Oedipus, Aeschylus, Euripides, The Poetics, Aristophanes’ The Clouds)Ł Art and architecture of the period will also be consideredŁ (Online: fall)
	-

	HUM 2251 Heritage of the Western World: Rome & Christianity, 3 credits 
	-

	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) 
	In this course, students will study, in historical context, the literature and art produced during the ancient Roman world that has proved of enduring value or influence upon contemporary cultureŁ Works will be read either in their entirety or in part (eŁgŁ, Satires of Juvenal, Catullus’ Odi et Amo, Vergil’s Aeneid, Metamorphoses of Ovid, Pseudolus of Plautus, New Testament, Confessions of StŁ Augustin)Ł Art and architecture from the period will also be consideredŁ
	-

	HUM 2261 Heritage of the Western World: Medieval World,
	3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) 
	In this course, students will study, in historical context, the literature and art produced during the ancient and medieval world that has proved of enduring value or influence in molding contemporary cultureŁ Works will be read either in their entirety or in part (eŁgŁ, Beowulf, Song of Roland, Dante’s Divine Comedy, Decameron, Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, Sir Gawain and the Green Knight)Ł Art and architecture of the period will also be consideredŁ
	-

	HUM 2271 Heritage of the Western World: Renaissance & Reformation, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) 
	In this course, students will study, in historical context, the literature and art produced during the Renaissance and Reformation that has proved of enduring value or influence in molding contemporary cultureŁ Works will be read either in their entirety or in part (eŁgŁ, Christine de Pisan’s Book of the City of Ladies, Pico’s Oration on the Dignity of Man, More's Utopia, Luther's Address, Shakespeare)Ł Art and architecture of the period will also be considered, as well as cross-cultural encounters between 
	-

	HUM 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in humanities successfully completedŁ Designed to offer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specific topic in humanitiesŁ
	Individualized Educational Planning
	Individualized Educational Planning
	Individualized Educational Planning


	Also see separate listing for Interdisciplinary Studies on page 157.
	ICBE 1101 Individualized Educational Planning, 1 credit
	Prerequisite: Permission of instructorŁ
	Offers students a process by which credit can be gained for work and life experiences within a unified educational program of studyŁ Students are involved in an interactive planning process that leads to the completion of a degree plan to include educational goals, career goals, competency statements, learning strategies and assessment techniquesŁ Each student will identify a course mix and plan for completion that reflects the necessary education and training for his or her career focusŁ The course is a pr
	-
	-

	Integrative Health & Healing
	Integrative Health & Healing
	Integrative Health & Healing


	IHH 1100 Introduction to Holistic Healing, 3 credits
	This course gives students a foundation and interactive overview of the field of integrative health and healing through a variety of modalitiesŁ Students will explore the interconnectedness of mind, body and spirit of the human systemŁ In addition, there is an exploration of healing through social, cultural, environmental and global perspectivesŁ Students will discuss and evaluate emerging and expanding trends in, and the credibility of, holistic health and the complexities around current healthcare modelsŁ
	-
	-

	IHH 1102 Energy Healing, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: IHH 1100 is strongly recommendedŁ
	-

	This course is an introduction to concepts and theories of energy, energy structures, meridians and chakras, the human bio-field, and the life forceŁ It utilizes the concept of the energy field and structure to explain the energetic connection among individuals and the environment and examine the effect of energetic interactions and energy transfer on healingŁ Specific energy healing therapies and systems such as Healing Touch, Reiki, Qigong, and Feng Shui will be discussedŁ  (Online: fall)
	-
	-

	IHH 1103 Movement & Body Manipulation Therapies,
	3 credits  
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: IHH 1100 is strongly recommendedŁ
	-

	This course provides an introduction of movement and body manipulation therapies including the theories of chiropractic, osteopathy, craniosacral therapy, and the practices of massage, reflexology, qigong, tai chi, and yogaŁ Students will learn the uses and benefits of each therapy and have the opportunity to create a personal preventative body movement plan for self-careŁ  (Online: fall)
	-
	-

	IHH 1105 Introduction to Massage/Reflexology, 2 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level readingŁ
	The course provides an overview of massage therapy and reflexology as it relates to Integrative Health and HealingŁ The student will learn basic techniques through theory, demonstration and practiceŁ Students will explore legal and professional ethics relating to touch and well as identify research supporting massage and reflexology in healthcareŁ 
	-

	IHH 1110 Aromatherapy, 2 credits
	IHH 1110 Aromatherapy, 2 credits

	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level readingŁ
	This course will introduce the concepts of aromatherapy and the use of essential oils to promote health and well beingŁ Students will explore the art and science of aromatherapy and the effects on the body, the chemistry of essential oils, therapeutic actions and important safety guidelinesŁ (Online: spr-odd years)
	-

	 
	IHH 1200 Holistic Hospice & Palliative Care, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level readingŁ
	This course will provide an overview of the holistic philosophy of care associated with clients at the end of lifeŁ The student will learn to establish physical, mental, emotional and spiritual methods therapies to promote self-actualization of the client and to promote self-care for families and other caregiversŁ  
	-

	IHH 1205 Cross-Cultural Issues Related to Dying, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level readingŁ
	This course provides an understanding of healing traditions and beliefs systems of many culturesŁ Various spiritual and religious views of dying will be discussedŁ Other content areas include historical perspectives, gender issues, cultural traditions, and rituals, and practices used to honor patients and familiesŁ An exploration of the individual student’s attitudes toward death will enable the student to be comfortable asking the right questions of clients to support their culture and beliefsŁ 
	IHH 1300 The Aging Transformation & Geriatric Holistic Health, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level readingŁ
	This course will identify demographics of the geriatric population and understand the aging process myths and factsŁ Cognitive, physical, emotional, social and environmental impacts of aging will be discussedŁ The use of holistic therapies and their benefit to the geriatric population will be exploredŁ The legal and ethical issues related to aging, such as advanced healthcare directives and living wills will be discussedŁ  
	-

	IHH 1305 Integration of Holistic Therapies in Geriatric Care, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level readingŁ
	This course will identify the use of holistic therapies and the geriatric populationŁ Students will learn how to identify appropriate clients for these therapies and how holistic therapies can improve an individual’s quality of lifeŁ Discussions will include the use of modalities to relieve pain, decrease anxiety, decrease agitation, decrease sensory impairment, help prevent falls, and increase mobilityŁ  
	-

	IHH 2100 Holistic Healing Systems, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: IHH 1100 is strongly recommendedŁ
	-

	This course provides an understanding of various holistic healing systems such as Traditional Chinese Medicine, Ayurveda, Homeopathy, Naturopathy, Native American, Aboriginal, and othersŁ Students will identity and describe the key beliefs, underlying principles and theoretical basis for eachŁ Students will also examine social, cultural, environmental and global perspectives of healing within these systemsŁ (Online: fall)
	-

	IHH 2101 Mind/Body Connections, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: BIOL 1104, IHH 1100, and PSYC 1110 are strongly recommendedŁ
	This course provides an understanding of how mind/body medicine focuses on the interactions among the brain, mind, body, and behavior and the powerful ways in which emotional, mental, social, expressive, spiritual, and behavioral factors can directly affect healthŁ Students will define the principles and philosophies of the field of psychoneuroimmunology and mind/body therapies including guided imagery, music, art, aromatherapy, meditation techniques, mindfulness, biofeedback, breathing, and journalingŁ (On
	-
	-

	IHH 2102 Food as Medicine/Biologically Based Therapies, 3 credits  
	(Cross-listed as MASG 2102)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Placement into college-level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment requirements for ENGL 1121Ł
	-

	This course provides an introduction to the importance of nutrition basics for a healthy body, mind, and spiritŁ Students will learn the role food can play in both prevention and treatment of most chronic illnessesŁ Discussions will involve how environmental, social, economic, emotional, and cultural issues affect nutritionŁ Students will also learn about dietary supplements and herbs including the history, regulation, scientific research, and indications and contraindications for useŁ (Online: fall & spr)
	-
	-

	IHH 2103 Spirituality & Healing, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: IHH 1100 is strongly recommendedŁ
	-

	This course introduces students to the relationships between belief, spirituality, and healingŁ Students will identify personal core beliefs and values and demonstrate an understanding of the cultural aspects of healing, spirituality and ritualŁ The course includes an exploration of the spiritual components of the illness or disease experience and the life-changing nature of a chronic or terminal illnessŁ Research on how prayer, religious activity, and spiritual beliefs affect the healing process is evaluat
	-
	-
	-

	IHH 2104 Health & Wellness Coaching Skills, 2 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: IHH 1100 is strongly recommendedŁ
	-

	This course provides an introduction to coaching for health and wellnessŁ Students will define coaching and distinguish between coaching and therapyŁ The course explores the tools, skills, and strategies of health and wellness coachingŁ Content includes principles of goal setting, the change process, and behavior modification in the coaching modelŁ Students will describe strategies to create healthy boundaries and ethical responsibilities within the coaching roleŁ  (Online: fall)
	-

	IHH 2105 Basics in Business & Ethics for the Holistic Practitioner, 3 credits  
	-

	(Cross-listed as MASG 2105)
	This course provides practical information related to the fundamentals of business and ethics in holistic practice managementŁ Common business practices and structures, contracts and legal agreements, financial considerations, record keeping, networking, marketing, and methods to promote and maintain a successful practice are presentedŁ Students will learn about decision making skills, interpersonal and professional communication, ethical and professional roles and responsibilities, and how to handle ethica
	-
	-

	IHH 2106 Introduction to Qigong, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: IHH 1100 is strongly recommendedŁ
	-

	This course provides an understanding of QigongŁ Qigong is a form of meditation exercises that help people increase self-awareness, build internal energy and develop a healthy body physically and spirituallyŁ As part of this course, students will be able to describe the history, general principles, and three main elements of qigong, as well as yin/yang philosophy, the study of the Universe, five keys to success, five causes of energy blockage, and demonstrate exercises to open energy blockagesŁ (CR-fall eve
	-

	IHH 2107 Healing Touch, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: IHH 1100 is strongly recommendedŁ
	-

	This energy healing course provides an understanding of the human energy system and its relationship to physical, emotional, mental and spiritual health and wellnessŁ Through experiencing the practice of healing touch, students develop an understanding of how a variety of techniques interface with and assist in re-patterning the human bio-fieldŁ The skill of completing an intake interview that identifies patterns of behavior for which healing touch techniques may be useful in assisting a person to re-patter
	-
	-
	-

	IHH 2110 Optimal Healing Environments, 2 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level readingŁ
	Creating the Optimal Healing Environment incorporates the ancient Chinese Art of placement or Feng Shui to create a harmonious healing environmentŁ These principles will be learned to create healing environments for hospice and palliative care as well as working with the geriatric populationŁ Techniques can also be applied to create your own healing space to enhance the quality of your own lifeŁ
	-
	-
	-

	IHH 2280 Holistic Hospice & Palliative Care Capstone Class, 2 credits
	Prerequisites: IHH 1200 and permission of program directorŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level readingŁ
	In this capstone class the student will incorporate holistic therapies into hospice and palliative careŁ The differences and similarities of various healthcare setting that provide holistic therapies will be discussedŁ Specific holistic therapies will be explored and utilized with hospice staff and families to create a holistic culture of careŁ This course will include a clinical learning experienceŁ 
	-

	IHH 2285 Holistic Geriatric Care Capstone Class, 2 credits 
	Prerequisites: IHH 1305 and permission of program directorŁ 
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level readingŁ
	In this capstone class students will integrate theory and skills for a holistic approach to different stages of aging and geriatric careŁ Students will utilize critical thinking and decision-making while creating a therapeutic environment for clients within their cultural contextŁ Students will explore various settings providing a continuum of care where holistic therapies can be applied with the geriatric populationŁ Students will write their own life review/their story and create an opportunity to apply a
	-

	IHH 2297 Internship, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: Permission of course facultyŁ
	The internship is an individually-designed, industry-based learning experience, approved by the faculty and the on-site project supervisor, consistent with the student’s personal goals in a real world settingŁ During the internship, students will integrate skills and knowledge gained in the programŁ (CR-spr)
	-
	-

	Interdisciplinary Studies
	Interdisciplinary Studies
	Interdisciplinary Studies


	ICBE 1101 Individualized Educational Planning, 1 credit
	Prerequisite: Coordinator of Career Services PermissionŁ
	Offers students a process by which credit can be gained for work and life experiences within a unified educational program of studyŁ Students are involved in an interactive planning process that leads to the completion of a degree plan to include educational goals, career goals, competency statements, learning strategies and assessment techniquesŁ Each student will identify a course mix and plan for completion that reflects the necessary education and training for his or her career focusŁ The course is a pr
	-
	-

	INTS 1000 First-Year Experience, 2 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 2)
	This course will enhance your college experience by giving you the tools to be successful, and to get the most out of your college experienceŁ The class will teach you where and how to find resources in college and at ARCC that will help you develop the personal skills necessary to manage your college life and set you up for success in your future careerŁ You will learn the skills necessary to develop awareness and improve your own way of thinking and problem solvingŁ Course may have a themeŁ (CC & CR-fall 
	INTS 1100 On Course, 1 credit
	What does it take to succeed not only in college academics but in the adult world of work and relationships? It requires more than the practical skills of studying and job skillsŁ Successful people develop particular qualities that motivate them, make them good team players, and generally empower them to live joyfully and responsiblyŁ The class will also explore intrapersonal traits like emotional intelligence, motivation, and attitudes toward yourself and the worldŁ The class will also address study skills
	-

	INTS 1200 Introduction to Diversity Studies, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 7) (Cross-listed as SOC 1200)
	This class will survey the way in which race, class, culture, religion, gender, and other forms of diversity impact the social and political development within societyŁ In doing so, students will be introduced to the theoretical framework in which diversity studies are examinedŁ
	Management
	Management
	Management


	See separate course listings for Business beginning on page 135Ł
	Marketing
	Marketing
	Marketing


	See separate course listings for Business beginning on page 135.
	Mass Communications
	Mass Communications
	Mass Communications


	MCOM 1100 Introduction to Mass Communication, 3 
	MCOM 1100 Introduction to Mass Communication, 3 

	credits
	credits

	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 9) (Cross-listed as CMST 1100)
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 9) (Cross-listed as CMST 1100)

	This course is a survey of the history, structure, functions, and responsi
	This course is a survey of the history, structure, functions, and responsi
	-
	bilities of mass media (eŁgŁ social media, television, radio, newspapers)Ł It 
	also includes discussion of media technology and critical analysis of mass 
	media's role in societyŁ (CR & Online: fall & spr)

	MCOM 1109  Practical Experience in Journalism and Mass 
	MCOM 1109  Practical Experience in Journalism and Mass 
	Communication,  1 credit

	Practical work experience in reporting, editing, and photography for the 
	Practical work experience in reporting, editing, and photography for the 
	college’s newspaperŁ Work without credit on the college publications is 
	open to any studentŁ Credit is offered for those especially interested in 
	journalism and willing to meet certain minimum time standards and to 
	participate in weekly staff meetingsŁ Students may repeat this course to 
	gain a maximum of 4 creditsŁ (CR-fall & spr)

	MCOM 1151 Principles of Public Relations, 3 credits
	MCOM 1151 Principles of Public Relations, 3 credits

	(Meets MnTC Goal 1C)
	(Meets MnTC Goal 1C)

	This course looks at the history, practice, and development of public rela
	This course looks at the history, practice, and development of public rela
	-
	tions in a democratic societyŁ Students learn how to analyze and critique 
	public relations cases in contemporary cultureŁ Students focus on under
	-
	standing how to conduct ethical public relations campaigns, learn how 
	to apply public relations principles, and use specific strategies to promote 
	brand awarenessŁ (Online: fall)

	MCOM 2121 Media Writing, 3 credits
	MCOM 2121 Media Writing, 3 credits

	(Meets MnTC Goal 1C)
	(Meets MnTC Goal 1C)

	This course provides an introduction to basic techniques and strategies 
	This course provides an introduction to basic techniques and strategies 
	for gathering information and presenting it in writing for the vari
	-
	ous mass mediaŁ There will be instruction in writing news and feature 
	articles, news releases, public relations, broadcast and advertising copyŁ 
	(Online: spr)

	MCOM 2131 Reporting, Writing, and Editing for Online Pub
	MCOM 2131 Reporting, Writing, and Editing for Online Pub
	-
	lications, 3 credits 

	(Meets MnTC Goal 1C)
	(Meets MnTC Goal 1C)

	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Typing, experience using 
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Typing, experience using 
	the internetŁ

	This course introduces students to both the theory and practice of online 
	This course introduces students to both the theory and practice of online 
	mass communicationŁ It exposes them to a wide range of comprehensive 
	readings about this still evolving field and the best of contemporary 
	online mass communicationŁ Students are also required to master the 
	basic skills of online reporting, writing, and editing for the Internet by 
	developing a series of postings ranging from daily blogs to investiga
	-
	tive features to commentariesŁ Students in this class engage in the entire 
	news process from story ideation, identification of sources, research and 
	reporting, writing, revising, editing, and interactive response to readersŁ 
	In addition, students are expected to master the use of hypertext links in 
	the creation of online copy and are given an opportunity to post digital 
	sound recordings, video and photography to enhance their reportingŁ 
	Working with the instructor, students post their edited work at one of 
	the community’s online publicationsŁ

	MCOM 2141 Photojournalism, 3 credits 
	MCOM 2141 Photojournalism, 3 credits 

	A course in photography for publication, with an emphasis on digital 
	A course in photography for publication, with an emphasis on digital 
	photography and producing photographic images for delivery through a 
	digital mediumŁ Areas of instruction include the operation of the digital 
	camera, preparing images for digital display, principles of photographic 
	communication, photography as part of the journalistic process, photo
	-
	journalism history, law and ethics, and the use of computers in photo
	-
	graphic communicationŁ Prepares students to capture, edit and display 
	photographs in professional publications, especially for publication on 
	the World Wide Web and other digital mediaŁ

	MCOM 2151 Multimedia Productions, 3 credits
	MCOM 2151 Multimedia Productions, 3 credits

	Recommended Skill, Abilities, or Coursework: MCOM 1100 or CMST 
	Recommended Skill, Abilities, or Coursework: MCOM 1100 or CMST 
	1100Ł

	Instruction in designing, creating and delivering audio and video content 
	Instruction in designing, creating and delivering audio and video content 
	for delivery through digital media, particularly the Internet, using 
	computer software, hardware and peripheralsŁ Exploration of multimedia 
	interactivityŁ Examination of media aesthetics, law and ethics as they 
	pertain to multimedia productionŁ General Course Purpose - To give 
	students working knowledge of multimedia applications and how to ef
	-
	fectively deliver digital multimedia content to audiencesŁ 

	MCOM 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	MCOM 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits

	Prerequisite: Two courses in mass communications successfully completedŁ Designed to offer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specific topic in mass communicationsŁ
	-

	Mathematics
	Mathematics
	Mathematics


	Students registering for their first math course are required to take the College Board Accuplacer placement test to determine placement into the appropriate course. See Placement for Success on page 9 for details.
	MATH 0100 Pre-Algebra, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: A required score on a math placement testŁ
	Review of the mathematical skills needed for the study of algebra as well as a brief introduction to algebraŁ Topics include the arithmetic of integers, fractions, decimals, and percents; applications of these arithmetic skills to problems involving measurement, percent, ratio, and proportion; and math study skillsŁ The introduction to algebra consists of operations on signed numbers, algebraic expressions, solving linear equations and an introduction to graphingŁ (CC & CR-fall & spr; CR-sum)
	-

	MATH 0230 Mathematical Foundations with Elementary 
	MATH 0230 Mathematical Foundations with Elementary 
	Algebra, 5 credits

	Prerequisite: Required score on math placement testŁ
	Prerequisite: Required score on math placement testŁ

	This course includes pre-algebra content centered on the mathematical 
	This course includes pre-algebra content centered on the mathematical 
	skills needed for the study of algebra including the arithmetic of integers, 
	fractions, decimals, and percents, and applications of these skills to 
	problems involving measurement, percent, ratio, and proportionalityŁ 
	The elementary algebra content of the course prepares students to take 
	MATH 0250, MATH 1100, or MATH 1114Ł This content includes 
	properties of the real number system, simplifying algebraic expressions, 
	properties of integer exponents, operations with polynomial expressions, 
	methods for solving linear and quadratic equations, applications of these 
	equations, introduction of sequences and series, mathematical modeling 
	applications, and using graphs to answer questionsŁ Additional course 
	content includes math study skills and STEM/Non-STEM math path
	-
	ways explorationŁ  (CR-fall & spr)

	MATH 0240 Mathematical Concepts with Elementary Algebra, 5 credits
	-

	Prerequisite: MATH 0100 (or equivalent course) with a C or better, or appropriate score on the math placement testŁ 
	Recommended Skills, Abilities or Coursework: This course is designed for persons who have good arithmetic skills and have had some high school algebraŁ 
	Prepares students to take Intermediate Algebra, Liberal Arts Mathematics or Introductory StatisticsŁ The goal of this course is to provide prerequisite topics related to Liberal Arts mathematics and Introductory Statistics along with building the algebraic comprehension and skills needed for an Intermediate Algebra courseŁ Topics include math study skills, STEM/Non-STEM math pathways; properties of the real number system; simplifying algebraic expressions; properties of integer exponents; operations on poly
	-
	-
	-
	-

	MATH 0250 Intermediate Algebra, 5 credits
	Prerequisite: MATH 0230 or MATH 0240 with a grade of C or better, or appropriate score on math placement test, or equivalentŁ
	This course is a continuation of MATH 0230 or MATH 0240 and prepares students to take 1200 or 1210Ł Topics include factoring, linear and quadratic functions; exponents; complex numbers; polynomial, rational and radical expressions; solutions of linear, quadratic, rational, absolute value, exponential, radical, and logarithmic equations; and inequalitiesŁ (CC, CR & Online: fall & spr)
	-

	MATH 1100 Mathematics for Liberal Arts, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 4)
	Prerequisite: MATH 0230 or MATH 0240 with a grade of C or better, or appropriate score on math placement test, or equivalentŁ
	This course is designed for students intending to major in liberal arts areas such as English, the social sciences, foreign languages, art, music, etcŁ The course topics may include (but are not limited to): sets and counting, patterns and symmetry, data collection, probability, statistics, normal distributions, personal finance, voting methods, weighted voting and power, apportionment methods, sequences, mathematical modeling, and graph theoryŁ Note: this course is not a prerequisite for any higher-level m
	-
	-

	MATH 1114* Introduction to Statistics, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 4)
	Prerequisite: MATH 0230 or MATH 0240 with a grade of C or better, or appropriate score on math placement test, or equivalentŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities or Coursework: Arithmetic skills with whole numbers, integers, fractions/ratios, and decimals; Computational skills with percentages and decimals; Algebraic skills with linear, quadratic, and rational expressions and equations; Manipulative facility with square roots; and Facility with graphing straight lines from knowledge of the equation, slope/intercept, or point/interceptŁ
	Introductory course in data description and analysis using graphical and numerical methodsŁ Students will work with discrete and continuous random variables and their probability distributions with emphasis on the normal distributionŁ Topics include: experimental design and sampling methods; confidence intervals, sample size, and hypothesis testing for one and two population means or proportions; t and z tests, chi-square tests, analysis of variance (ANOVA), and linear regression; use of statistical softwar
	-
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	MATH 1121 Mathematics for Educational Arts, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 4)
	Prerequisite: MATH 0250 (or equivalent course) with a grade of C or better, or an appropriate score on the math placement testŁ
	-

	This course is about the nature of mathematics from a problem-solving approach using sets, relations, number systems, discrete mathematics, and basic algebraŁ The course explores the development of problem solving and decision making strategies using mathematical tools from arithmetic, algebra, and geometryŁ Skills to communicate and explain mathematical topics are also exploredŁ  (CR-fall; CC-spr)
	MATH 1200* College Algebra, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 4)
	Prerequisites: MATH 0250 (or equivalent course) with a grade of C or better, or an appropriate score on the math placement testŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: The completion of two 
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: The completion of two 
	years of high school algebra and one year of high school geometryŁ

	Topics include functions and function inverses; exponential and logarithmic functions; polynomial and simple rational functions; introduction to linear programming; systems of equations and inequalities; sequences and series; probability; and modelingŁ (CC, CR & Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	MATH 1201* College Algebra II & Trigonometry, 4 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goal 4)
	Prerequisite: MATH 1200 or appropriate score on Math Placement test or equivalentŁ
	Topics covered are trigonometric and circular functions; trigonometric identities and equations; inverse trigonometric functions; rational functions; introduction to matrices and determinants; conics; parametric equations; polar coordinates; and modelingŁ  (CC & CR-fall & spr; CR-sum)
	-
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	MATH 1210* Pre-Calculus, 5 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goal 4)
	Prerequisite: Appropriate score on the math placement test, or recommendation from your MATH 0250 instructor, or equivalentŁ
	-

	This course is intended to be a one-semester path to Calculus for students who have had at least three years of high school mathematics, including trigonometryŁ This course consists of material from MATH 1200 and MATH 1201Ł Topics include polynomial, rational, exponential, logarithmic, and trigonometric functions and their inverses; systems of equations and inequalities; matrices and determinants; trigonometric identities; equations and applications; parametric equations; polar coordinates; sequences and se
	-
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	MATH 1310 Survey of Calculus, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 4)
	Prerequisite: MATH 1200 with a grade of C or better, or equivalentŁ
	Designed for students who need a one-semester survey course in calculusŁ Students intending to take the calculus sequence MATH 1400 or MATH 1401 should not take this courseŁ Topics include functions; limits; differentiation of algebraic, exponential and logarithmic functions; integration with Standard forms; and applications to management, social and life sciencesŁ
	-
	-

	MATH 1400* Calculus I, 5 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goal 4)
	Prerequisite: MATH 1201 or MATH 1210 with a grade of C or better, appropriate score on a math placement test, or equivalentŁ
	Transfer course intended for bachelor programs in technology, engineering, mathematics, or science, including natural, physical, and social sciencesŁ Topics include limits, derivatives (including trigonometric functions), continuity, applications of derivatives to related rates, optimization and graphing, simple differential equations, Riemann Sums, basic integration techniques, definite integral, and the Fundamental Theorem of CalculusŁ Students will become proficient with appropriate technologyŁ  (CC & CR
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	MATH 1401 Calculus II, 5 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goal 4)
	Prerequisite: MATH 1400 with a grade of C or better, or equivalentŁ
	A continuation of MATH 1400, this is a transfer course intended for Bachelor programs in technology, engineering, mathematics, or science, including natural, physical, and social sciencesŁ Topics include the theory and techniques of integration, application problems involving integration, an introduction to differential equations, and infinite sequences and series, polar coordinates, and parametric curvesŁ (CR-fall, spr, sum; CC-spr)
	MATH 2100 Discrete Mathematics, 4 credits
	(Cross-listed as CSCI 2100)
	Prerequisite: MATH 1400 with a grade of C or better, or equivalentŁ
	Intended for Math and/or Computer Science majors/minorsŁ Topics include logic; sets; functions; partitions and equivalence relations; binary operations; composition of functions; mathematical induction; combinatorics; matrix representations of graphs; isomorphisms of graphics trees and spanning trees; recurrence relations; and generating functionsŁ Applications include Boolean algebra; algorithms and their efficiency; pigeon hold principle, and the halting problemŁ (CR-spr)
	-
	-
	-

	MATH 2200 Linear Algebra, 4 credits
	Prerequisite: MATH 1401 with a grade of C or better, or equivalentŁ
	Intended for students in the areas of engineering, sciences, or mathematicsŁ This course serves these students with both practical applications of mathematics and as a bridge between lower level mathematics courses and higher level (often more theoretical) mathematicsŁ Topics include matrix operations; systems of linear equations; Gaussian elimination; determinants; matrix inverses; vectors; vector spaces; subspaces; linear independence; linear transformations; matrix transformations; dimension; eigenvalues
	-
	-
	-
	-

	MATH 2201 Introductory Linear Algebra, 2 credits
	Prerequisite: MATH 1401 with a grade of C or better, or equivalentŁ
	Intended for students in the areas of engineering, sciences, or mathematics who only need an introduction to linear algebraŁ This course serves these students with both practical applications of mathematics and as a bridge between lower-level mathematics courses and higher level mathematics courses that are often more theoreticalŁ Topics include matrix operations, systems of linear equations, Gaussian elimination, determinants, matrix inverses, vectors, vector spaces, subspaces, linear independence, linear 
	-

	MATH 2210 Differential Equations, 4 credits
	Prerequisite: MATH 1401 with a grade of C or better, or equivalentŁ
	Intended for students in the areas of engineering, sciences, or mathematicsŁ Topics include first and second order differential equations; existence and uniqueness of solutions; systems of linear equations; undetermined coefficients; variation of parameters; Laplace transforms; and numerical approximation of solutionsŁ This course serves these students with both practical applications of mathematics and as a bridge between lower-level mathematics courses and higher-level (often more theoretical) mathematica
	-
	-

	MATH 2220 Multivariable Calculus & Vector Analysis, 5 credits
	Prerequisite: MATH 1401 with a grade of C or better, or equivalentŁ
	Topics include vectors and analytic geometry in three dimensions, elementary calculus of vector-valued functions, elementary calculus of functions of several variables, multiple integration, vector calculus topics including Green’s Theorem and Stokes’ TheoremŁ (CR-fall & spr)
	-

	MATH 2230 Probability & Statistics, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 4)
	Prerequisite: MATH 1401 with a grade of C or better, or equivalentŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities or Coursework: Algebraic skills, including facility with exponential and logarithmic functions; Facility with limits, derivatives, maximum/minimum problems; Basic techniques of integration for finding areas beneath curvesŁ
	-

	This is a calculus-based course in the study of probability and statisticsŁ Topics include descriptive statistics, general probability, probability distributions, sampling, descriptive statistics, normal and binomial distributions, interval estimation and hypothesis testing, chi-squared and t-tests, two-sample inference, analysis of variance, correlation and linear regression analysisŁ Students will also learn how to use a statistical software packageŁ Concepts are introduced at more advanced level than in 
	-
	-

	MATH 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Two mathematics courses successfully completedŁ Designed to offer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specific topic in mathematicsŁ
	Music
	Music
	Music


	MUSC 1100* Music Appreciation, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Survey of the history and diversity found within primarily western music and its relation to culture and society including a brief survey of the elements of music, incorporating the extensive use of audio recordings and attendance at a live performanceŁ  (Online: fall & spr) 
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	MUSC 1101 Introduction to World Music, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8)
	This course will introduce students to music outside of traditional Eurocentric cultures and western art music, to bring a global musical perspective to our students, and to explore the uniquely American musical culture that incorporated influences from these societiesŁ Students will be required to attend and critique a live musical performance to complement the course’s extensive use of audio recordingsŁ  (CR & Online: fall & spr)
	-
	-

	MUSC 1102 Class Guitar, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Class guitar is designed to develop an entry-level understanding of beginning guitar technique by applying an understanding of notation, improvisation, and elementary chord constructionŁ This forum provides an opportunity for students to explore their musical aspirations through guitar and expose them to basic musical concepts while exploring a variety of repertoire from diverse times, places and culturesŁ  (CR-fall & spr)
	-
	-
	-

	MUSC 1103 Class Piano, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	A course in basic technique covering keyboard skills, notation, and repertoireŁ For the student without previous keyboard experience or with limited piano background who wants to explore a variety of musical repertoire, basic musical terminology and keyboard navigationŁ  (CC & CR-fall; CR-spr)
	-
	-

	MUSC 1104 Fundamentals of Music, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Basic introduction to music notation and reading instruction in rhythm, note reading, scales, key signatures, intervals, triads and listening analysisŁ  Intended for students desiring to improve music reading skillsŁ  (CR-fall; Online: spr)
	MUSC 1105 Applied Lesson, 1 credit
	Private instruction in music–vocal or instrumentalŁ Extra charge for lessons is determined by the college and the rate is assessed per semesterŁ Required of majors and minors in music at most collegesŁ Fifteen half-hour lessons per semesterŁ Students may repeat this course to earn a maximum of 4 creditsŁ  (CC & CR-fall, spr, sum)
	-
	-

	MUSC 1106 Concert Band, 0-1 credit 
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)  
	Recommended Skills, Abilities or Coursework: Ability to read written musical notation for their instrumentŁ
	-

	The ensemble rehearses a variety of concert band literature for study and performanceŁ The Concert Band is open to all studentsŁ The ensemble meets the requirements for wind, brass and percussion instrumentalists pursuing the Associates of Fine Arts Degree in MusicŁ No audition is requiredŁ Students must read written musical notation for their instrumentŁ Some instruments are available for student useŁ  One to two performances each semesterŁ Weekly scheduled rehearsalsŁ Additional rehearsals may be required
	-

	MUSC 1107 String Orchestra, 0-1 credit 
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities or Coursework: Ability to read written musical notation for their instrumentŁ
	-

	This ensemble rehearses a variety of orchestra literature for study and performanceŁ Ensemble is open to all studentsŁ This ensemble meets the requirements for bowed string instrumentalists pursuing the Associates of Fine Arts Degree in MusicŁ No audition is requiredŁ Students must read written musical notation for their instrumentsŁ One to two performances each semesterŁ Weekly scheduled rehearsalsŁ  Additional rehearsals may be requiredŁ Students may repeat this course to gain a maximum of 4 creditsŁ    (
	-
	-

	MUSC 1108 Concert Choir, 0-1 credit
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	A mixed chorus that studies and performs a variety of choral literature from classical to popular songsŁ Ensemble is open to all studentsŁ No audition requiredŁ This ensemble meets the requirements for vocalists pursuing the Associates of Fine Arts Degree in MusicŁ Multiple concerts each semesterŁ Weekly scheduled rehearsalsŁ Additional rehearsals may be requiredŁ Students may repeat to a maximum of 4 creditsŁ (CC & CR-fall & spr)
	-
	-

	MUSC 1109* Singing 101, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	The student will learn to develop the voice as an instrument and learn basic fundamentals of music as well as diversity of singing styles and music historyŁ Opportunities to perform for peers and instructor will help develop students as performersŁ
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	MUSC 1110* Rock & Roll History, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6C & 7)
	Rock and Roll History is a study of popular American music, its musical elements, cultural perspectives and historical developmentsŁ An emphasis is placed on the impact African-American men and women had on its developmentŁ Attendance at a live performance is requiredŁ (CR-fall & spr; CC-spr; Online: sum)
	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	MUSC 1111 Jazz History, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6C & 7)  
	An introductory course, designed to help students become familiar with and appreciate jazz as an important American art formŁ Jazz is a reflection of the evolution of American societyŁ A historical overview will be usedŁ Attendance at a live performance is requiredŁ  (Online: fall & spr)
	MUSC 1112 Introduction to Songwriting, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)

	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Familiarity with major, 
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Familiarity with major, 
	minor and 7th chords on a harmonic instrument and ability to sing a 
	melodyŁ

	Introduction to Songwriting explores individual elements of form, lyrics, 
	Introduction to Songwriting explores individual elements of form, lyrics, 
	melody and harmony associated with the popular songŁ Coursework    
	focuses on combining these elements in song construction and tech
	-
	niques for creating interesting melodic and lyrical ideasŁ It’s recommend
	-
	ed that students have familiarity with major, minor and 7th chords on a 
	harmonic instrument and ability to sing a melody, but previous formal 
	music training is not requiredŁ (CR-spr)

	MUSC 1113 Introduction to Music Technology, 1 credit
	Recommended Skills, Abilities or Coursework: College reading level, basic computer skills, familiarity with Macintosh operating system, at least a minimal background in music (reading notation and some performing is preferred)Ł
	An introduction to computer-based (MAC OS) music technology used in the music profession and music educational settings including music notation and recording software/hardwareŁ  (CR-spr)
	MUSC 1116 Music Theory I, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Intended for students with prior performance experience in music, iŁeŁ, band, choir, orchestra, etcŁ
	Music Theory is an in-depth study of music and its historical and cultural development through music analysis and performanceŁ Intended for students with prior performance experience in music, iŁeŁ, band, choir, etcŁ This course is required for students pursuing an AFA in Music degreeŁ Students must also register for MUSC 1117Ł  (CR-fall)
	-

	MUSC 1117 Aural Comprehension I, 2 credits
	Prerequisite: Required concurrent enrollment in MUSC 1116Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: For students with prior music performance experienceŁ Students preparing for a major or minor in music are required to have the Aural Comprehension sequence, iŁeŁ MUSC 1117, 1127, 2217, 2227Ł
	Aural Comprehension prepares the ear to perceive and identify both large and small patterns in music through ear training, sight-singing and rhythmic performanceŁ Intended for students with prior performance experience in music, iŁeŁ, band, choir, etcŁ Students are required to register for MUSC 1116Ł This course is required for music majors and/or minorsŁ  (CR-fall)
	-
	-

	MUSC 1120 Introduction to Music Business, 3 credits
	An introduction to the music industry including recording and performance contracts, business structures in publishing, publicity and advertising, arts administration, copyright law and the role of agents and managersŁ  (CR-fall)
	-
	-
	-

	MUSC 1121 Keyboard Skills for Majors I, 2 credits
	Prerequisite: Required concurrent enrollment in MUSC 1116Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Intended for students with prior performance experience in music, iŁeŁ, band, choir, orchestra, etcŁ
	Applies the concepts of Music Theory I and Aural Comprehension I specifically to the keyboardŁ Class is two hours per week in keyboard lab developing skills in keyboard navigation, sight reading, scales, chord progressions, harmonizing and transposingŁ The first in a two-part course sequence (with Keyboard Skills II), this course prepares music majors and minors for required piano proficiency exams in bachelor programs across the countryŁ  (CR-fall)
	-
	-

	MUSC 1122 Keyboard Skills for Majors II, 1 credit
	Prerequisite: Concurrent enrollment in MUSC 1126Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Intended for students with prior performance experience in music, iŁeŁ, band, choir, orchestra, etcŁ
	Applies the concepts of Music Theory II and Aural Comprehension II specifically to the keyboardŁ Class is one hour per week in keyboard lab developing more advanced skills in keyboard fluency: chord-based accompaniment patterns, transposition, sight reading and improvisationŁ The second in a two-part course sequence (with Keyboard Skills I), this course prepares music majors and minors for required piano proficiency exams in bachelor programs across the countryŁ  (CR-spr)
	-

	MUSC 1126 Music Theory II, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: C or better in MUSC 1116 or permission of the instructorŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Intended for students with prior performance experience in music, iŁeŁ, band, choir, orchestra, etcŁ
	A continuation of MUSC 1116Ł Advanced study of scales, chords, notation chord grammar, ear training and sight singingŁ An in-depth study of harmony including voice leading, harmonic progression, dominant seventh chord, leading-tone seventh chord, nondominant seventh chords, modulation and secondary dominants and leading-tone chordsŁ This course is required for students pursuing an AFA in Music degreeŁ Students must also register for MUSC 1127Ł  (CR-spr)
	-

	MUSC 1127 Aural Comprehension II, 2 credits
	Prerequisites: MUSC 1117, required concurrent enrollment in MUSC 1126Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: For students with prior music performance experienceŁ Students preparing for a major or minor in music are required to have the Aural Comprehension sequence, iŁeŁ MUSC 1117, 1127, 2217, 2227Ł
	Aural Comprehension II continues the sequence of ear training and sight-singingŁ Aural Comprehension continues to develop the ear and its ability to perceive and identify both large and small patterns in music through ear training, sight-singing and rhythmic performanceŁ Intended for students with prior performance experience in music, iŁeŁ, band, choir, etcŁ Students are required to register for MUSC 1126Ł This course is required for students pursuing an AFA of Music degreeŁ (CR-spr)
	-

	MUSC 1132 Music in Film, Television and Gaming, 3 credits
	MUSC 1132 Music in Film, Television and Gaming, 3 credits
	  
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)

	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: No musical performance 
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: No musical performance 
	ability requiredŁ College level reading and writingŁ

	A historical survey and the study of the function and development of 
	A historical survey and the study of the function and development of 
	music in popular media forms: film, television, and video/computer gam
	-
	ingŁ This course will be focusing on music’s effect on drama/expression 
	and how it has influenced popular cultureŁ (CR-fall; Online: spr)

	MUSC 1145 World Drumming Ensemble, 0-1 credit
	MUSC 1145 World Drumming Ensemble, 0-1 credit

	(Meets MnTC Goals 6C & 8)
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6C & 8)

	World Drumming Ensemble performs, studies and explores the cultural 
	World Drumming Ensemble performs, studies and explores the cultural 
	connections of music from around the world, particularly non-western 
	culturesŁ It is open to all students regardless of musical background or 
	experienceŁ Students may repeat this course to gain a maximum of 4 
	creditsŁ (CR-fall & spr)

	MUSC 1146 Jazz Ensemble, 0-1 credit
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)  
	This ensemble rehearses a variety of jazz literature for study and performanceŁ Ensemble is open to all studentsŁ No audition is requiredŁ Students must read written standard musical notation for their instrumentŁ Some instruments are available for student useŁ One to two performances each semesterŁ Weekly scheduled rehearsalsŁ Additional rehearsals may be requiredŁ Students may repeat this course to gain a maximum of 4 creditsŁ (CR-fall & spr) 
	-
	-

	MUSC 1147 Musical Theatre Ensemble, 0-1 credit
	Prerequisite: Permission of InstructorŁ 
	An instrumental ensemble performing music to accompany the yearly musical theatre productionŁ This course is open to students after a successful audition with the directorŁ Some instruments are available for student useŁ Performances and rehearsals are scheduled by the directorŁ Students may repeat this course to gain a maximum of 4 creditsŁ  (CR-spr)
	-

	MUSC 1148 Chamber Singers, 0-1 credit
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)  
	Prerequisite: Permission of InstructorŁ
	A small vocal ensemble that studies and performs a variety of choral literature from classical to popular songsŁ Open by auditionŁ Concerts each semesterŁ Students may repeat course for a maximum of 4 creditsŁ (CR-fall & spr)
	-

	MUSC 1149 Guitar Ensemble, 0-1 credit
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Basic guitar or bass skills 
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Basic guitar or bass skills 
	and ability to read standard music notationŁ It is recommended that 
	students have either completed MUSC 1102 or at least one semester of 
	applied lessons in guitar or bassŁ

	Guitar Ensemble is an ensemble that performs a variety of guitar en
	Guitar Ensemble is an ensemble that performs a variety of guitar en
	-
	semble literature and is open to students who play the guitar, bass guitar, 
	or upright bass, or other fretted instruments and read standard music 
	notationŁ This ensemble meets the requirements for guitarists pursuing 
	the Associates in Fine Arts Degree in MusicŁ Students will have the op
	-
	portunity to explore a variety of guitar styles such as classical, jazz, rock, 
	and contemporaryŁ The guitar ensemble will participate in at least one 
	concert each semesterŁ See notes for required equipmentŁ Students may 
	repeat this course up to four semesters for creditŁ The purpose of this 
	course is to provide an ensemble for students who currently play guitar 
	or bass and read standard music notation and is not intended for those 
	students wishing to learn the guitarŁ (CR-fall & spr)

	MUSC 1188 Women's Chorale, 0-1 credit
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)  
	The Chorale is a treble-voiced choral ensemble open to all students at the college without an audition as well as alumni, employees of the college, and community membersŁ The Chorale performs in a formal concert each semesterŁ Prior music reading and choral experience is extremely helpful, but not absolutely necessary, for successful participationŁ  (CR-fall & spr)
	MUSC 2105 Applied Lesson, 2 credits
	Prerequisite: Permission of InstructorŁ
	Private instruction in music–vocal or instrumentalŁ Extra charge for lessons is determined by the college and the rate is assessed per semesterŁ Required of majors and minors in music at most collegesŁ Fifteen one-hour lessons per semesterŁ Students may repeat this course to earn a maximum of 8 creditsŁ  (CC & CR-fall & spr)
	-
	-

	MUSC 2115 Introduction to Music Education, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Music Reading SkillsŁ
	Introduction to Music Education gives students the opportunity to study current teaching strategies, philosophies of teaching, plan lessons, observe music educators in the field, investigate current technologies used in classrooms, and gain an overview of the field of music educationŁ  (CR-spr every odd year)
	-

	MUSC 2120 Music Industry: Management, Administration, & Promotion, 3 credits
	This course will investigate the role of management, administration, and individual musicians within the music industryŁ Topics include contracts, promotion, publicity strategies, strategic partnerships, sponsorship, for-profit and non-profit sectors, and challenges specific to the music industryŁ  Students will build a working vocabulary of music industry topics and participate in practical field experienceŁ
	MUSC 2135 Music Therapy, Techniques & Materials, 2-3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading and writing ability; 3-credit option intended for students with prior experience in music, including lessons, ensembles, coursework, etcŁ 
	History and theory of Music Therapy field, exploring interventions used across a variety of clinical settings to promote wellness, manage stress, alleviate pain, express feelings, enhance memory and cognitive abilities, improve communication, and promote physical rehabilitationŁ Observing a music therapist in the community outside of class time is required for all sectionsŁ The 3-credit option pairs this curriculum with practical piano, guitar, improvisation, Orff-Schulwerk, voice and movement skills and ad
	-
	-

	MUSC 2145 Chamber Ensembles, 0-1 credit
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: This course is intended only for students who possess college-level music reading skills for their performing instrument and who are also enrolled in studio lessonsŁ
	Chamber music is a performance classŁ Students will be assigned to small groups (duets, trios, etc), in which they will learn to select appropriate repertoire and develop rehearsal skillsŁ Participating in both student-directed rehearsals and small-group coaching with instructor, student work will culminate in a public performance during the last weeks of classŁ Students will also explore the variety of instrumentation, performance styles, and historical contexts of chamber repertoireŁ Some examples of perf
	-

	MUSC 2150 AFA Applied Lesson, 2 credits
	Prerequisites: AFA Music Major and concurrent enrollment with MUSC 2151Ł
	Private instruction in music–vocal or instrumental–for students pursuing the Associate of Fine Arts Degree in MusicŁ Extra charge for lessons is determined by the college and the rate is assessed per semesterŁ Required for students earning the AFA in Music degreeŁ Fifteen one-hour lessons per semesterŁ Students may repeat this course to earn a maximum of 8 creditsŁ  (CR-fall & spr)
	MUSC 2151 AFA Performance Hour, 0 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: AFA Music Major and concurrent enrollment with MUSC 2150 or MUSC 2175Ł
	Performance opportunity for AFA Music MajorsŁ Students enrolled in MUSC 2150 or MUSC 2175 must also be enrolled in MUSC 2151Ł   (CR-fall & spr)
	MUSC 2175 AFA Recital Applied Lesson, 2 credits
	Prerequisite: Concurrent enrollment in MUSC 2151 is required, or permission of InstructorŁ 
	-

	Private instruction in music–vocal or instrumental–in preparation for the required AFA in Music recitalŁ Extra charge for lessons is determined by the college and the rate is assessed per semesterŁ At least three semesters of MUSC 2150 are required before enrolling in this courseŁ Fifteen one-hour lessons per semester and a formal recital performanceŁ (CR-fall & spr)
	MUSC 2201 Music History & Literature I, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6C & 8)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level writing course (eŁgŁ ENGL 1121), some experience in music reading (individual instrument study or ensemble experience)Ł
	Study of Medieval, Renaissance and Baroque periods of western music including the political, religious, cultural and social influencesŁ Explore masterwork composers such as Bach, Handel, and more through listening, attendance at a live concert, reading and writingŁ  (CR-fall)
	MUSC 2202 Music History & Literature II, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6C & 8)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level writing course (eŁgŁ ENGL 1121), some experience in music reading (individual instrument study or ensemble experience)Ł
	Study of the Classical, Romantic and 20th century periods of western music including their influence on politcial, religious, cultural and social movementsŁ Explore masterwork composers such as Beethoven, Mozart, Debussy and more through listening, attendance at a live concert, reading and writingŁ  (CR-spr)
	MUSC 2216 Advanced Music Theory I, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: C or better in MUSC 1126 or permission of InstructorŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Intended for students with prior performance experience in music, iŁeŁ, band, choir, orchestra, etcŁ 
	A continuation of MUSC 1126Ł An in-depth study of harmony including chromatic harmony, iŁeŁ, borrowed chords, Neapolitan 6th chords, augmented 6th chords, 9th, 11th, and 13th chords, altered dominants and chromatic mediantsŁ Advanced study in ear-training and sight-singingŁ This course is required for students pursuing an AFA in Music degreeŁ Students must also register for MUSC 2217Ł   (CR-fall)
	-

	MUSC 2217 Advanced Aural Comprehension I, 2 credits  
	Prerequisites: MUSC 1127, required concurrent enrollment in MUSC 2216Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: For students with prior music performance experienceŁ Students preparing for an AFA in Music degree are required to have the Advanced Aural Comprehension sequence, iŁeŁ MUSC 1117, 1127, 2217, 2227Ł
	Advanced Aural Comprehension I continues the sequence of ear training and sight-singingŁ Aural Comprehension continues to develop the ear and its ability to perceive and identify both large and small patterns in music through ear training, sight-singing and rhythmic performanceŁ Intended for students with prior performance experience in music, iŁeŁ, band, choir, etcŁ Students are required to register for MUSC 2216Ł This course is required for students pursuing an AFA of Music degreeŁ   (CR-fall)
	-

	MUSC 2226 Advanced Music Theory II, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: C or better in MUSC 2216 or permission of InstructorŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Intended for students with prior performance experience in music, iŁeŁ, band, choir, orchestra, etcŁ
	A continuation of MUSC 2216Ł An in-depth study of Form in Music: two-part binary, three-part ternary, two-voice eighteenth-century counterpoint, the fugue, variation technique, sonata form, and rondo formŁ Also an in-depth study of music of the 20th centuryŁ This course is required for students pursuing an AFA in Music degreeŁ Students must also register for MUSC 2227Ł  (CR-spr)
	-

	MUSC 2227 Advanced Aural Comprehension II, 2 credits
	Prerequisites: MUSC 2217, required concurrent enrollment in MUSC 2226Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: For students with prior music performance experienceŁ Students preparing for an AFA in Music degree are required to have the Advanced Aural Comprehension sequence, iŁeŁ MUSC 1117, 1127, 2217, and 2227Ł
	Advanced Aural Comprehension II continues the sequence of ear training and sight-singingŁ Aural Comprehension continues to develop the ear and its ability to perceive and identify both large and small patterns in music through ear training, sight-singing and rhythmic performanceŁ Intended for students with prior performance experience in music, iŁeŁ, band, choir, etcŁ Students are required to register for MUSC 2226, Advanced Music Theory IIŁ This course is required for students pursuing an AFA of Music degr
	MUSC 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in music successfully completedŁ Designed to offer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specific topic in musicŁ
	Natural Science
	Natural Science
	Natural Science


	NATS 1001* Astronomy, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3)
	This course will provide an introduction to understanding the universeŁ Topics include spaceship earth, the nature of light and motion, the solar system, and the life and death of starsŁ It also includes coverage of current topics in astronomyŁ This course is intended for non-science majorsŁ  (CC & CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	NATS 1003 Geology, 4 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3)
	This course will provide an introduction to the physical processes that have shaped and formed the solid earthŁ Topics include surface processes (such as streams and glaciers) and internal processes (such as plate tectonics and volcanoes)Ł This course is intended for non-science majorsŁ (CR-fall & spr; CC-sum)
	NATS 1005 Meteorology, 4 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3)
	This course will provide an introduction to the physical processes of atmospheric scienceŁ Topics include clouds, humidity, precipitation, thunderstorms, tornadoes, and atmospheric dynamics, with an emphasis on weather forecasting in the laboratoryŁ This course is intended for non-science majorsŁ (CR-fall & spr)
	-
	-

	NATS 1051 Energy Issues & Solutions, 2 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 10)  
	This is an introductory course about energy issues and solutions to energy problemsŁ It includes issues associated with traditional fuels such as petroleum, natural gas, coal, oil, and hydroelectric, as well as alternative energy sources such as solar, wind, and geothermalŁ This course is intended for non-science majorsŁ (CR-fall & spr)
	-

	NATS 1171 Seminar in Biological Sciences, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 3)   (Cross-listed as BIOL 1171)
	This course is designed to focus on the annual Nobel Conference theme explored at Gustavus Adolphus CollegeŁ Presenters are internationally recognized to be on the cutting edge of their respective biological science disciplinesŁ Attendance of the conference is requiredŁ Five to six weeks are preparatory, and following the conference a discussion-seminar format is used to further explore the conference themeŁ In a lab-like experience, students will do extensive reading and perform a library research project 
	-

	NATS 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in natural science successfully completedŁ Designed to offer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specific topic in natural scienceŁ
	-

	Nursing
	Nursing
	Nursing


	NURS 1600 Spanish for Healthcare Professionals, 3 credits
	(Cross-listed as HCCC 1600 and SPAN 1600)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: SPAN 1101 (first-semester Spanish) or one year of high school Spanish with a score of 100 or higher on the Spanish placement test (note: to take the free online placement test, go to: )Ł
	-
	-
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/placement
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/placement


	Designed for currently employed healthcare professionals seeking to acquire continuing education credits or students who plan to work in the healthcare industryŁ This course provides the basic tools to communicate with Hispanic patients on topics such as family, health, medical conditions, medicine and nutritionŁ Spanish for Healthcare Professionals is not intended for native Spanish speakersŁ However, students enrolling in this course should already be familiar with elementary concepts such as greetings, t
	-
	-
	-
	-

	NURS 2700 Health Promotion & the Role of the Professional Nurse, 9 credits
	Prerequisites: Full admission to the Nursing ProgramŁ Prerequisite or Co-requisite BIOL 2114Ł Co-requisite NURS 2750Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Completion of CNA certificationŁ
	-

	This course introduces the student to the role of the professional nurseŁ The emphasis on health promotion across the lifespan includes learning about self-health, as well as holistic client health practicesŁ Students learn to access and apply research evidence to guide safe preventative careŁ The student will incorporate communication and growth and development theory in a caring and culturally sensitive mannerŁ The student will work as an ethical member of multi-disciplinary teams giving and receiving fee
	-

	NURS 2720 Transition to the Role of the Professional Nurse, 
	NURS 2720 Transition to the Role of the Professional Nurse, 
	4 credits

	Prerequisite: Full admission to the Nursing ProgramŁ Prerequisite or Co-requisite BIOL 2114Ł Co-requisite NURS 2750Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: LPN licensure
	This course is designed to expand the knowledge and skills of the LPN as they transition to the professional role within nursingŁ Emphasis is placed on health promotion through the lifespan and incorporates theories related to evidence-based practice, quality and safety, communication, collaboration, clinical decision-making/reasoning, informatics, assessment, caring and the health-illness continuumŁ (CR-fall)
	-
	-

	NURS 2750 Nutrition & the Role of the Professional Nurse, 2 credits
	Prerequisites: Full admission to the Nursing ProgramŁ Prerequisite or Co-requisite BIOL 2114Ł Co-requisite NURS 2700 or NURS 2720Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Completion of CNA certificationŁ
	-

	This course introduces the student to the role of the nurse in promoting and supporting nutritional healthŁ Emphasis is on the role nutrition plays in health promotion/prevention of illness, recovery from acute illness and/or management of chronic illnessŁ Students learn to access evidence to support healthy nutritional choices that reduce risk factors for disease and/or illness across the lifespanŁ Students explore how culture, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, nutritional trends and controversies, and inte
	-

	NURS 2800 Chronic & Palliative Care, 7 credits
	Prerequisites: NURS 2700 or NURS 2720, NURS 2750, BIOL 2114Ł Co-requisites NURS 2820, NURS 2850Ł Prerequisite or Co-requisite SOC 1111 or ANTH 2201Ł
	This course focuses on the nursing care of clients experiencing chronic illness and/or end of lifeŁ Emphasis is placed on understanding the “lived experience” of clients and familiesŁ Ethical issues related to advocacy, selfdetermination, and autonomy are exploredŁ Evidence-based practice is used to support appropriate focused assessments and management of care of clients experiencing concurrent illnesses/co-morbiditiesŁ (CC & CR-fall & spr)
	-

	NURS 2820 Pharmacology & the Role of the Professional Nurse, 3 credits
	Prerequisites: NURS 2700 or NURS 2720, NURS 2750, BIOL 2114Ł Co-requisites NURS 2800, NURS 2850Ł Prerequisite or Co-requisite SOC 1111 or ANTH 2201Ł
	This course introduces theoretical concepts that enable students to provide safe and effective care related to pharmaceuticals and natural products to diverse clients across the lifespanŁ A framework is presented for approaching the study of pharmacotherapeutics including pharmaceutical research and regulation, quality and safety, major drug classifications, and clinical managementŁ (CC & CR-fall & spr)
	-

	NURS 2850 Applied Pathophysiology for Nursing I, 2 credits
	Prerequisites: NURS 2700 or NURS 2720, NURS 2750, BIOL 2114Ł Co-requisites NURS 2800, NURS 2820Ł Prerequisite or Co-requisite SOC 1111 or ANTH 2201Ł
	This course introduces a holistic perspective of pathophysiological processes and the disruption in normal body functionŁ Emphasis will be on objective and subjective manifestations of common chronic health problems resulting from environmental, genetic, and stress-related maladaptations to provide a foundation for nursing careŁ This course complements selected topics addressed in Chronicity and End of Life to provide a comprehensive understanding of disease processesŁ (CC & CR-fall & spr)
	-
	-
	-

	NURS 2900 Acute & Complex Care, 7 credits
	Prerequisites: NURS 2800, NURS 2820, NURS 2850Ł Co-requisites NURS 2920, NURS 2950Ł Prerequisite or Co-requisite PHIL 1200 or PHIL 1110, and SOC 1111 or ANTH 2201Ł
	This course focuses on the nursing care of clients experiencing acute disruptions of health and/or end of life issuesŁ Emphasis is placed on understanding and application of theory and skills required to provide nursing care to clients with complex and/or unstable conditionsŁ Evidence-based practice is used to support appropriate focused assessments, and effective, efficient nursing interventionsŁ Knowledge of life span, developmental factors, cultural variables and legal aspects of care guide the ethical d
	-
	-
	-

	NURS 2920 Applied Pathophysiology for Nursing II,  2 credits
	Prerequisites: NURS 2800, NURS 2820, NURS 2850Ł Co-requisites NURS 2900, NURS 2950Ł Prerequisite or Co-requisite PHIL 1200 or PHIL 1110, and SOC 1111 or ANTH 2201Ł
	This course will facilitate ongoing critical thinking and analysis of pathophysiological conceptsŁ Emphasis will be on interpretation and prioritization of data resulting from environmental, genetic, and stress-related maladaptationsŁ This course complements the selected topics addressed in Acute & Complex Care to provide a comprehensive understanding of disease processesŁ (CC & CR-fall & spr)
	-
	-

	NURS 2950 Nursing Leadership I, 3 credits
	Prerequisites: NURS 2800, NURS 2820, NURS 2850Ł Co-requisites NURS 2900, NURS 2920Ł Prerequisite or Co-requisite PHIL 1200 or PHIL 1110, and SOC 1111 or ANTH 2201Ł
	This course focuses on prioritization, delegation, and supervision of nursing care of clients across the lifespanŁ Healthcare policy, finance, and regulatory environment issues are analyzedŁ Emphasis is on planning, collaborating and coordinating care for individuals and groups across the care continuumŁ (CC & CR-fall & spr)
	-
	-
	-

	Office Technology
	Office Technology
	Office Technology


	See separate course listings for Business beginning on page 135.
	Pharmacy Technician
	Pharmacy Technician
	Pharmacy Technician


	PHAR 1100 Introduction to Pharmaceuticals (LEC/LAB), 2 credits
	This class will provide general information on the use and side effects of the top 100 medications used in the pharmaceutical industry within specified classificationsŁ Students will review drug trade names and generic names as well as drug classifications and routes of administrationŁ Drug classifications include anti-infectives, endocrine, gastrointestinal, hormonal, narcotic, neurological, psychiatric, renal and respiratoryŁ Routes of administration topics include topical, ophthalmic, otic and oral agent
	-

	PHAR 2100 Pharmacy Communications (LEC/LAB), 2 credits  
	Prerequisite or Co-requisite: PHAR 1100
	This class will introduce the student to medication laws, standards, and regulations affecting pharmacy techniciansŁ Quality assurance and quality control will be examined as well as professional behaviors needed to become a successful pharmacy technicianŁ The in-depth role of a pharmacy technician will be exploredŁ Diversity and healthcare confidentiality will be explored in detailŁ  (CC-fall)
	-

	PHAR 2110 Pharmacy Medications Lab, 2 credits
	Prerequisite: PHAR 1100
	This lab will introduce the student to hands-on experience in the production of pharmaceutical productsŁ Medication preparation, labeling, product storage, providing supplemental patient information, and quality assurance will be demonstrated and masteredŁ Throughout this course, students will gain an appreciation for the value of technician certification and active involvement in professional organizationsŁ (CC-spr)
	-
	-

	PHAR 2120 Drug Use & Reactions (LEC/LAB), 2 credits
	Prerequisite: PHAR 1100
	This course builds upon the basic medication information learned in PHAR 1100Ł It will provide students in-depth information on the therapeutic use and side effects of prescription medications, nonprescription medications, and alternative therapiesŁ For each medication studied, students will learn the brand and generic name, standard pronunciation, dosage forms, and routes of administrationŁ Therapeutic areas covered include cardiac agents, muscle relaxants, narcotic analgesics, anti-inflammatory drugs, imm
	-
	-
	-
	-

	PHAR 2130 Pharmacy Administration & Medical Billing Lab, 2 credits  
	Prerequisite or Co-requisite: PHAR 1100
	The administrative lab outlines the role of medical insurance and pharmacy billing within the pharmacy industryŁ Students demonstrate the use of current technology to carry out administrative pharmacy tasksŁ Medication dispensing and over-the-counter compliance in accordance with federal and state laws and regulations is outlined and practiced in simulated scenariosŁ Students practice interpreting prescriptions by learning common pharmacy terms and abbreviationsŁ  (Online: fall)
	-
	-
	-
	-

	PHAR 2297 Pharmacy Technician Internship, 5 credits
	Prerequisite: Permission of Program DirectorŁ
	Students practice skills developed throughout the certificate program in an environment that employs pharmacy techniciansŁ The first internship rotation will provide infusion services whereas the second rotation will be within a community or outpatient pharmacy that does not offer infusion servicesŁ Performance of all activities performed by a pharmacy technician at the specific site will be evaluated by the site supervisorŁ  (CC-spr)
	Philosophy
	Philosophy
	Philosophy


	PHIL 1101 Introduction to Philosophy, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 6B)
	Introduction to the nature and aims of philosophy, to some of its central problems, and to the methods employed in philosophical discussionŁ Typical problems examined include the nature of reality, knowledge, values, and the selfŁ  (CC & CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-

	PHIL 1105 Introduction to Logic & Critical Reasoning,
	3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 4)
	This course is an introduction to a central part of Philosophy: the philosophical study of reasoningŁ Studies include the function and uses of language, the distinction between deductive and inductive arguments, methods for symbolizing and evaluating the validity of deductive arguments, and the detection of informal fallaciesŁ Students will gain practical skills used in the evaluation of inductive and deductive arguments, which are applicable at all levels of reasoningŁ (CC-fall; CR-fall & spr; Online: fall
	-
	-
	-

	PHIL 1110 Introduction to Ethics, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 9)
	This class examines the leading attempts to answer the basic philosophical questions about the moral lifeŁ It will include an inquiry into views of the good life, personal character, and moral choices in the private and public domainŁ Further inquiry will explore the grounds for arguing that some moral judgments are correct and others incorrectŁ  (CC-fall; CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	PHIL 1115 Comparative World Religions, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8)
	Introduction to the central beliefs, history, sacred texts, and practices of living religions in the world todayŁ The similarities and differences between religions, and within the religions, will be exploredŁ The principle religions studied will be Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism, Judaism, Christianity, and IslamŁ  (CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	PHIL 1120 Environmental Ethics, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 9 & 10)
	This course will explore moral obligations between humankind and our natural worldŁ An introduction to ethical theory is included in the courseŁ Topics will include such issues as the nature of our duties toward animal rights, preservation and conservation, climate change, and intergenerational justiceŁ (CC & CR-spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-

	PHIL 1180 Introduction to Social and Political Philosophy,
	3 credits  (Meets MnTC Goals 8 & 9)
	This class provides an introduction to social and political philosophyŁ 
	This class provides an introduction to social and political philosophyŁ 
	The basic question that social and political philosophy is concerned with 
	is: How should we live together and what types of social and political 
	institutions are best suited to create an environment where human beings 
	can flourish? As such, the course takes up issues like social justice, the 
	grounds and limits of governmental authority, rights, liberty, freedom, 
	community, equality, and the likeŁ (CR-spr)

	PHIL 1200 Medical Ethics, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 9)
	This class will provide an introduction to classic and contemporary ethical theory and it will then move on to apply ethical analysis in the field of health care and other related fieldsŁ Studies will include considerations around patients’ rights (to privacy, information and autonomy), paternalism, personhood, the distribution of scarce resources, the right to treatment, and culturally relevant perspectives related to medical treatmentŁ Applied topics may include euthanasia and physician assisted death, ab
	-
	-
	-
	-

	PHIL 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in philosophy successfully completedŁ Designed to offer students an opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specific topic in philosophyŁ
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	See Health, Physical Education, Recreation beginning on page 150.
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	PTAC 1010 Clinical Practice I, 4 credits
	Prerequisites: PTAC 1050, PTAC 1060, PTAC 1070, PTAC 1080, PTAC 1110, BIOL 2114Ł
	This course is a full time clinical practice at an assigned health care facilityŁ The student will function as a PTA student in the facility for 320 hours and will be responsible for patient care compatible to the role of the PTA, utilizing knowledge and skills developed in the first year of the PTA programŁ The purpose of the course is to provide real-world work experience in a physical therapy setting under the supervision of the physical therapistŁ The students will be provided with learning experiences 
	-
	-
	-

	PTAC 1020 Musculoskeletal Anatomy & Kinesiology for the PTA, 4 credits
	Prerequisite: Admission to the PTA programŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ENGL 1120 or ENGL 1121, BIOL 1102, CMST 1110 or CMST 2215 or CMST 2220 to obtain college-level skills in English, writing, communication and medical terminologyŁ 
	-

	This course addresses the study of the musculoskeletal system, including the articulation system and the supporting structures, as well as muscles and muscle function in relation to human movementŁ  (CR-fall)
	PTAC 1030 Introduction to Physical Therapist Assisting (Theory), 2 credits
	-

	Prerequisite: Admission to the PTA programŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ENGL 1120 or ENGL 1121, BIOL 1102, CMST 1110 or CMST 2215 or CMST 2220 to obtain college-level skills in English, writing, communication and medical terminologyŁ 
	-

	This course covers basic patient handling and physical therapy skillsŁ These include body mechanics, posture, draping and positioning, transfers, joint range of motion, goniometry, ambulation with assistive devices, wheelchair operations, vital signs, wounds, edema control, and sterile techniqueŁ Interpersonal communication skills, patient practitioner interactions and time management, medical, ethical, and legal issues are also discussedŁ (CR-fall)
	-

	PTAC 1040 Introduction to Physical Therapist Assisting (Lab), 2 credits  
	Prerequisite: Admission to PTA programŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ENGL 1120 or ENGL 1121, BIOL 1102, CMST 1110 or CMST 2215 or CMST 2220 to obtain college-level skills in English, writing, communication and medical terminologyŁ 
	-

	The course covers basic patient handling and physical therapy skillsŁ It includes lab practice of body mechanics, posture, draping and positioning, transfers, joint range of motion, goniometry, ambulation with assistive devices, wheelchair operations, vital signs, wound care, edema control, and sterile techniquesŁ A problem-solving focus will be used throughout the programŁ Course includes individual testing for competency in skillsŁ Testing will occur outside scheduled lab timeŁ (CR-fall)
	-
	-

	PTAC 1050 Modalities & Massage (Theory), 3 credits
	Prerequisites: PTAC 1020, PTAC 1030, PTAC 1040, BIOL 2113Ł
	The course covers further development of basic therapy skillsŁ The components of this course include modalities, superficial heat and cold techniques, deep heat therapies, hydrotherapy, ultrasound, the use of ultraviolet and infrared light, electrical muscle stimulation, iontophoresis, NMES, TENS, biofeedback, diagnostic tests to determine nerve involvement, and massageŁ  (CR-spr)
	-
	-
	-

	PTAC 1060 Modalities & Massage (Lab), 3 credits
	Prerequisites: PTAC 1020, PTAC 1030, PTAC 1040, BIOL 2113Ł
	This course covers further development of basic therapy skill with emphasis techniques and proceduresŁ The components of this course include modalities, ultrasounds, hydrotherapy, superficial heat and cold techniques, deep heat therapies, electrical muscle stimulation, iontophoresis, NMES, TENS, biofeedback, and massage techniquesŁ Interpersonal communication skills, patient/practitioner interactions, and time management will be practicedŁ Course includes individual testing for competency in skillsŁ Testing
	-
	-
	-

	PTAC 1070 Therapeutic Exercise Theory, 2 credits
	Prerequisites: PTAC 1020, PTAC 1030, PTAC 1040, BIOL 2113Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: MATH 0240 with a grade of C or better, or the appropriate score on math placement testŁ Ability to do college level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment requirements for ENGL 1121Ł 
	-

	This course focuses on the study of therapeutic exercise rationale and the application to patients with various disabilitiesŁ Introduction to manual muscle testing and monitoring patients during cardiovascular exercise is addressed as it relates to the role of the PTA with assisting the physical therapist in the assessment processŁ Emphasis is on strengthening, range of motion, manual muscle testing, neuromuscular re-education, spinal disorders and traction, and time management for patient treatmentŁ Normal
	-

	PTAC 1080 Therapeutic Exercise Lab, 3 credits
	Prerequisites: PTAC 1020, PTAC 1030, PTAC 1040, BIOL 2113Ł
	This course focuses on the study of therapeutic exercise rationale techniques and the application to patients with various disabilitiesŁ It will emphasize strengthening, range of motion, manual muscle testing, mobility, muscle reeducation, spinal traction, and time management for patient treatmentŁ Ambulation activites will also be addressed including measurement and fitting of assistive devices, gait patterns, and preambulation exercisesŁ Clinical simulations will be done to prepare students for the clinic
	-
	-
	-
	-

	PTAC 1100 Communication & Documentation for the Physical Therapist Assistant I, 1 credit
	-

	Prerequisite: Admission to the PTA programŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: ENGL 1120 or ENGL 1121, BIOL 1102, CMST 1110, CMST 2215, or CMST 2220 to obtain college-level skills in English, writing, communication and medical terminologyŁ 
	-

	This course takes an in-depth look at the four components of the SOAP documentation format including the legal guidelines, along with the analysis and completion of effective written documentation for physical therapy treatmentŁ Verbal communication skills, professionalism, and ethical issues with communication are also discussed and practicedŁ (CR-fall)
	-
	-

	PTAC 1110 Communication & Documentation for the Physical Therapist Assistant Part II, 1 credit
	-

	Prerequisites: PTAC 1100, PTAC 1020, PTAC 1030, PTAC 1040Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading and writingŁ
	This course continues to practice the SOAP documentation format and introduces other types of written and electronic documentation used in clinical settingsŁ Progression of documentation in the clinical chart and creation of patient education materials will be practicedŁ Patient interview skills, effective verbal communication skills, professionalism, and ethical issues with communication are also discussed and practicedŁ Students are introduced to the use of the electronic Clinical Performance Instrument (
	-

	PTAC 2000 Musculoskeletal Disorders, 4 credits
	Prerequisites: PTAC 1050, PTAC 1060, PTAC 1070, PTAC 1080, PTAC 1100, BIOL 2114Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: PTAC 1010 
	This course covers the pathophysiology of specific musculoskeletal conditionsŁ Discussions of the treatment approaches as they pertain to physical therapy, radiology, surgical procedures, and medications will be includedŁ    (CR-fall)
	-

	PTAC 2010 Neuroanatomy & Functional Rehabilitation Theory, 4 credits
	-

	Prerequisites: PTAC 1050, PTAC 1060, PTAC 1070, PTAC 1080, PTAC 1100, BIOL 2114Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: PTAC 1010
	This course discusses the anatomy and physiology of the nervous system including the pathological conditions that result from injury or disease of the nervous systemŁ Specific conditions covered are stroke with resulting hemiplegia, traumatic brain injury, spinal cord injury, Alzheimer's dementia, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, and various other neurological diseasesŁ Normal motor development, pediatric disorders and pediatric physical therapy will also be discussedŁ Other topics include the psych
	-
	-
	-

	PTAC 2015 Neuroanatomy & Functional Rehabilitation Lab, 2 credits
	Prerequisites: PTAC 1050, PTAC 1060, PTAC 1070, PTAC 1080, PTAC 1100, BIOL 2114Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: PTAC 1010 
	This lab course focuses on instruction in specific treatment techniques used for muscle re-education, motor learning to regain functional independence, normalization of muscle and gait training for the patient with injury or disease of the nervous systemŁ Treatment techniques will be for patients with stroke, traumatic brain injury, spinal cord injury and various neurological diseases such as Multiple Sclerosis and Parkinson’s DiseaseŁ The following rehabilitation techniques will be practiced:  Neurodevelop
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	PTAC 2040 Special Topics I, 2 credits
	Prerequisites: PTAC 2000, PTAC 2010, PTAC 2015Ł
	This course includes study of specialty areas of physical therapy including amputations, orthotics, prosthetics, oncology, pharmacology, geriatrics, and the role of the PTA in the rehabilitation processŁ Application of principles and techniques in the classroom and laboratory of each specialty area are includedŁ A geriatric interview assignment will be preparedŁ Resume writing, interview techniques and employment seeking information will be discussedŁ Licensure laws and national examination materials will b
	-
	-

	PTAC 2050 Special Topics II, 3 credits
	Prerequisites: PTAC 2000, PTAC 2010, PTAC 2015Ł
	This course is a study of specialty areas in physical therapy including cardiac rehabilitation, pulmonary therapy, arthritis, and burn management as they pertain to the role of the physical therapist assistantŁ Review of the anatomy and physiology of the cardiac, pulmonary, and integumentary systems is includedŁ Students will prepare a sophomore research project on a topic selected by the student and approved by the instructorŁ They will create a research poster and do an oral PowerPoint presentationŁ (CR-s
	-

	PTAC 2060 Clinical Practice II, 5 credits
	Prerequisites: PTAC 2040, PTAC 2050Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: PTAC 1010 
	This course is a full time clinical practice at an assigned health care facilityŁ The student will function as a PTA student in the facility for eight consecutive weeks and will be responsible for patient care compatible to the role of the PTA, utilizing knowledge and skills developed in the first two years of the PTA programŁ The purpose of the course is to provide real-world work experience in a physical therapy setting under the supervision of the physical therapistŁ The students will be provided with le
	-
	-

	PTAC 2110 Physical Therapy Research I, 1 credit
	Prerequisites: PTAC 1050, PTAC 1060, PTAC 1070, PTAC 1080Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Completion of Clinical Course PTAC 1010Ł
	In this elective course, second year Physical Therapist Assistant students will have the opportunity to participate in the research process to better understand how to work with the physical therapist to make clinical decisions based on evidence-based practiceŁ Students will analyze research articles from physical therapy journals and apply the scientific methods to create a hypothesis and prepare a research project that will be carried out in the second part of this course, Physical Therapy Research IIŁ St
	-
	-
	-

	PTAC 2120 Physical Therapy Research II, 1 credit
	Prerequisites: PTAC 2000, PTAC 2010, PTAC 2015, PTAC 2110
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Completion of Clinical Course PTAC 1010Ł
	In this elective course, second year Physical Therapist Assistant students will have the opportunity to participate in the research process to better understand how to work with the physical therapist to make clinical decisions based on evidence-based practiceŁ In Physical Therapy Research I, students analyze research articles from physical therapy journals and apply the scientific methods to create a hypothesis and prepare a research project that will be carried out in this courseŁ In Physical Therapy Rese
	-
	-
	-

	PTAC 2130 PTA Clinic, 1 credit
	Prerequisite: PTAC 1030
	Prerequisite: PTAC 1030

	In this elective course, Physical Therapist Assistant students will gain 
	In this elective course, Physical Therapist Assistant students will gain 
	experience with treatment application skills and clinical decision mak
	-
	ingŁ There will be opportunity for performing clinical simulation as well 
	as providing therapy services to patients from the communityŁ This is 
	repeatable up to 3 creditsŁ

	PTAC 2170 Physical Therapy Seminars, 1 credit
	Prerequisites: PTAC 2000, PTAC 2010, PTAC 2015Ł
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Completion of Clinical Course PTAC 1010Ł
	In this elective course, second-year Physical Therapist Assistant students will gain knowledge and treatment application skills in specialty areas of physical therapy that are not required within the program curriculum but are widely used in physical therapy practiceŁ This is an eight-week courseŁ (CR-spr)
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	PHYS 1007 Elementary Physics, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3)
	This course is survey of major concepts, methods, and applications of physicsŁ Topics include a description of motion, Newton’s Laws, conservation principles (energy and momentum), waves, thermodynamics, electricity, magnetism, optics, and modern physicsŁ It is for students not majoring in engineering, math, or science related fields who need a basic understanding of physicsŁ  (CC & CR-fall; CR-spr)
	-
	-

	PHYS 1317* General Physics I, 5 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3) 
	Prerequisite: MATH 1200 or concurrent enrollmentŁ 
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of MATH 1200Ł
	This is the first semester of a two-semester sequence of introductory physics for students with any majorŁ This course uses an algebra-based mathematical representationŁ Topics include kinematics, Newton's laws of motion, energy, momentum, rotational motion, fluids, gravitation, oscillations and waves, and thermodynamicsŁ  (CR-fall)
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	PHYS 1318 General Physics II, 5 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3)
	Prerequisites: PHYS 1317 and MATH 1201 or concurrent enrollmentŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of MATH 1201Ł
	This is the second semester of a two-semester sequence of introductory physics for students with any majorŁ This course uses an algebra-based mathematical representationŁ Topics include electricity, magnetism, electrical circuits, geometrical and physical optics, and modern physicsŁ (CR-spr)
	-

	PHYS 1327 College Physics I, 6 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3)  
	Prerequisite: MATH 1400 or concurrent enrollmentŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of MATH 1400Ł
	This is the first semester of a two-semester sequence of introductory physics for students with any majorŁ This course uses a calculus-based mathematical representationŁ This course also meets requirements for students majoring in engineering, mathematics, and computer scienceŁ Topics include kinematics, Newton's laws of motion, energy, momentum, rotational motion, fluids, gravitation, oscillations and waves, and thermodynamicsŁ 
	-
	-
	-

	(CC-fall alternate years; CR-fall & spr)
	PHYS 1328 College Physics II, 6 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 3)  
	Prerequisites: PHYS 1327 and MATH 1401 or concurrent enrollmentŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of MATH 1401Ł
	This is the second semester of a two-semester sequence of introductory physics for students with any majorŁ This course uses a calculus-based mathematical representationŁ This course also meets requirements for students majoring in engineering, mathematics, and computer scienceŁ Topics include electricity, magnetism, DC and AC electrical circuits, electromagnetism, and geometrical and physical opticsŁ  (CR-spr & sum)
	-
	-
	-

	PHYS 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in physics successfully completedŁ Designed to offer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specific topic in physicsŁ
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	POLS 1111* American Politics & Government, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 9)
	This course is designed to provide students with an understanding of the American political system including the UŁSŁ Constitution, federalism, mass media, political parties, interest groups, Presidency, Congress, federal bureaucracy, the courts, civil liberties and rights, and moreŁ (CC-fall; CR & Online: fall & spr)
	 *This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	POLS 1121 State & Local Politics & Government, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 9)  
	Provides the student with a factual base organized within a framework of democratic theory, principles, organization, processes and functions of the governments which are not national in influenceŁ This study includes an examination of the dynamics, purposes, structure and management of the various local government systems as well as illustrative state systemsŁ  Reference may be made to the Minnesota experienceŁ (CR-spr)
	POLS 1131 World Politics, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 8)
	This course introduces the theoretical tools used to analyze world politics and explores the interrelationship of factors that produce global issuesŁ There is an emphasis on current world events presented from a global and American perspectiveŁ The course not only analyzes global issues but also discusses steps that could be taken to improve the situationŁ (CR-fall & spr)
	POLS 1141 Environmental Politics, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 10)
	This course will examine the human impact on the natural world and the various political responses which deal with the effects of that impactŁ This course will explore different scientific, economic, and political theories for understanding and dealing with environmental issuesŁ Topics covered may include energy use, resource use, food production and consumption, water use, population growth, and climate changeŁ  (Online: fall & spr)
	POLS 2202 Public Issues, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 7)
	This course will explore economic and social/moral political issuesŁ Specific issues may include, but not be limited to, taxes, health care, immigration, race relations, abortion, gun control, and religious freedomŁ We will examine these issues through a historical and various ideological lensesŁ (CR-fall; Online: fall & spr)
	-
	-

	POLS 2220 International Law & Human Rights, 3 credits  
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 8)   
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: General college-level skills in research, problem analysis, and analytical writingŁ It is recommended that you take POLS 1131 prior to taking this courseŁ
	This course explains and analyzes the nature, structure, and sources of international law, the relationship between international law and domestic law, the role of international organizations such as the United Nations in the implementation and adjudication of law, methods of resolving international disputes, and the framework of international justice and jurisdictionŁ The course will examine the global human rights movement and analyze how international human rights laws, instruments, and institutions can 
	-
	-
	-
	-

	POLS 2225 Constitutional Law, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 9)  
	This course provides an in-depth focus on the United States ConstitutionŁ The course will discuss how the Constitution was created and how it has evolved based on important amendments, court cases, and different judicial interpretationsŁ The course will also emphasize how the Constitution currently affects society, the political system, and individual livesŁ (Online: fall & spr) 
	-

	POLS 2245 Political Ideas & Ideologies, 3 credits  
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 9)   
	This course discusses contemporary political ideas and ideologies such as republicanism, liberalism, conservatism, socialism, fascism, liberation ideologies, and green ideologyŁ The course explores the historical development of these ideologies as well as the significance of these ideas/ideologies for today’s political issuesŁ   (CR-fall & spr)
	-

	POLS 2265 Political Science Practicum, 1-2 credits  
	Prerequisite: 3 credits of political science or consent of instructorŁ
	A study of principles and practices of political actionŁ Focal point is a practicum/field work with local or state governmental units or other political actors in Minnesota such as political parties, interest groups, or new social movementsŁ The goal is to gain practical experience in government and politicsŁ  
	-

	POLS 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in political science successfully completedŁ Designed to offer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specific topic in political scienceŁ
	-
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	PSYC 1108 Death and Dying, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 5B)  (Cross-listed as SOC 1108)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: General Psychology and General SociologyŁ
	Death is a natural part of the life cycle and a universal event, but it is still a topic that is often not discussed or examinedŁ This course will explore historical and contemporary theories and research about grief and death issuesŁ The course will examine death and grief from psychological, sociological, biological and cultural perspectivesŁ It will include topics such as the understanding of death across the lifespan, legal definitions of death, advance directives, religious and cultural death rituals, 
	-

	PSYC 1110* General Psychology, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 7)
	This course is a comprehensive introduction to psychology, which is the science concerned with behavior and mental processesŁ Psychology studies the environmental, biological, social, and individual forces that help to describe, explain, predict, and control behaviorŁ Students will examine the scientific and historical foundations of psychology, the major domains of knowledge in psychology (biological, cognitive, developmental, social and personality, and mental and physical health), and cross-cutting theme
	-
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	PSYC 1115 Stress Management, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 2)  (Cross-listed as HPER 1115)
	This course is designed to provide students with a scientific basis for understanding stress along with pragmatic tools for dealing with stress in real-life situationsŁ Students will learn about theories and research to gain a better understanding of stress and will also gain direct experience using stress-management techniques such as breathing control, meditation, perception and thought modification, nutrition, exercise, time management, and many othersŁ  (CC, CR & Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-
	-

	PSYC 1117 Introduction to Meditation & Mindfulness, 1 credit
	(Cross-listed as HPER 1117)
	Students will develop an understanding of the cultural and historical background of various forms of meditationŁ Current research on meditation and mindfulness practices in relation to mental and physical well-being will be examinedŁ Students will develop the ability to enter a calm and centered state of awareness through working with the body, the breath, and the mindŁ (CC-spr)
	-

	PSYC 1130 Parenting Psychology, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 2)
	Prerequisite: PSYC 1110
	This course involves the investigation of various parenting styles and techniquesŁ It is designed to help parents develop an understanding of child development with a focus on effective parenting techniques, including behavior modification, modeling, active listening, problem-solving, and othersŁ
	-

	PSYC 1135 Understanding Autism Spectrum Disorders,
	2 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 7)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: PSYC 1110 or PSYC 2235Ł This course will serve as an introduction to Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)Ł Content covered will include common characteristics, assessment and diagnoses, theories of causes, and an overview of treatments and interventionsŁ Society’s response toward neurodiversity will be examinedŁ Family dynamics related to Autism Spectrum Disorders will also be exploredŁ
	-
	-
	-

	PSYC 1145 Positive Psychology: The Study of Happiness and Well-being, 3 credits  
	(Meets MnTC Goal 5B) 
	What is well-being, who experiences it, and which practices best foster it? Positive psychology attempts to answer these questions through the scientific investigation of happinessŁ This course will introduce you to theoretical concepts and scientific research regarding happiness and psychological well-beingŁ You will examine human behaviors that contribute to psychological well-being through topics such as hardiness, hope, flow, meaning, optimism, and resiliencyŁ  
	-
	-
	-

	PSYC 2110 Introduction to Research Methods, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: PSYC 1110
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: MATH 1114
	This course is an introduction to the design, implementation, analysis, and presentation of research in psychologyŁ Students will be actively engaged in designing their own research as well as evaluating research published in the fieldŁ Students will also develop skills in using statistics and APA style for analyzing data and communicating resultsŁ
	PSYC 2120 Psychology of Women, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal Areas 5B & 7) (Cross listed as WGST 2120)
	Prerequisite: PSYC 1110
	This course is an introduction to the theories and research concerning the psychology of womenŁ The course will explore the way that biological, cultural and psychosocial issues affect the psychological development of womenŁ  It will include topics such as sexism, the construction of gender categories, gender comparisons, and female identity formationŁ It will also explore contemporary women’s issues related to education, work, and familyŁ 
	-

	PSYC 2215 Child & Adolescent Development, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 8) (Cross-listed as EDUC 2215) 
	Prerequisite: 3 credits of PSYC
	This course will provide an introduction to the science of child psychology, emphasizing physical, psychological, cognitive, and social development from conception through adolescenceŁ The concern is with those aspects of human behavior that change from childhood to adulthood and with the factors that account for those changesŁ (CR-spr; Online: fall & sum)
	PSYC 2235 Lifespan Development, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 8)
	Prerequisite: PSYC 1110
	This course serves as an introduction to the science of lifespan psychology emphasizing physical, psychological, cognitive, and social development from conception through deathŁ The concern is with those aspects of human behavior that change from childhood to death and with the factors that account for those changesŁ Students who take this course are advised not to take PSYC 2215 because of an overlap in contentŁ (CC & CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-

	PSYC 2250 Abnormal Psychology, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 9)
	Prerequisite: PSYC 1110
	Abnormal Psychology studies the diagnosis, cause, and treatment of psychological disordersŁ The course includes discussion of historical foundations, theoretical approaches, and research methodology related to psychopathology, with a focus on biological and psychological foundationsŁ The course also covers important social and ethical issues such as labeling, confidentiality, civil commitment, and clinical decision makingŁ (CC-fall; CR-fall & spr; Online: fall, spr, sum)
	-
	-
	-

	PSYC 2257 Psychology & the Media, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 9)
	Prerequisite: PSYC 1110 
	This course will explore the psychology behind media and technology use and its impact on the emotional, cognitive, behavioral, psychological, and social experience of humansŁ The depiction of psychological issues in the media will be examined, with a focus on a critical analysis of media portrayals and their influence on human thought and behaviorŁ
	-

	PSYC 2260 Social Psychology, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5B)  (Cross-listed as SOC 2260)
	Prerequisite: PSYC 1110 or SOC 1111 or consent of instructorŁ
	Social Psychology mainly focuses on the point of interaction between the individual and society and groupsŁ The basic questions studied are how the individual shapes society and groups and how society and groups affect the individual’s behaviorŁ This course examines some of the major social psychological concepts such as social cognition, development of self/social identity, and group processes, in addition to assumptions, methods, findings, and applications of social psychological researchŁ (CR-fall & spr;
	-

	PSYC 2265 Educational Psychology, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 2)
	Prerequisite: PSYC 1110
	Educational psychology focuses on how psychological theory and concepts can be understood to inform effective classroom practicesŁ Topics include cognitive and social development, theories of motivation and learning, classroom management, individual and group differences, and student assessmentŁ Attention will be directed toward the nature and conditions of learning, critical aspects of learning, and the problems encountered in fostering and directing learningŁ (CR-fall; CC-spr)
	PSYC 2270 Theories of Personality, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5B)
	Prerequisite: PSYC 1110
	This course examines various aspects of one’s personality and their underlying psychological mechanisms by carefully evaluating major theoretical approaches and contemporary research in personality psychologyŁ Topics learned in the course include assessment of personality (personality tests), the role of personality in understanding one’s behavior, the relationship between intra-personal and inter-personal perception, and personality functioning in social, cognitive, and biological domainsŁ Applications of 
	-

	PSYC 2280 Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5B)
	Prerequisites: PSYC 1110; MATH 1114 or MATH 1200 or higherŁ
	Students use basic mathematical and computerized procedures to analyze data in the behavioral sciencesŁ Use statistical software (eŁgŁ, SPSS, “R,” “PSPP”) to conduct descriptive and inferential data analysesŁ Students choose and apply statistical procedures to help to answer psychological and behavioral scientific research questionsŁ Students read, interpret, and write APA-style results sections for behavioral science researchŁ
	PSYC 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in psychology successfully completedŁ Designed to offer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specific topic in psychologyŁ
	PSYC 2360 Industrial-Organizational Psychology, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5B)
	Prerequisite: PSYC 1110
	This course will provide an introduction to Industrial and Organizational Psychology, a scientific discipline that studies human behavior in work and organizational settingsŁ It examines the underlying mechanisms of an industry/organization as a “living” entityŁ We will discuss how individual and collective behaviors relate to such issues as effectiveness, communication, and motivation within organizationsŁ Topics learned in the course include the psychology of personnel decisions, skill training & developm
	-
	-
	-
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	READ 0910 Preparing for College Reading, 4 credits
	Prerequisite: Appropriate scores on the placement measuresŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: This is the first of two sequential developmental reading courses designed to improve students' reading strategies so that they can succeed in college-level coursesŁ 
	The objective of this course is to improve the students’ reading skills to the extent that they can effectively approach college-level readingŁ It emphasizes strategies for reading a variety of texts, ways to improve reading vocabulary, and resources for increasing comprehensionŁ This goal is accomplished through an individual diagnosis of the students' present reading skills and subsequent individual work in appropriate areasŁ (CR-fall & spr)
	-
	-
	-

	READ 0990 Elements of College Reading, 3 credits
	Prerequisite: READ 0910 or appropriate scores on the placement measuresŁ
	-

	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: This is the second of two sequential developmental reading courses designed to improve students' reading strategies so that they can succeed in college-level coursesŁ
	This course is intended for students who have made progress in READ 0910 or have the appropriate score on the Reading placement testŁ The objective of this course is to improve students' reading skills to the extent that they can effectively approach college-level readingŁ The course content emphasizes the thinking skills and strategies necessary for successfully reading and comprehending college-level textbooksŁ This goal is accomplished by providing a variety of active reading strategiesŁ Students will pr
	-
	-
	-

	READ 1102 College Vocabulary, 1 credit
	(Cross-listed as ENGL 1102)
	This course teaches students to confidently employ commonly-used words with which the English-speaking world conducts its affairsŁ It expands the students' functional vocabulary range to meet college-level standards for effective reading comprehension and written compositionŁ The course content is organized around various methods of learning vocabularyŁ (Online: fall & spr)
	-

	READ 1106 College Textbook Reading, 1 credit
	(Cross-listed as ENGL 1106)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Fulfillment of any developmental coursework in Reading or English OR college-level writing placement scoreŁ The course is most effective when the student is taking at least one other college-level course that requires significant textbook readingŁ
	-

	This course is intended for students who would like an in-depth study of textbook reading strategies in order to improve their textbook reading comprehension in current courseworkŁ  The emphasis in this course is on understanding textbook structure and developing effective strategies for efficiently and critically reading college textbooksŁ (Online: fall & spr) 
	READ 1108 College Reading III, 3 credits
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: The course is most effective when the student is taking at least one other college-level course that requires significant textbook readingŁ
	-

	Intended for students who have successfully completed READ 990 or tested at the college-level on the reading placement testŁ Designed for college-level readers who want to continue to develop higher-order skills in comprehension, vocabulary, and rate flexibilityŁ The emphasis will be on the application of skills used in the efficient and effective reading of college textsŁ This course is designed to improve students' reading and thinking strategies so that they can confidently and independently learn in any
	READ 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in reading successfully completedŁ Designed to offer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specific topic in readingŁ
	Social Science
	Social Science
	Social Science


	SOCS 1172 Honors Seminar on Leadership, 3 credits  
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 9)
	A directed in-depth study of the changing nature of leadership and leadership patternsŁ Topics include leadership development, tasks of leadership, uses and abuses of power, motivating others, and sharing leadership responsibilities with constituents and followersŁ
	-
	-

	Sociology
	Sociology
	Sociology


	SOC 1102 Relationships, Marriage & Family, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 7)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College level reading, college level writingŁ
	-

	This course presents the social and cultural forces that have implications for the formation and maintenance of social relationships with special attention to marriage and family forms and functioningŁ Additionally, the course will compare social/cultural patterns and implications for individuals, groups, and societyŁ The course includes (but is not limited to) a focus on social aspects of relationship formation (mate selection), familial roles, parental roles, sexuality, gender, and the life cycleŁ (CR-fal
	-
	-

	SOC 1104 Human Sexuality in Society, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 7)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: SOC 1111 recommended, but not requiredŁ College level-reading and writingŁ
	-

	Examines how social and cultural processes organize and shape human sexual behaviorŁ The course includes consideration of cultural forces, historical changes and societal changes that have affected sexuality in society, the investigation of human sexual behavior, and the dissemination of knowledge about sexual processesŁ Social forces such as media, politics, religion, education, race, ethnicity, and social inequalities are among those explored in the courseŁ (CR-spr; Online: fall)
	-
	-

	SOC 1108 Death and Dying, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 5B)  (Cross-listed as PSYC 1108)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: General Psychology and General SociologyŁ
	Death is a natural part of the life cycle and a universal event, but it is still a topic that is often not discussed or examinedŁ This course will explore historical and contemporary theories and research about grief and death issuesŁ The course will examine death and grief from psychological, sociological, biological and cultural perspectivesŁ It will include topics such as the understanding of death across the lifespan, legal definitions of death, advance directives, religious and cultural death rituals, 
	-

	SOC 1111* General Sociology, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5B)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College Level Reading and WritingŁ
	This course is an introduction to the scientific study of human behavior in groups and the social forces that shape society and socially construct realityŁ The course gives special attention to the application of sociological theories, research, and analysis of the social worldŁ Topics include, but are not limited to, methods of research, major sociological theory, culture, socialization, group dynamics and interaction, deviance and crime; social stratification; race, ethnicity, and gender; the family and s
	-

	*This course is offered through ARCC’s Concurrent Enrollment Program
	SOC 1145 Gender in Society, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 7)  (Cross-listed as WGST 1145)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: SOC 1111 recommended, but not requiredŁ College level-reading and writingŁ
	-

	This course is an introduction to the sociological study of genderŁ Sociological perspectives, research, and current issues related to gender in society are presentedŁ Topics may include gender as it relates to media, family, work, politics, power and inequality, education, religion, socioeconomic forces, race/ethnicity, sexuality, social movements, and social changeŁ (CR-fall; Online: spr)
	-
	-

	SOC 1200 Introduction to Diversity Studies, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 7) (Cross-listed as INTS 1200)
	This class will survey the way in which race, class, culture, religion, gender, and other forms of diversity impact the social and political development within societyŁ In doing so, students will be introduced to the theoretical framework in which diversity studies are examinedŁ
	SOC 2100 Sociology of Food, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 8 & 10) 
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading and writingŁ
	This course examines the fundamental significance of food as it relates to both individuals and social structures to help students gain a more in-depth understanding of local and global sociological patterns related to foodŁ In this course, students will develop an understanding of food-related topics such as: the social construction of food as a form of cultural expression and identity, the inequities pertaining to food, the coexistence of epidemic hunger and obesity, the structural policies related to the
	-
	-
	-

	SOC 2207 Sociology of Power, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 7) 
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading and writingŁ
	This course is a survey of social inequalities and power differentials in society and examines social, cultural, and social psychological aspects related to the sociology of powerŁ Among the topics covered are how race, ethnicity, gender, social class, sexuality, religion, and/or other social statuses are related to social stratification, minority/majority relations, and other sociological patternsŁ Students are required to go beyond academic and classroom content by way of observation and interactions in v
	-
	-

	SOC 2221 Social Problems, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 9)  
	Prerequisite: SOC 1111 or consent of instructorŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading and writingŁ
	This course presents an overview of contemporary social problems and addresses how sociological perspectives and social science research can contribute to a better understanding of the existence, continuation, and alleviation of social problemsŁ Students will learn how social problems are defined, develop tools to effectively analyze current and past social problems, and learn how social institutions influence social problemsŁ Specific topics may include social inequalities, social institutions, ethical res
	-
	-

	SOC 2260 Social Psychology, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 5B) (Cross-listed as PSYC 2260)
	Prerequisite: SOC 1111 or PSYC 1110 or consent of instructorŁ
	Social Psychology mainly focuses on the point of interaction between the individual and society and groupsŁ The basic questions studied are how the individual shapes society and groups and how society and groups affect the individual’s behaviorŁ This course examines some of the major social psychological concepts such as social cognition, development of self/social identity, and group processes, in addition to assumptions, methods, findings, and applications of social psychological researchŁ (CR-fall & spr;
	-

	SOC 2261 Introduction to Crime & Criminology, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 9)  
	Prerequisite: SOC 1111 or consent of instructorŁ
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading and writingŁ
	This course provides an overview and analysis of crime and its relationship to societal institutions such as the criminal justice systemŁ Major topics may include, but are not limited to, measures of crime (crime data), the social implications and consequences of criminal law, theories of criminal motivation, theories of crime control, evaluation of crime control policy, and victimologyŁ Special topics may include traditional street crime, white/blue/green-collar crime, juvenile crime, law enforcement condu
	-

	SOC 2262 Juvenile Delinquency & Justice, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 9)  
	Prerequisite: SOC 1111
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College level writing and readingŁ
	This course provides an overview and analysis of theories of delinquency and the Juvenile Justice SystemŁ Special emphasis will be on addressing the prevalence, motivations, and types of juvenile crime, as well as the current delinquency-control policies aimed at deterring itŁ
	SOC 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in sociology successfully completedŁ Designed to offer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specific topic in sociologyŁ Does not replace any regularly listed courseŁ
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	See Foreign Language Enrollment Guidelines on page 147Ł
	SPAN 1101 Beginning Spanish Language & Culture I, 
	5 credits  
	(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8)  
	This course is the first course in a four semester (two-year) sequenceŁ In SPAN 1101 (Spanish I) students learn basic Spanish grammar such as verb conjugation and adjective agreement and practice the basic skills of speaking, listening, reading and writing in the present tense with an emphasis upon correct oral and written expression and aural comprehensionŁ Students are also introduced to various aspects of Hispanic culture in Latin American countries and in Spain as illustrated in the text and through vid
	-
	-

	SPAN 1102 Beginning Spanish Language & Culture II, 5 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8)  
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: SPAN 1101 or two years Spanish in high school with a score of 200 or higher on the Spanish Placement testŁ To take the placement test, go to: Ł
	-
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/
	placement


	This course is the second in a four-semester, two-year sequenceŁ SPAN 1102 builds on the grammar and skills acquired in Spanish IŁ It involves more complex grammatical forms such as object pronouns and practices the basic skills of speaking, listening, reading and writing with an emphasis upon correct oral and written expression and aural comprehension, particularly in the past tenseŁ Students also examine aspects of Hispanic culture in Latin American countries and in Spain as illustrated in the text and th
	-

	 
	SPAN 1111 Spanish & Latin American Culture: Pre-Columbian Civilizations, 3 credits
	-

	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as HUM 1111)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: College-level reading skills (in English)Ł
	Acquaints students with the civilizations and cultures of Spain and Latin America, with an emphasis on Pre-Columbian civilizations that existed before the arrival of the Spaniards, including the Olmec, Maya, Toltec and Aztec civilizationsŁ The destruction of the Pre-Columbian civilizations by the Conquistadors will also be analyzedŁ This course is taught in English; no previous knowledge of Spanish is requiredŁ
	SPAN 1112 Spanish & Latin American Culture: Conquest to present, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8) (Cross-listed as HUM 1112)
	An introduction to the culture of the Spanish-speaking world from the time of the Spanish Conquest to the present with respect to politics and social life, literature, religion, music and the artsŁ Through assigned readings and multi-media presentations, students will discover the rich variety of Hispanic cultures that exist today and how have they developed over the past 500 yearsŁ This course is taught in English; no previous knowledge of Spanish is requiredŁ (CR-fall)
	-

	SPAN 1600 Spanish for Healthcare Professionals, 3 credits
	(Cross-listed as HCCC 1600 and NURS 1600)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: SPAN 1101 (first-semester Spanish) or one year of high school Spanish with a score of 100 or higher on the Spanish placement test (note: to take the free online placement test, go to: )Ł
	-
	-
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/placement
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/placement


	Designed for currently employed healthcare professionals seeking to acquire continuing education credits or students who plan to work in the healthcare industryŁ This course provides the basic tools to communicate with Hispanic patients on topics such as family, health, medical conditions, medicine and nutritionŁ Spanish for Healthcare Professionals is not intended for native Spanish speakersŁ However, students enrolling in this course should already be familiar with elementary concepts such as greetings, t
	-
	-
	-
	-

	SPAN 2200 Field Study Abroad, 1-3 credits
	(Cross-listed as HUM 2200)
	Students travel to one or more Spanish-speaking countries to observe firsthand both ancient and modern components of these civilizationsŁ When offered for credit, a classroom segment will precede the trip, covering such topics as a brief history of the area to be visited, cultural differences, etcŁ No knowledge of Spanish language is requiredŁ
	-

	SPAN 2201 Intermediate Spanish Language & Culture I, 4 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: SPAN 1102 or four years Spanish in high school with a score of 300 or higher on the Spanish Placement testŁ To take the placement test, go to: Ł
	-
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/
	http://wwwŁanokaramseyŁedu/
	placement


	This course is the third in a four-semester, two-year sequenceŁ SPAN 2201 builds on grammar and language skills acquired in the first year language courses (such as present and past tenses and object pronouns), applying this grammar to more complex thematic contextsŁ While reviewing first year grammar and studying new grammar points, students explore cultural and historical themes and topics relating to Latin America, Spain and Hispanics in the UŁSŁ through readings, videos and class discussion in the targe
	-

	SPAN 2202 Intermediate Spanish Language & Culture II, 4 credits  
	(Meets MnTC Goals 7 & 8)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: SPAN 2201 or at least four years of high school Spanish and a score of 400 or higher on the Spanish Placement testŁ To take the placement test, go to: Ł
	http://wwwŁ
	http://wwwŁ
	anokaramseyŁedu/placement


	This course is the last course in a four-semester sequence, SPAN 2202 builds on grammar and language skills acquired in the first three semester language courses by adding new grammar structures, such as the future and conditional tenses, with a particular emphasis on the non-indicative modes such as present and past subjunctive as well as commandsŁ Through readings, videos and class discussion in the target language, students continue to explore cultural themes – emphasizing topics relating to modern socie
	-

	SPAN 2299 Independent Study, 1-4 credits
	Prerequisite: Two courses in Spanish successfully completedŁ Designed for students to do an in-depth study of a particular topic in SpanishŁ Applicants must submit a written proposal describing their intended studyŁ  
	-

	Study Skills
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	Study Skills


	STSK 1102 How to Study & Think Critically, 2 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 2) 
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Students should have college-level reading and writing skillsŁ Students will also benefit from a desire to improve academic study strategies for college-level courseworkŁ
	Introducing the concepts and methods needed to increase study efficiency and improve critical thinking, the course acquaints students with better study habits and the processes and practices of critical thinkingŁ Specific areas covered are listening, textbook reading, time scheduling, notetaking, test-preparation and test-taking strategies, project and paper development, library skills, basic study systems improvement, memory processes and strategies, and models of critical thinkingŁ The course is designed 
	-
	-
	-

	STSK 2299 Independent Study, 1-3 credits
	Designed to offer students the opportunity to do extensive reading or research on a specified topic in study skillsŁ
	Theatre Arts
	Theatre Arts
	Theatre Arts


	THTR 1101 Introduction to the Theatre, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 2 & 6C)
	Survey of popular forms of dramaŁ The course is designed to increase students’ understanding of theatre as an art form and cultural influenceŁ It examines dramatic structure and style, acting, directing, theatre design and architecture from a contemporary and historical perspectiveŁ Students will view and critique two or more play productionsŁ  (CR-fall & spr; Online: spr)
	-

	THTR 1109 Practical Experience in Theatre, 1-2 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Any student may participate in college theatre productionsŁ Credit for such participation in acting, stagecraft, costuming, or any other area of production may be earned by working on one or more Anoka-Ramsey Theatre Department productions each semesterŁ There are no formal class meetingsŁ Students arrange individual schedules with the instructorŁ Initial meeting with instructor should occur in the first two weeks of the semesterŁ Students may enroll for zero, one or two credits per semester; course may be 
	-

	THTR 1111 Acting for All, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	This course is an introduction to the basic skills of actingŁ While working on pieces of literature in class, the student will be developing greater listening skills, empathy building, vocal awareness, body alignment as well as becoming a more confident and expressive communicatorŁ It provides students with a studio learning experience focusing on individual growth and includes active and engaging class workŁ (CR-fall & spr)
	-

	THTR 1120 History of Comedy, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Survey of significant eras of comedy in theatre and film that have shaped contemporary American performance comedyŁ Designed to increase understanding of how comedy has evolved throughout history and how comedy reflects cultural influencesŁ Students will read, view and critique historic and modern comediesŁ (CR-spr)
	-

	THTR 2165 Stage Management, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Stage Management is designed to cover the basic skills required to effectively stage-manage a theatre production both at Anoka-Ramsey and outside of the academic settingŁ Students will learn the role and responsibilities of a Stage Manager prior to and during the rehearsal process and during performancesŁ Practical skills to develop include blocking notation, effective communication skills, reading and taping a ground plan, creating a call script, calling cues, and creating rehearsal/performance reportsŁ St
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	THTR 2205 Acting Movement, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Acting Movement provides the student with studio experience that emphasizes the physicalization of a character through exploration of various movement styles and theoriesŁ Improvisation exercises lead to greater student awareness of self-expression and acting choiceŁ (CR-fall even years)
	-
	-

	THTR 2206 Acting Vocal, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	A beginning acting experience with emphasis on vocal techniques, diction, dialogue, and scene study meant to provide students with studio experience in basic acting, characterization, and rehearsal techniquesŁ (CR-spr even years)
	-

	THTR 2210 Stage Make-up, 2 credits
	Explore the basic theory and practice, the design purpose, tools, and methods of stage make-up to see how it enriches the meaning of the dramaŁ Formulate criteria for judging designs and experience practical problem-solving by creating multiple designs and applicationŁ (CR-fall & spr) 
	-
	-

	THTR 2211 Stagecraft, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Introduction to stagecraft with units on set construction, painting,        lighting, properties, special effects, drafting, and scene designŁ Participation in current theatre production is requiredŁ  (CR-fall & spr)
	-

	THTR 2220 Play Directing, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Prerequisites: THTR 1101 and THTR 2205 or THTR 2230Ł
	Play Directing gives students the opportunity to learn and apply principles of script analysis, staging, working with actors, and utilizing technical effects along with other artistic practices to direct and produce a short play at the end of the semesterŁ Students must see and analyze at least one professional production during the semesterŁ (CR-spr)
	-
	-

	THTR 2230 Survey of Drama, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Successful completion of ENGL 1120/1121Ł
	A survey of representative plays from classical to contemporary drama to examine a form of literature that can be read or experienced in a theaterŁ Students will analyze, interpret, and evaluate dramatic literature focusing on major types, styles, and historical periodsŁ A study of the textural elements will extend to include visual and aural implicationsŁ (CR-fall odd years)
	-

	THTR 2270 Auditioning, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal 6C)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: THTR 2205 or 2206Ł
	This course is designed to prepare a student in advanced study and employment in actingŁ Students will learn auditioning techniques for the stage and screen, develop a repertoire of audition pieces, and become familiar with business aspects of being a working actorŁ (CR-spr odd years)
	-
	-

	Therapeutic Massage
	Therapeutic Massage
	Therapeutic Massage


	MASG 1001 Introduction to Massage, 4 credits
	Prerequisite: Therapeutic Massage Pre-Program Orientation
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: Placement into college-level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment requirements for ENGL 1121Ł
	-

	This course presents the theory, skills, and experience that are the foundation for becoming a Massage TherapistŁ Students will learn techniques and a routine for a full body massage, including basic anatomy and palpation skills, contraindications for massage, and proper forms of drapingŁ Effective procedures are introduced in proper body mechanics, therapist self-care, professionalism, session management, and documentationŁ Students are introduced to various products and equipment for massage therapyŁ (CR-
	-
	-

	MASG 1020 Functional Anatomy and Kinesiology for Clinical Massage, 4 credits
	-

	Prerequisites: BIOL 1102, BIOL 1104
	In this course students study all of the following body systems as they apply to therapeutic massage: circulatory, respiratory, muscular, skeletal, nervous, and articularŁ Emphasis is on the relationship among muscle attachments, joints, and bony landmarksŁ Examination of human movement through association of muscle and muscle function to levers and their connection to planes of movement and the supporting structures are addressedŁ In addition, the application of the understanding of kinesiology to safe and
	-
	-

	MASG 1021 Clinical Massage Techniques I, 4 credits
	Prerequisites: MASG 1001, MASG 2102, BIOL 1102, BIOL 1104Ł 
	Prerequisites: MASG 1001, MASG 2102, BIOL 1102, BIOL 1104Ł 
	Co-requisite MASG 1020Ł

	This course provides the theory and application of advanced rehabilita
	This course provides the theory and application of advanced rehabilita
	-
	tive massage therapy techniques that focus on the treatment of soft 
	tissue to maintain, develop, augment, or rehabilitate physical functionŁ 
	Techniques will focus on Neuromuscular Therapy, Trigger Pont Therapy, 
	Cross Fiber Friction, Therapeutic stretches, Muscle Energy Techniques, 
	and Rehabilitative MassageŁ Students will refine skills in palpation, 
	anatomy, functional muscle testing, range of motion, and postural and 
	gait analysisŁ Students will learn to create a treatment and care plan 
	based on assessments and learn advanced SOAP note chartingŁ (CR-spr)

	MASG 1022 Pathology for Clinical Massage, 3 credits
	Prerequisites: MASG 1001, MASG 2102, BIOL 1102, BIOL 1104Ł Pre- 
	Prerequisites: MASG 1001, MASG 2102, BIOL 1102, BIOL 1104Ł Pre- 
	or co-requisites MASG 1020 and MASG 1021Ł

	This course provides an introduction to the study of the fundamental 
	This course provides an introduction to the study of the fundamental 
	process and dysfunction of the body caused by diseaseŁ Students will 
	learn common pathologies for various body systems including neuro
	-
	muscular, neurological, gastrointestinal, integumentary, cardiovascular, 
	respiratory, endocrine, genitourinary, and hermeticŁ Specific treatment 
	options for massage therapy and the indications and contradictions for 
	the pathologies are examinedŁ Students will develop the ability to make 
	knowledgeable choices about safety and discernment about treatmentŁ 
	(CR-spr)

	MASG 1023 Clinical Massage for Special Populations, 4 credits
	Prerequisites: MASG 1001, MASG 2102, BIOL 1102, BIOL 1104Ł Pre- 
	Prerequisites: MASG 1001, MASG 2102, BIOL 1102, BIOL 1104Ł Pre- 
	or co-requisites MASG 1020 and MASG 1021Ł

	This course provides the study of theoretical concepts and the practice of 
	This course provides the study of theoretical concepts and the practice of 
	specialized massage therapy protocol for populations of people who are 
	vulnerable because of a physical limitation or life stageŁ Populations in
	-
	clude: pre- and post-pregnancy massage, infant massage, cancer, hospice 
	and palliative care, chronic and acute pain management, geriatric mas
	-
	sage, chronic illness, clients with PTSD and those with disabilitiesŁ The 
	students will focus on learning appropriate technique for the pathology, 
	etiology, indications, contraindications, adaptations, and emotional/
	psychological considerations from both the Western and Asian body of 
	knowledgeŁ Students will learn to design a treatment and care plan based 
	on the specific needs requiredŁ (CR-spr)

	MASG 2102 Food as Medicine/Biologically Based Therapies, 3 credits
	-

	(Cross-listed as IHH 2102)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework:  Placement into college-level reading and writing as demonstrated by meeting enrollment requirements for ENGL 1121Ł
	-

	This course provides an introduction to the importance of nutrition basics for a healthy body, mind, and spiritŁ Students will learn the role food can play in both prevention and treatment of most chronic illnessesŁ Discussions will involve how environmental, social, economic, emotional, and cultural issues affect nutritionŁ Students will also learn about dietary supplements and herbs including the history, regulation, scientific research, and indications and contraindications for useŁ (Online: fall & spr)
	-
	-
	-

	MASG 2105 Basics in Business & Ethics for the Holistic Practitioner, 3 credits  
	-

	(Cross-listed as IHH 2105)
	This course provides practical information related to the fundamentals of business and ethics in holistic practice managementŁ Common business practices and structures, contracts and legal agreements, financial considerations, record keeping, networking, marketing, and methods to promote and maintain a successful practice are presentedŁ  Students will learn about decision making skills, interpersonal and professional communication, ethical and professional roles and responsibilities, and how to handle ethic
	-
	-
	-

	MASG 2108 Clinical Massage Techniques II, 4 credits
	Prerequisites: MASG 1020, MASG 1021
	Prerequisites: MASG 1020, MASG 1021

	This course provides the basic theory and application of advanced mas
	This course provides the basic theory and application of advanced mas
	-
	sage therapy techniques that support and strengthen the body’s natural 
	ability to heal and balance itselfŁ Techniques will focus on Asian body
	-
	work, Craniosacral Therapy, Lymphatic Drainage, Myofascial Release, 
	Reflexology, and Energy TherapyŁ Students will refine skills in palpation, 
	anatomical landmarks, observational skills, and touch awareness, and 
	how to relieve pain and dysfunction to improve whole-body health and 
	performanceŁ Students will learn to create a treatment and care plan 
	based on medical history and assessmentŁ (CR-fall)

	MASG 2297 Clinical Massage Practicum and Internship, 3 credits
	Pre- or co-requisite: MASG 2108
	Pre- or co-requisite: MASG 2108

	This is the capstone course to the Therapeutic Massage ProgramŁ The in
	This is the capstone course to the Therapeutic Massage ProgramŁ The in
	-
	ternship is an individually-designed, industry-based learning experience, 
	approved by the faculty and the on-site supervisor, in a setting consistent 
	with the student’s program goals in which the student can integrate skills 
	and knowledge gained in the programŁ (CR-fall)

	Women’s & Gender Studies
	Women’s & Gender Studies
	Women’s & Gender Studies


	WGST 1108 Biology of Women, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 3 & 7) (Cross-listed as BIOL 1108)
	This course studies the biological aspects of being a womanŁ Analysis of assumptions concerning women’s biology and women’s health care, including importance of taking a responsible role in personal health care, will be addressedŁ The course explores female and male reproductive anatomy and physiology, sexual development, issues related to women’s health and disease, pregnancy and birth, contraception and infertility, menopause, and other topicsŁ It also includes a reproductive anatomy and physiology-based 
	-
	-

	WGST 1145 Gender in Society, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5B & 7)  (Cross-listed as SOC 1145)
	Recommended Skills, Abilities, or Coursework: SOC 1111 recommended, but not requiredŁ College level-reading and writingŁ
	-

	This course is an introduction to the sociological study of genderŁ Sociological perspectives, research, and current issues related to gender in society are presentedŁ Topics may include gender as it relates to media, family, work, politics, power and inequality, education, religion, socioeconomic forces, race/ethnicity, sexuality, social movements, and social changeŁ (CR-fall; Online: spr)
	-
	-

	WGST 2120 Psychology of Women, 3 credits
	(Meets MnTC Goal Areas 5B & 7) (Cross-listed as PSYC 2120)
	Prerequisite: PSYC 1110
	This course is an introduction to the theories and research concerning the psychology of womenŁ The course will explore the way that biological, cultural and psychosocial issues affect the psychological development of womenŁ  It will include topics such as sexism, the construction of gender categories, gender comparisons, and female identity formationŁ It will also explore contemporary women’s issues related to education, work, and familyŁ 
	-

	WGST 2233 Women in American Culture, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 7) (Cross-listed as HUM 2233)
	This course is designed to introduce students to issues of gender, class, and race in the United States’ social and cultural historiesŁ It examines the cultural legacies and traditions which have shaped both the past and presentŁ It also provides appreciation for the role women have had in this country’s progress and examines the impacts gender assumptions play in work, social values, and directions for our nation’s futureŁ (Online: fall)
	WGST 2234 Women in a Global Perspective, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 6B & 8)  (Cross-listed as HUM 2234) 
	This course introduces the study of gender and women’s issues in countries outside the USAŁ It is designed to examine issues of cultural diversity, race, class, religious and social structures, literature and the arts, politics and economic development in areas such as China, Africa, the Pacific Rim, the Middle East, Europe, Russia, and Latin AmericaŁ (CR-fall; Online: spr)
	WGST 2242 History of Women in Modern America, 3 credits 
	(Meets MnTC Goals 5C & 7) (Cross-listed as HIST 2242)   
	This course examines women’s experiences in America from 1900 to the presentŁ We will consider the relationship between race, class, gender, and sexuality as we learn about women’s roles as reformers, consumers, activists, students, mothers, workers, immigrants, etcŁ Topics covered include African-American women and the “Jim Crow” south, women’s participation in reform movements, the achievement of the right to vote and the debate about the Equal Rights Amendment, women in the “Roaring Twenties” and Great D
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	Alexander-Payne, Dawn
	History
	BA, MA - Abilene Christian University
	PhD - Texas Christian University
	Alto, David
	Physical Education/Health
	BS - Minnesota State University, Moorhead
	MA - Hamline University
	Anderson, Angie
	Communication Studies
	BA - Concordia University
	MA - Purdue University
	MEd - Bemidji State University
	Anderson, Clifford
	Director of Public Safety
	BS - Colorado State University
	MS - Minnesota State University, Mankato
	Anderson, Corrie
	Director of Academic Pathways and Scheduling
	BS - University of Phoenix
	MBA, MPH - Benedictine University
	Andres, Christine
	Nursing (MANE)
	BS - University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh
	BSN - Metropolitan State University
	DNP - University of Minnesota
	Aspaas, Andrew
	Chemistry
	BA - Augustana College, South Dakota
	MS - University of Minnesota
	B
	B
	B
	B



	Barthel, Jamie
	Executive Director of Professional & Workforce Training (PWT) and Foundations
	BS - Bemidji State University
	MA - Concordia University, StŁ Paul
	Bean, Catherine
	English
	BA, MA - University of Florida
	Bebeau, Kristen
	Nursing (MANE)
	BSN, MSN - Bethel University
	Befus, Kelly
	Chemistry
	BS - Spring Hill College
	PhD - University of Iowa
	Bergstrom, Melissa
	Music
	BM - Augsburg College
	MM - University of Minnesota
	Bergstrom, Sam
	Music
	BA - Augsburg College
	MA - University of StŁ Thomas
	Beste, Steven
	English
	BA - Valparaiso University
	MA - University of North Carolina
	Biederman, James
	Psychology
	BS - Southern Illinois University
	MA - Northern Illinois University
	Blazek, Candace
	Mathematics
	BS, MS - University of North Dakota
	Blommel, Corey
	CNET
	BA - Concordia University
	MMIS - Metropolitan State University
	Bluth, Jennifer
	Mathematics
	BA - Bemidji State University
	MA - Northern Illinois University
	MA - StŁ Mary’s University
	Bodelson, Mary
	English
	BA, MA - StŁ Cloud State University
	Boner, Juliana
	Librarian
	BS - College of StŁ Catherine
	MLIS - Dominican University
	Bordwell, Bruce
	Mathematics
	BS - Bemidji State University
	MS - University of North Dakota
	Braido, Jennifer
	Biology
	BS, MS - University of Illinois, Urbana
	Breen, Rachel
	Art
	BA - Evergreen State College
	MFA - University of Minnesota
	Breen, William
	English
	BS - Bethel College
	MFA - University of Arkansas
	Breit-Goodwin, Megan
	Mathematics
	BA - Augustana College
	MA - University of Nebraska
	Broadway, Marsais
	Dean of Student Affairs (Cambridge) - Interim
	BS - Oral Roberts University
	MS - Oklahoma State University
	Browne-Boatswain, Venoreen
	Director of Diversity and Multiculturalism
	BA, MEd - Trenton State College
	C
	C
	C
	C



	Cancino, Robert
	Director of TRIO Upward Bound (Coon Rapids)
	BA - Minnesota State University, Mankato
	Cobian, Alex
	Computer Science
	Cook, Gary
	Physical Education/Health
	BS - Bemidji State University
	MEd - StŁ Mary’s University
	Crittenden, Steven
	Vice President of Academic and Student       Affairs (Interim)
	BS - Upper Iowa University
	MS - Southwest Minnesota State University
	Croatt, Heidi
	Communication Studies
	BS - Minnesota State University, Mankato
	MA - Southern Illinois University
	Croonquist, Paula
	Biology
	BS - University of Illinois, Chicago
	PhD - University of Minnesota
	D
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	D
	D



	Dahlvang, Victoria
	Nursing (MANE)
	RN - Anoka-Ramsey Community College
	BSN, MSN - Metropolitan State University
	Danneman, Scott
	Biology
	BS, MS - Northern Michigan University
	Danzl, Allison
	Nursing (MANE)
	BSN - StŁ Cloud University
	MSN - North Dakota State University
	Degerstrom, Patrice
	Nursing (MANE)
	BSN - College of StŁ Catherine
	MSN - Walden University
	DNP - Winona State University
	Deno, Fernande
	Nursing (MANE)
	BSN - Holy Names College
	MSN - University of California
	DNP - Winona State University
	Dickie, Scott
	Math
	BS, MEd - University of Minnesota
	Djerdjian, Nancy
	Biology
	BS, PhD - University of North Dakota
	Domagala, Rachel
	Nursing (MANE)
	MSN - Walden University
	DNP - Winona State University
	Doneen, Kristin
	Philosophy
	BA - Humboldt State University
	MA - Central Washington University
	MA, PhD - Stockholm University
	Downey, Victoria
	Geography
	BA, MA - University of Kansas
	Dudu, Momoh
	Business
	BA, MBA - StŁ John's University, New York
	E
	E
	E
	E



	Erdman, Lauren 
	Director of TRIO Upward Bound (Cambridge)
	BA - Minnesota State University, Mankato
	MA - StŁ Cloud State University
	Erickson, Joe
	English
	BA, MA - University of Minnesota, Duluth
	PhD - Bowling Green State University
	Eyre, Susan
	Business
	BS - Minnesota State University, Mankato
	MBA - Metropolitan State University
	Evangelista, Hazel May
	Nursing (MANE)
	MAN - CrŁ Carols SŁ Lanting Colleges
	BSN - Chinese General Hospital Colleges
	F
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	F
	F



	Ferguson, Shandell
	Nursing (MANE)
	BSN - North Dakota State University
	MSN - Walden University
	DNP - Winona State University
	Filler, Debby
	Biology
	BS, PhD - University of Minnesota
	Ford, Scott
	Communication Studies
	BA - Winona State University
	MS - Illinois State University
	Friestad, Jennifer
	Business/Marketing
	BA - University of Northern Iowa
	MA - University of Minnesota
	G
	G
	G
	G



	Genet, Kristen
	Biology
	BA - Gustavus Adolphus College
	MS, PhD - Michigan State University
	Goenner, Janine
	Math
	BS, MS - StŁ Cloud State University
	MS - Bemidji State University
	Gokey, Hillary
	Psychology
	BA - State University of New York
	MA - Edinboro University of Pennsylvania
	Goldman, Robert (Mike)
	Physical Education/Health
	BS - Iowa State University
	MEd - University of Minnesota
	Gonzalez, Jason
	Communication Studies
	BA - University of West Florida
	MFA - University of Mississippi
	Gonzalez, Ricardo
	Director of Enrollment Management
	BS - Linfield College
	MS - Walden University
	Gromberg, Jill
	Physical Education/Health
	BS - College of StŁ Benedict
	MS - StŁ Cloud State University
	Groseth, Becky
	Mathematics
	BS - Minnesota State University, Mankato
	BS, MS - StŁ Cloud State University
	Grzincich, Michael
	CNET
	BS - Capella University
	Guiney, Margaret (Peggy)
	Biology
	BS - Concordia College
	MS, PhD - University of Minnesota
	Gulden, Alison
	Nursing (MANE)
	RN - Normandale Community College
	MSN - Walden University
	DNP - Winona State University
	H
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	Hanson, Kent
	President
	BS, PhD - University of North Dakota
	MS - Central Michigan University
	Hanson, Thomas
	Sociology
	BA, MA - University of Minnesota
	Harris, Lisa
	Dean of Student Affairs (Coon Rapids)
	BS - George Fox University
	MA - Bethel College
	Harrison, Jill
	Counseling
	BA - The Lutheran Bible Institute of Seattle
	BA - University of Minnesota
	MS - Minnesota State University, Mankato
	Heide, Melody
	English
	BS - North Central University
	MFA - Minnesota State University, Mankato
	Hofreiter, Dierk
	Physics
	BS - Iowa State University
	MS - University of Illinois
	Hogan, Luanne
	Dean of Business, Health/Wellness, Social Sciences, Psychology, and World Languages/ASL
	-

	BS - University of Wisconsin
	MS - StŁ Cloud State University
	Holder, Leda
	Nursing (MANE)
	BSN, MSN - Metropolitan State University
	Homann, Bruce
	History
	BA, MA, PhD - Iowa State University
	Horazdovsky, Jerry
	Business/Computer and Office Systems
	BS, PhD - University of Minnesota
	MS - University of Wisconsin
	Hunter, Mariae
	Business
	BS - Geneva College
	MBA - Robert Morris University
	Huttenburg, Abbie
	Director of K-12 Partnerships
	BS - University of Wisconsin, La Crosse
	MS - University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
	I
	I
	I
	I



	Ivanauskas, John
	Business/Accounting
	CPA, CMA; BS - University of  Wisconsin
	J
	J
	J
	J



	Jacobson, Mary
	Chief Marketing and Communications Officer
	BS - StŁ Cloud State University
	MS - Metropolitan State University
	Jagodzinski, Nicole
	Counseling
	BS - University of North Dakota
	MS - StŁ Cloud State University
	Janas, Linnea
	Counseling
	BS, MS - StŁ Cloud State University
	Janke, Linda
	History
	BA - Carleton College
	MA, PhD - The State University of New York, Binghamton
	Janzen, Monica
	Philosophy
	MA, PhD -University of Minnesota
	Jones, Jami
	Reading
	BS - University WI, LaCrosse
	MA - University of StŁ Thomas
	K
	K
	K
	K



	Kam, Anna
	Nursing (MANE)
	MSN - University of Washington
	Karr, Kenneth
	Director of Facilities 
	Kern, Rhonda
	Director of Records and Registration
	Kirkeide, Shannon
	Dean of Academic and Community Outreach
	BA - Concordia College, Moorhead
	MS - Bemidji State University
	Kohler, Sandra
	Dean of Nursing and Allied Health
	BSN - University of Minnesota
	MSN - University of Phoenix
	DNP - American Sentinel University 
	Koppy, Paula
	Nursing (MANE)
	MSN - Walden University
	Kowalski, Jenna
	Mathematics
	BA - University of Minnesota, Morris
	MS - Minnesota State University, Mankato
	Krenelka, Adam J
	Mathematics
	BS - Moorhead State University
	MS - University of Colorado 
	Kristo, Tracy
	English
	BS - Maranatha Baptist Bible College
	MA - College of StŁ Catherine and National University
	Krystyniak, Rebecca
	Dean of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM)
	BA - Carthage College
	MA, PhD - University of Northern Colorado
	Kuhn, Emily
	Physical Therapist Assistant
	DPT - University of North Dakota
	Kysar, Kathryn
	English
	BA - Hamline University
	MFA - Wichita State University
	L
	L
	L
	L



	LaFleur, Dianne
	Nursing (MANE)
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	300 Spirit River Dr S, Cambridge, MN 55008
	Call 763-433-1840
	Directions: 
	From the North:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Hwy 65 South to Hwy 95 West

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Drive through Cambridge

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Left on Co Rd 70


	- or - 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	I-35 South to westbound Hwy 95

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Drive through Cambridge

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Left on Co Rd 70


	From the South:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
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	Hwy 65 North to Hwy 95 West

	2Ł 
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	2Ł 

	Drive through Cambridge

	3Ł 
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	3Ł 

	Lef on Co Rd 70


	- or -
	1Ł 
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	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	I-35 North to westbound Hwy 95

	2Ł 
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	2Ł 

	Drive through Cambridge

	3Ł 
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	3Ł 

	Left on Co Rd 70


	From the East:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	From I-35 exit to westbound Hwy 95

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Take Hwy 95 through Cambridge

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Left on Co Rd 70


	From the West:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Hwy 95 eastbound to Co Rd 70

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Right on Co Rd 70
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	11200 Mississippi Blvd NW, Coon Rapids, MN 55433
	Call 763-433-1240
	Directions: 
	From the North:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	Go southeast on Hwy 10

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Right on Round Lake Blvd

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Left on Coon Rapids Blvd

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Right on Mississippi Blvd and right on College Dr


	From the South:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	I-35W North

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	Exit #30 onto Hwy 10 West

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Go 10Ł9 miles to Round Lake Blvd

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Left on Round Lake Blvd

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Left on Coon Rapids Blvd

	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Right on Mississippi Blvd and right on College Dr


	From the East:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 

	I-35E North

	2Ł 
	2Ł 
	2Ł 

	I-694 West to I-35W/10 North

	3Ł 
	3Ł 
	3Ł 

	Hwy 10 West at Exit 30

	4Ł 
	4Ł 
	4Ł 

	Left on Round Lake Blvd

	5Ł 
	5Ł 
	5Ł 

	Left on Coon Rapids Blvd

	6Ł 
	6Ł 
	6Ł 

	Right on Mississippi Blvd and right on College Dr


	From the West:
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
	1Ł 
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